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Title Author ISBN RRP Publisher Age Synopsis

Wallace & Gromit Annual 2009 Aardman 
Animations 9781405239165 £6.99 Egmont 09+

With new and familiar stories characterised by slapstick comedy and visual humour, which will appeal to 
children and adults alike.

Does My Head Look Big in This? Abdel-Fattah, 
Randa 9780439950589 £5.99 Marion Lloyd 14+

Don't panic - I'm Islamic. Amal is a 16-year-old Melbourne teen with all the usual obsessions about boys, 
chocolate and Cosmo magazine. She's also a Muslim, struggling to honor the Islamic faith in a society that 
doesn't understand it.

Hitchhiker's Guide Book 1 - Hitchhikers 
Guide to the Galaxy, The. Adams, Douglas 330258648 £6.99 pan macmillan 11+

On Thursday lunchtime the Earth gets unexpectedly demolished to make way for a new hyperspace 
bypass. For Arthur Dent this seems already more than he can cope with.

Hitchhiker's Guide Book 2 - Restaurant at 
the End of the Universe Adams, Douglas 330262130 £5.99 pan macmillan 11+

When all questions of space and time have been resolved, only one question remains Where shall we have 
dinner? The Restaurant at the End of the Universe provides the ultimate gastronomic experience.

Hitchhiker's Guide Book 3 - Life, the 
Universe and Everything. Adams, Douglas 330267388 £6.99 Pan 11+

Arthur Dent finds himself hurtling back to Lords Cricket Ground, England, after several million years in a 
time eddy. He again meets Marvin the Paranoid Android, and the infuriating Ford Prefect with his 
unassailable philosophy on Life.

Hitchhiker's Guide Book 4 - So Long, and 
Thanks for all the Fish. Adams, Douglas 330287001 £5.99 pan macmillan 11+

Just as Arthur Dent’s sense of reality is in its dickiest state he suddenly finds the girl of his dreams. He finds 
her in the last place in the Universe in which he would expect to find anything at all.

Hitchhiker's Guide Book 5 - Mostly 
Harmless. Adams, Douglas 141311533 £6.99 pan macmillan 11+

Volume Five. 20 years on, the Guide falls into the hands of Arthur Dent's daughter, Random, whose 
mother, unexpectedly to all concerned, is Trillian.

Railway Rabbits, Mellow and the Great 
River Rescue Adams, Georgie 9781444001617 £4.99 Orion 05+

Meet the Railway Rabbits! Join this irrepressible rabbit family as they get in and out of scrapes, meet new 
friends, perform daring rescues, and explore the ancient castle on the hill... But watch out for the wily 
buzzard, always on the lookout for naughty rabbits who stray too far from home.

Real Fairy Storybook, the Adams, Georgie 9781858816814 £9.99 Orion 05+

A delightful storybook narrated by dressmaking fairies as they embroider the Fairy Queens ball gown.
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Mrs Honey's Hat Adams, Pam 9781846431265 £5.69 Child's Play

Mrs Honey had a very busy week. She went out every day, wearing her best hat. She especially liked the 
decorations, but so did everybody else! What a surprise Mrs Honey had at the end of the week when she 
looked at herself in the mirror! Now available in this brand new edition, Pam Adams's much-loved story is 
perfect for learning the days of the week.

Watership Down Adams, Richard 140364536 £6.99 Puffin 09+

Fiver felt sure that something terrible was going to happen to the warren and Fiver’s sixth sense was never 
wrong. Yet the fleeing band of rabbits could never have imagined the terrors they were to encounter in their 
search for a new home.

Dave and Violet Adams, Sarah 9781847801579 £6.99 Frances Lincoln 04+

Violet's best friend is Dave the dragon. Dave is very friendly and helpful, but he is also very shy. And 
whenever he meets other people, he simply goes red and spouts flames, scaring them away. So despite 
Violet's help, Dave wonders if he will ever fit in. But then one day his special abilities come to the rescue in 
a damp situation.

The Diary of Pelly D Adlington, L. J 9780060766177 £5.99 Haperteen 10+

The Diary of Pelly D is a well written, entrancing book which draws the reader into two worlds - that of the 
future (Pelly's world) and that of the past (our own).

Goldilocks on CCTV - Poems Agard, John 9781847801838 £12.99 Frances Lincoln 10+

Here are 30 amazing poems which are rooted in the world of fairy tale and legend. Wickedly witty, 
deliciously subversive and utterly modern, the poems are also affectionate and big-hearted tributes to the 
original tales and characters that inspired them. This is a sizzling new collection from a master poet, 
portrayed with verce by Satoshi Kitamura's extraordinary black-and-white illustrations.

Pumpkin Grumpkin Agard, John 9781406308884 £6.99 Walker 07+

Have you ever heard of a doctopus or a hippopotamustn't? Have you ever visited the Ning Nang Nong or 
lived in a floorless room with a pumpernickel? Did you know that in Japan cows go omoo?

Man Who Wore All His Clothes, The Ahlberg, Alan 9780744589955 £5.99 walker 03+

One morning, Mr Gaskitt puts on all his clothes. Mrs Gaskitt picks up a robber in her taxi. Gus and Gloria 
have trouble with a teacher. Horace the cat goes to a friend's house to watch tv and the car radio gets 
things wrong.

Boyhood of Burglar Bill, the Ahlberg, Allan 9780141321424 £5.99 Puffin 09+

Coronation Year, 1953, and in Oldbury a Coronation football competition is organized. The boys from the 
bottom pitch get a team up, but there's no chance they'll win, of course. They're just the odds and sods; one 
of them is even a girl

Happy Families - Miss Brick the Builders' 
Baby Ahlberg, Allan 9780140312423 £4.99 Puffin 06+

Mr and Mrs Brick are builders, just like their mothers and fathers and grandmothers and grandfathers. But 
their new baby doesn’t seem to be following in their footsteps. Instead of building things up, she keeps 
knocking things down!
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Happy Families - Miss Jump the Jockey Ahlberg, Allan 9780140312416 £4.99 Puffin 06+

Miss Josie Jump the jockey can’t wait to gallop in a race like her mum, her brother and even her grandma, 
but everyone says she’s too young. But then grandma’s horse gets a sore throat and Jimmy Jump gets a 
splinter in his bottom

Happy Families - Mr Biff the Boxer Ahlberg, Allan 9780140312362 £4.99 Puffin 06+

Mr Biff is a boxer but he likes to eat cream cakes and sit by the fire in his slippers. Mr Bop is a boxer too, 
but he’s the fittest, toughest man in town. So Mr Biff needs to train hard before their charity match – but will 
he strong enough to swap his cream cakes for carrots?

Happy Families - Mr Buzz the Beeman Ahlberg, Allan 9780140312447 £4.99 Puffin 06+

Mr Buzz works hard to look after his bees - and his bees work hard to make lots and lots of lovely honey. 
But one morning Mr Buzz sees his bees swarming and he knows that when bees swarm and buzz off 
together they never come back. So the Buzz family put on their bee hats and bee gloves and give chase. 
But will they ever catch their bees up?

Happy Families - Mr Cosmo the Conjuror Ahlberg, Allan 9780140312379 £4.99 Puffin 06+

When Mr Cosmo the conjuror arrives in town with his wife and children, everyone gets very excited. His 
colourful caravan has six pigeons flying over it, six rabbits peeping out of it – but not one single person is 
driving it! Some amazing magical treats are in store …

Happy Families - Mr Creep the Crook Ahlberg, Allan 9780140323450 £4.99 Puffin 06+

Mr Creep the Crook is a bad man, and all his family are bad too - even Growler his dog. But when he 
escapes from jail and heads to the seaside, he finds out that being bad is not such a good idea after all …

Happy Families - Mr Tick the Teacher Ahlberg, Allan 9780140312454 £4.99 Puffin 06+

Mr Tick loves teaching his six children at their little school. But then they hear news that all small schools 
must close, so Mr Tick starts teaching some rather unusual lessons in how to trick stern school inspectors.

Happy Families - Mrs Lather's Laundry Ahlberg, Allan 9780140312430 £4.99 Puffin 06+

Mrs Lather is getting quite worked up in her laundry. She hates washing socks, she hates washing vests, 
she really doesn't much like washing trousers or dresses either

Happy Families - Mrs Plug the Plumber Ahlberg, Allan 9780140312386 £4.99 Puffin 06+

Whenever a plumber is needed in the town, people call for Mrs Plug. And wherever she goes, Mr Plug and 
the baby Plugs go too. Then one night she uses her plumbing tools to save a rich man from a robber

Happy Families - Mrs Wobble the 
Waitress Ahlberg, Allan 9780140312393 £4.99 Puffin 06+

Mrs Wobble loves her job as a waitress in a café but there’s one big problem she wobbles! She wobbles so 
much that she drops a she drops a chicken on a lady’s pretty hat, then she drops a jelly on her boss and 
gets the sack.
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It was a Dark and Stormy Night Ahlberg, Allan 9780141300276 £4.99 Puffin 05+

Antonio, a small boy who has been kidnapped by Brigands, passes a dark and stormy night in their cave 
weaving for them incredible stories of their own exploits and through this actually solves his own problem of 
how to escape.

Master Bun the Baker's Boy Ahlberg, Allan 9780140323443 £4.99 Puffin 05+

Bertie Bun was born to be a baker. His mum is a baker. His dad is a baker. Even his grandparents were 
bakers. But Bertie has a big problem he’s bored of bread! He wants to be a butcher’s boy, or a bus-driver’s 
boy or even a balloonist’s boy

Please Mrs Butler / Verses by Allan 
Ahlberg Ahlberg, Allan 9780140314946 £4.99 Puffin 06+

This witty collection of poems about school is full of typical classroom events that will be recognized and 
enjoyed by everyone:

Previously Ahlberg, Allan 9781844280629 £9.99 Walker 03+

Do you know what Jack was doing before he climbed the beanstalk? Or what Jack and Jill were arguing 
about before they went up the hill? And what happened before that?

Ten in a Bed Ahlberg, Allan 9780141316758 £2.50 Puffin 05+

Each night Dinah Price finds a different fairy tale character occupying her bed - and they refuse to budge 
until she has told them a special bedtime story.

The Pencil Ahlberg, Allan 9781406319552 £5.99 Walker 03+

When a pencil draws a rubber, a battle of wits ensues! A pencil draws a boy, a dog, a cat and a whole 
world for them to play in. Then the pencil draws a brush, and the brush adds colour to everything

Each Peach Pear Plum Ahlberg, Allan & 
Janet 9780140509194 £5.99 Puffin 03+

"Each Peach Pear Plum/ I spy Tom Thumb," reads the first couplet (of what was originally a counting-out 
rhyme), while opposite Tom sits half-hidden in a tree.

The Ha Ha Bonk Book Ahlberg, Janet 9780140314120 £4.99 puffin 08+

Jam-packed with brilliant jokes to tell your Mum, your Dad, your dog or even your teacher!

Burglar Bill Ahlberg, Janet & 
Allan 9780140503012 £5.99 Puffin 03+

Who's that creeping down the street? Who's that climbing up the wall? Who's that coming through the 
window? Who's that? ... It's Burglar Bill.
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Funnybones Ahlberg, Janet & 
Allan 140565817 £4.99 Puffin 05+

A big skeleton, a little skeleton and a dog skeleton live in the dark cellar of a dark house on a dark hill. The 
skeletons venture out one night to find someone to scare, but everyone is in bed so they play with the 
skeleton animals in the zoo.

Peepo! Ahlberg, Janet & 
Allan 140503846 £5.99 Puffin 03+

Peepo! has so many elements guaranteed to appeal to young children - rhyme, repetition and the inclusion 
of every day objectives.

The Wolves of Willoughby Chase Aiken, Joan 9780099456636 £5.99 Vintage 09+

It's 19th-century England during the reign of King James II, but it's not the England we know from the history 
books. This country is overrun with wolves that roam the forests, providing the perfect setting for a witty and 
dramatic story.

Duck in the Truck Alborough, Jez 9780007302628 £6.99 Harper Collins 03+

A comic escapade involving a sheep in a jeep and a goat in a motorboat, trying all a manner of tricks to free 
the cantankerous duck.

Fix-it Duck Alborough, Jez 9780007302895 £6.99 Harper Collins 03+

Can he fix it? No he can't! Duck wants to show off his DIY skills. The trouble is, when Duck starts fixing 
things, the problems are only just beginning

Jo's Boys Alcott Louisa May 9780140367140 £4.99 Puffin 09+

The last book about the March family. Ten years after the school was founded, there is now a college, with 
a legacy from old Mr Lawrence. All Jo's children are grown young men, scattered around the world, and 
graceful young women with high ambitions

Good Wives Alcott, Louisa May 9780140621907 £2.00 Penguin Classics 09+

When Little Women came to its last chapter Meg was engaged and the other March girls, Beth, Jo and 
Amy, were at the threshold of womanhood. Good Wives opens three years later, with Meg and her family 
preparing for her marriage to John Brooke.

Little Women Alcott, Louisa May 9780140621198 £2.59 Penguin Classics 09+

A story of a year in the life of the March family. We hear of their troubles and joys and come to sympathise 
with each character: maturing Meg, gifted Jo, gentle Beth and lively Amy, as they extend their kindness to 
all around them.

Father Christmas Needs a Wee! Allan, Nicholas 9780857540041 £5.99 Random House 05+

This bestseller is a funny festive counting book in brilliantly bouncy rhyme! Father Christmas is busy eating 
and drinking all the treats that have been left for him. But at number ten he realises he has forgotten to do a 
very important job! AND he really, really, really needs a wee!
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Clay Almond, David 340773847 £4.99 Hodder 11+

Davie and his friend Geordie watch the arrival of a new boy, Stephen Rose, in their town. He seems to 
have come from nowhere, and when he arrives to live with his distant aunt, the local 'loony', 'Crazy Mary', 
no one envies his new home.

Fire Eaters, The Almond, David 340773839 £5.99 Hodder 09+

Bobby Burns is a lucky lad. He lives by the sea in sleepy Keely Bay. He has a wonderful family. He has 
great friends; the tough guy, Josheph Connor, who’s always looked out for him; Ailsa Spink, the seacoaler’s 
daughter.

Heaven Eyes Almond, David 340743689 £4.99 Hodder 09+

It’s easy. Running away from Whitegates. Erin and her running-away friend January do it all the time. But 
this time they’re going down river. This time they might never come back. This time they’re looking for a tiny 
corner of paradise.

Kit’s Wilderness Almond, David 340727160 £4.99 Hodder 11+

In Stoneygate there was a wilderness, an empty space between the houses and the river where the ancient 
coal pit had once been. In the wilderness Kit met Askew, with his wild dog, Jax.

My Dad's a Birdman Almond, David 9781406313246 £6.99 Walker 08+

Today there's something unusual going on: why is Dad building himself a pair of wings and studying the 
birds to see how they fly? The Great Human Bird Competition of course!

My Name is Mina Almond, David 9780340997253 £6.99 Hodder 12+

Mina writes and writes in an empty notebook, and through her stories, thoughts, lessons and dreams, 
Mina's journal grows into something extraordinary.

Skellig Almond, David 9780340716007 £4.99 Hodder 10+

Michael was looking forward to moving house. It was all going to be wonderful. But now his baby sister’s ill, 
his parents are frantic and Doctor Death has come to call. Michael feels helpless.

The Savage Almond, David 9781406319859 £5.99 Walker 10+

After his dad's death, Blue Baker finds comfort in dreaming of a wild kid who survives on a diet of berries 
and the occasional hapless passerby.

The True Tale of the Monster Billy Dean Almond, David 9780670919062 £7.99 Penguin 16+

Billy Deane is the child of an illicit relationship. He is born on the very day that terrorists attack his town, and 
the fact that he survives and flourishes persuades his father that he is a special child with special gifts. 
Even so, Billy's birth can't be made public, and he spends his chidhood in a single room, dreaming of other 
worlds, occasionally visited at night by his father. When the visits come to a sudden end, his mother 
decides it's time for Billy to come out into the world, helped by a couple of friendly townspeople, and soon 
he finds that his s pposed gifts bring him a certain celebrit B t his father hasn't gone for good and there's
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Barn on Fire Amery, Heather 9780746063200 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Brightly coloured editions of the much-loved Farmyard Tales series. All 20 stories available in miniature 
format. Enjoyable and collectible stories for children who are just learning to read.

Camping Out Amery, Heather 9780746063187 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Each page has two reading levels, one for beginners and one for more advanced readers-- Beginners can 
use the first reading level to achieve the satisfaction of reading the whole book by themselves-- Stephen 
Cartwright's illustrations give clues to the words and their meanings

Dolly and the Train Amery, Heather 9780746063095 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Dolly the cart horse saves the day in this fourth story in the USBORNE FARMYARD TALES series. 
Illustrated in full colour by Stephen Cartwright.

Grumpy Goat Amery, Heather 9780746063163 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Each page has two reading levels, one for beginners and one for more advance readers-- Beginners can 
first use the first reading level to achieve the satisfaction of reading the whole book-- Stephen Cartwright's 
illustrations give clues to the words and their meanings

Hungry Donkey Amery, Heather 9780746063088 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Farmyard Tales are delightful stories of the people and animals on Apple Tree Farm. Each story has a 
simple text to encourage young children to read themselves, and a longer text that children enjoy listening 
to - and a duck to find on each page.

Kitten's Day Out Amery, Heather 9780746063156 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Brightly coloured editions of the much-loved Farmyard Tales series. All 20 stories available in miniature 
format. Enjoyable and collectible stories for children who are just learning to read.

Market Day Amery, Heather 9780746063040 £1.99 Usborne 03+

This is one of a series of pocket-sized editions of Farmyard Tales, all about Poppy, Sam and all the animals 
who live on Apple Tree Farm. There is also a little yellow duck to spot on every page.

Naughty Sheep Amery, Heather 9780746063170 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Brightly coloured editions of the much-loved Farmyard Tales series. All 20 stories available in miniature 
format. Enjoyable and collectible stories for children who are just learning to read.

New Pony Amery, Heather 9780746063194 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Each page has two reading levels, one for beginners and one for more advanced readers-- Beginners can 
use the first reading level to achieve the satisfaction of reading the whole book by themselves-- Stephen 
Cartwright's illustrations give clues to the words and their meanings
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Pig gets lost Amery, Heather 9780746063149 £1.99 Usborne 03+

This is one of a series of stories featuring Poppy and Sam, their dog Rusty, Curly the pig and Woolly the 
sheep, as they go about their lives on Apple Tree Farm.

Pig gets Stuck Amery, Heather 9780746063132 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Usborne Farmyard Tales Mini books are child-sized and perfect for beginning readers!-- The soft, plush 
toys with key rings have been safety tested and are fun to collect!

Rumplestiltskin Amery, Heather 9780746058367 £3.99 Usborne 03+

This collection of classic fairy tales introduces very young children to these popular stories. This particular 
story covers Rumpelstiltskin.

Runaway Tractor Amery, Heather 9780746063057 £1.99 Usborne 03+

This series of short stories has been written with the help of a language expert for young children who are 
just beginning to read.

Rusty's Train Ride Amery, Heather 9780746063125 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Brightly coloured editions of the much-loved Farmyard Tales series. All 20 stories available in miniature 
format. Enjoyable and collectible stories for children who are just learning to read.

Scarecrows Secret Amery, Heather 9780746063217 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Brightly coloured editions of the much-loved Farmyard Tales series. All 20 stories available in miniature 
format. Enjoyable and collectible stories for children who are just learning to read.

Silly Sheepdog Amery, Heather 9780746063224 £1.99 Usborne 03+

This is one of a series of stories featuring Poppy and Sam, their dog Rusty, Curly the pig and Woolly the 
sheep, as they go about their lives on Apple Tree Farm.

Surprise Visitors Amery, Heather 9780746063231 £1.99 Usborne 03+

This is one of a series of stories featuring Poppy and Sam, their dog Rusty, Curly the pig and Woolly the 
sheep, as they go about their lives on Apple Tree Farm.

The Old Steam train Amery, Heather 9780746063101 £1.99 Usborne 03+

In this delightful series of Farmyard Tales stories, Poppy and Sam discover the newly restored Apple Tree 
Station and its steam train
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the Snow Storm Amery, Heather 9780746063118 £1.99 Usborne 03+

It's snowing on Apple Tree Farm and Poppy, Sam and Ted take hay to feed the sheep. But where is 
Woolly? Sam finds Woolly, and Poppy rides back to the farm with a baby lamb. Farmyard Tales are gently 
humorous stories of the people and animals on Apple Tree Farm.

Tractor in Trouble Amery, Heather 9780746063071 £1.99 Usborne 03+

This is one of a series of pocket-sized editions of Farmyard Tales, all about Poppy, Sam and all the animals 
who live on Apple Tree Farm. There is also a little yellow duck to spot on every page.

Woolly Stops the Train Amery, Heather 9780746063064 £1.99 Usborne 03+

Brightly coloured editions of the much-loved Farmyard Tales series. All 20 stories available in miniature 
format. Enjoyable and collectible stories for children who are just learning to read.

365 ways to live green for kids Amsel, Sheri 9781605506340 £7.99 Adams Media 09+

In the greenconscious world we live in today, parents realize the importance of teaching the lessons of 
green living, early on. With this book, parents can encourage their children to be ecologically friendly with 
fun lessons such as: The three Rs: reducing waste, reusing materials, and recycling Why we should keep 
the air, oceans, and forests pollutionfree Why organic food is tastier? and better? for you How to protect 
plants and animals Earth Day celebrations Complete with tips for every day of the year? and activities for 
home school and d ring pla time? this book re eals ho eas it is to be an ecofriendl famil ? and

Andersen's Fairy Tales Andersen,  Hans 
Christian 9781444412444 £7.99 ValdeBooks 07+

A selection of Andersens best fairy tales

Ultraviolet Anderson, R.J 9781408312759 £6.99 Orchard 13+

Sixteen-year-old Alison has been sectioned in a mental institute for teens, having murdered the most 
perfect and popular girl at school. But the case is a mystery: no body has been found, and Alison's condition 
is proving difficult to diagnose. Alison herself can't explain what happened: one minute she was fighting with 
Tori - the next she disintegrated. Into nothing. But that's impossible. Right?

Billy Bonkers Andreae, Giles 1846161517 £4.99 Orchard 07+

Mad stuff happens with Billy Bonkers.  Life is never boring with Billy it's Bonkers. Three hilarious stories in 
one.

Mad about mini beasts Andreae, Giles 9781408309476 £5.99 Orchard 07+

This brilliantly beastly bouncy rhyming romp from Giles Andreae and David Wojtowycz will delight the many 
fans of this bestselling duo. From slugs and snails to bustling beetles and beautiful butterflies, these rhymes 
are full of humour and great to read aloud. The bright, distinctive artwork is full of child appeal.

Princess Pearl Andreae,Giles 9781843623106 £10.99 Orchard 06+

Princess Pearl lives with her mother and father, the king and queen of the ocean, in a palace beneath the 
sea. Pearl's parents want her to marry a prince, but her heart is set on Charis, the servant boy who has 
shared her happiest moments.
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I Know Why the Caged Birds Sing Angelou, Maya 9780435124274 £6.50 Heinemann 16+

1930s America teaches her that black is ugly; that the sexual abuse she suffers is her fault.  It is only in her 
teens that Marguerite emerges from the private world of muteness into which she has withdrawn and 
confronts the prejudice around her.

Auschwitz Violin, the Anglada, Maria 
Angels 9781849016438 £9.99 Corsair 15+

Imprisoned at Auschwitz, the notorious concentration camp, Daniel feels his humanity slipping away. 
Treasured memories of the young woman he loved and the prayers that once lingered on his lips become 
hazier with each passing day.

Angry Birds: Side-Splitting, Rib-Tickling 
Joke Book Angry Birds 9781405266574 £4.99 Egmont 07+

A double-sided joke book packed with gags kids will love to read and tell.
One side stars the 
ever-conquering birds, then flip over to read more from their arch-nemesis – the pigs!

Eco-Wolf and the three pigs Anholt, Laurence 978-1841213941 £3.99 Orchard 07+

Eco-Wolf knows it's important to give Mother Nature RESPECT. Unlike the three big bad pigs, and their 
pesky polluting plans..

Ghostyshocks and the three scares Anholt, Laurence 978-1841213965 £3.99 Orchard 07+

Ghostyshocks is as jittery as a jellyfish when she gets lost in the forest - and has to go to the hairy, scary 
bears' house for help.

Rumply Crumply Stinky Pin Anholt, Laurence 978-1841214122 £3.99 Orchard 07+

Once upon a time in a country where everyone had silly names (and the King had the silliest of all) there 
lived a miller by the name of Eyebrow Snailsocks. Eyebrow has a problem - he can't stop boasting about his 
daughter and soon the King decides to find out the truth. So one night, the miller's daughter finds herself 
locked in a room full of spaghetti which she must knit into vests by sunrise or else...!

Ketchup Clouds Annabel Pitcher 9781780620312 £6.99 Indigo 12+

Fifteen-year-old Zoe has a secret - a dark and terrible secret that she can't confess to anyone she knows. 
But then one day she hears of a criminal, Stuart Harris, locked up on death row in Texas. Like Zoe, Stuart is 
no stranger to secrets. Or lies. Or murder.
Full of heartache yet humour, Zoe tells her story in the only way she can - in letters to the man in prison in 
America. Armed with a pen, Zoe takes a deep breath, eats a jam sandwich, and begins her tale of love and 
betra al

Blood Family Anne Fine 9780552567633 £7.99 Corgi 14+

Edward is four when he is locked away with his mother by her abusive, alcoholic partner, Harris. By the time 
a neighbour spots him he is seven.
Rescue comes, but lasting damage has been done. Sent to live with a kindly foster family, and then 
adopted, Edward struggles to adapt to normal life.
Then one fateful day, Edward catches a glimpse of himself in a photograph. What he sees shocks him to 
the core a ision of Harris Was this monster his father all along?

Mira Express 2 Anneli McLachlan 9780435391614 £16.50 Heinemann 10+

¡Mira! Express Pupil Book 2 will deliver the second half of Key Stage 3 Spanish in Year 9 effectively, 
helping to motivate and inspire your pupils. 
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Green Days by the River Anthony, Michael 435989553 £7.50 Heinemann 14+

A novel about a boy on the edge of adult responsibilities, this is the story of Shell, a Trinidadian boy who 
moves to a new village and meets two girls.

Ben's in Love Applegate, 
Katherine 9780330342742 £3.50 MacMillan 10+

First Zoey fooled around with Lucas and Jake found out. Then Claire wanted Jake, so she left Ben but 
ended up alone. Nina's in love with Ben but Claire wants him back. Will Claire steal her boyfriend back from 
her own sister?

Anthology 2005 Onwards AQA/NEAB 198318812 £3.65 OUP 14+

This Anthology is for students who are prepring for the AQA GCSE English and/or English Literature 
(Specification A) examinations.

Barking Up the Wrong Tree: Stick and Fetch 
Investigate Ardagh, Philip 9781406376449 £6.99 Walker Books 05+

Sally loves nothing more than investigating a good mystery – and her shaggy canine companion Fetch 
loves nothing more than to be at her side when she does. There's just one small problem: they always gets 
the wrong end of the stick! The hapless pair remain undeterred, however, dashing from one crime scene to 
another on their bicycle, leaving a trail of destruction in their wake ... yet always emerging blissfully 
unaware. A fun, madcap trio of stories featuring two lovable heroes with a LOT of hair.

Eddie Dickens Trilogy Book 1 - Awful End Ardagh, Philip 9780571203543 £4.99 Faber and Faber, 07+

Eddie's parents have caught a dread disease so he is sent to live with relatives. Unfortunately these 
relatives are Mad Uncle Jack and Aunt Maud of Awful End.

Great Pasta Disaster Ardagh, Philip WBD 2010 £1.00 Faber and Faber 07+

Farflung Heaps self appointed leader of the angry mob becomes furious about being served floppy lettuce 
that he challenges the restaurant to a 'pasta taste off' with truly explosive results.

Grunts in Trouble, the Ardagh, Philip 9780857630698 £7.99 Nosy Crow 08+

Meet Mr and Mrs Grunt. Oh, go on. They're not that bad. No, actually, they ARE. Maybe worse, even. But 
Sunny, their sort-of son, is okay. They stole him from a washing line as a baby. He was hanging by his ears, 
which probably explains why they're so wonky (but not why he has sticky-up hair that NEVER lies flat, even 
if you pour glue into it or try taping it in place). Sticky around and you'll also meet Lord Bigg of Bigg Manor, 
Bigg-hater Larry Smalls, Mimi the Bigg Manor boot boy (yup, she's a girl) and...Well, you'll have to READ 
the book to find that o t B t I sho ld mention the bees Did I arn o abo t the bees?!

The Red Dragons of Gressingham Ardagh, Philip 9781781120101 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 07+

The Green Men of Gressingham return with this sequel, available for the first time as a 4u2read. Full of 
twists, turns and fiery surprises! The Green Men of Gressingham are struggling to find things to do now that 
they are no longer outlaws. But just when things are getting boring, Lord Dashwood sends them on a very 
unusual mission! Can the Green Men complete it without setting their bottoms on fire? A hilarious story from 
an award-winning and hugely popular author.With a reading age of 7, it is particularly suitable for dyslexic, 
rel ctant and str ggling readers

Billy Ingham Series Book 1 - Supergeek Ardern, Peter 9781857566321 £7.95 Janus 15+

After a troubled childhood, not really fitting in with urban life and with parents who didn't have time for him or 
each other, Billy Ingram actually felt as if he might have fallen on his feet when he was unceremoniously 
dumped on his grandparents.
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Billy Ingham Series Book 2 - Whitby 
Dancer, the Ardern, Peter 9781857566741 £7.95 Janus 15+

Billy is in hospital, recovering from a road traffic accident. His mother who abandoned him four years ago is 
at his bedside and in an attempt to make amends for her absence, she books them a holiday

Billy Ingham Series Book 3 - Merry 
Christmas, RIP Ardern, Peter 9781857567618 £8.95 Janus 15+

It's almost Christmas. Billy has been dragooned into helping his grandmother get the church ready for 
Advent. A larger-than-life American, Waldron Theodore de Shirlington the Third, breezes in and begins 
researching his noble English ancestry.

Boys Rule! Secret Agent Heroes Arena, Felice and 
Kettle, Phil 9781904591771 £3.99 Rising Stars 07+

Nick and Matt become secret agents and uncover a real-life drama in their mission to attack Zit Face and 
his familiar female friend.

Lighthouse Keeper's Lunch Armitage, Ronda & 
David 9781407103150 £5.99 Scholastic 03+

Every day, Mr Grinling the lighthouse keeper cleans and polishes his light to make sure it shines brightly at 
night. At lunchtime he tucks into a delicious and welldeserved lunch, prepared by his wife 

Ghost School Arnold, Louise 9780340892985 £5.99 Hodder 11+

Grey Arthur finally knows where he belongs - at the side of Tom Golden - as his invisible friend. He's been 
thinking that maybe there are other ghosts like him, who aren’t very good at haunting and would make 
perfect invisible friends.

Absolute Science Pupil Book 1 Arnold, M Jones, G 
Jones, Poole 7135866 £13.99 Collins Educational  11+

Absolute Science is a new self-contained scheme aimed squarely at pupils ranging between levels 3 and 6 
with plenty of extension material for pupils working at levels 7 and 8.

Absolute Science Pupil Book 2 Arnold, M Jones, G 
Jones, Poole 7135882 £13.99 Collins Educational  11+

Absolute Science fully implements the Framework for Teaching Science Years 7, 8 and 9. Offering great 
flexibility and support for teaching and learning, Absolute Science corresponds completely with the QCA 
Scheme of Work.

Absolute Science Pupil Book 3 Arnold, M Jones, G 
Jones, Poole 7135874 £13.99 Collins Educational  11+

Absolute Science fully implements the Framework for Teaching Science Years 7, 8 and 9. Offering great 
flexibility and support for teaching and learning, Absolute Science corresponds completely with the QCA 
Scheme of Work.

Horrible Science - Frightening Light Arnold, Nick 9781407106113 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

Science with the squishy bits left in! What stops your eyeballs from falling out? Why can dead bodies make 
ghostly glowing lights? How can a laser beam sizzle human flesh? Get the awful answers in Frightening 
Light!
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Horrible Science of You, the Arnold, Nick 9781407116891 £9.99 Scholastic 09+

This book isn't just about any body, it's about YOUR body and what it does all day. Meet the shrinking 
scientists who are staying with the Normal family \- a perfectly normal family \- and studying how their 
bodies work. Full of seriously squishy facts, cartoons and quizzes, it's the ultimate Horrible guide to YOU.

Horrible Science, Angry Animals Arnold, Nick 9781407110264 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

Science with the squishy bits left in! Take a walk on the wild side with Angry Animals Dare you discover: \* 
who made false teeth for an elephant? \* where you can find dragons with bad breath? \* which scientist ate 
a poisonous snake for dinner? If you think you can stomach the sick side of Science, then read on as we go 
on the hunt for the cruellest creature of them all.

Horrible Science, Blood, Bones and Body 
Bits Arnold, Nick 9780439944496 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

Science with the squishy bits left in! Where does your food go? What happens when a boil bursts? Which 
animals live in your eyelashes? Get the awful answers in Blood, Bones and Body Bits!

Horrible Science, Bulging Brains Arnold, Nick 9780439944472 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

What does a fresh brain really smell like? Might chopping your brain in half be fatal? Are girls or boys 
smarter? Get the awful answers in "Bulging brains"!

Horrible Science, Chemical Chaos Arnold, Nick 9780439944502 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

Horrible Science is getting a make-over! With a fantastic new cover look and a extra horrible bits at the 
back of the book, these best-selling titles are sure to be a huge hit with a new generation of Horrible 
Science readers.

Horrible Science, Disgusting Digestion Arnold, Nick 9780439944458 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

Science with the squishy bits left in! What disease makes your eyes bleed? Why can't astronauts eat beans 
before a space flight? Which part of your brain makes you throw up? Get the awful answers in Disgusting 
Digestion!

Horrible Science, Evil Inventions Arnold, Nick 9781407109596 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

Horrible Science is getting a make-over! Readers will discover why someone invented the bottom-stabbing 
bike saddle and why you would need a toilet snorkel. With a fantastic new cover look and extra horrible bits 
at the back of the book, this best-selling title is sure to be a huge hit with a new generation of Horrible 
Science readers.

Horrible Science, Evolve or Die Arnold, Nick 9781407105352 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

Why are mutating mosquitoes man's worst enemy? Why do rabbits eat their own poo? Get the awful 
answers in Evolve or Die!

Horrible Science, Fatal Forces Arnold, Nick 9780439944489 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

Why do your ears stop you falling off your bike? What can make your fillings explode? Get the awful 
answers in Fatal Forces!
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Horrible Science, Killer Energy Arnold, Nick 9781407109602 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

Fans will love all the gory details of why space loos spray out frozen pee and which chilling chemical can 
preserve pets!

Horrible Science, Microscopic Monsters Arnold, Nick 9781407106137 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

Science with the squishy bits left in! What makes your guts a brilliant home for bacteria? Which creature 
lays its eggs between your toes? Why is your toothbrush covered in germs? Get the awful answers in 
Microscopic Monsters!

Horrible Science, Nasty Nature Arnold, Nick 9780439944519 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

Science with the squishy bits left in! Why do vultures have bald heads? What kind of frog lives in a toilet? 
How do vampire bats slurp blood? Get the awful answers in Nasty Nature!

Horrible Science, Really Rotten 
Experiments Arnold, Nick 9780439977357 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

Ever wanted to experiment with the sick side of science? Really Rotten Experiments is packed with loud, 
noisy, wet and soggy experiments that are guaranteed to make your friends and teachers squirm!

Horrible Science, Shocking Electricity Arnold, Nick 9781407105369 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

Which scientist gave electric shocks to his eyeballs? How can an electric eel give you a nasty shock? Get 
the awful answers in Shocking Electricity!

Horrible Science, Sounds Dreadful Arnold, Nick 9781407106106 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

Science with the squishy bits left in! How can a single sound shatter glass? Why are farts so noisy? Which 
sound waves make your guts wobble? Get the awful answers in Sounds Dreadful!

Horrible Science, Space, Stars and Slimy 
Aliens Arnold, Nick 9781407106144 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

 Science with the squishy bits left in! Why does space make the guts explode? Which astronomers killed 
people? What does the moon smell like? Get the awful answers in Space, Stars and Slimy Aliens!

Horrible Science, Stunning Science of 
Everything, the Arnold, Nick 9780439959056 £12.99 Scholastic 09+

Taking a journey from the very small, to the very big, readers will be taken on a glorious tour of everything in 
science from the smallest thing ever to the horribly huge universe.

Horrible Science, Terrible Truth About 
Time Arnold, Nick 9781407109589 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

Find out what happens if you go too close to a black hole and how flies tell the time! With a fantastic new 
cover look and extra horrible bits at the back of the book, this best-selling title is sure to be a huge hit with a 
new generation of Horrible Science readers.
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Horrible Science, Ugly Bugs Arnold, Nick 9780439944526 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

Science with the squishy bits left in! What do slugs do with their slime? Why do flies throw up on your tea? 
How do insects drink your blood? Get the awful answers in Ugly Bugs!

Horrible Science, Vicious Veg Arnold, Nick 9781407106151 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

Science with the squishy bits left in! How do plants suck out the insides of dead insects? Why do stinging 
nettles like skeletons? Which fungi can make your toes drop off? Get the awful answers in Vicious Veg!

Horrible Science, Wasted World Arnold, Nick 9781407108223 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

The first Horrible Science book to tackle the issues of global warming, and climate change: · What are the 
sickening secrets of gruesome greenhouse gases? · Which is the deadliest toxic waste? · Will the Earth 
make it to the year 2100? Readers can find the awful answers to these questions and more in this topical 
new title.

I Told You So! Arnold, Sarah 9781846432873 £5.99 Child's Play

When Ella goes to the park with Nursey one winter's day, a lot of cold little creatures decide to seek shelter 
in her baby brother's pram. Unfortunately, Nursey can't see them, because she has lost her glasses. And 
she won't believe Ella, either. What will happen when a hungry little wolf decides to jump in the pram, and 
how will Ella save the day?

Ugh! Eggs! Arnold, Sarah 9781846433429 £5.99 Child's Play

Pip is really looking forward to breakfast, until he finds out what Dad has cooked. He hates eggs! And his 
aunt's sandwiches look delicious - until he peeks inside one. Finally, after spending the day avoiding eggs of 
all shapes and sizes, Pip has a pleasant surprise when he follows his nose!

Chocolate Moon Arrigan, Mary 1842992937 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 11+

Reading level below age 8.  Chris's gran is starting to forget things, sometimes it's like she's not there at all. 
She's got Alzheimer's. Chris wants to make things easier for her ... what is the chocolate moon she keeps 
talking about?

Olympics: A Very Peculiar History Arscott, David 9781907184789 £7.99 Book House 10+

The Olympics, A Very Peculiar History gives an overview of the strange, the unbelievable and the downright 
bizarre events that have occurred over the many years this esteemed competition has seen. The book 
features amazing athlete statistics, biographies and records, and well as quirky stories, fascinating facts 

Thirteen Reasons Why Asher, Jay 9780141328294 £7.99 Penguin 10+

You can't stop the future. You can rewind the past. The only way to learn the secret . . . .is to press play.  
Clay Jensen returns home from school one daty to find a mysterius box with his name on it outside his front 
door. Inside he discovers a series of cassette tapes recorded by Hannah Baker - his classmate and crush. 
Only, she committed suicide two weeks earlier. On the first tape, Hannah explains that there are 13 reasons 
why she did - and Clay is one of them. . . . what he hears will change his life forever.           

Running Scared Ashley, Bernard 9780140373073 £4.99 Puffin 10+

When a sinister woman corners and threatens Paula, and gives her a warning to pass on to her grandad, 
she is pretty shaken up. Grandad reveals that he's been an unwilling witness to an armed robbery by a 
ruthless local gang.
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Smokescreen Ashley, Bernard 9780746067918 £5.99 Usborne 10+

Ellie has been scared of water since her mum drowned, so when her dad decides to move to a pub by a 
canal in East London, Ellie is afraid. But she soon thinks there's something more disturbing about the pub 
than just its setting

Wasim One-Star Ashley, Chris 9781845077440 £4.99 Frances Lincoln 07+

Wasim wants to be a One Star swimmer. But when the day comes to take the plunge, Wasim's up to his 
neck in trouble before even dipping a toe in the pool.

Wasim the Wanderer Ashley, Chris 9781845077457 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 07+

Wasim is trying out his football skills for Teamwork 10,000, which might just lead to a trial with the Woodley 
Wanderers! But how can he play his best football with Robert Bailey lurking around every corner at school

Wasim's Challenge Ashley, Chris 9781847800565 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 07+

It is the school journey. Year Five are off to Snowdonia on a Challenge by Choice (CBC) week. Wasim 
Ahmed is going. He has his brand new kit and has been looking forward to it for months.

Letters from an Alien Schoolboy Asquith,Ros 9781848120945 £5.99 Piccadilly 06+

Flowkwee is on a mission - he has to disguise himself as a schoolboy and spy on young earthlings, in order 
to help his father with his research

Chocolates and Sweets to Make
Atkinson, 

Catherine and 
Gilpin, Rebecca

9780746047781 £4.99 Usborne 06+

This book is full of really easy and totally delicious things to make which you can enjoy eating or give as 
presents. There are some gift-wrapping ideas too. Just follow the simple, step-by-step picure instructions 
and have fun.

Greyfriars Bobby Atkinson, Eleanor 9780140367423 £5.99 Puffin 07+

Bobby, an active Skye Terrier, adores his master Auld Jock, and when the old man dies, Bobby refuses to 
leave his grave in Greyfriar's Churchyard in Edinburgh. By day, he plays with the local orphans and eats at 
a nearby tavern, but, in spite of anything even the Lord Provost himself can do, every night for fourteen 
years Bobby returns faithfully to sleep by his master.

India (Discover Countries) Atkinson, Tim 9780750267823 £8.99 Wayland 08+

Each title looks at each country through a variety of themes such as location, landscape and climate, 
population and health, settlements, family life, religion and beliefs, education and learning, employment and 
economy, industry and trade, farming and food, transport and communications, leisure and tourism and 
environment and wildlife.

Mr. Popper's Penguins Atwater, Richard & 
Florence 9780316186469 £4.99 Little Brown 12+

The lovable Mr. Popper dreams of being an intrepid Antarctic explorer, living life among the penguins 
alongside his hero, Admiral Drake. So he is shocked one day when the admiral responds to his fan letter by 
sending him a real, live penguin
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Blind Assassin, the Atwood, Margaret 9781860498800 £8.99 Virago Press 16+

Conjuring a world of prosperity and misery, marriage and loneliness, the central enigma of Iris's tale is the 
death of her sister, Laura Chase, who "drove a car off a bridge" at the end of the Second World War. 
Suicide or accident?

Handmaid's Tale, The Atwood, Margaret 99740915 £6.99 Vintage 14+

The Republic of Gilead allows Offred only one function: to breed. If she deviates, she will, like all dissenters, 
be hanged at the wall or sent out to die slowly of radiation sickness.

Despicable Me 2, the junior novel Auerbach, Annie 9781471118517 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 07+

Gru used to be one of the most villainous villains in the world. He and his army of Minions even stole the 
moon! But when he adopted Margo, Edith and Agnes, Gru became a dad. Instead of stealing landmarks, he 
makes pancakes, blows up unicorn balloons and dresses like a fairy princess! Little does this dad know, 
though, he's about to make another career change - as a spy for the Anti-Villain League… 

Emma Austen, Jane 9780140620108 £2.00 Penguin Classics 14+

Quick-witted, beautiful, headstrong and rich, Emma Woodhouse is inordinately fond of match-making select 
inhabitants of the village of Highbury, yet aloof and oblivious as to the question of whom she herself might 
marry

Mansfield Park Austen, Jane 9780140620665 £2.00 Penguin Classics 16+

Fanny Price is unlike any of Austen's previous heroines, a girl from a poor family brought up in a splendid 
country house and possessed of a vast reserve of moral fortitude and imperturbability.

Pride and Prejudice Austen, Jane 9780140620221 £2.50 Penguin Classics 16+

When Elizabeth Bennet first meets eligible bachelor Fitzwilliam Darcy, she thinks him arrogant and 
conceited; he is indifferent to her good looks and lively mind.

Sense and Sensibility Austen, Jane 747524467 £3.99 Bloomsbury 16+

Emma Thompson has written a screen adaption of Jane Austen's romantic satire of the mores and morals 
of early 19th-century England. In these diaries, she recounts the daily joys and despairs of working on this 
film as writer and star, with actors Hugh Grant, Kate Winslet and Alan Rickman.

Bertie (Thomas Story Library) Awdry, W 9781405234740 £2.99 Egmont 03+

In this story Bertie and Thomas have a race.

Harold (Thomas Story Library) Awdry, W 9781405234696 £2.99 Egmont 03+

This is a story about Harold the Helicopter. He thought helicopters were faster than engines because the 
have propellers instead of wheels. But the Percy challenged him to a race…
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The Railway Series Book 1 - Thomas the 
Tank Engine Awdry, W 9781405203326 £4.99 Egmont 03+

Thomas is a fussy, cheeky little tank engine whom we meet here for the first time. He proves to be such a 
Really Useful Engine that he is given a Branch Line all to himself.

The Railway Series Book 2 - Percy the 
Small Engine Awdry, W 9781405203418 £5.99 Egmont 03+

Percy, the small engine, is a Saddle engine with a lively personality who has had many adventures. Some 
of them are described in these stories, in which we also meet a newcomer -the Duck.

The Railway Series Book 3 - James the 
Red Engine Awdry, W 9781405203333 £4.99 Egmont 03+

In this story James, who has been given a shining new coat of red paint to cheer him up after his accident, 
gets hiccoughs, needs a bootlace, has trouble with his trucks and pulls the Express after Gordon loses his 
way

Thomas Awdry, W 1405206926 £2.50 Egmont 03+

Thomas worked hard shunting coaches for the big engines. But what he wanted was his very own branch 
line.

Thomas and the Pony Show Awdry, W 749730447 £0.99 Egmont 03+

Thomas often sees Becky riding her pony as he puffs past the farm where she lives. He wants to watch her 
taking part in the Pony Show, but his driver says they will be too busy.

Confusions Ayckbourn, Alan 413532704 £4.99 Methuen Student 
Edition 1994 11+

A student edition of five one-act plays by Britain's most popular playwright. Ayckbourn's series of plays for 4-
5 actors typify his black comedies of human behaviour. The plays are alternately naturalistic, stylised and 
farcical, but underlying each is the problem of loneliness

Tuck Everlasting Babbitt, Natalie 9780747564171 £5.99 Bloomsbury 09+

Its about a 10-year-old girl, Winnie, whose life is changed when she meets a family called the Tucks - 
mother, father and two young sons. The Tucks tell her a secret that since drinking, from a spring in the 
woods they have never grown any older.

AniMalcolm Baddiel, David 978-0008185169 £6.99 Harper Collins 08+

Malcolm doesn’t like animals. Which is a problem because his family love them. Their house is full of pets. 
What the house is NOT full of is stuff Malcolm likes. Such as the laptop he wanted for his birthday.
The only bright spot on the horizon is the Year Six school trip, which Malcolm never thought his parents 
would pay for. And yet there he is, on the bus, heading to oh no. A farm. Over the next days, Malcolm 
changes.

Parent Agency, The Baddiel, David 9780007554485 £6.99 Harper Collins 07+

“I wish I had better parents!” Barry said, a third time. Then suddenly the entire room started to shake… 
Barry  hates being called Barry. In fact it’s number 2 on the list of things he blames his parents for, along 
with 1) ‘being boring’ and 3) ‘always being tired’.  But there is a world, not far from this one, where parents 
don’t have children. That’s far too random for something so big and important. In this world, children are 
allowed to choose their parents. For Barry this world seems like a dream come true. Only things turn out to 
be not q ite that simple
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The person controller Baddiel, David 978-0007554546 £6.99 Harper Collins 08+

Fred and Ellie are twins. But not identical, they do like all the same things, though. Especially video games. 
Which they are very good at. They aren't that good at much else like football, or dealing with the school 
bullies. Then, they meet the Mystery Man, who sends them a video game controller, which doesn't look like 
any other controller they've seen, it doesn't control any of their usual games. When the twins find out what it 
does control, though, it seems like the answer to all their problems.

National Velvet Bagnold, Enid 9781405230315 £5.99 Egmont 10+

A story of dreams, and a girl's belief in a horse. Velvet is mad about horses. She wins a horse in a raffle. 
His heart is big and he'll do anything for Velvet. She has her sights set on a biggest race in England. Can a 
girl win the Grand National

Splinters: A Collection of Short Short 
Stories Baines, Richard 9780195506983 £8.50 OUP 13+

The stories are grouped together in six themes: Crime and Punishment, Tooth and Claw, Fact and Fantasy, 
Love and War, Home and Away, and Straight and Narrow.

Key Maths 8/1 Pupils' Book Revised 
Edition

Baker, Hogan, Job, 
Verity 748759840 £15.99 Nelson Thornes 11+

A new completely updated and revised edition which is fully in-line with revised National Curriculum 
requirements and the new Framework for Teaching Mathematics at KS3.

Farther Baker-Smith, 
Grahame 9781848771260 £10.99 Templar 05+

My father's house was safe and rooted in the rock. But inside he dreamed of air and light... Step into an 
incredible world, where dreams passed from father to son make anything possible.

Leonardo da Vinci Ball, Karen 9780746074428 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Vividly describes the life of da Vinci, from his country childhood to his amazing legacy and explores many of 
his works of art, science, mechanics and architecture. Illustrated with photographs of real-life locations, 
artwork illustrations by Christina Uzner and reproductions of Leonardo's most famous works.

Chasing Vermeer Balliett, Blue   190444282X £5.99 Chicken House 07+

A stolen painting, a series of unexpected events, and two smart children. Petra and Calder live in a 
neighbourhood where strange things have started to happen. Seemingly unrelated events connect.

Algebraist Banks, Iain 1841492299 £7.99 Orbit 16+

Fassin Taak has to travel again amongst the Dwellers. He is in search of a secret hidden for half a billion 
years. But with each day that passes a war draws closer - a war that threatens to overwhelm everything 
and everyone he's ever known.

Complicity Banks, Iain 349105715 £7.99 Abacus 16+

Cameron Colley is a journalist on an Edinburgh paper, totally into his job, a computer game called Despot 
and an intermittently sado-masochistic love affair. He is on the brink of uncovering the grandfather of all 
conspiracies.
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Wasp Factory, The Banks, Iain 9780349139180 £7.99 Abacus 13+

Contains strong language.The story focuses on Frank, a 16 year old living with his father on a small 
Scottish island, part of possibly the ultimate dysfunctional family.

The Mousehole Cat Barber, Antonia 9780744523539 £5.99 Walker 06+

The Mousehole Cat was the winner of the British Book Award for the Illustrated Children's Book of the Year 
and the British Design Production Award (Children's Books). It was also shortlisted for the Smarties Prize, 
the Kate Greenaway Medal and the Children's Book Award.

Children in Victorian Times (Step-up 
History) Barber, Jill 9780237530426 £10.99 Evans Brothers 07+

At the start of Queen Victoria's reign (1837-1901), children were treated the same as adults. By 1901 this 
had changed. People thought childhood was a special time and children should be treated differently. This 
book investigates the lives of Victorian children, especially those employed on the land, in factories and 
mines, and as chimney sweeps.

The Thief of Always Barker, Clive 9780006473114 £9.99 Harper Collins 09+

Mr Hood’s Holiday House has stood for a thousand years, welcoming countless children into its embrace. It 
is a place of miracles, a blissful round of treats and seasons, where every childish whim may be satisfied.
There is a price to be paid, of course, but young Harvey Swick, bored with his life and beguiled by Mr 
Hood’s wonders, does not stop to discover the consequences. It is only when the House shows its darker 
face – when Harvey discovers the pitiful creatures that dwell in its shadow – that he comes to doubt Mr 
Hood’s philanthrop

How to Catch a Criminal Barker, Dominic 9781408305195 £4.99 Orchard 07+

In this Guide to Trouble, Max and Molly will show you, clever reader: 1. How to kick a ball into Mrs Quibble's 
garden. AGAIN. 2. How to (politely) arrest Mrs Quibble for STEALING THE BALL. 3. How to accidentally 
also-at-the-same-time catch a criminal

Regeneration Barker, Pat 9780140123081 £7.99 Penguin 15+

Pat Barker’s novel is not only a vivid evocation of the agony of the First World War. It is a multi-layered 
exploration of all wars, challenging assumptions about the relationship between doctors and patients, 
between the classes.

Brambly Hedge - Spring Story Barklem, Jill 9780001839229 £6.99 Collins 05+

Wilfred woke early. It was his birthday. He had lots of lovely presents, but the best one was a surprise. Mr 
Apple had organised a secret celebration picnic and all the mice of Brambly Hedge were invited

Brambly Hedge - Summer Story Barklem, Jill 9780001839236 £6.99 Collins 05+

It was such a hot summer. The sky was deep blue and the sun never faltered. All along Brambly Hedge, the 
mice did their best to keep cool.

Zombie Hunter Barlow, Steve & 
Skidmore, Steve 9781408309865 £4.99 Orchard 11+

You're called to an island in the South Pacific - home to the Nutco Oil corporation. 
Their operation is being disrupted by the sort of pest that only you can help to defeat - zombies!
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Peter Pan Barrie, J. M 9781857159028 £7.69 Everyman's Library 07+

Barrie's classic tale of the boy who wouldn't grow up. It stated life as a series of stories made up for the five 
Llewelyn Davis boys, who were virtually adopted by Barrie after being orphaned.

Have You Seen Elephant Barrow, David 9781776570096 £6.99 Gecko Press 05+

Elephant wants to play hide and seek. You can play too, but you'll have to try your best - he's VERY good!

Hollow Earth Barrowman, John 
& Carole 9781907151644 £6.99 Buster 09+

Lots of twins have a special connection - being able to finish each other's sentences; sensing what the other 
is thinking; perhaps even knowing when the other is in trouble or in pain - but for 12-year-old twins, Matt and 
Emily Calder, the connection is beyond special. Together, the twins have extraordinary powers - they are 
able to bring art to life, or enter paintings at will. Their abilities are sought by villains trying to access the 
terrors of Hollow Earth

The Literacy Kit: Imagine, Explore, 
Entertain Barton, Geoff 9780198320364 £11.00 OUP 11+

Different text types; text models; comprehension activities; language analysis including grammar; plenty of 
writing practice and extended writing activities; and speaking and listening opportunities.

The Literacy Kit: Inform, Explain, Describe Barton, Geoff 198320388 £11.00 OUP 11+

Different text types; text models; comprehension activities; language analysis including grammar; plenty of 
writing practice and extended writing activities; and speaking and listening opportunities.

Man on the Moon Bartram, Simon 9781840114911 £6.99 Templar 07+

The everyday story of an ordinary man? Well, sort of. Bob is the man on the moon, and he has a very 
special job, looking after the moon, cleaning it up, showing visitors around and selling souvenirs.

Noah Scape can't stop repeating himself  Bass, Guy 9781781127728 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 08+

Noah Scape loves dinosaurs and spaghetti with tomato sauce. But Noah doesn't always get what he wants 
and when school doesn't revolve around dinosaur facts and lunch isn't always his tried and tested favourite, 
well... enough is enough! It's time for him to stop wishing and to decide on exactly what he needs; a world 
full of Noahs! Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant or dyslexic readers aged 8+

Folens Geography @ Work Bateman, Richard 9781850083047 £5.99 Folens 11+

geography@work is designed to model the new KS3 Programme of Study for Geography and support 
curriculum initiatives. It focuses on real places, real spaces and real enquiries, with topics relevant to young 
people.

A Horse for the Summer Bates, Michelle 9781409505235 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Tom's cousin has agreed to lend him Chancey, her stunning chesnut gelding, for the holiday. But Tom's 
elation turns to dismay when he sees the state Chancey is in
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Perfect Pony, the Bates, Michelle 9780746033296 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Alex's sister Kate cannot believe what he's done. Alex thought he was solving lots of problems buying a 
pony at the local auction. So he's in for a shock when he realises he's now the owner of Puzzle, a filthy, thin 
and abused pony

Ride by moonlight Bates, Michelle 9781409505181 £4.99 Usborne 07+

'I can't! I'm not riding again!' However often Charlie repeats the words, his friends won't believe him. After 
all he has a place at racing school starting in a couple of months. OK, so he had an accident and fell off his 
horse.

Glinda of Oz Baum, Frank L 9781976278624 £4.99 Armada 12+

In which are related the Exciting Experiences of Princess Ozma of Oz, and Dorothy, in their hazardous 
journey to the home of the Flatheads, and to the Magic Isle of the Skeezers, and how they were rescued 
from dire peril by the sorcery of Glinda the Good.

Oz Series Book 01 - The Wizard of Oz Baum, L Frank 9780141321028 £5.99 Puffin Classics 07+

Dorothy thinks she is lost forever when a terrifying tornado crashes through Kansas and whisks her and her 
dog, Toto, far away to the magical land of Oz. To get home Dorothy must follow the yellow brick road to the 
Emerald City

Oz Series Book 02 - Marvelous Land of 
Oz, the Baum, L Frank 9781606800560 £6.59 Forgotten Books 07+

The Land of Oz, published on July 5, 1904, is the second of L. Frank Baum's books set in the Land of Oz, 
and the sequel to The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. It is the only book in the series in which Dorothy Gale does 
not appear

Oz Series Book 03 - Ozma of Oz Baum, L Frank 9781594567605 £5.99 Booksurge Classics 07+

Ozma of Oz tells the story of Dorothy travelling to Oz again, and features the Wheelers, the 'Heads of 
Langwidere' and one of the best Oz baddies - the Nome King.

Oz Series Book 04 - Dorothy and the 
Wizard in Oz Baum, L Frank 9781420932362 £5.99 Digireads 07+

Dorothy returns to lands of magic and fantasy with her cousin Zeb, kitten Eureka, and a cab-horse named 
Jim. They meet vegatable people living under the world, and Dorothy is reunited with the Wizard of Oz.

Oz Series Book 05 - The Road to Oz Baum, L Frank 9781606801352 £6.45 Forgotten Books 07+

Dorothy is near her home in Kansas when the story begins. She and her dog Toto first meet the Shaggy 
Man, a wandering hobo who carries the Love Magnet with him, en route to avoid the town of Butterfield.

Oz Series Book 06 - The Emerald City of 
Oz Baum, L Frank 9780345334640 £5.99 Del Ray Books 07+

In which the wicked Nome King, who plots to conquer Oz and enslave its people, prepares to invade the 
Emerald City as Dorothy Aunt Em and Uncle Henry arrive.
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Oz Series Book 10 - Rinkitink in Oz Baum, L Frank 9780486277561 £10.99 Dover 07+

When all the inhabitants of Pingaree are kidnapped by the mongrel hordes of twin island kingdoms, Prince 
Inga and his friend King Rinkitink decide to go to the rescue.

Oz Series Book 11 - The Lost Princess of 
Oz Baum, L Frank 9781603124966 £6.95 Eagypan 07+

Cayke the Cookie Cook has lost the Diamond Dishpan! And Toto has lost his growl! But the Magical 
Kingdom of Oz suffers a more staggering loss: for Ozma is gone. Dorothy rushes to the Magic Picture, to 
learn where Oz's beloved leader might be.

Carrie’s War Bawden, Nina 140364560 £5.99 Puffin 11+

Albert, Carrie and young Nick are war-time evacuees whose lives get so tangled up with the people they've 
come to live among that the war and their real families seem to belong to another world.

Peppermint Pig, The Bawden, Nina 140309446 £5.50 Puffin 11+

Johnnie was the only runt of the litter, a little peppermint pig. He’d cost mother a shilling, but somehow his 
great naughtiness and cleverness kept Poll and Theo cheerful, even though it was one of the most difficult 
years of their lives.

First Little Fairy, The Baxter, Nicola 752525301 £3.99 Parragon 05+

This collection contains twelve stories. In each story there are new friends to meet and fun to share.

Goldilocks and the Three Bears Baxter, Nicola 9780721497334 £2.99 Ladybird 03+

Follow the naughty Goldilocks into the house of the three bears, and see what happens when they come 
home and find her!

Three Little Pigs, the Baxter, Nicola 9780721497327 £2.99 Ladybird 03+

Join the three little pigs as they set off to see the world, build their houses and encounter the big, bad wolf.

Beano Annual 2008 BBC 9781845353193 £7.25 D C Thomson 07+

Beano Annual 2009 BBC 9781845353490 £7.99 D C Thomson 07+
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Beano Annual 2010 BBC 9781845353834 £7.99 D C Thomson 07+

Bitesize Revision GCSE English BBC 563544570 £4.99 BBC Educational 14+

GCSE Bitesize revision uses television, the Internet and books to help the reader improve on his or her 
GCSE grade. This is one in the series of booklets designed to help the reader revise in small sections and 
practise important examination skills. The resources can be used together or separately.

Bitesize Revision GCSE German BBC 563501278 £4.99 BBC Educational 14+

GCSE Bitesize revision uses television, the Internet and books to help the reader improve on his or her 
GCSE grade. This is one in the series of booklets designed to help the reader revise in small sections and 
practise important examination skills. The resources can be used together or separately.

Bitesize Revision GCSE Maths 
Intermediate Level BBC 563501308 £4.99 BBC Educational 14+

GCSE Bitesize revision uses television, the Internet and books to help the reader improve on his or her 
GCSE grade. This is one in the series of booklets designed to help the reader revise in small sections and 
practise important examination skills. The resources can be used together or separately.

Bitesize Revision GCSE Religious Studies BBC 563501324 £4.99 BBC Educational 14+

GCSE Bitesize revision uses television, the Internet and books to help the reader improve on his or her 
GCSE grade. This is one in the series of booklets designed to help the reader revise in small sections and 
practise important examination skills. The resources can be used together or separately.

Bitesize Revision GCSE Science 
Foundation Level BBC 563501235 £4.99 BBC Educational 14+

GCSE Bitesize revision uses television, the Internet and books to help the reader improve on his or her 
GCSE grade. This is one in the series of booklets designed to help the reader revise in small sections and 
practise important examination skills. The resources can be used together or separately.

Bitesize Revision GCSE Spanish BBC 563501340 £4.99 BBC Educational 14+

GCSE Bitesize revision uses television, the Internet and books to help the reader improve on his or her 
GCSE grade. This is one in the series of booklets designed to help the reader revise in small sections and 
practise important examination skills. The resources can be used together or separately.

Bitesize Revision KS3 English BBC 563547138 £4.50 BBC Educational 11+

GCSE Bitesize revision uses television, the Internet and books to help the reader improve on his or her 
GCSE grade. This is one in the series of booklets designed to help the reader revise in small sections and 
practise important examination skills. The resources can be used together or separately.

Bitesize Revision KS3 Maths BBC 563547146 £4.99 BBC Educational 11+

GCSE Bitesize revision uses television, the Internet and books to help the reader improve on his or her 
GCSE grade. This is one in the series of booklets designed to help the reader revise in small sections and 
practise important examination skills. The resources can be used together or separately.
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Bitesize Revision KS3 Science BBC 563547154 £4.50 BBC Educational 11+

GCSE Bitesize revision uses television, the Internet and books to help the reader improve on his or her 
GCSE grade. This is one in the series of booklets designed to help the reader revise in small sections and 
practise important examination skills. The resources can be used together or separately.

Doctor Who Annual 2008 BBC 9781405903554 £6.99 Penguin 07+

This official Doctor Who annual is the perfect gift for any budding timelord. Packed with exclusive comics, 
stories, features and activities, the Doctor Who Annual is the one book no fan should be without!

Doctor Who Annual 2009 BBC 9781405904278 £6.99 Penguin 07+

This official Doctor Who annual is the perfect gift for any budding timelord. Packed with exclusive comics, 
stories, features and activities, the Doctor Who Annual is the one book no fan should be without!

Doctor Who Annual 2010 BBC 9781405904940 £6.99 Penguin 07+

This official Doctor Who annual is the perfect gift for any budding timelord. Packed with exclusive comics, 
stories, features and activities, the Doctor Who Annual is the one book no fan should be without!

Songs of Praise Words Version BBC 9780563383224 £8.99 OUP 06+

BBC Songs of Praise is a compilation of the greatest traditional hymns, the best hymns from today's writers, 
and the finest examples of contemporary worship songs. It offers to churches and schools the core music 
required for worship in a wide range of situations.

Tumtum and Nutmeg Book 1 - First 
Adventure Bearn, Emily 9781405233866 £5.99 Egmont 07+

In the broom cupboard of a small dwelling called Rose Cottage, stands a house fit for a mouse - well, two 
mice actually. A house made of pebblestone, with gables on the windows and turrets peeking out of the 
roof. A house with a ballroom, a billiard room, a banqueting room, a butler's room and a drawing room. The 
house belongs to Mr and Mrs Nutmouse, or Tumtum and Nutmeg as they affectionately call each other.

Tumtum and Nutmeg Book 2 - The Great 
Escape Bearn, Emily 9781405238960 £5.99 Egmont 07+

Tumtum and Nutmeg are enjoying a quiet life in Nutmouse Hall, when General Marchmouse comes to stay. 
The General has a new pogo stick and is looking for adventure. Recklessly, he bounces out of Nutmouse 
Hall and into Rose Cottage – the home of the Mildews. He takes Lucy’s doll’s house under siege with the 
help of some toy soldiers and takes a ride on Arthur’s train set. He makes a terrible mess and Lucy and 
Arthur think a bad fairy has come . . .

Tumtum and Nutmeg Book 4 - A Seaside 
Adventure Bearn, Emily 9781405248204 £5.99 Egmont 07+

Tumtum and Nutmeg are leaving the confines of Nutmouse Hall and voyaging on their most challenging 
adventure yet…at the seaside! Arthur and Lucy are going to stay with their Uncle, and Nutmeg is 
determined to keep an eye on the children while they are away. But of course they won’t be alone as 
General Marchmouse decides to join the fun. And soon The General gets his wish as the mice find that their 
new friend, Lord Seamouse, needs their help. Together they must set out on an adventure to regain his lost 
treas re and stop his enem P rple Cla from getting to it first

Tumtum and Nutmeg Book 5 - A Circus 
Adventure Bearn, Emily 9781405254441 £5.99 Egmont 07+

It’s The Borrowers meets The Wind in the Willows. Enter the world of Tumtum and Nutmeg for a 
wonderfully enchanting story full of warmth and humour. Suddenly the General looked up and saw the most 
astonishing sight: It was a circus! When General Marchmouse runs away in Arthur’s toy bus, he gets a big 
surprise. A circus has arrived in the meadow! But there’s more to this travelling troupe than meets the eye, 
and soon he finds the village policemouse on his tail.
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Scream the Mummy's revenge Beasley, Andrew 9781474906920 £6.99 Usborne 12+

In the dark and winding streets of Edinburgh, a burglar is on the prowl. But this is no ordinary thief.
Three thousand years old and risen from the grave, this rampaging robber is a rotting Egyptian Mummy - 
and he wants rubies and revenge! There's only one crime-fighting force who can deal with a menace like 
this: Billy Flint & Charley Steel AKA S.C.R.E.A.M. - top-secret investigators of Supernatual Crimes, 
Rescues, Emergencies And Mysteries.

The Traitors Becker, Tom 9781407109527 £6.99 Scholastic 10+

Adam Wilson is kidnapped and taken to the Dial after betraying his best friend. The Dial is a twilight world 
where teenage traitors are forced to atone for their treachery. It's a terrible place, ruled over by a cruel 
despot, where every day is a struggle for survival - and escape. Legend has it that only one person has fled 
the Colditz-like prison. Nobody knows if he made it back to the real world, but he left behind a ray of hope 
that has reached through the years. Soon Adam is caught up in a deadly plan to escape. But who can he 
tr st in a orld f ll of traitors ?

100 Things You Should Know About 
Space Becklake, Sue 9781842363577 £4.99 Miles Kelly 11+

Leads children on a fantastic voyage through space, stopping off to look at beautiful planets, burning stars 
and state of the art aircraft

100 Facts on Rainforests Bedoyere de la, 
Camilla 9781848101623 £5.99 Miles Kelly 11+

Trek through the jungles of the world and find out amazing facts about these unique habitats! The lives of 
rainforest animals, plants and people are explored through one hundred facts, fantastic images and fun 
cartoons. Go on a journey into mysterious cloud forests, get the inside story on ecosystems and learn how 
we can protect these endangered environments.

Beware of the Frog Bee, William 9781406319316 £5.99 Walker 03+

Mrs Collywobbles has nothing to fear from the strange and fearsome visitors that
emerge from the big, dark, scary wood - not with her pet frog guarding the garden
gate. Gobble! They don't hang around for long!

Love Lessons Belbin, David 9780439999076 £4.99 Scholastic 14+

A gripping novel about one of the last great taboos - a teacher- pupil relationship. The star-crossed lovers 
are constantly afraid of discovery, of losing everything. What began as a schoolgirl fantasy has turned into 
an X-rated nightmare . . .

Don't Panic, Annika Bell, Juliet Clare 9781848121126 £6.99 Picadilly 05+

A fabulous story about staying calm.
Annika is a panicker! She panics when her coat zip gets stuck on the way to a party. 
She panics when she can't find her favourite toy at bedtime. Mum, Dad and her brother try to show her how 
to stay calm in a crisis. But when she gets locked in the house, with the only keys out of reach, it's Annika 
who manages to solve the problem by herself

The Mystifying Medicine Show Bemis, J. C. 9780192755674 £6.99 OUP 09+

Orphan Ray has been separated from his sister. The only clue to finding her is a lodestone, left to him by 
his father before he vanished. The lodestone tugs Ray towards a train bursting with astounding characters.

Ben Ten: 2 Stories - The Alliance, Secrets Ben 10 9781405244688 £3.99 2Heads 06+

Discover what happens when Ben averts an alien attack on the hospital where his grandpa lies ill, then go 
on to read 'Secrets', where he kicks even more alien butt!
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History Boys Bennet, Alan 9780571224647 £8.99 Faber and Faber 16+

An unruly bunch of bright, funny sixth-form boys in pursuit of sex, sport and a place at university. A maverick 
English teacher at odds with the young and shrewd supply teacher. A headmaster obsessed with results; a 
history teacher who thinks he's a fool.
In Alan Bennett's new play, staff room rivalry and the anarchy of adolescence provoke insistent questions 
about history and how you teach it; about education and its purpose.

Literacy Through Texts 1 - Pupil's Book 1 Bennett, Andrew 582434424 £12.99 Longman 11+

Literacy Through Texts Pupils' Book aims to motivate and intrigue pupils with a variety of texts ranging from 
Chaucer to The Empire Strikes Back and Bridget Jones and encourages and supports extended reading 
with substantial extracts and whole texts.

Threads - Book 1 Bennett, Sophia 9781905294985 £6.99 Chicken House 13+

Nonie, Edie and Jenny are best friends with very individual tastes. Nonie's a trend setter and her passion is 
fashion. Humanitarian Edie is on a mission to save the world

Threads Book 2 - Beads Boys and 
Bangles Bennett, Sophia 9781906427436 £6.99 Chicken House 13+

Crow is in designer heaven; Nonie's caught the eye of a gorgeous boy; Jenny has a new play. But poor 
Edie's in trouble ... the rumours are that slave children in India have been making their high-street collection.

Threads Book 3 - Sequins Stars and 
Spotlights Bennett, Sophia 9781906427580 £6.99 Chicken House 13+

Four girls have four dreams. Crow is on the way to becoming an international fashion designer. Jenny's 
been discovered by a Broadway composer. Edie still wants to go to Harvard. Nonie ... isn't really sure

Magic Kitten - A Summer Spell Bentley, Sue 9780141320144 £3.99 Puffin 07+

Lisa isn't happy that she has to stay with her aunt in the country for the summer she's going to be so lonely 
and bored. But then one morning she finds a tiny ginger kitten in her aunt's barn and suddenly Lisa's 
summer looks much brighter.

Magic Kitten - A very special friend Bentley, Sue 9780141323541 £1.00 Puffin 07+

Maddy is feeling really lonely her friends have gone away for the holidays and she is stuck at home with her 
leg in plaster! But then a fluffy kitten Flame magically appears and soon some very special friends come 
into both their lives.

Magic Kitten - Classroom Chaos Bentley, Sue 9780141320151 £3.99 Puffin 07+

Abi has just joined a brand new school as a boarder. Keera Moore the school bully decides that Abi is going 
to be her target. Abi comes across a store cupboard with sparkles flying from under the door. And inside is 
a fluffy back and white kitten.

Magic Kitten - Double trouble Bentley, Sue 9780448450605 £3.99 Grosset & Dunlap 07+

Kim can't wait for her cousin Mia and her cousin's Siamese cat to visit. But when they turn up neither cousin 
nor cat are half as nice as Kim remembers and proceed to make Kim's summer really horrible.
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Magic Kitten - Seaside Mystery Bentley, Sue 9780141321981 £3.99 Puffin 07+

When Maisie moves to the seaside with her mum and dad she feels desperately lonely. Her best friends at 
home seem to have forgotten about her and her new school doesn't even start for a couple of weeks yet. 
Then one day on the beach, Maisie finds a tiny tabby kitten with big emerald eyes who looks just as lonely 
as she does, and suddenly a magical summer looks to be on the horizon . . .

Magic Kitten - Star Dreams Bentley, Sue 9780141337531 £3.99 Puffin 07+

Jemma really wants to win the dance audition to win a place at A-One stage school. But she doesn't see 
how she can. But suddenly when a tiny tabby kitten with crackling whiskers turns up, it all seems possible.

Magic Ponies - Seaside Summer Bentley, Sue 9780141325972 £4.99 Puffin 05+

Jessie Starkling is really worried when no one turns up to her family's circus by the sea. But when lovable 
spotted pony Comet comes ashore, Jessie's seaside summer looks like it might turn out to be a real splash!

Magic Puppy - Spellbound at School Bentley, Sue 9780141324753 £4.99 Puffin 06+

Never in Lola's wildest dreams had she imagined having a magic puppy for a friend! So when Storm, a 
fluffy black and white shih-tzu puppy, suddenly appears, Lola's lonely school days come into a whole 
magical class of their own!

King Jack and the dragon Bently, Peter 9780141328010 £6.99 Puffin 03+

A magical, rhyming bedtime picture book starring brave King Jack, a band of faithful knights and a big green 
dragon. Raaahhh!

The Yoga Ogre Bently, Peter 9781847389039 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

Ogden the Ogre was worried one night. "My jimjams have grown far too short and too tight! How has my 
tum got so terribly wide? I only eat twelve meals a day," Ogden sighed. The people said, "Jimjams too tight 
and too short? Overweight ogres should take up a sport!" So Ogden does take up a sport  and he does it 
with gusto! But finding the perfect sport for a big, bumbling ogre isn't quite as simple as it may seem.

The Rabbit's Tale Benton, Lynne 9781409535867 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a charming retelling of the traditional folktale, perfectly matched with witty illustrations by Fred Blunt. 
Rabbit's burrow is far too small so he goes to Wise Owl for advice. But is Owl serious when he tells Rabbit 
to invite all his friends and family to stay?

The Stonecutter Benton, Lynne 9781409505730 £4.99 Usborne 04+

The Stonecutter spends his days cutting stone from a mountain, wishing he was rich - but when he is heard 
by a mountain spirit who grants his wish, he soon realises that there is more to life than money…

Thief in the Village and Other Stories, A Berry, James 9780140326796 £4.99 Puffin 07+

This is a collection of short stories about children and young people in Jamaica. Full of wonderfully 
atmospheric background detail combined with the rhythms and patterns of speech.
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All the Truth That's in Me Berry, Julie 9781848771727 £6.99 Templar 14+

All the Truth That's in Me is many things. It is a true romance, a story of desperate yearning and unrequited 
love. It's a page-turning mystery full of twists and turns that will keep you guessing until the very end. But 
most of all it's an empowering drama about a girl's journey from victim to hero.

Opposite of Chocolate, The Bertagna, Julie 9780330413459 £6.99 MacMillan 11+

It should never have happened; not to a girl like Sapphire Dean. Caught up with her relationship with Jay, 
Sapphire hardly notices the summer passing.  Until it’s too late.

Soundtrack Bertagna, Julie 9780749729806 £4.99 Mammoth 11+

A comet hangs like an omen over the ocean and music-mad Finn hears strange sounds in his head that 
draw him to the sea. Disaster hits Laggandall Bay and Finn is hurled into battle with the forces that threaten 
to break him and his town.

Voila! Book 1 - Students' Book Berwick, Gwen 9780748778478 £13.99 Nelson Thornes 11+

Voila!" provides clear practice and progression: grammar, language skills and language learning strategies 
are introduced in context and practiced thoroughly before moving onto the next stage.

Voila! Book 2 - Students' Book Berwick, Gwen 9780748790944 £13.99 Nelson Thornes 11+

"Voila!" provides clear practice and progression: grammar, language skills and language learning strategies 
are introduced in context and practiced thoroughly before moving onto the next stage.

Blown Away Biddulph, Rob 9780007593828 £6.99 Harper Collins 03+

It’s a windy day, and he has a brand new kite – but where’s he going on this maiden flight?
Penguin Blue and his friends go on a gloriously illustrated adventure full of good ideas, homesickness and 
the perils of kites, from the sparkling new talent Rob Biddulph.

In The Dark Billingham, Mark 9780751539936 £6.99 sphere 15+

A Deadly Crash   -   A Dangerous Quest   -   A Shocking Twist.            A rainy night in London. An act of 
casual violence has cost an innocent victim their life.          A pregnant woman struggles to uncover the truth 
and makes herself a target in the process.          In a city where teenage gangs clash with career criminals 
and where loyalty is paid for in blood, anything is possible. Secrets are uncovered as fast as bodies, and 
the stories final twist is as breathtakingly surprising as they come.

Alexander the Great Bingham, Jane 9780746063262 £4.99 Usborne 07+

This brand new series brings to life the fascinating lives of famous historical figures. Lively speech, gentle 
humour and full-colour illustrations bring the reader close to the action as they learn about each famous 
character. Age 7-11.

Around the World in Eighty Days Bingham, Jane 9780746063026 £4.99 Usborne 06+

The classic tale of Phileas Fogg and his quest to travel around the world in just eighty days, specially retold 
as part of Young Reading Series 2 for readers growing in confidence.
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Conquest Binns, Stewart 9780718156770 £6.99 penguin

1066 - Senlac Ridge, England. William the Bastard, Duke of Normandy, defeats Harold Godwinson, King 
Harold II of England, in what will become known as the Battle of Hastings.

Transport for Whizzkids Birch, Beverley 9780340656983 £3.99 Hodder 09+

This is a collection of scientific facts about transport. Each paragraph focuses on a different mind-blowing 
fact, with context-setting background information at the start of each of the three sections on land, sea and 
air.

Literacy objectives 3 - Pupils' Book Birch, Madeleine 9780582529885 £12.99 Longman 11+

Organised around the writing purposes of the key stage 3 Framework for English, Literary Objectives 
provides a skills-based approach that is easy to integrate into any scheme of work.

Superstar Geek  IT Girl Birchall, Katy 9781405278171 £6.99 Egmont 11+

Everybody wants to be a famous It Girl. Don't they? Anna Huntley's aims in life:
1) To recreate famous film scenes with a Dog. 2) To not accidentally set Josie Graham's, hair on fire. 
Again. 3) To keep first and only school friends by not doing anything in usual manner of socially inept dork 
and outcast. 4) To work out whether 1) and 2) constitute being socially inept - or outcastish.

Copy Cat Birchall, Mark 9781846433672 £5.99 Child's Play 05+

Cat was small and Dog was big, and whatever Dog did, Cat did too… Dog is fed up with Cat copying 
everything she does. But when Cat stays away, Dog discovers she is lonely without him. A charming story 
about friendship, sharing and play.

My Second Life Bird, Faye 9781409578604 £6.99 Usborne

The first time I was born, I was Emma. I was beautiful. I had everything to live for. But I died. Now I  have 
been born a second time, and my previous life haunts me. Because in it I think I did something very wrong. I 
must find out what I did to Catherine. I must uncover the truth  about Emma... Intriguing, compelling, 
heartbreaking.  What if your past life could shatter your future?

Adventure According to Humphrey Birney, Betty. G 9780571238620 £1.00 Faber and Faber 07+

A brand-new Humphrey adventure, written and published as a special edition for World Book Day 2008.

Holidays According to Humphrey Birney, Betty. G 9780571250905 £5.99 Faber and Faber, 07+

Humphrey is off on holiday and he wants to tell you all about the fun adventures there are to be had along 
the way!

Humphrey's Tiny Tales - My Treasure 
Hunt Trouble Birney, Betty. G WBD 2011 £1.00 Faber and Faber 05+

"I was unsqueakably excited when Garth took Og the frog and me home for the weekend, because he was 
having a birthday party! I was expecting to have a GREAT-GREAT-GREAT time
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Trouble According to Humphrey Birney, Betty. G 9780571236145 £4.99 Faber and Faber 07+

When all sorts of problems crop up in the classroom, from Pay-Attention-Art's marks going down, to Golden-
Miranda finding herself in big trouble, Humphrey must step in to lend a helping paw.

World according to Humphrey, The Birney, Betty. G 9780571226832 £4.99 Faber and Faber 07+

You can learn a lot about life by observing another species. That's what Humphrey was told when he was 
bought as a classroom pet for Room 26. And it's definitely true!

Friendship According to Humphrey Birney, Betty.G 9780571233243 £4.99 Faber and Faber 07+

Dear Friends, When Og the Frog came to live in Room 26, I felt a little jealous. Still, I tried to be welcoming 
but I soon discovered that it's HARD-HARD-HARD to make friends with a lumpy, bumpy frog!

Iguana Boy Saves the World With a Triple 
Cheese Pizza Bishop, James 9781444939347 £6.99 Hodder Children's 07+

Dylan has wanted a superpower for as long as he can remember, especially since his brother and sister 
have got really cool ones. But when his wish finally comes true, Dylan is MIGHTILY disappointed. For Dylan 
has become ... Iguana Boy. He can talk to Iguanas ... RUBBISH!

Bad guys Blabey, Aaron 9781407170565 £5.99 Scholastic 07+

They sound like the Bad Guys, they look like the Bad Guys... and they even smell like the Bad Guys. But Mr 
Wolf, Mr Piranha, Mr Snake and Mr Shark are about to change all of that - whether you want them to or not! 
Mr Wolf has a daring plan for the Bad Guys' first good mission. The gang are going to break 200 dogs out 
of the Maximum Security City Dog Pound. Will Operation Dog Pound go smoothly? Will the Bad Guys 
become the Good Guys? And will Mr Snake please stop swallowing Mr Piranha?

Beyond the Spiderwick Chronicles Book 1 -
The Nixie's Song Black, Holly 9781847381385 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 07+

Eleven year-old Nick Vargas thinks his sucky life is being turned upside down. His father has just remarried 
and moved his new wife and her daughter into his home in the soon-to-be-completed, Mangrove Hollow.

Spiderwick Chronicles Book 1 - Field 
Guide Black, Holly 9780689837388 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 07+

Mallory, Simon and Jared get acquainted with their new home but find many unexpected things. It all starts 
when Jared Grace find their great uncle's book, "Arthur Spiderwick's Field Guide to the Fantastic World 
Around You.

Spiderwick Chronicles Book 2 - The 
Seeing Stone Black, Holly 9780689837395 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 07+

The Spiderwick Chronicles. But beware, the faeries will use all their power to stop you from reading these 
books. Book 2 of The Spiderwick Chronicles in which Mallory, Simon and Jared ask many questions and 
discover the fate of the missing cat.

Spiderwick Chronicles Book 3 - Lucinda's 
Secret Black, Holly 9780689837401 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 07+

Things at the Grace residence are getting completely out of hand. As if being attacked by goblins and 
almost eaten by a bridge troll wasn't enough, now the house boggart, Thimbletack, is out to get Jared.
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Spiderwick Chronicles Book 4 - Ironwood 
Tree Black, Holly 9780689837418 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 07+

First a pack of vile, smelly goblins snatch Simon. Then a band of elves try to entrap Jared. Why is the entire 
faerie world so eager to get their hands on Spiderwick's Guide? And will the Grace children be left alone

Spiderwick Chronicles Book 5 - The Wrath 
of Mulgarath Black, Holly 9780689860959 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 07+

Twists and turns abound in the final installment of the Spiderwick Chronicles. Bruised and battered, Jared, 
Simon and Mallory return home to find their house completely ransacked and discover that Mulgarath has 
made off with their mother

How I Lost You Blackhurst,Jenny 9781472218964 £7.99 headline 15+

I have no memory of what happened but I was told I killed my son. And you believe what your loved ones, 
your doctor and the police tell you, don't you? My name is Emma Cartwright. Three years ago I was Susan 
Webster., and I murdered my twelve week old son.   This morning, I received an envelope addressed to 
Susan Webster. It contained a photograph of a toddler called Dylan.........If there was the smallest chance 
your son was alive, what would you do to get him back?

Passwords to English 2 Blackledge, 
Michaela 9780198320890 £13.00 OUP 11+

"Passwords to English" provides materials focusing on the basics of the curriculum to help students catch 
up and achieve at an average or above level. It includes materials for visual, audio and kinaesthetic 
learners.

Boys Don't Cry Blackman, Malorie 9780552548625 £6.99 Corgi 13+

You're waiting for the postman - he's bringing your A level results. University, a career as a journalist - a 
glittering future lies ahead. But when the doorbell rings it's your old girlfriend; and she's carrying a baby.

Cloud Busting Blackman, Malorie 9780440866152 £4.99 Corgi 09+

Despite his Mum's insistence, Sam doesn't want to be friends with Davey, he thinks Davey's a first class, 
grade A, top of the dung heap moron. But one day Davey saves Sam's life and a bond is formed between 
them.

Dead Gorgeous Blackman, Malorie 9780552546331 £4.99 Corgi 14+

Life is tough for Nova. Her frantic parents are obsessed by running their hotel and her older sister seems 
too grown-up and good-looking to spend time with her any more. Then Nova meets the gorgeous Liam and 
things start to look up.

Deadly Dare Blackman, Malorie 9780590113229 £6.99 Scholastic 11+

There's a new craze at Theo and Ricky's school. The rules are simple. Write a dare, put it in the bag, then 
take turns to pick one out. Nothing dangerous, just a bit of fun. But when Ricky does his dare, he disappears

Noughts & Crosses  Book 1 - Noughts and 
Crosses Blackman, Malorie 9780552546324 £5.99 Corgi 14+

Sephy is a Cross - a member of the dark-skinned ruling class. Callum is a Nought - a 'colourless' member 
of the underclass who were once slaves to the Crosses. The two have been friends since early childhood. 
But that's as far as it can go. Until the first steps are taken towards more social equality and a limited 
number of Noughts are allowed into Crosses schools...Against a background of prejudice and distrust, 
intensely highlighted by violent terrorist activity by Noughts unable to accept the injustices any longer, a 
romance b ilds bet een Seph and Call m a romance that is to lead both of them into terrible danger
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Noughts & Crosses  Book 2 - Knife Edge Blackman, Malorie 9780552548922 £6.99 Corgi 14+

Sephy is a Cross, one of the privileged in a society where the ruling Crosses treat the pale-skinned noughts 
as inferiors. But her baby daughter has a nought father . . . Jude is a Nought. Eaten up with bitterness, he 
blames Sephy for the terrible losses his family has suffered . . .

Noughts & Crosses  Book 3 - Checkmate Blackman, Malorie 9780552551946 £6.99 Doubleday 14+

Can the future ever erase the past? Rose has a Cross mother and a Nought father in a society where the 
pale-skinned Noughts are treated as inferiors and those with dual heritage face a life-long battle against 
deep-rooted prejudices. Sephy, her mother, has told Rose virtually nothing about her father, but as Rose 
grows into a young adult, she unexpectedly discovers the truth about her parentage and becomes 
determined to find out more, to honour both sides of her heritage.

Noughts & Crosses  Book 4 - Double 
Cross Blackman, Malorie 9780552559607 £6.99 Corgi 14+

Tobey wants a better life - for him and his girlfriend Callie Rose. He wants nothing to do with the gangs that 
rule the world he lives in. But when he's offered the chance to earn some money just for making a few 
'deliveries', just this once, would it hurt to say 'yes'?
One small decision can change everything . . 

Operation Gadgetman Blackman, Malorie 9780440863076 £4.99 Yearling 07+

Can Bean track down the kidnappers and find Gadgetman before he is forced to hand over the details of 
his invention? With the help of friends, Ann and Louisa, and her special Gadgetman Spy Kit, she is 
determined to try . . .

Pig Heart Boy Blackman, Malorie 9780552559799 £4.99 Corgi 11+

Cameron is desperately in need of a heart transplant when a pioneering doctor makes a startling proposal. 
He can have a new heart but not from a human - from a pig. Cameron has to try - to become the world's 
first ever pig-heart boy . . .

Stuff of Nightmares, The Blackman, Malorie 9780552554633 £6.99 Corgi 16+

Kyle has always been afraid of things, especially dying. But when he gets on the train that is taking him and 
his class on a school trip, he has no idea how close to Death he is going to come.

Thief! Blackman, Malorie 9780552551656 £5.99 Random House 11+

Fleeing onto the moors when she is unfairly accused of being a thief an extraordinary storm suddenly whirls 
twelve-year-old Lydia into the future.

Words Last Forever Blackman, Malorie 9780749729837 £4.99 Mammoth 11+

Nine short stories that mingle the supernatural with the darker side of romance. They range from a 
gruesome story of prejudice and revenge to the love of a teenage daughter for her mother, and what it is 
like to be disabled or blind.

Jinx, The Wizard's Apprentice Blackwood, Sage 978-1780872476 £6.99 Quercus 12+

It's not every day that your evil stepdad abandons you in the deep, dark forest of the Urwald. And 
it's not every day that a wizard rescues you from the clutches of gnarly trolls. But for Jinx, this isn't 
turning out to be a very normal sort of day...
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Beast Quest - Sephir the Storm Monster Blade, Adam WBD 2009 £1.00 Orchard 07+

The Book contains all the secrets of Avantia, and must never fall into the hands of evil Wizard Malvel. Tom 
takes up the challenge, but Malvel doesn’t play fair...

Beast Quest - Tartok the Ice Beast Blade, Adam 9780439024570 £3.99 Scholastic 07+

Tom must stop Tartok the Ice Beast - and soon. But the journey will not be easy. Tartok is not the only 
threat on the ice. The Beast Quest has never brought Tom so far north, and the frozen plains are full of peril

Beast Quest Book 1 - Ferno the Fire 
Dragon Blade, Adam 9781846164835 £4.99 Orchard 08+

An evil wizard has enchanted the magical beasts of Avantia - only a true hero can free the beasts and stop 
them from destroying the land. Is Tom the hero Avantia has been waiting for? Join Tom as he braves Ferno 
the fire dragon…

Beast Quest Book 2 - Sepron the Sea 
Serpent Blade, Adam 9780439906548 £4.99 Scholastic 08+

Floods, Starvation, Fear this is what awaits the people of Avantia's coast if Tom and Elenna cannot stop 
Seron the Sea Serpent. The huge terrifying beast lurks in the eerie waters.

Beast Quest Book 3 - Cypher the 
Mountain Giant Blade, Adam 9780439922258 £3.99 Scholastic 07+

The south of Avantia was destroyed by a dragon. A sea serpent flooded the West. Now, a giant terrorizes 
the North - all in the name of the dark wizard Malvel. Cypher the Mountain Giant is no oridinary beast.

Beast Quest Book 4 - Tagus the Horse-
man Blade, Adam 9781846164866 £4.99 Scholastic 07+

Avantia needs a hero. Under the spell of an evil wizard, the magical beasts that once protected the land are 
destroying it. Tagus the horse-man is terrorising the people and animals in the plains - can Tom stop him?

Beast Quest Book 5 - Nanook the Snow 
Monster Blade, Adam 9781846164859 £4.99 Orchard 07+

The magical Beasts of Avantia are under the power of an evil wizard. Tom journeys to the wilds of the 
frozen north, searching for Nanook the snow monster. Can he survive the ice and snow, and set the Beast 
free?

Beast Quest Book 6 - Epos The Flame 
Bird Blade, Adam 9781846164873 £4.99 Orchard 07+

An evil wizard is using Avantia's magical Beasts to destroy the land. Epos the Flame Bird is said to be the 
most terrifying of the Beasts - can Tom free her from her enchantment and save Avantia?

Beast Quest Book 7 - Ravira Ruler of the 
Underworld Blade, Adam 9781408313220 £5.99 Orchard 07+

A new Beast has risen from the Underworld! Ravira reeks of death and commands a pack of fearsome 
Avantian Hounds. Tom must defeat Ravira before Taladon succumbs to the hounds' deadly bite, and is 
enslaved forever
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Thimble monkey superstar Blake, Jon 9781910080344 £5.99 Firefly Press 07+

Life is never boring now that Jams and his family have a monkey to look after. Jams and his mum love 
Thimble, but Dad is determined to get rid of him - to a zoo, a school, even a demolition site. But when Jams 
and his dad are in mortal danger, Thimble proves once and for all why he is a Monkey Superstar! Thimble is 
very clever and very naughty - and just the best friend Jams has been waiting for

You're a Hero, Daley B Blake, Jon 9780744531589 £3.99 Walker 03+

Daley B's life is full of questions. What is he? Where should he live? What should
he eat? But the question he finds most perplexing of all is why his feet are so big.
Jazzy D, the weasel, pays him a visit and puts him straight as to his identity

Clown Blake, Quentin 9780099493617 £5.99 Red Fox 05+

Clown finds himself thrown head-first into a dustbin with an assortment of other discarded toys. Bravely he 
takes charge of his fate and goes off in search of help - and a new home. Winner of the 1996 Bologna 
Ragazzi Award.

Daddy Lost His Head Blake, Quentin 9781862309968 £5.99 Red Fox 05+

What would you do if your daddy lost his head? Make him a new one of course! All you need is some old 
newspapers, paint and a potato for his nose.
It turns out there are lots of advantages to having a dad with no head: he doesn't shout or snore, he always 
agrees with you, and he loves doing the hoovering.
But will Daddy ever find his real head?

Mister Magnolia Blake, Quentin 9780099475651 £1.50 Red Fox 03+

Mister Magnolia has only one boot-he has an old trumpet, two sisters, a pond,
green parakeets; he's a juggler, a general, the owner of a dinosaur. But only one
boot, until a wonderful parcel arrives with the most glamorous boot you ever saw.

The Five of Us Blake, Quentin 9781849763042 £11.99 Tate Pub;lishing 05+

Angie, Ollie, Simona, Mario and Eric are five fantastic friends, each of whom has an unusual ability. 
Disaster strikes on a day out to the countryside but, working together and combining their individual powers, 
the Fantastic Five save the day.

The Postmistress Blake, Sarah 9780141046617 £7.99 Penguin 12+

It is 1940, and bombs fall nightly on London.
In the thick of the chaos is young American radio reporter Frankie Bard. She huddles close to terrified 
strangers in underground shelters, and later broadcasts stories about survivors in rubble-strewn streets. But 
for her listeners, the war is far from home.

Water (Go Facts: Environment) Blakes 9780713679717 £4.99 A & C Black 06+

The Go Facts Environmental Issues strand looks at some of the most problematic issues facing the world 
today

Are You There, God? It's me Margaret Blume, Judy 9780330398084 £4.99 MacMillan 11+

Life isn't easy for Margaret. She's moved away from her childhood home, she's starting a new school, 
finding new friends - and she's convinced she's not normal.
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Forever Blume, Judy 9780330397803 £5.99 childrens books 15+

FOREVER is written for an older age group because of its explicit sexual content. family stress and 
pressures, what happens when your parents divorce, the problems of growing up and sexual awakening, 
bereavement

Freckle Juice Blume, Judy 330308297 £3.99 MacMillan 07+

Andrew wants freckles. He wants to be like Nicky Lane who has millions of them. If he had freckles like 
Nicky, then his mother would never notice when his neck was dirty. He wouldn’t have to wash and he’d 
never be late for school.

Just as Long as We're Together Blume, Judy 9780440400752 £5.99 Yearling 13+

Rachel is Stephanies best friend. Since second grade, they've shared secrets, good and bad. Now at the 
start of 7th grade, Alison moves into the neighbourhood. Stephanie hopes they can all be friends.

Return of the Mad Mangler Blundell, Tony 
Gates, Susan 9780141310756 £3.99 Puffin 09+

Leon's favourite tree, the old Crooked Oak, is said to be haunted by the Mad Mangler, a washerwoman who 
mangles her victims. The tree is kidnapped by SAS-type men and taken to the home of an old rock star, 
Goldilocks

Adventures of the Wishing-Chair, the Blyton, Enid 9781405239585 £4.99 Egmont 07+

Mollie and Peter have a thrilling secret. The chair in their playroom is a magic wishing chair. When they sit 
in it and wish, it grows wings and takes them on lots of exciting adventures.

Adventurous Four Blyton, Enid 9780603032875 £1.99 Hamlyn 09+

A wartime story in which the four youngsters are shipwrecked miles off course from their destination, but 
they have no way of letting anyone know.

Adventurous Four Again Blyton, Enid 9780603032905 £1.99 Bounty 09+

This is a story of the further adventures of four children who get into some hair-raising scrapes, but always 
manage to survive them. It is one in a series of adventure stories by Enid Blyton, and should appeal to both 
boys and girls.

Amelia Jane Again Blyton, Enid 9780749746681 £4.99 Egmont 07+

Amelia Jane gives the toys some terrible scares with her mischief, and gets poor Teddy to carry her home 
without him even knowing it. Sometime the toys get their own back, but it's never long before Amelia Jane's 
back to being just as bad as ever!

Best Stories for Eight-year-Olds Blyton, Enid 752527886 £3.99 Siena 07+

This is a collection of stories for eight-year-olds. The book can be read in one sitting, or one story can be 
read each night before bedtime.
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Christmas in the Toyshop Blyton, Enid 9780831712914 £6.99 Smithmark 05+

it's christmas in the toy shop and the toys learn that they are going to be by themselves for four whole days 
Then someone suggests that they have a party with a christmas tree presents for everyone, and, who 
knows maybe even a visit from santa claus

Enchanted Wood, The Blyton, Enid 749748001 £6.99 Egmont 07+

Joe, Beth and Frannie move to the country and find an Enchanted Wood right on their doorstep! And in the 
wood stands the magic faraway Tree where Moon-face, Silky the fairy and the Saucepan Man live.

Five are Together Again Blyton, Enid 9780340681268 £4.99 Hodder 07+

The Famous Five are having great fun camping out near the home of a famous scientist. But they might 
have known there'd be a mystery to solve. When the scientist's research papers go missing he needs the 
gang's help to get them back!

Five Fall into Adventure Blyton, Enid 340796235 £4.99 Hodder 07+

Julian, Dick and Anne are really worried - George and her devoted Timmy have just disappeared! Not only 
that, somebody has broken into Kirrin Cottage. Could there be a connection?

Five Get Into a Fix Blyton, Enid 9780340796313 £4.99 Hodder 07+

The Famous Five are ski-ing - having lots of fun in the snow! But it's not long before they have a new 
mystery to solve. Like, who is living in the mysterious house near the chalet they're staying in?

Five Get into Trouble Blyton, Enid 340796227 £4.99 Hodder 07+

Another classic Blyton adventure, featuring Julian, Dick, Anne, George and not forgetting Timmy! The 
Famous Five are distraught! Dick has been kidnapped - mistaken for somebody else! Can they find him 
before it's too late?

Five go Adventuring Again Blyton, Enid 9780340796153 £4.99 Hodder 07+

There's a thief at Kirrin Cottage! The Famous Five think they know who it is, but they need to prove it! 
Where can they find evidence? The discovery of an old map and very unusual hiding place is all they need 
to get to the bottom of this mystery.

Five Go Down to the Sea Blyton, Enid   034079626X £4.99 Hodder 07+

Who would deliberately lure somebody on to treacherous rocks on the Cornish coast? Somebody is 
flashing lights from the old tower on stormy nights - and the Famous Five sense danger. But can they solve 
this mystery safely?

Five Go off in a Caravan Blyton, Enid 340796197 £4.99 Hodder 07+

A caravan holiday for the Famous Five is bound to be an adventure! And when they stumble across a 
circus troupe, the gang are thrilled. But some of the circus people have more sinister plans than just 
clowning around...
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Five Go off To Camp Blyton, Enid 9780340796214 £4.99 Hodder 07+

Spook trains in the dead of night! And they seem to vanish into thin air - but where do they go? The Famous 
Five are on to it! But discovery of an unusual underground tunnel system, and a secret train-service, has 
them puzzled.

Five Go To Billycock Hill Blyton, Enid 861635558 £4.99 Award 07+

Another exciting adventure with Julian, Anne, Dick, George and Timmy - The Famous Five!

Five Go To Demon's Rock Blyton, Enid 9780340681244 £4.99 Hodder 07+

The Famous Five have heard the stories about treasure on Demon's Rocks - but they never thought they 
were really true! But then they discover a very old and valuable gold coin and what was a myth becomes 
real!

Five Go To Mystery Moor Blyton, Enid 340796278 £4.99 Hodder 07+

Mystery Moor isn't called by that name for nothing - as the Five are about to discover! There's something 
dangerous out there, and the gang mean to find out what it is, but they need some help.

Five Go to Smuggler's Top Blyton, Enid 9780340796184 £4.99 Hodder 07+

Can there still be smugglers at Smuggler's Top? The Famous Five go to stay at the large old house, and 
discover lots of brilliant hiding places, even underground tunnels! Then they catch people signaling out to 
sea - who are they?

Five Have a Mystery to Solve Blyton, Enid 340796340 £4.99 Hodder 07+

Whispering Island - another mysterious place, with a million stories surrounding it ...Is it haunted? The Five 
are intrigued, but scared, too. Are they brave enough to go there and find out ...

Five Have A Wonderful Time Blyton, Enid 340681160 £4.99 Hodder 07+

Another classic Blyton adventure, featuring Julian, Dick, Anne, George and not forgetting Timmy! The 
Famous Five are on holiday and they've discovered a ruined castle nearby! The castle looked deserted - 
but is that a face at the window?

Five Have Plenty of Fun Blyton, Enid 340042508 £2.50 Knight 07+

Another classic Blyton adventure, featuring Julian, Dick, Anne, George and not forgetting Timmy! Berta is in 
hiding from kidnappers, and she needs help from the Five, but will they risk danger to themselves to help 
out a virtual stranger?

Five On a Hike Together Blyton, Enid 340796243 £4.99 Hodder 07+

When Dick is woken by a light flashing through his window, he is puzzled. Is someone trying to send him a 
coded message? And when the Famous Five hear of an escaped convict in the area, they are on red alert.
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Five On a Secret Trail Blyton, Enid 340796294 £4.99 Hodder 07+

Camping again! This time the gang of Five have pitched their tent near an old ruined cottage - which looks 
as though it's been abandoned for years!

Five On a Treasure Island Blyton, Enid 9780340796146 £4.99 Hodder 07+

The very first Famous Five adventure, featuring Julian, Dick, Anne, not forgetting tomboy George and her 
beloved dog, Timmy! There's a shipwreck off Kirrin Island! But where is the treasure?

Five On Finniston Farm Blyton, Enid 340796324 £4.99 Hodder 07+

There's a ruined castle on Finniston Farm, but only the dungeons remain - and nobody knows where they 
are! "The Famous Five" are determined to find them - and whatever is hidden in them - but they are not 
alone.

Five On Kirrin Island Again Blyton, Enid 9780340796207 £4.99 Hodder 07+

What can Uncle Quentin be up to - all alone - on Kirrin Island. He won't let anyone visit - not even George 
and the rest of the Famous Five. But Quentin isn't really all alone on the island - somebody is watching his 
every move!

Five Run Away Together Blyton, Enid 9780340796177 £4.99 Hodder 07+

Who's been on George's island? And what is locked in the mysterious trunk hidden on Kirrin Island? The 
Famous Five think they're on the trail of smugglers - until they hear a child scream...

Folk of the Faraway Tree, The Blyton, Enid 749748028 £4.99 Egmont 07+

Connie refuses to believe in the Faraway Tree Until Joe, Beth and Frannie take her to the mysterious Land 
of Secrets, the brilliant Land of Treats and the scary Land of Tempers

Go Ahead Secret Seven Blyton, Enid 340042451 £3.99 Knight 07+

When a sinister-looking man gets George in trouble with the police the Secret Seven are outraged! Spying 
on him the gang are certain he's bad news, but what exactly is he up to? They need to investigate and solve 
the mystery.

Good Old Secret Seven Blyton, Enid 340796472 £3.99 Hodder 07+

There are strange happenings at Torling Castle. Who is lurking in the ruined tower - and why have the 
resident jackdaws been disturbed?

Here's the Naughtest Girl!  (No. 4) Blyton, Enid 340727616 £3.99 Hodder 07+

There's a new boy in Elizabeth's class. She means to keep her temper with him, but it's not easy.
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Lost Beads and Other Stories, the Blyton, Enid 9780752523224 £2.46 Parragon 07+

This delightful collection of short stories comes from the pen of Enid Blyton, one of the world's best loved 
storytellers. Open the pages and step into a secret world of enchantment.

Magic Faraway Tree, The Blyton, Enid 9780749748012 £4.99 Egmont 07+

Climb the Faraway Tree and discover magical lands with Moon-Face, Saucepan Man and Silky the Fairy. If 
you could visit any magical land, where would you go? Joe, Beth and Fannie take their cousin Rick on an 
adventure he’ll never forget!

Malory Towers Book 1 - First Term at 
Malory Towers Blyton, Enid 9781405224031 £4.99 Egmont 07+

Darrell and her friends grow together as they share their school days. There are new students to induct, 
sporting matches to be won, tempers to control and tricks to play on teachers.

Malory Towers Book 2 - Second form at 
Malory Towers Blyton, Enid 1405224045 £4.99 Egmont 07+

Malory Towers is about everything school should stand for – friendships, lessons, sports, plays and 
especially mischief. Second Form at Malory Towers's Darrell Rivers is back at school, and she’s brought 
her friend Sally Hope with her. But when Sally is made head girl instead of Alicia, trouble is afoot – and 
Darrell is caught in the middle of things . . .

Malory Towers Book 3 - Third Year at 
Malory Towers Blyton, Enid 9781405224055 £4.99 Egmont 07+

There are new additions at Malory Towers boarding school in Cornwall. And one of them is a girl called 
Zerelda who is all the way from the USA. It’s not just the girls who will face challenges this year, though. 
Bill’s horse, Thunder, suffers from colic and Darrell must work with Bill to stop him lying down!

Malory Towers Book 4 - Upper Fourth at 
Malory Towers Blyton, Enid 9781405224062 £4.99 Egmont 07+

Darrell finds that being head girl isn’t easy at all. In fact, it can make one rather stressed on top of all the 
exams and activities that have to be packed into a term at Malory Towers boarding school in Cornwall . . 

Malory Towers Book 5 - In the Fifth  at 
Malory Towers Blyton, Enid 9781405272742 £4.99 Egmont 07+

Darrell and her sister Felicity meet new girly Maureen at Malory Towers. This year the fifth formers have 
decided to perform Cinderella as their Christmas pantomime, but choosing who plays whom will be tricky. 
And when poison pen letters are written by an unknown individual, things become much more serious . . .

Malory Towers Book 6 - Last Term at 
Malory Towers Blyton, Enid 9781405224086 £4.99 Egmont 07+

Darrell, Felicity and their friends have finally made it to the end of their time at their brilliant boarding school. 
But before they leave there are still a few adventures to have, problems to solve and friendships to be 
made . . .

Mister Meddle Stories, The 3 in 1 Blyton, Enid 9781841640938 £5.99 Mustard 05+

Poor Mister Meddle is a very merry pixie always willing to help out and do good deeds, but he never quite 
gets it right.
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Mr. Galliano's Circus Blyton, Enid 9780603032882 £1.75 Dean 07+

Jimmy said he wished he lived in a caravan, when the circus came to town with its horses, monkeys and an 
elephant. He loves animals and soon makes friends with them and the circus folks.

Mystery of Tally-Ho Cottage, The Blyton, Enid 9781405204040 £3.99 Egmont 07+

Fatty and the Find-Outers are plunged into an exciting mystery. Who stole the valuable picture from the art 
gallery? What connects the glamorous Lorenzos with the old Larkins? How does a poodle called Poppet fit 
into the puzzle?

Mystery of the Disappearing Cat, The Blyton, Enid 9780416186703 £3.99 Methuen 07+

Lady Candling lives next door to Pip and Bets, and owns some very expensive, pedigree Siamese cats. 
When her most famous cat, Dark Queen, goes missing, the gardener's help, Luke seems the obvious 
suspect.

Naughty Amelia Jane Blyton, Enid 9780749746674 £4.99 Egmont 07+

Amelia Jane snips the tail off the pink rabbit, squirts Tom the soldier with a big siphon of water and gets up 
to all sorts of mischief at the beach.

Riddle of The Boy Next Door, The Blyton, Enid 9780753725634 £3.99 Bounty 07+

Nick, Katie and Laura are delighted when a new boy moves into next door and can't wait to meet him. But 
Kit is being hidden to protect him from kidnappers and is not supposed to be seen. A secret friendship 
builds up between the children.

Sea of Adventure, The Blyton, Enid 9780330301732 £3.99 MacMillan 07+

When Bill takes Philip, Dinah, Lucy-Ann and Jack on a mysterious trip to the desolate Northern Isles, 
everything looks set for an exciting time.

Secret Island, The Blyton, Enid 9781841356730 £3.99 Award 07+

If it were not for Prince the dog and their new friend Jack, the three Arnold children would be having a 
miserable time living with their horrible aunt and uncle. Running away to Jacks secret Island seems like the 
answer!

Secret Seven Adventure Blyton, Enid 9780340917558 £3.99 Hodder 07+

When a priceless pearl necklace goes missing, the Secret Seven are first off the mark to catch the thief. 
Why? Because they saw him making his escape! Now, all they have to do is find the necklace.

Secret Seven, The Blyton, Enid 9780340917541 £3.99 Hodder 07+

It's their very first adventure and the Secret Seven super-sleuths are already on the trail of a mystery! The 
gang are dressed in disguise, following a lead to a spooky old house in the snow!
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Six Bad Boys, the Blyton, Enid 9780861639502 £5.99 Award 07+

Both living in a new town and starting at a new school, Tom and Bob wish they had a happy settled family 
like the Mackenzies next door. As they start to spend more time away from their unhappy homes, they 
discover 'The Four Terrors' and their secret hideout. But trouble soon comes their way when they join the 
gang...

St Clare's Book 1 - Twins at St Clare’s, 
The Blyton, Enid 9780749719098 £3.99 Mammoth 07+

Pat and Isabel O’Sullivan hate having to start at St Clare’s. They were the most popular pupils in their old 
school and they’re determined not to like this new one.

St Clare's Book 2 - O'Sullivan Twins, The Blyton, Enid 9781405219785 £4.99 Egmont 07+

'Ah, you English girls! There is nobody like you when you are nice!' said Mam'zelle. Pat and Isabel are 
determined to work hard this term. But it's just so tempting to play a few tricks on Mam'zelle.

St Clare's Book 3 - Summer Term at St 
Clare's Blyton, Enid 9781405219792 £4.99 Egmont 07+

'I hate sneaks Worse than Anything. If you dare tell tales again, I'll make you Very SORRY.' Carlotta has a 
secret past! What will happen when sneaky Prudence tells the rest of the class?

St Clare's Book 4 - Second Form at St 
Clare's Blyton, Enid 9781405219815 £4.99 Egmont 07+

'I think we ought to have a midnight fest every term, you know! School doesn't seem really complete without 
that!' The second form have plans to enjoy themselves. But will spiteful Elsie spoil the feast?

St Clare's Book 5 - Third Form at St. 
Clare's Blyton, Enid 9780749742706 £4.99 Mammoth 07+

The holidays are over and twins Pat and Isabel O'Sullivan are dying to get back to school. The big question 
on everybody's lips is, who will be head girl?

St Clare's Book 6 - Claudine at St. Clare's Blyton, Enid 9781405219839 £4.99 Egmont 07+

This book is a story of a little french girl who has come to St Clare's. She is very funny because she is 
frightened of animals.

St Clare's Book 7 - Fifth Formers at St 
Clare's Blyton, Enid 9781405219846 £4.99 Egmont 07+

School life has never been so splendid as in these brand-new editions of the classic Blyton series, St 
Clare's. The O'Sullivan twins and their friends are among the oldest girls at St Clare's now, with their own 
studies!

St Clare's Book 8 - Sixth Form at St 
Clare's Blyton, Enid 9781405219853 £4.99 Egmont 07+

The O'Sullivan twins are head girls! And two heads are better than one, with the new girls they have to sort 
out...There's two cheeky first formers - more twins! - and a sulky new girl in the sixth form, Morag. Morag 
detests St Clare's.
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The Naughtiest Girl Book 01: Naughtiest 
Girl in the School, The Blyton, Enid 9780340693360 £3.99 Hodder 07+

Elizabeth Allen is spoilt and selfish. When she’s sent away to boarding school she makes up her mind to be 
the naughtiest pupil there’s ever been! But Elizabeth soon finds out that being bad isn’t as simple as it 
seems.

The Naughtiest Girl Book 02: Naughtiest 
Girl Again, The Blyton, Enid 9780340693629 £3.99 Hodder 07+

Features the naughtiest girl in the school who is trying to be good this term. But someone wants to spoil 
things for her.

The Naughtiest Girl Book 03: Naughtest 
Girl is a Monitor, The Blyton, Enid 9780340727607 £4.99 Hodder 07+

When Elizabeth Allen is chosen to be a school monitor, she's delighted. But she soon finds out what a 
responsible job it is. The harder she tries, the worse she behaves! Will the naughtiest girl in the school ever 
learn to be good?

The Secret Mountain Blyton, Enid 9781841356761 £5.99 Award 07+

Jack, Peggy, Mike and Laura are excited at the idea of trekking through the jungle, but the real thing proves 
to be a dangerous adventure. Who is the mysterious Birdwoman? Why are the native guides suddenly 
disappearing?
When the children are captured by the menacing Silverskulls, it’s up to Laura and her special skills to save 
them …

The Secret of Killimooin Blyton, Enid 9781841351421 £4.99 Award 07+

Visiting Prince Paul at the Baronian mountain lodge of Killimooin turns out to be more exciting than Mike, 
Peggy, Jack and Laura had planned. First, Mike gets bitten by a deadly spider, then Laura disappears 
inside the mountain!
Jack, Peggy and the Prince hurry to the rescue, but find themselves entangled in the web of a madman 
whose idea is to rule the world…

The Secret of Moon Castle Blyton, Enid 9781841356747 £4.99 Award 07+

Ghosts? Secret passages? Mysterious noises? The Arnold children are delighted to visit a ruined castle in 
Ireland with all of these – but nothing turns out quite as expected, particularly when things start disappearing 
and books fly off the shelves by themselves.
Laura and Jack go exploring to discover what is going on, only to find that they have bitten off more than 
they can chew…

The Secret of Spiggy Holes Blyton, Enid 9781841356754 £5.99 Award 07+

Mike, Peggy, Laura and Jack are convinced there’s something odd going on in the deserted monastery next 
door. And it’s not just the two strange men and their fierce guard dog – there’s a secret delivery in the 
middle of the night too. Sneaking into the grounds the next day, the children see a boy at an upstairs 
window, signalling. Who can he be? And why is he being held a prisoner by the strange men?

Tower in Ho-Ho Wood and Other Stories, 
The Blyton, Enid 9780861634071 £2.49 Award 07+

Fourteen separate stories.

Well Really, Mr. Twiddle Blyton, Enid 9780747538523 £3.99 Bloomsbury 05+

Mr Twiddle is a kind old soul, but he is extremely forgetful, very lazy and quite silly. Poor Mrs Twiddle 
despairs of her husband - he thinks he is having a lucky day when he finds a new suit under a bush
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Wishing Chair Again, the Blyton, Enid 9781405239592 £4.99 Egmont 07+

Mollie and Peter are home for the holidays and they long to see their pixie friend Chinky and their magic 
Wishing-Chair. Together they have wonderful adventures, but what happens when the Wishing-Chair is 
stolen and then gets its wings cut off by the naughty Slipperies?

The Naughtiest Girl Book 04: Here's the 
Naughtiest Girl Blyton, Enid 9780340727616 £4.99 Hodder Children's 

Books 06+

In book four, there's a new boy in Elizabeth's class. He's sulky and grumpy and he'll do anything to show 
Elizabeth up. She means to keep her temper, but it's not so easy for someone who was once the naughtiest 
girl in the school …

The Naughtiest Girl Book 05: Naughtiest 
Girl Keeps a Secret. The Blyton, Enid 9780340917732 £4.99 Hodder Children's 

Books 06+

Elizabeth intends never to be naughty again. But when John entrusts her with his secret, the naughtiest girl 
finds herself in deeper trouble than ever . . .

The Naughtiest Girl Book 06: Naughtiest 
Girl helps a Friend. The Blyton, Enid 9780340917749 £4.99 Hodder Children's 

Books 06+

How can the naughtiest girl be good at camp with horrible Arabella in the very same tent?  Especially when 
she's busy stirring up trouble for elizabeth's best friend . . .

The Naughtiest Girl Book 07: Naughtiest 
girl saves the Day, The Blyton, Enid 9780340917756 $.99 Hodder Children's 

Books 06+

Elizabeth longs to star in the school summer play and she knows she can't afford to be naughty. So when 
she's blamed for a hoax fire alarm, Julian's convinced somebody has set her up . . . .

The Naughtiest Girl Book 08: Well Done 
,the Naightiest girl Blyton, Enid 9780340917763 £4.99 Hodder Children's 

Books 06+

The worst girl in the school    -  or the best?   It's the end of the school year and Elizabeth's fate will soon be 
decided!

The Naughtiest Girl Book 09: Naughtiest 
Girl wants to Win, The Blyton, Enid 9780340917770 £4.99 Hodder Children's 

Books 06+

How can Elizabeth stand by and do nothing when she realises the new head girl is a complete disaster?  
Her friends Julian and Joan agree with her --------- but will anybody else?

The Naughtiest Girl Book 10: Naughtiest 
Girl  marches on, The Blyton, Enid 9780340917800 £4.99 Hodder Children's 

Books 06+

Elizabeth is overjoyed to be a monitor again. But one of the Second Form boys seems to turning all the 
other boys against her.  Who can it be…..and why?

Knights of Can-a-Lot Bob The Builder 9780563491415 £2.99 Penguin 05+

The Knights of Can-a-Lot, this storybook retells the adventures of Bob and his team when they renovate an 
old castle. Tales of the Knights of Camelot inspire Bob's noble team of machines
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Muck and the Convoy Bob The Builder 9781405237499 £2.99 Egmont 05+

Welcome to Sunflower Valley, where Bob and the team are busy with their eco-friendly development, 
Project: Build It! in these brand-new adventures!Join Roley the steamroller on a woodland walk

Scoop and the Bakery Build Bob The Builder 9781405241083 £2.99 Egmont 05+

The team's next job is to build a bakery! Scoop is in charge of teaching Benny what to do, but the two 
diggers end up in big trouble!

Travis and the Tropical Fruit Bob The Builder 9781405241106 £2.99 Egmont 05+

The classic tale of pirates and villains, maps and treasure. When Jim Hawkins picks up the oiled, water-
proofed envelope from Captain Flint’s sea chest, he has no idea that he holds the key to a valuable 
treasure map.

Star Gazers, Skyscrapers & Extraordinary 
Sausages Boldt, Claudia 9781846433443 £5.99 Child's Play

Henrietta has all sorts of wild ambitions. She could be a star gazer, a mechanic or even Queen Bee… 
Unfortunately Frank, her dog, can only think about sausages. What can they do that they will both enjoy?

UUGGHH! Boldt, Claudia 9781846433726 £5.99 Child's Play

Slug feels completely unloved by the world, and can't help feeling it may have something to do with 
appearances. Happily, newfound friend Spider is on hand to explain that beauty is in the eye of the 
beholder.

A Bear Called Paddington Bond, Michael 9780007174164 £4.99 Harper Collins 07+

Paddington Bear had travelled all the way from darest Peru when the Brown family first met him on 
Paddington station. Since the their lives have never been quiet the same.

Paddington and the Christmas Surprise Bond, Michael 9780007257737 £5.99 Harper Collins 05+

Paddington Bear knows just what he wants for Christmas and is anxious to make sure Santa Claus knows 
too.

Paddington at the Zoo Bond, Michael 9780006647447 £4.99 Harper Collins 03+

When Paddington hears that he his going to visit the zoo he is very excited and makes 6 marmalade 
sandwiches to take with him in honour of the occasion.

Paddington at Work Bond, Michael 9780006753674 £5.99 Harper Collins 07+

Paddington soon makes up for lost time. The Stock Exchange, the ballet, the barber's shop, Mr Curry's 
kitchen...nothing is safe when Paddington gets to work.
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Paddington goes for Gold Bond, Michael 9780007427727 £6.99 Harper Collins 03+

This picture book features Paddington, the classic bear from Darkest Peru, as he
takes part in a local family sports event, with hilarious results!

Paddington Helps Out Bond, Michael 9780006753445 £4.99 Harper Collins 07+

"Oh dear," said Paddington, as everyone turned to look at him accusingly. "I'm in trouble again." Somehow 
trouble comes naturally to Paddington.

Paddington Rules the Waves Bond, Michael 9780007267651 £1.00 Harper Collins 03+

When Paddington Bear goes to the beach, nothing goes according to plan..

Big Book of Stars and Planets Bone, Emily 9781409564027 £9.99 Usborne 03+

Everything children need to know about the solar system, which is displayed on a huge double-gate fold. 
Makes a substantial gift which children will pore over for hours

Bog Book of Big Bugs Bone, Emily 9781409532989 £9.99 Usborne 03+

This title offers a fascinating look at the world's biggest bugs, including spiders bigger than a dinner plate, a 
stick insect longer than your arm, a beetle the same size as a rat, and moths and butterflies larger than a 
small dog. All bugs in the book appear life-size - so you can see how big they really are! This title also 
features the biggest swarms and colonies, the deadliest bugs, and the bugs that are best at camouflage

Nursery Rhyme Picture Book Bonnet, Rosalinde 9780746098363 £8.99 Usborne 03+

This is a warmly illustrated picture book of favourite nursery rhymes. Boys and girls will love to read and 
hear these classic nursery rhymes, including Humpty Dumpty, Little Jack Horner, Mary, Mary, Quite 
Contrary and Baa, Baa Black Sheep.

Pied Piper of Hamelin, the Bonny Books 978071050523 £2.50 Peter Haddock 03+

The tale of the pied piper leading away the rats of Hamelin

Plants and the Environment Boothroyd, 
Jennifer 9780761343042 £5.50 Lerner Books 07+

You will discover how plants use the environment, how plants grow and why we need plants to survive.

Name of this Book is Secret, the Bosch, 
Pseudonymous 9780746090923 £5.99 Usborne 09+

When investigators Cass & Max-Ernest set out to discover the history of the mysterious Symphony of 
Smells, they become embroiled in an experiment involving kidnapped children & the secret of eternal youth.
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Green Knowe Book 1 - Children of Green 
Knowe, the Boston, Lucy 9780571231461 £5.99 Faber and Faber 09+

Toseland - "Tolly" - aged seven, is on his way to stay with his great-grandmother at Green Knowe. Her 
name is Mrs Oldknow, the station is Penny Soaky and the floods so deep that he arrives at the front door of 
the "Ark" in a rowing boat

Green Knowe Book 2 - The Chimneys of 
Green Knowe Boston, Lucy 9780952323334 £5.99 Oldknow Books 09+

In this book Tolly spends a second holiday with his great-grandmother and learns more about the children 
who lived in her house long ago.

Green Knowe Book 3 - The River at 
Green Knowe Boston, Lucy 9780571237654 £5.99 Faber and Faber 09+

Ida, Oscar and Ping are staying with Ida's great - aunt at the ancient, river - encircled house of Green 
Knowe. They set out to chart the river in the canoe, and soon discover that it has some surprising and 
mysterious secrets.

Green Knowe Book 4 - A Stranger at 
Green Knowe Boston, Lucy 9780952323341 £5.99 Oldknow Books 09+

From the moment Ping sees Hanno the gorilla in the monkey house at the zoo, he is fascinated by the 
enormous, terrifying yet gentle creature. Then Hanno escapes and reports say he may have found his way 
to somewhere near Green Knowe.

Green Knowe Book 5 - An Enemy at 
Green Knowe Boston, Lucy 9780952323358 £5.99 Oldknow Books 09+

The queer thing about Granny's stories", Tolly explained to Ping, "is that bits of them keep coming true now, 
although they are all so old". This particular story is about Dr. Vodel, who had stayed at Green Knowe 
hundreds of years ago

Green Knowe Book 6 - The Stones of 
Green Knowe Boston, Lucy 9780952323365 £5.99 Oldknow 09+

A young boy watches a house being built, and then moves forward in time to see all the other children who 
live in it at various periods.

River Boy Bowler, Tim 9780192754448 £5.99 OUP 13+

Jess and her parents take her grandfather back to his childhood home so that he can finish his last painting 
"River Boy". While out swimming, Jess meets a boy who challenges her to swim down the river to the sea

Shadows Bowler, Tim 9780192750624 £3.99 OUP 13+

Jamie knows he has to help the girl he finds hiding in his shed. Help her to get away from the danger that’s 
coming after her. At the same time maybe he can escape from the pressure he is under.

Storm Catchers Bowler, Tim 9780192754455 £5.99 OUP 13+

 Ella, is kidnapped. She is snatched away from the house in the middle of a storm. As the kidnappers make 
their demands, Fin's guilt is replaced by a fierce determination to find his sister by whatever means he can.
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How Bear lost his Tail Bowman, Lucy 9781409535973 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Based on a Native American folk legend, this wonderful book tells the story of how Bear lost his tail. 
Beautiful, original illustrations bring the story to life.

Boy in Striped Pyjamas, The Boyne, John   038560940X £6.99 OUP 11+

Nine year old Bruno knows nothing of the Final Solution and the Holocaust. He is oblivious to the appalling 
cruelties being inflicted on the people of Europe by his country.

Terrible Thing That Happened to Barnaby 
Brocket, the Boyne, John 9780857531469 £10.99 Doubleday 09+

There's nothing unusual about the Brockets. Normal, respectable, and proud of it, they turn up their noses at 
anyone strange or different. But from the moment Barnaby Brocket comes into the world, it's clear he's 
anything but ordinary. To his parents' horror, Barnaby defies the laws of gravity - and floats.

Village life in India Pupil's book Brace, Steve 9780521557528 £8.50 Cambridge 
University Press 07+

Cambridge Primary Geography has been specially written for the curriculum in geography at Key Stage 2. 
Each topic area covers the content of one locality or thematic study as outlined in the National Curriculum 
while developing a wide range of geographical skills and understanding. Cambridge Primary Geography is 
an enquiry-based course which provides enjoyable activities suitable for children of a wide range of abilities.

Fahrenheit 451 Bradbury, Ray 9780007181704 £6.99 Harper Collins 14+

Guy Montag is a fireman. His job is to burn books, which are forbidden, being the source of all discord and 
unhappiness. Even so, Montag is unhappy; there is discord in his marriage. Are books hidden in his house?

Young Samurai Book 1 - The Way of the 
Warrior Bradford, Chris 9780141324302 £6.99 puffin 11+

August 1611. Jack Fletcher is shipwrecked off the coast of Japan. His beloved father and the crew lie 
slaughtered by ninja pirates. Rescued by the legendary sword master Masamoto Takeshi, Jack's only hope 
is to become a samurai warrior

Young Samurai Book 2 - The Way of the 
Sword Bradford, Chris 9780141324319 £6.99 Puffin 11+

One year of training in samurai school and Jack Fletcher is in real trouble . . . Not only is he struggling to 
prepare for the Circle of Three, an ancient ritual that tests a samurai's courage, skill and spirit to the limit, 
he's caught in a running battle with fellow student Kazuki and his gang.
But these are the least of Jack's problems. He knows his deadly rival - the ninja Dragon Eye - could strike at 
any moment. Jack possesses the very thing he will kill for.

Creaky Castle: Tom's Dragon Trouble: Bk. 
1 Bradman, Tony 9780746072271 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Synopis Lady Eleanor hates dragons - they're so messy! - so Tom has to keep his pet one hidden away, but 
the little dragon turns out to be an unlikely saviour when the King comes to stay.

Frankenstein Teacher, the Bradman, Tony 9780552545518 £3.50 Corgi 06+

Class F are given a very unusual teacher - Frankenstein's monster! But although he looks very scary, he 
has a very big heart, and the class learn to see the real person beneath the scary appearance.
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In a Minute Bradman, Tony 9781847801807 £6.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

Jo is eager to get to the playground in the park, with her friend Sita and Patch the dog.
But Mum and Dad take so long she thinks they'll never get there.
When they finally arrive they are terribly disappointed. . . Until Patch makes a fantastic discovery.

Magnificent Mummies, The Bradman, Tony 9781405202527 £3.99 Egmont 05+

Meet the Mummy family. There's Mummy Mummy, Daddy Mummy.Tut and Sis and their funny Mummy cat.

One-Nil Bradman, Tony 9781842995181 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 09+

Luke skives school to see the England squad train. It's a dream come true...but if his mum finds out, it will 
be a nightmare! Football fun. Barrington Stoke specialise in books for reluctant, struggling and dyslexic 
readers. readership level age 8

Robin Hood and the Silver Arrow Bradman, Tony 9781843624745 £3.99 Orchard 07+

These are tales that every aspiring boy-adventurer will want to read, from Robin outwitting the evil sheriff 
and William Tell's astounding shot that pierced an apple at one hundred yards.

Smile Please (Poetry) Bradman, Tony 9780140322866 £3.99 Puffin 07+

The central theme is the growing independence of the child as it branches out on its own - all the enjoyable 
new things as well as the drawbacks... This collection of poems about getting up in the morning, going to 
school, games, families, holidays reflects the feelings of young children.

Two Jacks, The Bradman, Tony 9781842990698 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 07+

Reading level below age 8.  Are you always getting told off at school? Or are you the teacher's pet? Jack 
Baker is the perfect pupil until a new teacher mistakes him for bad boy Jack Barker!

Under the Weather - Stories about 
Climate Change Bradman, Tony 9780746074879 £10.99 Usborne 11+

From the effects of rising sea levels to changes in animal behaviour and human lifestyles, these powerful 
stories portray the issues surrounding climate change in personal terms and so bring them vividly to life.

Artichoke Hearts Brahmachari, Sita 9780330517911 £5.99 MacMillan 11+

Twelve-year-old Mira comes from a chaotic, artistic and outspoken family where it's not always easy to be 
heard. As her beloved Nana Josie's health declines, Mira begins to discover the secrets of those around 
her, and also starts to keep her own.

Jasmine Skies Brahmachari, Sita 9781447205180 £5.99 MacMillan 11+

Mira Levenson is bursting with excitement as she flies to India to stay with her aunt and cousin for the first 
time. As soon as she lands Mira is hurled into the sweltering heat and a place full of new sights, sounds, 
and deeply buried family secrets . . . From the moment Mira meets Janu she feels an instant connection. 
He becomes her guide, showing her both the beauty and the chaos of Kolkata. Nothing is as she imagined 
it - and suddenly home feels a long way away.
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Zebra Crossing Soul Brahmachari, Sita 9781781126967 £6.99 Barrington Stoke 13+

From award-winning author Sita Brahmachari, a tender tale of memory and overcoming loss. Lenny has 
spent most of his life at the zebra crossing, and for many of those years Otis, the singing `zebra man' has 
helped him on his way. But when Otis' sad past comes back to haunt him, Lenny is forced to face his 
crossroads alone. Only by examining the memories of their friendship can Lenny discover the truth.

Summers of the Sisterhood Book 1 - 
Sisterhood of the Travelling Pants Brashares, Ann 9780552548274 £5.99 Corgi 11+

Carmen, Tibby, Lena and Bridget have been best friends all their lives. The year they turn 16 is the first time 
they have separate plans for the summer but the girls are determined to keep in touch.

Summers of the Sisterhood Book 2 - The 
Second Summer Brashares, Ann 9780552550505 £5.99 Corgi 11+

With a little bit of sand in pockets, the Travelling Pants and the Sisterhood that wears them are back - and 
ready to embark on their 16th summer . . . Lena's in love - but will it end in a broken heart? Bridget: She's 
about to face up to some painful truths about her late mother . . . Carmen: She's hoping destiny will play her 
cards right - for once! Tibby's going to film school - so will she be star of the show?

AQA Science Breithaupt, J. 
Fullick, A & P 748796347 £19.99 Nelson Thornes 14+

The only endorsed and approved student resources for AQA GCSE Science. The best selling AQA Science 
series provides all the support you need to achieve exam success.

Jo of the Châlet School Brent-Dyer, Elinor 
M. 9781847451194 £13.00 Girls Gone By 09+

When Madge Bettany decides to start a school in the Austrian Alps, little does she realize how such a small 
idea will so completely change her life ... join the Chalet School's first pupil, Joey Bettany, as she forges 
strong bonds of friendship with girls from Europe and America.

The School at the Chalet Brent-Dyer, Elinor 
M. 9780006925170 £3.50 Armada 09+

Madge Bettany's plan to start a school in the mountains of the Austrian Tyrol is very exciting for her younger 
sister Joey - because Joey will be the first pupil.

Across the Roman Wall Breslin, Theresa 9780713674569 £4.99 A & C Black 07+

The minute that Marubetta meets Lucius, she hates him - pompous, stuck-up nephew of a Roman official! 
He thinks that, as a Briton, she is terribly provincial and she finds him arrogant and big-headed.

Alligator Breslin, Theresa 9781781121306 £6.99 Barrington Stoke 11+

Jono didn't mean to buy an alligator. It just sort of happened. And now his mum's going to kill him...if the 
alligator doesn't get there first! A hilarious comedy. When Jono's friend Crusher offers him a rather hungry 
alligator out of the boot of his car he thinks someone would have to be crazy to buy it. But somehow Jono 
finds himself as the proud new owner! Now the only question is, how is he going to hide it from his mother? 
A laugh-out-loud comedy! Particularly suitable for reluctant, struggling and dyslexic readers of 10+, reading 
age 7

Divided City Breslin, Theresa 9780552551885 £5.99 Corgi 13+

A young man lies bleeding in the street Its Glasgow. And its May the marching season The Orange Walks 
have begun, graham doesn't want to be involved He just wants to play football with his mate Joe But then 
he witnesses a shocking moment of violence
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Magic Factory Book 1 - Trick or treat? Breslin, Theresa 9780192754509 £3.99 OUP 05+

Midden the Messy Witch and her team of helpers run the famous magic factory in Starling Castle. All sorts 
of people go there to buy spell ingredients, or for cauldron, broomstick and wand repairs, or just for helpful 
advice.

Magic Factory Book 2 - Cold Spell Breslin, Theresa 9780192754516 £3.99 OUP 05+

Midden the Messy Witch and her team of helpers run the famous magic factory in Starling Castle. All sorts 
of people pop in to buy spell ingredients, or for cauldron, broomstick and wand repairs, or just for helpful 
advice

Magic Factory Book 3 - Midsummer Magic Breslin, Theresa 9780192754523 £3.99 OUP 05+

Midden the Messy Witch and her team of helpers run the famous magic factory in Starling Castle. All sorts 
of people go there to buy spell ingredients, or for cauldron, broomstick and wand repairs, or just for helpful 
advice.

Medici Seal, The Breslin, Theresa 9780552554473 £6.99 Corgi 11+

A gloriously rich and authentic story of the Renaissance, "The Medici Seal" is also both the personal story 
of Matteo, a boy becoming a man, and a fascinating glimpse into the world of Da Vinci.

Nostradamus Prophecy Breslin, Theresa 9780385613088 £12.99 Doubleday 13+

A rich, dramatic adventure set in the tumultuous years of the late sixteenth-century in France - a time of 
assassination, poisons, seers and the sword.

Prisoner of the Inquisition Breslin, Theresa 9780385617031 £12.99 Doubleday 13+

As Zarita's life also undergoes harsh changes the formidable and frightening Inquisition arrives in the area, 
bringing menacing shadows of suspicion with acts of cruel brutality

The Traveller Breslin, Theresa 9781781121986 £6.99 Barrington Stoke 10+

Thrilling mystery from the Carnegie Medal winning author. On a stormy winter's night an old man sits over 
his wine cup and tells a tale: of the Lord Aleslan and his evil deeds; of the good wife who could not 
influence him for the better and died, leaving a son; and of her brother, who stole the child to save it from 
Aleslan's evil. And now the son returns - Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers of 
12+

Whispers in the Graveyard Breslin, Theresa 9780749744809 £4.99 Mammoth 11+

Solomon is full of anger--with the teachers and his father who have failed him, with the mother who has left 
him, and also with himself. He can't bear to be at school or at home.

Graphic Brett, Cathy 978-1781122143 £6.99 Barrington Stoke 12+

Joe is a keen artist, a keen artist with a massive crush on Honey. Stunning teen novel. Unfortunately Honey 
is dating Cal and he is nothing but a bully. When Joe imagines all the horrible things that could happen to 
Cal and draws them, horrible things begin happening - and other drawings start to appear before his very 
eyes. Is it possible he could literally draw his dreams into reality? Particularly suitable for struggling, 
reluctant and dyslexic readers of 12+
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What Are We Fighting For? Brian Moses 978-1447248613 £4.99 Macmillan 12+

Fascinating and moving in equal measure, there are poems about incredibly brave dogs, cats and 
pigeons; the Christmas truce of WWI when soldiers played football in No Man's Land; poems 
about rationing and what it was like to be an evacuee, poems about modern warfare and the 
reality of war today; plus lots of amazing true historical facts.

Snowman, The Briggs, Raymond 140503501 £5.99 Puffin 03+

Narrated entirely through pictures, it captures the innocence and wonder of childhood with its dreamlike 
illustrations. A firm favourite all over the world, and has become a intrinsic part of Christmas.

Agent Amelia, Zombie Cows! Broad, Michael 9781842706633 £4.99 Anderson 07+

These are the secret agent case files of Amelia Kidd. She's saved the world loads of times from evil 
geniuses and criminal masterminds, thanks to her great disguises, her own gadgets and her brilliance at 
improvising in sticky situations.

Primeval - Lost Predator Broderson, Alice 9780141323930 £4.99 Puffin 08+

experience the thrill of the chase, the terror of the unknown, the brilliance of Cutter and his team in these 
fantastic novelisations from Puffin. Hugely collectable these books will be tracked down by Primeval fans.

Jane Eyre Bronte, Charlotte 140620117 £1.99 Penguin 14+

A story of passionate love, travail and final triumph. The relationship between the heroine and Mr Rochester 
is only one episode.

Wutherings Heights Bronte, Emily 9780141439556 £6.99 Penguin 14+

Lockwood takes shelter at Wuthering Heights. There he discovers the history of the tempestuous events 
that took place years before: of the intense passion between the foundling Heathcliff and Catherine 
Earnshaw, and her betrayal of him.

Stories for Boys who dare to be Different Brooks, Ben 9781787471986 £17.99 Quercus 09+

Stories for Boys Who Dare to Be Different offers a welcome alternative narrative. It is an extraordinary 
compilation of 100 stories of famous and not-so-famous men from the past to the present day, every single 
one of them a rule-breaker and innovator in his own way, and all going on to achieve amazing things. 
Entries include Frank Ocean, Salvador Dalí, Rimbaud, Beethoven, Barack Obama, Stormzy, Ai Weiwei and 
Jesse Owens - different sorts of heroes from all walks of life and from all over the world.

123 Brooks, Felicity 9781409535966 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Features a charmingly illustrated first number book for the very young. In this title, pictures provide lots to 
talk about for pre-readers and can aid in vocabulary building.

A - B - C Brooks, Felicity 9781409535300 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A charmingly illustrated first alphabet book for the very young. It includes a picture for each letter and 
carefully controlled vocabulary and phonically regular words. It features pictures that provide lots to talk 
about for pre-readers and will aid vocabulary building.
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Animals Brooks, Felicity 9781409551706 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A bright, colourful, and absolutely charmingly illustrated word book, filled with familiar animals for little 
children to spot and name. Provides lots for children to look at and talk about, encouraging vocabulary 
building and word recognition

At Home Brooks, Felicity 9781409551713 £4.99 Usborne 03+

An attractive first word book, with lots of familiar things to spot and talk about. Helps to build young 
children's vocabularly and the essential acquisition of language skills. Part of a great-value collection of 
essential books - which every child should have.

Baby Brother Brooks, Felicity 9780746089323 £5.99 Usborne 03+

This is a brand new addition to the multi award-winning "Look and Say" series, introducing very young 
children to the concept of the arrival of a new sibling in the family. It includes scenes such as the baby 
getting dressed, playing with the baby, going out, feeding the baby and putting the baby to bed, with the role 
of the big brother or sister emphasized throughout

Beach Brooks, Felicity 9781409551201 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Specially designed for the very young, these lively books will improve a child's vocabulary and early word-
recognition skills.  With lots to look at and learn, young children will be fascinated by the colour and detail on 
every page.

Bedtime  Brooks, Felicity 9781409535317 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Illustrated Nursery Rhymes An illustrated collection of over 100 traditional nursery rhymes. Suitable for 
babies or young children, it also includes well-known tongue-twisters, sayings and lullabies.

Big and Little Brooks, Felicity 9780746084168 £9.99 Usborne 03+

This is a new title in the popular "Look and Say" series with two rows of tabs, designed to introduce the idea 
of opposites to very young children. Big and little, young and old, clean and dirty, fat and thin, day and night 
and summer and winter are among the concepts shown to help children begin to understand the world 
around them.

Birthday Brooks, Felicity 9780746088128 £5.99 Usborne 03+

This new title in the popular "Look and Say" series is designed to introduce very young children to birthday 
words. Five colourful scenes show how people can celebrate birthdays. Crammed with real-life objects, this 
book provides a fantastic way for children to recognise and talk about their own experiences, giving hours of 
entertainment

Christmas Brooks, Felicity 9781409522942 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Little children will love learning their first Christmas words as they enjoy each delightful festive scene. 
Scenes include decorating the tree, getting ready for Santa and Santa on the roof, all enchantingly 
illustrated by Rosalinde Bonnet.

Christmas Brooks, Felicity 9781409555698 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the colourful and imaginative addition to the delightful "Look and Say" series of books that has been 
designed to introduce the magic and excitement of Christmas to very young children. 25 Christmas words 
and images are arranged thematically - scenes include tree decoration, a snowy day, hanging Christmas 
stockings and Santa in his sleigh.
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Christmas Carols Brooks, Felicity 9781409524687 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is a charming collection of traditional Christmas carols with delightful illustrations for little children. It 
contains nine well-loved carols, including 'Away in a Manger', 'Silent Night', 'We Three Kings of Orient are', 
'While Shepherds Watched their Flocks by Night' and 'We Wish you a Merry Christmas'. It provides 
detailed scenes that depict many elements of the Christmas story with plenty to talk about.

Colours Brooks, Felicity 9781409535324 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A picture wordbook that is filled with familiar objects for small children to spot and name. It encourages 
vocabulary building, talking and colour recognition.

Farm Brooks, Felicity 9781409566205 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is a book with colourful sights from the farmyard and labelled objects to spot. Specially designed for 
the very young, this lively book will help improve a child's vocabulary and early word-recognition skills. 

First Colours Brooks, Felicity 9781409566304 £6.99 Usborne 03+

This is a delightful book to help children learn and talk about colours - each double page has a scene 
illustrating a different colour, plus everyday objects associated with that colour. Children will learn how 
different items can be the same colour, such as a yellow duck and a yellow digger

First Picture Nursery Rhymes Brooks, Felicity 9781409531036 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A delightful picture book containing a collection of much-loved nursery rhymes brought to life with charming 
illustrations. Nursery rhymes include 'Twinkle, twinkle, little star,' 'Mary had a little lamb' and 'Little Miss 
Muffet'.

First Shapes Brooks, Felicity 9781409551416 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This new title in the popular "Look and Say" series is designed to introduce shapes to very young children. 
Little children can learn to identify squares, circles, triangles, rectangles and stars as each of the scenes 
shows objects made of these shapes. It provides a fantastic opportunity for children to spot shapes in their 
own environments, providing hours of entertainment

First Words Brooks, Felicity 9780746067031 £9.99 Usborne 03+

In this  book on people each word is associated with a brightly coloured model. The aim is to encourage 
immediate association of the word with the object.

Holiday Brooks, Felicity 9781409551218 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Specially designed for the very young, these lively books will improve a child's vocabulary and early word-
recognition skills. With lots to look at and learn, young children will be fascinated by the colour and detail on 
every page

Home Brooks, Felicity 9781409566298 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Presents a different way to get talking about familiar objects and learn new words. In this title, each double-
page shows a different room in the house, and introduces children to the names of objects found there.
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Illustrated Nursery Rhymes Brooks, Felicity 9781409524069 £9.99 Usborne 03+

This is a beautifully illustrated collection of over 100 traditional nursery rhymes. Stylish design and 
enchanting illustrations combine to make this a perfect and enduring gift for any baby or young child. It also 
includes well-known tongue-twisters, sayings and lullabies.

Illustrated Nursery Tales Brooks, Felicity 9781409564744 £9.99 Usborne 03+

A luxury gift edition of traditional stories specially written for the very young. Beautifully designed pages with 
enchanting illustrations bring each tale to life.

Jobs Brooks, Felicity 9780746074596 £5.99 Usborne 03+

Turn the pages of this bright and lively book to find out about the jobs people do, from builders and 
firefighters to doctors and vets.

My Body Brooks, Felicity 9781409535331 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Offers an introduction to an important and popular subject for the very young. This title includes names for 
parts of the body, the senses, clothes, things we can do and what our bodies need to stay healthy. It 
features pictures that provide lots to talk about for pre-readers and aid vocabulary building.

My First Word Book Brooks, Felicity 9781409551836 £7.99 Usborne 03+

A word book that intends to help young children build their vocabulary. It comes with over 270 words.

Nursery Ryhmes Brooks, Felicity 9781409508946 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A charming collection of nursery rhymes ideal for any baby or young child. Rhymes include 'Humpty 
Dumpty', 'Little Bo Peep', 'Baa, Baa, Black Sheep', 'Jack and Jill' and 'Little Miss Muffet'. Warmly illustrated 
by Rosalinde Bonnet.

On Holiday Brooks, Felicity 9781409524557 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is a charming and colourful picture wordbook of going on holiday, ideal for teaching babies and young 
children sixty holiday-related words. Enjoying the scenes and reading the simple labels encourages 
vocabulary building, talking and word recognition. Scenes include getting ready to go, at the campsite, on 
the beach, at the cafe and picnic time. This is a book perfect for sharing or for a child to sit with by 
themselves.

On the Farm Brooks, Felicity 9781409523161 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A charming and colourful picture wordbook of life on a farm, ideal for teaching babies and young children 
their first farm-related words. Enjoying the scenes and reading the simple labels encourages vocabulary 
building, talking and word recognition. A book perfect for sharing or for a child to sit with by themselves.

School Brooks, Felicity 9781409566212 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A chunky little board book that follows the progress of a busy nursery class through the day. It comes with 
lots to look at and learn.
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Things That Go Brooks, Felicity 9781409551799 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Lots of vehicles for small children to spot and talk about. Helps with the essential acquisition of language 
skills - an important vocabularly builder.

Weather Brooks, Felicity 9780746088135 £5.99 Usborne 03+

This new title in the popular "Look and Say" series is designed to introduce very young children to weather 
words. It contains 5 colourful scenes that show different weather throughout the seasons. It provides a 
fantastic way for children to recognise and talk about the world outside, as the objects in the scenes can be 
spotted in real life too, giving hours of entertainment

Black Rabbit Summer Brooks, Kevin 9780141319117 £6.99 Puffin 14+

Pete Boland was busy doing nothing that summer. Long, stiflingly hot, lazy days stretched ahead of him. 
Then she called. 'Listen, Pete you know that funfair, up at the recreation ground I thought we could all meet 
up. You know, for old times' sake.'

Bloodline Brooks, Kevin 1842992023 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 13+

Finbar Black's day is turned upside down when a crazy, beautiful girl bursts into the house with a gun and a 
bag full of cash. Here we meet the Black family: four generations of schemers, liars, cheats and losers.

Candy Brooks, Kevin 9781904442615 £6.99 Chicken House 14+

Joe is hooked from the moment he sees Candy. What is it that catches his eye? Is it her hair, her smile, or 
just the way she's standing? When they chat over coffee there's an instant attraction, but can love ever be 
this sweet?

iBoy Brooks, Kevin 9780141326108 £7.99 Penguin 15+

Before the attack, sixteen-year-old Tom Harvey was just an ordinary boy.
But now fragments of a shattered iPhone are embedded in his brain and it's having an extraordinary 
effect...
Because now Tom has powers. The ability to know and see more than he could ever imagine. And with 
incredible power comes knowledge - and a choice. Seek revenge on the violent gangs that rule his estate 
and assa lted his friend L c or keep q iet?

Lucas Brooks, Kevin 9781905294176 £6.99 Chicken House 14+

Caitlin's life changes from the moment she sees Lucas - and when she meets him, her world comes alive. 
But to others he quickly becomes an object of jealousy, prejudice and hatred.

Martyn Pig Brooks, Kevin 9781905294169 £6.99 Chicken House 14+

With his father dead, Martyn has a choice. Tell the police what happened - and be suspected of murder. Or 
get rid of the body and get on with the rest of his life. Simple, right? Not quite. One story leads to another.

Road to the Dead, The Brooks, Kevin 9781905294268 £6.99 Chicken House 14+

Two brothers Reben and Cole learn that their sister has been raped and strangled in a desolate place 
hundreds of miles from their East London home. Together they set out to find their own answers and 
retrace Rachel's final journey.
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The Bunker Diary Brooks, Kevin 9780141326122 £7.99 Penguin 14+

It was still dark when I woke up this morning.
As soon as my eyes opened I knew where I was.
A low-ceilinged rectangular building made entirely of whitewashed concrete.
There are six little rooms along the main corridor.
There are no windows. No doors. The lift is the only way in or out.
What's he going to do to me?

My Left Foot Brown, Christy 9780749391775 £7.99 Vintage 11+

This is Christy Brown's own story. He recounts his childhood struggle to learn to read, write, paint and finally 
type, with the toe of his left foot. In this manner he wrote his bestseller Down all the Days.

Angels and Demons Brown, Dan 9780552159708 £7.99 Corgi 16+

Cern Institute, Switzerland: a world renowned scientist is found brutally murdered with a mysterious symbol 
seared into his chest.

Da Vinci Code, The Brown, Dan 552149519 £6.99 Corgi 16+

Robert Langdon, Harvard Professor of symbology, receives an urgent late-night call while in Paris: the 
curator of the Louvre has been murdered. Alongside the body is a series of baffling ciphers.

Deception Point Brown, Dan 9780552151764 £7.99 Corgi 16+

Rachel is barely on speaking terms with her father, believing him to be totally corrupt, but is still worried she 
is being used by the President when he asks her to verify an amazing find by NASA

British Front Brown, Eric 1842992945 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 11+

Reading level below age 8. An ordinary camping trip goes horrible wrong. Al and Jenny find themselves in 
2055... and the future is grim. The countryside is full of troops and army tanks.

Flat Stanley Brown, Jeff 1405219289 £5.99 Egmont 05+

Stanley is just a normal boy, but since a large notice-board fell on him, he’s been only half an inch thick. But 
it's not always easy being different, and Stanley wishes he could be just like everybody else again. But how 
will he ever fill out?

Flat Stanley and the Japanese Ninja Brown, Jeff 9781405252102 £4.99 Egmont 07+

Stanley and his brother, Arthur, are such huge fans of the ninja movie star Oda Nobu that they decide to 
send him something even better than fan mail – Stanley himself! Soon enough, Flat Stanley is in Japan, 
seeing the country with his idol. But when trouble surprises them, it will take real hero to save the day. But 
whoever heard of a flat ninja?

Invisible Stanley Brown, Jeff 9781405204217 £4.99 Egmont 07+

It's a shock at first, but Stanley finds you can do amazing things when you're invisible. Helping Arthur 
perform magic . . . Foiling a daring robbery . . . Stanley is a famous hero once again. But being invisible isn't 
as easy as it looks!
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Stanley and the Magic Lamp Brown, Jeff 9781405204187 £4.99 Egmont 07+

Stanley finds a real genie inside his mother's teapot. Now the Lampchops can wish for anything in the 
world: fame, a magical pet, superpowers . . . Being famous is exhausting! Soon everyone longs for life to 
get back to normal. But can Stanley reverse the wishes?

Stanley Flat Again Brown, Jeff 9781405202381 £4.99 Egmont 07+

Stanley is back, and he's flat - again! Even his brother Arthur can't come up with a plan to re-inflate Stanley 
this time. But there's fun to be had being flat. Stanley helps win a boat race and rescues a girl from a 
dangerous building. Heroes come in all shapes and sizes!

Stanley in Space Brown, Jeff 9781405204194 £4.99 Egmont 07+

The President of the United States chooses Stanley and his family to become the first humans aboard a 
new top-secret spaceship. Stanley will meet the Queen of England, have his birthday in outer space and 
face a city full of aliens!

Stanley's Christmas Adventure Brown, Jeff 9781405207836 £4.99 Egmont 07+

Santa Claus is fed up. No one appreciates Christmas any more, so why should he deliver any presents? 
Santa's daughter, Sarah Christmas, asks the Lambchops for help. They have to find a way to save 
Christmas - and if anyone can, it's Stanley!

Pirate Princess book 1 - Portia Brown, Judy 9781416901907 £3.99 Simon & Schuster 07+

Portia is a reluctant princess, horrified by her father's idea of marrying her off to a boring prince. So rather 
than endure years of dull matrimony, she sells the family jewels, buys a ship and escapes to sea - with her 
ladies-in-waiting as crew.

Pirate Princess book 2 - Pandora Brown, Judy 9781416901914 £3.99 Simon & Schuster 07+

Portia, the Pirate Princess, and her crew of ladies-in-waiting are back to rescue another princess from a dull 
and boring marriage! This time it's Princess Pandora who needs their help.

Pirate Princess book 3 - Pancake Brown, Judy 9781416901921 £3.99 Simon & Schuster 07+

Princess Pancake and Prince Ivor getting married? It's a recipe for disaster! Luckily Portia and her 
shipmates are quick to sail to the rescue - and soon Pancake's on-board, along with her nanny, Agnes.

Gorilla Browne, Anthony 9781406313277 £5.99 Walker 03+

Hannah loves gorillas but has never seen one. Her father's too busy to take her to
the zoo - or for anything else come to that. For her birthday, Hannah asks her
father for a gorilla

Me and You Browne, Anthony 9780552559102 £5.99 Picture Corgi 05+

Three bears decide to go out for a walk in the park while their porridge cools. Meanwhile a little girl has lost 
her mum and lost her way and is walking the streets alone, until she happens upon a house...
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Silly Billy Browne, Anthony 9781406305760 £5.99 Walker 03+

Billy worries about hats and shoes. He worries about clouds and rain and giant birds. Most of all, he worries 
about staying at other people's houses. His mum and dad try to help, but still Billy worries...

Through the Magic Mirror Browne, Anthony 9781406326284 £5.99 Walker 05+

Toby is fed up. Fed up with books, fed up with toys, fed up with everything. But when he walks through the 
magic mirror, things are amazingly different. Toby can hardly believe his eyes! Anthony Browne's first book 
is full of the surreal details and visual humour that have made him one of the world's most popular and 
acclaimed picture book artists.

Zoo Browne, Anthony 99219018 £5.99 Red Fox 03+

Two brothers and their parents spend a day at the zoo, looking at the animals in the cages - or is it that the 
animals are watching the visitors?

Handa's Surprise Browne, Eileen 9780744536348 £4.99 Walker 03+

Handa puts seven delicious fruits in a basket to take to her friend, Akeyo. But as she walks, carrying the 
basket on her head, various creatures steal her fruits.

Gruesome Truth About The Tudors, The Buckingham, Matt 9780750269483 £8.99 Wayland 09+

Covering different historical eras, this informative series details all the topics one would expect to find in a 
history series, such as family life, food, religion, entertainment and warfare.

Half my Facebook friends are ferrets Buckle, J. A. 978-1782020745 £6.99 Curious Fox 13+

Fifteen-year-old Josh fantasises about becoming a death metal guitarist complete with tattoos, piercings 
and hoards of adoring fans. But it’s not easy when his super-strict mom won’t let him grow his hair! Luckily 
Josh has a way of coping with life’s setbacks; it’s only a diary, but it contains all Josh’s hopes, dreams and 
frustrations (not to mention some great ideas for band names and lyrics!).

Gideon the Cutpurse Buckley-Archer, 
Linda 9781416916574 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 11+

An encounter with an anti-gravity machine catapults Peter Schock and Kate Dyer back to the 18th century 
and sets in motion a calamitous chain of events.

Cogheart Adventure 01 - Cogheart Bunzl, Peter 9781474915007 £6.99 Usborne 10+

Lily's life is in mortal peril. Her father is missing and now silver-eyed men stalk her through the shadows. 
What could they want from her? With her friends - Robert, the clockmaker's son, and Malkin, her 
mechanical fox - Lily is plunged into a murky and menacing world. Too soon Lily realizes that those she 
holds dear may be the very ones to break her heart... 

Cogheart Adventure 02 - Moonlocket Bunzl, Peter 9781474915014 £6.99 Usborne 10+

Storm clouds gather over Lily and Robert's summer when criminal mastermind the Jack of Diamonds 
appears. For Jack is searching for the mysterious Moonlocket - but that's not the only thing he wants. 
Suddenly, dark secrets from Robert's past plunge him into danger. Jack is playing a cruel game that Robert 
is a part of. Now Lily and Malkin, the mechanical fox, must stay one step ahead before Jack plays his final, 
deadly card...
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Clockwork Orange, A Burgess, Anthony 9780141182605 £8.99 Penguin Classics 16+

In this nightmare vision of a not-too-distant future, fifteen-year-old Alex and his three friends rob, rape, 
torture and murder - for fun. Alex is jailed for his vicious crimes and the State undertakes to reform him - but 
how and at what cost?

Billy Elliot Burgess, Melvin 1903434335 £5.99 Chicken House 11+

Billy's mother is dead, and his father and brother are involved in a bitter miners fight. Billy is fascinated by 
the grace and magic of ballet and is determined to dance his way to a different future.

Junk Burgess, Melvin 141305576 £4.99 Penguin 16+

Tar loves Gemma, but Gemma doesn’t want to be tied down not to anyone or anything. Gemma wants to 
fly. But no one can fly for ever. One day, somehow, finally, you have to come down.

The Hit Burgess, Melvin 9781908435330 £7.99 Chicken House 16+

A new drug is out. Everyone is talking about it. Death. Take it, and you have one amazing week to live. It's 
the ultimate high. At the ultimate price. Adam is tempted. Life is rubbish; his girlfriend's over him, his 
brother's gone. So what's he got to lose? Everything as it turns out. It's up to his girlfriend, Lizzie to show 
him. Purple and red cover available.

A Most Improper Magick - Book 1 Burgis, Stephanie 9781848770072 £6.99 Templar 11+

At twelve years old, any proper young lady in Regency England should be sitting quietly at home, practising 
her embroidery and keeping her opinions to herself. But Kat Stephenson is no ordinary young lady

Can You Feel the Force?: Putting the Fizz 
Back into Physics. buried treasure 9781405315432 £9.99 Dorling Kindersley 07+

Physics doesn't just happen in a lab it happens in the kitchen, in your bath, in a car! This title helps you join 
a thrilling high-energy journey through time, space and beyond and find out about the physical forces that 
make our world what it is.

Takeshita Demons Burne, Cristy 9781847801159 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 09+

Miku Takeshita and her family have moved from Japan to live in the UK, but unfortunately the family's 
enemy demons have followed them! Miku knows she's in trouble when her new supply teacher turns out to 
be a Nukekubi - a bloodthirsty demon

The Tempest - Student's Book Burningham, Hilary 9780237519100 £3.99 Evans 11+

Provide support material to help students and teachers in the study of Shakespeare.

Avacado Baby Burningham, John 9780099400028 £1.50 Red Fox 03+

The weedy Hargraves are amazed by what happens when their new baby eats an
avocado. It grows as strong as an ox - tackling burglars, carrying the shopping and
even keeping nasty bullies at bay
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Mr Gumpy's Outing Burninham, John 9780099408796 £5.99 Red Fox 03+

Mr Gumpy takes a trip along the river. He has lots of vistors. Everyone is having a
lovely time until the animals misbehave.

Ballet Book, the Bussell, Darcey 9781405314770 £6.99 Dorling Kindersley 08+

Perfect your port de bras, pas de deux and learn how to dance adagio and allegro. Find out the best way to 
look after your ballet shoes and make sure your make up is just right for your first night on stage. Contains 
everything you need to know

Petunia Perry and the Curse of the Ugly 
Pigeon Butchart, Pamela 9780857634887 £6.99 Nosey Crow 08+

Petunia Perry has decided to write her memoirs. She wants the world to know what it's like to start 
secondary school with a best friend who stages one-person flash mobs in the canteen, a mother who over-
shares at parents' evenings and an unwelcome suitor who draws pictures of her as a unicorn.

Wigglesbottom Primary: Super dog! Butchart, Pamela 9780857636751 £5.99 Nosey Crow 05+

Three perfectly pitched school stories hilariously told by Pamela Butchart and brilliantly illustrated by Becka 
Moor. Is that a superhero dog on the school roof? YES! Is the lunchtime mashed potato really, really weird? 
YES! Does Susie Keys own an alien egg? YES! So what are Class 2R going to do about it all? Have a lot 
of fun! Look out for other Wigglesbottom titles! The Shark in the Pool The Toilet Ghost The Magic Hamster

Mirror, Mirror Butcher, Nancy 9780746073094 £5.99 Usborne 09+

When Queen Veda sets up the Queen's Academy for Girls, the pretty students happily accept a wonder 
beauty pill, but Princess Ana is suspicious and, as a sinister illness sweeps the school, she must confront 
the truth to save her friends.

The Nothing to See Here Hotel Butler, Steven 9781471163838 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 06+

When a goblin messenger arrives at The Nothing to See Here Hotel, announcing the imminent arrival of the 
goblin prince Grogbah, Frankie and his family rush into action to get ready for their important guest. But it 
soon becomes obvious that the Banister family are going to  have their work cut out with the demanding 
prince and his never-ending entourage, especially when it turns out the rude little prince is hiding a secret...

Wrong Pong, the Butler, Steven 9780141333908 £5.99 Puffin 07+

One night, Neville Brisket wakes up from a strange dream - a dream that there is a horrible, stumpy finger 
stuck up his nose. Then he finds his room in a mess, and his dog in the laundry basket.
Neville's investigations end sposhily, when he is whooshed down the toilet to the land of Under! In a case of 
mistaken troll-dentity, he finds himself part of a disgusting new family. Will anybody help Neville get back to 
Over, or will he be stuck eating rat patties and left sock stew forever?

Daisy the Dream Fairy Butterfield, Moira 9781906824358 £4.99 Potter 07+

Meet Daisy the Dream Fairy and her four pet bats Itsy, Bitsy, Bottletop and Batso. Daisy is the best fairy 
flyer at the Utterly Flutterly Fairy School and can fly faster and higher than any of her fairy friends - a very 
useful skill to have when Drizzle the Wicked Witch sets about upsetting the human schoolchildren on their 
camping trip

Discover the Tudors - Elizabeth I Butterfield, Moira 9781445118567 £8.99 Franklin Watts 07+

Each 'Discover the Tudors' title offers a fascinating look at a different key area of Tudor life, from monarchy 
to exploration.
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Discover the Tudors - Everyday Life Butterfield, Moira 9781445118574 £8.99 Franklin Watts 07+

Each 'Discover the Tudors' title offers a fascinating look at a different key area of Tudor life, from monarchy 
to exploration.

Discover the Tudors - Henry VIII Butterfield, Moira 9781445118543 £8.99 Franklin Watts 07+

Each 'Discover the Tudors' title offers a fascinating look at a different key area of Tudor life, from monarchy 
to exploration.

Discover the Tudors - Tudor Exploration Butterfield, Moira 9781445118550 £8.99 Franklin Watts 07+

Each 'Discover the Tudors' title offers a fascinating look at a different key area of Tudor life, from monarchy 
to exploration.

Discover the Tudors - Tudor Theatre Butterfield, Moira 9780749695958 £12.99 Franklin Watts 07+

Suitable for Key Stage 2, Discover the Tudors: Tudor Theatre examines aspects of Tudor theatrical 
entertainment, including personalities such as Shakespeare, Johnson and Marlowe, theatre construction, 
the Globe and Rose theatres, staging plays and royal patronage.

Jake Butterworth, 
Annette 340667494 £2.99 Hodder 05+

Jake loves to chase ducks in the park, can’t resist playing with dirty washing and no chocolate eggs are 
safe with him around! He dreams of going to Crufts, the biggest and best dog show in the world. But he 
knows he’ll never get there

Jake - The Good Bad Dog Butterworth, 
Annette 9781905117680 £4.99 Catnip 07+

Jake loves to chase ducks in the park, dig up the roses and can't resist playing with dirty washing.

Jake in Action Butterworth, 
Annette 9781905117697 £5.99 Catnip 07+

Jake is in disgrace-he's just dug up the roses. And eaten something he shouldn't. But he usually tries to be 
good-so that's why his friend Sam takes him to the park for a game of football.

Jake in Danger Butterworth, 
Annette 9781905117710 £5.99 Catnip 07+

Jake is well and truly miffed when new dog on the block Boris starts to get all the attention and he becomes 
increasingly bitter with jealousy but when dead birds are discovered in the park and Jake is accused of the 
killings Boris to the rescue

Jake Our Hero Butterworth, 
Annette 9781846471094 £5.99 Catnip 07+

It's christmas - usually Jake's favourite time of year. But something terrible is happening. His friends have 
been kidnapped.
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Tiger in the Snow Butterworth, Nick 9780007119691 £5.99 Harper Collins 03+

It isn't hard for Tiger to find someone to play with! But one day, when everything is
covered in a chilly white blanket of snow, Tiger's friends are too cold or too busy to
go out and he has to play by himself.

Blossom Family - A Blossom Promise Byars, Betsy 9780823421473 £6.90 Holiday House 08+

As the Blossoms come together to face a family crisis, they must rely upon one another as never before.

Cartoonist Byars, Betsy 9780099426011 £3.99 Red Fox 08+

Alfie's escape from school and home life is to sit up in the attic, drawing cartoons. Then Bubba, his older 
brother, comes home with his wife to live in Alfie's attic, and the thought of losing his private world is more 
than Alfie can bear.

Eighteenth Emergency, The Byars, Betsy 435123831 £6.60 Heinemann 11+

Mouse is terrified when Marv Hammerman says he's out to get him. He and his friend Ezzie prepare for the 
worst, and they get it - sharks in their swimming area, a biting tarantula. When it comes to the 18th 
emergency, they are caught off guard.

Midnight Fox, The Byars, Betsy 9780140308440 £3.99 Puffin 07+

Tom is so excited by seeing the black fox with the green eyes that he goes out every day hoping to see her 
again. And when she and her cub are in danger from his uncle’s gun, Tom is sure he is the only person who 
can save them.

Pinballs, The Byars, Betsy 9780435123826 £5.99 Heineman 11+

When Carlie, Harvey and Thomas J. arrive in the same foster-home, it seems they will never get on well 
together.

Molly Moon's Hypnotic Holiday Byng, Georgia 9780330437479 £1.00 Macmillan 07+

Molly is meant to be taking an enforced rest from hypnotism when an injustice impels her to intervene. But 
what can she do without using her hypnotic-eye skills?

Millicent and Meer Byrne, Richard 9781847385796 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

One day, Millicent is busy making sandcastles in her garden when, THUMP, a big
wooden box lands beside her. Inside, Millicent finds the most unexpected new
friend. Who can he be and where has he come from?

All American Girl Cabot, Meg 9780330415552 £5.99 pan macmillan 15+

Sam lives in Washington DC, is the middle teenager between two very annoying sisters, and dyes all her 
clothes black. She has a best friend, she's not cool like her big sister
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All American Girl - Ready Or Not Cabot, Meg 9780330434911 £9.99 Macmillan 14+

A sequel to the hilarious and best-selling ALL AMERICAN GIRL.

Mediator, Love you to Death Cabot, Meg 9780330437370 £5.99 Macmillan 11+

Suze is a mediator. Which means she spends a lot of time directing the unhappy dead into the afterlife, and 
it isn't easy - not all ghouls want to be guided. Newly arrived in California, Suze has hardly unpacked when 
her skills are put to the test.

Princess Diaries Book 1 - The Princess 
Diaries Cabot, Meg 9780330482059 £5.99 Macmillan 11+

‘You’re not my Mia Thermopolis any more, honey.’ Dad said I raised my head ‘I’m not?’ I said blinking. 
‘Then who am I?’ He went, kind of sadly. ‘You’re Amelia Mignonette Grimaldi Thermopolis Renaldo, 
Princess of Genovia’.

Princess Diaries Book 2 - Take Two Cabot, Meg 9780330482066 £5.99 Macmillan 11+

14-year-old Mia Thermopolis is still coming to terms with the fact that she’s a princess and heir to the throne 
of Genovia! But when she announces on national TV that her mum is pregnant by her algebra teacher and 
plans to marry him

Princess Diaries Book 3 - Third Time 
Lucky Cabot, Meg 9780330482073 £5.99 Macmillan 11+

Mia’s got everything a girl could possibly want. She’s a princess and she’s got a boyfriend! But that’s where 
it all goes wrong. Because Kenny is just NOT the guy she really wants. Michael’s the one she’s loved 
forever

Princess Diaries Book 4 - Mia Goes 
Fourth Cabot, Meg 9780330415446 £5.99 Macmillan 11+

After a boring state visit to Genovia, Mia is ready to concentrate on what really matters - her love life. She 
intends to spend every minute of the day with Michael Moscovitz.

Princess Diaries Book 5 - Give Me Five Cabot, Meg 9780330415514 £5.99 Macmillan 11+

Mia is about to turn fifteen and can't wait to dance the night away with Michael at the biggest, most romantic 
event of her life so far: the senior prom! But nothing's going according to plan.

Princess Diaries Book 6 - Sixational Cabot, Meg 9780330420389 £5.99 Macmillan 11+

It's a new school year for the reluctant Princess of Genovia and Mia is facing a whole heap of new worries. 
Like an English teacher who can't stand her. A potential eco-disaster in Genovia. And getting used to a new-
look Boris.

Princess Diaries Book 7 - Seventh 
Heaven Cabot, Meg 9780330441551 £5.99 Macmillan 11+

Poor Mia. Not only has she made a total ass of herself with J.P. (a.k.a. the Guy Who Hates It When They 
Put Corn in the Chili), trying to prove that she’s a super-chilled party girl. She’s also bankrupted the student 
council. Way to go, Princess.
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Princess Diaries Book 8 - After Eight Cabot, Meg 9780330446884 £5.99 Macmillan 11+

The new school year’s only just begun and already there have been some big surprises. Not least, Tina’s 
revelation that Lilly’s probably Done It with J.P.! And what about Mia’s new haircut, which has turned out 
kind of . . . Extreme?

Princess Diaries Book 9 - To the Nines Cabot, Meg 9780330448550 £5.99 MacMillan 13+

Mia has hit an all-time low. Lilly isn’t speaking to her. Someone is posting horrible things about her on 
ihatemiathermopolis.com. Grandmere is forcing her to give a speech to two thousand of the most powerful 
businesswomen in America. And oh yeah: Michael, the love of her life, has dumped her.

Teen Idol Cabot, Meg 9780330433006 £6.99 Macmillan 13+

Everyone loves Jen Greenley. But being the world's best listener doesn't always get you too far. Until Jen's 
asked to look after 'Lucas Smith' - better known as Luke Striker, Hollywood's most famous teenage movie 
star.

Morganville Vampires Book 1 - Glass 
Houses Caine, Rachel 9780749079512 £7.99 Allison & Busby 10+

College freshman Claire Danvers has had enough of her nightmarish dorm situation, where the popular girls 
never let her forget just where she ranks in the school's social scene: somewhere less than zero. When 
Claire heads off-campus, the imposing old house where she finds a room may not be much better. Her new 
roommates don't show many signs of life, but they come out fighting when the town's deepest secrets come 
crawling out, hungry for fresh blood...

Morganville Vampires Book 2 - The Dead 
Girl's Dance Caine, Rachel 9780749079864 £7.99 Allison & Busby 10+

Claire has her share of challenges. Like being a genius in a school that favours beauty over brains; 
homicidal girls in her dorm, and finding out that her college town is overrun with the living dead. On the up 
side, she has a new boyfriend with a vampire-hunting dad. But when a local fraternity throws the Dead Girls' 
Dance, hell is really going to break loose.

Morganville Vampires Book 3 - Midnight 
Alley Caine, Rachel 9780749079222 £6.99 Allison & Busby 10+

Morganville is such a nice place to live...and die. If you don't mind that sort of thing. When Claire Danvers 
learnt that her college town was run by vampires, she did what any intelligent, self-preserving student would 
do: she applied for a transfer and stocked up on garlic. The transfer is no longer an option, but that garlic 
may come in handy. Now Claire has pledged herself to Amelie, the most powerful vampire in town. The 
protection her contract secures does little to reassure her friends. All of a sudden, people are turning up 
dead a stalker res rfaces from Claire's past and an ancient bloods cker e tends a chilling in itation for

Map of Marvels, the Calcutt, David 9780192729675 £6.99 OUP 09+

When Connor starts creating a map of an imaginary world for his school project he has no idea where it will 
lead. As he draws the outlines of the islands and the mountains, the map begins to take shape. And then 
there's the tower-ominous and threatening - but so necessary that without it the map would not be complete. 
Perhaps without the tower, the map might not even exist. But the map does exist, and so does the tower. 
As Connor enters the world he's created he meets others there who all have their own tale to tell.

Great Ice-Cream Heist, The Caldecott, Elen 9781408820506 £5.99 Bloomsbury 08+

Those McIntyres are nothing but trouble!' When the McIntyre family moves in next door, Eva is intrigued - it 
is the first interesting thing to happen for ages. But her ever protective Dad - even more protective since 
Eva's mum died - does not agree. And the McIntyres are certainly noisy! But Eva is curious about Jamie, 
who she often sees on the roof of his garden shed, escaping the family chaos.

Mystery of Wickworth Manor, the Caldecott, Elen 9781408820483 £5.99 Bloomsbury 09+

Paige Owens, bright, cheeky, confident, cannot wait to go to secondary school. Curtis Okafor, wary and 
much less confident, is not so sure. The only thing they share in common is the first letter of their surnames -
which ensures they are forced into each other's company on a school trip to Wickworth Manor, the local 
stately home.
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Rule Of Four, the Caldwell, Ian & 
Thomason, Dustin 9780099451952 £6.99 Arrow 18+

Tom Sullivan, about to graduate from Princeton, is haunted by the violent death of his father, an academic 
who devoted his life to one of the rarest, most complex books in the world.

Life Cycles: Polar Lands Callery, Sean 9780753434574 £5.99 kingfisher 07+

Each book in this essential series reveals the life cycles of ten animals in a particular habitat. The life cycles 
link together to create three food chains. At the end of the book is a simple overview of how the three food 
chains interact to create a food web. With clear text and punchy photographs, this is a captivating 
introduction to habitats and ecosystems.

The Child's Elephant Campbell-
Johnstone, Rachel 9780552571142 £6.99 Corgi 11+

When a baby elephant is abandoned on the African savannah, a young boy named Bat takes her back to 
his village and cares for her. But Bat's grandmother explains that Meya cannot stay with them for ever - the 
call of the wild will always be sounding in her soul.
And there are frightening rumours on the wind, of kidnapping and suffering and war. Bat and his friend Muka 
are catapulted into a new life of unimaginable terror. Will the bond between elephant and child remain 
strong eno gh to sa e them?

Black Magician Trilogy Book 2 - Novice, 
the Canavan, Trudi 9781841493145 £7.99 Orbit 13+

Sonea knows the other novices in the Magicians' Guild all come from powerful families, but she also knows 
she can turn to Rothen and Dannyl for help when she needs it. That is, until someone starts spreading 
malicious rumours about her - and Akkarin, the High Lord, steps in.

Black Magician Trilogy Book 3 - High 
Lords, the Canavan, Trudi 9781841499628 £8.99 Orbit 13+

In the city of Imardin, where those who wield magic wield power, a young street-girl, adopted by the 
Magician's Guild, finds herself at the centre of a terrible plot that may destroy the entire world . . .

Black Magician Trilogy Book 1 - 
Magician's Guild, the Canavan, Trudie 9781841493138 £7.99 Orbit 13+

Each year the magicians of Imardin gather together to purge the city streets of vagrants, urchins and 
miscreants. But their protective shield is not as impenetrable as they believe. There is an untrained 
magician loose on the streets.

Leaving Poppy Cann, Kate 9780439968713 £5.99 Scholastic 14+

Amber's family think she's gone to Cornwall on holiday, but really she's left home. She's forging a new life - 
new housemates, new job and (with a little luck) new boyfriend.

Runaways, The Canning, Victor 9780140310450 £3.99 Puffin 07+

One is a boy, Smiler, wrongly convicted of stealing; the other, a cheetah, Yarra, leaving the Longleat 
Wildlife Park to have her cubs in privacy.

Love, lies & lemon pies Cannon, Katy 978-1847154897 £6.99 Stripes 13+

Sixteen-year-old Lottie is on a mission to protect her biggest secret, and it’ll take every lie and every baking 
trick she can muster. Since her dad died, life hasn’t been the same for Lottie. When the school suggests 
she joins Bake Club to get her back on track, Lottie reluctantly agrees. The alternative – the school paying 
her mum a home visit – is not an option.
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Warning! Aliens are Invading the School Capparucci, Dinah 9781407117669 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

Jordan, Ryan and Boy Dave always get blamed for everything. And OK, most of them it is their fault - but 
this is one time it definitely wasn't!

The Artist Who Painted a Blue Horse Carle, Eric 9780141340012 £12.99 Puffin 03+

I am an artist begins Eric Carle', And just like an imaginative child, this is one artist
who paints the world as he sees it-a red crocodile, an orange elephant, a purple
fox, a black polar bear (!) and a wonderful polka-dotted donkey.

The Bad-Tempered Ladybird Carle, Eric 9780140503982 £5.99 Puffin 03+

The bad-tempered ladybird picks fights with every animal he meets, but soon learns the importance of 
friends and turns into a far nicer, happier bug.

The Very Busy Spider Carle, Eric 9780241125328 £3.99 Hamilton 03+

A busy spider spins her web all day long, even though a number of animals try to
distract her from her task.

The Very Hungry Caterpillar Carle, Eric 9780140569322 £6.99 Puffin 03+

A newly hatched caterpillar eats his way through all kinds of food.

Mr Majeika and the Ghost Train Carpenter, 
Humphrey 9780140366419 £3.99 Puffin 07+

When Class Three and Mr Majeika get on board a Ghost Train they are in for a surprise. Real ghosts 
appear and the wicked Wilhelmina Worlock isn’t far away.

Mr Majeika Book 1 - Mr Majeika Carpenter, 
Humphrey 9780140316773 £4.99 Puffin 07+

Mr Majeika can behave just like any ordinary teacher if he wants to, but something has to be done about 
Hamish Bigmore, the class nuisance, and so he uses a little magic to turn him into a frog. And to everyone's 
delight it looks as if Hamish will have to remain a frog because Mr Majeika can't remember the spell to turn 
him back again! With Mr Majeika in charge, suddenly life at school become much more exciting - there's 
even a magic-carpet ride to Buckingham Palace!

Mr Majeika Book 2 - Mr Majeika and the 
Music Teacher

Carpenter, 
Humphrey 9780140321418 £4.99 Puffin 07+

When a witch comes to take over the music class, Mr. Majeika has to use all his tricks as a wizard to stop 
her.

Mr Majeika Book 3 - Mr Majeika and the 
Haunted Hotel

Carpenter, 
Humphrey 9780140323603 £4.99 Puffin 07+

'Oh, don't be cowards,' said Jody. 'I'm sure it's perfectly safe.' Mysteriously stranded in the fog at night, Mr. 
Majeika and Class Three find themselves in a creepy hotel near Hadrian's Wall, where some very spooky 
things start to happen.
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Mr Majeika Book 5 - Mr Majeika and the 
School Play

Carpenter, 
Humphrey 9780140343588 £5.50 Puffin 07+

The school play becomes a bit too realistic when a genuine giant thunders on to the stage. And in the third 
story, it looks as if the children will never go back to St Barty’s School after their museum trip even on a 
magic carpet!

Letters from the Lighthouse Carroll, Emma 9780571327584 £6.99 Faber & Faber 08+

February, 1941. After months of bombing raids in London, twelve-year-old Olive Bradshaw and her little 
brother Cliff are evacuated to the Devon coast. The only person with two spare beds is Mr Ephraim, the 
local lighthouse keeper. But he's not used to company and he certainly doesn't want any evacuees.

The Girl Who Walked on Air Carroll, Emma 97890571297160 £6.99 Faber & Faber 08+

Louie, who was abandoned at Chipchase's Travelling Circus as a baby, dreams of becoming a 
'Showstopper', but Mr Chipchase keeps her hidden, tucked away in the ticket booth. No Death-Defying 
Stunts for her. But Louie has been secretly practising her act - tightrope-walking - and dreams of being the 
Girl Who Walked on Air . . . she just needs to be given the chance to shine.

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland Carroll, Lewis 1857159047 £7.99 Everyman's Library 11+

Join Alice in her exciting adventures through wonderland on a journey you’ll never forget.

I'd Tell You I Love You But Then I'd Have 
to Kill You. Gallagher Girls Carter, Ally 9781408309513 £5.99 Orchard 13+

Gallagher Academy might claim to be a school for geniuses - but it's really a school for spies. Cammie 
Morgan is fluent in fourteen languages and capable of killing a man in seven different ways (three of which 
involve a piece of uncooked spaghetti). But the one thing the Gallagher Academy hasn't prepared her for is 
what to do when she falls for an ordinary boy who thinks she's an ordinary girl.

Bloody Chamber, and Other Stories Carter, Angela 9780099529590 £7.99 Penguin 16+

Warning contains sex scenes.
Angela Carter gives her own particlar twist of sexual unease to the vivid, cruel world of the Fairy story.

Hand of the Devil, the Carter, Dean-
Vincent 9780370328836 £10.99 Bodley Head 16+

Ashley Reeves's life is in danger . . . and Mather is not his only enemy . . . Both gruesome and compelling, 
chilling and page-turning, this much-anticipated thriller from Dean Vincent Carter will delight older readers.

Hunting Season, the Carter, Dean-
Vincent 9780552552981 £5.99 Corgi 16+

Eight years ago, the Austrian emergency services were called to the scene of a bizarre car accident. Eight 
years ago two mangled bodies were found in the snow not far from the vehicle, clawed and chewed, it 
seemed, by some ferocious animal.

Journey to the Centre of My Brain Carter, James 9780230751958 £4.99 MacMillan 09+

Sneak a peek into James Carter's brain in this brilliant collection of poems. Join the party as he takes us on 
a trip to space, introduces us tigers, mammoths, clouds and bugs and that?s just the start of the journey . . .
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Bone Room Cassidy, Anne 9781842994498 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 11+

Reading age below 8. Jack and lulu want to know the truth, but it puts them in danger. Can they stop a 
terrible crime? And what is the real secret of the Bone Room?

Crying Princess, the Cassidy, Anne 9780749646325 £3.99 Watts 05+

Princess Alice just won't stop crying. She cries all day and all night, too. The Queen has to put cotton wool 
in her ears. Then, one day, the King has an idea.

Forget Me Not Cassidy, Anne 9780439942904 £5.99 Scholastic 13+

A child has been stolen. Jade Henderson is missing, taken from her cot. Stella Parfitt watches the police 
investigation unfold, and begins to ask her own questions. Where was her mother that night? The woods 
hold a dark secret.

Getting Away With It Cassidy, Anne 9781842996577 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 11+

Reading level age 8, Mark is in big trouble. He and Katie stole a car. Crashed it. Katie could be dead but 
Mark ran away from the wreckage. Has he got away with it? Or will he be haunted by guilt forever? A 
gripping thriller.

Just Jealous Cassidy, Anne 9781407104041 £5.99 Scholastic 16+

Elise has a crush. She's been infatuated with her best friend, Carl, for as long as she can remember. When 
he starts dating an American girl who's just arrived at their school, Elise thinks it will just be a short fling.

Looking for JJ Cassidy, Anne 9780439977128 £12.99 Scholastic 14+

Alice Tully knows exactly what happened that spring day six years ago though it’s still hard for her to believe 
it’s real. The images, the sounds and the aftermath are imprinted on her memory.

Angel Cake Cassidy, Cathy 9780141325187 £5.99 Puffin 09+

Anya used to dream of moving to Britain to start a brand-new life. But as she sits in a school where nobody 
understands her, she dreams of Polish summer skies and the place where she once belonged.
Then Anya meets bad boy Dan. He’s no angel, but she’s sure there’s a sweeter side to him. And when 
things begin to fall apart, Anya realizes she’s not alone – how can Dan be such bad news when being with 
him feels like heaven?

Bittersweet - WBD 2013 Cassidy, Cathy 9780141347240 £1.00 Puffin 09+

Enjoy a taste of the Chocolate Box Girls, the fabulous series from Cathy Cassidy, bestselling author of 
Angel Cake, Gingersnaps and Cherry Crush.
Shay, the boy with the cool blond fringe and the blue guitar, the boy who smells of darkness and the ocean, 
is Cherry's boyfriend. But it wasn't always this way. Once, he was in love with Honey, Cherry's oldest step-
sister. Since their break-up, bitterness has twisted every word she's said to him.
No Hone needs his help Sho ld Sha reach o t to her or is it safer to steer clear?

Broken Heart Club Cassidy, Cathy 9780141372754 £6.99 Penguin 10+

The Heart Club will always be best friends………..won't they?      Andie, Eden, Ryan, Tasha & Hasmita love 
being part of the the Heart Club. They've promised to stay best friends forever 7 nothing can tear them 
apart. Sometimes things happen that you couldn't ever have expected and forever might not be as long as 
you think.   Two years later, Eden and Ryan are haunted by memories of the past. Can they find a way to 
bring the club back together or is it too late to mend a broken heart?
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Chocolate Box Girls Book 1 - Cherry 
Crush Cassidy, Cathy 9780141325224 £6.99 Puffin 09+

She and Dad are moving to Somerset where a new mum and a bunch of brand-new sisters await. And on 
Cherry's first day there she meets Shay Fletcher - the kind of boy who should carry a government health 
warning. But Shay already has a girlfriend, Cherry's new stepsister, Honey. Cherry knows her friendship 
with Shay is dangerous - it could destroy everything. But that doesn't mean she's going to stay away from 
him...

Chocolate Box Girls Book 2 - 
Marshmallow Skye Cassidy, Cathy 9780141325248 £6.99 Puffin 09+

SKYE and SUMMER TANBERRY are identical twins, and Skye loves her sister Summer more than anyone 
else in the world. They do everything together, but lately Skye's been feeling like second-best - it's the story 
of her life. And when her friend Alfie confesses he's fallen not for her, but for Summer, it hurts.
Skye wants to be her own person, but with an effortlessly cool twin, how can she? Will Skye ever step out of 
Summer's shadow and find her own chance to shine?

Chocolate Box Girls Book 3 - Summer's 
Dream Cassidy, Cathy 9780141341552 £10.99 Puffin 09+

Summer has always dreamed of dancing, and when a place at ballet school comes up, she wants it so 
badly it hurts.
Middle school ends and the holidays begin, but unlike her sisters, Summer has no time for lazy days and 
sunny beach parties. The audition becomes her obsession, and things start spiralling out of control . . .

Coco Caramel ‐ the Chocolate Box girls Cassidy, Cathy 9780141341590 £6.99 Puffin 10+

Coco may be the youngest of the five Tanberry girls, but she can be as tough as big sister Honey and as 
determined as either of the twins, Summer & Skye. So when she discovers her favourite pony, Caramel, 
needs help she has to do something. But why does Lawrie, the moodiest guy in the school, keep getting in 
her way? Can Coco rescue Caramel in time or is she riding into deeper trouble?

Cupcakes & Kisses Cassidy, Cathy 9780141329185 £2.99 Puffin 09+

Dizzy Cassidy, Cathy   014131785X £4.99 Puffin 11+

Dizzy's mum left when she was small. But every year, on her birthday, something arrives in the post with 
her mum's loopy writing on it. But this year is different. Nothing comes in the post, but something amazing is 
about to arrive.

Driftwood Cassidy, Cathy 9780141320212 £5.99 Puffin 09+

Hannah & Joey have been best friends forever. Joey's parents love rescuing things & making them 
beautiful - their house is full of things made from driftwood, old glass & shells from the beach.

GingerSnaps Cassidy, Cathy 9780141338927 £6.99 Puffin 09+

Gone are the days when Ginger was an outsider, always on the fringes of friendship. She's swapped puppy 
fat and pigtails for make-up and hair straighteners and never looked back - until now. Ginger and Shannon 
are best mates, but when they befriend lonely Emily, everything changes. Even the saxophone-playing boy 
in the trilby hat can't help - he's part of the problem . . . Are Ginger and Shannon drifting apart or can they 
stay best friends for ever?

Indigo Blue Cassidy, Cathy 9780141338897 £6.99 Puffin 09+

When Indigo's mum announces that they're moving - just Indie, Mum and baby Misti - Indie doesn't 
understand. Why the hurry? Where are they going? Will her best friend, Jo, still be there for her?
In a dingy old flat with a grumpy neighbour, no heating and only biscuits to eat, Indie begins to realize that 
her mum's got a reason for running away - a secret no one can admit . . .
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Love, Peace and Chocolate Cassidy, Cathy 9780141330211 £4.99 Puffin 09+

Wishes...secrets... a tender-hearted story about friendship which is sure to ring true with all Cathy Cassidy 
fans.

Lucky Star Cassidy, Cathy 9780141338941 £5.99 puffin 11+

Mouse is doing his best to stay out of trouble. Cat is doing her best to land herself in it. They've both had it 
pretty tough so when they meet by chance they thank their lucky stars.

Scarlet Cassidy, Cathy 9780141338910 £5.99 Puffin 11+

Scarlett's not red like a sunset, she's red with rage. She cannot believe her mum's sunk so low as to pack 
her off to Ireland to stay with the dad who left them. Surely he's the reason for everything going wrong.

Shine On, Daizy Star Cassidy, Cathy 9780141325194 £4.99 Puffin 07+

Meet the one and only Daizy Star!
She's quirky and cool and loving life in Year Six with her best friends Willow and Beth. But when Dad 
hatches a mad plan that will turn life upside-down, Daizy is too horrified to tell anyone at all . . . and pretty 
soon she finds herself tangled up in a knot of secrets and lies. Will Daizy realize that even when she's 
sinking, her friends and family are there to help her swim?

Sundae Girl Cassidy, Cathy 9780141338934 £6.99 puffin 13+

Jude's family are crazy, quirky, bizarre ...her mum brings her nothing but trouble and her dad thinks he's 
Elvis! All she wants is a hassle-free life - but it's not easy when she's chasing a trail of broken promises.

House of Night Book 01 - Marked Cast, P.C 9780349001128 £5.99 Atom 15+

When sixteen-year-old Zoey Redbird gets Marked as a fledgling vampire she must join the House of Night 
school where she will train to become an adult vampire. But Zoe is no ordinary fledgling.

House of Night Book 02 - Betrayed Cast, P.C 9781905654321 £6.99 Atom 15+

It seems that (un)life is going pretty well for Zoey. She's settled in at the House of Night finishing school and 
is coming to terms with the vast powers the vampyre goddess, Nyx, has given her. She even has a 
boyfriend...or two.

House of Night Book 03 - Chosen Cast, P.C 9781905654338 £6.99 Atom 15+

Zoey's best friend, Stevie Rae, is undead - in an eww! zombie! kind-of-way, not in a cool vampire kind-of-
way. She's struggling to retain her humanity and Zoey doesn't have a clue how to help.

House of Night Book 04 - Untamed Cast, P.C 9780349001159 £6.99 Atom 15+

A week ago Zoey had a group of special friends, three boyfriends and a clear conscience. Now she has 
none of the above. Luckily ice-queen Aphrodite is showing signs of melting and ex-roomie Stevie Rae isn't 
as dead as she'd thought.
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House of Night Book 05 - Hunted Cast, P.C. 9781905654574 £6.99 Atom 15+

After the terrible arrival of the dark angel Kalona at the House of Night, Zoey Redbird and her friends have 
fled to the tunnels under the town, where they hide out with the strange new red Vampyre fledglings.
Everything changes when Zoey is badly injured - and finds herself back at the House of Night, face to face 
with Stark, who she hasn't forgotten since he died in her arms. But now Stark is working for Neferet. Can 
Zoey trust him? Who is really on her side as the battle begins? And what price will she have to pay for 
follo ing her heart?

House of Night Book 06 - Tempted Cast, P.C. 9781905654581 £7.99 Atom 15+

Zoey needs a break after some serious excitement. Sadly, the House of Night school for vampyres doesn't 
feature breaks on its curriculum - even for a High Priestess in training and her gang. Plus juggling three 
guys is no stress reliever, especially when one is a sexy Warrior so into protecting Zoey that he's sensing 
her emotions. Wider stresses lurk too, and the dark force in Tulsa's tunnels is spreading. Could Stevie Rae 
be responsible for more than a group of misfit fledglings?

House of Night Book 07 - Burned Cast, P.C. 9780349001180 £6.99 Atom 15+

Here's a newsflash from the only High Priestess you have left at this dang school: Zoey isn't dead. And 
believe me, I know dead. I've been there, done that and got the fricken tee-shirt.
Zoey Redbird is the youngest High Priestess in House of Night history and is the only person - vamp or 
fledgling - that can stop the evil Neferet from raising all kinds of immortal trouble. And she might just have a 
chance if she wasn't so busy being dead.

House of Night Book 08 - Awakened Cast, P.C. 9781905654857 £7.99 Atom 15+

Exonerated by the Vampyre High Council and returned to her position of High Priestess at Tulsa's House of 
Night, Neferet has sworn vengeance on Zoey. But Zoey has found sanctuary on the Isle of Skye and is 
being groomed by Queen Sgiach to take over for her there. Being Queen would be cool, wouldn't it? And 
what about Stevie Rae and Rephraim? The Raven Mocker refuses to be used against Stevie Rae, but what 
choice does he have when no one in the entire world, including Zoey, would be ok with their relationship? 
Does he betra his father or his heart?

House of Night Book 09 - Destined Cast, P.C. 9781905654864 £6.99 Atom 15+

Zoey, what is is?' Stark said softly.
I didn't answer Stark. Instead I faced Neferet.
Somewhere in the back of my mind I could hear the buzz and whispers of the kids around me, and I knew 
forcing a confrontation with Neferet here and now wasn't smart. But I couldn't stop myself. . .

House of Night Book 10 - Hidden Cast, P.C. 9781250019394 £6.99 St. Martin's Griffin 15+

The series is already a multi million copy bestseller worldwide but the next chapter of the House of Night 
story is set to be the biggest yet. With action, intrigue, and spicy romance, Zoey is back fighting the forces 
of darkness - after all, that's what being a bad-ass vampyre High Priestess is all about...

The Dinosaur next Door Castor, Harriet 9780746080702 £4.99 Usborne 05+

The eccentric Mr. Puff lives next door to Sam in a house full of interesting things - including a basket of 
dinosaur eggs! When the dinosaurs begin to grow, something needs to be done - fast! 

Usborne Big Machines - Trucks Castor, Harriet 9780746063743 £4.99 Usborne 08+

Young children are intrigued by the huge trucks thundering past them on the roads. They want to know what 
they do and how they work. These questions and many more are answered in this book

VIII Castor, Harriet 9781848774995 £10.99 Templar 16+

VIII is the story of Hal: a young, handsome, gifted warrior, who believes he has been chosen to lead his 
people. But he is plagued by the ghosts of his family's violent past and, once he rises to power, he turns to 
murder and rapacious cruelty. He is Henry VIII. The Tudors have always captured the popular imagination, 
but in VIII, Henry is presented fresh for a new generation. H M Castor does for Henry what Hilary Mantel did 
for Thomas Cromwell - VIII is Wolf Hall for the teen and crossover market.
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Glory Gardens C.C. Book 1 - Glory in the 
Cup Cattell, Bob 9780099461111 £4.99 Red Fox 09+

Hooker, Azzie, Erica and the rest all play cricket in their spare time, but they've never taken it very seriously 
until now. Kiddo, one of their school teachers, suggests they form an offical team and play proper matches. 
Glory Gardens C.C

Glory Gardens C.C. Book 2 - Bound for 
Glory Cattell, Bob 9780099461210 £4.99 Red Fox 09+

Glory Gardens C.C. are now in the North County Under Thirteen League, and the pressure is really on. 
Hooker, the captain, is worried that the team won't be able to hold it together.

Butter Finger Book 1 Cattell, Bob and 
Agard, John 1845073762 £4.99 Frances Lincoln 07+

Riccardo Small lives on the Island. He's the smallest boy in his class at school, and he loves cricket. In fact, 
he's a walking cricket encyclopaedia and can tell you the averages of every West Indian test match player 
in history.

Butter-Finger Book 2 - Big City Cattell, Bob and 
Agard, John 9781845079543 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 07+

A rising young star known across the Caribbean, Riccardo - Butter-Finger to his fans - visits London for the 
first time to sing in the London Caribbean Festival at the Royal Festival Hall in front of thousands

Butter-Finger Book 3 - Shine on Cattell, Bob and 
Agard, John 9781845076269 £4.99 Francis Lincoln 07+

Calypso and cricket come together in the Island's Carnival week and Riccardo Small is torn between his 
two loves. He has been chosen to sing in the Calypso Monarch Final, competing with the best singers on 
the Island.

Sebastian Darke Book 1 - Prince of Fools Caveney, Philip 9781862302518 £5.99 Red Fox 09+

Sebastian Darke has the world on his narrow shoulders. The son of a human father and an elvish mother, 
he is deperately trying to become the family breadwinner and has taken on his late father's job - celebrated 
jester, Prince of Fools.

GCSE English Text Guide - Animal Farm CGP 9781847626677 £5.95 CGP 14+

This book contains everything you need to write better GCSE English essays on George Orwell’s ‘Animal 
Farm’, all presented in a helpful and entertaining way to make study and revision easier. There are clear 
notes on the plot, characters, themes and historical background, plus practice questions to make sure you 
understand the main points. There’s also a section of exam advice to help you improve your grades - plus a 
comic-strip summary at the end to remind you of the plot.

GCSE English Text Guide - To Kill a 
Mockingbird CGP 9781847620231 £5.95 CGP 14+

This CGP Text Guide contains everything you need to write top-grade essays about Harper Lee’s ‘To Kill a 
Mockingbird’. It’s suitable for all GCSE English exams, including the new ones starting in summer 2017. 
Inside, you’ll find clear, thorough notes on the novel’s context, plot, characters, themes and the writer’s 
techniques - with quick questions, in-depth questions and exam-style questions included at the end of every 
section. There’s also detailed exam advice to help you improve your grades, plus a cartoon-strip summary 
to remind o of all the important plot points!

Jumblebum Chae Strathie 9781407108018 £6.99 Scholastic 05+

A funny story... all about the importance of tidying up. Johnny thinks that his room has its own special style. 
But his mum thinks his room is... a MESS! Johnny doesn't care... until all the chaos attracts the terrible 
Jumblebum Beast. Will Johnny end up in the Jumblebum's tum - or can his secret plan save the day?
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Breaktime/ Dance on my Grave Chambers, Aidan 9781862302884 £6.99 Definitions 11+

In "Dance on My Grave", life in his seaside town is uneventful for Hal Robinson, nothing unusual, exciting or 
odd ever happens to him - until now that is.

Dying To Know You Chambers, Aidan 9780370332369 £12.99 Bodley Head 15+

Karl, aged seventeen, is hopelessly in love. But the object of his affections, Firella, demands proof, and 
poses him a series of questions regarding his attitude to the many sides of love. But Karl is dyslexic, and 
convinced that if Firella finds out, she will think he is stupid, and unworthy of her, and leave him.

Postcards from no man's Land Chambers, Aidan 9781862302846 £6.99 Definitions 16+

Separated by 50 years one story tells of the passionate love between a Dutch woman and, a wounded 
English soldier. The other story finds the English soldier's grandson visiting Amsterdam for the 
commemoration of The Battle of Arnhem.

Healthy Eating (Let's Find Out About...) Chancellor, 
Deborah 9781848980907 £4.99 Ticktock 07+

Find out about the importance of healthy eating. What are the different food groups? Why do we need to 
eat a balanced diet? Why is protein good for us? How do fruit and vegetables help our bodies?

The Sorcerers Apprentice Chandler, Fiona 9780746077122 £4.99 Usborne 05+

The thrilling tale of a sorcerer's apprentice whose laziness causes him to dabble in magic far beyond his 
abilities, before the consequences of his actions start to spiral dangerously out of control.

My Secret Unicorn - Dreams Come True Chapman, Linda 9780141313429 £3.99 Puffin 07+

Lauren's pony Twilight changes into a unicorn when she whispers the magic words, but Lauren must keep 
this a secret or it could put Twilight in great danger. Lauren's friend, Mel, is teased by girls at school 
because her pony Shadow can't jump.

My Secret Unicorn - Flying High Chapman, Linda 9780141313436 £3.99 Puffin 07+

Lauren and her pony Twilight who changes into a unicorn when Lauren says the magic words. Lauren's 
friend Tilly doesn't want her father to re-marry. She doesn't get on with her future step-sister and doesn't 
know what to do

Selfish Crocodile, the Charles, Faustin 9780747541936 £5.99 Bloomsbury 03+

Every morning a very large and very snappy crocodile shouts this selfish message: 'Stay away from my 
river! It's MY river! If you come in my river, I'll eat you all!' The animals in the forest don't know what to do.

Star fighters Book 1 - Alien attack Chase, Max 9781599908502 £3.89 Bloomsbury 07+

It is the year 5012 and the Milky Way galaxy is under attack. After the Universal War, a war that almost 
brought about the destruction of every known universe, the planets in the Milky Way banded together to 
create the Intergalactic Force - an elite fighting team sworn to protect and defend the galaxy. Only the 
brightest and most promising students are accepted into the Intergalactic Force Academy, and only the very 
best cadets reach the highest of their ranks and become . . . STAR FIGHTERS!
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Look into My Eyes Child, Laure 9780007334070 £6.99 Harper Collins 09+

In this first book, we go right back to Ruby’s beginnings as an agent. When an anonymous caller sets Ruby 
a challenge, it’s not long before she finds her way into the HQ of the most secret of secret agencies – 
SPECTRUM. They need her help to crack a code but her desk job soon spirals into an all-out action 
adventure, as Ruby uncovers the dastardly plans of the formidable Fool’s Gold Gang…

Ruby Redfort - Hang in There Bozo WBD 
2013 Child, Laure B00IGYOEGI £1.00 Harper Collins 09+

World Book Day 2013 Edition

Charlie and Lola - I am not sleepy and I 
will not go to bed Child, Lauren 9781846168840 £6.99 Orchard, 05+

Charlie has this little sister Lola. Sometimes he has to try and get her to bed. This is a hard job because 
Lola likes to stay up late and says she never gets tired.

Charlie and Lola - I Really Absolutely Must 
Have Glasses Child, Lauren 9780606106313 £8.17 Turtleback 05+

Lola is going to the optician. She has decided that she absolutely MUST have glasses. Charlie says, “You’ll 
only get glasses if you really, really need them.” But Lola says, “I really DO need them, Charlie.”

Charlie and Lola - I Really Wonder What 
Plant I'm Growing Child, Lauren 9780141327624 £6.99 Puffin 03+

I have this little sister Lola. She is small and very funny. Lola has just planted a
seed. "What will my seed grow into, Charlie?" "I don't know, Lola. We'll just have to
wait and see!"

Charlie and Lola - I Will Not Ever Never 
Eat a Tomato Child, Lauren   184121602X £5.99 Orchard 03+

Charlie is left in charge of Lola at dinner time. He tricks her into eating by
pretending that carrots are actually 'orange twiglets from Jupiter', etc. In this way,
he manages to get Lola to eat all her food, even her moonsquirters (tomatoes).

Charlie and Lola - This is Actually My 
Party Child, Lauren 9780448446943 £5.99 Grossett & Dunlap 03+

It is Charlie's birthday, and he's having his friends round for a monster party. As usual Lola gets a bit carried 
away with her enthusiasm and tries to make everything a little too pink for Charlie's liking.

Clarice Bean - Don't Look Now Child, Lauren 9781846165078 £6.99 Orchard 08+

Clarice Bean is back with yet another exceptionordinarily fun filled tale, with her unique and hilarious outlook 
on life. Desperate to achieve a role in the school play and impress Mrs Wilberton in the spelling bee

Clarice Bean - My Uncle is a Hunkle says 
Clarice Bean Child, Lauren 9781841216249 £5.99 Orchard 08+

When Mum and Dad both have to go away on Important Business, there's nothing for it but to ask Uncle 
Ted to babysit. Uncle Ted is a fireman and says he has had lots of close shaves which is funny because he 
has a beard.
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Clarice Bean - Spells Trouble Child, Lauren 9781843628583 £5.99 Orchard 08+

Clarice Bean is back with yet another exceptionordinarily fun filled tale, with her unique and hilarious outlook 
on life. Desperate to achieve a role in the school play and impress Mrs Wilberton in the spelling bee

Clarice Bean - That's me Child, Lauren 9781841215839 £5.99 Orchard, 07+

Clarice Bean has to share her room with her younger brother, has an older brother who is in the tunnel of 
adolescence, a grandad who pours soup on his cornflakes and a boy next door who copies her. All she 
wants is peace and quiet.

Clarice Bean - Utterly me, Clarice Bean Child, Lauren 9781843623045 £5.99 Orchard 08+

Clarice's extraordinarily ordinary family are under pressure. Dad keeps muttering about how "there might be 
a reshuffle going on at work" and how he will "have to jump through hoops" if he wants to get a "share of the 
pie"

Clarice Bean - What Planet are you from 
Clarice Bean? Child, Lauren 9781841211046 £4.99 Orchard 08+

This book is mostly about Clarice Bean, and saving the planet of Earth. It is also about her brother Kurt who 
wants to save a tree in their street from being chopped down

I Would Like to Actually Keep It Child, Lauren 9780448456782 £2.55 Grosset & Dunlop 03+

Charlie has this little sister, Lola. One day, Lola finds a stuffed rabbit outside of
school. Charlie says, "we should try to find it's owner." But Lola say's "I would like
to actually keep it!"

Make Me Child, Lee 9780857502681 £7.99 Bantam Books 16+

Jack Reacher has no place to go, and all the time in the world to get there, so a remote railroad stop on the 
prairie with the curious name of Mother's Rest seems perfect for an aimless one-day stopover.   He expects 
to find a lonely pioneer tombstone in  a sea of nearly-ripe wheat . . . but instead there is a woman waiting for 
a missing colleague, a cryptic note about two hundred deaths, and a small town full vof silent, watchful 
people                    'Breathless & bloody' - Evening Standard

Bad Luck and Trouble Child., Lee 9780553818109 £6.99 Bantam Books 16+

You do not mess with Jack Reacher. He is as close to untraceable as a person can get. A loner 
comfortable in his anonymity and solitude. So when a member of his old Army unit finds a way to contact 
him, he knows this has to be serious. You do not mess with the Special Investigators. In the past the elite 
team always watched each other's backs. Now one of them has shown up dead in the California desert and 
six more are missing.  Reacher's old buddies are in big trouble, and he can't let that go.

Gone Tomorrow Child., Lee 9780553824698 £7.99 Bantam Books 16+

Suicide bombers are easy to spot. They give out all kinds of tell-tale signs.There are twelve things to look 
for.No one who has worked in law enforcement will ever forget them. New York City.The subway, two 
o'clock in the morning. Jack Reacher studies his fellow passengers.Four are OK.The fifth isn't.
The train brakes for Grand Central Station. Will Reacher intervene, and save lives? Or is he wrong?Will his 
intervention cost lives - including his own?

Nothing to Lose Child., Lee 9780553824414 £7.99 Bantam Books 16+

From Hope to Despair. Between two small towns in Colorado, nothing but twelve miles of empty road. All 
Jack Reacher wants is a cup of coffee.What he gets are four redneck deputies, a vagrancy charge and a 
trip back to the line.  But Reacher is a big man, and he's in shape. No job, no address, no baggage. 
Nothing, except bloody-minded curiosity.  What are the secrets the locals seem so determined to hide?
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Time and Again Childs, Rob 9780713674200 £4.99 A & C Black 09+

This time-slip adventure centres around the powers of a strange-looking watch, found by ten-year-old twins, 
Becky and Chris. The twins are joined in their adventures by their collie dog, Tan, but someone else wants 
the watch.

Al Capone Does My Shirts Choldenko, 
Gennifer 747568987 £5.99 Bloomsbury 07+

Moose Flanagan lives with his family on Alcatraz Island - home to a high security prison and the famous 
gangster Al Capone. When Moose and his new friends come up with plans to make money out of the 
convicts things start to look up. . .

No Passengers Beyond This Point Choldenko, 
Gennifer 9781408815724 £6.99 Bloomsbury 09+

After losing their house to foreclosure, three siblings - India, Finn and Mouse - have less than 24 hours to 
pack their belongings and fly, without their mother, to stay with an uncle in Colorado.

Pale Chris Wooding 978-1781120910 £4.59 Barrington Stoke 12+

The Lazarus Serum can bring you back from the dead - but when you come back you've changed - 
you're a Pale, an outcast. It's the last thing Jed wants, but an accident changes everything and 
Jed's forced to discover the true cost of living forever.

I Wonder Why Planes Have Wings and 
Other Questions About Transportation

Christopher 
Maynard 9780753467039 £4.50 Kingfisher 09+

Children want to know "Why don't ships sink?," "Which is the fastest jet plane?," and "Why do cars need 
gasoline?" Climb aboard and discover the answers in this intriguing look at transportation!

Keep Smiling Church, Charlotte 9780752893396 £6.99 Orion 16+

Charlotte Church burst onto the music scene when she was only 12 years old. She went straight to the top 
of the charts with VOICE OF AN ANGEL and sang for the Pope, the US President and royalty across the 
world.

Going to the Dentist (Usborne First 
Experiences) Civardi, Anna £3.99 Usborne 05+

This series introduces young children, in an amusing and friendly way, to situations they might find 
themsleves in for the first time. Stephen Cartwright's gently humourous illustrations are full of things for 
children to look at, learn from and talk about, and the simple text will enable slightly older children to read 
the books for themselves.

Going on a Plane Civardi, Anne 9780746066577 £3.99 Usborne 03+

This book is designed to introduce young children to unfamiliar situations in an amusing and friendly way. It 
features Stephen Cartwright's delightful illustrations, providing lots to look at and talk about. An ideal starting 
point for young children and adults to discuss first experiences. Other titles in this series include: "Going to 
the Hospital"; "Going to a Party"; and, "The New Puppy".

Going to School Civardi, Anne 9780746066607 £3.99 Usborne 03+

An ideal starting point for young children and adults to discuss first experiences. Features Stephen 
Cartwright's delightful illustrations, providing lots to look at and talk about.
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Going to the Hospital Civardi, Anne 9780746066584 £3.99 Usborne 03+

This book is designed to introduce young children to unfamiliar situations in an amusing and friendly way. It 
features Stephen Cartwright's delightful illustrations, providing lots to look at and talk about. An ideal starting 
point for young children and adults to discuss first experiences.

Moving House Civardi, Anne 9780746066614 £3.99 Usborne 03+

Designed to introduce young children to unfamiliar situations in an amusing and friendly way. Features 
Stephen Cartwright's delightful illustrations, providing lots to look at and talk about. An ideal starting point for 
young children and adults to discuss first experiences. Other titles in this series include: Going to School 
The New Baby Going to the Dentist

The New Baby Civardi, Anne 9780746066652 £3.99 Usborne 03+

This book is designed to introduce young children to unfamiliar situations in an amusing and friendly way. It 
features Stephen Cartwright's delightful illustrations, providing lots to look at and talk about. It provides an 
ideal starting point for young children and adults to discuss first experiences. Other titles in this series 
include: Going to the Doctor; "Going to School"; and, "Moving House".

The New Puppy Civardi, Anne 9780746066621 £3.99 Usborne 03+

This text is designed to introduce young children to the new situation of getting a new puppy in an amusing 
and friendly way. It is a good starting point for children and adults to discuss the experience, and can also 
be used by slightly older children to read for themselves.

Infernal Devices Book 1 - Clockwork Angel Clare, Cassandra 9781406330342 £7.99 Walker 13+

Magic is dangerous – but love is more dangerous still... When sixteen-year-old Tessa Gray arrives in 
England during the reign of Queen Victoria, something terrifying is waiting for her in London's Downworld, 
where vampires, warlocks and other supernatural fold stalk the gaslit streets. Friendless and hunted, Tessa 
seeks refuge with the Shadowhunters, a band of warriors dedicated to ridding the world of demons. Drawn 
ever deeper into their world, she finds herself fascinated by – and torn between – two best friends and 
q ickl reali es that lo e ma be the most dangero s magic of all

Infernal Devices Book 2 - Clockwork 
Prince Clare, Cassandra 9781406330359 £9.99 Walker 13+

Love and lies can corrupt even the purest heart... In the magical underworld of Victorian London, Tessa 
Gray finds her heart drawn more and more to Jem, while her longing for Will, despite his dark moods, 
continues to unsettle her. But something is changing in Will - the wall he has built around himself is 
crumbling. Could finding the Magister free Will from his secrets and give Tessa the answers to who she is 
and what she was born to do? As their search for the truth leads the three friends into peril, Tessa's heart is 
increasingl torn especiall hen one of their o n betra s them

Lady Midnight Clare, Cassandra 9781471116636 £7.99 Simon & Schuster 15+

It's been five years since the events of City of Heavenly Fire that brought the Shadowhunters to the brink of 
oblivion. Emma Carstairs is no longer a child in mourning, but a young woman bent on discovering what 
killed her parents and avenging her losses. Together with her parabatai Julian Blackthorn, Emma must 
learn to trust her head and her heart as she investigates a demonic plot that stretches across Los Angeles. 
If only her heart didn't lead her in treacherous directions...

The Mortal Instruments Book 1 - City of 
Bones Clare, Cassandra 9781406307627 £7.99 Walker 14+

Sixteen-year-old Clary Fray is an ordinary teenager, who likes hanging out in Brooklyn with her friends. But 
everything changes the night she witnesses a murder, committed by a group of teens armed with medieval 
weaponry. The murderous group are Shadowhunters, secret warriors dedicated to driving demons out of 
this dimension and back into their own. Drawn inexorably into a terrifying world, Clary slowly begins to learn 
the truth about her family - and the battle for the fate of the world.

The Mortal Instruments Book 2 - City of 
Ashes Clare, Cassandra 9781406307634 £7.99 Walker 14+

With her mother in a coma and her father hell-bent on destroying the world, Clary is dragged deeper into 
New York’s terrifying underworld of werewolves, demons and the mysterious Shadowhunters. Discovering 
the truth about her past was only the beginning, now Clary must save the world from her own father – the 
rogue Shadowhunter Valentine. With two of the Mortal Instruments at his command, Valentine is 
assembling an army of demons to wage war on the council of Shadowhunters and destroy them once and 
for all As the battle begins Clar m st face her darkest fears and come to terms ith her feelings for a
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The Mortal Instruments Book 3 - City of 
Glass Clare, Cassandra 9781406307641 £7.99 Walker 14+

Amid the chaos of war, the Shadowhunters must decide to fight with the vampires, werewolves and other 
Downworlders - or against them. Meanwhile, Jace and Clary have their own decision to make: should they 
pursue the love they know is forbidden?

The Mortal Instruments Book 4 - City of 
Fallen Angels Clare, Cassandra 9781406330335 £7.99 Walker 14+

The Mortal War is over, and sixteen-year-old Clary Fray is back home in New York, excited about all the 
possibilities before her. She's training to become a Shadowhunter and - most importantly of all - she can 
finally call Jace her boyfriend. But nothing comes without a price. Someone is murdering the 
Shadowhunters who used to be in Valentine's Circle, provoking tensions between Downworlders and 
Shadowhunters that could lead to a second, bloody war. And when Jace begins to pull away from her 

itho t e plaining h Clar is forced to del e into the heart of a m ster hose sol tion re eals her orst

The Mortal Instruments Book 5 - City of 
Lost Souls Clare, Cassandra 9781406337600 £7.99 Walker 14+

Clary and the Shadowhunters struggle to piece together their shattered world after a betrayal by one of their 
own leaves them reeling.

Aubrey and the Terrible Yoot Clare, Horatio 9781910080283 £7.99 Firefly Press 10+

Aubrey is a rambunctious boy who tries to run before he can walk and has crashed two cars before he can 
drive one. But when his father Jim,, falls under an horrendous spell, Aubrey is determined to break  it. 
Everyone says his task is impossible, but with the help of the animals of Rushing Wood Aubrey will never 
give up and never surrender - even if he must fight thr TERRIBLE YOOT!

The Native Peoples of North America Clare, John D. 9780340803295 £9.99 Hodder 11+

This text covers the history and cultural diversity of the various tribes of native people inhabiting the North 
American continent before 1914

Weather (Usborne Beginners) Clarke, Catriona 9780746071496 £4.99 Usborne 05+

This non-fiction series aims to encourage children to access the wonder of the world around them. The 
easy-to-read texts have been specially written with the help of a reading expert.

Aztecs Clarke, Catrione 9780746074725 £4.99 Usborne 05+

The 'Usborne Beginners' series provides an informative introduction to non-fiction subjects for young 
readers. Developed with reading experts, each title helps young readers to grow in confidence and to build 
their reading skills.

Al's Awesome Science: No.1: Egg-
speriments! Clarke, Jane 9780993553738 £6.99 Five Quills 06+

Al's wacky experiments have the most unexpected and messy consequences in this new science-based 
adventure series. Al is experimenting to invent a time machine which would also be really useful to get him 
out of trouble!  As a young scientist who never gives up Al is surprised to find out that his 'egg-speriments' 
can lead to very sticky situations!

Gilbert the Hero Clarke, Jane 9781847382931 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

It's great fun having a new baby brother, right? Well, not for Gilbert the Great White Shark. His new baby 
brother, Finn, is too small to join in with any games and is no fun at all. So when Gilbert's friend Mallett 
suggests a game of skating, Gilbert decides to leave Finn alone and join in. But what a mistake!
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Collins Primary Maths Pupil Book 1 Clarke, Peter 9780003152944 £8.99 Collins Educational 09+

Pupil Book 1 is one of three books providing practice in objectives for Year 5. This book is for the Autumn 
term.

Collins Primary Maths Pupil Book 2 Clarke, Peter 9780003152951 £8.99 Collins 09+

Pupil Book 2 is one of three books providing practice in objectives for Year 5. This book is for the Spring 
term.

Collins Primary Maths Pupil Book 3 Clarke, Peter 9780003152968 £8.99 Collins Educational 09+

Pupil Book 3 is one of three books providing practice in objectives for Year 5. This book is for the Summer 
term.

Bolds, The Clary, Julian 9781783443055 £6.99 Andersen Press 08+

The Bolds live in an ordinary semi-detached house in an ordinary suburban street  -  but they are a far from 
ordinary family……Mrs Bold makes unusual hats from egg boxes and chicken bones. Mr bold writes the 
jokes for christmas crackers and is rather fond of scavenging in the neighbours' bins. Bobby is a cheeky 
little one, always running about and chewing on the table legs.....................

A Glass of Water: (The Science In) Claybourne, Anna 9780749682361 £12.99 Franklin Watts 07+

A series that unlocks the science secrets of the simplest, everyday things, introducing children to the fact 
that science is truly all around them

Romeo and Juliet Claybourne, Anna 9780746069332 £4.99 Usborne 06+

The tragedy of William Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet" is delicately re-examined; and Lewis Carroll's 
imaginative fantasy "Alice in Wonderland" is given a larger-than-life retelling

The Story of Inventions Claybourne, Anna 9780746070093 £8.99 Usborne 07+

This book explains how, when and why the ingenious inventions which surround us were created, from 
simple spectacles to complex computers.

Titanic Claybourne, Anna 9780746068311 £4.99 Usborne 07+

A vivid retelling of a major historical catastrophe written in an engaging, narrative style with direct speech 
and speech bubbles. This book brings to life the gripping story of the "unsinkable" Titanic and its doomed 
maiden voyage

Impact:B: Real Life :Snake Bite Clayton, David 9780602282363 £3.75 Heineman 05+

‘The flood raced like a great express train down the canyon the thunder of white water came closer and 
closer ripping and pulling them HOLD ON! HOLD ON! then under they went.
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Box of Tricks Cleminson, Katie 9781862306271 £5.99 Red Fox 03+

The musical rabbits lure you into this explosion of colour and action, as they dance
their way across the opening pages.

Black Tide Clough, Caroline 9780863158773 £5.99 Kelpies 08+

Toby's dad and little sister have been kidnapped by pirates, and Toby is left alone in the aftermath of the 
terrible Red Fever epidemic, which has wiped out much of the world's population. Menacing tribes of super-
intelligent dogs are gaining ever more ground in Scotland, moving northwards. A mysterious figure called 
The General is leading a group of villains who are kidnapping people and imprisoning them in a place he 
calls New Caledonia. But where is this New Caledonia and what does The General plan to do with his 
capti es?

Hercules - New Pup on the Block Clover, Peter 340752688 £3.50 Hodder & 
Stoughton 05+

It’s Jack’s birthday. Morning dawns and his presents await him. A puppy is all he’s ever wanted. Hercules is 
a HUGE disappointment. Short, squat and funny, but not what Jack had in mind. The first Hercules story.

Hercules - Operation Snowsearch Clover, Peter 340752955 £3.50 Hodder & 
Stoughton 05+

Jack and Hercules are helping a local farmer clear the area of dangerous traps, left by a cruel poacher. But 
as fast as the traps are removed, new ones are laid.

Hercules - Treasure Hound Clover, Peter 340752947 £3.50 Hodder & 
Stoughton 05+

Jack’s helping an old man save a family of peregrine falcons and their nest of valuable eggs. But is the old 
man all that he seems? Hercules isn’t sure that he trusts him. Now the precious peregrine eggs have been 
stolen!

Book 1 - Shelter Coben, Harlan 9781409135364 £7.99 Orion 13+

When tragic events tear him away from his parents, 15-year-old Mickey Bolitar is sent to live with his 
estranged uncle, Myron. For a while, it seems his train wreck of a life is finally improving - until his girlfriend, 
Ashley, goes missing without a trace.
Unwilling to let another person he cares about walk out of his life, Mickey follows Ashley's trail into a seedy 
underworld, revealing a conspiracy so shocking it will leave him questioning everything about the life he 
tho ght he kne

Microsoap - My Dad is an Armed Robber Cole, Stephen 9780563556183 £3.99 Pwnguin 09+

Only available in pre set font (arial & comic sans) Mum’s going loopy over a builder called Roger. But soon, 
Emily realises that Roger and his kids believe Joe’s story that nice tidy Mr Parker is actually an armed 
robber wanted by the police.

Astrosaurs - Riddle of the Raptors Cole, Steve 9780099472940 £4.99 Red Fox 07+

Captain Teggs is no ordinary dinosaur - he's an astrosaur! On the incredible spaceship DSS Sauropod, 
along with his faithful crew, Gypsy, Arx and Iggy, Teggs rights wrongs, fights evil and eats a lot of grass

Astrosaurs - The Seas Of Doom Cole, Steve 9780099472964 £4.99 Red Fox 07+

Captain Teggs is no ordinary dinosaur - he's an astrosaur! On the incredible spaceship DSS Sauropod, 
along with his faithful crew, Gypsy, Arx and Iggy, Teggs rights wrongs, fights evil and eats a lot of grass!
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Cows in Action - The Wild West Moo-
nster Cole, Steve 9781862301924 £4.99 Red Fox 07+

McMoo built himself a time machine from discarded farming machinery. He and his two cow friends are 
agents of the CIA - Cows in Action!

Z-Rex Cole, Steve 9780385615747 £10.99 Doubleday 11+

Z Rex is a living, breathing, man-eating dinosaur who has been brought to life by Adam's dad. He can talk, 
think - and kill. And, he has no idea why he's here. Zed wants answers, and Adam's dad has them but he's 
missing.

Fighting Pit, The Coleman, Micheal 1846162149 £5.99 Orchard 07+

After escaping from the Howling-Tower with Mops, Benjamin is determined to find out where his parents 
are. But the two friends are captured again and taken to be pet-saps by King Antonius and Queen Dearie.

Airman Colfer, Eoin 9780141322216 £6.99 Puffin 14+

One dark night on the island of Great Saltee, fourteen-year-old Conor is framed for a terrible crime he didn't 
commit. Thrown into prison by the dastardly Hugo Bonvilain, Conor is trapped in a seaswept dungeon and 
branded a traitor.

Artemis Fowl - The Seventh Dwarf Colfer, Eoin 9780141318004 £1.00 Puffin 07+

For fans of Artemis Fowl, this is a neatly written little episode that fits in between the first and second 
Artemis Fowl books.

Artemis Fowl Book 1 - Artemis Fowl Colfer, Eoin 141312122 £4.99 Penguin 07+

Twelve-year old Artemis Fowl is a brilliant criminal mastermind. But even Artemis doesn’t know what he’s 
taken on when he kidnaps a fairy, Captain Holly Short of the LEPrecon Unit.

Artemis Fowl Book 2 - The Arctic Incident Colfer, Eoin 670899631 £12.99 Penguin 07+

Someone has been supplying Class A illegal human power sources to the goblins. Captain Holly Short of 
the LEPrecon Unit is sure that the person responsible is her arch-enemy, thirteen-year-old Artemis Fowl. 
But is he?

Artemis Fowl Book 3 - The Eternity Code Colfer, Eoin 670913529 £12.99 Penguin 07+

Artemis Fowl has constructed a super-computer from stolen fairy technology. In the wrong hands it could be 
fatal for humans and fairies alike. But no need to worry, Artemis has a brilliant plan. What could possibly go 
wrong?

Artemis Fowl Book 4 - The Opal 
Deception Colfer, Eoin 141315490 £6.99 Puffin 07+

Evil pixie, Opal Koboi, is back and she's more dangerous than ever. This time she doesn't just want power 
over the fairy People - this time she wants the humans too. Captain Holly Short is the only fairy with a hope 
of stopping her.
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Artemis Fowl Book 5 - The Lost Colony Colfer, Eoin 9780141320793 £6.99 Puffin 07+

Only the eighth family of fairies remained undefeated: the demons. But now one demon has discovered the 
secrets of the fairy world, and if humans get hold of this information the fairies are in big trouble.

Artemis Fowl Book 6 - Time Paradox Colfer, Eoin 9780141383330 £12.99 Puffin 11+

Teenage criminal mastermind Artemis Fowl has a new mission and this time, it's personal. Artemis's mother 
is dangerously ill, and the only way to find a cure is for Artemis with Holly Short by his side

Artemis Fowl Book 7 - Atlantis Complex Colfer, Eoin 9780141328027 £12.99 Puffin 07+

Young Artemis has frequently used high-tech fairy magic to mastermind the most devious criminal activity of 
the new century. Now, at a conference in Iceland, Artemis has gathered the fairies to present his latest idea 
to save the world

Legend of Spud Murphy, The Colfer, Eoin 9780141317083 £3.99 puffin 07+

Will and his brother Marty are doomed to spend their holidays in the library. If they put a foot wrong Mrs 
Murphy, the librarian, will use her dreaded gas-powered spud gun and they don't want that - just ask Ugly 
Frank how he got his nickname.

Wish List, The Colfer, Eoin 9780141315928 £5.99 Puffin 11+

Meg’s soul is up for grabs as Heaven and Hell try every sneaky trick imaginable to claim it. Helping a lonely 
old man complete tasks on his wish list is her only chance, will she really have enough points to face up to 
St Peter?

Working Wonders Colgan, Jenny 9780007105557 £6.99 Harper Collins 18+

An hilarious novel of office life and personal crisis. Arthur thinks he's just another ordinary guy of 31, getting 
up in the morning to face another ordinary day in an ordinary Midlands town.

Elephantom, The Collins, Ross 1840116625 £5.99 Templar 03+

This book is about a little girl who has a phantom elephant living in her room. Her Gran has the solution!

My Amazing Dad Collins, Ross 9781416916703 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 09+

Snip is a little crocodile who loves his dad. But when he realises he doesn't know what his dad DOES all 
day, he heads off with Max the monkey, in search of an answer. Snip soon discovers that his friends' dads 
can do all sorts of special things, and he wonders whether his own dad is good at anything. In the end, 
Snip's mum shows him that he has the cleverest dad of all -- AMAZING!

Hunger Games Book 1 Collins, Suzanne 9781407109084 £6.99 Scholastic 13+

Sixteen-year-old Katniss Everdeen regards it as a death sentence when she is forced to represent her 
district in the annual Hunger Games, a fight to the death on live TV.
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Hunger Games Book 2 - Catching Fire Collins, Suzanne 9781407109367 £6.99 Scholastic 13+

After winning the brutal Hunger Games, Katniss Everdeen returns to her district, hoping for a peaceful 
future. But Katniss starts to hear rumours of a deadly rebellion against the Capitol. A rebellion that she and 
Peeta have helped to create.

Hunger Games Book 3 - Mockingjay Collins, Suzanne 9781407109374 £6.99 Scholastic 13+

Against all odds, Katniss Everdeen has survived the Hunger Games twice. But now that she's made it out 
of the bloody arena alive, she's still not safe. The Capitol is angry. The Capitol wants revenge... The thrilling 
final instalment of this trilogy

Diary of a Wimpy Vampire - The Undead 
Have Feelings Too Collins, Tim 9781843174585 £7.99 Michael O'Mara 09+

Nigel Mullet was transformed into a vampire when he was still a teenager, and will remain this age forever. 
He became a vampire at the awkward age of fifteen. Fantastically witty and hugely entertaining,

The Woman in White Collins, Wilkie 9780140620245 £2.00 penguin 14+

The narrative, related in succession by Walter Hartright and other characters in the story, starts with his 
midnight encounter on a lonely road with a mysterious and agitated woman dressed entirely in white, whom 
he helps to escape from pursuers.

Pinocchio Collodi, Carlo 9780140382853 £3.50 Puffin 07+

You’re a puppet, Pinocchio you’re not a real boy. Pinocchio  is a special puppet. He can walk and talk, and 
his nose grows when he tells a lie! However, more than anything in the world, he wants to be a real boy.

Ancient Mariner and other Poems (Poetry) Colridge Taylor, 
Samuel 486272664 £1.25 Dover 14+

This reproduction was printed from a digital file created at the Library of Congress as part of an extensive 
scanning effort started with a generous donation from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. The Library is 
pleased to offer much of its public domain holdings free of charge online and at a modest price in this 
printed format. Seeing these older volumes from our collections rediscovered by new generations of 
readers renews our own passion for books and scholarship.

Go! Dead Man Files Book 1 - Look-out Combes, Alan 9781842997154 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 08+

Crooks target the Dead Man's granny...that's a big mistake! Barrington Stoke specialise in books for 
reluctant, struggling and dyslexic readers.

United, Here I Come! Combes, Alan 9781842995594 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 08+

Joey and Jimmy are both terrible at football but Jimmy's convinced that he will play for United. A fun football 
story.Barrington Stoke specialise in books for reluctant, struggling and dyslexic readers.

Hound of the Baskervilles, The Conan Doyle, Sir 
Arthur 140621970 £1.50 Penguin 11+

The ancient legend of the Baskervilles has persisted in the family history for generations. It is Sir Charles's 
mysterious death in the grounds of Basker Hall that brings Sherlock Holmes to the scene of one of his most 
famous intriguing cases.
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Sherlock Holmes Investigates Conan Doyle, Sir 
Arthur 9781858137018 £2.99 Parragon 11+

A collection of some of detective Sherlock Holmes's best known cases. Using his famous powers of 
deduction and observation he tracks down the criminals with the help of Dr Watson.

Sherlock Holmes Short Stories Conan Doyle, Sir 
Arthur 9780194232890 £4.99 OUP 11+

In these three of his best stories, Holmes has three visitors to the famous flat in Baker Street visitors who 
bring their troubles to the only man in the world who can help them.

Tales of Terror and Mystery Conan Doyle, Sir 
Arthur 9788184560480 £9.71 Tutis Digital 16+

"Aeroplaning has been with us now for more than twenty years, and one might well ask: Why should this 
peril be only revealing itself in our day? The answer is obvious."

Matched Condie, Ally 9780141334783 £6.99 Penguin 10+

On her 17th birthday, Cassia meets her Match. Society dictates he is her perfect partner for life. Except he's 
not. In Cassia's society, Officials decide who people love. How many children they have. Where they work. 
When they die. But, as Cassia finds herself falling in love with another boy, she is determined to make 
some choices of her own.

Under the Hawthorn Tree Book 1 - 
Children of the Famine

Conlon-McKenna, 
Marita 9780862782061 £6.99 penguin 09+

When tragedy strikes their family Eily, Michael and Peggy are left to fend for themselves. Starving and in 
danger of ending up in the dreaded workhouse, they escape

S.O.S Connolly, Joseph 9780571204441 £5.99 Faber & Faber 16+

Amidst the seething melting pot of 1,600 passengers on the Atlantic cruise ship Transylvania are David and 
Nicole. Nicole and her two teenage children, Rollo and Marianne, are keen - but not David, or his mistress, 
Trish.

Butterfly Summer Conway, Anne-
Marie 9781409538592 £5.99 Usborne 09+

When Becky and her mum move to the tiny village of Oakbridge, Mum is hoping for a new beginning. But 
when Becky discovers an old photo of her mum in hospital clutching a baby, twelve years before Becky was 
born, Becky becomes haunted by the thought that her mum is keeping something from her. Stifled by her 
mum's over-protectiveness and depressive moods, Becky feels more alone than ever. The only place she 
finds comfort is at the beautiful local Butterfly Garden with her new friend, the wild-spirited and impulsive 
Rosa Ma

Lila and the Secret of Rain Conway, David 9781847800350 £6.99 Frances Lincoln 07+

For months the sun has burned down on Lila's Kenyan village. It is too hot to gather firewood, too hot to 
weed the garden, even too hot to milk the cow. Without rain the well will run dry and the crops will fail. Lila is 
so worried that when her grandfather whispers to her the secret of rain, she decides to go and talk to the 
sky herself. How Lila saves the village by telling the sky the saddest thing she knows is told in David 
Conway's elegant and spare prose style, which is complemented perfectly by Jude Daly's beautiful and 
poignant ill strations

Katy Book 1 - What Katy Did Coolidge, Susan 9780140366976 £5.99 puffin 09+

Despite best intentions quick-tempered Katy Carr's efforts to be tidy and good-tempered always land her in 
trouble one day Katy has an accident but it is still a long time before she learns to be as loving and as 
patient as her invalid cousin Helen.
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Katy Book 2 - What Katy Did at School Coolidge, Susan 9780140367508 £5.99 Puffin 09+

Katy and her little sister Clover are to spend a whole year away at boarding school. A strange place, far 
from home, but on arrival the girls have an inkling that it might turn out to be rather different from their 
expectations.

Katy Book 3 - What Katy Did Next Coolidge, Susan 9780140367577 £5.99 Puffin 09+

Katy Carr can hardly believe it when she is invited to spend a year in Europe with Mrs Ashe and Amy a year 
seems like a long time away from her family, living in the small American town of Burnet, Katy embarks on 
her greatest adventure

Pumpkin Soup Cooper, Helen 9780552545105 £5.99 Corgi 05+

A story focusing on friendship and sharing. Cat, Duck and Squirrel live in an old white cabin. Every day Cat 
slices up some pumpkin, Squirrel stirs in some water and Duck tips in some salt to make perfect pumpkin 
soup.

Last of the Mohicans
Cooper, James 

Fenimore & Escott, 
J

9780435273385 £2.25 Macmillan 07+

This story is of the scout, Hawk-eye, and his two Indian friends - the last of the Mohicans. A Heinemann 
guided Reader at Beginner Level.

Short and Scary! Cooper, Louise 9780192781901 £4.99 OUP 07+

"Short and Scary!" includes stories of ghosts, monsters, and aliens - as well as some much more 
unexpected scares!

Short and Spooky! Cooper, Louise 9780192754127 £4.99 OUP 07+

"Short and Spooky!" includes stories of ghosts of all kinds - some funny, some scary, some shocking-but all 
guaranteed to give a fright!

Dark is Rising Series Book 1 - Over Sea, 
Under Stone Cooper, Susan 140303626 £5.99 Puffin 11+

A Holiday in Cornwall and the discovery of an ancient map lead to a search for Arthurian treasure.

Dark is Rising Series Book 2 - The Dark is 
Rising Cooper, Susan 140307990 £5.99 Puffin 11+

It turns out to be a birthday like no other. For Will discovers he has the power of the Old Ones, and that he 
must embark on a quest that will enable the terrifyingly evil magic of the Dark to be vanquished.

Dark is Rising Series Book 3 - Greenwitch Cooper, Susan 140309012 £5.99 Puffin 11+

Jane is invited to watch the local women construct the Greenwitch in an ancient Cornish Ceremony. She 
makes a perilous wish.
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Dark is Rising Series Book 4 - The Grey 
King Cooper, Susan 140309527 £5.99 Puffin 11+

Following a serious illness, Will is sent to convalesce in Wales. There he meets Bran, a mysterious boy, 
who helps Will to see that his quest is to find the golden harp and confront the most dangerous power of the 
dark he has yet encountered

Dark is Rising Series Book 5 - Silver on 
the Tree Cooper, Susan 140311181 £6.99 Puffin 11+

When the dark comes rising six shall turn it back. So ran the old prophetic rhyme. But first the old ones, who 
wield the giant powers of good and evil, must search for the crystal sword. It is a daunting task.

Ghost Hawk Cooper, Susan 9780552568180 £7.99 Corgi 11+

In the winter of his eleventh year, Little Hawk goes deep into the forest, where he must endure a three-
month test of solitude and survival which will turn him into a man.
But outside the woods, the world is changing. English settlers are landing on the shores of the New World, 
and tensions between native tribes and the invaders are rising.

King of Shadows Cooper, Susan 9780141307992 £5.99 Puffin 11+

A young actor Nat Field, wakes up one morning to find himself in the past, in 1599 acting at the Globe 
Theatre. His co-star is the King of Shadows himself William Shakespeare.

Spy Dog Cope, Andrew 9780141318844 £4.99 Puffin 07+

Lara is no ordinary dog: she is a trained special agent for the Government, but now she must go 
undercover because she is being pursued by a wicked drug baron. This action packed tale has great appeal 
for animal lovers!

Spy Dog 2 Cope, Andrew 9780141318851 £4.99 Puffin 07+

Lara's looking forward to a well-earned retirement from MI5, but her plans to relax on holiday with the Cook 
family are quickly disrupted. In a cave by the beach, the children stumble on to a smuggling ring, and it's 
down to Lara to get help.

Spy Dog Storm chaser  Cope, Andrew 978-0141357157 £5.99 Puffin 07+

An unusual storm cloud has been hovering over Brickfield town and LARA knows that something isn't quite 
right about it - it smells, sort of . . . chickeny. The people of Brickfield are becoming strangely grumpy so 
LARA, Spy Dog extraordinaire, must investigate. If the town doesn't see sunshine soon the consequences 
could be dogastrophic!

Spy Dog Superbrain Cope, Andrew 9780141322445 £4.99 Puffin 07+

A gang of villainous head teachers are plotting to make their school the very best. They're creating a secret 
formula, and the final ingredient is the brain of a child. They'll stop at nothing (even BANNING playtime) to 
get what they want.

Spy Dog Unleashed Cope, Andrew 9780141321233 £4.99 Puffin 07+

Mr Big escapes from prison and the first thing he wants to do is find Lara the Spy Dog. His cronies have 
trained a replica Spy Dog, Bambi, to be vicious and criminal.
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Spy Pups Circus Act Cope, Andrew 9780141326054 £4.99 Puffin 07+

STAR she’s super smart and ready to pounce SPUD he’s scatty and accident prone - but good with the 
gadgets. Together they’re SPY PUPS, following hot in the paw prints of mum LARA (that’s Licensed 
Assault and Rescue Animal to you).

Lionboy Book 1 Corder, Zizou 9780141317267 £5.99 puffin 11+

Charlie Ashanti, the hero of LIONBOY, speaks cat - the language of all cats wild and domestic alike. His 
unusual talent helps him on his quest to find his kidnapped parents who have discovered a cure for asthma.

Lionboy Book 2 - The Chase Corder, Zizou 9780141317564 £6.99 puffin 11+

Charlie and the Lions get to Venice and become involved in a revolution there. Charlie has the brilliant idea 
of introducing Primo, the giant Smilodon, to the Doge, as a cover for an escape attempt.

Lionboy Book 3 - The Truth Corder, Zizou 9780141317571 £6.99 puffin 11+

Charlie Ashanti lion-rescuer, shipwreck-survivor and Catspeaker is safe with his parents. Or is he? Old 
enemies are closing in: Maccomo, the liontrainer, longs for revenge, and the evil Corporacy is still hunting 
Charlie and his mum and dad

Chocolate War, The Cormier, Robert 141312513 £5.99 Puffin 11+

Every Year Trinity School runs a Chocolate Sale. Each boy volunteers to sell a quota of boxes in a fund-
raising effort that is also a display of ‘school spirit’. But this year it’s different, because new kid Jerry Renault 
has refused to take part.

Heroes Cormier, Robert 141302003 £4.99 Puffin 14+

Maimed and disfigured whilst fighting in the war, young Francis Cassavant must hide both his face and his 
identity when he goes back home.

I Am the Cheese Cormier, Robert 9780440940609 £6.50 Laurel Leaf 11+

As the events and suspicions that led Adam to the physchiatrist's chair begin to form more clearly in his 
mind, he is obliged to face the undeniable truth about the fearful secrets and nightmares that his mind has 
chosen to erase.

All That Remains - Book 3 Cornwell, Patricia 9780751501100 £5.99 Warner 16+

When the bodies of young courting couples start turning up in remote woodlands areas, Dr Kay Scarpetta's 
task as Chief Medical Examiner is made more difficult by the effects of the elements. Eight times she must 
write that the cause of death is undetermined.
But when the latest girl goes missing turns out to be the daughter of one of the most powerful women in 
America, Kay finds herself prey to political pressure and press harassment.
As she starts to in estigate she finds that ital e idence is being ithheld from her or e en faked And all

Scarpetta                      (graphic 
sex/violence) Cornwell, Patricia 9780751538755 £7:55 Sphere 16+

Leaving behind her forensic pathology practice in South Carolina.Kay Scarpetta takes up an assignment in 
New york Cuty, where the NYPD has asked her to examine an injured patient in a psychiatric ward. The 
handcuffed and chained patient eventually begins to talk  and the story he has to tell turns out to be one of 
the most bizarre she has ever heard. he says his injuries were sustained in the course of a murder     that 
he did not commit!!
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Study Skills Handbook, the Cottrell 9780230573055 £13.99 Palgrave 11+

If you are serious about succeeding on your course, The Study Skills Handbook is your essential 
companion. Based on over 20 years' experience of working with students, 1/2 million copy bestselling 
author Stella Cottrell helps you develop the skills you need to improve your grades, build your confidence 
and plan for the future you want. Her tried and trusted approach recognises that we each have a unique 
formula for success and that finding it is the key to reaching our potential. This book will help you to:

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang Flies Again Cottrell Boyce, 
Frank 9780230761841 £10.99 Puffin 09+

When the Tooting family find a vast abandoned engine and fit it to their camper van, they have no idea of 
the adventure that lies ahead. The engine used to belong to an extraordinary flying car - and it wants to be 
back on the road again...fast! The Tootings can haul on the steering wheel and pull the handbrake as hard 
as they like, but their camper van now has a mind of her own.

Cosmic Cottrell Boyce, 
Frank 9781405054645 £9.99 MacMillan 11+

Liam is too big for his boots, his football strip, and his school blazer. But being super-sized height-wise has 
its advantages: he's the only eleven-year-old to ever ride the G-force defying Cosmic rollercoaster.

Desirable Cottrell Boyce, 
Frank 9781842995310 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 09+

George is a self-confessed social reject who spends more time with his Warhammer figures than actual 
people - but when he's given a bottle of aftershave called 'Desirable', women can't resist him! How will he 
cope with his new-found popularity?

Framed Cottrell Boyce, 
Frank 1405048581 £9.99 MacMillan 11+

Dylan is the only boy living in the tiny Welsh town of Manod. His parents run the Snowdonia Oasis Auto 
Marvel garage - and when he's not trying to persuade his sisters to play football, Dylan is in charge of the 
petrol log.

Millions Cottrell Boyce, 
Frank 9780330450843 £5.99 Macmillan 07+

Two boys, One miracle, A million chocies. When a bag stuffed full of money drops out of the sky Damian 
and Anthony find themselves very rich.

The astounding broccoli boy Cottrell Boyce, 
Frank 9780330440875 £6.99 Macmillan 

Children's Books 09+

Rory Rooney likes to be prepared for all eventualities. His favourite book is Don't Be Scared, Be Prepared, 
and he has memorized every page of it. He could even survive a hippo attack. He knows that just because 
something is unlikely doesn't mean it won't ever happen . . .
But Rory isn't prepared when he suddenly and inexplicably turns green.

The Unforgotten Coat Cottrell Boyce, 
Frank 9781406341546 £6.99 Walker 09+

Two refugee brothers from Mongolia are determined to fit in with their Liverpool schoolmates, but bring so 
much of Mongolia to Bootle that their new friend and guide, Julie, is hard-pressed to know truth from fantasy 
as she recollects a wonderful friendship that was abruptly ended when Chingis and his family were forced to 
return to Mongolia. Told with the humour, warmth and brilliance of detail which characterizes Frank Cottrell 
Boyce's writing, this magical and compelling story is enriched by stunning and atmospheric Polaroid photos.

Eliot Jones, Midnight Superhero Cottringer, Anne 9781407105284 £5.99 Scholastic 03+

By day, Eliot is a quiet boy who likes to read and play with his toys. But when the clock strikes midnight, 
Eliot is transformed into a hero!
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When Titus Took the Train Cottringer, Anne 9780192729873 £10.99 OUP 05+

Titus is going on a long train journey. Under the watchful eye of the train guard he takes his seat and, until 
he arrives at his destination where Uncle Henry is waiting to meet him, he doesn't leave it. Or does he?

Bears Courtauld, Sarah 9781409506577 £4.99 Usborne 04+

A fascinating look into the world of bears for beginner readers ready to tackle slightly more complicated 
storylines and sentence structures. Full of facts about what bears like to eat and how cubs spend their first 
day. 

Bugs Courtauld, Sarah 9780746085479 £4.99 Usborne 04+

These are two new titles in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. 
It offers information to readers telling young readers all about the fascinating worlds of frogs and bugs.

Frogs Courtauld, Sarah 9780746085462 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This work contains two new titles in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning 
to read. It offers information to readers telling young readers all about the fascinating worlds of frogs and 
bugs.

Journey to the Centre of the Earth Courtauld, Sarah 9781409535904 £4.99 Usborne 07+

 Intrepid explorer Professor Liedenbrock leads a dramatic expedition to an Icelandic volcano, where a 
secret tunnel leads to the very centre of the earth.

monkeys Courtauld, Sarah 9780746096796 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Children will love finding out about the different species of monkey across the world, including their habitats, 
diets and habits.

Owls Courtauld, Sarah 9780746099018 £4.99 Usborne 04+

A new title in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. Swoop into 
the secret world of owls and find out how they see, hear and hunt in the dark. Then watch as a baby owl 
grows up, climbs out of her nest and learns to fly. 

White Fang Courtauld, Sarah 9780746096994 £4.99 Usborne 07+

The classic tale of White Fang, half-wolf, half-dog, by Jack London retold for children ready to tackle longer 
and more complex stories. The story of White Fang s epic journey from cub to sled dog to fighting dog. 
Living in harsh surroundings with brutal owners, every day is a battle for survival

15 Days Without A Head Cousins, Dave 9780192732569 £6.99 OUP 12+

When Mum fails to come home one night, Laurence tells nobody, terrified he and his brother will be taken 
into care if anyone finds out. Instead, he attempts to keep up the pretence that Mum is still around: dressing 
up in her clothes to trick the neighbours and spinning an increasingly complicated tangle of lies. After two 
weeks on their own, running out of food and money, and with suspicious adults closing in, Laurence finally 
discovers what happened to his mother. And that's when the trouble really starts . . .
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Juliet Dove, Queen of Love Coville, Bruce 340883820 £4.99 Hodder 07+

Mr Elives' Magic Shop seems to appear from nowhere - and disappears just as fast! Never in the same 
place twice, it sells only the most exclusive wares...A talking toad, anyone? A dragon's egg?

Russel Troy, Monster Boy Coville, Bruce 9780340860779 £4.99 Hodder 07+

Mr Elives' Magic Shop seems to appear from nowhere - and disappears again just as fast! Never in the 
same place twice, it sells only the most exclusive wares...A talking toad, anyone? A dragon's egg? There's 
plenty to choose from..

How to be a Viking Cowell, Cressida 9781444921366 £6.99 Hodder Childrens 08+

Hiccup was a small and lonely Viking. All the other Vikings were big and fierce and brave, but Hiccup wasn't 
sure he was a  Viking at all . . . . This classic picture book was the inspiration for the best selling HOW TO 
TRAIN YOUR DRAGON fiction series.

How to Train Your Dragon Book 01 Cowell, Cressida 9780340999073 £5.99 Hodder 07+

Hiccup Horrendous Haddock III wasn't always a truly extraordinary Viking Hero. In fact, in the beginning, he 
was the most put-upon Viking you'd ever seen.

How to Train Your Dragon Book 02 - How 
to be a Pirate Cowell, Cressida 9780340999080 £6.99 Hodder Childrens 07+

Hiccup Horrendous Haddock III was an awesome sword-fighter, a dragon-whisperer and the greatest Viking 
Hero who ever lived. But it wasn't always like that. Hiccup's memoirs look back to when Hiccup was just an 
ordinary boy, and finding it very hard to be a Hero. Can Hiccup find Grimbeard the Ghastly's treasure before 
Alvin the Treacherous gets his sneaky hands on it? And if Hiccup opens a box that says DO NOT OPEN, 
will he live to tell the tale?

How to Train Your Dragon Book 03 - How 
to speak Dragonese Cowell, Cressida 9780340999097 £6.99 Hodder Childrens 07+

Climbing on to a Roman Dragon Rustling ship by mistake in your first 'Boarding an Enemy Ship' lesson is 
bad enough. But to then discover that Alvin the Treacherous is also on board proves to Hiccup he couldn't 
have been more wrong, especially when he steals his copy of How to Speak Dragonese. Can Hiccup save 
the dragons and the day?

How to Train Your Dragon Book 04 - How 
to Cheat a Dragon's Curse Cowell, Cressida 9780340999103 £6.99 Hodder Childrens 07+

Hiccup Horrendous Haddock III was an awesome sword-fighter, a dragon-whisperer and the greatest Viking 
Hero who ever lived. But it wasn't always like that. Hiccup's memoirs look back to when Hiccup was just an 
ordinary boy, and finding it very hard to be a Hero. Fishlegs has been struck with deadly Vorpentitis. The 
only cure is rare and almost impossible to find ... a potato. But where on Berk will Hiccup find such a thing? 
Hiccup will have to dodge Sharkworms, battle Doomfangs and outwit crazy Hooligans if he's going to be a 
Hero again

How to Train Your Dragon Book 05 - How 
to Twist a Dragon's Tale Cowell, Cressida 9780340999110 £6.99 Hodder Childrens 07+

Someone has stolen the Fire Egg. Now the Volcano on Volcano Island is active and the tremors are 
hatching the eggs of the Exterminator dragons! Can Hiccup return the Fire Egg to the Volcano, stop the 
Volcano from erupting, AND save the Tribes from being wiped out by the terrible sword-claws of the 
Exterminators?

How to Train Your Dragon Book 06 - A 
Hero's Guide to Deadly Dragons Cowell, Cressida 9780340999134 £6.99 Hodder Childrens 07+

Hiccup Horrendous Haddock III was an awesome sword-fighter, a dragon-whisperer and the greatest Viking 
Hero who ever lived. But it wasn't always like that. Hiccup's memoirs look back to when Hiccup was just an 
ordinary boy, and finding it very hard to be a Hero.
Hiccup is lost in the Library Labyrinth and the Driller-Dragons and Madguts and Murderous are on the prowl. 
Hiccup's birthday is not going to be the quiet affair he might have hoped for. Also contains a comprehensive 
Dragonese Dictionar for those ho'd like to dragon hisper as ell as the dragon hisperer himself
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How to Train Your Dragon Book 07 - How 
to Ride a Dragon's Storm Cowell, Cressida 9780340999127 £6.99 Hodder Childrens 07+

Hiccup Horrendous Haddock III was an awesome sword-fighter, a dragon-whisperer and the greatest Viking 
Hero who ever lived. But it wasn't always like that. Hiccup's memoirs look back to when Hiccup was just an 
ordinary boy, and finding it very hard to be a Hero. Hiccup has three months, five days and six hours to 
discover America, get back to Berk, save his father, battle Polarserpents, AND win the annual Inter-Tribal 
Friendly Swimming Race. Can he do it? (Tick-tock-tick-tock-tick-tock)

How to Train Your Dragon Book 08 - How 
to Break a Dragon's Heart Cowell, Cressida 9780340996928 £6.99 Hodder Childrens 07+

Hiccup Horrendous Haddock III was an awesome sword-fighter, a dragon-whisperer and the greatest Viking 
Hero who ever lived. But it wasn't always like that. Hiccup's memoirs look back to when Hiccup was just an 
ordinary boy, and finding it very hard to be a Hero. Hiccup must battle Berserks, dodge Scarers, complete 
the Impossible Task and save Fishlegs from being fed to the Beast! And all while being hunted down by an 
old enemy with a dark secret about the Lost Throne. What's a Hero to do?

How to Train Your Dragon Book 09 - How 
to Steal a Dragon's Sword Cowell, Cressida 9781444900941 £5.99 Hodder 07+

Bad times have come to the Archipelago. Ever since the woods of Berserk burned down, it is almost as if 
the world is cursed. Dragons are starting to revolt against their Masters. The waters have risen, flooding 
fields and washing whole villages away. But worse still, the wicked witch Excellinor has returned. Can 
Hiccup find the King's Things and win the sword-fighting contest to stop Alvin the Treacherous from 
becoming King of the Wilderwest?

How to Train your Dragon Book 10 -  How 
to seize a Dragon's jewel Cowell, Cressida 9781444908794 £6.99 Hodder Childrens 07+

When we last left Hiccup things were getting very dark indeed. The Dragon Rebellion has begun. Snotlout 
is the new Chief of the Hooligan Tribe. Stoick has been banished and given the Slavemark. And Alvin the 
Treacherous has EIGHT of the King's Lost Things, and has been proclaimed the new King of the 
Wilderwest ... But what can Hiccup do, now all alone and in exile, hunted by both humans and dragons? 
Can he find the Dragon Jewel, mankind's last and only hope? And if he does, what will he do with it?

How to Train Your Dragon Book 11 - How 
to Betray a Dragon's Hero Cowell, Cressida 9781444913989 £6.99 Hodder Childrens 07+

High up in the treacherous mists of the Murderous Mountains, Hiccup and the Company of the Dragonmark 
are in hiding. The witch's Spydragons are guarding the shores of Tomorrow - but Hiccup is determined to 
become King of the Wilderwest. Can Hiccup dodge the dragons and steal the King's Things back from Alvin 
before the Doomsday of Yule? And is there a traitor in Hiccup's camp who in the end will betray them all?

How to Train Your Dragon Book 12 - How 
to Fight a Dragon's Fury Cowell, Cressida 978-1444916584 £12.99 Hodder Childrens 07+

The fate of the dragon world lies in the hands of one young boy as he stands on the nearby isle of 
Hero's End with nothing to show, but everything to fight for. Hiccup Horrendous Haddock the 
Third's Quest is clear. First he must defeat the Dragon Guardians of Tomorrow and prove that he 
is in fact the rightful king, even though Hiccup has none of the King's Things and Alvin the 
Treacherous has all ten of them.

How to Train Your Dragon WBD 2012 - 
the Day of the Dreader Cowell, Cressida 9781444907735 £1.00 Hodder 07+

The Isle of Berk is being stalked by a deadly sea dragon called the BIG DREADER, fires are ravaging the 
forests and the Hairy Hooligans are trapped on the island without any food! All except Toothless who has 
found a stash of eggs that he plans to keep all to himself... But not if the BIG DREADER has anything to do 
with it!

Cracking the Da Vinci Code Cox, Simon 9781843171034 £6.99 Michael O'Mara 16+

This is the first non-fiction companion to Dan Brown's mega-selling novel "The Da Vinci Code". Its simple A-
Z format tells you everything you need to know about the facts behind the fiction, and reveals the latest 
theories about the secret society

Stori, Stori, Hen Blant Bach Craig, Helen 1859028268 £6.95 Gomer 03+

A picture book collection of fairy tales in Welsh.
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Lifters (Edge, Rivets) Craig, Joe 9781445105550 £5.99 Franklin Watts 10+

Adaq and Maya are siblings - urban professionals with a unique set of thieving skills.
When Adaq lifts a package from his latest target he has no idea what he's getting into. Before he can blink, 
the target is lying dead on the ground and he is running for his life

Believing and Living: A Text for the WJEC 
GCSE Short Course

Craigen Gavin, 
White, Joy 9780340802151 £12.99 Hodder Murray 14+

This title focuses on religious beliefs and values, human experiences and issues, religious concepts and 
skills in relation to Christianity, Judaism, Islam, and Hinduism, as well as in relation to general human 
experience.

Puffin Book of Fantastic First Poems, the Crebbin, June 9780141308982 £9.99 Puffin 07+

This is a great first poetry book; the poems span time, from Robert Louis Stevenson and Walter de la Mare 
right up to date with Roger McGough and Michael Rosen, really appeal to young readers.

Heartbeat Creech, Sharon 747571473 £5.99 Bloomsbury 07+

Annie loves running, she loves drawing and she loves her family and her best friend Max. But Annie is also 
growing up and getting used to changes in her life, like Max's moods, her grandfather's aging and the arrival 
of her mother's new baby.

Ruby Holler Creech, Sharon 9780747560296 £5.99 Bloomsbury 09+

Since Dallas and Florida have lived in the Boxton Creek home longer than the other children, they knew all 
the rules. They also knew the punishments for disobeying them, and they knew them well, because they 
had broken every rule.

Walk Two Moons Creech, Sharon 9780330397834 £5.99 Macmillan 09+

Salamanca is the new girl in town. Uprooted from her home, she has been deposited with her father in a 
strange house in Euclid, Ohio. As she begins to make friends, Sal finds out the town's secrets - and the 
truth about her mother's disappearance.

Moondial Cresswell, Helen 9780194230094 £3.75 OUP 11+

Esay Reading 1000 Headwords. 'Moondial!' As Minty spoke the word, a cold wind went past her, and her 
ears were filled with a thousand frightened voices. She shut her eyes and put her hands over her ears - and 
the voices and wind went away.

Ordinary Jack Cresswell, Helen 9780340716519 £3.99 Hodder 07+

Poor old Jack Bagthorpe. He lives in the shadow of his talented siblings. It’s so hard to be ordinary when 
the rest of your family is utterly brilliant.  Only Uncle Parker truly understands.

Snatchers Cresswell, Helen 9780340682876 £3.99 Hodder 07+

When Ellie meets an angel called Plum in the park one day, little does she realize that he's there to protect 
her from the Land of Starless Night. And when the wolf-woman comes to call, little does Ellie realize how 
much in need of a guardian.
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Watertower, The Crew, Gary 9781566563314 £5.99 Crocodile Books 
USA 07+

On a scorching hot summer day in Preston, Australia, Spike and Bubba go for a swim in the old water tower 
which casts a long dark shadow across everything in the area.

After the Snow Crockett, S D 9781447201175 £7.99 MacMillan 12+

Set in the haunting and barren landscape of a new ice age, AFTER THE SNOW is the story of fifteen-year-
old Willo, a 'straggler' kid who loses his family in the opening pages. Completely alone, he is immediately 
flung into an icy journey of survival, adventure, friendship and self-discovery - with only the dog spirit inside 
his head to guide him. Meanwhile, across Britain, outlawed followers of survivalist John Blovyn are planning 
an escape to the fabled Islands talked of in a revolutionary book . . . Raw, compelling and unforgettable - 
this po erf ll oiced no el is a YA classic in the making

Come on Danny Croft, Andy 9781842996164 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 12+

Reading level age 8, Danny's dad is in prison. Home is hell. His teachers hate him. Is football the only way 
out? Gritty realism.

Behind Closed Doors Croft, Kathryn 9781500120955 £7.75 Amazon 14+

Olivia Taylor is distraught after the break up of her marriage and believes she has suffered the worst life 
can throw at her. But she soon finds out differently. She starts to build a new life with her nine year old 
daughter, Ellie. Meeting her new neighbour, Michael is the beginning of an unspeakable nightmare for 
Olivia. Desperate to leave her past, she is unable to see the terrible future unfoding before her.

Stranger Within Croft, Kathryn 978-1502879905 £8.20 Createspace 14+

Be careful what you wish for. On the surface, Callie Harwell has it all. Newly married to James, she 
finally gets the family she has longed for and becomes a mother to his two sons. So why is she 
arrested for murder? Things are not as Callie hoped they would be and she struggles to be 
accepted as part of James’ family, and to keep hidden the secrets that could destroy her future

Pellinor Book 1 - The Gift Croggon, Alison 9781844286362 £7.99 Candlewick 14+

Maerad is a slave in a desperate and unforgiving settlement, taken there as a child when her family is 
destroyed in war. She is unaware that she possesses a powerful gift, a gift that marks her as a member of 
the School of Pellinor.

Pellinor Book 2 - The Riddle Croggon, Alison 9780143002130 £7.99 Walker 14+

Maerad is a girl with a tragic and bitter past, but her powers grow stronger by the day. Now she and her 
mentor Cadvan, pursued by both the Light and the Dark, are seeking the Riddle of the Treesong.

Pellinor Book 3 - The Crow Croggon, Alison 9781406301373 £7.99 Walker 14+

Hem is sent south to Turbansk for his own safety. But soon the forces of the Dark overrun the great city and 
Hem flees with his mentor Saliman, his white crow Irc, and a young orphan girl Zelika, to join the resistance.

Just William Crompton, Richmal 9781405054577 £8.99 MacMillan 09+

William has been harassing his unfortunate family and delighting hundreds of thousands of readers for 
years. Here the Outlaws plan a day of non-stop adventure. The only problem is, William is meant to be 
babysitting.
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William The Detective Crompton, Richmal 9780333418192 £3.99 Macmillan 09+

One of Richmal Crompton's stories about William. This one sees William getting involved in detective work.

Windvale Sprites, the Crook, Mackenzie 9780571240722 £6.99 Faber and Faber 09+

When a storm sweeps through the country, Asa wakes up the next day to find that his town is almost 
unrecognisable - trees have fallen down, roofs have collapsed and debris lies everywhere. But amongst the 
debris in his back garden Asa makes an astounding discovery - the body of a small winged creature. A 
creature that looks very like a fairy.

After Tomorrow Cross, Gillian 9780192756268 £6.99 OUP 13+

What if you woke up tomorrow and everything had changed? 
Money is worthless. Your friends are gone. Armed robbers roam the streets.No one is safe. 
For Matt and his little brother, Taco, that nightmare is a reality. Their only hope of survival is to escape 
through the Channel Tunnel. But danger waits on the other side...
Stay or go. What would you do?

Demon Headmaster Book 1 - Demon 
Headmaster Cross, Gillian 140316434 £4.99 Puffin 09+

‘I hope you are not going to be a person who won’t co-operate with me.’ On the first day at her new school, 
Dinah realizes something is horribly wrong. The children are strangely neat and well behaved; they even 
work during playtime.

Demon Headmaster Book 2 - Prime 
Minister’s Brain, The Cross, Gillian 192718568 £4.99 OUP 09+

Octopus Dare! It’s the most fantastic computer game there’s ever been and Dinah’s won a place at the 
grand final in London. It’s the chance of a lifetime. Or is it? Why is Dinah so obsessed with the octopus?

Demon Headmaster Book 3 - Revenge of 
the Demon Headmaster, Th Cross, Gillian 192718576 £4.99 OUP 09+

Is it just hype - or is there something sinister going on? Dianah and her friends are suspicious.

Demon Headmaster Book 4 - Demon 
Headmaster Strikes Again, The Cross, Gillian 140383271 £4.99 Puffin 09+

He’s back, and he’s very, very dangerous. Dinah’s father is headhunted for a new job at the Biogenetic 
Research Centre and who should be the Director, but the Demon Headmaster

Demon Headmaster Book 5 - Demon 
Headmaster Takes Over, The Cross, Gillian 192718592 £4.99 OUP 09+

There’s something strange going on. Men in vans taking all the books out of the libraries. The internet is 
shutting down. Telephones aren’t working.

Demon Headmaster Book 6 - Beware of 
the Demon Headmaster Cross, Gillian 192752367 £0.99 OUP 09+

It’s gonna be gr8.  Sally’s off to Notley Castle, and she’s promised to txt Ben every hour even if he is 
missing the trip because he’s ill in bed.
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Facing the Demon Headmaster Cross, Gillian   019275369X £5.99 OUP 07+

The new club Purple is the place to go - if you can get in - and Ellie persuades Dinah and her friends to 
come along too. The man everyone wants to see is DJ Pardoman whose face keeps changing from Elvis to 
Madonna to Brad Pitt.

Great Elephant Chase, The Cross, Gillian 140363610 £4.99 Puffin 09+

When the elephant came to town, Tad and Cissie went to the show. Little did they know it would change 
their lives for ever. Because of the elephant, Tad and Cissie get involved in a chase across America, by 
train, by flatboat, and steam boat.

Map of Nowhere, A Cross, Gillian 9780192715838 £7.95 OUP 11+

Nick is surprised by the note he finds in Joseph Fisher’s lost wallet. But he knows about quests and warriors 
and the hideous monsters that lurk in the underground dungeons. Even though he and Joseph are not 
friends.

Rent-a-Genius Cross, Gillian 9780140361308 £3.99 Puffin 05+

Sophy isn’t going to waste any more advice on her ungrateful family there must be some people out there 
who really need a genius to help them. For only fifty pence, Sophy will tackle any problem.

Roman Beanfeast, The Cross, Gillian 9780140377668 £3.99 Puffin 07+

Davey’s class is doing a project on the Romans. The best piece of work will get a prize at the Roman feast 
on the last day of term, and Davey is determined to win.

Wolf Cross, Gillian 9780140348262 £4.99 Puffin 11+

Cassy lives with her nan. One night she is suddenly sent to stay with her mother. This has happened before 
and her trips always coincide with a stranger’s secret midnight visits to her nan’s flat. But this trip is 
different.

My Story - A Wartime Girl's Diary 1940-
1941 Cross, Vince 9781407103716 £5.99 Scholastic 14+

It's 1940 and with London under fire Edie and her little brother are evacuated to Wales. Miles from home 
and missing her family, Edie is determined to be strong.

Weight of Water, the Crossan, Sarah 9781408830239 £6.99 Bloomsbury 13+

Armed with a suitcase and an old laundry bag filled with clothes, Kasienka and her mother head for 
England. Life is lonely for Kasienka. At home her mother's heart is breaking and at school friends are 
scarce. But when someone special swims into her life, Kasienka learns that there might be more than one 
way for her to stay afloat.

Gatty's Tale Crossley-Holland, 
Kevin 9781842555705 £6.99 Orion 14+

This is a story of plain field girl who faces thieves, murderous Saracens and ghastly men. But once she gets 
through all the tasks that await her there is a glorious prize to be had - that no one would ever have dreamt 
of!
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Short! - A Book of Very Short Stories Crossley-Holland, 
Kevin 9780192781482 £5.99 OUP 09+

None of the stories in this collection are long but they deal with lots of different things like supermarkets, 
animals, ghosts and adventures. Some of the stories are funny, some intriguing and some are quite scary

Stars of Mine Crossley-Holland, 
Kevin 9781781121924 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 06+

This work caters particularly for the tastes of reluctant readers who would rather read about topics they're 
interested in than fiction - especially suitable for boys.

Storm Crossley-Holland, 
Kevin 9780749746988 £4.99 Egmont 07+

Annie lives with her elderly parents in a remote cottage. She is used to being alone. Every day she walks by 
the lonely marsh to school. Only in winter, when the wind howls in the trees, is Annie ever afraid.

Waterslain Angels Crossley-Holland, 
Kevin 9781444000245 £6.99 Orion 09+

For centuries, the village of Waterslain has hidden a dark secret. When Annie and Sandy set out to solve 
the mystery of the angels missing from the church roof, they soon discover someone else is on the same 
trail.

Ship's Angel Crowley, Bridget 9780340881552 £5.99 Hodder 11+

John has left the cathedral city where he used to live. With no friends and no family, he must make his way 
alone. He boards a ship, heading abroad for a new life. But the ship is wrecked and John is washed up on 
the coast of England.

Big Trucks Cullis, Megan 9781409523260 £9.99 Usborne 03+

A big book of big trucks (and some little ones too) perfect for machine-mad boys. From enormous heavy 
hauler dump trucks to towering mobile crane trucks, children can discover the biggest and most powerful 
machines ever made

Usborne Big Book of Big Trains Cullis, Megan 9781409549895 £9.99 Usborne 03+

A young information picture book with huge fold-outs, on a topic that is loved by all generations. Fabulous, 
big pictures of all different types of trains from steam engines to bullet trains and funicular railways. With 
big, bold, colourful illustrations and some amazing facts.

Cloud, The Cumming, Hannah 9781846433436 £5.99 Child's Play 04+

In Art Class, one girl never draws anything. Quiet and withdrawn, she seems to have a little black cloud 
above her. But one of her classmates is determined to make her smile, and in so doing, they discover a 
way of making art that everyone else can enjoy, too. An exceptional debut from author/illustrator Hannah 
Cumming, and a unique testament to the power of persistence, friendship, creativity and the imagination.

Postman Pat and the Big Surprise Cunliffe, John 340704098 £3.99 Hodder 03+

Postman Pat is off sick, so his wife, Sara, is delivering the post. But Sara has forgotten that it is their 
wedding anniversary, and Pat is planning a big surprise! He is arranging a party, to which the whole village 
is invited - but can they keep it a secret from Sara as she does the rounds?
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For you are a Kenyan child Cunnane, Kelly 9780857071309 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 04+

Imagine you live in a small Kenyan village, where the sun rises over tall trees filled with doves. When the 
rooster crows, it's time to wake up and after greeting Mama 'Hodi', you step into her hut for some porridge. 
Your task today is to watch over grandfather's cows. But while they are grazing you slip away, just for a 
second, to see who else is awake

Mr Browser and the Space Maggots Curtis, Philip 9780140343946 £2.50 Puffin 07+

A light-hearted science-fiction story in which Spiky Jackson believes that an alien has infiltrated Chivvy 
Chase School in the shape of a student, Jason.

Shock Wave (Dirk Pitt Adventures) Cussler, Clive 9780671000301 £4.99 Non Basic Stock 
Line 16+

Evil multi megalomaniac billionaire plotting a monopoly and at the same time threatening to cause untold 
mayhem and human catastrophe. Enter the hero Dirk Pitt to save the day - or will he?

Miles To Go Cyrus, Miley 9781407562612 £11.99 Parragon 09+

Three years ago, Miley Cyrus was a virtual unknown. Her life in rural Tennessee was filled with family, 
friends, school, cheerleading, and the daily tasks of living on a farm. Then along came a little show called 
"Hannah Montana."

BFG, The Dahl, Roald 141311371 £5.99 Penguin 07+

The BFG uses some extraordinary words, but then he’s no ordinary giant. He’s the kindest giant you could 
hope to meet and he turns out to be Sophie’s best friend.

Boy Dahl, Roald 140089179 £6.99 Penguin 09+

From the evocation of an enchanted boyhood spent in Wales and Norway to his unhappy experiences at an 
English public school, these sparkling memoirs are filled with wit, high spirits and more than a touch of the 
macabre.

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory Dahl, Roald 140371540 £4.99 Penguin 07+

Charlie Bucket can’t believe his luck when he finds a Golden Ticket and wins the chance of a lifetime; a 
magical day witnessing the miraculous creation of the most delectable eatables ever made.

Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator Dahl, Roald 140385339 £5.99 Puffin 07+

Charlie has won Mr Willy Wonka’s chocolate factory and is now on his way to take possession of it. But the 
odd new means of transport a Great Glass Elevator has gone wrong, whisking Charlie, his family and Mr 
Wonka into orbit.

Danny the Champion of the World Dahl, Roald 141311320 £5.99 Puffin 07+

Danny thinks the world of his father, but imagine his surprise when he finds out he's been breaking the law! 
Even grown-ups bend the rules sometimes, but Danny knows his father is still good, kind and clever and full 
of exciting ideas.
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Dirty Beasts Dahl, Roald 9780141501741 £6.99 Puffin 05+

A collection of wickedly humorous poems about dirty beasts doing the most extraordinary and 
unmentionable things.

Enormous Crocodile, The Dahl, Roald 141311525 £4.99 Puffin 05+

This crocodile has an enormous appetite and boasts that he is going to eat a nice juicy child for lunch. 
Fortunately for the children, the other animals in the jungle see through the crocodile's cunning disguises.

Esio Trot Dahl, Roald 140347283 £3.99 Puffin 05+

Mr Hoppy is in love with Mrs Silver. But Mrs Silver only has eyes for Alfie, her pet tortoise. How can Mr 
Hoppy ever compete with such a rival? He comes up with a plan to win his lady’s love, but will he succeed? 
And what’s to become of Alfie?

Fantabulous Facts Dahl, Roald 9780141342306 £1.00 Puffin 08+

Jam-packed with weird and wonderful facts (find out what the most expensive food in the world is, and how 
to cook savoury crocodile), plus jokes, quizzes and top tips, here is the stuff that every Roald Dahl fan 
should know.

Fantastic Mr Fox Dahl, Roald 140382518 £4.99 Puffin 07+

Boggis, Bunce and Bean are just about the nastiest and meanest three farmers you could meet. And they 
hate Mr Fox. They are determined to get him. So they lie in wait outside his hole, ready to shoot, starve or 
dig him out.

George’s Marvellous Medicine Dahl, Roald   014031492X £4.99 Puffin 07+

George's grandmother has the nastiest eating habits in the world. She's as frightening as a witch and as 
grumpy as a camel without a hump. George decides to cure her nastiness once and for all. He concocts a 
very nasty medicine.

Giraffe and the Pelly and Me Dahl, Roald 9780141311272 £4.99 Puffin 07+

The giraffe with an expandable neck, the pelican with a magical retractable beak, and the dancing monkey. 
Together with Billy, a small boy with a dream, they team up to make the most amazing ladderless window-
cleaning company.

Going Solo Dahl, Roald   014032528X £5.99 Puffin 09+

Going Solo, the second part of Roald Dahl’s compelling and colourful autobiography which began in Boy, is 
a marvellous evocation of Dahl’s first job in Africa and his wartime exploits.

James and the Giant Peach Dahl, Roald 140371567 £4.99 Puffin 07+

James has lived with his beastly Aunt Sponge and Aunt Spiker ever since the day his parents were eaten 
up outside London Zoo by an angry escaped rhinoceros. Then something very peculiar and magical 
happens thet will whisk James away.
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James and the Giant Peach, A Play Dahl, Roald 9780140314649 £5.99 Puffin 07+

This dramatization of Roald Dahl's hugely popular book can be staged in school, acted out at home or 
simply read together by a group of friends. With suggestions for staging, props and lighting.

Magic Finger, The Dahl, Roald 9780140371581 £3.99 puffin 05+

The little girl in this story is very unusual. When someone makes her angry and when she just can’t stop 
herself she zaps a punishment on them with a magic, flashing finger!

Matilda Dahl, Roald 9780141314563 £6.99 Puffin 08+

Matilda’s parents have called her some terrible things. The truth is, she’s a genius and they’re the stupid 
ones. Matilda is determined to get her own back and soon discovers she has a very special power.

Minpins, The Dahl, Roald 9780140568219 £5.99 Puffin 07+

Little Billy doesn't believe his mother's stories about all the monsters living in the wood, so he is easily 
tempted to go and see for himself.

Revolting Recipes Dahl, Roald 9780099724216 £6.99 Red Fox 07+

A collection of recipes based on food and drink featured in Roald Dahl's books. They include mudburgers, 
hot frogs, lickable wallpaper, stinkbugs' eggs and crispy wasp stings.

Revolting Rhymes Dahl, Roald 9780140568240 £5.99 Puffin 06+

Six of the best-known nursery tales, retold with some surprising and hilarious twists. If you thought 
Cinderella married the prince and lived happily ever after, think again

Twits, The Dahl, Roald 9780141311388 £4.99 puffin 07+

Mr and Mrs Twit play some horrible tricks on each other. I bet you have never met two people more 
revolting. They never wash, they trap birds for Bird Pie and they hate children.

Vicar of Nibbleswicke, The Dahl, Roald 9780140348910 £4.99 puffin 05+

The Reverend Lee is suffering from a rare and acutely embarrassing condition: Back-to-Front Dyslexia. It 
affects only his speech, and he doesn’t realize he’s doing it, but the parishoners of Nibbleswicke are 
shocked and confused.

Witches, The Dahl, Roald 9780140317305 £4.99 Puffin 07+

Real witches don’t look like witches. So how can you tell when you meet one? You’ll find out all you need to 
know in this story about the most gruesome gang of witches imaginable.
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Wonderful Story of Henry Sugar and Six 
More, The Dahl, Roald 9780140373486 £5.99 Puffin 09+

Things are not what they seem, they can’t be what they seem, and yet with Roald Dahl they are, turtles, 
fingersmiths, the Mildenhall treasure, even a man who can see with his eyes closed.

Puppy Patrol - Abandoned Dale, Jenny 9780330349079 £2.99 Macmillan 07+

Third in a brand-new, hugely appealing dog series set in busy King Street Kennels. Comprising boarding 
kennels, a dog training school, as well as a rescue mission for stray and mistreated canines, the Kennels 
provides the ideal venue for doggy adventures and misadventures of all kinds. Here the owners' children - 
Neil, Paul and Sarah - rescue, care for and love a host of adorable animals. Toby the Cocker Spaniel has a 
problem: he thinks he's human! Which is fine until his owner has to go into hospital and Toby is put into King 
Street Kennels Tob goes cra What is the ama ing c re that ill impro e Tob 's terrible beha io r?

Puppy Patrol - Best of Friends Dale, Jenny 9780330370431 £3.50 MacMillan 07+

When old Mrs Fleming is ill, Neil and Emily find themselves looking after her noisy houseful of mischievous 
mutts. Will they be able to keep these canine chums together when the neighbours want to split them up?

Puppy Patrol - Big Ben Dale, Jenny 9780330349062 £2.99 Macmillan 07+

in this puppy patrol a new dog comes to town,Ben an old English sheepdog! But not every one likes the 
softie,in fact Mrs fritz can't bear him! So when her poodle, Sheba goes missing, she blames Ben! Is he 
really to blame?

Puppy Patrol - Puppy Project Dale, Jenny 9780330376327 £2.99 MacMillan 07+

Another story of the busy King Street Kennels. In this book, Dotty, the daft Dalmatian of Neil's head teacher, 
Mr Hamley, has had a large litter of even dottier pups. Now Neil's got to help Mr H find a home for them,

Puppy Patrol - Teacher's Pet Dale, Jenny 9780330349055 £2.99 MacMillan 07+

First in a brand-new, hugely appealing dog series set in busy King Street Kennels. Comprising boarding 
kennels, a dog training school, as well as a rescue mission for stray and mistreated cannies, the Kennels 
provides the ideal venue for doggy adventures and misadventures of all kinds. Here the owners' children - 
Neil, Paul and Sarah - rescue, care for and love a host of adorable animals. In Teacher's Pet, Dotty the 
Dalmatian (owned by Neil's new teacher) fails all her tests at the King Street Kennels' training school. 
Dott 's been thro n o t of dog schools all ro nd the co ntr Can Neil t rn Dott into a star p pil and get

Big Bad Werewolf, the Dale, Katie 9781408312100 £8.99 Orchard 05+

I bet you think you know the tales of Big Bad Wolf, who howls and wails. But here's the truth: meet Granny 
Riding - find out what secrets she's been hiding!

Friday Forever Dalton, Anne 1842990705 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 10+

Reading level below age 8.  Do you wake up on Monday wishing it was Friday? Lenny does. He's under so 
much stress its' crazy! Then, one day, Lenny makes a wish by accident and things change - for ever!

Tilly Beany - The Real Tilly Beany Dalton, Annie 9781405200561 £4.99 Egmont 05+

Five-year-old Tilly Beany can be anyone she wants to be: a witch one day, a mermaid the next. But what if 
she got stuck pretending, and lost the way back to being the real Tilly Beany?
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Tilly Beany - Tilly Beany and the Best 
Friend Machine Dalton, Annie 9780859415064 £4.99 Egmont 05+

Tilly Beany can't take it! All day she hears about the planet being destroyed by thoughtless humans. In true 
Tilly Beany style, she's determined to find the recipe for Cure for Everything, and save the world

Tilly Beany - Tilly Beany Saves the World Dalton, Annie 9780749729172 £3.99 Mammoth 07+

A hole in the ozone layer, extinct species, dolphins in tuna nets...Tilly can't bear to hear any more about how 
we are destroying our world. If only she could meet some future people who would tell her what to do.

Jamela's Dress Daly, Niki 9780711214491 £6.99 Frances Lincoln 07+

Jamela wraps herself up with the new material that her mother bought to make herself a dress for a 
wedding. What begins as an innocent game, however, ends up with unpredictable consequences. Warm, 
vibrant illustrations complement the text perfectly

Animal Ark - Badger in the Basement Daniels, Lucy 340877103 £4.99 Hodder 07+

Mandy and James find a badger sett that has been deliberately destroyed. Even worse, they discover an 
abandoned cub. What has been going on in Piper's Wood?

Animal Ark - Bunnies in the Bathroom Daniels, Lucy 340619333 £2.99 Hodder 07+

Mandy's new friend John is crazy about rabbits! He has his heart set on buying two baby rabbits, Button and 
Barney, but when he goes to the shop to buy them they have already been sold.

Animal Ark - Calf in the Cottage Daniels, Lucy   034064088X £3.99 Hodder 07+

Helping Mr Matthews on his dairy farm is a dream job for Mandy and James - especially at milking time. But 
one of the cows is in trouble. She's about to give birth early - to twins. Will her calves survive?

Animal Ark - Dolphin in the Deep Daniels, Lucy 340877057 £4.99 Hodder 07+

A trip to the States is a dream come true for Mandy! She loves playing with two tame dolphins, Bob and 
Bing. But when Bob dies, the lonely Bing pines for company. But will Mandy's daring plan to cheer him up 
work?

Animal Ark - Goat in the garden Daniels, Lucy 340607734 £3.99 Hodder 07+

Not only is Houdini Lydia Fawcett's prize goat, Houdini is a great escape artist - just like his namesake. Sam 
Western is fed up with Houdini eating all his garden plants, and is threatening to deal with the problem once 
and for all.

Animal Ark - Goose on the Loose Daniels, Lucy 340640871 £3.99 Hodder 07+

Looking after Gussie, the goose should be easy for Mandy as both her parents are vets. But when Mandy 
and her friend James go to collect the pet goose after school, she has vanished!
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Animal Ark - Hamster in a Hamper Daniels, Lucy 340877081 £4.99 Hodder 07+

James is given Henry, the school hamster, to look after during the holidays. He and Mandy are delighted, 
until Henry disappears in very mysterious circumstances!

Animal Ark - Horse in the House Daniels, Lucy 340724021 £3.99 Hodder 07+

Mandy and James are sad when old Wilfred has to sell his riding stables and Sam Western turns the land 
into a campsite. But the campers are soon telling tales of a ghostly horse and rider passing by then 
vanishing into the night air.

Animal Ark - Kittens in the Kitchen Daniels, Lucy   034060722X £4.99 Hodder 07+

Mr Williams, the caretaker at Mandy's school, is furious when a stray cat has a litter in his kitchen. He wants 
the kittens and their mum out of his house as soon as possible. Will Mandy be able to find owners for them 
all in just one week?

Animal Ark - Lamb in the Laundry Daniels, Lucy 340619325 £3.99 Hodder 07+

It's lambing time at Fordbeck Farm. Mandy and James are helping out, and when a tiny black lamb is 
rejected by its mother, they offer to hand-rear it. But the lamb disappears, can they find it before it becomes 
too weak to survive?

Animal Ark - Mare in the Meadow Daniels, Lucy 340778830 £3.99 Hodder 07+

Mandy and James find it difficult to spare time to give to Camomile a mare whose owner has gone to 
America. They meet Rhian who lives next to Camomile's field. For her own reason's Rhian doesn't want to 
get to know the mare.

Animal Ark - Piglet in a Playpen Daniels, Lucy 340619309 £3.99 Hodder 07+

Ruby, the piglet is a runt so there's no place for her on Greystones Farm. But she's cheeky and 
adventurous, and she's won the hearts of both Mandy and James. Can they help Brandon, turn the under-
sized piglet into a prize-winner?

Animal Ark - Ponies at the Point Daniels, Lucy 340724005 £3.50 Hodder 07+

The Hopes and James are on holiday in Ireland. Mandy and James are thrilled to discover wild ponies on 
the beach. But one little foal needs help. She has a cruel head-collar cutting into her face. Who put it on her -
and why?

Animal Ark - Puppy in a Puddle Daniels, Lucy 9780340881606 £4.99 Hodder 07+

Mandy's dad diagnoses an Old English Sheepdog puppy as deaf. But it isn't until Mandy finds another 
Sheepdog pup abandoned, that she and James begin to be suspicious. Could a local breeder be to blame 
for the condition of these puppies?

Animal Ark - Shetland in the Shed Daniels, Lucy 340687169 £3.99 Hodder 07+

The Hope family take in Polly, a friend's daughter, when her father goes into hospital - and her new 
Shetland pony comes too! The pony is gorgeous, but Polly won't have anything to do with it. She's afraid of 
horses.
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Dolphin Diaries Book 1 - Into the Blue Daniels, Lucy 340778571 £3.99 Hodder 11+

Jody McGrath's dolphin dreams are coming true! Her whole family is sailing around the world researching 
dolphins and Jody is recording all thier exciting adventures in her Dolphin Diaries.

Dolphin Diaries Book 2 - Touching the 
Waves Daniels, Lucy 9780340778586 £3.99 Hodder 07+

The McGraths have arrived on the second leg of their journey - docking at Key West. Here they plan to visit 
a special dolphin centre, run by friends of Gina McGrath's who have a daughter, Lauren, the same age as 
Jody

Dolphin Diaries Book 3 - Under the Stars Daniels, Lucy 9780340784952 £3.99 Hodder 07+

Still in the Bahamas, Dolphin Dreamer has been diverted off course by a phone call - inviting the crew to 
help at the births of three baby dolphins. Jody is delighted - this is the experience of a lifetime for her!

Dolphin Diaries Book 6 - Racing the Wind Daniels, Lucy 9780340784976 £3.99 Hodder 07+

It's the last leg of the McGrath's trip, and Jody is really looking forward to visiting the Venezuelan rainforest 
with her family, Brittany and Dr Taylor. They're travelling along the tropical river in search of the beautiful 
and elusive boto dolphin

Monkeys on the Mountain Daniels, Lucy 9780340687208 £3.50 Hodder 07+

A working holiday in Africa means the trip of a lifetime for animal-lover Mandy Hope. She can’t wait to see 
all the animals in the wild! Mandy and James find a sick, abandoned baby monkey. They manage to nurse 
her back to health.

Divorce Express, The Danziger, Paula 9780142407127 £5.99 Puffin 10+

No one wants to ride the Divorce Express. Especially Phoebe. It means Leaving her New York City 
apartment and friends, moving to the country with her dad, and taking the bus every weekend to visit her 
mom in the city.

Forever Amber Brown Danziger, Paula 9780142412015 £3.10 Puffin 05+

Life is very strange sometimes. One minute I'm in Elementary Extension, waiting for my mother to pick me 
up and take me home... And the next minute, I'm on the plane on my way to see my old best friend Justin 
Daniels

The Cat Ate My Gymsuit Danziger, Paula 9780142406540 £5.99 puffin 13+

This is a trite and trendy saga of how a junior high English class gets it together to fight for the job of Ms. 
Finney - a paragon of an innovative teacher who puts across dangling participles and sensitivity sessions 
with equal ease.

Maze Runner, the Dashner, James 9781908435132 £6.99 Chicken House 13+

When the doors of the lift crank open, the only thing Thomas remembers is his first name. But he's not 
alone. He's surrounded by boys who welcome him to the Glade - a walled encampment at the centre of a 
bizarre and terrible stone maze. Like Thomas, the Gladers don't know why or how they came to be there - 
or what's happened to the world outside. All they know is that every morning when the walls slide back, they 
will risk everything - even the Grievers, half-machine, half-animal horror that patrol its corridors, to try and 
find o t
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Animal Storeies for Bedtime Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409550709 £9.99 Usborne 03+

An illustrated storybook to share with a child at bedtime. It includes stories from Aesop and charming animal 
folktales from around the world.

Baba Yaga the Flying Witch Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746092309 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Based upon a Russian folk tale, the story follows Tasha, who is sent into the woods to visit the flying witch 
Baba Yaga by her evil stepmother, with only a cat, a dog and a magic doll to help her escape.

Ballet Stories for Bedtime Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409550389 £9.99 Usborne 03+

Contains stories of the best known and best loved ballets, beautifully told with exquisite illustrations. Stories 
include Swan Lake, The Nutcracker, Sleeping Beauty, Coppelia, La Sylphide and more. The luxurious 
clothbinding and ribbon marker make this the perfect gift to treasure forever.

Black Beauty Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409555933 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Anna Sewell's classic story of a young horse's journey from the rolling hills of the English countryside to the 
dark, cobbled streets of London, retold for young children in picture book form. 

Cinderella Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409550570 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Illustrated with fresh, bright pictures, for beginner readers, this title is part of the Usborne Reading 
Programme, which includes over 250 titles across seven levels - all developed in conjunction with reading 
experts at Roehampton University.

Clever Rabbit and the Lion Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746086896 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Lion wants to eat up all the animals in the jungle, but Clever Rabbit has to plan to stop him - an amusing 
story based on an old folktale. First Reading Level 2 are real books for beginner readers ready to tackle 
more complicated storylines and sentence structures. 

Clever Rabbit and the Wolves Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746096628 £4.99 Usborne 04+

The Clever Rabbit is eating happily in the woods when he has to save a lost sheep from being eaten by a 
hungry wolf. But will the rabbit's brains outmatch the wolf's brawn?

East of the Sun, West of the Moon Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746096307 £4.99 Usborne 06+

This title is based on a Scandinavian fairytale. Asta's father gives her to a talking white bear in exchange for 
wealth and she is taken away to the bear's castle. But is there more to this bear than meets the eye?

Emporer's New Clothes Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746067758 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Coinciding with the bicentenary of the birth of Hans Christian Andersen, comes this retelling of his comical 
fairytale about a fashion-crazy emperor who will stop at nothing to have the most talked-about outfit in the 
land! 
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Frog Prince Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409547020 £4.99 Usborne 03+

When a frog rescues Princess Poppy's treasured golden ball, she is revolted that to return the favour she 
has to let him live in the palace with her. But could there be more to this frog than meets the eye?

Goldilocks and the Three Bears Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746096512 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Featuring clear and compelling text that allows children to develop their burgeoning reading skills, this title in 
the 'Usborne First Reading' series retells the classic story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears.

Heidi Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409551300 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Orphaned Heidi is sent to live with her grandfather in the Swiss Alps and grows to love her mountain home. 
But when she is taken back to Frankfurt, her homesickness and newfound friendship with a girl in a 
wheelchair lead to an extraordinary turn of events.

Little Red Riding Hood Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409551690 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Oh Granny, what big ears you have! says Little Red Riding Hood. "All the better to hear you with." snaps 
back the wolf. Enjoy finding out how Little Red Riding Hood outwits the wolf, in this quirky retelling of the 
classic fairy tale.

My First Fairyland Book Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409536888 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Discover the magical world of fairyland as you search an enchanted forest for fairies sleeping in cobwebs, 
pixies dancing, elves sailing on boats made of leaves and goblins hoarding their treasure. This title 
introduces new words and lots of things to look for and talk about with your child.

Nutcracker Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409536789 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This sumptuous picture book is based on the beloved classic and retold for younger children to provide an 
ideal introduction to the story.

Penguins Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746085486 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This work contains two new titles in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning 
to read. It offers information to readers telling young readers all about the fascinating world of Penguins

Pride and Prejudice Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409522362 £4.99 Usborne 07+

The Bennett sisters are coming of age and it's time for them to find husbands if they want to find their place 
in high society. But will everything end up as they hope?

Princess Polly and the Pony Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746084373 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Polly is a princess who loves riding, much to her parent's despair. So she hides under a costume and takes 
part in a ride and wins the first prize, a royal wish. For one day a week she is not a princess but can do all 
things muddy and fun.
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Queen Elizabeth II Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409539544 £4.99 Usborne 07+

This is a lively and intriguing biography of the Queen, from her birth to the present day, timed to coincide 
with the Diamond Jubilee. It includes stunning photographs, a family tree and a timeline

Queen Victoria Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409549871 £4.99 Usborne 07+

A lively and intriguing biography of Queen Victoria, from her difficult and lonely childhood to her life as one 
of the most powerful women in the world. Filled with fascinating photographs and a family tree, this is an 
essential addition to any family bookshelf.

Railway Children Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409536963 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is an evocative picture book based on the classic E. Nesbit tale. When their father disappears, Bobbie, 
Peter and Phyllis move out of London and experience new exciting adventures in the countryside. But will 
their father ever return?

Rapunzel Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746064474 £4.99 Usborne 05+

The classic fairytale of Rapunzel accompanied by beautiful and atmospheric illustrations that will enchant 
children and parents alike. Ages 5+.

Rumplestiltskin Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746075746 £4.99 Usborne 05+

A classic fairytale retold for children growing in their reading confidence. Cunning Rumpelstiltskin tries to 
trick the Queen by challenging her to guess his rather unusual name, but will he succeed?

Secret Garden Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409555919 £4.99 Usborne 03+

When Mary arrives at the draughtly, rambling house of her guardian on the cold, bleak Yorkshire moors, her 
life is far from the charmed existence she previously enjoyed in India. It seems that she is doomed to a life 
of misery, until she discovers the joys of the secret garden.

Snails Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746098752 £4.99 Usborne 04+

A fascinating glimpse into the world of snails; what they eat, where they live and how they survive. It is full 
of fun facts

Stories of Dolls Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746071601 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Three new and original stories about Cordelia, Florinda and Ella and the delightful world of dolls, specially 
written as part of the Usborne Young Reading Programme.

Stories of Magic Ponies Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746078365 £4.99 Usborne 05+

This is a new title in "Usborne Young Reading Series One". It feature three original stories set on the 
magical Pony Island, where rainbow-coloured, talking ponies get up to all kinds of mischief and adventure!
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The Canterville Ghost Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746080573 £4.99 Usborne 06+

A thrillingly spooky tale based upon the story by Oscar Wilde for children growing in reading confidence and 
ability. The Canterville Ghost has been scaring away new residents in his castle for 500 years, but when the 
Otis family move in it becomes clear they are just as determined to make him leave. But who will succeed?

The Little Red Hen Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746070512 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Each title in this series is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and inspire any child who 
is just beginning to read.

The Musicians of Bremen Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746085431 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Each of these four exciting new stories is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and 
inspire any child who is just beginning to read.

The Story of Pegasus Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409522287 £4.99 Usborne 05+

This is a lively re-telling of the Greek myth, in which Pegasus, the flying horse, helps hero Bellerophon to 
defeat a fire-breathing monster. This is a new title in "Young Reading Series One". 

The Three Little Pigs Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409545262 £5.99 Usborne 04+

Every title has clear and compelling text that allows children to build their burgeoning reading skills and is 
accompanied by charming and highly appealing illustrations. They are also lovely for reading aloud to a 
younger child.

The Ugly Duckling Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746070499 £4.99 Usborne 04+

The Ugly Duckling' is written especially for children who are learning to read. With delightful illustrations, this 
book combines a great story with simple text to excite and inspire any beginner reader.

Thumberlina Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746096710 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a new title in the fantastic 'First Reading' series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. This is 
the classic fairytale by Hans Christian Anderson retold, following the adventures of thumb-high Thumbelina

Town Mouse and the Country Mouse Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409555940 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This delightful story, retold in picture book format, tells of two friends who lead different lives, reminding us 
that there's no place like home.

Treasury of Animal Stories Davidson, 
Susanna 9780746090015 £12.99 Usborne 03+

This is a wonderful collection of nineteen animal folktales. Containing stories from well-known authors such 
as Rudyard Kipling and Aesop as well as traditional tales from around the world including fighting crabs, 
gigantic frogs and a polar bear's search for home, all kinds of children are sure to find a story that they will 
enjoy. It is beautifully illustrated by Rocio Martinez.
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Twelve Dancing Princesses Davidson, 
Susanna 9781409536970 £4.99 Usborne 03+

The grumpy king bans his twelve beautiful daughters from dancing, yet every night their shoes are worn 
through. Can anyone solve the mystery of where they go and scoop the royal reward?

Fairy Ponies book 1 - Midnight Escape Davidson, Zanna 9781409506287 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Holly is staying with her Great Aunt May when she discovers a tiny pony with shimmering wings. At first, she 
thinks she must be dreaming...until two fairy ponies visit her one night on an urgent undertaking: Puck the 
fairy pony has been snatched by the spoiled girl next-door, and the ponies need Holly's help to rescue him

Fairy Ponies book 2 - Magic Necklace Davidson, Zanna 9781409506294 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Do you wish to be fairy-sized, light as a feather? Then open this book and we'll fly together. Only promise 
you will never tell, where the fairy ponies dwell. Puck, the fairy pony, and Holly are visiting the Pony Queen 
when a powerful magic necklace - which grants its wearer whatever they wish for - is stolen from her 
Summer Palace

Fairy Ponies book 3 - Rainbow Races Davidson, Zanna 9781409506300 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Holly can't wait to watch her friend, Puck the fairy pony, compete in the Rainbow Races. But when an 
enchanted storm is unleashed over Pony Island, ruining the races, the home of the fairy ponies is 
threatened with darkness for ever…

Fairy Ponies book 4 - Pony Princess Davidson, Zanna 9781409506379 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Contains original stories about a group of fairy ponies and a little girl called Holly. Full of magic and 
adventure, this title features a combination of ponies, fairies and a magical secret world

Fairy Ponies book 5 - Unicorn Prince Davidson, Zanna 9781409506362 £4.99 Usborne 05+

A Pony Princess, Rosabel, has come to stay on Pony Island, and Puck and Holly are given the task of 
looking after her. But spoilt and determined, Princess Rosabel flies to the Dark Forest where she is 
kidnapped by Shadow

Fairy Poniesbook 6 - Enchanted Mirror Davidson, Zanna 9781409506386 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Pony Island is in danger. The fairy ponies are losing their magic and the Pony Queen's powers are under 
threat. Can Holly and Puck uncover the mystery of the missing magic before it's too late?

After School Club (Solo), the Davies, Alison 9781842999400 £6.99 Barrington Stoke 08+

Sam's always been a little scared of gorgeous Lisa's gang, but when she invites him to come and hang out 
with them he's delighted. But soon he finds out that they have a dark secret

Butterflies Davies, Kate 9780746085493 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This work includes two new titles in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning 
to read. This book contains information telling young readers all about the fascinating world of butterflies.
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Egyptian Times Davies, Kate 9780746097779 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A delightful picture book that brings to life a busy day in Egypt, long ago. A little boy hurries off to school, 
acrobats tumble through the crowded market, and crowds gather by the River Nile to watch the Pharaoh 
coming home.

Elephants Davies, Kate 9780746096802 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Following the life on an elephant, children will learn where they live, how they survive through monsoon and 
drought, search for food and how a baby elephant is made.

Noah's Ark Davies, Kate 9781409522201 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Noah is told to build an ark that will hold two of every animal before the big flood comes.

The Daydreamer Davies, Kate 9781409506607 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Aesop s fable retold for beginner readers ready to tackle slightly more complicated storylines and sentence 
structures. Daisy doesn t have any money, but she has lots of imagination! When a farmer offers her a gold 
coin, she dreams of all the things she could buy... and then disaster strikes!

The Great Pet-Shop Panic Davies, Katie 9780956627650 £1.00 puffin 07+

Three friends have fun in the pet shop.

White Owl, Barn Owl Davies, Nicola 9781406313123 £5.99 Walker 05+

The little girl in this book has never seen a barn owl, but one day her grandpa puts a nest-box high in the old 
oak tree. They wait and they wait until one spring night, just as the sky goes pink, a pale face looks out of it

SHP History Year 7 Dawson Ian, 
Wilson Maggie 9780340907337 £13.99 Hodder 11+

The Roman Empire and England 1066-1500. It takes the best of the old and the best of the new to create a 
dynamic and coherent course for a new generation of history pupils.

Luna and the Big Blur: A Story for Children 
Who Wear Glasses Day, Shirley 9781557987778 £5.95 Magination 05+

Do you remember the first time you had to wear glasses as a child? For the thousands of children today 
who experience this unsettling change in their lifestyle, Luna and the Big Blur helps them feel good about 
their glasses and themselves.

1001 Things to Spot in the Sea Daynes, Katie 9781409508595 £7.99 Usborne 06+

From submersibles to squirrel fish, children will love finding all the things under the sea in a new edition of 
this popular picture puzzle book. Bright, busy scenes of different habitats provide plenty of material for both 
readers and pre-readers to talk about. Simple text and eye-catching illustrations combine to help children 
develop skills in reading, counting, matching and identification.
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Ali Baba and the Forty Theives Daynes, Katie 9780746080863 £4.99 Usborne 05+

"Young Reading Series One" is aimed at children just beginning to read to help build confidence and ability.

Pinocchio Daynes, Katie 9781409535683 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Young children will love this charming retelling of the much-loved tale. The story of the wooden puppet that 
wants to be a real boy is brought to life in this classic picture book with stunning illustrations and simple text.

The Ant and the Grasshopper Daynes, Katie 9780746096536 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a new title in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. It is a 
thoughtful retelling of Aesop's fable. It's the middle of summer and while the grasshopper is enjoying 
himself, the ant is busy preparing for winter and when winter arrives both the ant and the grasshopper learn 
something about the merits of hard work.

The Enormous Turnip Daynes, Katie 9780746073353 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Each title in this series is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and inspire any child who 
is just beginning to read.

The Reluctant dragon Daynes, Katie 9780746096949 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a new title in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. When 
a young boy meets a dragon who doesn't believe in violence he has to defend his new friend from the slash-
happy St. George the dragonslayer.

The Story of Chocolate Daynes, Katie 9780746080542 £4.99 Usborne 05+

The fascinating history of chocolate, from its origins in the rainforests of Central America to shops and 
factories everywhere. Written as part of the Usborne Young Reading Programme, designed for children just 
beginning to read.

The Story of Diwali Daynes, Katie 9780746096765 £4.99 Usborne 06+

Diwali, the Indian festival of lights, from its beginnings in Hindu and Sikh tradition to how it is celebrated in 
the modern day.

Captain Corelli’s Mandolin De Bernières, 
Louis 749397543 £7.99 Vintage 16+

When the local doctor’s daughter’s letters to her fiancé a member of the underground go unanswered, the 
working of the eternal triangle seems inevitable. But can this fragile love survive.

Little Prince, The De Saint-Exupery, 
Antoine 9780749707231 £5.99 Egmont 11+

A pilot forced to land in the Sahara meets a little prince. The wise and enchanting stories the prince tells of 
his own planet with its three volcanoes and a haughty flower are the result.
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Beegu Deacon , Alexis 9780099417446 £7.99 Red Fox 03+

Beegu is not supposed to be on Earth. She is lost. She is a friendly little creature, but the Earth People don't 
seem very welcoming at all. However, so far she has only met the BIG ones. The little ones are a different 
matter . . .

Groovy Greeks Deary, Terry WBD 2009 £1.00 Scholastic 09+

It's history with the nasty bits left in! Want to know: Why some groovy Greek girls ran about naked 
pretending to be bears? Who had the world's first flushing toilet?

Horrible Histories Cruel Kings and Mean 
Queens Deary, Terry 9781407111827 £7.99 Scholastic 08+

The Gorgeous Georgians tells you about the people who lived in these riotous times. Find out about lords 
and ladies with a personal hygiene problem, outrageous outlaws and pitiful peasants.

Horrible Histories Cut-throat Celts Deary, Terry 9781407104263 £4.99 Scholastic 08+

Read on for some gory stories about suffering saints, gruesome games for Celtic kids, and find out about 
the dreadful Druids, their strange sacrifices and terrible trials.

Horrible Histories Dark Knights and Dingy 
Castles Deary, Terry 9781407111834 £7.99 Scholastic 08+

Packed with frightening facts about the vile Viking invaders and their Saxon enemies, this book takes a look 
at history - with the nasty bits left in. The text contains frightening facts about the vicious Vikings and their 
savage Saxon enemies

Horrible Histories Even More Terrible 
Tudors Deary, Terry 9780590112543 £4.99 Scholastic 08+

Takes you back for another look at the mad Tudor monarchs and their suffering subjects, who just could not 
help losing their heads.

Horrible Histories Frightful First World 
War Deary, Terry 9781407103020 £5.99 Scholastic 08+

Readers can discover all the foul facts about the Frightful First World War, including what the 'Fat King' did 
with food scraps and dead horses, how sniffing your own pee could save your life in a gas attack and why a 
pair of old socks gave away top German secrets. With a bold, accessible new look and a heap of extra-
horrible bits, these bestselling titles are sure to be a huge hit with yet another generation of Terry Deary 
fans.

Horrible Histories Horribly Hilarious Joke 
Book Deary, Terry 9781407108377 £4.99 Scholastic 08+

Hundreds of horribly hilarious historical jokes in one laugh-out-loud book make this a must-have book for 
any Horrible Histories fan. Literally laugh your head off at this comical collection of nasty bits.

Horrible Histories Rotten Rulers Deary, Terry 9780439959360 £7.99 Scholastic 08+

Rotten Rulers gives you the lowdown on the world's most loathsome leaders. From bizarre tsars and evil 
emperors to crazy kings and queens, people all around the world have suffered at the hands of their rulers 
for centuries.
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Horrible Histories Smashing Saxons Deary, Terry 9781407104188 £4.99 Scholastic 08+

It's history with the nasty bits left in! Want to know: who got cow pats as Christmas presents? why wearing a 
pig on your head is lucky? how to make a dead Saxon happy? Discover all the foul facts about the 
Smashing Saxons - all the gore and more!

Horrible Histories Terrible Tudors Deary, Terry 9780590552905 £4.99 Scholastic 08+

One of the "Horrible Histories" series, this gives gruesome details of Tudor life, including cruel kings such 
as Henry VIII.

Horrible Histories The Angry Aztecs Deary, Terry 9780590195690 £4.99 Scholastic 08+

The foulest facts about the people whose idea of fun was ripping out human hearts, and the gory details on 
the incredible empire that was brought down by 260 Spanish invaders and a few germs.

Horrible Histories The Awesome 
Egyptians Deary, Terry 9780590031684 £4.99 Scholastic 08+

History with the nasty bits left in. Awful information about phabulous Pharoahs, mean mummies, revolting 
recipes for 3000 year old sweets, and more. History has never been so horrible!

Horrible Histories The Barmy British 
Empire Deary, Terry 9780439992251 £4.99 Scholastic 08+

Giving you the brutal facts about how Britannia ruled the waves - from infamous antics in India to dreadful 
deeds down under. Read about savage slavers, rotten rebels and nasty natives, go for victory with Queen 
Victoria's quick eastern quiz.

Horrible Histories The Blitzed Brits Deary, Terry 9780590558259 £4.99 Scholastic 08+

This is history with the nasty bits left in. Want to know how to make a rude noise with a gas mask? This 
book provides spiffing slang, foul food facts about rotten rationing, and the terrible facts about London's 
bloodthirsty blackout murders.

Horrible Histories The Gorgeous 
Georgians Deary, Terry 9781407104195 £4.99 Scholastic 08+

Learn all about the Gorgeous Georgians with all the nasty bits left in. You probably thought that Georgians 
just spent their time prancing about in powdered wigs and pantaloons. Find out the horrible truth, like their 
sneaky schemes for hiding personal hygiene problems and about the schoolchildren who went to war with 
their teachers! Includes a grisly quiz to test your knowledge. These bestselling titles are sure to be a huge 
hit with yet another generation of Terry Deary fans.

Horrible Histories The Measly Middle Ages Deary, Terry 9780439944014 £4.99 Scholastic 08+

The "Measley Middle Ages" tells you what life was really like in days of old when knights were bold, women 
wore tall pointy hats and the peasants were revolting.

Horrible Histories The Ruthless Romans Deary, Terry 9780439982375 £4.99 Scholastic 08+

"Ruthless Romans" reveals the grim truth behind the greatest empire of all time - from the terrible twins who 
founded Rome to the evil emperors who made murder into a sport.
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Horrible Histories The Savage Stone Age Deary, Terry 9781407104287 £4.99 Scholastic 08+

The Savage Stone Age clubs you over the head and drags you back to the days when people lived in 
caves, hunted wild animals and had never heard of table manners.

Horrible Histories The Slimy Stuarts Deary, Terry 9780590134828 £4.99 Scholastic 08+

This history book describes the more gruesome side of the Stuart period. It tells why some Stuarts ate 
toads, snails and fleas, which king picked his nose and never washed his hands, and who wore fish on their 
feet.

Horrible Histories The Stormin Normans Deary, Terry 9780439996099 £4.99 Scholastic 08+

This title contains fascinating facts about Bill the Conquerer and his bully boys who battled at Hastings, 
stormed around Europe and joined the Crusades.

Horrible Histories The Twentieth Century Deary, Terry 9780590542661 £7.99 Hippo 08+

From Charlie Chaplin to Margaret Thatcher, this history book follows the events of the 20th century from the 
last days of Queen Victoria to the 1990s.

Horrible Histories The Villainous 
Victorians Deary, Terry 9780439977401 £4.99 Scholastic 08+

Terry revisits one of the best-selling subjects on the list, and gives us more of the grim truth about the nasty 
nineteenth century.

Horrible Histories The Woeful Second 
World War Deary, Terry 9780439943994 £4.99 Scholastic 08+

It's packed with quizzes, sketches and jokes, as well as mini-dramas and real life re-enactments.

Horrible Histories Vicious Vikings, the Deary, Terry 9780439944069 £5.99 Scholastic 08+

Sail back to a vicious time with fearsome seafaring Viking warriors with big boats, big shields and enormous 
ginger beards. Readers can discover all the foul facts about the Vicious Vikings, including Viking Gods in 
wedding dresses, corpses on trial and Death by booby-trapped statues. History with the nasty bits left in! 
2013 is HORRIBLE HISTORIES twentieth anniversary.

Pitt Street Pirates Deary, Terry 9781842999905 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 07+

The Pitt Street Pirates are out on a treasure hunt, with their trusty parrot-cat Minnie. Top comedy by the 
author of Horrible Histories. Roger Redbeard is determined to be a pirate. And with his friends Ellie and 
Sniffle (not to mention Minnie the cat) he seems well on his way to working out the clues to Ruby Rose's 
treasure hunt. But can they find the right treasure?

Terribly True Ghost Stories Deary, Terry 9780439950244 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

From poltergeists and ghost ships to reincarnation and curses, the author of Horrible Histories provides the 
facts behind the phenomena. Terry Deary presents a collection of spooky fact files and supernatural stories 
, including the restless mummy who appears every Hallowe'en and the unexplained "spirit stones" that 
made a couple's life a misery. Guaranteed to send a shiver down every reader's spine| Sometimes fact can 
be stranger than fiction...
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The Hat Trick Deary, Terry 9781842993767 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 07+

Reading age below 8. Seaburn football team meet their rivals and Jud has to step in as goalie. A classic 
football drama with a surprising twist. Barrington Stoke specialise in books for reluctant, struggling and 
dyslexic readers.

True Monster Stories Deary, Terry 9780590550420 £3.50 Scholastic 07+

Incredible? Impossible? Too awful to imagine? But someone, somewhere at some time has sworn that 
each one of these strange stories is true...

Cold Moon, The Deaver, Jeffery 9780340833834 £6.99 Hodder 16+

A young man is found dead in lower Manhattan, the first in a series of victims of a ruthless killer calling 
himself the Watchmaker. His obsession with time drives the Watchmaker to plan the murders with the 
precision of fine timepieces.

The Broken Window Deaver, Jeffery 9780340993705 £7.99 Hoder 14+

He is watching you..........He knows you, better than you know yourself. And he is using his knowledge to 
plan your death.................BUT YOU ARE NOT HIS ONLY VICTIM.................….He is also watching your 
killer...............HE IS ABOUT TO GET AWAY WITH THE PERFECT MURDER.............                                   

Whats the Time, Mr Wolf Debi Gliori 9781408819418 £6.99 Bloomsbury 06+

Accompany Mr Wolf as he goes about his daily routine from breakfast to bedtime - and get to know the real 
Mr Wolf! Little ones will enjoy recognising familiar faces from a plethora of nursery rhymes, including Little 
Red Riding Hood (masquerading as the post girl), three cheeky little pigs (who make prank calls), a cat 
who's a dab hand at the fiddle, plus four and twenty blackbirds . . .

Spook's Book 6 - Spook's Sacrifice Delaney, Joseph 9780370329321 £5.99 Red Fox 13+

As the Spooks apprentice Toms first duty is to protect the County from the dark. But now Mam needs his 
help in her homeland of Greece. One of the most dangerous of the old gods, the Ordeen, is about to return 
there, bringing slaughter and devastation

Spook's Book 1 - Spook's Apprentice Delany, Joseph 9780099456452 £5.99 Red Fox 13+

Thomas Ward is the seventh son of a seventh son and has been apprenticed to the local Spook. The job is 
hard the Spook is distant and many apprentices have failed before. He must learn to exorcise ghosts, 
contain witches and bind boggarts.

Spook's Book 2 - Spook's Curse Delany, Joseph 9780099456469 £5.99 Red Fox 13+

The Spook and his apprentice, Thomas Ward, have travelled to Priestown for some unfinished business. 
For, deep in the catacombs of the cathedral, lurks the Spook's nemesis - The Bane, a creature he has 
never been able to defeat.

Spook's Book 3 - Spook's Secret Delany, Joseph 9780099456476 £5.99 Red Fox 13+

It's time for Tom and his master to move to Anglezarke, the Spook's winter house. Tom has heard it will be 
a sinister and menacing place but nothing could fully prepare him for what he finds there.
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Spook's Book 4 - Spook's Battle Delany, Joseph 9780370328928 £9.99 Red Fox 13+

The fourth instalment in the "Wardstone Chronicles", Mam has returned to her own land, Greece, to fight 
the rising power of the dark there. In a room in the farmhouse, she has left behind trunks and boxes only to 
be opened by her youngest son Tom.

Spook's Book 5 - Spook's Mistake Delany, Joseph 9780370329314 £9.99 Red Fox 13+

Danger increases in the County, Tom is sent far north by his master to be trained by Bill Arkwright, another 
Spook. Arkwright lives in a haunted mill on the edge of a treacherous marsh and his training methods prove 
to be harsh and sometimes cruel.

Genesis Book 1 - River of Ink Dennis, Helen 9781444920437 £6.99 Hodder 13+

When a mystery teenage boy emerges from the River Thames drenched, distressed and unable to 
remember anything about himself, he becomes the focus of worldwide media speculation. Unable to 
communicate, the River Boy is given paper and a pencil and begins to scribble. Soon a symbol emerges, 
but the boy has no idea why he has drawn it even thought it's the only clue to the mystery of his identity...

Just Listen Dessen, Sarah 9780141322919 £6.99 Puffin 13+

I'm Annabel. I'm the girl who has it all. Model looks, intelligence, a great social life. I'm one of the lucky ones. 
Aren't I? My 'best friend' Sophie is spreading rumours about me. My family is slowly falling apart.

The Truth about Forever Dessen, Sarah 9780141322926 £6.99 Penguin 13+

On the outside, Macy Queen is cool and calm. On the inside, she's breaking, silently struggling with her 
Dad's death. It's only when she meets a group of new friends - and artistic, sexy Wes catches her eye

This Lullaby Dessen, Sarah 9780142501559 £8.99 Speak 14+

'This modern-day romance narrated by a cynical heroine offers a balance of wickedly funny moments and 
universal teen traumas.'

13 Hours Dhami, Narinder 9781848531161 £6.99 Tamirind 11+

You were invisible. Now your every move is monitored by masked strangers. 
You looked after your mum, your best friend. Now you barely know her. 
Everything can change in thirteen hours.

Bindi Babes Book 2 - Bollywood Babes Dhami, Narinder 9780440865131 £4.99 Corgi 07+

When Geena, Amber and Jazz's school is desperate for funds, the girls' formidable young auntie steps in 
with a fantastic idea for a fundraising. An end of term Bollywood party.

Bindi Babes Book 3 - Bhangra Babes Dhami, Narinder 9780440866282 £4.99 Yearling 07+

Amber, Jazz and Geena have finally secured their auntie's engagement to the gorgeous Mr Arora, but now 
it's time for a little romance of their own. There's a gorgeous new boy at school called Rocky. He looks 
divine, loves music and is seriously well-off - his parents have built him his own recording studio. But which 
of the sisters does he like best? As they vie for his attention, the sisters come up with ever more intricate 
tricks to outdo each other and catch his attention
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Bindi Babes Book 4 - Superstar Babes Dhami, Narinder 9780440867296 £4.99 Yearling 07+

Amber, Jazz and Geena are three sisters on a mission. They really want to have something to act as a 
memorial to their mum, but what could go for? They eventually settle on a great idea - they'll get the new 
library at school named after her. They take the idea to their teachers but there's a fly in the ointment - for 
the teachers to agree, the girls must first raise some money to help the library and stock it with books!

Grow Up, Dad! Dhami, Narinder 9781842992043 £2.78 Barrington Stoke 06+

Robbie's dad just doesn't understand him so Robbie wishes he could be 11 years old - just like Robbie! But 
he never imagines his wish will come true! A fast-paced, action-packed comedy.

Tale of Despereaux Di Camillo, Kate 9780744598698 £6.99 Walker 09+

This is the story of Despereaux Tilling, a mouse in love with music, stories and a princess named Pea. It is 
also the story of a rat called Roscuro and a serving girl called Miggery Sow.

A Tale of Two Cities Dickens, Charles 9781853260391 £1.99 Wordsworth 14+

A story of the French Revolution set in London and Paris. Sydney Carton sacrifices his life on the guillotine 
for the happiness of Lucie Manette, the French girl he loves.

Christmas Carol and Other Christmas 
Books Dickens, Charles 9780199536306 £6.99 OUP 11+

This edition reprints the story alongside Dickens's four other Christmas Books: The Chimes, The Cricket on 
the Hearth, The Battle of Life, and The Haunted Man. All five stories show Dickens at his unpredictable best

Christmas Carol, A Dickens, Charles 140367233 £3.99 Puffin 11+

On Christmas Eve Scrooge sits in his counting-house with not a kind word for a soul, just wanting to be left 
alone until the ‘humbug’ of Christmas is over.

Hard Times Dickens, Charles 140620443 £1.50 Puffin 14+

Hard Times is both a tragic story of human oppression and a dazzling work of political satire.  It depicts 
Coketown, a typical red-brick industrial city of the north. In its schools and factories children and adults are 
caged and enslaved.

Oliver Twist Dickens, Charles 9780140620467 £2.00 Penguin 11+

Oliver Twist is an orphan who was born in a workhouse. After an unhappy apprenticeship, Oliver runs away 
to London where he falls in with thieves, headed by Fagin. He is rescued by Mr Brownlow but the gang 
kidnap him back.

Oliver Twist, The play of Dickens, Charles - 
Bryant, Nigel 435233130 £5.75 Nelson Thornes 11+

This series of contemporary plays includes structured GCSE assignments for use by individuals or groups. 
These include questions which involve close reading, writing and discussion. This play is an adaptation of 
Charles Dickens's complex story, and can be performed by a cast of 11 to 30.
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Great Expectations Dickens,Charles 192833596 £4.99 OUP 11+

Great Expectations charts Pip's progress from childhood to adulthood and the extraordinary characters he 
encounters, showing the danger of being driven by a desire for wealth and social status.

Bedtime Treasury Dickins, Rosie 9780746089460 £12.99 Usborne 03+

This is a magical, illustrated collection of 25 stories perfect for curling up with at bedtime.

Dracula Dickins, Rosie 9780746084472 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Jonathan Harker has no idea of the horrors that await him in Castle Dracula. An ancient evil is alive and 
hungry for new blood. Can Jonathan and his friends defeat it?

Fairy Tales for Bedtime Dickins, Rosie 9781409550648 £9.99 Usborne 03+

An illustrated and bound collection of traditional stories, freshly retold for today's children. It is written for 
reading aloud to young children, or for older children to read themselves.

Frankenstein Dickins, Rosie 9780746089446 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Victor Frankenstein dreams of creating life. As lightning flashes across the sky, his creature stirs. Will it be 
the perfect being he imagines, or a monster?

Magic Porridge Pot Dickins, Rosie 9781409550594 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the gloriously gloopy tale of a magic porridge pot and what happens when it can't be stopped.

Othello Dickins, Rosie 9781409564386 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Deals with William Shakespeare's tragic play about The Moor of Venice. Part of the Usborne Reading 
Programme, this title is fully illustrated and retold for younger readers.

Stories of Unicorns Dickins, Rosie 9780746071618 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Inspired by the myths and legends that surround this legendary creature, this book includes tales of three 
unusual unicorns; one befriends a kitchen maid, another manages to outwit a greedy hunter - whilst the third 
unicorn simply loves strawberries! 

The Dragon Painter Dickins, Rosie 9780746070505 £4.99 Usborne 04+

The Dragon Painter' is written especially for children who are learning to read. With delightful illustrations, 
this book combines a great story with simple text to excite and inspire any beginner reader.
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The Emporer and the Nightingale Dickins, Rosie 9780746078877 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Each of these four exciting new stories is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and 
inspire any child who is just beginning to read.

The Fish that Talked Dickins, Rosie 9780746085554 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Based on a traditional Indian tale, the story follows Manu, who one day rescues a tiny talking fish from a 
stream and gets far more than he bargained for.

The Genie in the Bottle Dickins, Rosie 9780746096482 £4.99 Usborne 04+

A poor fisherman goes fishing, but catches an old bottle instead of a fish. When he opens the bottle, he 
accidentally releases a big, bad genie

The Impressionists Dickins, Rosie 9780746090206 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Today, Impressionist paintings draw blockbuster crowds to museums and art galleries, and sell for millions 
at auction. But who were the artists that painted 150 years ago, why did they upset people and how did they 
come to be known as the Impressionists?

The Magic Melon Dickins, Rosie 9781409535850 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a lively retelling of an old Chinese tale. Lee is too lazy to grow any food, so he gets very hungry. 
Then he plants a magic melon - but things don't go as planned…

The Roly-Poly Rice Ball Dickins, Rosie 9781409535843 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Aimed at children who are beginning to read. In this delightful retelling of a Japanese fairy tale, a poor 
woodcutter follows his runaway rice ball to an underground kingdom ruled by magical mice.

The Runaway Princess Dickins, Rosie 9781409535928 £4.99 Usborne 05+

A princess runs away to avoid marriage, taking three of her favourite gowns with her. She works hard, 
herding geese in a tatty donkeyskin cloak, but when she thinks no one is looking, she tries on one of her 
beautiful gowns. She is spotted by a prince who falls in love with her at first sight, but she runs away. How 
will he find her? And what will he think when he finds out that she's just a goose girl? A variation of the 
Cinderella story, this version is based on Donkeyskin, a 300-year-old story by the French author, Charles 
Perra lt

The Story of the Monkey King Dickins, Rosie 9780746077641 £4.99 Usborne 05+

When the Monkey King angers the Emperor of Heaven, he is set a task by Buddha to determine whether 
he is to be punished or not. Will he pass or will he fail? 

The Tempest Dickins, Rosie 9781409506720 £4.99 Usborne 06+

Prospero and his daughter Miranda are stranded on a lonely desert island. Then a magical storm washes a 
royal ship ashore - and Prospero finally has the chance to right old wrongs. Shakespeare s classic romantic 
comedy retold for children growing in reading confidence and ability.
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The Wizard of Oz Dickins, Rosie 9780746070536 £4.99 Usborne 06+

When Dorothy is whizzed to Oz in a tornado, she lands in a place where nothing is quite as it seems. Can 
she find the Wizard, defeat the Wicked Witch of the West, and be granted her wish to return to Kansas?

Twelfth Night Dickins, Rosie 9780746099001 £4.99 Usborne 06+

Shakespeare's classic comedy is retold in this title. When Viola is left shipwrecked on the coast of Illyria, 
she must disguise herself as a boy for protection. But when she becomes a page for Duke Orsino, things 
start to get a little complicated.

Why the Sea is Salty Dickins, Rosie 9780746096895 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a new title in the fantastic "First Reading" series, based on a Korean folktale, aimed at children who 
are beginning to read. The King has a magic millstone, which can make anything he asks for. He keeps the 
millstone well hidden, but a clever thief tricks a guard into telling him where to find it. 

Mortal Chaos Dickinson, Matt 9780192757135 £6.99 OUP 13+

When a butterfly startles a young rabbit, and the rabbit makes a horse rear, it starts a chain of events, over 
the course of one day, that will change people's lives . . . and end people's lives. 

Tears of a Salamander Dickinson, Peter 9780330415408 £5.99 Macmillan 14+

The magical salamander live in the fiery heart of the volcano. When they weep, their tears heal any illness, 
any wound. Alfredo wears a tiny golden salamander round his neck. It is a strange gift from a mysterious 
uncle he’s never met.

Doctor Who and the Face of Evil Dicks, Terrance 9780426200062 £3.50 W.H. Allen 11+

Setting the controls for earth, the Doctor is surprised when the Tardis lands in a primeval forest. He meets 
Leela, a warrior banished from her tribe, and must do battle with the all-powerful computer Xoanon

Doctor Who and the Genesis of the 
Daleks Dicks, Terrance 9780426112600 £2.50 Tandem 11+

A story featuring the further adventures of the time traveller Dr Who, as he journeys through time and space 
with a variety of companions. This work is based on the television series of the same title.

Great Googly Moogly, the Dicmas, Courtney 9781846436390 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

Nobody has ever been able to catch The Great Googly Moogly – a giant and terrifying fish of legend. But 
Stella aims to do just that. Armed with fishing gear and differing baits, she sets out every day to realise her 
dream, whatever the weather. But what will she do if she succeeds?

Enid Blyton's  Naughtiest Girl Helps a 
Friend Digby, Anne 9780340917749 £4.99 Hodder Children's 

Books 08+

How can the naughtiest girl be good at camp with horrible Arabella in the very same 
tent?..................especially when she's busy stirring up trouble for Elizabeth's best friend Joan…..
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Enid Blyton's Naughtiest Girl Keeps a 
Secret Digby, Anne 9780340917732 £4.99 Hodder Children's 

Books 08+

Elizabeth intends never to be naughty again. But when John entrusts her with his secret, the naughtiest girl 
finds herself in deeper trouble than ever…….

Cars Storybook Collection Disney 9781407560335 £6.99 Parragon 05+

Rev your engines and roll into Radiator Springs with this cool collection of Cars adventures. Track down a 
lost tractor with Al, complete an off-road assault course with Sarge and try new racing tricks with Lightning 
McQueen. This high-octane treasury brings the Cars four wheeled world to life for children to enjoy time and 
time again.

Finding Nemo Disney 1844220656 £2.50 Ladybird 03+

On Australia's Great Barrier Reef live two Clownfish, Marlin and his son Nemo. Nemo can't swim very well 
because of his damaged fin but he doesn't shy away from adventure. One day he swims too far, is captured 
by scuba divers and plunged into a dentist's fish tank in Sydney. Marlin embarks on an epic journey in 
search of Nemo

Hannah Montana - The Movie Disney 9781407546872 £4.99 Parragon 07+

When fame goes to Miley's head, her father sends her back to her roots in Tennessee. Trading her sparkly 
costumes for overalls, Miley's in for a big adjustment,

High School Musical - Book of the Film Disney 9781405491495 £3.99 Parragon 07+

The story of the film, how Troy and Gabriella meet and fall in love.

Treasure Planet - Novelisation Disney 9780141316222 £3.99 Puffin 07+

A re-telling of the animated Disney film "Treasure Planet", this book follows Jim Hawkins, a rebellious solar-
surfing teenager, on an adventure beyond his wildest dreams. In search of treasure, Jim finds himself 
involved in battles and betrayal.

Kenny and the Dragon DiTerlizzi, Tony 9781847384072 £7.99 Simon & Schuster 07+

Kenneth is a little rabbit with a very big problem. His two best friends are heading for a battle of legendary 
proportions - with each other!

Little Boat Docherty, Thomas 9781840118360 £5.99 Templar 03+

The ocean ia a big place, and I am just a little boat ... but still I sail on ...

Hairy Maclary from Donaldson's Dairy Dodd, Lynley 9780140505313 £5.99 Puffin 03+

Hairy Maclary goes off for a walk with a few of his friends - and comes up against a nasty surprise, in the 
shape of the cat Scarface Claw, who chases the dogs away
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Grk Book 1 - A Dog Called Grk Doder, Joshua 9781842703847 £4.99 Anderson 07+

Tim finds a stray dog on the way home from school. He knows what he has to do. He catches a plane to 
Eastern Europe. . . He will have to break into a high security prison, pilot a helicopter, and run for the border 
in his high-octane adventure.

Grk Book 2 - Grk and the Pelotti Gang Doder, Joshua 9781842705278 £5.99 Andersen 08+

A trip to Brazil should be fun, right? Well, it's certainly exciting, as Tim and his dog Grk zip through the 
streets of Rio at high speed after the notorious Pelotti gang. Then their plane crashes in the jungle, and they 
find themselves having to fight to the death on the world's biggest waterfall. Will it be enough to stop the 
most dangerous criminals in South America? You'll just have to read to find out!

Grk Book 3 - Grk and the Hot Dog Trail Doder, Joshua 9781842705537 £4.99 Anderson 07+

New York might be the Big Apple, but for Tim it's sausage city! A priceless golden statue has been stolen 
and Tim has a vital clue. He follows the trail of hot dogs in a sizzling chase - helped by the hottest dog of all, 
Grk!

Grk Book 4 - Grk Operation Tortoise Doder, Joshua 9781842705599 £4.99 Anderson 07+

When Tim discovers a man badly hurt on a beach, his sun-kissed relaxing holiday in the Seychelles takes 
on a more dangerous twist. He and Grk are the only ones, it seems, who want to know what happened.

Grk Book 6 - Grk Takes Revenge Doder, Joshua 9781842706619 £4.99 Andersen 08+

Tim and Natascha realise to their horror that Max has gone to Paris to confront their first adversary, Colonel 
Zinfandel, the dictator of Stanislavia. They rush after him, with their intrepid dog Grk. Will Max overstep the 
mark and do something dangerous? Will Colonel Zinfandel be a ruthless and violent as he is has been 
before? And how can two children and a dog do any good? All will be revealed when they reach Paris!

Grk Book 7 - Grk Down Under Doder, Joshua 9781842709313 £4.99 Andersen 08+

When Grk sniffs some succulent sausages, he can't resist following his nose - and ends up on the other 
side of the world. He's in Australia, the land of surfing, sharks and the Red Jelly Gang, a ruthless band of 
crooks who have taken over the Sydney Opera House. Somehow, Tim will have to travel halfway around 
the planet, rescue his beloved dog and outwit the most wicked villains in the Southern Hemisphere.

Grk Book 8 - Grk and the Phoney 
Macaroni Doder, Joshua 9781842709320 £4.99 Andersen 08+

Tim and Grk's eighth amazing adventure takes them to the home of pizza, pasta and the leaning tower of 
Pisa. There they meet the Duke of Macaroni, a man with a terrible secret which he will do anything to hide.

Grk Book 5 - Grk Smells a Rat Doder, Joshua. 9781842706602 £4.99 Anderson 07+

India. The country of curry, chutney, tigers, the Taj Mahal...and the blue rat gang. In Delhi, hundreds of 
children have been enslaved. Will no one help them? Does no one care? One person does.

Waves Dogar, Sharon 9781905294602 £6.99 Chicken House 14+

Hal's mind is crowded with thoughts of Charley, and the events that led to her accident on the beach last 
summer - thoughts which, he comes to realise, are not entirely his own.
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Children of Winter Doherty, Berlie 9781846470264 £5.99 Catnip 11+

This gripping and haunting adventure is inspires by the true story of the village of Eyam which in 1665 cut 
itself off from the rest of Derbyshire, so that no other village would catch the plague.

Dear Nobody Doherty, Berlie 9780141311760 £5.99 Puffin 14+

The story of two teenagers with an unplanned pregnancy, told from their points of view. They are studying 
for their A-levels, and although the girl does not end up going to college, the child reconciles her family.

Granny Was a Buffer Girl Doherty, Berlie 9780749723842 £6.50 Heinemann 11+

This story tells the tale of 18 year-old Jess, who is about to embark on a year's adventure in France, but, 
before she goes, she wants to learn all the family secrets, its love stories and its ghost stories too.

Street Child Doherty, Berlie 9780140379365 £3.99 Puffin 09+

Jim Jarvis, a young orphan who escapes the workhouse in 1860's London and survives brutal treatment 
and desperate circumstances until he is taken in by Dr. Barnardo, founder of a school for the city's "ragged" 
children.

Tilly Mint and the Dodo Doherty, Berlie 9780006732501 £2.25 Young Lions 07+

With the help of her friend Mrs Hardcastle, Tilly Mint goes back in time and meets the last dodo on earth. 
They become friends, and with Mrs Hardcastle's magic she enables the dodo to escape the hunters who 
are after her.

Mr Bunny's chocolate factory Dolan, Elys 9780192746207 £6.99 OUP 05+

Go behind the scenes of Mr Bunny's chocolate factory! 
An irresistible look at the workings of Mr Bunny's chocolate factory! Packed with cross-over humour to 
amuse kids and big kids too with artwork full of details for poring over time and time again.

New LiBEARian, The Donald, Alison 9781848862234 £6.99 Maverick Arts 
Publishing 05+

It's storytime at the library but Miss Merryweather, the librarian, is missing! Dee and her friends go in search 
of her but instead find a rather hairy, new liBEARian!

A Squash and a Squeeze Donaldson, Julia 9781405004770 £5.99 MacMillan 03+

A little old lady thinks her house is a squash and a squeeze but, with the advice of
a wise old man and the help of a few farmyard animals, she soon discovers that it's
not as small as she thought.

Cave Baby Donaldson, Julia 9780330522762 £6.99 MacMillan 03+

A hairy mammoth takes a cheeky little baby on a thrilling ride through a moonlit landscape populated by a 
sabre-toothed tiger, a leaping hare, a laughing hyena and even, just maybe, by a big brown bear
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Charlie Cook's Favourite Book Donaldson, Julia 9781405034708 £5.99 MacMillan 03+

Charlie Cook is reading a book about a pirate captain, who is reading a book about
Goldilocks, who is reading about a knight, who is reading about a frog... From
kings and queens to aliens and ghosts, this is an entertaining read.

Gruffalo, The Donaldson, Julia 333710932 £5.99 MacMillan 03+

A rhyming story of a mouse and a monster. Little mouse goes for a walk in a
dangerous forest. To scare off his enemies, he invents tales of a fantastical
creature called the Gruffalo. Imagine his surprise when he meets the real Gruffalo!

Gruffalo's Child, The Donaldson, Julia 1405020458 £5.99 MacMillan 03+

The Gruffalo said that no gruffalo should ever set foot in the deep dark wood. But
one wild windy night the Gruffalo's Child ignores her father's warning and tiptoes
out into the snow. After all the Big Bad mouse doesn't really exist . . .

Highway Rat, the Donaldson, Julia 9781407124377 £10.99 Alison Green 03+

Give me your buns and your biscuits! Give me your chocolate éclairs! For I am the Rat of the highway, and 
the Rat Thief never shares!' Life is not safe for the other animals, as the villainous Highway Rat gallops 
along the highway, stealing their food. Clover from a rabbit; nuts from a squirrel - he even steals his own 
horse's hay. Will he finally meet his comeuppance, in the form of a cunning duck? A fabulous, rollicking 
rhyme, in the style of the famous Alfred Noyes poem, 'The Highwayman', from the authors of 'The Gruffalo' 
and 'Zog'

Monkey Puzzle Donaldson, Julia 9780333720011 £5.99 MacMillan 03+

Can Butterfly help Little Monkey find his mum? Yes, but only after a lot of trial and error as Butterfly 
misunderstands Monkey's descriptions and leads him to all kinds of unsuitable animals.

Night Monkey, Day Monkey Donaldson, Julia 9780749748937 £5.99 Egmont 03+

Trying to play together allows Day Monkey and Night Monkey to each see how the other views the world.

Rhyming Rabbit, the Donaldson, Julia 9780230741034 £10.99 MacMillan 03+

Poor old Rhyming Rabbit is feeling lonely and left out. None of his fellow rabbits appreciate his carefully 
thought-out poems. And as for the other woodland animals? They just tell him to be quiet!

Room on the Broom Donaldson, Julia 333903382 £5.99 MacMillan 03+

A story of a good-natured witch and her contented, purring, cat flying through the
air on a broomstick without a care in the world - until the wind blows away the
witch's hat.

Singing Mermaid, the Donaldson, Julia 9781447210856 £6.99 MacMillan 03+

The singing mermaid is tempted away from her home at Silversands to join the circus. The audiences love 
her but the poor mermaid, kept in a tank by the wicked circus owner Sam Sly, soon longs to return to the 
freedom of the sea. Will she ever escape?
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Smartest Giant in Town, The Donaldson, Julia 333963962 £5.99 MacMillan 03+

George the giant is not only smart but also kind ... gentle verse and bold illustration.

Snail and the Whale, The Donaldson, Julia   033398224X £5.99 MacMillan 03+

One tiny snail longs to see the world and hitches a lift on the tail of a whale. Together they go on an 
amazing journey, past icebergs and volcanoes, sharks and penguins, and the little snail feels so small in the 
vastness of the world.

Stick Man Donaldson, Julia 9781407106175 £5.99 Alison Green 03+

"Stick Man lives in the family tree With his Stick Lady Love and their stick children three." But it's dangerous 
being a Stick Man.

Superworm Donaldson, Julia 9781407132044 £10.99 Alison Green 03+

Superworm is super-long. Superworm is super-strong. Watch him wiggle! See him
squirm! There's no other worm like SUPERWORM! Never fear, Superworm's here!

Tabby McTat Donaldson, Julia 9781407109244 £10.99 Alison Green 03+

Fred the busker and his cat, Tabby McTat, are purr-fectly happy, singing together
all day long. But when Fred gives chase to a thief, the two are separated. Will they
ever find each other again?

Troll, the Donaldson, Julia 9780230017948 £6.99 MacMillan 03+

A crew of clueless pirates, one hairy troll and barrels o'laughs!

Tyrannosaurus Drip Donaldson, Julia 9781405090001 £5.99 Macmillan 03+

Everyone knows that tyrannosauruses are big and scary, so when a placid duckbill dinosaur's egg ends up 
in the wrong nest confusion is sure to ensue!

What the Ladybird Heard Song, the Donaldson, Julia WBD 2012 £1.00 MacMillan 03+

Especially created for World Book Day 2012, this fun farmyard song is based on
the hugely popular WHAT THE LADYBIRD HEARD (9780-230-70650-7). With
MOOing and HISSing and BAAing and CLUCKing, the farmyard is full of noise.

Zog Donaldson, Julia 9781407115597 £6.99 Alison Green 03+

Zog is the keenest dragon in school. He's also the most accident-prone. Luckily, a
mysterious little girl always comes by and patches up his bumps and bruises. But
will she be able to help him with his toughest test - capturing a princess?
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Paper Dolls Donaldson, Julia 9781447220145 £6.99 MacMillan 06+

A string of paper dolls go on a fantastical adventure through the house and out into the garden. They soon 
escape the clutches of the toy dinosaur and the snapping jaws of the oven-glove crocodile, but then a very 
real pair of scissors threatens.

Tiddler Donaldson, Julia 9781407106212 £6.99 Alison Green 03+

The smallest fish can tell the tallest tales ... "Sorry I'm late, Miss. I set off really early but on the way to 
school I was captured by a squid. I wriggled and I struggled till a turtle came and rescued me." "Oh, no, he 
didn't." "OH, YES, HE DID." Tiddler is a little fish with a BIG imagination! What ever will he come up with 
next?

Wriggle and Roar!: Rhymes to Join in with Donaldson, Julia & 
Sharratt, Nick 9781405021661 £5.99 MacMillan 03+

A strange visitor comes to the Murry house and beckons Meg, her brother Charles and their friend Calvin 
on a most dangerous and extraordinary adventure one that will threaten their lives and our universe.

My Story - Viking Blood: A Viking Warrior 
AD 1008 Donkin, Andrew 9781407104812 £6.99 Scholastic 08+

It's 1008 AD, and after being injured in a raid that goes horribly wrong, Tor Scaldbane is devastated at 
losing his chance to be a legendary warrior. But then he remembers the sagas of his ancestors; glorious, 
bloody battles, ancient heroes, powerful gods ... and realizes that all might not be lost after all...

Gathering Light, A Donnelly, Jennifer 747570639 £6.99 Bloomsbury 11+

Mattie is torn between her familial responsibilities, her desire to be a writer, and the excitement of a first 
romance. Her dilemmas and choices are quietly reflected in the life of a young woman found drowned in a 
lake.

Revolution Donnelly, Jennifer 9781408801512 £6.99 Bloomsbury 16+

Andi lives in New York and is dealing with the emotional turmoil of her younger brother's accidental death. 
Alex lives in Paris and is a companion to the dauphin, the young son of Marie-Antoinette and Louis XVI, 
during the violent days of the French Revolution. When Andi is sent to Paris to get her out of the trouble 
she's so easily enveloped by in New York, their two stories collide, and Andi finds a way to reconcile herself 
not only to her past but also to her future. This is a heart-wrenchingly beautiful, evocative portrait of lives 
torn apart b grief and mended b lo e

Complete children's cookbook Dorling Kindersley 9781409353164 £19.99 Dorling Kindersley 10+

The perfect children's cookbook packed with loads of great recipies and step by step guide to making them.

Dinosaurs and Dinner-Ladies Dougherty, John 9781910959565 £6.99 Otter-Barry Books 08+

In dining halls of long ago When dinosaurs sat down to dine, Did prehistoric dinner-ladies Keep them all in 
line? What's the REAL reason the dinosaurs died out? Can anyone rescue Class 2M from the wild dinner-
ladies? And what will happen when Class 2M meet a lion?

Niteracy Hour Dougherty, John 9780552550826 £3.99 Corgi 05+

Jim is a head-louse, newly hatched from a nit on Gregory's head. But as Gregory is a good listener and it's 
'in his blood', Jim's breakfast turns him into a good listener too and suddenly school storytime changes from 
Literacy Hour to Niteracy Hour
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Bog Child Dowd, Siobhan 9780385614269 £10.99 David Fickling 14+

Digging for peat in the mountain with his Uncle Tally, Fergus finds something that makes his heart stop. 
Curled up deep in the bog is the body of a child. And it looks like she's been murdered.

London Eye Mystery, The Dowd, Siobhan 9780385612661 £8.99 David Fickling 09+

A thrilling adventure story - after Ted's cousin Salim disappears from a pod in mid-air on the London Eye, 
he and his sister become embroiled in a race against time to find him.

Swift Pure Cry, A Dowd, Siobhan 9780099488163 £5.99 Definitions 11+

After her mother died, fifteen-year-old Shell is left to take care of her younger brother and sister and her 
drunken father. They live in a small Irish village in a little farmhouse. Life is difficult.

Before I Die Downham, Jenny 9781862304871 £6.99 Definitions 14+

With only months left to live, 16-year-old Tessa makes a list of things she must experience: sex, petty 
crime, fame, drugs and true love.

You Against Me Downham, Jenny 9781849920483 £6.99 David Fickling 13+

If someone hurts your sister and you're any kind of man, you seek revenge, right?
If your brother's accused of a terrible crime but says he didn't do it, you defend him, don't you?
When Mikey's sister claims a boy assaulted her, his world begins to fall apart.
When Ellie's brother is charged with the offence, her world begins to unravel.
When Mikey and Ellie meet, two worlds collide.

Heroes (Usborne True Stories) Dowswell, Paul 9780746088333 £5.99 Usborne 10+

This volume contains stories about the men and women whose extraordinary courage has captured the 
imagination of millions. From spies to test pilots, doctors to explorers, it recounts their spirit, integrity or 
resolve in detail.

Hen's Cake Doyle, Malachy 9781416916666 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 04+

When Heidi the Hen bakes a tasty birthday cake, she's in for a BIG surprise! Suddenly, the cake jumps 
down from the table, races out of the door and disappears down the street. Heidi is hot on the trail of her 
tasty treat but will she be able to catch it?

Greyhound of a Girl Doyle, Roddy 9781407129341 £6.99 Marion Lloyd 10+

12 year old Mary's beloved grandmother is near the end of her life. Letting go is hard - until Granny's long-
dead mammy appears. Her ghost has returned to help her dying daughter say goodbye to the ones she 
loves. But first she needs to take them all on a road trip to the past. A GREYHOUND OF A GIRL is a 
perfectly-pitched, funny and tender tale about four generations of an Irish family, and the special bonds 
between mothers and daughters. It will entrance readers from 10 to adult.

Paddy Clarke Ha Ha Ha Doyle, Roddy 9780435124311 £6.60 Heineman 11+

Paddy Clarke is 10 years old. He likes Manchester United, torturing his brother, pouring salt on slugs and 
lighting fires. His best friend is Kevin and their names are written in cement all over Barrytown.
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The Giggler Treatment Doyle, Roddy 9781407105246 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

Mr Mack is about to step foot-first into a fate he doesn't deserve. He is about to experience the giggler 
treatment. The gigglers are magical pranksters who exact appropriate revenge on adults who have been 
mean to children

Happiness is a Watermelon on your Head Dreis, Stella 9781907912054 £6.99 Phoenix Yard 05+

It's completely mad. One ridiculously joyful lady, cauliflower hats, fish bonnets, other assorted crazy 
headgear, a few very large animals, a pet boar called Melvin and a whole lot of watermelons. Three 
miserable women discover that the key to happiness is very pink and very messy. Oh, and the watermelons 
rhyme...

Birds and Other Stories Du Maurier, 
Daphne 9781844080878 £7.99 Virgo 14+

The birds become hostile after a harsh winter with little food -- first the seagulls, then birds of prey, and 
finally even small birds -- all turn against mankind.

Don't Look Now and Other Stories Du Maurier, 
Daphne 141188375 £8.99 Penguin 14+

John and Laura have come to Venice to try and escape the pain of their young daughter's death. But when 
they encounter two old women who claim to have second sight.

Jamaica Inn Du Maurier, 
Daphne 9781844080397 £7.99 Virago Press 14+

Bodmin Moor in Cornwall. Within these bleak and hostile moors sits the solitary and isolated inn presided 
over by the frightening and cruel drunkard, Joss Merlyn. But is he the real villain, or is he just being used by 
an even more powerful force?

Rebecca Du Maurier, 
Daphne 9781844080380 £7.99 Virago 14+

A young wife finds her happiness over-shadowed by the memory of her husband's brilliant first wife, 
Rebecca.

The Rig Ducie, Joe 978-1471402197 £6.99 Hot Key Books 13+

15-year-old Will Drake has made a career of breaking out from high-security prisons. His talents have 
landed him at the Rig, a specialist juvenile holding facility in the middle of the Arctic Ocean. No one can 
escape from the Rig. No one except for Drake...After making some escape plans and meeting the first real 
friends of his life, Drake quickly realises that all is not as it seems on the Rig

Gigantosaurus Duddle, Jonny 9781783700516 £6.99 Templar Publishing 05+

Each dinosaur mum said, "Beware my child, of the GIGANTOSAURUS so fierce and wild. His feet go 
STOMP! His jaws go CRUNCH! In the blink of an eye you'll be his LUNCH!"

Lucky in the Doghouse Duffey, Betsy 9780141303680 £3.99 puffin 05+

George loves his new puppy, Lucky, but Lucky is out of control. If George can’t stop Lucky barking at night 
and making puddles in the house, Mum and Dad say he will have to go!
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Mean Time (Poetry) Duffy, Carol Ann 9780856463037 £7.95 Anvil Press 15+

Contains strong language.Scenes from childhood, adolescence and adulthood, finding moments of grace or 
consolation in memory, love and language amid the complexities of life. These are powerful poems of loss, 
betrayal and desire.

Meeting Midnight (Poetry) Duffy, Carol Ann 9780571201204 £4.99 Faber and Faber 11+

In these poems the boundaries between real and imagined lives are blurred to sometimes disturbing effect. 
The anxieties that beset us as we’re growing up become palpable

World's Wife, The Duffy, Carol Ann 9780330372220 £8.99 Picador 16+

This book contains poetry chosen by Carol Ann Duffy from her previous volumes Standing Female Nude, 
Selling Manhattan, The Other Country, Mean Time and her forthcoming The World's Wife.

Count of Monte Cristo, the Dumas, Alexandre 9781853267338 £6.49 Wordsworth 14+

The story of Edmund Dantes, self-styled Count of Monte Cristo, is told with consummate skill. The victim of 
a miscarriage of justice, Dantes is fired by a desire for retribution and empowered by a stroke of 
providence.

Man in the Iron Mask Dumas, Alexandre 9781840224351 £6.99 Wordsworth 16+

For years a young man known only as Philippe has languished in the Bastille, ignorant of the crime for 
which he has been condemned, until a visitor reveals the circumstances of his imprisonment.

Lollopy Dunbar, Joyce 9780006641872 £4.99 Picture Lions 05+

Lollopy is Sophie's toy rabbit. He has long, lollopy ears, arms and legs. One day, Sophie goes to the wood 
and, by mistake, leaves Lollopy behind.

Hello Tilly Dunbar, Polly 9781406309065 £9.99 Walker 03+

Tilly is a little girl who lives with her five animal friends in a little yellow house, and
readers meet them all, one by one.

I Know What You Did Last Summer Duncan, Lois 9780440228448 £3.99 Bantam 13+

Four teenagers try to conceal their responsibility for a hit-and-run accident while being pursued by a mystery 
figure seeking revenge.

Allie's Rabbit Dunmore, Helen 9780749735302 £3.99 Mammoth 07+

Allie has wanted a rabbit for ages and ages. She's saved enough money and she's chosen the rabbit she 
likes best in the pet shop. But Mum still says no! Now Allie has a plan, but can she persuade her big sister 
Jacqueline to help her?
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Billy Monster's Daymare Durant, Alan 9780192726506 £5.99 OUP 05+

Billy Monster can't sleep. There are chinks of scary light creeping into his bedroom and he has woken up 
twice after horrible daymares about boys and girls.

Game Boy Galactic Durant, Alan 9781842996614 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 09+

Reading level age 8, Muzzy's escaped his war-torn homeland and now must find his way in the UK. He's 
lonely until he's given a mysterious old game boy game which transports him inside.

I Love you, Little Monkey Durant, Alan 9780689874826 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

What do you get when a little monkey grows bored? A giant mess of squashed figs, a bounced-on bed... 
and a very cross Big Monkey! But although Big Monkey doesn't always like Little Monkey's behaviour, one 
thing is clear: Big Monkey never stops loving Little Monkey.

Stat Man Durant, Alan 9781842995433 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 11+

Meet Arnie - the original football anorak! There isn't a bit of football trivia he doesn't know. But what about 
his skills on the pitch? Barrington Stoke specialise in books for reluctant, struggling and dyslexic readers.

Cross Your Heart, Connie Pickles Durrant, Sabine 9780141319407 £5.99 Puffin 13+

Welcome to the world of Connie Pickles. Best Friend #1 - Julie: Big boobs. Big ideas. Big fibber. Best 
Friend #2 - William: Giver of chocolate buttons. A shoulder for Connie to cry on. Makes other girls flutter 
and blush. Best Friend #3 - Delilah: hormone-crazed victim of a girls-only school. Flutters and blushes A 
LOT. Mother: French. Beautiful. Broke. Bra-expert. A romantic disaster area. Needs help.

Ooh La La! Connie Pickles Durrant, Sabine 9780141319414 £5.99 Puffin 11+

Connie Pickles is fulfilling her destiny. She's in Paris, and she has big plans. She will fall in love with 
someone other than William. She will find her long lost grandparents. She will become très chic. But 
sometimes even destiny doesn't go to plan . . .

My Family and Other Animals Durrell, Gerald 9780141321875 £5.99 Puffin 07+

Sometimes it's ard to tell them apart...my family and the animals. I don't know why my brothers and sisters 
complain. With snakes in the bath and scorpions on the lunch table, our house, on the island of Corfu, is a 
bit like a circus.

Goodnight, Goodnight Construction Site Duskey Rinker, 
Sherri 9780811877824 £11.99 Chronicle 03+

As the sun sets in the big construction site, all the hard-working trucks get ready to
say goodnight. One by one, Crane Truck, Cement Mixer, Dump Truck, Bulldozer,
and Excavator finish their work and lie down to rest

Fish in Room 11, The Dyer, Heather   190444234X £4.99 Chicken House 07+

Toby lives a lonely life in his pyjamas at the seaside hotel where he was abandoned as a baby - until the 
day he's sent down to the beach to look for Cook's lost laundry. Instead, he finds a pale, thin girl, lying at the 
water's edge.
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Forever Young Dylan, Bob 978187079251 £10.99 Simon & Schuster 04+

Since he first released his self-titled debut in 1962, Bob Dylan has been one of the most celebrated artists 
of our time. And perhaps nowhere is he more affecting than in his 1974 hit, Forever Young. It's an antem to 
youth, to doing the right thing, to cherishing the spirit of being young

Half Magic Eager, Edward 9780192750983 £4.99 OUP 08+

Four children discover a magic coin which only grants half wishes - the children end up half invisible (and 
rather ghost-like) and half on a desert island (which is, of course, just a desert), and have many more 
adventures with the magic coin.

Knight's Castle Eager, Edward 9780152020736 £4.99 Harcourt 08+

Roger, his sister, and their cousins find themselves in a bygone world of chivalry and knighthood, of Robin 
Hood and Ivanhoe. In this knightly realm they can make a difference - and perhaps save the person they 
most need to save.'

Magic by the Lake Eager, Edward 9780152020774 £4.99 Harcourt Brace 08+

The children are on vacation, and find themselves with a whole lakeful of magic! They become teenagers, 
discover the South Pole, and meet Martha and Katharine's children, they also use a pirate's treasure to 
save their stepfather's bookstore.

The bubble wrap boy  Earle, Phil 978-0141346298 £7.99 Penguin Books 13+

Charlie's found his secret talent: skateboarding. It's his one-way ticket to popularity. All he's got to do is 
practice, and nothing's going to stop him - not his clumsiness, not his overprotective mum, nothing. Except 
Charlie isn't the only one in his family hiding a massive secret, and his next discovery will change 
everything.

Arrowhead Eastham, Ruth 9781407137933 £6.99 Scholastic 09+

When Jack moves to Norway, he's sure there's no truth in the local myths and legends. But then  comes 
face to face with one: the body of a Norse warrior boy, frozen in the ice,  carrying with him an ancient 
arrowhead - that contains a terrible curse. If Jack's going to survive, he has to overcome both an ancient 
wrong and a newly-risen enemy

Memory Cage, the Eastham, Ruth 9781407120522 £5.99 Scholastic 10+

Alex's grandfather keeps forgetting things, and Alex has overheard his adoptive parents say that they're 
going to put granddad in a home. His grandfather begs Alex to save him from that, and it's a promise Alex is 
desperate to keep. But Alex once promised his little brother that he would save him, and in the terror of the 
Bosnian war, he failed. As Alex struggles to protect his grandfather, he uncovers secrets that his family and 
the village have kept for two generations. Unravelling them will cause grief, but will they save grandfather, 
and perhaps help Ale come to terms ith his o n pri ate ar

Messenger Bird, the Eastham, Ruth 9781407124612 £5.99 Scholastic 10+

Nathan's father has been arrested. He works for the Ministry of Defence and is accused of leaking top 
secret information. But as he is dragged into a police car, he gives Nathan a message. It leads to a riddle, 
but it's not from Dad. It's from an ex-Bletchley Park employee, Lily Kenley, and was written in 1940. Nathan 
begins to follow the clues left behind by Lily. But how can this war-time story link to his father's fate? Hope 
for Dad's appeal is fading fast. He must solve the puzzle. Time is running out.

The Collins Book of Stories for Four Year 
Olds Eccleshare, Julia 9780006732280 £2.50 Young Lions 03+

This is one of three collections of stories by the compiler of the annual guide
"Children's Books of the Year". Containing traditional and modern stories this book
should appeal to children aged about four.
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Many Worlds of Albie Bright, The Edge, Christopher 9780857636041 £6.99 Nosey Crow 07+

When Albie's mum dies, it's natural he should wonder where she's gone. His parents are both scientists and 
they usually have all the answers. Dad mutters something about Albie's mum being alive and with them in a 
parallel universe. So Albie finds a box, his mum's computer and a rotting banana, and sends himself 
through time and space to find her...

Twelve Minutes to Midnight Edge, Christopher 9780857630506 £6.99 Nosy Crow 11+

Penelope Tredwell is the feisty thirteen-year-old orphan heiress of the bestselling magazine, The Penny 
Dreadful. Her masterly tales of the macabre are gripping Victorian Britain, even if no one knows she's the 
real author. One day a letter she receives from the governor of the notorious Bedlam madhouse plunges 
her into an adventure more terrifying than anything she ever imagined - A thriller with a fast-paced cinematic 
style, Twelve Minutes to Midnight is an electrifying story from an exciting new author.

Native peoples of North America Edmonds, Susan 9780521428460 £9.99 CUP 11+

This book is a supplementary text in the Cambridge History Programme for key stage 3 national curriculum 
history. The text examines the history of North American Indians from prehistoric to present times.

Tilly and the Time Machine Edmonson, Adrian 9780141372457 £6.99 Penguin 07+

Tilly is seven and a half - and about to make history. When Tilly's dad builds a time machine in the shed 
there's only one place she really wants to go: back to her sixth birthday party, when she ate too many 
cupcakes and her mummy was still here. But then something goes wrong! Tilly's dad gets stuck in the past 
and only she can save him . . . Will they make it back in time for tea?

My Naughty Little Sister Edwards, Dorothy 9781405202893 £3.99 Egmont 07+

Originally written for the BBC's Listen With Mother radio programme, these stories were based on Dorothy's 
recollections of her own childhood with her naughty little sister.

My Naughty Little Sister's Friends Edwards, Dorothy 9781405253352 £5.99 Egmont 07+

It’s more trouble from my naughty little sister when she goes exploring a chimney and learns how to make 
sweets. But this time she has more friends to help her make mischief!

Lake of Dreams, The Edwards, Kim 9780670920259 £7.99 Viking 16+

Ten years ago, traumatized by her father's death, Lucy left her home and her country. Now, she returns to 
her family's rambling lakeside home to lay old ghosts to rest.
Sleepless one night, Lucy makes a momentous discovery. Locked in a moonlit window seat is a collection 
of family heirlooms - objects whose secrets no one was ever supposed to find. Piecing together her family's 
true history, she realises that the story she has always been told was a fiction . . .

Follow You Home Edwards, M 9781503944374 Thomas & Mercer 16+

It was supposed to be the trip of a lifetime, a final adventure before settling down. But after a 
perfect start, an encounter with a young couple on a night train forces Daniel and Laura to cut their 
dream trip short and flee home.

Modern World Religions: Islam Pupils 
Book Foundation Egan, Andrew 9780435336103 £9.25 Heineman 11+

Produced specifically to answer QCA concerns over attainment and assessment in RE at Key Stage 3, 
"Modern World Religions" is a series that balances learning about religions with learning from religions.
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500 Fantastic Facts Eldin, Peter 755415442 £2.99 Grandreams 07+

How long can I live on beer alone? Why do people have eyebrows? Has nature invented any wheels? Plus 
99 other questions are answered in this book.

Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats Eliot, T.S. 9780571240616 £14.99 Faber & Faber 09+

Cats! Some are sane, some are mad and some are good and some are bad. Meet magical Mr 
Mistoffelees, sleepy Old Deuteronomy and curious Rum Tum Tugger.

English Prep Book 1 - So you really want 
to learn English Elkin, Susan 9781902984537 £16.99 Galore 08+

Packed full of exciting reading passages, suggestions for books to read and exercises to stimulate the 
imagination, the first textbook in the So You Really Want to Learn English range will enthuse and delight 
pupils working at Key Stage 3 and towards Common Entrance at 13+. Practice in grammar, spelling and 
punctuation is provided throughout the book while exercises provide consolidation in the key skills required 
for a confident use of the English language.

Silas Marner Elliot, George 9781591940487 £5.99 Townsend 16+

Tells the story of the unjustly exiled Silas Marner - a handloom linen weaver of Raveloe in the agricultural 
heartland of England - and how he is restored to life by the unlikely means of the orphan child Eppie.

Silent Witness Ellis, Carol 9780590557160 £3.50 Scholastic 11+

When Lucy Monroe’s friend, Allen dies, Lucy is faced with sorting through his stuff. There’s not much just a 
few posters, a basketball and a videotape

Parvana's Journey Ellis, Deborah 9780192753489 £6.99 OUP 13+

This sequel by award-winning author, Deborah Ellis, tells the story of Parvana, travelling alone across a war-
ridden Afghanistan in an attempt to find her family. 

Ballerina’s Magical Shoes Ellsworth, Nick 1405409592 £3.00 Parragon 05+

Lily the Ballerina was hurrying to the theatre. Today was the day of the grand ballet. Lily was dancing with 
her friends Wanda, Amber and Tilly. They were all looking forward to dancing with Fleur.

High Society Elton, Ben 552999954 £6.99 Black Swan 16+

The war on drugs has been lost for want of courage to admit that the world is becoming a vast criminal 
network. From pop stars and princes to crack whores and street kids, we are all partners in crime.

Past Mortem Elton, Ben 9780552771238 £6.99 Black Swan 16+

This book starts with a policeman investigating a nasty and rather odd murder while also reminisc  ing about 
his schooldays and deciding to sign up on Friends Reunited. A heart stopping thriller that deals with adult 
only subjects.
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Looking after Louis Ely, Lesley 9781845070830 £5.99 Francis Lincoln 05+

This introduction to the issue of autism shows how - through imagination, kindness, and a special game of 
football - Louis's classmates find a way to join him in his world. Then they can include Louis in theirs.

My Story - Titanic: An Edwardian Girl's 
Diary 1912

Emerson White, 
Ellen 9781407103785 £5.99 Scholastic 14+

Margaret Anne dreams of leaving the orphanage she can hardly believe her luck when she is chosen to 
accompany Mrs Carstairs on the great Titanic when they are woken on a freezing night in April 1912 she 
finds herself in an unimaginable nightmare

Neverending Story,the Ende, Michael 9780140317930 £7.99 Puffin 09+

Small and insignificant Bastian Balthazar Bux is nobody's idea of a hero, least of all his own. Through the 
pages of an old book he discovers a mysterious world of enchantment - but a world that is falling into decay. 
The great task of making things well again falls on Bastian and so begins a dazzling, magical adventure.

KS3 English Workbook : Levels 3-7 English, Lucy 9780007233595 £3.50 Collins 11+

This new edition provides all the question practice students need to achieve success in their English SATs. 
It has been updated for the 2008 Shakespeare set scenes.

Children's Miscellany Volume 2 Enright, Dominique 9781905158164 £7.99 Buster 07+

The sequel to the best-selling "Children's Miscellany". This book is packed full of even more, even smarter, 
even stranger facts. Discover the secrets of history, the animal kingdom, plants, planets and people.

F of the Nineteenth Century (New 
Windmill) Etty, Robert 9780435124335 £7.25 Heinemann 11+

This selection of mystery stories has been chosen as an introduction to pre-20th-century literature for Key 
Stages 3 and 4. It includes work by Dickens, Conan Doyle and Guy de Maupassant.

Small Change for Stuart Evans, Lissa 9780385618007 £10.99 Doubleday 09+

Stuart Horten - ten years old and small for his age - moves to the dreary town of Beeton, far away from all 
his friends. And then he meets his new next-door neighbours, the unbearable Kingley triplets, and things get 
even worse.
But in Beeton begins the strangest adventure of Stuart's life as he is swept up in quest to find his great-
uncle's lost workshop - a workshop stuffed with trickery and magic. There are clues to follow and puzzles to 
sol e b t hat starts as f n ends p as danger and St art begins to reali e that he can't finish the task b

Usborne Book of Farm Animals Everett, Felicity 9780746010228 £3.99 Usborne 07+

It must be every childs dream to spend some time on an old-fashioned farm milking the cows bottle feeding 
new born lambs and collecting eggs that are still warm

Death Dance Fairstein, Linda 9780751535716 £6.99 Sphere 18+

Adult content -  Teaming up with longtime friends and colleagues, Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace, Alex 
Cooper investigates the disappearance of a world-famous dancer, who has vanished from the Metropolitan 
Opera House. Drawn behind the scenes of New York's theatrical community, the team is haunted by ghosts 
of the dramatic old theatres - and from their own pasts.
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Olivia Falconer, Ian 9780689860881 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

Olivia is a gorgeous little pig who likes to dress up, sing songs, dance, think,
snooze and is even quite good at building sandcastles. At the end of the day, when
she snuggles up in bed and her mother reads her a story

Moonfleet Falkner, John 
Meade 9780140621440 £2.00 Penguin 09+

Young Richard Trenchard gets involved in the smuggling trade in Dorset. Forced to flee England with a 
price on his head, John little guesses the adventures and trials he will face.

Manfred the Baddie Fardell 9781847244826 £10.99 Quercus 03+

Kidnapping inventors, stealing from art museums, conducting acts of piracy on the high seas. Will Manfred 
ever learn his lesson?

Flight of the Silver Turtle, The Fardell, John 571226914 £6.99 Faber and Faber 11+

The friends are helping to build an amazing electric-powered flying boat when they stumble across an old 
photograph - a clue that leads them on to the trail of a long-lost secret invention that could change the 
world.

Charlotte sometimes Farmer, Penelope 9780099433392 £4.99 Red Fox 12+

It is Charlotte's first night in boarding school. But when she wakes up, the girl in the next bed is not the 
person who was sleeping there the evening before. Somehow, Charlotte has slipped back forty years!

Summer Birds, the Farmer, Penelope 9780440477372 £3.95 Yearling 08+

The Summer Birds is a wonderful children’s novel in which a mysterious young boy teaches a whole class 
to fly like birds.

Twin Trouble Farmer, Penelope 9780744547511 £3.50 walker 05+

Henry and Harry are so alike that no one can tell them apart. Their real names are Henrietta and Harriet, 
but most people call them Henry-or-Harry or the twins. Sometimes they think it’s fun being muddled up.

Birdsong Faulks, Sebastian 99387913 £7.99 Vintage 16+

Amiens 1910, Stephen Wraysford is studying the textile trade. Stephen and his host’s wife, are immediately 
aware of a bond. The Somme 1916, Stephen is in the British Army, France has become a bloody 
battlefield. Contains sex scenes.

Life Skills Fforde, Katie 9780099280231 £6.99 Arrow 14+

Katie, the central female character, decides to chuck in her job and ditch her fiancée to go in search of 
pastures new. Looking for a complete change she applies for and gets the position of cook onboard a hotel 
canal boat.
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Charlie Small, Valley of Terrors Fickling, David WDB 2010 £1.00 David Fickling 05+

Tramping through the highlands, minding his own business, Charlie is plunged into adventure once again. 
Can he save a tiny toddler from the grisly, goggle-eyed Goyles? Join Charlie on his most dangerous and 
terrifying rescue mission EVER

Word Work - Book 3 Fidge & Lindsay 9780007132287 £9.00 Collins 07+

This invaluable word work pupil book is for Year 5/P6. Clear and straightforward activities give a lively and 
highly accessible way to learn essential phonics, spelling and vocabulary skills.

Focus on Comprehension 3 Fidge, Lewis 9780174202943 £7.50 Nelson 07+

Focus on Comprehension offers three levels of differentiated activities designed to help children develop a 
wide range of comprehension skills. Already a popular solution for SATs comprehension practice, this new 
programme follows the range of texts and objectives required by the National Literacy Strategy Framework 
for Teaching.

Focus on Comprehension 4 Fidge, Lewis 174202954 £7.50 Nelson 13+

Already a popular solution for SATs comprehension practice, this new programme follows the range of texts 
and objectives required by the National Literacy Strategy Framework for Teaching.

Key Stage 3 Framework Focus: Grammar -
Year 7 Fidge, Louis   184085667X £5.00 Letts Educational 11+

Each of the texts in this series contains a complete scheme of work to help teachers meet some of the 
major requirements of the Key Stage 3 English Framework in as straightforward a way as possible.

Key Stage 3 Framework Focus: Grammar -
Year 8 Fidge, Louis 9781840856682 £5.00 Letts Educational 11+

Each of the texts in this series contains a complete scheme of work to help teachers meet some of the 
major requirements of the Key Stage 3 English Framework in as straightforward a way as possible.

Bridget Jones Book 1 - Bridget Jones’ 
Diary Fielding, Helen 330332775 £6.99 Picador 16+

A dazzling urban satire of modern human relations? An ironic, tragic insight into the demise of the nuclear 
family? Or the confused ramblings of a p****d thirty something?

Bridget Jones Book 2 - The Edge of 
Reason Fielding, Helen   033043358X £7.99 Picador 16+

Lurching through a morass of self-help book theories and mad advice from Jude and Shazzer, struggling 
with a boyfriend-stealing ex-friend, and an 8ft hole in the living-room wall. Bridget embarks on spiritual 
epiphany.

All About Cats Filipina, Monika 9781846439339 £5.99 Child's Play

Cats spend the whole day asleep in a chair. Or do they? This hilarious look at what felines might get up to 
when we leave the house is full of humorous and wild possibilities. You'll never look at cats in quite the 
same way again!
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Angel of Nitshill Road, The Fine, Anne   074970974X £3.99 Mammoth 07+

Until the angel came, there were three terribly unhappy children at Nitshill Road School: Penny, Mark and 
Marigold. They had Barry Hunter to worry about. Everyone knew what a bully he was.

Anneli the Art Hater Fine, Anne 749705973 £3.99 Mammoth 07+

Anneli hates art. She’d hated anything to do with it even before a painting almost frightened her out of her 
wits Then Anneli finds that art can tell the most extraordinary story.

Bad Dreams Fine, Anne 9780440867326 £4.99 Corgi 07+

Mel is the class bookworm. She prefers books to people and doesn't want - or need - friends. She certainly 
doesn't want to be first-week minder for new girl, Imogen. And Imogen is odd. Slowly, Mel discovers that 
Imogen has a special talent - a family 'gift' that Mel thinks is more like a curse. And that's when she realizes 
that stories can happen in real life, too. For only she can stop Imogen's private horror story - stop the bad 
dreams . . .

Bill’s New Frock Fine, Anne 749703059 £3.99 Mammoth 07+

When Bill Simpson woke up on Monday morning, he found he was a girl Forced off to school in a frilly pink 
dress, Bill discovers one of the worst days of his life is about to begin

Care of Henry Fine, Anne 9781844281497 £3.99 Walker 07+

This is a funny story for young readers about a boy's attempts to choose who he should stay with while his 
mum is having a baby.

Charm School Fine, Anne 440864003 £3.99 Corgi 07+

Bonny does not want to go to Charm School, no matter how much Mum needs her to take a one-day class. 
And it's just as bad as she feared. Worse, in fact.

Chicken Gave It To Me, The Fine, Anne 749714778 £3.99 Mammoth 07+

The book is a chicken’s extraordinary tale The True Story of Harrowing Farm. Its scratchy little pages unfold 
a story that changes lives, the story of a chicken who flies frillions of miles to try and save us humans

Country Pancake, The Fine, Anne 749705671 £3.99 Mammoth 07+

Like an angel, Miss Mirabelle stepped into the lives of the children of Wallisdean Park School. Enchanting 
she may be, but Miss Mirabelle still ends up in big trouble.

Diary of a Killer Cat (The Killer Cat) Fine, Anne 9780140369311 £4.99 Puffin 07+

Poor Ellie is horrified when Tuffy drags a dead bird into the house. Then a mouse. But Tuffy can't 
understand what all the fuss is about.
Who on earth will be the next victim to arrive through the cat-flap? Can soft-hearted Ellie manage to get her 
beloved pet to change his wild, wild ways before he ends up in even deeper trouble?
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Flour Babies Fine, Anne 9780140361476 £5.99 Puffin 11+

When the annual school Science Fair comes round, Mr Cartwright's pupils to their intense disgust they get 
the Flour Babies - sweet little six pound bags of flour that must be cared for at all times or the owner fails 
the project.

Frozen Billy Fine, Anne 9780440866305 £4.99 Corgi 07+

Two children are drawn into helping with a ventriloquist’s act in this creepy Victorian tale from multi-award-
winning author Anne Fine.

Goggle Eyes Fine, Anne 140340718 £4.99 Puffin 07+

Kitty Killin is not only a good story teller but also the World’s Great Expert when it comes to mothers having 
new and unwanted boyfriends, particularly when there's the danger they might turn into new and unwanted 
stepfathers.

Goggle Eyes, The play of Fine, Anne 9780435233099 £7.25 Heinemann 07+

The "Heinemann Plays" series offers contemporary drama and classic plays in durable classroom editions. 
Many have large casts and an equal mix of boy and girl parts. Anne Fine has dramatized her own 
humorous novel, "Goggle Eyes", for the series.

Granny Project, The Fine, Anne 9780552554381 £7.99 Corgi 11+

Jess is leaving home for the first time leaving her family and friends, her first real boyfriend and the place 
she has known all her life.  Before she goes, she wants to hear all the family secrets all its love stories and 
its ghost stories.

How Brave is That? Fine, Anne 9781781122433 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 07+

Tom wants to join the army, but he has to pass his exams first! When he turns up without proper uniform on 
exam day, strict Mrs Dell threatens to send him home. There are spare clothes available, but is Tom brave 
enough to face the exam hall - in a skirt? Touching comedy for low ability readers. Particularly suitable for 
struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers of 8+

It Moved Fine, Anne 9781406304305 £3.99 Walker 05+

Lily wants to bring in something really special for Show and Tell. Lily brings in a stone from the garden. She 
can't think of a single exciting thing about it, until she decides that it moves!

Ivan the Terrible Fine, Anne 9781405233248 £7.99 Egmont 07+

It's Ivan's first day at his new school, and Boris is told to look after him, and translate for him, because Ivan 
can only speak Russian. After all, St Edmund's is a civilized school. Only problem is, Ivan isn't civilized.

Jennifer's Diary Fine, Anne 9780140380606 £4.99 Puffin 07+

Jennifer has a diary and Iolanthe doesn't. But what Iolanthe does have is a vivid imagination and a gift for 
writing stories. So when Iolanthe sees empty pages in Jennifer's diary, she feels compelled to fill them.
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Madame Doubtfire Fine, Anne 9780140373554 £4.99 puffin 11+

Lydia, Christopher and Natalie, since their parent's divorce, travel between their volatile mother, Miranda, 
and Daniel their actor father. Miranda advertizes for someone to supervise the children, Daniel disguises 
himself and applies for the job.

Nag Club Fine, Anne 9781844289400 £3.99 Walker 05+

Boggle hats are the latest craze. Everybody at school wants one - but only Lola has one. So she decides to 
form a club to show the other children how best to nag their parents into buying them one.

Press Play Fine, Anne 9780749718725 £3.99 Mammoth 05+

When the alarm went off, Nicky and Tasha sat up in their beds and stared. Mum wasn’t there, but the 
cassette player was on the floor by Little Joe’s cot. On top of it was a note. Press Play, it said.

Road of Bones, The Fine, Anne 9780385610636 £5.99 Doubleday 11+

Yuri grows up in a country where no freedom of thought is encouraged where even one's neighbours are 
encouraged to report any dissension to the authorities. But it is still a shock when a few careless words lead 
him to a virtual death-sentence.

Stone Menagerie, the Fine, Anne 9780552559942 £4.99 Corgi 07+

Ally really doesn't want to go with his mum on her weekly visit to his fragile aunt Chloe at the big Victorian 
hospital - until he discovers a hidden garden in the grounds. Here a young homeless couple have made 
themselves a home.

Sudden Glow of Gold, A Fine, Anne 9780749702564 £3.99 Mammoth 06+

When Mum demands that he clears out his bedroom, Toby can’t even remember why he’d wanted some 
things so badly. Dusting off an old brass lamp, Toby releases a genie who helps him understand what 
wanting and needing really mean.

Sudden Puff of Glittering Smoke, A Fine, Anne 9780749702540 £3.99 Mammoth 06+

The disgruntled genie who appears on her desk seems to be the answer to Jeanie’s problems whatever 
she wishes, he will command. But Jeanie quickly discovers that she and her genie have very different views 
of the world.

Sudden Swirl of Icy Wind, A Fine, Anne 9780749702557 £3.99 Mammoth 06+

Sent to the junk room until he apologises, William accidentally releases Mustapha, the genie of the bottle. 
Mustapha’s tale of the bold captain Flook helps William understand how unhappy he made his Granny.

The Devil Walks Fine, Anne 9780857530646 £5.99 Doubleday 12+

Raised in secrecy by a mother everyone thinks has gone mad, Daniel's only link to his past is the intricately 
built model of the family home - High Gates. The dolls' house is perfect in every detail.
As Daniel is reunited with the last remaining member of his family - his Uncle Severn, who bears an 
uncanny resemblance to a sinister wooden doll he has found hidden in the house - he begins to suspect 
that this vicious, haunted puppet of a figure has a chilling influence, bringing cruelty and spite in its wake.
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The Killer Cat Strikes Back Fine, Anne 9780141320984 £4.99 puffin 05+

'Okay, okay. So stick my head in a holly bush ...' Tuffy, the Killer Cat, knows what he likes. And he isn't 
loving the 'art' that Ellie's mum brings home from her new class!

The More the Merrier Fine, Anne 9780440867333 £5.99 Yearling 09+

Christmas comes but once a year. Luckily . . . The Christmas holiday is, traditionally, a time when families 
gather together. In Ralph's case this means ten or more relatives coming to stay, including assorted aunts 
and uncles, nutty Great-Aunt Ida (the Home tells them to be careful not to let her out) and his ghastly 
cousins: Titania in her silly, sick-making frilly fairy dresses and the twins Sylvester and Sylvia (it took until 
Easter last year before the family dog got over them).

Trouble in Toadpool Fine, Anne 9780857530639 £10.99 Doubleday 09+

Bliss! A lovely, quiet, nothing-to-do and nothing-on-the-calendar Sunday . . .
Well, that's until bossy Aunt Susan - an unstoppable force - is on the phone insisting that Harry and his 
family come down to help her a local event she's promised to organise: the Great Toadpool Show. It means 
swinging from a trapeze. Or walking on stilts. Or riding a unicycle . . . And that's not counting the fortune-
telling tent, the tombola, or the choir singalong.
A nt S san has no idea of the ma hem she's abo t to nleash

Tulip Touch, The Fine, Anne 9780140378085 £4.99 puffin 07+

This is the story of a strange and disturbing friendship seen through the eyes of Natalie as she gets to know 
Tulip Pierce, a delinquent girl most others go out of their way to avoid.

Under a Silver Moon Fine, Anne 9781406319248 £4.99 Walker 07+

In a hot, faraway land, two baby boys are born under the same silver moon: Haroun, the son of the sultan, 
and Akil, the son of the gardener. As children they play together until one day Haroun has to learn princely 
ways. He is waited on hand and foot and all he can do for himself is eat, so every day he eats more and 
more and grows bigger and bigger. No doctors can offer a cure. But one day a hooded stranger tells 
Haroun that if he digs the garden he will find a key that will give him good health. After weeks of hard toil, 
Haro n doesn't find the ke b t he does lose eight and finds health and happiness once more

The Woman in the Window Finn, A J 9780008234157 £12.99 Harper Collins 16+

It’s been ten months since Anna  last left her home, during which she has haunted the rooms of her old New 
York house like a ghost, too terrified to step outside. Anna’s lifeline to the real world is her window, where 
she sits day after day, watching her neighbours. When the Russells move in, Anna is instantly drawn to 
them. A picture-perfect family, they are an echo of the life that was once hers. But one evening, a frenzied 
scream rips across the silence, and Anna witnesses something no one was supposed to see. 

Design and Technology Foundation 
Course Finney, Mike 9780003273526 £18.53 Collins Educational 11+

Includes coverage of: designing; communicating design; working with resistant materials; manufacturing 
skills; electronic systems; pneumatic systems; structural systems; product design.

Fireman Sam - The Hero Next Door Fireman Sam 9781405260510 £3.99 Egmont 03+

Sam decides to take a well-deserved day off from the fire brigade, but a series of
catastrophes in Pontypandy reminds him that good firefighters are never off duty

Julius Caesar Firth, Rachel 9780746075104 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Spanning the life of the great leader from his teens to his brutal assassination, and featuring events such as 
Caesar's capture by pirates as a young man, his military successes across Europe, encounters with 
Cleopatra and becoming dictator of Rome, this is a must-read for any child with an interest in history.
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Oracle, The Fisher, Catherine 9780340843765 £5.99 Hodder 14+

Mirany is the new Bearer, afraid of her perilous duties for the god in the rituals of the Oracle, and fearful of 
her secret questioning: Does the god truly exist?

Pickpocket's Ghost, the Fisher, Catherine 9781842995273 £3.99 Barrington Stoke 13+

There's a ghost in Sarah's bedroom and he is begging for her help. All he needs is for her to open a box. 
Will she save his soul or is it a dreadful trap? Suggested interest age 13+

A Brush With Darkness: Learning to Paint 
After Losing My Sight Fittipaldi, Lisa 9780740746932 £5.50 Andrews McMeel 12+

Biography: In 1993, at the age of forty-seven, Lisa Fittipaldi went blind.Today she is an internationally 
recognized realist painter.

Great Gatsby, The Fitzgerald, Scott F. 140620184 £1.99 Penguin 14+

Set in the post-Great War Long Island/New York world of the rich. The narrator records the pathos of 
Gatsby's romantic dream which founders on the reality of corruption, the selfishness of Tom and Daisy, and 
the cutting edge of violence.

Born Wild: A Story of One Man's Passion 
for Lions and for Africa Fitzjohn, Tony 9780141048567 £7.99 Penguin 16+

Tony tells of his twenty years in Kenya with George Adamson of Born Free fame - a time of discovery, 
isolation and frequent danger living far from civilisation.

Hush Hush Book 1 - Hush Hush Fitzpatrick, Becca 9781847386960 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 15+

Nora's never been particularly attracted to the boys at her school. Not until Patch came along. With his easy 
smile and eyes that seem to see inside her, she is drawn to him against her better judgement. But after a 
series of terrifying encounters, Nora's not sure who to trust. Patch seems to be everywhere she is and 
knows more about her than her closest friends.And when she tries to seek some answers, she finds herself 
near a truth that is way more unsettling than anything Patch makes her feel. For Nora is right in the middle 
of a cent ries old battle bet een the immortal and those that ha e fallen and sooner or later she's going

Hush Hush Book 2 - Crescendo Fitzpatrick, Becca 9781847387219 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 15+

Nora should know better than to think her life can return to normal after falling in love with a fallen angel. 
And Nora's life isn't normal - her dad was murdered, and the facts about his death just don't add up. Now 
Nora's own life is in imminent danger. Are she and Patch strong enough for the battle ahead?

Hush Hush Book 3 - Silence Fitzpatrick, Becca 9780857072290 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 15+

The noise between Patch and Nora has gone. They've overcome the secrets riddled in Patch's dark past, 
bridged two irreconcilable worlds and faced heart-wrenching tests of betrayal, loyalty and trust...and all for a 
love that will transcend the boundary between heaven and earth. Armed with nothing but their absolute faith 
in one another, Patch and Nora enter a desperate fight to stop a villain who holds the power to shatter 
everything they've worked for - and their love - forever.

Hush Hush Book 4 - Finale Fitzpatrick, Becca 9780857072917 £10.99 Simon & Schuster 15+

Nora is more certain than ever that she is in love with Patch. Fallen angel or no, he is the one for her. Her 
heritage and destiny may mean that they will always be enemies, but there is no turning her back on him. 
But now they face their biggest challenge. Can their love survive a seemingly insurmountable divide. And in 
the end, will there be enough trust left to rebuild what has been broken? The lines are drawn - but which 
sides are they on?
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Tundra Food Webs Fleisher, Paul 9781580134736 £6.99 Lerner 07+

Find out how plants grow in the icy tundra, which animals change colour with the seasons and how global 
warming affects the tundra

Diamonds are Forever Flemming, Ian 9780141187532 £7.99 Penguin 12+

Tiffany Case is the sort of beautiful, devil-may-care blonde who could get a man into deep trouble - if he 
wanted.She stands between James Bond and the leaders of a diamond-smuggling ring that stretches from 
Africa via London to the States.

Moonraker Flemming, Ian 9780141187563 £7.99 Penguin 12+

Drax is the head of the Moonraker project and a powerful millionaireas well as a cheat at cards. 007 
suspects that there is more to him than meets the eye.

Religious Studies B - Religion and Life 
Issues AQA GCSE

Flemming, Jordan, 
Smith, Worden 9781408505137 £16.49 Nelson Thornes 14+

Written for the AQA GCSE Religious Studies B specification, the student book covers all six major religions. 
Discussion activities present questions or statements which encourage students to develop their skills of 
reflection, discussion and evaluation. Research activities encourage students to extend their learning and 
develop their research and analysis skills. Help students focus on what they need to know through clear 
learning objectives at the start of each chapter.

Dinosaur that Pooped Christmas, The Fletcher, Tom and 
Poynter, Dougie 9780857540126 £5.99 Random House 

Childrens 05+

Season's Eatings! Danny wants everything for Christmas. But what he gets is a dinosaur, a very hungry 
dinosaur. Danny's new dino eats up all of Christmas, but as we all know, what goes in must come out… 
Danny is about to have the most EXPLOSIVE Christmas of his life! There's poop, presents and prehistoric 
creatures in this festive feast!

Rats, The Bats & The Ugly Flint, Eric 9780743488464 £6.50 Baen 14+

The intrepid team of mentally uplifted rats and bats, and their vat-born human leader had not only pulled off 
the only victory the beleaguered colony's feeble and bungling military forces had won against the invading 
aliens

Burning Everest Flynn, Adrian 435233084 £7.99 Heinemann 11+

The "Heinemann Plays" series offers contemporary drama and classic plays in classroom editions. Many 
have large casts and an equal mix of boy and girl parts.

Gone Girl Flynn, Gillian 9780753827666 £8.99 W & N 16+

Who are you? What have we done to each other? These are the questions Nick Dunne finds himself asking 
on the morning of his wedding anniversary, when his wife Amy suddenly disappears. The police suspect 
Nick. Amy's friends reveal that she was afraid of him, she kept secrets from him. He swears it isn't true. 

Bathroom boogie Foges, Clare 9780571337316 £6.99 Faber & Faber 05+

When the children go to school and the adults go to work . . . the Bathroom Boogie starts up - and all your 
favourite bathroom friends come alive! The shower creates a rain dance, whilst the mouthwash back-flips 
and the toothbrushes bop and rave to the hot tap's funky beat!
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Elspeth Hart and the School for Show - 
offs Forbes, Sarah 9781847155955 £5.99 Stripes 08+

Ever since her parents were tragically washed away in a flood, poor Elspeth has been forced to live with her 
disgusting aunt, Miss Crabb, in the attic of the Pandora Pants School for Show-offs. Elspeth spends her 
days sweeping up mouse droppings, weashing filthy pots and dodging Tatiana Firensky. the most horrible 
show off of all . . . . . things are about to change . . . . . . . . 

Drowning Pond, the Forde, Catherine 9781405221764 £4.99 Egmont 16+

You're the least popular girl in school, and the glossy friends who were briefly interested are bored. And 
you'll do anything to keep them. Nicky finds picking on the new girl is easy: everyone thinks she's weird 
anyway.

Exit Oz Forde, Catherine 1842992961 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 07+

Reading level below age 8  Meet the star of the show: Oz. My pet corn snake. 8 months old. 40 cm long. 
About as thick as a ball-point pen. So how can something SO small cause SO much hassle? One minute 
Oz was there, and the next . . ?

Fat Boy Swim Forde, Catherine 9781405239660 £6.99 Egmont 09+

Jimmy Kelly is fat. Lardy. Ginormous. Clinically obese. Inside, Jimmy doesn't feel like Smelly Kelly, Fat Boy 
Fat. He's just normal. His bedroom's a pit. His feet stink. He hates getting up on school mornings.

War boy: A Wartime Childhood Foreman, Michael 9781843650874 £9.99 Pavilion 07+

I woke up when the bomb came through the roof. It came through at an angle, overflew my bed by inches, 
bounced up over my mother's bed, hit the mirror, dropped into the grate and exploded up the chimney.' The 
Second World War is an exciting time for a young boy growing up in a small town in Suffolk - sometimes far 
too exciting! Life during wartime is vividly brought to life in this personal story filled with childhood memories 
- from hiding in air-raid shelters to playing in the bombed-out ruins and the arrival of American soldiers

Someone Like Me Forrestal, Elaine 9780140386448 £4.99 Puffin 09+

Tas's life is changed forever when Enya and her family move into the farm next door. They have come to 
Australia to escape the violence in Northern Ireland, but when the past catches up with them, Tas is trapped 
in the middle.

The Bubble Boy Foster, Stewart 9781471145407 £6.99 Simon & Schuster

Eleven-year-old Joe can't remember a life outside of his hospital room, with its beeping machines and view 
of London's rooftops. His condition means he's not allowed outside, not even for a moment, and his few 
visitors risk bringing life-threatening germs inside his 'bubble'. But then someone new enters his world and 
changes it for ever.

World War II (What they didn't tell you 
about) Fowke, Bob 9780340686126 £3.50 Hodder 11+

Did you know that Adolf Hilter wasn't, in fact, German? The Second World War brought horror and 
heartache to millions of people all over the globe, and it turned everyday living upside down too.

Muncle Trogg Foxley, Janet 9781906427030 £5.99 Chicken House 09+

Giants live on top of Mount Grumble, hidden from humans below. But not all of them are big. Muncle Trogg 
is so small that he's laughed at by the others for being human-sized.
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Famous People - Guy Fawkes FP - Castor, 
Harriet 749643161 £3.99 Franklin Watts 07+

Guy Fawkes lives in troubled times. Protestants and Catholics argue about the right way to worship God. 
Guy Fawkes and his friends plot to blow up the King and change things forever.

Famous People - Henry VIII FP - Castor, 
Harriet   074964320X £3.99 Franklin Watts 07+

Henry is a clever and fun-loving king. But he has one great sadness in his life. He and his wife Catherine do 
not have a son. In order to marry another wife, Henry makes huge changes to the Church in England, so 
that he can divorce Catherine.

Famous People - Florence Nightingale FP - Fischel, 
Emma   074963913X £3.99 Franklin Watts 07+

Florence Nightingale was lucky. Her wealthy parents encouraged her to travel, to go to parties and, one day 
soon, to marry. But Florence had different plans. She wanted to be a nurse and no one was going to stop 
her.

Famous People - Mahatma Gandhi FP - Fischel, 
Emma 9780749643546 £3.99 Franklin Watts 07+

This is the life of one of India's historic figures. From his earliest beginnings as a lawyer in the then British 
colony of South Africa at the end on the nineteenth century.

Famous People - Roald Dahl FP - Fischel, 
Emma 9780749643515 £3.99 Franklin Watts 07+

Roald Dahl has many exciting adventures as he is growing up. He lives in Africa, flies planes and finally 
settles down in England to raise a family. Then, in a hut at the end of his garden, he begins to write the most 
magical stories.

Famous People - Louis Braille FP - Potter, Tessa 9780749643522 £3.99 Franklin Watts 07+

As a small child, Louis Braille goes blind. This doesn't stop him and he is soon at school. However it isn't 
easy for him so he develops a special system that allows blind people everywhere to read and write.

Famous People - Martin Luther King FP - Wilkins,Verna 9780749643539 £3.99 Franklin Watts 07+

Martin Luther King is a clever, happy child. As he grows up he becomes angry at the way black people are 
treated. His efforts to change society mean that he will always be remembered.

Diary of a Young Girl, The Frank, Anne 140385630 £5.99 Puffin 11+

In 1942, Anne Frank and her family fleeing the horrors of Nazi occupation, an Amsterdam warehouse. Over 
the next two years, Anne describes in her diary her frustrations and the threat of discovery. Her diary ends 
when they are discovered.

Spies Frayn, Michael 9780571212965 £7.99 Faber & Faber 11+

In the cul-de-sac where Keith and Stephen live there is little evidence of World War II, but the two friends 
suspect that the inhabitants of the Close are not what they seem.
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Boot and Shoe Frazee, Marla 9780857079268 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 04+

Boot and Shoe were born into the same litter, and now they live in the same house. They eat out of the 
same bowl, pee on the same tree, and sleep in the same bed. But they spend their days apart - Boot is 
always on the back porch because he's a back porch kind of dog, and Shoe likes to be on the front porch 
because he's a front porch kind of dog

Boss Baby Frazee, Marla 9781442401679 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 04+

A new baby shows everyone who’s really in charge in this hilarious picture book from two-time Caldecott 
Honor recipient Marla Frazee.
DreamWorks Animation’s The Boss Baby—featuring the voice of Alec Baldwin—is now an Oscar-
nominated motion picture inspired by Marla Frazee’s beloved picture book!
From the moment the baby arrived, it was obvious that he was the boss.

The Boss Baby Frazee, Marla 9780857073129 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

The boss baby is used to getting his way - drinks made to order 24/7, his private jet plane, and meetings 
around the clock. But when his demands aren't getting proper responses, he has to go to new lengths to 
achieve the attention he deserves.

Aliens in Underpants save the world Freedman, Claire 9781847383020 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 05+

Aliens in underpants are back - and this time they are on a mission to save the world! A gigantic meteorite 
is heading for planet earth and the aliens' pants supply is under threat. Can our crazy aliens save planet 
earth and secure their pants supply forever more?

Aliens love Panta Claus Freedman, Claire 9781847385703 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 05+

Yes, it's true! Everyone's favourite aliens are full of the festive spirit and so they are giving away their 
beloved underpants - shock, horror! Join them as they help out in Santa's busyworkshop, put neon pants on 
Rudolph and tie knickers up in the place of stockings. But remember to hold on to your pants - this special 
pants giveaway is for one day only. Ho-ho-ho! Merry Christmas!

Aliens Love Underpants Freedman, Claire 9781416917052 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 05+

..." You probably thought aliens came down to Earth with a view to taking over the planet - but, no, they 
simply want to steal your pants!

Dinosaurs Love Underpants Freedman, Claire 9781847382108 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

Dinosaurs were all wiped out, A long way back in history, No one knows quite how
or why, This book solves the mystery. You may wonder why dinosaurs became
extinct, well here is the answer ...They were all wiped out in a mighty Pants War!

Monstersaurus! Freedman, Claire 9781847389046 £10.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

Monty LOVES inventing But things don't always work - His walking toaster ran
away And the robot went BERSERK! But then one day Monty found a book with
instructions on how to create inventions very rare...read it if you dare!

Pirates Love Underpants Freedman, Claire 9780857072641 £10.99 Simon & Schuster 05+

Ahoy me hearties! Join the Pants Pirates on a special treasure hunt. Grab your cutlass and sail on the 
Pirate Ship Black Bloomer past angry crocs, sharks in fancy pants and through gurgling swamps on a quest 
to find…the Pants of Gold! This hilarious new addition to the phenomenally successful Underpants series 
will not disappoint. You'll be yo-ho-ho-ing until the sails come down!
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Born to Play Freedman, Dan WBD 2010 £1.00 Scholastic 09+

The fast-paced prequel to the best-selling THE KICK OFF. Jamie Johnson is eleven and having a tough 
time. Bullies won't let him play football at break, his best mate is at another school, and he even gets picked 
on for not having a dad. But everything changes when Jamie realizes his football skills can take him further 
than he thought...

The Kick Off Freedman, Dan 9780439944304 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

Jamie Johnson's desperate to become his school's star football player (and in his dreams, a top 
professional too). He's got so much to prove, and not just on the pitch - so why aren't his mum, teachers 
and best mate on his side?

Billy French, Albert 749397713 £6.99 Vintage 14+

The tale of Billy Lee Turner, a ten-year-old boy convicted for the murder of a white girl in Mississippi in 
1937, illuminated the monstrous face of racism in America with harrowing clarity and power.

Vampire slugs on Callisto French, Jackie 9781846470059 £4.99 Catnip 07+

What's worse than mutant cockroaches? Vampire slugs, that's what. They're big and fanged and slimy and 
suck just about everything. Soon there'll be no trees or plants left on Callisto. Someone has to do 
something.

Killing Me Softly French, Nicci 140275290 £6.99 Penguin 16+

Alice Loudon seems to have everything: close friends, a loving boyfriend, a successful career. Then one 
day she meets a stranger while crossing the street and - impulsively, immediately - abandons her old, safe 
life for a passionate affair.

Secret Smile French, Nicci 9780141006512 £6.99 Penguin 16+

You meet a man -You have an affair - You finish it and you think it's over - You're dead wrong - It's only just 
beginning ... Miranda Cotton thinks she's put boyfriend Brendan out of her life for good.

Aesop's Funky Fables French, Vivian   014056246X £6.99 Puffin 05+

Catchy rap-rhythms and witty retelling from Vivian French combine with Korky Paul's wild and inventive 
illustrations to make these the funkiest fables around!

Growing Frogs French, Vivian 9781406312065 £5.99 Walker 05+

Learn about the transformation from frogspawn to frog with this fun, informative picture book, part of the 
'Nature Storybooks' series. 'Growing Frogs' supports the National Curriculum Key Stage One and Two.

Henny Penny French, Vivian 9780747581048 £5.99 Bloomsbury 03+

We all know the story of Henny Penny, the silly chicken who thinks the sky is falling
in. Well, that is not the true story. No, that is a misrepresentation put about by
foxes.
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I Wish I Was An Alien French, Vivian 9780237527761 £3.99 Evans 05+

Wish you were an alien? You could visit the planets and visit the stars. Fun! But what does an alien wish 
for? To go to school? Or to ride in cars?

Oliver's Vegetables French, Vivian 9780340634790 £5.99 Hodder 03+

Do you like chips? Oliver does, in fact, he won't eat anything else - until he plays a
game with his grandpa.Whatever vegetable Oliver finds in the garden, he must eat.
On Monday, he pulls up carrots, on Tuesday, it is spinach

Grimble at Christmas Freud, Clement 9780224083683 £7.99 Jonathan Cape 09+

Ten-year-old Grimble is worried. His parents are not very organized and they seem to have completely 
forgotten Christmas.

Africa (New True Books: Geography) Friedman, Mel 9780531218259 £5.99 Children's Press 07+

This book has lots of fascinating facts about Africa with some interesting statistics about the population and 
countries. It presents these facts in a fun way with bright photos and colourful pictures

Dancing at Lughnasa Friel, Brian 9780571144792 £9.99 Faber and Faber 11+

In a house just outside the village of Ballybeg live the five Mundy sisters, barely making ends meet, their 
ages ranging from twenty-six up to forty. The two male members of the household are brother Jack, a 
missionary priest, repatriated from Africa by his superiors after 25 years, and the seven-year-old child of the 
youngest sister. In depicting two days in the life of this menage, Brian Friel evokes not simply the interior 
landscape of a group of human beings trapped in their domestic situation, but the wider landscape, interior 
and e terior Christian and pagan of hich the are a part

Tiger Lily: A Heroine with a Mission Friel, Maeve 9781847150400 £4.99 Stripes 09+

It's August, there's a heatwave on, and Tiger Lily is feeling the pressure! Rosie, her three-legged 
greyhound, is running riot and chasing the peacocks from Hannibals' farm - and this time Mum has had 
enough.

Witch-in-Training - Spelling Trouble Friel, Maeve 9780007133420 £3.99 Harper Collins 07+

Jessica learns Spelling and Charming under the watchful eye of Miss Strega. Jess soon learns to interpret 
the spellings; Grate Polish for Gnats' Spittle, Bath Plugs spell Bats' Legs and, of course, Ten-amp Plugs 
spell Teenage Slugs!

Big Dinosaurs Frith, Alex 9781409507321 £9.99 Usborne 03+

From the mighty brachiosaurus to the fearsome tyrannosaurus, children will love discovering the biggest 
and most powerful dinosaurs that ever walked the Earth(and some little ones too). Includes extra fold-out 
pages to show some of the longest, heaviest and most terrifying creatures of all and a simple timeline at the 
end to show when each dinosaur roamed the earth.

Hercules the Worlds Strongest Man Frith, Alex 9781409522355 £4.99 Usborne 06+

This is a brand new retelling of the action-packed story of Heracles as he completes his most famous set of 
challenges: the Twelve Tasks.
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King Midus and the Gold Frith, Alex 9780746096871 £4.99 Usborne 04+

 When good King Midas helps an elderly man find his way home he is granted his fondest wish to turn 
anything he touches into pure gold. At first, this gift seems like the most wonderful thing to have ever 
happened but he soon learns that you should be careful what you wish for.

Knights and Castles Frith, Alex 9781409506621 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This title is full of information on how knights fought, what they did for fun and also includes short 
biographies of real-life knights and descriptions of some of the castles that can still be seen today.

The Greedy Dog Frith, Alex 9781409535836 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a new title in the fantastic "First Reading" series, part of the Usborne Young Reading Programme. It 
is aimed at children who are beginning to read. It is developed in consultation with Alison Kelly, who is a 
Principal Lecturer in Education and an early reading specialist from Roehampton University.

Fox Investigates - A Brush with Danger Frost, Adam 9781847156167 £4.99 Stripes 08+

From the galleries of Paris to the palaces of Moscow, detective Wily Fox is on the trail of a stolen painting. 
But Dimitri Gottabottomitch is doing whatever he can to throw Wily off the scent. It seems there's more to 
this painting than meets the eye….Wily Fox is on the case.

The Water Cycle Frost, Helen 9780736848749 £3.91 Capstone 09+

The Water Cycle Simple text and photographs describe the stages of the water cycle.

Dragon Rider Funke, Cornelia 9781905294022 £6.99 Chicken House 09+

A dragon. A boy. A journey. Firedrake, a brave young dragon, his loyal brownie friend Sorrel and a lonely 
boy called Ben are united as if by destiny. Together, they embark on a magical journey

Ghost Knight Funke, Cornelia 9781444008234 £9.99 Orion 09+

Eleven-year-old Jon Whitcroft never expected to enjoy boarding school. He never expected to be 
confronted by a pack of vengeful ghosts either. And then he meets Ella, a quirky new friend with a taste for 
adventure…

Inkhead Trilogy Book 1 - Inkheart Funke, Cornelia 9781904442219 £6.99 Chicken House 11+

Meggie loves books. So does her father, Mo, a bookbinder, although he has never read aloud to her since 
her mother mysteriously disappeared. They live quietly until the night a stranger knocks at their door.

Inkhead Trilogy Book 2 - Inkspell Funke, Cornelia 9781904442837 £6.99 Chicken House 13+

Although a year has passed, not a day goes by without Meggie thinking of the extraordinary events of 
Inkheart, and the story whose characters strode out of the pages, and changed her life for ever.
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Inkhead Trilogy Book 3 - Inkdeath Funke, Cornelia 9781905294718 £12.99 Chicken House 13+

Inkheart magically drew Meggie, Mo and Dustfinger back into its pages, life in the Inkworld has been far 
from easy. With Dustfinger dead, and the evil Adderhead now in control, the story in which they are all 
caught has taken an unhappy turn.

Saving Mississippi Funke, Cornelia 9781906427511 £5.99 Chicken House 07+

Emma loves to visit Grandma Dolly and her animal sanctuary in the summer holidays. At home, Emma isn't 
even allowed a guinea pig While staying with Dolly, Emma's grandmother is asked to take in Mississippi, 
the beloved horse of her friend.

Thief Lord, the Funke, Cornelia 9780439420891 £6.99 Chicken House 09+

Escaping the aunt who wants to adopt only one of them, two orphaned brothers run away from Hamburg to 
Venice, finding shelter with a gang of street children and their leader

Christmas Mystery, The Gaarder, Jostein 1842552821 £6.99 Orion 11+

A boy called Joachim acquires a strange old Advent calendar - and uncovers from it the story of a girl called 
Elisabet, who disappeared from her home 50 years earlier.

Sophie’s World Gaarder, Jostein 9781857992915 £6.99 Orion 14+

Looking in her mailbox one day, a fourteen-year-old Norwegian schoolgirl called Sophie Amudsen finds two 
surprising pieces of paper. On them are written the questions: ‘Who are you?’ and ‘Where does the world 
come from?’

Fortunately the Milk Gaiman, Neil 9781408841792 £6.99 Bloomsbury 07+

You know what it's like when your mum goes away and Dad's in charge. She leaves a list of what he's got 
to do. The most important thing is DON'T FORGET TO GET THE MILK. But, Dad forgets. The next 
morning, before breakfast, he has to go to the corner shop, and this is the story of why it takes him a very 
long time to get back. Featuring: Professor Steg (a time-travelling dinosaur), some green globby things, the 
Queen of the Pirates, the famed jewel that is the Eye of Splod, some wumpires, and a perfectly normal but 
er important carton of milk

Graveyard Book, the Gaiman, Neil 9780747569015 £12.99 Bloomsbury 09+

When a baby escapes a murderer intent on killing the entire family, who would have thought it would find 
safety and security in the local graveyard?

Odd and the Frost Giants Gaiman, Neil 9780747595380 £1.00 Bloomsbury 07+

Odd's luck has been bad. He lost his father on a Viking expedition, his foot was crushed beneath a tree, 
and the winter seems to be going on forever. But when Odd flees to the woods and releases a trapped 
bear, his luck begins to change.

The Day I Swapped My Dad for Two 
Goldfish Gaiman, Neil 1565041992 £8.99 Borealis 05+

What if you wanted your best friend's goldfish so much that you would give anything you had for them? 
Absolutely anything. Even your father… 
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Coraline Gaimen, Neil 9780747562108 £6.99 Bloomsbury 13+

When Coraline moves with her parents to a new house she is fascinated by the fact that their 'house' is in 
fact only half a house! Divided into flats years before,

Taking Sides Gallagher, Brian 9781847172792 £6.99 O'Brian 11+

In the Dublin of 1922 with Civil War about to break out, working class Annie Reilly is thrilled to win a 
scholarship to Eccles Street Convent School. A little frozen out by her old friends, yet not wholly accepted 
by all of her new classmates, she is pleased to be befriended by Susie O'Neill an easy-going girl from a 
much more comfortable background. Through Susie's brother, Annie meets Peter Scanlon, a neighbour of 
the O'Neill's and a pupil at Belvedere college. Having been radicalised by the execution of Kevin Barry, 
another Bel edere p pil Peter becomes in ol ed ith the rebels ho oppose the Treat ith Britain and

Sabrina The Teenage Witch - Wake-Up 
Call Gallagher, Diana 9780743404198 £3.99 Simon & Schuster 11+

Salem tells Sabrina her aunts are going to get her a cell phone, she's thrilled. Sabrina finds out that Salem 
was teasing her. Sabrina comes up with a plan to get her own phone using magic.

Geog 1 - Student's Book Level 1 Gallagher, R 9780199134496 £13.99 OUP 11+

The first book in a three-book course. geog.123 is comprehensive and rigorous, but what really sets it apart 
is that it's written and presented in a way that appeals to students in the 11-14 age group like no other 
course. This is the second edition, from 2005.

Geog 1 : Geography for Key Stage 3 Gallagher, R 
(RoseMarie) 199134496 £13.99 OUP 11+

"Geog.1" is the first book in the three-book "Geog.123" course written to match the National Curriculum at 
Key Stage 3 and the QCA Scheme of Work.

Geog 2 - Geography for Key Stage 3 Gallagher, R 
(RoseMarie) 199134146 £11.50 OUP 11+

Part of the three-book "Geog.123" course written to match the National Curriculum at Key Stage 3 and the 
QCA Scheme of Work.

Geog 3 - Geography for Key Stage 3 Gallagher, R 
(RoseMarie) 199134154 £11.50 OUP 11+

Part of the three-book "Geog.123" course written to match the National Curriculum at Key Stage 3 and the 
QCA Scheme of Work.

Jennie Gallico, Paul 9780140019421 £1.35 Penguin 09+

For years eight-year-old Peter has wanted a cat. He knows every cat in the Square and has managed at 
times to smuggle one in for a day or so before it was discovered and swiftly removed.

Snow Goose, the Gallico, Paul 9780091893828 £12.99 Hutchinson 07+

The snow goose becomes a symbol of hope to the soldiers at Dunkirk.
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From Seed to Sunflower Ganeri, Anita 9780431050843 £6.99 Heinemann 07+

This series of books looks at the life cycles of familiar animals and plants. Question boxes throughout the 
text encourage children to make predictions about what is coming up in the text.

Horrible Geography, Bloomin Rainforests Ganeri, Anita 9780439944601 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

Where in the world can you tuck into a poisonous pufferfish? Spot some perilous pirates? Get the earth-
shattering facts in odious oceans!

Horrible Geography, Cracking Coasts Ganeri, Anita 9780439963978 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

Wave goodbye to boring geography lessons as you clamber up some Cracking Coasts... Marvel! at the 
ginormous Giant's Causeway. Scream! as you surf an awesome reef breaker. Shiver! with fear as you take 
a trip to the spooky Skeleton Coast

Horrible Geography, Desperate Deserts Ganeri, Anita 9780439014816 £4.99 Hippo 08+

Wave goodbye to boring geography lessons. This book takes the reader on a journey around the world's 
deserts inhabited by deadly rattlesnakes, threatened by sliding sand dunes and dried out from lack of rain 
where you might have to drink camel pee

Horrible Geography, Earth Shattering 
Earthquakes Ganeri, Anita 9780439997126 £5.99 Hippo 09+

Does geography grind you down? Fed up with miserable maps, rotten rock piles and dire diagrams? Wave 
goodbye to boring geography lessons as you brace yourself for the shocking world of Earth-shattering 
earthquakes

Horrible Geography, Freaky Peaks Ganeri, Anita 9780439944595 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

 Freaky Peaks takes the intrepid young explorer on a thrilling tour of the tallest mountains - from Everest to 
Kilimanjaro - encountering many dangers along the way, including glaciers, yetis, and avalanches

Horrible Geography, Intrepid Explorers Ganeri, Anita 9780439981378 £7.99 Scholastic 09+

Geography with the gritty bits left in Does geography grind you down? Fed up with miserable maps, rotten 
rock piles and tiresome tests? Wave goodbye to boring geograph lessons as you step into the wide world of 
globetrotting Intrepid Explorers

Horrible Geography, Monster Lakes Ganeri, Anita 9781407109862 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

Monster Lakes sweeps young readers along on a tour of the world's most fascinating lakes. They can 
explore a volcanic crater lake meet scuba-diving spiders, and hunt monsters from the deep.

Horrible Geography, Odius Oceans Ganeri, Anita 9780439944540 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

Geography with the gritty bits left in! Where in the world can you: Tuck into a poisonous pufferfish? Spot 
some perilous pirates? Explore the savage seabed?
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Horrible Geography, of the World Ganeri, Anita 9780439977180 £12.99 Scholastic 10+

Based on the series of the books of the same name, this is a lively publication, written in various fonts with 
`Wicked World Facts', `Earth-shattering Facts`, `Teacher Teasers', cartoons, 'Horrible Health Warnings`,

Horrible Geography, Perilous Poles Ganeri, Anita 9781407108834 £6.99 Scholastic 09+

The intrepid explorer can take a trip to the freezing-cold ends of the Earth in the latest Horrible Geography 
Handbook. This is the ultimate survival guide filled with tips on everything from how to handle a peckish 
polar bear to how to have a pee without getting frost bite - this is geography at its most horrible.

Horrible Geography, Planet in Peril Ganeri, Anita 9781407112008 £8.99 Scholastic 09+

From climate change to carbon footprints How to Save the Planet is a Horribly useful guide the 
environmental issues children are most concerned about and offers oodles of ideas of things readers can 
do to help to save the planet.

Horrible Geography, Raging Rivers Ganeri, Anita 9780439944564 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

Geography with the gritty bits left in! Where in the world can you: Peer over the edge of a roaring waterfall? 
Come face-to-face with a peckish piranha? Go white-water rafting through hair-raising rapids?

Horrible Geography, Violent Volcanoes Ganeri, Anita 9780439944588 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

Geography with the gritty bits left in! Where in the world can you: Find red-hot volcanic rocks the size of 
cars? Visit geysers that could boil you alive? Sniff some stinky sulphur?

Horrible Geography, Wicked Weather Ganeri, Anita 9781407103686 £6.99 Scholastic 09+

How to survive when things get horrible! Want to know: How to deal with a blinding blizzard? What to do 
when a tornado hits? How it feels to get struck by lightning? With wicked weather facts, life-saving tips and 
heart-stopping survival stories

Horrible Geography, Wild Animals Ganeri, Anita 9781407103389 £6.99 Scholastic 09+

How to survive when things get horrible! Want to know: How to cope with a killer croc? Why you shouldn't 
turn your back on a tiger? What to do if a shark bumps into you?

Horrible Geography, Wild Islands Ganeri, Anita 9780439978682 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

Wave goodbye to boring geogaphy lessons as you are cast away on the far-flung shores of Wild Islands... 
Marvel! as a brand-new island pops up from the sea. Gasp! at the hot-tempered island that blew its top.

Joey Pigza swallowed the Key Gantos, Jack   044086433X £4.99 Corgi 07+

Joey isn't a bad boy, he just can't sit still for more than a couple of minutes. If he thinks of something, he's 
just got to do it, like putting his fingers in the pencil sharpener or swallowing his key.
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Beautiful Creatures - Book 1 Garcia, K & Stohl, 
M 9780141346144 £7.99 Penguin 12+

In Ethan Wate's hometown there lies the darkest of secrets . . .There is a girl.
Slowly, she pulled the hood from her head. Green eyes, black hair - Lena Duchannes.
There is a curse: On the Sixteenth Moon, the Sixteenth Year, the Book will take what it's been promised. 
And no one can stop it.
In the end, there is a grave: Lena and Ethan become bound together by a deep, powerful love. But Lena is 
c rsed and on her si teenth birthda her fate ill be decided

Tufty Bear Gardam, Jane 9780744547504 £3.99 walker 05+

Tufty Bear is no ordinary teddy bear. He looks warm and friendly and as though any moment he might 
speak and so he does, to Harry and Tilly! Read about their adventures together in Tufty Bear’s holiday 
home by the sea.

Find Her Gardner, Lisa 9781472220318 £7.99 headsline 15+

A LOST GIRL FOUND-472 days locked in a pine box, at the mercy of a madman. Flora Dane survived her 
hell with only one goal: develop all the deadly skills necessary to make sure she's never caight again. 
ANOTHER GIRL MISSING-Detective D.D. Warren believes that Flora may be the key to finding missing 
college student, Stacey ummers. But she must follow rules that Flora has no interest in. For Flora no risk is 
too great no cost too high, even if it means playing into a predator's hands. Two victims. One cop.

I Coriander Gardner, Sally 1842552902 £8.99 Orion 08+

The story is told by Coriander, daughter of a silk merchant in 1650s London. Her idyllic childhood ends 
when her mother dies and her father goes away, leaving Coriander with her stepmother, who is in cahoots 
with a fundamentalist Puritan.

Invisible Boy, the Gardner, Sally 9781858818405 £4.99 Dolphin 05+

When his parents are lost in space, Sam is left, heartbroken, in the care of the horrible Hilda Hardbottom. 
Then he finds a tiny spaceship in the cabbage patch and meets a little alien called Splodge

Maggot Moon Gardner, Sally 9781471400445 £6.99 Hot Key 15+

Narrated against the backdrop of a ruthless regime determined to beat its enemies in the race to the moon, 
MAGGOT MOON is the astonishing new novel from award-winning author Sally Gardner. When his best 
friend Hector is suddenly taken away, Standish Treadwell realises that it is up to him, his grandfather and a 
small band of rebels to confront and defeat the ever-present oppressive forces of the Motherland. Utterly 
original and stunning, it is impossible not to be moved by MAGGOT MOON's powerful story and the 
nforgettable heroism of Standish

Red Necklace, the Gardner, Sally 9781842556344 £6.99 Orion 11+

The story of a remarkable boy called Yann Margoza; Tetu the dwarf, his friend and mentor; Sido, unloved 
daughter of a foolish Marquis; and Count Kalliovski, Grand Master of a secret society, who has half the 
aristocracy in thrall to him

The Double Shadow Gardner, Sally 9781780620367 £9.99 Indigo 13+

Arnold Ruben has created a memory machine, a utopia housed in a picture palace, where the happiest 
memories replay forever, a haven in which he and his precious daughter can shelter from the war-clouds 
gathering over 1937 Britain. But on the day of her 17th birthday Amaryllis leaves Warlock Hall and the world 
she has known and wakes to find herself in a desolate and disturbing place. Something has gone terribly 
wrong with her father's plan.

The Fairy Detective Agency: Operation Bunny Gardner, Sally 9781510101142 £6.99 Orion 06+

Emily Vole makes headline news in the first weeks of her life, when she is found in an abandoned hatbox in 
Stansted Airport. Then, only a few years later, her neighbour Mrs String dies leaving Emily a mysterious 
inheritance: an old shop, a small bunch of golden keys and a cat called Fidget. It's the beginning of an 
adventure of a lifetime as the old Wings and Co Detective Agency comes back to life.
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Smith Garfield, Leon 9780141319711 £6.99 Puffin 09+

Young Smith was a pickpocket - a very accomplished one. But one day his pick-pocketing was to lead him 
into a sinister and dangerous web of murder, intrigue and betrayal

Beach, The Garland, Alex 140258418 £7.99 Penguin 16+

Richard, a rootless traveller rambling around Thailand on his way somewhere else, is given a hand-drawn 
map by a madman who calls himself Daffy Duck. He and two French travellers set out on a journey to find 
this paradise.

Elidor Garner, Alan 9780007127917 £5.99 Collins 11+

On a gloomy day in Manchester, Roland, Helen, Nicholas and David are lured into a ruined church, where 
the fabric of time and place is weak enough to allow them into the twilight world of Elidor.

Owl Service, The Garner, Alan 9780007127894 £5.99 Harper Collins 11+

It all begins with the scratching in the ceiling. From the moment Alison discovers the dinner service in the 
attic, with its curious pattern of floral owls, a chain of events is set in progress that is to effect everybody's 
lives.

Red Shift Garner, Alan 9780007127863 £6.99 Harper Collins 14+

Under Orion's stars, bluesilver visions torment Tom, Macey, and Thomas as they struggle with age-old 
forces. Distanced from each other in time, and isolated from those they live among, they are yet inextricably 
bound together by the sacred power of the moon's axe, each seeking his own refuge at Mow Cop. CAN 
THOSE THEY LOVE SO INTENSELY KEEP THEM CLINGING TO REALITY? OR IS THE FUTURE 
ETERNALLY DESTINED TO REFLECT THE PAST?

Weirdstone Trilogy Book 1 - The 
Weirdstone of Brisingamen Garner, Alan 9780007127887 £5.99 Collins Voyager 09+

When Colin and Susan are pursued by eerie creatures across Alderley Edge, the wizard-- Cadellin 
Silverbrow--takes them to safety deep in the caves of Fundindelve. Here he watches over the enchanted 
sleep of 140 knights.

Weirdstone Trilogy Book 2 - The Moon of 
Gomrath Garner, Alan 9780007127870 £5.99 Harper Collins 09+

It is the Eve of Gomrath -- the night of the year when the Old Magic is aroused. Had Colin and Susan 
known this, they would never have lighted a fire on the Beacon, thereby releasing the uncontrollable ferocity 
of the Wild Hunt.

Family at One End Street, The Garnett, Eve 9780141317168 £6.99 Puffin 07+

There are seven children in the Ruggles family three girls and four boys. They are poor, but they manage to 
have a lot of fun. All the Ruggles are lovable interesting and very individual from capable Lily Rose down to 
baby William.

Big Trouble Gates, S.P. 9781842998373 £6.99 Barrington Stoke 05+

Anna, a city girl, comes to stay in Levi's village. She hates village life and is desperate to go. When some 
baboons threaten the village Anna is shocked at how the villagers treat them. She rescues a baby baboon 
and plans to keep it as a pet. But when the baboon leader, Old One Eye invades the village in search of the 
baby, Anna's life is in danger. Can Levi save the day?
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Killer Croc Gates, Susan 9781842996348 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 10+

Reading level age 6.5 Levi has a death-defying encounter with a hungry crocodile.

Coram Boy Gavin, Jamila 9781405212823 £6.99 Egmont 11+

Set in the eighteenth century. Toby and Aaron both live in Captain Coram's Hospital for orphans, but their 
backgrounds are very different and who is Mish who watches over them?

Wheel of Surya Gavin, Jamila 9780749747442 £6.99 Egmont 12+

In 1947, India is rocked by the Independence movement and partition with Pakistan. Their lives disrupted by 
the violence, Jaspal and Marvinder are sent from their Indian village to find their father, who is a student in 
England.

My Legendary Girlfriend Gayle, Mike 9780340718162 £6.99 Hodder 16+

A weekend in the life of teacher Will Kelly, still in love with The One and desperately searching for An-Other 
One, and his discovery that with a phone call friends can lift you from the depths of depression or muck up 
your entire weekend.

Modern World Religions - Buddhism Pupil 
Book Foundation Geldart, Anne 9780435336028 £9.25 Heineman 11+

Produced specifically to answer QCA concerns over attainment and assessment in RE at Key Stage 3, 
"Modern World Religions" is a series that balances learning about religions with learning from religions.

Modern World Religions - Judaism Pupil 
Book Foundation Geldart, Anne 9780435336424 £9.25 Heineman 11+

Produced specifically to answer QCA concerns over attainment and assessment in RE at Key Stage 3, 
"Modern World Religions" is a series that balances learning about religions with learning from religions.

Candle in the Dark Geras, Adele 9780713674545 £4.99 A & C Black 10+

Germany in1938 is a dangerous place for Jews. Clara and her little brother, Maxi,are leaving behind 
everything they know and going to England to livewith a family they have never met.

Lizzie's Wish Geras, Adele 9780746060308 £5.99 Usborne 09+

On an extended visit to her cousins in London, Lizzie's passion for plants and trees is fuelled by visits to the 
newly opened Kew Gardens. Like her elder cousin, who wants to defy her middle-class upbringing and 
become a nurse

Demon Assassin the Gibbons, Alan 9781842551806 £6.99 Orion 16+

The Demon Assassin is the second part in a series of four books following the story of Paul Rector and his 
fight against the demon brotherhood. Paul travels to 1941 in a bid to try and stop his ancestor Harry Rector 
from assassinating Churchill
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Dying Photo, the Gibbons, Alan 9781842998533 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 07+

A strange man takes a photo of Jimmy's family. As the camera flashes, Jimmy's parents vanish. The only 
clue is a picture of his mum and dad screaming. Jimmy is alone.

Scared to Death Gibbons, Alan 9781842556665 £4.99 Orion 16+

When Paul meets Redman he begins a hell raising journey to the city's slums in the realm of jack the ripper 
and into the horror of hell's underground.

The Edge Gibbons, Alan 9781842550946 £4.99 orion 12+

Danny and his mother are on the run from her boyfriend Chris, a violent man. Chris pursues them from 
London to the north, where they take refuge with Danny's grandparents. But even there, nothing is safe.

Ping Won't Share Gibbs, Lynne 9781858547244 £4.99 Brimax 05+

One day Ping finds a secret stash of bamboo but, instead of sharing it, he keeps it all for himself. His hungry 
friends are forced to go off in search of food.

Usborne Big Machines - Planes and 
Helicopters Gifford, Clive 9780746063774 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Young children are fascinated by planes and helicopters. They want to know how they work and what 
they're called. These questions, and many more, are answered in this book.

Usborne Big Machines - Racing cars Gifford, Clive 9780746063736 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Young children are amazed by fast cars and race tracks. They want to know how racing cars work and what 
all the special parts are for. These questions, and many more, are answered in this book.

Whos Who of Industrial Revolution Gifford, Clive 9780750272193 £8.99 Wayland 07+

Covering this major period in world history, The Who's Who of the Industrial Revolution introduces key 
players who significantly influenced the outcome of this crucial economic development. Included are 
biographies of such figures as Samuel Slater, the Englishman who introduced the cotton mill to the United 
States, starting a revolution in the American cotton industry, and Robert Owen, a reformer who helped form 
the first trade unions in Britain to secure better conditions for workers.

Usborne Big Book of Big Tractors Gillespie, Lisa 
Jane 9781409549888 £9.99 Usborne 03+

A big picture book with giant fold-out pages, to satisfy the curiosity of every young tractor enthusiast. 
Everything you need to know about tractors large and small, from all around the world. Makes a substantial 
gift which children will pore over for hours.

30 Easy Things to Cook and Eat Gilpin, Rebbecca 9781409504887 £5.99 Usborne 06+

A handy collection of recipes that include pancakes, easy pizzas, shortbread and crusty apple pies. It 
features photographs of the finished dishes, and step-by-step picture instructions for how to make them.
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Vera Pratt and the Bald Head Girling, Brough 9780140341119 £3.50 puffin 07+

It is the local motorbike grand-prix and Vera Pratt is gearing herself up to win. With Wally in the sidecar as 
ballast they make a terrifying team.

Vera Pratt and the Bishop's False Teeth Girling, Brough 9780140323795 £3.25 puffin 07+

Holy smoke! Have you ever met a toothless Bishop who prefers to travel by sidecar? And his chauffeur is 
Vera Pratt, ace-adventurer and fanatic mechanic.

Vera Pratt and the False Moustaches Girling, Brough 9780140322484 £3.25 puffin 07+

An innocent game of frisbee lands Wally up to his neck in adventure: theft car chases, kidnaps, its all too 
much for our reluctant hero. But no one with a false moustache can beat Vera watch out, world, for a 
hilarious new heroine!

Ruby Red Glass, Linzi 9780141320939 £5.99 Penguin 16+

In Ruby Winters' world, colour opens some doors and slams others shut. Her opulent Johannesburg 
neighbourhood is a far cry from the streets of Soweto where anger and hatred simmer under the surface.

Bumface Gleitzman, Morris 9780141303550 £4.99 Puffin 11+

Bumface! That's who Angus wants to be. He dreams of being bold, brave, wild and free. Like the pirate in 
the stories he tells his younger brother and sister. Instead Angus is just plain tired from changing nappies 
and wiping food off walls.

Girl Underground Gleitzman, Morris 9780141319001 £4.99 Puffin 09+

Trying to fit in at a posh new school is really hard when your loving and lovable family also happen to be 
criminals. Bridget is succeeding pretty well and has even made a friend, Menzies, the son of the federal 
Minister for National Development

Once Series Book 1 - Once Gleitzman, Morris 9780141320632 £6.99 Puffin 09+

Once by Morris Gleitzman is the story of a young Jewish boy who is determined to escape the orphanage 
he lives in to save his Jewish parents from the Nazis in the occupied Poland of the Second World War.

Once Series Book 2 - Then Gleitzman, Morris 9780141324821 £5.99 Puffin 09+

"I had a plan for me and Zelda. Pretend to be someone else. Find new parents. Be safe forever. Then the 
Nazis came."

Once Series Book 3 - Now Gleitzman, Morris 9780141329987 £6.99 Puffin 09+

ONCE I didn't know about my grandfather Felix's scary childhood.
THEN I found out what the Nazis did to his best friend Zelda.
NOW I understand why Felix does the things he does.
At least he's got me. My name is Zelda too. This is our story.
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Once Series Book 4 - After Gleitzman, Morris 9780141343136 £6.99 Puffin 09+

After The Nazis took my parents I was scared
After They killed my best friend I was angry
After They ruined my thirteenth birthday I was determined to get to the forest, to join forces with Gabriek and 
Yuli, to be a family, to defeat the Nazis after all

Other Facts of Life, The Gleitzman, Morris 9780140368772 £3.99 Puffin 12+

There are some things Ben doesn't understand. His unwilling father is sent to explain the facts of life to him - 
only to find the questions Ben asks are far tougher than he expected, and he doesn't have the answers.

Soon Gleitzman, Morris 9780141362793 £6.99 Puffin 09+

The war has officially ended, but the streets are still a battleground - for food, for shelter, for protection. 
Felix is in hiding to stay safe, but has been left holding the baby - literally. Feliz vows protect the infant, just 
as a few incredible people saved him from the Holocaust.

Two Weeks with the Queen Gleitzman, Morris 9780141303000 £3.99 puffin 07+

When Colin's brother Luke becomes seriously ill with leukemia, he is determined to get the best help 
possible. He is sent to stay with relatives and attempts to go to the top - the Queen first, and failing her, the 
best cancer doctor in the world.

Toad Rage Gleitzman, Morris. 9780141306551 £5.99 puffin 09+

Uncle Bart reckons humans don't hate cane toads but Lumpy knows they do. He embarks on a dangerous 
but funny quest to show humans how nice cane toads are.

Pure Dead Book 1 - Magic Gliori, Debi 552547573 £4.99 Corgi 07+

It's all go in Pandora and Titus's ancient family home, StregaSchloss: there are beasts in the basement, rats 
in the modem and an elderly relative in the freezer

Pure Dead Book 2 - Wicked Gliori, Debi 552548472 £4.99 Corgi 07+

The Strega-Borgia children accidentally create 500 clones of themselves at the same time that the roof on 
their Scottish castle falls in, attracting evil contractors who want their home.

Pure Dead Book 3 - Brilliant Gliori, Debi 552547514 £5.99 Corgi 07+

Pure Dead Brilliant is the latest instalment in the crazy lives of the Strega-Borgia family in their country pile 
of StregaSchloss in Scotland. Following on from Pure Dead Magic and Pure Dead Wicked.

Luxe, the Godberson, Anna 9780141323367 £7.99 Penguin 13+

Society's elite: the glamour, the grandeur, the glittering parties, the most handsome beaus, the most 
beautiful debutantes . . . the rich girl, the humble boy, the forbidden love, the hushed whispers, the stolen 
glances, the whispers, the scandal, the mystery, the revenge . . .
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Diddakoi, the Godden, Rumer 9780330453301 £4.99 Macmillan 09+

Everyone in Kizzy's town hates her because she's half-gypsy – a diddakoi. But Kizzy doesn't care. All she 
needs is Gran and her horse, Joe

American West, The Godfrey, Majorie 435308793 £8.50 Heinemann 14+

Print Point size N18 only.

Memoirs Of A Geisha Golden, Arthur 9780099498186 £6.99 Vintage 16+

A seductive and evocative epic on an intimate scale, that tells the extraordinary story of a geisha girl. 
Summoning up more than twenty years of Japan's most dramatic history, it uncovers a hidden world of 
eroticism and enchantment, exploitation and degradation. From a small fishing village in 1929, the tale 
moves to the glamorous and decadent heart of Kyoto in the 1930s, where a young peasant girl is sold as 
servant and apprentice to a renowned geisha house

Buffy the Vampire Slayer - Halloween Rain Golden, C & 
Holder, N 671017136 £3.50 Pocket 11+

As long as there have been vampires, there has been a slayer. One girl in all the world, to find them where 
they gather and to stop the spread of their evil and the swell of their numbers.

Black Heart of Jamaica Golding, Julia 9781405237574 £8.99 Egmont 11+

Cat Royal turns pirate, undertakes a Caribbean Cruise and gets mixed up in a slave revolt. Prepare to 
swash your buckle in Cat's most outrageous adventure yet!

Cat among the Pigeons Golding, Julia 9781405237598 £5.99 Egmont 11+

As gripping as "The Diamond of Drury Lane", this fabulous second volume from multi award-winning author 
Julia Golding sees Cat Royal storm a gentleman's club, jump aboard a slave ship and enter the heart of the 
shadiest part of London - blindfolded!

Cat O'Nine Tails Golding, Julia 9781405230469 £8.99 Egmont 11+

The fourth volume from our famous feisty heroine of "Cat Royal". Cat becomes an unlikely recruit for the 
British Navy, takes passage to America and navigates her way through a fiendish plot to do away with Lord 
Francis, heir to a dukedom.

Den of Thieves Golding, Julia 9781405241847 £5.99 Egmont 11+

Cat Royal, finds herself on the streets of Revolutionary Paris in Den of Thieves.When Cat Royal finds 
herself homeless, she travels to Paris and becomes an underground reporter - all the while being disguised 
as a prissy ballerina!

Diamond of Dury Lane, The Golding, Julia 1405221496 £6.99 Egmont 11+

Set in 1790's Covent Garden. The tale of Cat Royal, an orphan who lives at the back of the real-life theatre 
in Drury Lane. It contains a wonderful colourful cast of characters.
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Lord of the Flies Golding, William 9780571056866 £5.99 Faber & Faber 11+

A plane crashes on a desert island and the only survivors, a group of schoolboys, assemble on a beach 
and wait to be rescued. By day they inhabit a land of bright fantastic birds and dark blue seas, but at night 
their dreams are haunted.

Earth Goldstein, J 
Margaret 9780822547617 £4.39 Lerner 07+

This stellar series sends readers on a mission to explore all nine planets, the stars, the sun, the moon, and 
the solar system.

Connor's Eco Den Goodhart, Pippa 1842992902 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 07+

The Hogg family are bursting out of their small house so Mr Hogg challenges his three sons to build an 
extra bedroom themselves. An utterly original and engaging story filled with facts about the environment.

House with no Name, The Goodhart, Pippa 1842991213 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 09+

Reading level below age 8  Jamie moves into a house that has been empty for thirty-five years. He 
discovers a tragic secret from the past. Find out what Jamie comes across in the House with No Name.

Diary of Anne Frank, The play of Goodrich Frances, 
Hackett Albert 9780435233143 £10.25 Heinemann 11+

A dramatization of "The Diary of Anne Frank", recording the experiences of a young Jewish girl who hid 
from the Nazis for two years before being sent to a concentration camp. The introduction, notes and 
assignments provide support in tackling the characters and themes.

Tunnels Gordon & Williams 9781905294428 £6.99 Chicken House 14+

Will Burrows lives with his family in London. He has little in common with them except for a passion for 
digging which he shares with his father. His father suddenly disappears down a tunnel. Will decides to 
investigate.

Logo! 1: Pupil Book Gordon, Anna Lise 9780435368821 £12.99 Heinemann 11+

The books develop pupils' use and understanding of German by providing straighforward explanations of 
the way the language works alongside motivating, stepped activities.

Nicholas Goscinny 9780714861142 £6.95 Phaidon Press 10+

In France and Germany practically every child of seven and upwards knows the adventures of Nicholas. 
Written by the author of Asterix, René Goscinny, and with illustrations by New Yorker illustrator, Jean-
Jacques Sempé, the five Nicholas books tell of the endearing exploits of the young French school boy and 
his chums. Available in twenty six languages and established as a literary cult figure, the sublimely innocent 
Nicholas has seduced millions of readers all over the world

What do you know about the water cycle 
(20 questions: Earth Science) Gosman, Gillian 9781448898527 PowerKids Press 09+

Each volume of 20 related questions and answers provides a basic overview of an earth-science topic. 
Because every section is brief, browsers or reluctant readers who tackle a page or two might be 
encouraged to explore further. The question-and-answer exchanges are accompanied by small illustrations 
with informative captions relating to the main texts.
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Little White Horse, The Goudge, Elizabeth 9780745945781 £4.99 Lion 11+

For a fleeting instant Maria thought she saw a little white horse with a flowing mane and tail, head raised, 
poised, halting in mid-flight, as though it had seen her and was glad.

Tall Story Gourlay, Candy 9781849920391 £5.99 David Fickling 09+

Andi is short. And she has lots of wishes. She wishes she could play on the school basketball team, she 
wishes for her own bedroom, but most of all she wishes that her long lost half brother, Bernardo, could 
come and live in London, where he belongs.

Alphabet Series - M is for Malice Grafton, Sue 9781250006486 £4.97 St. Martin's Pres 16+

M' is for Malek family: four sons now nearing middle age who stand to inherit a fortune – four men with very 
different temperaments and needs, linked only by blood and money. Eighteen years ago, one of them – 
angry, troubled and in trouble – went missing.

Alphabet Series - P is for Peril Grafton, Sue 9781447212379 £7.99 Pan 16+

It is now nine weeks since Dr Dowan Purcell vanished without trace. The sixty-nine-year-old doctor had said 
goodnight to his colleagues at the Pacific Meadows nursing home, had climbed into his car and driven away 
– never to be seen again.

April Underhill, Tooth Fairy Graham, Bob 9781406321555 £11.99 Walker 05+

High in the sky above Parkville, toothfairies April and Esme Underhill are on their way to collect their very 
first tooth...April and Esme Underhill have never collected a tooth before. Mum and Dad always do it. But 
tonight it's their turn.

How to Heal a Broken Wing Graham, Bob 9781406307160 £5.99 Walker 03+

When Will sees a fallen bird on the crowded city pavement, he stops and looks -
and reaches down to help…

Max Graham, Bob 9780744598278 £5.99 Walker 03+

It's not easy being the son of legendary superheroes. Max has a cape and a mask,
but he doesn't fly. His parents just can't understand it, and nor can the children at
school. But one day he does fly

Wind in the Willows, The Grahame, Kenneth 9780140366853 £3.99 Puffin 07+

When Mole decides to go boating with Ratty the Water Rat instead of doing his spring cleaning, he 
discovers a world he never knew existed.

Vanishing of Katharina Linden, the Grant, Helen 9780141325736 £6.99 penguin 13+

On the day Katharina Linden disappears, Pia is the last person to see her alive. Terror is spreading through 
the town. How could a ten-year-old girl vanish in a place where everybody knows everybody else?
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Gone Book 1 - Gone Grant, Michael 9781405242356 £6.99 Electric Monkey 15+

In the blink of an eye all the adults disappear in a small town in southern California and no one knows why. 
Cut off from the outside world, those that are left are trapped, and there’s no help on the way. They must do 
all they can to survive. Chaos rules the streets. Gangs begin to form. Sides are chosen – strong or weak. 
Cruel or humane. And then there are those who begin to develop powers . . . It’s Lord of the Flies for the 
Heroes generation.

Gone Book 2 - Hunger Grant, Michael 9781405253543 £6.99 Electric Monkey 15+

The clock is ticking for Sam Temple and the kids of Perdido Beach and starvation threatens the FAYZ. The 
strain of leadership is beginning to show on Sam and he’s got more than just dwindling rations and in-
fighting to worry about – Caine is back with the psychotic whiphand, Drake, by his side. And in the 
background lies the greatest danger of all – and he too needs to be fed.

Gone Book 3 - Lies Grant, Michael 9781405254311 £6.99 Electric Monkey 15+

It happens in one night: a girl who died now walks among the living, Zil and the Human Crew set fire to 
Perdido Beach, and amid the flames and smoke, Sam sees the figure of the boy he fears the most – Drake. 
As Perdido Beach burns, battles rage: Astrid against the Town Council; the Human Crew versus the 
mutants; and Sam against Drake. As life in the FAYZ becomes more desperate, no one knows who they 
can trust.

Gone Book 4 - Plague Grant, Michael 9781405256582 £6.99 Egmont 15+

The Darkness has been foiled once again and the resurrected Drake has been contained. But the streets of 
Perdido Beach are far from safe. With a growing army of mutants fighting against the humans, power in the 
town hangs in the balance. In a small room of a house near the edge of town Little Pete lies ill on a bed. In 
his fevered dreams he continues his battle with the hidden evil that seeks to use his power for anarchy and 
destruction

Gone Book 5 - Fear Grant, Michael 9781405257619 £6.99 Electric Monkey 15+

The fifth heart-stopping installment of the bestselling GONE series. Night is falling in the FAYZ. Even 
though it's been nearly a year since everyone over the age of fifteen disappeared, the sun has continued to 
shine on the kids of Perdido Beach. Now, though, the gaiaphage has blotted out the sun and plunged the 
FAYZ into perpetual gloom. Divided and dispirited, the survivors face their greatest enemy yet - the 
darkness of their own minds ...

Light Grant, Michael 9781405257602 £7.99 Electric Monkey 11+

All eyes are on Perdido Beach. The barrier wall is now as clear as glass and life in the FAYZ is visible for 
the entire outside world to see. Life inside the dome remains a constant battle and the Darkness, away from 
watchful eyes, grows and grows . . . The society that Sam and Astrid have struggled so hard to build is 
about to be shattered for good. It’s the end of the FAYZ. Who will survive to see the light of day?

Chasing Danger Grant, Sara 9781407163291 £5.99 Scholastic

When Chase Armstrong visits her grandmother at a remote tropical resort, she is looking forward to plenty 
of sunbathing, swimming etc. The last thing she expects is danger. But when modern day pirates attack the 
island and take the guests hostage, its up to Chase to try and save her grandmother and herself, before it's 
too late!

Chasing Danger Grant, Sarah 9781407163291 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

When Chase Armstrong (please don't call her Charlotte) is sent to visit her Grandmother at a remote 
tropical resort, she is looking forward to sunbathing, swimming and snorkeling. The last thing she expects is 
danger. But when modern day pirates attack the island and take the guests hostage, it's up to Chase to try 
and save her grandmother and herself, before it's too late!

Go! Dare or Danger - Dare You? Graves, Sue 9781842997130 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 13+

The school bully gives Lee and Dan a dare. Who will be the loser? Barrington Stoke specialise in books for 
reluctant, struggling and dyslexic readers.
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Go! Dare or Danger - Doom Ride Graves, Sue 9781842997741 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 13+

Two boys find a coin with Dare on one side, Danger on the other. When they flip it, adventure follows! The 
boys go on a roller coaster which malfunctions. Will they escape alive?

Go! Dare or Danger - Raft Rescue Graves, Sue 9781842996485 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 13+

Two boys find a coin with Dare on one side, Danger on the other. When they flip it, adventure follows! 
When it comes down 'danger', can they rescue a boy from drowning? Barrington Stoke specialises in books 
for reluctant, struggling and dyslexic readers.

Go! Dare or Danger - The Cliff Graves, Sue 9781842997017 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 13+

Two boys find a coin with Dare on one side, Danger on the other. When they flip it, adventure follows! Lee 
slips and falls off a cliff. Can Dan save him? Barrington Stoke specialises in books for reluctant, struggling 
and dyslexic readers.

Go! Dare or Danger - Up in Flames Graves, Sue 9781842997734 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 13+

Two boys find a coin with Dare on one side, Danger on the other. When they flip it, adventure follows! The 
boys hit 'danger'. Can they rescue a dog from a fire? Barrington Stoke specialise in books for reluctant, 
struggling and dyslexic readers.

Go! Dare or Danger 2 - Ghosts Graves, Sue 9781842996492 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 13+

Two boys find a coin with Dare on one side, Danger on the other. When they flip it, adventure follows! The 
coin says 'dare' and the boys stumble upon a haunted house. Barrington Stoke specialises in books for 
reluctant, struggling and dyslexic readers.

Again! Gravett, Emily 9780230745360 £10.99 MacMillan 03+

It's nearly Cedric the dragon's bedtime - there's just time for his mum to read him
his favourite book. Unfortunately for her, Cedric likes the story so much that he
wants to hear it again

Monkey and Me Gravett, Emily 9781405089494 £6.99 MacMillan 03+

A cheeky little girl and her toy monkey swing irresistibly through the pages of this gorgeous playful book.

Tidy Gravett, Emily 9781447273998 £6.99 Two Hoots 05+

Pete the badger likes everything to be neat and tidy at all times, but what starts as the collecting of one 
fallen leaf escalates and ends with the complete destruction of the forest! Will Pete realise the error of his 
ways and set things right?

Wolf Won't Bite! Gravett, Emily 9780230704251 £5.99 MacMillan 05+

Take your seat in the front row and watch in wonder as three cheeky little circus pigs make a wild wolf jump 
through hoops (literally), endure feats of astounding derring-do, and even withstand perilous games of 
dress-up. Safe in the thought that "Wolf Won't Bite!" they even put their heads between his jaws . . . but can 
you push a wolf too far?
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Fearful, The Gray, Keith 99456567 £5.99 Definitions 11+

The Fearful is a story about Faith, about why some people believe in things they've never seen, and about 
society's intolerance towards others' beliefs. But at its heart it's a tale of a father and son trying to 
understand each other's ways.

Malarkey Gray, Keith 9780099439448 £5.99 Red Fox 15+

Brook High is a great grey concrete ants' nest of a school. John Malarkey is the new kid, thrown in at the 
deep end of Year 11. He's the wrong person in the wrong place at the wrong time.

Ostrich Boys Gray, Keith 9780099456575 £5.99 Definitions 14+

Kenny, Sim and Blake are about to embark on a remarkable journey. Stealing the urn that contains the 
ashes of their best friend Ross, they set out to travel 261 miles from Cleethorpes to Ross in southern 
Scotland.

You Killed Me Gray, Keith 9781781121887 £6.99 Barrington Stoke 08+

Len Grimsby is dead and he blames Toby. When Len's ghost appears at the end of his bed, Toby is taken 
back in time to see the repercussions of his actions and unravel the series of events that led to Len's death. 
Can he save Len from being killed? And can he manage not to screw everything else up in the process?

Attack of the giant slugs Gray, Kes ######### £5.99 Red Fox 05+

You're in Danger . . .At least, you would be, if Jack Beechwhistle wasn't around to protect the world from 
alien attacks, zombie sweet-shop owners, and exploding conkers - with a bit of help from his trusty 
sidekicks, Colin and Harry (as long as it's not past Colin and Harry's bedtime). Their missions are daring, 
dangerous, and deadly. They even have top-secret headquarters (the shed by the rhubarb patch).

Daisy and the Trouble with Chocolate Gray, Kes 9781782956099 £5.99 Red Fox 07+

Daisy is SO excited! She's been picked to look after the class hamsters, Pickle and Pops, over the Easter 
holidays - AND her mum's taking her to Chocolate Land!!! 
Trouble is, the two things probably shouldn't mix...

Daisy and the trouble with zoos Gray, Kes 9781862304932 £4.99 Red Fox 05+

It's Daisy's birthday and she's having a special birthday treat! Mum has invited her best friends, Gabby and 
Dylan, on a trip to the zoo - and, best of all, Mum has arranged for Daisy to go into the actual penguin cage

Duperball Gray, Kes 9781404831185 £5.80 OUP 05+

First class fiction at an appropriate interest level, the books in TreeTops More All Stars Pack 3A provide: 
BLQuality books by top authors and illustrators to challenge and motivate your children, including the 
retelling of a classic story BLThe right level of content, at an appropriate interest level for Year 2 children 
BLCareful text levelling to gradually build stamina

Oi Frog Gray, Kes & Field, 
Jim 9781444910865 £6.99 Hodder Children 03+

Cats sit on mats, hares sit on chairs, mules sit on stools and gofers sit on sofas, but Frog does not want to 
sit on a log! Jam-packed with animals and silliness, this original rhyming story will have young children in fits 
of laughter.
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Izzy the Invisible Gray, Louise 9781848125094 £5.99 Piccadilly 08+

Sometimes being the youngest in the family means that Izzy feels invisible at home. But when Nana's latest 
science experiment backfires, she finds out what it's really like to be invisible. While Nana searches for a 
cure, Izzy has fun exploring her new poweres - but Mum, Dad and sister Carrie aren't impressed. Can Izzy 
use her invisibility to help her friends, and regain her big sister's trust?

Black Harvest Gray, Nigel 9780003302332 £7.99 Collins 11+

Colin and Prill were looking forward to their summer holiday in Ireland, but almost from the moment they 
arrive, things start to go horribly wrong. This modern family on holiday awake memories of the Irish famine.

German grammar 11-14 Gray, Oliver 9780435305222 £9.50 Heinemann 11+

The book can be used alongside any major German course while simple explanations in English and lots of 
practice exercises also make it ideal for independent study.

Charlie, Emma and the Dragon Family Greaves, Margaret 9780749707040 £2.25 Mammoth 07+

Charlie and Emma are very sad when Alberic the magical dragon flies away. But not for long, because 
Ashley, Alberic's son, has stayed behind, who is full of mischief and fun.

Diary of a Would-Be Princess Green , Jessica 9780439951227 £4.99 Scholastic 10+

All Jillian wants is to be like the princess-y girls who rule her class. What she doesn't want is to hang out 
with a load of dorky boys. But it's only when her plans go hilariously wrong, that things start turning 
unexpectedly right

A Strange Disappearance Green, Anna 
Katharine 9781406893557 £5.90 Echo ibrary 16+

First published 1880. Author was one of America's first writers of detective fiction.

Agatha Webb Green, Anna 
Katherine 9781406871661 £8.90  Echo Library 15+

The dance was over. From the great house on the hill the guests had all departed and only the musicians 
remained. As they filed out through the ample doorway, on their way home, the first faint streak of early 
dawn became visible in the east.

Babyville Green, Jane 140295933 £7.99 Penguin 16+

To have a baby or not to have a baby, that is the question. Julia, Maeve and Sam are pondering the pros 
and cons of procreation; the effect that it could have on their careers, partners and lives.

An Abundance Of Katherines Green, John 9780141346090 £7.99 Penguin 14+

When it comes to relationships, Colin Singleton's type is girls named Katherine. And when it comes to girls 
named Katherine, Colin is always getting dumped. Nineteen times, to be exact. On a road trip miles from 
home, this anagram-happy, washed-up child prodigy has ten thousand dollars in his pocket, a bloodthirsty 
feral hog on his trail, and an overweight Judge Judy - loving best friend riding shotgun - but no Katherines. 
Colin is on a mission to prove The Theorem of Underlying Katherine Predictability, which he hopes will 
predict the f t re of an relationship a enge D mpees e er here and finall in him the girl
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Fault in Our Stars, the Green, John 9780141355078 £7.99 Penguin 14+

Despite the tumor-shrinking medical miracle that has bought her a few years, Hazel has never been 
anything but terminal, her final chapter inscribed upon diagnosis. But when a gorgeous plot twist named 
Augustus Waters suddenly appears at Cancer Kid Support Group, Hazel's story is about to be completely 
rewritten.

Let It Snow Green, John 9780141349176 £7.99 Penguin 11+

An ill-timed storm on Christmas Eve buries the residents of Gracetown under multiple feet of snow and 
causes quite a bit of chaos. One brave soul ventures out into the storm from her stranded train and sets off 
a chain of events that will change quite a few lives. Over the next three days one girl takes a risky shortcut 
with an adorable stranger, three friends set out to win a race to the Waffle House (and the hash brown 
spoils), and the fate of a teacup pig falls into the hands of a lovesick barista.

Let it Snow Green, John 978-0141349176 £7.99 Penguin 14+

An ill-timed storm on Christmas Eve buries the residents of Gracetown under multiple feet of snow 
and causes quite a bit of chaos. One brave soul ventures out into the storm from her stranded 
train and sets off a chain of events that will change quite a few lives. Over the next three days one 
girl takes a risky shortcut with an adorable stranger, three friends set out to win a race to the 
Waffle House

Looking for Alaska Green, John 9780007523160 £6.99 Harper Collins 14+

A crossover novel, this title chronicles the indelible impact one life can have on another. Miles Halter is 
fascinated by famous last words - and tired of his safe, boring and rather lonely life at home.

Paper Towns Green, John 9781408806593 £6.99 Bloomsbury 16+

Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff 
of legend at their high school. So when she one day climbs through his window and summons him on an all-
night road trip of revenge he cannot help but follow.

Will Grayson, Will Grayson Green, John 978-0141346113 £7.99 Penguin 14+

One cold night, in a most unlikely corner of Chicago, Will Grayson crosses paths with . . . Will 
Grayson. Two guys with the same name, running in two very different circles, suddenly find their 
lives going in new and unexpected directions, and culminating in epic turns-of-heart and the most 
fabulous musical ever to grace the high-school stage.

Brighton Rock Greene, Graham 9780099478478 £7.99 Vintage 16+

Gripping, terrifying, an unputdownable read - Greene's iconic tale of the razor-wielding Pinkie

My Sister's a Popstar Greene, Kimberly 9780746076682 £5.99 Usborne 09+

Sam can't wait for her big sister Danni to come home from touring so their family can get back to normal. 
Having a singing sensation for a sister is just too weird.

Animals Greenwell, Jessica 9781409551645 £9.99 Usborne 03+

This book contains one thousand pictures of animals, with their names. Children need to add lots of words 
to their spoken vocabularly and this fantastic look-and-talk book will provide them with plenty of 
opportunities to do so. Each double-page spread shows a wonderful array of birds, fish, mammals, 
dinosaurs and more.
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Issie and the Christmas Pony Gregg, Stacy 9780007288748 £5.99 Harper Collins 07+

An extra-special Christmas story about Issie and her friends at pony club. With gymkhanas to win, rivals to 
defeat, mysteries to solve and ponies in danger to save

Text Generation Students' Book 2 - Level 
2 Gregory, Frances 9780198320708 £13.50 OUP 11+

Aimed at students in their second year of secondary school, to help raise standards in writing this book 
covers all stages of the writing process and the objectives in the Framework for Teaching English.

Adventures of The Dish and The Spoon, 
The Grey, Mini 9780099475767 £5.99 Red Fox 05+

Part love story, part crime caper, this title presents a tale of the crockery-cutlery duo of all time.

Traction Man Book 1 - Traction Man is 
Here Grey, Mini 9780099451099 £6.99 Red Fox 05+

With an action outfit for every occasion, Traction Man patrols the house. Whether he is saving toys (in latex 
space suit and Perspex helmet, teamed with Rocket Boots); searching the sink for the lost wreck of the 
sieve (in sub-aqua suit, fluorescent flippers and infra-red mask) or rescuing damsels in distress (in jungle 
pants, camouflage vest and a bandanna), Traction Man is never less than stylishly turned out and expertly 
accessorised. He is the last word in heroic fashion flair - until, that is, the day that he is presented with an all-
in one knitted green romper s it and matching bonnet b his o ner's grann Can Traction Man o ercome

Traction Man Book 2 - Traction Man and 
Beach Odyssey Grey, Mini 9781862308152 £6.99 Red Fox 05+

Traction Man and Scrubbing Brush are at the beach! Traction Man even has his special Squid-Proof Scuba 
Suit, perfect for exploring the secret crevices of the Rockpool. But there are adventures in store for our 
intrepid hero as he faces the thrills of Operation Picnic, the tribulation of being buried in sand and - worst of 
all - being washed away by a giant wave... Join the daring duo as they meet new challenges ... and new 
friends.

Traction Man Book 3 - Traction Man 
Meets Turbodog Grey, Mini 9780375855832 £9.99 Alfred A. Knopf 05+

Traction Man is back ! And Scrubbing Brush too! Except this time, there's a new toy in town. Who will win 
the day?

The day my butt went psycho Griffiths, Andy 9780439424691 £5.70 Scholastic US 08+

When Zack's butt decides to run away, Zack ends up on a journey across the Great Windy Desert, through 
the Brown Forest, and over the Sea of Butts before descending into the heart of an explosive buttcano to 
face the biggest butt of all.

Fatou Fetch the Water Griffiths, Neil 9781905434169 £6.99 Red Robin 05+

The water bucket is empty! So, follow in the footsteps of forgetful Fatou, as she fetches a fresh supply for a 
family feast. But will she return from her journey through the village with just water, or with much more than 
she expected? A charming tale of the joys of both giving and receiving.

Poppy and Max and the Fashion Show Grindley, Sally 9781843623939 £4.99 Orchard 05+

Poppy and Max see a sign asking for models for a fashion show and Poppy is desperate to volunteer. Max 
does not like wearing clothes, but somehow ends up as the star of the show!
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The Bloomsbury Christmas Treasury Grindley, Sally 9780747593430 £12.99 Bloomsbury 07+

Father Christmas, a sickly Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer, an Elf that gets locked in the workshop, the 
story of the birth of Jesus the list goes on in this wonderful collection of stories for young children all about 
Christmas.

Brethren Grisham, John 9780099280255 £6.99 Arrow 16+

Trumble, a minimum security federal prison, home to the usual criminals--drug dealers, bank robbers, 
embezzlers, tax evaders, two Wall Street crooks, one doctor, at least four lawyers. And three former judges 
who call themselves The Brethren:

Broker, The Grisham, John 99457164 £6.99 Arrow 16+

In his final hours in the Oval Office the outgoing President grants a controversial last minute pardon to Joel 
Backman, a notorious Washington power broker who has spent the last six years hidden away in a federal 
prison.

Testament, The Grisham, John 9780099245025 £6.99 Arrow 16+

Troy Phelan is a self-made billionaire, one of the richest men in the United States. He is also eccentric, 
confined to a wheelchair, and looking for a way to die. His heirs are circling like vultures...

Theodore Boone Grisham, John 9781444714500 £6.99 Hodder 11+

Half the man, twice the lawyer. In the small city of Strattenburg, there are many lawyers, and though he's 
only thirteen years old, Theo Boone thinks he's one of them. Theo knows every judge, policeman, court 
clerk - and a lot about the law.

A Very Marley Christmas Grogan, John 9780007287239 £5.99 Harper Collins 05+

With all the excitement of Christmas approaching, it's no surprise that Marley, the loveable pup with a nose 
for trouble, wants to get in on the action.

Marley, A Dog like no other Grogan, John 9780007302529 £5.99 Harper Collins 09+

Marley is always getting into trouble, whether he is stealing underwear, crashing through doors, or drooling 
on guests, some may say he's the World's Worst Dog! But those who know and love Marley accept him as 
a dog like no other

Codex Grossman, Lev 99491222 £6.99 Arrow  16+

About to depart on his first vacation in years, Edward Wozny, a hot-shot young banker, is sent to help one 
of his firm's most important and mysterious clients.

A Bear Grylls Adventure 3 - The jungle 
challenge Grylls, Bear 9781786960146 £4.99 Bear Grylls 05+

Omar is fiercely competitive and impatient about anything that holds him back. . . especially other people. 
Activity camp is brilliant because he's the best at all the challenges, it's just annoying that not all his 
teammates are as quick, brave, strong as he is. It would be easier just to ditch them, but when he's given a 
mysterious compass it transports him to a thick jungle that is impossible to get through - he has to learn to 
move with the environment around him with the help of his guide, adventurer Bear Grylls
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Gold of the gods Grylls, Bear 978-1862304796 £6.99 Red Fox 13+

Beck Granger is lost in the jungle with no food, no compass, and no hope of rescue.  But Beck is no 
ordinary teenager - he's the world's youngest survival expert. If anyone can make it out alive, he can.

Doctor Who - The Slitheen Excursion Guerrier, Simon 9781846076404 £6.99 Random House 11+

1500 BC - King Actaeus and his subjects live in mortal fear of the gods who visit their kingdom in ancient 
Greece. The Doctor knows they're not gods. They're aliens. He meets the travel agents behind this deadly 
package holiday company

Agent Z and the Killer Bananas Haddon, Mark 99724812 £4.99 Red Fox 07+

Ben's repulsive cousin, T.J., comes to stay. He discovers an incriminating videotape of Agent Z activities 
and blackmails Ben into becoming his slave.

Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-
Time, The Haddon, Mark 99456761 £6.99 Red Fox 11+

Fifteen-year-old Christopher has a photographic memory. He understands maths. He understands science. 
What he can’t understand are other human beings.

Dave Pigeon Haddow, Swapna 9780571323302 £5.99 Faber & Faber 06+

If you're a cat and you've learnt Pigeonese... (HA HA HA! As if a cat would be smart enough to learn 
Pigeonese). This must mean if you are a cat and you are able to read this, you have taken a pigeon 
hostage so that you can trick them into translating the Pigeonese words into Meow. I demand you release 
the hostage pigeon now. My book contains TOP SECRET ideas that are NONE of a cat's business.

A Boy Called Christmas Haig, Matt 9781782118268 £6.99 CanonGate Books 07+

THE TRUE STORY OF FATHER CHRISTMAS
If you are one of those people who believe that some things are impossible, you should put this book down 
right away. (Because this book is FULL of impossible things.)

Runaway Troll Haig, Matt 9780370329888 £10.99 Bodley Head 09+

There’s one thing every troll child dreads more than anything and that’s being sent to the Betterer. The 
Betterer is the most evil troll in Shadow Forest who loves to punish his fellow trolls for their grubby and 
stupid habits

Shadow forest Haig, Matt 9780552555630 £5.99 Corgi 09+

Samuel Blink is the hero of this story, but he doesn't know it yet. Right now, he and his sister Martha are in 
the back of his parents car. He has no idea a giant log is about to fall from the sky and change his life 
forever.

To Be A Cat Haig, Matt 9780370332062 £10.99 Bodley Head 09+

Barney Willow thinks life couldn't get any worse. He's weedy, with sticky-out ears. Horrible Gavin Needle 
loves tormenting him - Barney has no idea why. And headteacher-from-hell Miss Whipmire seems 
determined to make every second of Barney's existence a complete misery! Worst of all, Dad has been 
missing for almost a year, and there's no sign of him ever coming home.
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The Line Hall, Teri 9780142417768 £4.37 Puffin 09+

When Rachel and her mother move to Mrs. Moore's house-the one with the greenhouse, right next to the 
Line-Rachel starts questioning things. There are so many rumors of horrible things that lie beyond the Line-
in a place called Away-but no one dares to talk about it. And it's no use asking questions- especially of Mrs. 
Moore, who has always lived by the Line, or of her mother, who is just happy to have a place to stay, 
especially since Rachel's father died in the war. But then Rachel comes across a recorded message-one 
that co ld onl ha e come from A a And the oice on the recorder is asking for help As things start to

Billy Liar Hall, Willis 9780573111426 £6.75 Waterhall 
Productions 11+

A teenager in a North Country town, Billy Fisher weaves a world of his own out of his day dreams. He is an 
incurable liar, idle and dishonest, and to escape from his dull job as an undertaker's clerk and his dreary 
domestic background he imagines himself in so many different situations that truth and fiction become 
hopelessly intermingled.

Last Vampire, The Hall, Willis 9780435124885 £6.25 Heinemann 07+

When Henry Hollins and family go camping in Europe it is a holiday to remember. Before long they are lost 
in a dark and gloomy pine-forest. Henry knows it would not be a good idea to mention the brightly-glowing 
eyes staring out of the dark.

Isabel Book 1 - Chains Halse Anderson, 
Laurie 9780747598077 £10.99 Bloomsbury 13+

Isabel and her sister, Ruth, are slaves. Sold from one owner to the next, they arrive in New York as the 
Americans are fighting for their independence, and the English are struggling to maintain control. Soon 
Isabel is struggling too.

Isabel Book 2 - Forge Halse-Anderson, 
Laurie 9781408803806 £6.99 Bloomsbury 13+

Isabel and Curzon have escaped New York and are facing a life on the run. Isabel wants to find her sister, 
and Curzon can't see how to help her. When they find themselves separated, their journeys become harder 
and Curzon joins the American army, fighting for independence against the British.

Junior English Book 2 - So You Really 
Want to Learn Hammond, Andrew 9781902984810 £12.34 Galore 08+

Ideal for pupils aged 8-9 working at Key Stage 2, this textbook provides a varied and lively English course 
which doesn't shy away from teaching the necessary tools of spelling, puncuationa and grammar

Santa Paws 2 - The Santa Pups Hapka, Catherine 9781423167020 £3.99 Disney 07+

When Mrs. Claus travels to Pineville, the playful Santa Pups stow away on her sled. Taking mischief to a 
whole new level, they begin granting joyful wishes to Pineville's boys and girls, but after a furious young boy 
named Carter wishes for the Christmas spirit to disappear, it affects all of the people in town.

Kickback Hardcastle, 
Michael 9780571165056 £2.99 Faber and Faber 11+

Ros is a stable-hand at Tildown House, a convalescent home for horses. Her charge is the highly-strung 
Mantola, tipped to be a hot property in horse-racing. When he mysteriously disappears from the stables, 
Ros is accused of negligence.

Fly by Night Hardinge, Frances 9780330418263 £5.99 pan macmillan 11+

An adventure story in reimagined 18th-century England the realm struggles to maintain uneasy peace after 
years of cival war and tyranny a 12-year-old orphan and her companion a grumpy goose are to become the 
unlikely heroes of a radical revolution
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Lie Tree, The Hardinge, Frances 9781447264101 £7.99 MacMillan 12+

When Faith's father is found under mysterious circumstances, she is determined to untangle the truth from 
the lies. Searching through his belongings for clues she discovers a strange tree. A tree that feeds off 
whispered lies and bears fruit that reveals hidden secrets. But as Faith's untruths spiral out of control, she 
discovers that where lies seduce, truths shatter . . . . . . . . . . 

Gullstruck Island Hardinge. Frances 9781509818730 £7.99 Macmillan 09+

On Gullstruck Island the volcanoes quarrel, beetles sing danger and fish can see the future. But look closer 
into the mists and you might glimpse……… The jewelled smiles of a persecuted tribe. A tatooed band of 
warriors hell-bent on revenge. A blue-skinned bounty hunter painted with the ashes of those he's killed . . . . 
.And two girls with  a deadly secret, running for their lives . . .

Mayor of Casterbridge Hardy Thomas 9780435126056 £4.99 Heinemann 11+

This series provides unabridged versions of pre-20th-century novels, complete with an introduction, 
glossary, extended writing questions and activities. Their sewn binding and hard laminated covers make 
them hardwearing for class use.

Far from the Madding Crowd Hardy, Thomas 9780140620474 £2.00 Penguin 14+

Independent and spirited Bathsheba Everdene has come to Weatherbury to take up her position as a 
farmer on the largest estate in the area. Her bold presence draws three very different suitors: the 
gentleman-farmer Boldwood, soldier-seducer Sergeant Troy and the devoted shepherd Gabriel Oak. Each, 
in contrasting ways, unsettles her decisions and complicates her life, and tragedy ensues, threatening the 
stability of the whole community. 

Tess of the D'Urbervilles Hardy, Thomas 9780140431353 £2.25 Penguin 14+

John and Joan Durbeyfield became convinced that they are descended from the ancient family of 
d'Ubervilles. They encourage their daughter Tess to cement a connection with the Stoke-d'Uberville family 
of local gentry.

The Girl of Ink and Stars Hargrave, Kiran 
Millwood 9781910002742 £6.99 Chicken House Ltd 09+

Forbidden to leave her island, Isabella dreams of the faraway lands her cartographer father once mapped. 
When her friend disappears, she volunteers to guide the search. The world beyond the walls is a monster-
filled wasteland - and beneath the dry rivers and smoking mountains, a fire demon is stirring from its sleep. 
Soon, following her map, her heart and an ancient myth, Isabella discovers the true end of her journey: to 
save the island itself.

Dr. Twelfth Hargreaves, Adam 9781405930086 £4.99 BBC 05+

The greatest mash-up in the entire Whoniverse is here! Doctor Who meets Roger Hargreaves' Mr Men in 
this new series of stories, written and illustrated by Adam Hargreaves.

Little Miss Birthday Hargreaves, Roger 9781405234986 £2.99 Egmont 03+

Another delightful story from the world of Little Miss. A perfect birthday gift!

Little Miss Christmas Hargreaves, Roger 9781405235006 £2.99 Egmont 03+

Another delightful story from the world of Little Miss. The perfect stocking filler.
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Little Miss Naughty Hargreaves, Roger 9780749852269 £1.99 Egmont 03+

From Mr Tickle's extraordinarily long arms to Little Miss Princess's sparkly crown, the Mr Men and Little 
Misses have been delighting children for generations with their charming and funny antics. This time it's all 
about Little Miss Naughty!

Little Miss Scatterbrain Hargreaves, Roger 9780749852412 £1.99 Egmont 03+

Little Miss Scatterbrain is always in a muddle! So, when she decides to go on holiday, will everything go to 
plan? A bold Little Miss storybook that fans of Mr Men and Little Miss will love!

Little Miss Tidy Hargreaves, Roger 9780749838744 £1.99 Egmont 03+

Little Miss Tidy is great at tidying things away - she's just not that great at remembering where she tidied 
them! A bold Little Miss storybook that fans of Mr Men and Little Miss will love!

Little Miss Twins Hargreaves, Roger 9780749804886 £1.99 Egmont 03+

Original stories and characters created and illustrated by Roger Hargreaves.

Mr Bump Hargreaves, Roger 749851872 £1.99 Egmont 03+

Mr. Bump is always bumping into things! Is there anywhere that being clumsy is a good thing?

Mr Chatterbox Hargreaves, Roger 749838299 £1.99 Egmont 03+

From Mr Tickle's extraordinarily long arms to Little Miss Princess's sparkly crown, the Mr Men and Little 
Misses have been delighting children for generations with their charming and funny antics. Now it's time to 
meet Mr Chatterbox!

Mr Fussy Hargreaves, Roger 9781405235877 £2.50 Egmont 03+

From Mr Tickle's extraordinarily long arms to Little Miss Princess's sparkly crown, the Mr Men and Little 
Misses have been delighting children for generations with their charming and funny antics. Now it's time to 
meet Mr Fussy!

Mr Grumpy Hargreaves, Roger 749838361 £1.99 Egmont 03+

From Mr Tickle's extraordinarily long arms to Little Miss Princess's sparkly crown, the Mr Men and Little 
Misses have been delighting children for generations with their charming and funny antics. Now it's time to 
meet Mr Grumpy!

Mr Mean Hargreaves, Roger 749852003 £1.99 Egmont 03+

From Mr Tickle's extraordinarily long arms to Little Miss Princess's sparkly crown, the Mr Men and Little 
Misses have been delighting children for generations with their charming and funny antics. Now it's time to 
meet Mr Mean!
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Mr Men - A Christmas Carol Hargreaves, Roger 9781405240482 £2.99 Egmont 03+

Mr. Stingy is a stingy old miser who hates Christmas. But one night he is visited by three ghosts who show 
him that he's been living his life badly and needs to mend his ways! In this lighthearted adaptation of 
Dickens's A Christmas Carol, Mr. Happy plays Bob Cratchit and Mr. Nosey, Little Miss Wise, and Little Miss 
Bossy play the ghosts of Christmas Past, Present, and Future.

Mr Men - Night Before Christmas Hargreaves, Roger 9781405241946 £2.99 Egmont 03+

It's the night before Christmas and all through the Mr Men houses not a creature is stirring, but in the sky 
overhead there are some very special visitors on their way. Be enchanted by this magical Christmas story 
from the world of Mr Men!

Mr Men Mr Christmas Hargreaves, Roger 9781405235013 £2.99 Egmont 03+

One day Mr. Christmas receives a call from his uncle, Santa Claus, asking for help. Can Mr. Christmas help 
Santa deliver presents to all of the Mr. Men?

Mr Mischief Hargreaves, Roger 749838450 £1.99 Egmont 03+

From Mr Tickle's extraordinarily long arms to Little Miss Princess's sparkly crown, the Mr Men and Little 
Misses have been delighting children for generations with their charming and funny antics. Now it's time to 
meet Mr Mischief!

Mr Quiet Hargreaves, Roger 749838388 £1.99 Egmont 03+

A fun and exciting tale from the land of Mr Men. It's time to meet Mr Quiet.

Mr Rush Hargreaves, Roger   074980033X £1.50 Egmont 03+

A fun and exciting tale from the land of Mr Men. It's time to meet Mr Rush!

Mr Snow Hargreaves, Roger 9781405235716 £2.50 Egmont 03+

A fun and exciting tale from the land of Mr Men. It's time to get chilly and meet Mr Snow!

Mr Strong and the Flood Hargreaves, Roger 749837144 £1.50 Egmont 03+

When Farmer Fields' sheep are caught in a flood, Mr Strong offers to help with a rainy rescue.

Mr Tall Hargreaves, Roger   074983840X £1.99 Egmont 03+

From Mr Tickle's extraordinarily long arms to Little Miss Princess's sparkly crown, the Mr Men and Little 
Misses have been delighting children for generations with their charming and funny antics. Now it's time to 
meet Mr Tall!
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Fur Harper, Meg 9780746073056 £5.99 Usborne 14+

Synopsis Grace has always loved the sea, and feels drawn to it more and more as she passes her 14th 
birthday. Yet there are many distractions back on dry land

Runemarks Harris, Joanne 9780385611305 £14.99 Doubleday 14+

Seven o'clock, on a Monday morning, five hundred years after the end of the world, goblins had been at the 
cellar again. Maddy was born with a rusty-coloured ruinmark on her hand a symbol of the old gods and 
definitely cause for suspicion.

Ice Shock Harris, M G 9781407104034 £6.99 Scholastic 09+

Josh is back home, trying to resume his normal life and make sense of his Mayan adventures. But soon it 
becomes clear that being back in Oxford doesn't mean Josh can escape his destiny. He's evenmore certain 
now that his father's death was no accident -- and he's starting to wonder if he can really trust his closest 
allies. But when he finds out a shocking secret, that's when the real aventure begins...

Joshua Files, Invisible City Harris, M.G. 9781407104027 £6.99 Scholastic 11+

When his archaeologist father goes missing after an air crash in Mexico, UFO-obsessed Josh suspects 
alien abduction. But after he discovers his dad was murdered, Josh is caught up in a race to find the 
legendary Ix Codex

100 Years of Poetry for Children Harrison & Stuart-
Clark 9780192762580 £6.99 OUP 08+

This title offers a century of poetry, gathered from nearly one hundred and fifty different poets.

Oxford Book of Children's Poetry, The Harrison & Stuart-
Clark 9780192762764 £14.99 OUP 07+

To coincide with the centenary of Oxford Children's Books we are proud to present this definitive new 
collection. Including all the major children's poets, and with a wonderful range of both classic and modern 
favourites.

Montgomery Murder Harrison, Cora 9781848120648 £6.99 Piccadilly 09+

In the mean streets of Victorian London lies the body of wealthy Mr Montgomery. When Inspector Denham 
makes him an offer he can't refuse it's up to Alfie and his gang to sift clues, etc.

Fizzlebert Stump - The Boy Who Ran 
Away from the Circus Harrold, A.F. 9781408830031 £5.99 Bloomsbury 08+

Fizzlebert Stump lives in a travelling circus. But although he gets to hang around with acrobats, play the fool 
with clowns, and put his head in a lion's mouth every night, he's the only kid there - and he's bored. But then 
Fizz decides to join a library, and life suddenly gets a lot more exciting, when a simple library card 
application leads to him being kidnapped by a pair of crazed pensioners! Will he ever see the circus again?

The Beast of Bramble Woods Hart, Caryl 9780857639158 £5.99 Nosey Crow 06+

Nell and Freddie have the BEST time camping. They eat ALL the marshmallows and play TRICKS on Nell's 
big brother and his nerdy friends. But the BEAST OF BRAMBLE WOODS wants to join in the fun too! EEK! 
From Caryl Hart and Sarah Warburton, the team behind the wildly successful 'The Princess and the...' 
picture book series, 'The Invincibles' series is perfect for children who are beginning to read alone.
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Go-Between Hartley, L. P 9780141187785 £8.99 Penguin Classics 16+

When one long, hot summer, young Leo is staying with a school-friend at Brandham Hall, he begins to act 
as a messenger between Ted, the farmer, and Marian, the beautiful young woman up at the hall.

Danny Baker Record Breaker, World's 
Itchiest Pants, the Hartley, Steve 9780330533294 £4.99 Macmillan 07+

Danny Baker is off on a school camping trip. All that nature gives him an idea - and soon he has his pants 
out and is rounding up the ants for his craziest record attempt yet. In the second story, the plummeting 
temperature inspires Danny to cultivate the longest nose-icicle ever - brrr!

Lion Storyteller Bible, the Hartman, Bob 9780745949802 £14.99 Lion 07+

The Lion Storyteller Bible broke new ground in its presentation - both verbal and visual - of Bible stories. 
This new book integrates more than 20 new Bible story retellings with the 50 tried and tested originals.

Seraphina Hartman, Rachel 9780552566001 £6.99 Corgi 12+

The kingdom of Goredd is populated by humans and by dragons who fold themselves into a human form. 
Though they live alongside each other, the peace between them is uneasy.
But when a member of the royal family is murdered, and the crime appears to have been committed by a 
dragon the peace and treaty between both worlds is seriously threatened . . .
Into this comes Seraphina, a gifted musician who joins the royal court as the assistant to the court 
composer She is soon dra n into the m rder in estigation and as she nco ers hints of a sinister plot to

The Midnight Zoo Hartnett, Sonya 9781406331493 £8.99 Walker 13+

World War II, Eastern Europe: Tomas and his younger brother, Andrej, have fled their Romany 
encampment which has been besieged by the Germans; they carry Wilma, their baby sister, in a sack. In an 
abandoned, bombed-out town, the children discover a zoo. In it are a wolf and an eagle, a monkey, bear, 
lioness, seal, chamois and llama. The animals tell their stories to the children as they try to begin to 
understand what has become of their lives and, when they try to figure out a way to release the animals, 

hat it means to be free

Gulliver's Travels Harvey, Gill 9780746080696 £4.99 Usborne 06+

"Young Reading Series Two" is aimed at children whose reading ability is beginning to grow, and helps build 
confidence and ability.

Tutankhamun Harvey, Gill 9780746060179 £4.99 Usborne 07+

The story of the boy pharaoh and the discovery of his tomb and treasures vividly retold for young readers. 
Illustrations and hand-coloured photographs of real-life places, people and objects bring the story to life

Where Earwigs Dare Harvey, Matt 9781900322874 £9.95 Green Books 13+

from a grim sense of joie de vivre. There's enough stuff about potatoes and leeks, about clouds, sheds and 
slugs, to qualify as a Green Book - and enough about kippers and cows, pain relief, petty theft and public 
nudity,

A Bit Lost Haughton, Chris 9781406333831 £6.99 Walker 03+

Little Owl must be more careful when he is sleeping - uh-oh! He has fallen from his
nest, & with a bump he lands on the ground. Where is his mummy? With the
earnest assistance of his new friend Squirrel, Little Owl sets off in search of her
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Oh no, George! Haughton, Chris 9781406332254 £11.99 Walker 03+

Harris is off to do some shopping. 'Will you be good, George?' he asks. George
hopes he can. He really wants to, but chocolate cake is just so very delicious and
he does love to chase cats. What will George do now?

Now You See Me… Haughton, Emma 9781409563693 £6.99 Usborne

Three years ago, thirteen-year-old Danny Geller vanished without trace. His family and friends are still 
hanging on to every last shred of hope. Not knowing if he's alive or dead, their world is shrouded in 
shadows, secrets and suspicions. This is the story of what happens when hope comes back to haunt you. 
When your desperation is used against you. When you search for the truth - but are too scared to accept 
the reality staring you in the face... A mesmerising psychological thriller with the most incredible twist you'll 
read all ear

George's Secret Key to the Universe Hawking, L & S 9780385611817 £12.99 Doubleday 11+

Take a rollercoaster ride through the vastness of space and, in the midst of an exciting adventure, discover 
the mysteries of physics, science and the universe with George, his new friends next door.

Daft Dog Hawkins, Colin & 
Jacqui 9780006646181 £4.99 Collins 03+

Daft Dog cleans his face with his toothbrush and his teeth with the soap. He puts
his jumper on back to front and never wears matching socks

Monster of a Hamster, A Hawkins, Elizabeth 9780140381245 £3.99 Puffin 05+

Luke and Anna-Louise take the class hamster home for the holiday. Now it is missing and they are in big 
trouble. If only they had a little more time to find the hamster but they don’t reckon on the help of the terrible 
twins!

The Girl On The Train Hawkins, Paula 9780857522313 £12.99 Trans World Book 16+

Rachel catches the same commuter train ecery morning. She knows it will wait at the same signal each 
time, overlooking a row of back gardens.  She's even started to feel like she knows the people who live in 
one of the houses. Their life - as she sees it - is perfect. If only Rachel could be that happy.  UNTIL 
TODAY....and then she sees something shocking. Now everything's changed. Now Rachel has a chance to 
become part of the lives she's only seen from afar.

Fairy Stories Hawthorne, Philip 9780746048450 £5.99 Usborne 03+

This volume contains 17 stories, both new and traditional, written in simple text and suitable for reading 
aloud. The stories include: Polly and the Pixies, Angel, The Hairy Boggart, The Endless Story, Sniffer, 
Brave Words Indeed, The Bath Assault and Crafty Herbert.

Poems for Young Children Hawthorne, Philip 9780746064221 £9.99 Usborne 03+

A beautifully illustrated anthology, with a selection of poems ranging from classics like Roald Dahl and 
Lewis Carroll to exciting new contemporary poets. Ages 6+.

Archie - Hero in Training Hay, Sam 9780330537926 £6.99 Macmillan 07+

Archie the golden Labrador puppy has been given a very special and important task. He has been picked to 
become a guide dog – helping a partially sighted child or grown-up to gain their independence and live a 
fuller life. But the training is tough and not all puppies will make the grade. Archie is determined to become a 
guide dog, but will he succeed? Follow the extraordinary true stories of Archie and his friends – heroes in 
training!
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Merrybegot, The Hearn, Julie 9780192791573 £5.99 OUP 11+

In a remote village the minister's daughters have taken to their bed, howling and spitting pins. Rumours of 
bad magic are spreading fast and fingers are pointing at Nell. Nell is alone, trapped and in mortal danger. 
Who will save her?

Rowan the Strange Hearn, Julie 9780192792150 £10.99 OUP 13+

As the second World War begins, Rowan is diagnosed as schizophrenic and sent away to a hospital where 
the latest treatments are available. But the treatments are experimental still - and nobody predicts the effect 
they will have on Rowan

Tales of tge Otori Book 1 - Across the 
Nightingale Foor Hearn, Lian 9780330415286 £7.99 Young Picador, 15+

In his black-walled fortress at Inuyama, the murderous warlord, lida Sadamu, surveys his famous 
nightingale floor. Constructed with exquisite skill, it sings at the tread of each human foot. No assassin can 
cross it unheard.

Tales of tge Otori Book 2 - Grass for His 
Pillow Hearn, Lian 9780330415262 £6.99 Young Picador, 15+

The sequel to "Across the nightingale floor" follows the separate fates of young lovers Otori Takeo and 
Shirakawa Kaede, as they fight for survival in a violent time of war, famine and treacherous alliances.

Tales of tge Otori Book 3 - Brilliance of the 
Moon Hearn, Lian 9780330426930 £7.99 Picador, 15+

The third volume in the 'Tales of the Otori' trilogy looks to Takeo's future where his destiny seems to be 
determined by forces beyond his control. If he is to reclaim his Otori heritage, he must fight for it.

Tales of tge Otori Book 4 - Harsh Cry of 
the Heron Hearn, Lian 9780330449618 £7.99 Young Picador, 15+

Otori Takeo and Kaede have three daughters, who have inherited the supernatural skills of their father. 
Kaede knows nothing of the prophecy that Takeo will die at the hands of his son and longs to give him a 
male child.

Logo 2 German Heinemann 9780435366605 £12.50 Heinemann 11+

A lively new German course which has a topic based approach combined with clear grammatical 
progression. Offering plenty of enjoyable and motivating activities.

New Heinemann Maths Year 6 Pupil 
Textbook Heinemann 9780435178741 £11.75 Heinemann 10+

"New Heinemann Maths" offers interactive, whole-class teaching, with structured development of mental 
calculation strategies. It has complete coverage of the Framework. The scheme provides support without 
prescription for flexible planning and teaching; pupil material that aims to be clear, fun, and easy to use; 
clear structure and progression; support for more able children; and easy-to-manage assessment. to 
manage assessment.

Crash Henderson, J. A 9780192720795 £5.99 OUP 12+

A day out with his dad Gordon turns into a nightmare for Bobby Berlin when something shocking happens 
that leaves Dad thinking it's 1977 and he's 14. The only people Bobby can turn to for help are his best friend 
Mary and her gypsy grandmother.
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Supertato, run veggies run Hendra, Sue 9781471121036 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 05+

Meet Supertato! The supermarket superhero with eyes everywhere. It’s Sports Day in the supermarket and 
all the veggies are in training. Everyone has been practising hard and is ready and raring to go. However, a 
new competitor joins the event, accompanied by The Evil Pea, and is determined to win all the prizes. 
Things don’t seem quite right… but will Supertato be able to foil his nemesis’ plan in time?

The Seeing Hendry, Diana 9780552565691 £6.99 Corgi 07+

The second world war is over in the quiet town of Norton. When wild, dangerous, break-all-the-rules Natalie 
arrives, thirteen-year-old Lizzie is drawn irresistibly to the new girl from the wrong side of the tracks. 
Desperate for Natalie’s friendship and respect, Lizzie soon discovers a side of the town – and of herself – 
that she had never imagined.

All Things Bright and Beautiful Herriot, James 9780330255806 £8.99 St. Martin's 11+

Now settled into the sleepy Yorkshire village of Darrowby, and married to Helen the farmer’s daughter, 
James Herriot thinks he’s finally got himself sorted. But life as a vet in the 1930s was never going to be 
easy. Quite aside from his unpredictable colleagues, brother Siegfried and Tristan Farnon, he must contend 
with new-fangled medical techniques, delivering calves after far too much home-made wine, and a grudge-
holding dog called Magnus who never forgets. And then, with Britain on the verge of war, James faces a 
decision that co ld separate him from Darro b and Helen for e er

Every Living Thing Herriot, James 9780718136376 £6.99 Pan 11+

James Herriot vividly brings to life the days of triumph and disaster, pride and often heartache which are an 
inseparable part of the life of a practising vet in the beautiful Yorkshire Dales.

If Only They Could Talk Herriot, James 330447084 £6.99 Pan 09+

When the newly qualified vet, James Herriot, arrives in the small Yorkshire village of Darrowby, he has no 
idea of the new friends he will meet or adventures that lie ahead.

Vet in Harness Herriot, James 9780330246637 £2.80 Pan 11+

The Yorkshire Dales have never seemed more beautiful for James. Herriot's book form the basis of the 
popular BBC TV series "All creatures great and small".

Charley's First Night Hest, Amy 9780763640552 £9.99 Candlewick Press 05+

On Charley’s first night, Henry carries his new puppy in his old baby blanket all the way to his house. He 
shows Charley every room, saying, "This is home, Charley." He says that a lot so that Charley will know that 
he is home. Henry’s parents are very clear about who will be walking and feeding Charley (Henry will, and 
he can’t wait). They are also very clear about where Charley will be sleeping: Charley will be sleeping in the 
kitchen. But when the crying starts in the middle of the night, Henry knows right away that it’s Charley!

The Reader Hest, Amy 9780761461845 £11.16 Two Lions 05+

In this timeless picture book, a new reader trudges through deep snow with a mysterious suitcase in tow. He 
has something important to share with his faithful companion, who bolts ahead to wait at the top of a tall hill. 
Our small hero climbs higher and higher, until finally, he is there, too. Then he opens his suitcase— click, 
click—and soon the only sound in the world is the sound of the reader reading their very favorite book to the 
very last page…the very last word.

Looked after Kid, The Hewitt, Paolo 9781840187311 £7.99 Mainstream 14+

Contains bad language. A true story of Paolo Hewitt's deeply moving tale of his life in care during the 70's. 
Often humorous, perceptive and entertaining, this is a book about chance and luck, promises and anger, 
loyalty amongest friends and love.
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32c That's Me Higgins, Chris 9780340917275 £5.99 Hodder 11+

Jess seems to have it all - ok her parents are boring teachers but she has a gorgeous boyfriend, Muggs, 
landed the lead in the school play and her best friend Ali will always stick by her. She even gets on well with 
her older sister!

Secrets Club - Alice in the Spotlight Higgins, Chris 9780141335223 £5.99 Puffin 09+

Join Alice, Tash, Dani and Lissa, the girls in The Secrets Club, as they begin their new lives at secondary 
school. They're making friends, facing their fears and choosing which secrets they share . . .

Walking the Walls Higgins, Chris 9780956287786 £1.00 Hodder 11+

Felix is not scared to be different - but his fellow pupils find him confusing. Felix doesn't care, but everyone 
around him seems to have something to say about how he's living his life...Why can't they just let him be 
Felix?

Black Book of Secrets, The Higgins, F. E 9781405089791 £8.99 MacMillan 11+

Joe Zabbidou is a pawnbroker with a difference. For Joe trades secrets, not goods, for cash. Employed as 
Joe's assistant, Ludlow records the villagers' fiendish confessions in an ancient leather-bound volume: "The 
Black Book of Secrets".

Let Me Call You Sweetheart Higgins-Clark, 
Mary 9780671853471 £5.99 Pocket Books 18+

Adult content

By Royal Command Higson, Charlie 9780141343600 £6.99 Puffin 09+

Following a treacherous rescue mission high in the freezing Alps, James Bond is preparing for life back at 
Eton. But James is under surveillance; his every move is being watched. He alone holds the clue to a 
sinister plot that will bring bloodshed and carnage to his school - and his country.

The Enemy Book 1 - Enemy Higson, Charlie 9780141384641 £6.99 puffin 11+

When the sickness came, every parent, policeman, politician - every adult - fell ill. The lucky ones died. The 
others are crazed, confused and hungry. Only children under fourteen remain, and they're fighting to 
survive.

Young Bond Book 1 - Silverfin Higson, Charlie 9780141318592 £6.99 Puffin 11+

The dark waters around a remote Scottish castle hold a sinister sectret. One man with a thirst for power will 
use it - whatever the cost. SilverFin is dangerous, SilverFin is the future and SilverFin must be destroyed.

Young Bond Book 2 - Bloodfever Higson, Charlie 141318600 £6.99 Puffin 11+

James Bond has discovered danger. Now it's come looking for him. An Eton boy's family disappears at sea. 
James uncovers a shadowy society operating in a hidden corner of the school.
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Young Bond Book 3 - Double or Die Higson, Charlie 9780141322032 £6.99 Puffin 11+

Kidnap. Violence. Explosions. Murder. No ordinary weekend. But then, James Bond is no ordinary boy. In a 
North London cemetery a professor is kidnapped at gunpoint.

Young Bond Book 4 - Hurricane Gold Higson, Charlie 9780141383910 £6.99 Puffin 11+

James embarks on a deadly chase through the Mexican jungle. On this terrifying trail of greed and betrayal, 
only danger is guaranteed ..Survival is not.

Spot's Big Book of Colours, Shapes and 
Numbers Hill, Eric 141500379 £4.99 Puffin 03+

The fun way to find out about colours, shapes and numbers! Spot and his friends make first learning easy in 
this big, action-packed book.

Spot's Storybook Hill, Eric 723254869 £9.99 Penguin 03+

A wonderful collection of Spot stories - just the right length for sharing at bedtime or any time. With familiar 
settings and a gentle, friendly text.

I’m the King of the Castle Hill, Susan 140034919 £6.99 Penguin 14+

'I didn’t want to come here'. So says the note Edmund Hooper passes to Charles Kingshaw upon his arrival. 
But young Kinshaw and his mother have come to live with Hooper and his father in the ugly, isolated 
Victorian house for good.

Strange Meeting Hill, Susan 9780140036954 £6.99 Penguin 14+

John Hilliard, a young subaltern returning to the Western Front after a brief period of sick leave back in an 
England blind to the horrors of the trenches, finds his battalion tragically altered.

Woman in Black the Hill, Susan 9780099511649 £7.99 Vintage Classics 14+

Proud and solitary, Eel Marsh House surveys the windswept reaches of the salt marshes beyond Nine 
Lives Causeway. Arthur Kipps, a junior solicitor, is summoned to attend the funeral of Mrs Alice Drablow, 
the house's sole inhabitant

Junior Maths Book 2 Hillard, David 9781905735235 £12.99 Galore 08+

Junior Maths Book 2 continues to stretch and challenge pupils with revision of basic numerical skills and the 
introduction of new material on topics such as negative numbers, decimals, inequalities and perimeter and 
area.

Kestrel for a Knave, A Hines, Barry 141184981 £6.99 Penguin 11+

Billy Caspar is a troubled teenager growing up in a Yorkshire mining town. Treated as a failure at school 
and unhappy at home, Billy discovers a new passion in life when he finds Kes, a kestrel hawk.
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Buddy Hinton, Nigel 140371761 £4.99 Puffin 11+

Buddy thought he was going to die when his dad came downstairs. He was dressed in his Teddy boy outfit. 
Buddy is filled with fears and worries. Why has his mum left home? What's it like to die? Do the police know 
he's a shoplifter?

Collision Course Hinton, Nigel 9781903015421 £5.99 Barn owl 11+

When Ray sees a motorbike with its engine running and the key left in he can't resist going for a joy ride - 
he can't see that it could do anyone any harm. But Ray is wrong about that and by accident he kills an old 
woman.

Partners in Crime Hinton, Nigel 9781842991022 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 14+

Perry and Marco have looked up to Toddie since school and he in turn has looked after them. Toddie's drug 
dealing and the company they run together make them the richest kids around. Then Nadia comes along 
and rivalry splits them up.

Play of Buddy’s Song, The Hinton, Nigel 9780435233068 £6.25 Heinemann 11+

The "Heinemann Plays" series offers contemporary drama and classic plays in durable classroom editions. 
Many have large casts and an equal mix of boy and girl parts. This dramatization of Nigel Hinton's novel 
deals with Buddy, torn between his parents' different desires for his future.

Time Bomb Hinton, Nigel 9780141318332 £5.99 puffin 11+

Set in post-war Britain, the story follows 11-year-old Andy and his three friends as they experience a 
growing-up summer before going on to secondary school. A misunderstanding on the last day at primary 
school, results in a terrible injustice.

Until Proven Guilty Hinton, Nigel 9781842993699 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 11+

When Nathan's father is arrested on suspicion of murder, his whole life falls apart. He's shunned at school, 
bullied by neighbours, targeted by vigilantes.

Outsiders, The Hinton, S. E 9780141314570 £6.99 Puffin 14+

The Socs's idea of having a good time is beating up Greasers like Ponyboy, the rough, tough, long-haired 
kids from the other side of town. Ponyboy knows what to expect and knows he can count on his friends until 
the night someone goes too far.

TEX Hinton, S. E. 9780141305523 £4.99 puffin 11+

Tex McCormick loves fast horses and fast bikes, and he’s happy with his small-town life. But he’s mixed up 
about his brother, Mason. Hard, ambitious and determined to go places, sometimes Mason makes it pretty 
hard for Tex to like him.

Bus Stop Baby Hitchcock, Fleur 9781471403507 £5.99 Piccadilly Press 09+

On her way home from school, 13-year-old Amy finds a newborn baby abandoned at the village bus stop. 
It's wrong, just like when Mum walked out on Amy and her sister ten years ago - so she tries to fix it, by 
finding the baby's mother. But as Amy searches, she uncovers another story, a secret even closer to home.
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Dear Scarlett Hitchcock, Fleur 9780857631503 £6.99 Nosey Crow 09+

: A funny, moving and absorbing story about a young girl's attempts to learn more about her dead father 
through the objects she finds in a cardboard box he's left her. Scarlett and her friend, Ellie, go on a 
sometimes hilarious, sometimes scary, journey of discovery, following the clues and always remembering to 
'keep looking up'. Was Scarlett's dad a thief? Was he a spy? And what does it mean to be his daughter? 
Fleur Hitchcock is a great new voice in children's literature, and Dear Scarlett is a great book.

Murder in Midwinter Hitchcock, Fleur 9780857636386 £6.99 Nosey Crow 13+

Sitting on the top deck of a bus days before Christmas, Maya sees a couple arguing violently in the middle 
of a crowded street. They see her watching, she looks away, and the woman disappears. Maya goes to the 
police, who shrug and send her away. Then a body turns up... Now convinced she is a vital witness to a 
crime, the police send Maya into hiding in rural Wales. She resolves to get to the bottom of the mystery. 
Then the snow comes and no one can get out. But what if someone can still get in?

The Mouse and His Child Hoban, Russell 9780571226177 £5.99 Faber & Faber 09+

So begins the story of a tin father and son who dance under a Christmas tree until they break the ancient 
clockwork rules and are themselves broken.

Trouble on Thunder Mountain Hoban, Russell 9780571193592 £9.99 Faber & Faber 05+

When Mr Flatbrain flattens their mountain to make way for a plastic mountain theme park, the O'saurus 
family is not defeated. With the help of their friends and two or three thousand ants they rebuild Thunder 
Mountain and prepare for visitors.

Emma and I Hocken, Sheila 9780751506747 £1.25 Time Warner 14+

The story is about a lady (Shelia Hocken) who is blind, and she ends up having to get a dog (Emma) to help 
gain independance. This story explains what it is like to be blind, having a blind dog and living with it and 
falling in love.

Little Princess, A Hodgson Burnett, 
Frances 9780140366884 £4.99 puffin 09+

The beautiful detail describing her lavish world of expensive toys and clothes contrasts with when she is 
plunged into poverty and forced to work as a servant, but her strong character carries the story through and 
is very exciting.

Secret Garden, The Hodgson Burnett, 
Frances 9780140366662 £4.99 Puffin 09+

After losing her parents and being shipped from India to the Yorkshire Moors, Mary Lennox is terribly lonely. 
Living in her uncle's gloomy mansion, she has nobody to play with.

Little Lord Fauntleroy Hodgson Burnett, 
Frances, 9780140367539 £3.99 puffin 11+

This is the story of a small Angelic New York boy who is told he is the heir to an English earldom. Whisked 
away to the English countryside, he begins to win over his bad-tempered old grandfather.

Jodie and the Library Card Hodgson, Julie 9789188045447 £5.99 Chav Ab 11+

Jodie is a 12 year old girl who loves to read. The problem is, she's in the year 2075, and books are 
forbidden. She takes her time traveling library card, and goes on a mission to find the books. The library 
teacher doesn't want the kids using them, however, so she has to figure out a way to get by her and use the 
card indefinitely.
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Amazing Grace Hoffman, Mary 711206996 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

Grace loves to act out stories. When her school decides to do "Peter Pan", Grace longs to play Peter, but 
classmates say that Peter was a boy, and besides, he wasn't black. But her mum says she can do anything 
if she puts her mind to it.

Stacks of Stories Book 1 Hoffman, Mary 9780340699683 £4.99 Hodder 05+

Features stories taking libraries as a starting point but developing in very different directions. There are 11 
stories, in genres ranging from fantasy to romance, witchcraft to piracy.

Daylight saving Hogan, Edward 9781406337174 £7.99 Walker 12+

When Daniel Lever is dragged to Leisure World Holiday Complex for some "time away" with his depressed 
dad, his expectations are low. Daniel is overweight, he hates sport, and his father has brought along his 
beloved tomato plant. But soon Daniel spots a girl swimming in the fake lake. Lexi is elegant and smart, but 
very mysterious. Why are her bruises getting worse each time she and Daniel meet? And is her watch 
really ticking backwards? A dark figure stalks the pair, and as British summer time approaches, Daniel has 
to act q ickl Their so ls depend on it

Nightmare Hall - The Whisperer Hoh, Dinah 9780590190701 £3.99 Scholastic 11+

Shae Fallon is hiding a dark secret. She’s done something wrong, terribly wrong, and no one must ever find 
out what she did.  But someone has found out. And now Shea is being haunted by a terrifying whisper on 
the phone.

Angelina Ballerina Holabird, Katherine 140568611 £5.99 Puffin 05+

Angelina is a pretty little mouse who wants to become a ballerina. She dances all the time and her parents 
are in despair. Then one day they think of a plan that changes Angelina's life and makes her the happiest 
mouse in the world.

Sabrina The Teenage Witch - Scarabian 
Nights Holder, Nancy 9780671029227 £3.50 Simon & Schuster 11+

After a magical vacation to the Egyptian pyramids, Aunt Vesta brings Sabrina a super souvenir. The ancient 
charm is supposed to help the teenage witch with her cat chores, but instead it transports Sabrina, Salem, 
and Valerie back in time.

I am David Holm, Anne 9780749701369 £5.99 Egmont 11+

After escaping from an east European concentration camp where he has spent most of his life, a twelve-
year-old boy struggles to cope with a strange world as he flees northward to freedom in Denmark.

At the Sign of the Sugared Plum Hooper, Mary 9780747561248 £5.99 Bloomsbury 12+

At the Sign of the Sugared Plum tells the story of Hannah who moves to London full of excitment only to 
find that the plague is sweeping through the city. As more and more people become ill, Hannah and her 
sister have to decide what to do.

Megan Hooper, Mary 9780747541646 £5.99 Bloomsbury 15+

Megan is fifteen. One day she finds out, in the worst possible way, the worst possible news - she is 
pregnant. Should Megan keep the baby?
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Mates, Dates Book 01 - Mates, Dates and 
Inflatable Bras Hopkins, Cathy 9781853406331 £5.99 Piccadilly 11+

Lucy is 14, and it's time she starts to decide what she wants to be when shes older. The problem is she 
dosen't know what she wants to be, and everyone else around her seems to know.

Mates, Dates Book 02 - Mates, Dates and 
Cosmic Kisses Hopkins, Cathy 9781853409288 £6.99 Piccadilly 11+

Izzie is cool and sassy. And when she meets gorgeous Mark, she's on a real high. He's divine. And he likes 
her! But why doesn't he call when he says he will? Desperate to make sense of things, Izzie spends her 
time checking her horoscope.

Mates, Dates Book 03 - Mates, Dates & 
Portobello Princesses Hopkins, Cathy 9781853409295 £6.99 Piccadilly Press 11+

This is the third book in the 'Mates, Dates' series, which features Nesta, a confident and fearless girl with 
model looks, charisma and charm. Despite all this, Nesta feels out of her depth when she meets the 
wealthy Jason.

Million Dollar Mates Hopkins, Cathy 9781847387578 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 13+

Jess Hall's dad is the new general manager at Porchester Park, and is moving Jess, her brother and pet cat 
into a staff apartment there. Jess is dreading the move, until she learns the apartments are strictly A-list 
only

About a boy Hornby, Nick 140293450 £7.99 Penguin 16+

Will doesn't want children and can't see why everyone keeps recommending them, but he likes single 
mothers. As a result he gets involved in a single parents' group and invents a two year old son whose 
absence needs constant explanations.

Alex Rider Series Book 1 - Stormbreaker Horowitz, Anthony   074455943X £4.99 Walker 11+

When his guardian dies in suspicious circumstances, fourteen-year-old Alex Rider finds his world turned 
upside down. Within days he’s gone from schoolboy to superspy.

Alex Rider Series Book 2 - Point Blanc Horowitz, Anthony 744559715 £4.99 Walker 11+

Fourteen-year-old Alex Rider, reluctant MI6 spy, is back at school trying to adapt to his new double life and 
to double homework. But MI6 have other plans for him

Alex Rider Series Book 3 - Skeleton Key Horowitz, Anthony 744590078 £4.99 Walker 11+

Sharks. Assassins. Nuclear bombs. Alex Rider’s in deep water.  Reluctant teenage superspy Alex Rider is 
useful to MI6 in ways an adult could never be. Now they need his help once again.

Alex Rider Series Book 4 - Eagle Strike Horowitz, Anthony   074456588X £5.99 Walker 11+

Reluctant MI6 agent Alex Rider is finally able to feel like any ordinary fourteen-year-old. Until a sudden, 
ruthless attack on his hosts lunges him back into a world of violence and mystery.
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Alex Rider Series Book 5 - Scorpia Horowitz, Anthony 744583233 £5.99 Walker 11+

Alex Rider is in Venice, looking for secrets long-buried in the past. Was his father really a ruthless assassin. 
The truth lies with a shadowy organization called Scorpia.

Alex Rider Series Book 6 - Ark Angel Horowitz, Anthony 744583241 £6.99 Walker 11+

From Cornwall to Cuba, Venice to France, Alex Rider has travelled far and wide as a spy for MI6, facing 
danger and death at every turn. "Will Alex Rider live to fight another day?"

Alex Rider Series Book 7 - Snakehead Horowitz, Anthony 9781406309355 £6.99 Walker 11+

Alone in Sydney, Alex Rider is recruited by the Australian government to infiltrate an organized people-
smuggling ring: the criminal underworld of Snakeheads.

Alex Rider Series Book 8 - Crocodile 
Tears Horowitz, Anthony 9781406310481 £6.99 Walker 11+

Targeted by a hitman and under threat of his past being exposed by the media, Alex reluctantly turns to 
MI6. But their help doesn't come cheap: they need Alex to spy on the activities at a GM crop plant.

Alex Rider Series Book 9 - Scorpia Rising Horowitz, Anthony 9781406310498 £6.99 Walker 11+

This gripping final mission brings together Alex Rider's old enemies to frame the teenage superspy in an 
unstoppable plot of revenge, from which he can never return.

Blurred Man, the Horowitz, Anthony 9781406306545 £3.99 Walker 11+

Lenny Smile has been run over by a steamroller. He used to run a children's charity called Dream Time, 
financed by millionaire Joe Carter. Now Carter wants to know what happened to Smile and to his money.

Day of the Dragon Horowitz, Anthony 416113923 £8.95 Methuen 11+

Will Tyler has always been special, but only when he is thirteen does he learn why. Vietnamese, abandoned 
by his parents, he is adopted by an English couple and brought up in London. Will discovers how special he 
is and his hidden power.

Diamond Brothers - Public Enemy Number 
Two Horowitz, Anthony 9781406341430 £5.99 Walker 11+

Wisecracking young Nick Diamond finds himself sharing a prison cell with Johnny Powers, Public Enemy 
No.1. His only chance of rescuing the situation is to nail master criminal the Fence. But first, Nick has to get 
out of jail…

Diamond Brothers - South by South East Horowitz, Anthony 9781406306804 £5.99 Walker 11+

Tim Diamond, the world's worst private detective, is broke - as his much smarter younger brother Nick is 
quick to remind him. So, when a mysterious stranger offers Tim a wad of money for his overcoat, it seems 
like a stroke of good luck. But there are worse things in life than being broke.
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Diamond Brothers - Two of Diamonds 
WBD 2013 Horowitz, Anthony 9781406347418 £1.00 Walker 09+

Tim Diamond is the world’s worst detective – and these two mysteries will test his nerves to the limit. What 
does strawberry yoghurt possibly have to do with Paris? Why on earth are Tim and his kid brother Nick 
invited to a remote Scottish island? The answer … murder!

Falcon's Malteser, The Horowitz, Anthony 9781406300437 £5.99 Walker 11+

When a dwarf comes into the office and leaves a package, Tim Diamond, the world's worst private dick, is 
faced with his toughest case yet. The office is ransacked and the package is found to contain simply a box 
of Maltesers.

Granny Horowitz, Anthony 9781406305708 £5.99 Walker 07+

Twelve-year-old Joe Warden isn't happy. He has rich, uncaring parents and is virtually a prisoner in the 
huge family mansion, Thattlebee Hall. Worst of all, though, is his granny. Not only is she physically 
repulsive, she's horribly mean. She has the look in her eye of a predatory crocodile and Joe starts to 
suspect that she has unpleasant designs on him. But what are they and how can he foil them?

Groosham Grange Horowitz, Anthony 744583446 £4.99 Walker 08+

"There's something nasty going on at Groosham Grange..." Sent to Groosham Grange as a last resort by 
his parents, David Eliot quickly discovers that his new school is a very weird place indeed.

Horowitz Horror Horowitz, Anthony 1843627884 £5.99 Orchard 11+

Two wicked short story collections from the master of the macabre, Anthony Horowitz. Each story has a 
shocking sting in the tale...Whatever you do, don't take this book to bed with you!

Power of Five Book 1 - Raven's Gate Horowitz, Anthony 9781406338881 £6.99 Walker 11+

When Matt Freeman gets into trouble with the police, he's sent to be fostered in Yorkshire. It's not long 
before he senses there's something wrong with his guardian: with the whole village.

Power of Five Book 2 - Evil Star Horowitz, Anthony 1844286207 £6.99 Walker 11+

After his experiences at Raven's Gate, fourteen-year-old Matt Freeman thinks his days of battling evil are 
over. But soon he is pulled into another horrifying adventure when he discovers a second gate exists.

Power of Five Book 3 - Night Rise Horowitz, Anthony 9781406338874 £6.99 Walker 11+

Nevada, USA - fourteen-year-old twins Jamie and Scott Tyler are performing a mind-reading act in a dingy 
theatre. But when a sinister multinational corporation, Nightrise, kidnaps Scott, Jamie is left alone - and 
wanted for murder.

Power of Five Book 4 - Necropolis Horowitz, Anthony 9781406321081 £6.99 Walker 11+

Evil has been unleashed on the world and only five children – with special powers – can save it. Matt and 
the other three desperately need to find Scar, the final gatekeeper, who has been trapped in Hong Kong, 
where puddles of water turn into puddles of blood, where ghosts, demons and hideous creatures stalk the 
streets. Matt has no choice but to follow her. Now, both imprisoned, their only hope of survival is to reach a 
secret door in the Man Ho temple. But even if Scar can find her psychic power, it may already be too late.
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Power of Five Book 5 - Oblivion Horowitz, Anthony 9781844286232 £16.99 Walker 11+

Having escaped from Hong Kong, the Five Gatekeepers - Matt, Pedro, Scott, Jamie and Scarlett - are 
scattered in a hostile and dangerous world. As they struggle to re-group and plan their next move, the 
malevolent King of the Old Ones gathers his forces in Oblivion: a desolate landscape where the last 
survivors of humanity must fight the ultimate battle.

Russian Roulette Horowitz, Anthony 9781406352603 £6.99 Walker 12+

An international contract killer has been given his orders. His next target is a fourteen-year-old spy ... Alex 
Rider. The man's name is Yassen Gregorovich. He knows Alex well. The two of them share a secret from 
the past. As he considers his next mission, Yassen remembers the forces that turned him from an ordinary 
schoolboy into a hired assassin. What is it that makes someone choose to do evil? What would it take to 
make them kill? This thrilling adventure will be the deadliest yet...

Switch, The Horowitz, Anthony 9781844286072 £4.99 Walker 11+

'The Switch' is a children's super-natural adventure book, about the 'switch' which occurs between an 
extremely rich, unlikable boy and a young criminal and what the two find out in the process. The characters 
are funny and the action is fast.

A Thousand Splendid Suns Hosseini, Khaled 9780747582793 £16.99 Bloomsbury 16+

This is a book that shows the evil and good of human beings through the experiences of its main two 
characters, Mariam and Laila in war torn Afghanistan.

Kite Runner Hosseini, Khaled 9780747594888 £7.99 Bloomsbury 11+

This is a story of fathers and sons, friendship and betrayal, and the casualties of fate. In the 1970s, 
Afghanistan: Twelve-year-old Amir is desperate to win the local kite-fighting tournament and his loyal friend 
Hassan promises to help him.

Dream merchant, The Hoving, Isabel 1406301825 £7.99 Walker 11+

Josh Cope is just a boy. So why is an international corporation so convinced that he is the key to 
conquering their new market: the past? Josh finds himself in the middle of a nightmare, caught in "Umaya", 
a place between dreams and reality.

Badger on the Barge Howker, Janni 435123130 £6.50 Heinemann 11+

Miss Brady who lives with a badger on her barge and draws her young friend Helen into a plot to defy the 
authorities.

Issac Campion Howker, Janni 9780744590319 £4.99 Walker 12+

Isaac Campion is an explosive tale, depicting the difficult, often bitter relationship between a son and his 
horse-dealer father at the turn of the century.

The best birthday bike Hoy, Chris 9781471405211 £4.99 Picadilly Press 08+

Fergus Hamilton is a boy with a big imagination. Living with his mum and grandad and his dog, Chimp, he 
dreams of a state-of-the-art Sullivan Swift and becoming the most brilliant boy cyclist in the world. So when 
he gets a rusty second-hand bike for his ninth birthday he can't help feeling a bit disappointed. But then he 
discovers something amazing when he takes it for a ride. . .
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Where Monsters Lie Ho-Yen, Polly 9780552569170 £6.99 Corgi 09+

The children of Mivtown have grown up hearing the legend of the monsters of the loch. But it’s only a story 
– a warning to stay away from the water.  Then strange things start happening in the village. Effie’s rabbit 
Buster escapes from a locked hutch, her mum disappears without trace and slugs start to infest her home.

If I Were You Hubbard, Ron. L. 9781592123599 £6.00 Galaxy Press 11+

Circus dwarf Little Tom Little is the king of midgets, loved by crowds and carnival folk alike. Only he doesn't 
just want to be a bigger circus star, he wants to be just like the circus' tall and imposing leader.

Alfie's Feet Hughes, Shirley 99256061 £4.99 Red Fox 05+

Alfie loves jumping in puddles--not a good idea in his ordinary brown shoes--but when he gets his wonderful 
new yellow boots, he has a great time. But then he realises that something's not quite right...

Alfie's Shop - WBD 2013 Hughes, Shirley 9781849418805 £1.00 Red Fox 05+

Alfie learns a new game in this story - playing Shop in his garden can be lots of fun!

Dogger Hughes, Shirley   009992790X £5.99 Red Fox 05+

This is the story of Dave and his beloved Dogger and how Dogger was lost and finally found again. The 
author also wrote "Helpers", "Moving Molly", "Sally's Secret" and "Up and Up".

Here Comes Charlie Moon Hughes, Shirley 9780099922308 £3.99 Red Fox 05+

Charlie Moon's Auntie Jean runs a joke shop at the seaside. Charlie loves to go and stay there and try out 
the comic hats, masks, rubber spiders, fake flowers that squirt water, and cushions that squeak when you 
sit on them...even when his clever cousin Ariadne is staying, too.

Lion and the Unicorn Hughes, Shirley 9780099256083 £8.99 Red Fox 07+

As Lenny's father goes off to fight in the second world war, he gives his son a brass badge with a lion and a 
unicorn on it. Lenny keeps it with him when bombs are dropped on his street and when he has to be 
evacuated to a big house in the country.

Rhymes for Annie Rose Hughes, Shirley 9780099464914 £6.99 Red Fox 05+

A collection of gentle rhymes dealing with the wonder and excitement of a small child's world, from teatime 
treats to secret adventures. They all feature one of the author/illustrator's established characters - Alfie's 
little sister, Annie Rose

Iron Man, The Hughes, Ted 571226124 £4.99 Faber and Faber 07+

Mankind must put a stop to the dreadful destruction caused by the Iron Man. A trap is set for him, but he 
cannot be kept down. Then, when a monster from outer space threatens the planet, it is the Iron Man who 
finds a way to save the world.
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Tom Brown's Schooldays Hughes, Thomas 9780192835352 £7.99 Oxford Paperbacks 11+

A classic of Victorian literature, and one of the earliest books written specifically for boys, Tom Brown's 
Schooldays has long had an influence well beyond the middle-class, public school world that it describes. 

My Tail's Not Tired! Hunter, Jana 
Novotny 9781846439865 £5.99 Child's Play

How can any little monster possibly go to bed when their tail isn't even tired? And when their knees still 
have plenty of bounce in them? And when their arms still want to fly like a jet plane? Bedtime is surely a 
long way off! Luckily, Big Monster has a strategy to outwit Little Monster, with the inevitable result! A 
humorous and charming bedtime story that adults and children will love to read - and play out - again and 
again.

Junior Science Book 1 - So You Really 
Want to Learn

Hunter, S & 
Macdonald, J 9781905735174 £12.34 Galore 07+

Key Stage 2 science pupils and is suitable for use from Year 3. Ideal for the specialist or non-specialist 
teacher, as well as home schoolers or parents who want to help their children with further study at home

Super Storm (Tribe) Hurn, Roger & 
West, Jane 9781842996003 £6.99 Barrington Stoke 15+

The crazy scientist Dr Hed Case demands that the government give him twenty million pounds by midnight 
or he will send a super storm to destroy London. Time's running out for Tribe.

Nadiya's Bake Me a Story : Fifteen stories 
and recipes for children Hussain, Nadiya 9781444933277 £14.99 Hodder Children's 

Books 06+

A unique combination of storybook and cookbook, with all recipes and stories devised and written by 
Nadiya herself, Nadiya's Bake Me a Story brings families into the kitchen to spend time together sharing 
stories and cooking.

Rosie's Walk Hutchins, Pat 9780099413998 £5.99 Red Fox 03+

When Rosie the hen sets off for a stroll she is unaware of the distinctly fox-shaped
shadow that's following her. But luckily for Rosie, her pursuer is the clumsiest of his
kind.

Brave New World Huxley, Aldous 6545793 £6.99 Flamingo Classics 11+

Bernard Marx is unhappy. Harbouring an unnatural desire for solitude, feeling only distaste for the endless 
pleasures of compulsory promiscuity, Bernard has an ill-defined longing to break free.

Abominables, the Ibbotson, Eva 9781407132976 £10.99 Marion Lloyd 09+

A hundred years ago, in the Himalayan peaks of Nanvi Dar, the daughter of an English earl is kidnapped by 
a huge hairy monster. In a secret valley Agatha Farlingham is introduced to a family of motherless yetis and 
devotes her life to their upbringing. She teaches them to speak, tells them stories and insists on polite 
manners. But as the decades pass, tourists come to the mountains, a hotel is built and yeti-hunters arrive. 
Agatha knows that there is one place in the world where they would be protected - her ancestral home at 
Farle To ers When a bo and his sister st mble pon her hidden alle she kno s she has fo nd the

Dragonfly Pool Ibbotson, Eva 9780330456357 £10.99 MacMillan 12+

Tally Hamilton is furious to hear she is being sent from London to a horrid, stuffy boarding school in the 
countryside. And all because of the stupid war. But Delderton Hall is a far more interesting place than Tally 
ever imagined.
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Journey to the River Sea Ibbotson, Eva   033039715X £5.99 MacMillan 11+

The girls in Maia’s class told her what to expect when she reached the Brazilian Jungle. ‘There are huge 
mosquitoes which bite you. You turn as yellow as a lemon and then you die.’

One Dog and his Boy Ibbotson, Eva 9781407124247 £6.99 Marion Lloyd 08+

But a dog would damage the expensive carpets in Hal's glamorous home, and his wealthy parents refuse to 
consider one. Then they discover Easy Pets, a convenient dog-rental agency. Terrier Fleck arrives on Hal's 
birthday, but when Hal discovers that his dog must be returned, he runs away. Hal and Fleck are joined by a 
group of pedigree breeds joyfully escaping from Easy Pets \- among them is Otto, the wise and sombre St 
Bernard, and the fierce and excitable Pekinese Li-Chee. A large reward is offered for the missing boy, and 
soon Hal and his dogs are being chased across the co ntr b r thless p rs ers

Star of Kazan, The Ibbotson, Eva 9781447265726 £12.99 Macmillan 11+

Annika lives as a servant at a grand house in Vienna. Her life there would be perfect but for the mystery of 
her real mother. Then Annika finds out the truth about her past and is swept on an adventure of 
extraordinary discovery.

Which Witch Ibbotson, Eva 9780330398008 £4.99 Macmillan 09+

'Find me a witch!' cried Arriman the Awful, feared Wizard of the North. Arriman has decided to marry. His 
wife must be a witch of the darkest powers - but which witch will she be?

Doll’s House, A Ibsen, Henrik 486270629 £1.25 Dover 11+

One of the best-known, most frequently performed of modern plays, displaying Ibsen's genius for realistic 
prose drama. A classic expression of women's rights, the play builds to a climax in which the central 
character, Nora, rejects a smothering marriage and life in "a doll's house." Publisher's Note. Contents. 
Dramatis Personae.

Hadda Gabler Ibsen, Henrik 9780413770707 £8.99 Methuen Drama 14+

Hedda is an intelligent and ambitious woman, trapped in the stifling environment of a bourgeois 19th-
century marriage. When writer Eilert Loevborg, an old flame returns to Hedda's life with a masterpiece that 
might threaten her husband's career, Hedda decides to take drastic and fatal action.

Titchy Witch and the Magic Party Impey, Rose 9781841211305 £4.99 Orchard 03+

Titchy Witch is having her first party, but it isn't going very well, until she starts to wave her magic wand.

Titchy-Witch and the Get-Better Spell Impey, Rose 9781841211282 £4.99 Orchard 03+

Titchy-witch is only a little witch, but she spells BIG trouble. When she waves her wand - WATCH OUT

Titchy-Witch and the Stray Dragon Impey, Rose 9781841211183 £4.99 Orchard 03+

Titchy-witch is only a little witch, but she spells BIG trouble. When she waves her wand - WATCH OUT
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Titchy-Witch and the Wobbly Fang Impey, Rose 9781841211268 £4.99 Orchard 03+

Titchy-witch is only a little witch, but she spells BIG trouble. When she waves her wand - WATCH OUT

New Introduction to Biology, A Indge, Bill 9780340781678 £13.99 Hodder 16+

Print Point size N20 only.

By the Shores of Silver Lake Ingalls Wilder, 
Laura 340930985 £5.67 Harper Collins 07+

By the Shores of Silver Lake is the fourth book by Laura Ingalls Wilder and one of the least well known, it 
tells the story of the Ingalls family journey from Plum Creek to Dakota Territory and what they found when 
they got there and how they coped.

Little House in the Big Woods Ingalls Wilder, 
Laura 9780060581848 £4.99 Harper Trophy 07+

Inside the little house in the Big Woods live the Ingalls family: Ma, Pa, Mary, Laura and baby Carrie. This is 
the tale of how they live together, in harmony mainly, but sometimes in fear.

Little House on the Prairie Ingalls Wilder, 
Laura 9780749709303 £4.99 Mammoth 07+

The sun-kissed prarie stretches out around the Ingalls family, smiling its welcome after their hard journey 
across America. But looks can be deceiving and they soon find that they must share the land with wild 
bears and Indians.

On the Banks of Plum Creek Ingalls Wilder, 
Laura 9780749709310 £4.99 Egmont 07+

After all their travelling, from the Big Woods and the Prairie, the Ingalls family have found a place to settle 
Plum Creek. Now Mary and Laura can go to school as there’s a town close by.

The Secret Lake Inglis, Karen 9780956932303 £5.99 Well Said Press 07+

When Stella and her younger brother, Tom, move to their new London home, they become mystified by the 
disappearances of Harry, their elderly neighbour’s small dog. Where does he go? And why does he keep 
reappearing wet-through?

Challenge and Change - A World Study 
After 1900 Ingram, Philip 9780340742341 £10.99 Hodder Eucation, 11+

This is a Key Stage 3 resource for teaching and learning about the issues and events of the 20th century.

Challenge and Change - Foundation 
Edition: A World Study After 1900 Ingram, Philip 9780340742334 £10.99 Hodder Eucation 11+

This is a Key Stage 3 resource for teaching and learning about the issues and events of the 20th century.
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Challenge and Change - Mainstream 
Edition: A World Study After 1900 Ingram, Philip 749709324 £10.99 Hodder Education 11+

This is an exciting Key Stage 3 resource for teaching and learning about the issues and events of the 20th 
century. It never lets go of the period's story, providing opportunities to examine the big picture and 
investigate particular topics.

Kipper Inkpen, Mick 9780340742334 £5.99 Hodder 05+

This is an exciting Key Stage 3 resource for teaching and learning about the issues and events of the 20th 
century. It never lets go of the period's story, providing opportunities to examine the big picture and 
investigate particular topics.

Penguin Small Inkpen, Mick 9780340932056 £6.99 Hodder 05+

This is the story of the last North Pole penguin, who was - as it turned out - was also the smallest penguin . . 
. Penguin Small. An extraordinary story about one small penguin's journey to a new home.

Adventures of Tintin Irvine, Alex 9780857510761 £6.99 Bantam 09+

After buying a model of the Unicorn, young reporter Tintin discovers a secret message hidden inside the 
mast of the ship. But what does it mean? Who are the three brothers, and why does it mention three 
Unicorns when there was only one vessel with that name? The clues start to pile up as Tintin and his faithful 
dog Snowy find themselves sailing, flying and riding camels around the globe on an epic adventure! Hot on 
the trail of the story, Tintin meets the hearty seadog Captain Haddock. Can the adventurers solve the 
m ster before the secret lands in the rong hands?

Mission Improbable Irwin, J.D. 9781846470950 £6.99 Catnip 09+

Edwin Spencer has enough problems at school as it is, without strange voices calling him into another 
dimension! But when he is sucked into the peculiar kingdom of Hysteria on a secret mission he feels very at 
home.

Rabbit Pie Ives, Penny 9781846433535 £4.99 Child's Play

Making rabbit pie can be tiring, especially if the ingredients won't sit still! But Mother Rabbit's family recipe 
contains lots of patience, spoonfuls of kisses, plenty of hugs and a generous helping of bedtime story. The 
perfect goodnight treat! How can you resist just one more slice?

Nelson English - Skills Book 3 Jackman & Wren 9780174245407 £7.50 Nelson Thornes 07+

The simplicity of the twin-track structure of Nelson English enables you to support your pupils' language 
development with a rigorous skills programme. It provides a highly structured course which is easy to use 
and simple to manage.

Nelson English Development - Book 3 Jackman & Wren 9780174245346 £8.50 Nelson Thornes 07+

The simplicity of the twin-track structure of Nelson English enables you to support your pupils' language 
development with a rigorous skills programme. It provides a highly structured course which is easy to use 
and simple to manage.

Nelson English Development - Book 4 Jackman J , Wren 
W 9780174245353 £9.25 Nelson Thornes 13+

The simplicity of the twin-track structure of Nelson English enables you to support your pupils' language 
development with a rigorous skills programme. It provides a highly structured course which is easy to use 
and simple to manage.
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Nelson English Skills - Book 4 Jackman, John 9780174245414 £9.25 Nelson Thornes 13+

The simplicity of the twin-track structure of Nelson English enables you to support your pupils' language 
development with a rigorous skills programme. It provides a highly structured course which is easy to use 
and simple to manage.

Nelson Spelling Developing - Skills Book 3 Jackman, John 9780748766550 £6.99 Nelson Thornes 07+

Nelson Spelling has been extensively revised and updated offering a comprehensive and structured course 
for developing a whole school spelling policy. It uses a range of strategies and techniques to ensure your 
pupils reach their full potential in spelling.

Nelson Spelling Develping Skills - Book 4 Jackman, John 9780748766567 £6.99 Nelson Thornes 13+

Nelson Spelling has been extensively revised and updated offering a comprehensive and structured course 
for developing a whole school spelling policy. It uses a range of strategies and techniques to ensure your 
pupils reach their full potential in spelling.

Monkey's Paw, The Jacobs, W. W 9780194229487 £3.30 OUP 11+

Easy Reading 400 Headwords.Outside, the night is cold and wet. Inside, the White family sits and waits. 
Where is their visitor? There is a knock at the door. A man is standing outside in the dark. Their visitor has 
arrived.

Mossflower Jacques, Brian 9781862301399 £4.99 Red Fox 11+

A young mouse strays into evil wildcat territory in Mossflower Wood. And so begins the story of Redwall 
Abbey. A heroic founder-mouse; a spirited adventurer, a brave warrior and a true champion of the good.

Redwall Jacques, Brian 9781862301382 £4.99 Red Fox 11+

As Redwall Abbey’s creatures bask in the glorious Summer of the Late Rose, all is quiet and peaceful. But 
not for long. Cluny the Scourge is coming! And the evil rat warlord is prepared to do bloody battle to get 
exactly what he wants: Redwall.

The next together James, Lauren 9781406358056 £7.99 Walker Books 12+

Katherine and Matthew are destined to be born again and again. Each time their presence changes history 
for the better, each time, they fall hopelessly in love, only to be separated. How many times can you lose 
the person you love? For Matthew and Katherine it is again and again, over and over. But why do they keep 
coming back? How many times must they die to save the world? What else must they achieve before they 
can be left to live and love in peace? Maybe the next together will be different…

Cliff Hanger James, Sarah 174326432 £3.75 Nelson 05+

Learning to ski was exciting and fun. Tim loved being up in the mountains and breathing in all that fresh air. 
On the first morning though, Tim had to go on the ski lift on his own. An event he would never forget.

Gilbert the Great Jane Clarke 9780689861406 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

From the time Gilbert the Great White Shark was a tiny pup, Raymond the Remora stuck to him like 
glue...'Then one day, Gilbert wakes up to discover that Raymond has gone. Mrs Munch does everything 
she can to help her little shark come to terms with his loss and – slowly but surely – Gilbert learns to smile a 
wobbly smile through his sadness
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Moomintroll Book 1 - Moominpappa at 
Sea Jansson, Tove 9780141327204 £5.99 Puffin 09+

A Moomintroll is small and shy and fat, and has a Moominpappa and a Moominmamma. Moomins live in 
the forests of Finland. One day Moominpappa is feeling at a loss. He has no idea what to do with himself 
because it seems everything has already been done. So he takes his family off to start a new life in a 
lighthouse on a tiny, rocky island far out to sea. It's rather quiet and lonely at first, but as they begin to 
explore their unusual surroundings the Moomins discover some funny and surprising new things about 
themsel es

Moomintroll Book 2 - Tales from 
Moominvalley Jansson, Tove 9780140306095 £6.99 Puffin 09+

If you found a tiny golden dragon with green paws, would you know what to do with it?
Well, Moomintroll thinks he knows what to do. But when he takes his new-found pet home, things don't quite 
work out as planned!

Skin deep Jarratt, Laura 9781405256728 £7.99 Electric Monkey 13+

Ugly people don’t have feelings. They’re not like everyone else. They don’t notice if you stare at them and 
turn away. And if they did notice, it wouldn’t hurt them. They’re not like real people. Or that’s what I used to 
think. Before I learned . . . After the car crash that leaves her best friend dead, Jenna is permanently 
scarred. She struggles to rebuild her life, but every stare in the street, every time she looks in the mirror, 
makes her want to retreat further from the world. Until she meets Ryan. Ryan's a traveller. When he and his 
mother moor their narro boat on the o tskirts of a illage she tells him this time it ill be different He

The Reckoning Jauncey, James 9780330454025 £6.99 Young Picador 15+

Standing on the beach watching the early morning-mist roll in off the sea, Fin is thinking about the day when 
he can escape to the mainland. His sister got away, but no one has heard from her in two years

AQA GCSE Design and Technology - 
Product Design Jeff Draisey 9781408502761 £16.99 AQA 11+

Specifically written to cover the AQA GCSE Product Design specification, our student book takes a focused 
look at the creative and manufacturing processes of product design, whilst providing comprehensive 
support for the Controlled Assessment. Clear learning objectives at the start of each chapter, helping 
students focus on what they need to know. Key terms reinforce learning, providing definitions of key words 
that students need to be familiar with. Includes a range of activities that develops design and making skills, 
enco raging st dents to appl concepts to real life conte ts

Fame School - Tara's Triumph Jefferies, Cindy 9780746068359 £3.99 Usborne 07+

Tara's parents are always working and never have any time to spend with her. So after a disappointing 
summer holiday, Tara decides that everyone at Rockley Park will be her family instead.

Rivals Jefferies, Cindy 9780746061190 £3.99 Usborne 07+

Danny lives for drumming and his talents are in demand, but rival drummer Bongo is jealous and bullies him 
at every opportunity. When they are made to play a duet together at the school concert, it could easily spell 
disaster.

Heart and the Bottle, the Jeffers, Oliver 9780007182343 £6.99 Harper Collins 05+

Once there was a girl whose life was filled with wonder at the world around her! Then one day something 
happened that made the girl take her heart and put it in a safe place. However, after that it seemed that the 
world was emptier than before.

Up and Down Jeffers, Oliver 9780007263844 £10.99 Harper Collins 03+

The boy and the penguin enjoy spending all their time together! That is, until the penguin starts to dream of 
flying, ignoring the boys advice that it is impossible.
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Way Back Home, the Jeffers, Oliver 9780007182329 £5.99 Harper Collins 03+

Once there was a boy who, one day, found himself stuck on the moon, and he was not alone…

Emperor's Egg Jenkins, Martin 9781406313017 £5.99 Walker 05+

Can you imagine being a male emperor penguin and standing around in the freezing cold with an egg on 
your feet for two months. Welcome to the story of the world's most devoted dad!

Unbelievable! More Surprising Stories Jennings, Paul 9780140371000 £4.99 puffin 09+

A collection of nine quirky, bizarre, and very funny short stories.

Unreal! Eight Surprising Stories Jennings, Paul 9780140370997 £4.99 puffin 09+

A collection of eight quirky, bizarre, and very funny short stories.

Flirty Dancing Jenny McLachlan 978-1408856079 £6.99 Bloomsbury 12+

Bea Hogg is shy but fiery inside. When national dance competition Starwars comes to her school 
looking for talent, she wants to sign up. It's just a shame her best friend agreed to enter with 
school super-cow Pearl Harris. Bea will fight back! But when school hottie, Ollie Matthews, who 
also happens to be Pearl's boyfriend, decides to enter the competition with Bea, she will have 
more than a fight on her hands.

My Brothers Famous Bottom gets 
Crowned! Jeremy Strong 9780141344225 £5.99 Puffin 08+

Nicholas's neighbours are in a royal frenzy! They're celebrating the Queen's coronation (whatever that 
means) and everyone's gone BONKERS! Dad's dressing up as a banana and why has Cheese got a crown 
on his bottom? It's going to be the biggest street party they've ever had, until a letter from the Prince and 
Princess announcing the arrival of THEIR very own twins adds an extra-special surprise!

The Egyptians (the gruesome truth about) Jillian Powell 9780750264242 £8.99 Wayland 09+

Covering different historical eras, this informative series details all the topics one would expect to find in a 
history series, such as family life, food, religion, entertainment and warfare.
However, it focuses on the most gruesome parts of these topics.

My Story - The Trenches: a First World 
War Soldier, 1914 - 1918 Jim Eldridge 9781407103778 £6.99 Scholastic 11+

It's 1917 and Billy Stevens is a telegraph operator stationed near Ypres. The Great War has been raging for 
three years when Billy finds himself taking part in the deadly Big Push forward. But he is shocked to 
discover that the bullets of his fellow soldiers aren't just aimed at the enemy...

Doctor Proctor's Fart Powder Jo Nesbø 978-1471125447 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 12+

Doctor Proctor has finally created something to help him fulfil his dream of becoming a famous 
inventor - a super-strength fart powder that can propel people into outer space!
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Haunt - Dead Scared Jobling, Curtis 9781471115776 £9.99 Simon & Schuster 10+

When Will finds himself in hospital, unable to make anyone see or hear him, he realises that he never made 
it home from his first kiss with the school hottie. Knocked off his bike in a traffic accident, Will is now 
officially dead - and a ghost. But somehow his best mate, Dougie, can see him, what is more, Will seems 
bound to Dougie, going only where Dougie goes. Once they've exhausted all the comic possibilities of being 
invisible, they set about unravelling the mystery of Will's predicament. Is it to do with that kiss, or the driver 
of the car that killed him?

Infinity Drake (1) - The Sons of Scarlatti John McNally 978-0007521616 £6.99 Faber & Faber 12+

Millions of lives are in danger, but Uncle Al has a crazy plan that just might work… Soon he’s 
shrinking a crack military team to take down the wasps. But a double agent throws the mission 
and now Finn is 9mm tall and has the weight of the world’s survival on his tiny shoulders.

Crash Dive John Townsend 9781908318862 £6.99 Acorn Independent 
Press 09+

Barney’s wanted: preferably dead and silenced forever… They’re after him – but Barney doesn’t know who 
they are until he discovers a deadly terrorist plot. After a series of lucky escapes, he tries to strike back and 
get help but no one will believe him – not his teacher, not the police and not even MI5. The only person who 
will listen is Laura but can two teenagers outwit such a sinister terror attack? Time is running out. FAST

A Nest of Vipers Johnson, 
Catherine 9780552557627 £5.99 Corgi 09+

Cato Hopkins is the youngest member of Mother Hopkins' 'family' - a group of skilled fraudsters and 
pickpockets. There's Addy, the beautiful Bella, Sam and Cato himself who Mother Hopkins has taught 
everything she knows.

Spotlight Science 8: Framework Edition: 
Pupil Book 8 Johnson, Keith 9780748774739 £14.99 OUP 11+

Part of a science course for Key Stage 3, the reading age of the sentences and the number of words on a 
page have been carefully controlled. The sentence structure is simple, accessible and friendly, with clear 
personalised questions.

Spotlight Science 9 - Student Book Johnson, Keith... 
[et al.]. 9780748774746 £14.99 Nelson Thornes 11+

Inheritance and selection Fit and healthy Plants and photosynthesis  Plants for food Metals and metal 
compounds Patterns of reactivity Environental chemistry Using chemistry Energy and electricity Gravity and 
space Speeding upPressure and moments

WBD Boy in the Smoke Johnson, M 9781471403224 £1.00 Hot Key 16+

On a cold night, Stephen Dene went to the Eton boathouse to perform a desperate act. But someone 
stopped him along the way, sending his life in a new and decidedly strange direction--leading him to 
London, to two new friends, and to a world of shadows and mystery.

Bad Spy's Guide, The Johnson, Pete 9780440867630 £4.99 Corgi 11+

My true identity...spells danger! Everyone thinks Tasha is a big joke because she is obsessed with spies. 
But when Henry, the new boy at school, accidentally mixes up his notebook with hers. He tells her he is a 
teenage spy.

Diary of an (Un)teenager Johnson, Pete 1842991515 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 09+

Reading level below age 8. "I won't have anything to do with designer clothes, or girls, or body piercing. Do 
you know what I'm going to be? An (Un)teenager." But then Spencer's best mate Zac starts wearing baggy 
trousers and huge trainers.
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Aesop's Fables Jones Vernon, V S 9781853261282 £1.99 Wordsworth 11+

Aesop's collection of fables has been popular with both adults and children. These simple tales embody 
truths so powerful, the titles of the individual fables the fox and the grapes, the dog in the manger, the wolf 
in sheep's clothing and many others

Bloq Jones, Alan 9780993237478 £8.99 Ailsa Publishing 18+

A father waits in Glasgow's Central Station for his daughter, returning home from London for Christmas. 
When the last train has pulled in, and she doesn't get off it, he makes a desperate overnight dash to find out 
why. His search for her takes over his life, costing him his job and, as he withdraws from home, family and 
friends, he finds himself alone, despairing of ever seeing her again.

Blue Wicked Jones, Alan 9780993237416 £7.99 Ailsa Publishing 18+

The tortured corpses of young alcoholics and drug addicts are turning up in Glasgow and only unlikely 
investigator Eddie Henderson seems to know why. When he tries to tell the police, his information is 
ridiculed and he's told to stop wasting their time. One officer, junior detective Catherine Douglas, believes 
him, and together they set out to discover why the dregs of Glasgow's underbelly are being found, dead and 
mutilated.

The Cabinet Maker Jones, Alan 9780993237447 £7.99 Ailsa Publishing 18+

When his only son is brutally murdered, and the thugs who killed him walk free, he devotes his life to 
bringing the killers to justice. It’s Glasgow detective John McDaid’s first murder case. He forms an unlikely 
friendship with the cabinetmaker, founded on their desire to see the killers punished, their love of  football, 
and by John’s introduction by the cabinetmaker to a lifelong passion for furniture. This is the story of their 
relationship, the cabinetmaker’s quest for justice, and the detective’s search for the truth

Adventures of the Steampunk Pirates - 
Rise of the Slippery Sea Monster Jones, Gareth P. 9781847156648 £5.99 Stripes 08+

The Steampunk Pirates get a taste of their own medicine when the Leaky Battery is raided by a sea 
monster that's greedy for gold. But when the rusty robots race to get their treasure back, they sail straight 
into a trap . . . Can thet dodge the creature's twisting tentacles or will they be squished  to smithereens?

Attack of the alien dung! Jones, Gareth P. 9781847157799 £5.99 Stripes 06+

Secret agent Biskit is not happy when he discovers his new partner Mitzy is a cat – everyone knows that 
cats and dogs don’t mix. But saving the earth from alien invasions must come first and the planet is under 
attack! A cluster of cow pats has flown into town and they’re whipping up a stink… It’s time for Biskit and 
Mitzy to put aside their differences and kick some alien butt!

The Considine Curse Jones, Gareth P. 9781408811511 £5.99 Bloomsbury 09+

Fourteen-year-old Mariel returns to England for her grandmother's funeral. It is the first time she has been 
back since she emigrated with her mother as a baby, and it is the beginning of the uncovering of some 
really extraordinary truths about the Considine family. Why did Mariel's mum argue with Grandma all those 
years ago? Why does Amelia wear so much perfume? Why is there a very large cat flap in Louvre House? 
Why does Gerald seem scared of his brother's appetite?

Princess Poppy The Fancy Dress Party Jones, Janey 
Louise 9780552557771 £1.00 Corgi 03+

WBD 2008 Poppy is desperate to win the prize for the best costume at Madam Angelwing's annual 
Honeypot Hill fancy dress party so she asks her cousin Saffron to make one for her.

The Best Feasts and Festivals from Many 
Lands Jones, Lynda 9780471345275 £9.99 Jossey Bass 07+

Everyone loves a reason to have a good time, and although cultures around the world have their own 
unique feasts and festivals, we all share many of the same reasons to celebrate. Now you can learn about 
the many ways people from around the globe celebrate their special days, and join in the fun! Celebrate 
Chinese New Year while making chiao–tzu dumplings, then pop over to Saudi Arabia and taste delicious 
date–nut cookies called ma amoul while celebrating Eid ul–Fitr
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I'm Going on a Dragon Hunt Jones, Maurice 9780140565676 £4.99 Puffin 03+

Perfect for indroducing the pre-school child to new words and concepts.

Adventures of Robin Hood Jones, Rob Lloyd 9781409522324 £4.99 Usborne 06+

An exciting retelling of the adventures of England s most famous outlaw. Robin Hood sets out to steal the 
evil Sheriff of Nottingham s treasure, to stop him bribing his way to become king. But when Robin's gang 
are captured, will he be able to save them from the hangman s noose?

Beowulf Jones, Rob Lloyd 9780746096864 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Fearsome monsters stalk the moors of ancient Denmark, murdering anyone they catch. But then a warrior 
comes from overseas. His name is Beowulf. He kills monsters…

Crusaders Jones, Rob Lloyd 9780746079041 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Lively account of the Crusaders, with exciting descriptions of the main people, places and battles, including 
the peasant's crusade and the siege of Jerusalem.

Dr Jeckyll and Mr Hyde Jones, Rob Lloyd 9781409506737 £4.99 Usborne 07+

In the foggy alleys of Victorian London, Mr. Utterson is seeking to uncover the secret of his friend and client 
Dr Henry Jekyll. Why does the once-respectable Jekyll now lock himself away in his laboratory? And what 
is his connection to the vicious murderer Edward Hyde, who stalks the city's streets at night

Kidnapped Jones, Rob Lloyd 9781409535942 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Sold into slavery by his greedy uncle, David Balfour's only hope of escape is by siding with the outlaw Alan 
Breck. Follow his daring adventure in this action-packed retelling of Robert Louis Stevenson's famous 
adventure, specially written for readers ready to tackle longer stories on their own.

Robin Hood Jones, Rob Lloyd 9781409522072 £4.99 Usborne 03+

The mysterious outlaw Robin Hood has captivated imaginations for centuries. Now this beautifully illustrated 
book brings the legend to life for little children, as Robin makes a daring raid on the castle of the evil Sheriff 
of Nottingham.

The Count of Monte Cristo Jones, Rob Lloyd 9780746097007 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Who is the mysterious Count of Monte Cristo and how did he acquire his magnificent wealth? This rip-
roaring tale of revenge is packed with adventure - from a daring prison escape to a hunt for hidden treasure 
and a duel at dawn.

The Story of Spying Jones, Rob Lloyd 9780746076835 £4.99 Usborne 07+

The book tells the story of spying, from Alexander the Great's secret scouts to more recent Cold War 
espionage techniques. It contains fascinating details of real life plots uncovered by spies, famous spies 
such as Violette Szabo, amazing inventions used in the world of spying, and the important roles which spies 
have played through the ages
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Witch's Children go to School, the Jones, Ursula 
Russell Ayto 9781408300725 £5.99 Orchard 03+

In this third electrifying title, the witch's children's friend, Gemma, is scared about her first day at school. So, 
the Little One turns her into an ogre to give her courage . . . but ogres don't fit in at school.

Witch's Children, the Jones, Ursula 
Russell Ayto 9781841211145 £5.99 Orchard 03+

Look out! The witch's children are coming and that means TROUBLE! Out in the park one windy day, they 
try out their magic: Gemma's turned into a frog, the ice cream van into a coach, the squirrels into footmen.

Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris 
Lessmore Joyce, William 9781442457027 £11.24 Simon & Schuster 03+

Everything in Morris Lessmore's life, including his own story, is scattered to the
winds. But the power of story will save the day.

Great Explorer, the Judge, Chris 9781849394017 £6.99 Andersen Press 03+

When a famous explorer goes missing in the North Pole, his son, Tom, decides he must find him. And so a 
daring adventure begins across the treacherous icy terrain of the North Pole. Will Tom be able overcome 
the many challenges ahead and find his father?

The hamburgers of doom Judge, Malcolm 978-1782023234 £6.99 Curious Fox 13+

Meet Jonny Jakes, undercover reporter for banned school newspaper The Woodford Word. Nothing will 
stop his pursuit of the truth. Not teachers. Not parents. Not double detention. When a new head teacher 
arrives halfway through term, Jonny smells a rat

Count Boris Bolescu and the 
Transylvanian Tango Jungman, Ann 9780552526364 £2.50 Young Corgi 07+

When her school wants to raise money for a swimming pool, young Mandy Bottomly has a novel idea: why 
not invite her vampire friends over from Transylvania to judge a black pudding competition?

Septimouse, Big Cheese Jungman, Ann 9780140364187 £3.25 Puffin 05+

As the seventh son of a seventh son, Septimouse has amazing magical powers. When little big person 
Katie’s dad loses his job, Septimouse has a brilliant plan. He shrinks big, big person Mum and big, big 
person Dad.

Septimouse, Supermouse Jungman, Ann 9780140346312 £3.25 Puffin 05+

Septimouse is a genius. He can do things that other mice cannot do. He can talk to cats, talk to big people, 
and make them as small as mice. But the one thing he really wants to do is to eat some cheese.

Earth's Coasts (Looking at Earth) Kalman, Bobbie 9780778732167 £5.99 Crabtree 07+

Coasts are areas of land next to oceans. Coasts can be sandy or rocky and have landforms such as cliffs, 
sea stacks, caves, and arches. Coasts can be next to open oceans or be sheltered in bays or coves.
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Earth's Rivers (Looking at Earth) Kalman, Bobbie 9780778732181 £5.99 Crabtree 07+

Why do people need rivers? What causes rivers to flood? These are just a few of the questions answered 
by this fascinating introduction to rivers by Bobbie Kalman.

Water Cycle: Growing and Changing 
(Look, Listen, Learn) Kalman, Bobbie 9780778777199 £8.50 Crabtree 07+

All life on Earth depends on the water cycle! The "Water Cycle" is a fascinating book that introduces 
children to this important cycle using a clear, step-by step approach.

Emil and the detectives Kastner, Erich 9780099413127 £5.99 Red Fox 09+

If his mother had known the amazing adventures Emil was going to have in Berlin, she would never have let 
him go

Fallen Book 1 - Fallen Kate, Lauren 9780552561730 £6.99 Corgi 13+

Instant. Intense. Weirdly familiar . . .
The moment Luce looks at Daniel she knows she has never felt like this before. Except she can't shake the 
feeling that she has . . . and with him - a boy she doesn't remember ever setting eyes on.
Will her attempt to find out why enlighten her - or destroy her?

Fallen Book 2 - Torment Kate, Lauren 9780552561808 £6.99 Corgi 13+

It took Lucinda an eternity to find her beloved angel, Daniel. But he waited for her. Now they are forced 
apart again, to protect Luce from the Outcasts - immortals who want her dead. During their separation, Luce 
learns about her mysterious past lives. But the more she discovers, the more she suspects Daniel is hiding 
something.

Fallen Book 3 - Passion Kate, Lauren 9780385618083 £6.99 Doubleday 13+

Before Luce and Daniel met at Sword & Cross, before they fought the Immortals, they had already lived 
many lives. And so Luce, desperate to unlock the curse that condemns their love, must revisit her past 
incarnations in order to understand her fate. Each century, each life, holds a different clue.

Fallen Book 4 - Rapture Kate, Lauren 9780385618120 £9.99 Doubleday 13+

The sky is dark with wings . . .
And time is running out for Luce and Daniel. In order to stop Lucifer from erasing the past, they must find 
the place where the Fall began. Only Luce can break the curse, and it is her choice alone that will decide all 
of their fates. But as Dark Forces gather, great sacrifices will have to be made in this final, epic struggle . . . 
In the fight for Luce, and for Love, who will win?

I Like this Poem Kave, Webb 9780140312959 £7.99 Puffin 05+

I LIke This Poem is a classic collection of children's poems from Puffin Books.
Highwaymen and naughty children, sharks and baboons, the Snitterjipe and the Jabberwocky, all have their 
part to play.
Each and every poem in this treasure chest of family favourites was chosen by a child for other children.

The Magical Detectives Keaney, Brian 9781408306819 £5.99 Orchard 11+

When Otto returns home from school one day to find his mother missing, and then discovers an advert for 
the Magical Detective Agency, he decides there’s nothing for it but to call on their services. In fact, the 
agency is just one man.
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Secret of the Old Clock , the Keene, Carolyn 9780448095011 £6.99 G P Putnam's Sons 11+

Nancy Drew solves her first mystery when the accidental rescue of a little girl who lives with her two great-
aunts leads on an adventurous search for a missing will.

Aspects of Christianity Book 1 - Jesus of 
Nazareth Keene, Michael 748752862 £10.99* Nelson Thornes 11+

This book is one of a series of three titles tailored towards the largest overall segment of Key Stage 3 
Religous Education. A detailed study of the life of Jesus is described with parallels drawn to the practice 
and beliefs of Christianity today.

Aspects of Christianity Book 2 - Christian 
Life Keene, Michael 748752870 £10.99* Nelson Thornes 11+

This is one of a series of three titles tailored towards the largest overall segment of Key Stage 3 Religious 
Education. The emphasis is on an understanding of Christianity, and what it means to be a Christian in 
Britain today.

Aspects of Christianity Book 3 - Christian 
Churches Keene, Michael 748752889 £10.99* Nelson Thornes 11+

This is one of a series of three titles tailored towards the largest overall segment of Key Stage 3 Religious 
Education. The emphasis is on an understanding of Christianity, and what it means to be a Christian in 
Britain today.

This is Islam Keene, Michael 9780748739035 £11.99 Nelson Thornes 11+

This is one of a series which compares world-wide beliefs and practices fulfilling RE guidelines for QCA by 
ensuring an understanding of the role of other faiths in Britain.

Blood Test Kellerman, 
Jonathan 9780755357260 £7.99 Headline 18+

Adult content - The second Alex Delaware mystery which was first published in 1986. In this story the child 
psychologist tries to track down a child with leukaemia whose parents have run away with him, and traces 
him to a bizarre Californian cult.

Best of Friends Kelly, Cathy 7154046 £6.99 Harper Collins 16+

Good times or bad, friends are always there. In the town of Dunmore, four women understand what 
friendship really means. Drawn together in their sadness, the four women realise that life is for living, and 
they need to grab it with both hands.

Someone Like You Kelly, Cathy 9780006514763 £6.99 Harper Collins 14+

Emma, Leonie and Hannah all want just one thing in life and then they'll happy. As they work out their 
hopes, needs and desires, Emma, Leonie and Hannah come to rely more and more on one another's 
support in their battles to win through.

Can I Join Your Club? Kelly, John 9781848694361 £6.99 Little Tiger Press 05+

Duck wants to join a club. But he can't roar like Lion or trumpet like Elephant. What's a duck to do? Do you 
want to join a club where everyone's welcome? Then this book's for you!
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The Story of Baby Jesus Kelly, Mary 9781409522225 £4.99 Usborne 04+

The Story of Baby Jesus retold using simple language to help beginner readers develop reading stamina. 
Follow Mary and Joseph as they travel to Bethlehem in this magical retelling of the Christmas story. 

Dogs Don't Do Ballet Kemp, Anna 9781847384744 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 03+

Biff is not like ordinary dogs. He doesn't do dog stuff like peeing on lampposts, scratching his fleas or 
drinking out of toilets. If you throw him a stick, he'll just look at you like you're crazy.

Clock Tower Ghost, the Kemp, Gene 9780571212729 £4.99 Faber and Faber 11+

Addlesbury Tower is haunted by Rich King Cole, a mean old man who fell off it long ago in mysterious 
circumstances. Enter Amanda Phillips - a spiteful, greedy girl, much feared by her family.

Just Ferret Kemp, Gene 9780140345896 £3.75 Puffin 12+

Owen Hardacre, better known as Ferret, finds it very hard to settle in to his new school. For Ferret is 
dyslexic and has travelled across the country with his father. However at this school, he finds there are 
friends to be found.

Nothing Sares Me Kemp, Gene 9780571228232 £5.99 Faber & Faber 14+

Petra has a sixth sense - she can predict events that haven't happened yet. It's a talent that she's grown to 
hate. People think she's weird and she knows that if she wants her classmates to like her she will have to 
keep her gift a secret.

The Turbulent Term of Tyke Tiler 
(playscript) Kemp, Gene 9780198314998 £9.25 OUP 11+

This edition includes activities specifically tailored to support the KS3 Framework for Teaching English and 
help students to fulfil the Framework objectives.

Turbulant Term of Tyke Tiler, The Kemp, Gene 9780571212675 £5.99 Faber & Faber 11+

Tyke Tiler and Danny Price are best friends, much to the despair of the headmaster of Cricklepit Comined 
School because wherever the pair go, trouble is never far behind. There are several surprises in this 
hilariously funny story.

Ross Kemp on Afghanistan Kemp, Ross 9780141040882 £8.99 Penguin 16+

Ross Kemp trains with the First Battalion Royal Anglians in England’s subzero temperatures, practicing 
firing SA 80 rifles and .50 calibre machine guns, getting to know the soldiers and learning the tactics they 
use to stay alive.

The Making of the United Kingdom Kennedy, Patricia 9780435316853 £10.50 Heinmann 11+

In each full-colour book, the text, written sources and questions have been reduced and simplified to meet 
the needs of lower ability pupils.
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Beast Kennen, Ally 9780439951043 £6.99 Marion Lloyd 11+

In the depths of a reservoir lives a monstrous creature. Its existence is unknown to anyone except the 
teenage boy who feeds it. Six years ago it was a vicious little baby. Now it has grown huge, and its rusting 
cage can't hold it much longer.

Berserk Kennen, Ally 9780439943727 £6.99 Marion Lloyd 14+

When Chas finds a website asking people to write to prisoners on death row, he decides it would be funny 
to get letters from a murderer. He writes to an inmate, pretending to be his mum, but the replies are not 
what he expects.

Mog and the Baby Kerr, Judith 9780007171323 £5.99 Collins 03+

Mog's peaceful day is shattered when a baby comes to visit. All Mog wants to do
and sleep and play but there is no chance of that with a little baby around! "Mog
loves babies," says Mrs Thomas but suddenly Mog isn't quite so sure

Mog the Forgetful Cat Kerr, Judith 9780007171347 £5.99 Harper Collins 03+

`Delightful story about the family cat with attitude.'

One Night in the Zoo Kerr, Judith 9780007321131 £5.99 Harper Collins 03+

It's only once all the visitors have gone home that the real fun starts in the Zoo!
Learn to count in a fun and wonderfully imaginative way as you follow all the
animals through the night in this gorgeous picture book

Tiger Who Came to Tea, The Kerr, Judith 9780007215997 £5.99 Harper Collins 05+

The doorbell rings just as Sophie and her mummy are sitting down to tea. Who could it possibly be? What 
they certainly don't expect to see at the door is a big furry, stripy tiger!

Twinkles, Arthur and Puss Kerr, Judith 9780007254477 £5.99 Harper Collins 05+

Grandpa has a black cat called Puss. They like eating bacon and chips together. The Jones family also 
have a black cat. They call him Twinkles. Lady Daisy found a lovely black cat whom she calls Arthur.

When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit Kerr, Judith 9780007274772 £5.99 Harper Collins 11+

Anna is nine and is far to busy with schoolwork, tobogganing and making important decisions about whether 
wood yo-yos, are better than tin, to do more than notice the posters of the man who has a moustache like 
Charlie Chaplin.

No Way Out Kessler, David 9781847561831 £6.99 Avon 15+

When TV talkshow host Elias Claymore is accused of raping a 19-year-old girl he turns to his friend Alex 
Sadaka to defend him. But Alex has a fight on his hands, for Claymore – a former Black Power activist – is 
anything but squeaky clean and this time even the DNA evidence is stacked against him. Forced to share 
the defence with a lawyer from Claymore’s insurance firm, Alex must battle his way through jury tampering, 
conflicts of interest and vicious hate mail to uncover the truth. With Claymore a vulnerable target in prison 
and the prosec tion scenting blood Ale kno s that time is r nning o t Co ld it be that this time there is
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No Way Out Kessler, David 9781847561831 £6.99 Harper Collins

When TV talkshow host Elias Claymore is accused of raping a 19-year-old girl he turns to his friend Alex 
Sadaka to defend him. But Alex has a fight on his hands, for Claymore – a former Black Power activist – is 
anything but squeaky clean and this time even the DNA evidence is stacked against him. Forced to share 
the defence with a lawyer from Claymore’s insurance firm, Alex must battle his way through jury tampering, 
conflicts of interest and vicious hate mail to uncover the truth.

A Year Without Autumn Kessler, Liz 9781444003215 £6.99 Orion 09+

If you could see into the future - would you look?
Jenni Green doesn't have a choice. On her way to visit her best friend, Autumn, Jenni suddenly finds she's 
been transported exactly one year forward in time.
Now she discovers that in the year that's gone by, tragedy has struck and her friendship with Autumn will 
never be the same again. But what caused the tragedy? How did Jenni skip a year? And can she find her 

a back to the past to tr to change hat lies ahead

Flowers For Algernon Keyes, Daniel 9780575079205 £7.99 Gollancz 16+

Charlie Gordon, IQ 68, is a floor sweeper, and the gentle butt of everyone's jokes, until an experiment in the 
enhancement of human intelligence turns him into a genius.

Anybody Out There? Keyes, Marion 9780141019376 £7.99 Penguin 16+

‘I had to go back to New York and try to find him. There was a chance he mightn’t be there but I had to give 
it a go because there was one thing I was certain of: he wasn’t here.’ Anna Walsh is officially a wreck. She’s 
covered in bandages

Further Under the Duvet Keyes, Marion 9780141021232 £7.99 Penguin 16+

Places like the Irish air-guitar championships, a shopping trip to Bloomingdales with a difference and 
Cannes with a chronic case of Villa-itis. Along the way you'll encounter knicker-politics, fake tans, sticky-out 
ears and passionate love affairs

The Brightest Star in the Sky Keyes, Marion 9780141028675 £7.99 Penguin 16+

And into the busy, bustling homes at 66 Star Street slips, unseen, a mysterious visitor. As the couples, 
flatmates and repentant singletons of No 66 fall in and out of love, clutch at and drop secrets, laugh, cry and 
simply try to live, no one suspects the visitor patiently waiting in the wings. For soon, really very soon, 
everything is going to change . . .

This Charming Man Keyes, Marion 9780718149123 £7.99 Michael Joseph 16+

Lola has just found out that her boyfriend charismatic politician Paddy de Courcy is getting married. To 
someone else. Heartbroken, Lola flees the city for a cottage by the sea. Contains reference of a sexual 
nature.

Under The Duvet Keyes, Marion 9780141007472 £6.99 penguin 16+

Setting the record straight about her life as a novelist (less glitz and glamour than sitting alone in a darkened 
bedroom with a laptop in front of her) Marian Keyes presents a selection of her articles

Giant Goldfish Robbery, The Kidd, Richard 9780440864127 £3.99 Corgi 05+

An adventure story about a little boy who befriends an elderly gentleman who is a collector of Koi Carp, and 
how he unexpectedly tackles the burglars who try to steal the fish with the help of the school bully and 
several hundred alarm clocks.
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Life with Bluebell and Other Tales from an 
Animal Orphanage Kidner, Pauline 9780745148618 £7.99 Chivers 11+

This charming and heartwarming story tells of one womans devotion to her animals. It is crammed full of 
unusual and funny tales about the wild animals she has rescued and cared for over the years.

Pony-mad Princess - Princess Ellie to the 
Rescue Kimpton, Diana 9780746060186 £3.99 Usborne 07+

All Princess Ellie ever thinks about is riding and helping out at the royal stables. When Sundance, one of 
her beloved ponies, goes missing Ellie's sure that the mysterious girl in the woods must have something to 
do with it.

Pony-mad Princess - Princess Ellie's 
Secret Kimpton, Diana 9780746060193 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Princess Ellie is puzzled when her reliable Welsh pony Rainbow, gets scared and refuses to go any further 
along the wood path. She and her friends set off on a ghost hunt, but to their relief, that's not the answer to 
the puzzle

Pony-mad Princess - Princess Ellie's 
Starlight Adventure Kimpton, Diana 9780746060216 £3.99 Usborne 07+

Ellie gets the blame when strange hoof prints appear all over the king's beautiful lawn. She is determined to 
find the real culprit, which is just the start of a scary night-time adventure.

Insignia - Insignia Trilogy No. 1 Kincaid, S J 9781471400001 £6.99 Hot Key 13+

What if playing computer games could save the world... And the Government's secret weapon was you? 
Tom Raines is suddenly recruited into the US Army to train as a virtual reality Combatant to see if he is 
good enough to help fight World War Three. Equipped with a new computer chip in his brain, it looks like 
Tom might actually become somebody. But what happens when you start to question the rules? In this first 
book in this fast-paced trilogy, Kincaid asks significant questions concerning the use of technology and the 
al e of h man life Perfect for fans of Anthon Horo it and Eoin Colfer

Stig of the Dump King, Clive 9780140364507 £5.99 puffin 07+

Barney is a solitary 8-year-old, given to wandering off by himself. One day he falls into a disused chalk-pit, 
landing in a sort of cave, and meets somebody wearing a rabbit-skin and speaking in grunts. He names him 
Stig.

Peter the Penguin Pioneer King, Daren 9781847244345 £9.99 Quercus 05+

'This book is for penguins only. If you're not a penguin, stop reading now or I'll slap you with my flippers! 
Peter and Punky embark on an adventure involving flying fish, silly snowmen, angry polar bears and a 
bunch of very sneaky squirrels.

Mr Mercedes King, Stephen 9781444788648 £7.99 Hodder 16+

A cat-and-mouse suspense thriller featuring Bill Hodges, a retired cop who is tormented by 'the Mercedes 
massacre', a case he never solved. Brady Hartsfield, perpetrator of that notorious crime, has sent Hodges 
a taunting letter. Now he's preparing to kill again. Each starts to close in on the other in a mega-stakes race 
against time.

My magical life King, Zach 9780141387574 £6.99 Puffin 08+

Eleven-year-old Zach has magical powers, just like everyone in his family, but he's having trouble 
harnessing his abilities... Obviously being magical, but not being able to use his abilities isn't exactly great 
for Zach So, his parents decide he needs to be around real people. No more home schooling- it's time to go 
to the scary world of secondary school! But Zach can't resist a bit of magic... A simple spell ends with him 
and his best friend stuck in a vending machine.
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Madame Pamplemousse and Her 
Incredible Edibles Kingfisher, Rupert 9780747592310 £6.99 Bloomsbury 07+

Madeleine, is forced to work in her unpleasant uncle's horrible restaurant, The Squealing Pig. By chance 
she comes across the most marvellous shop, run by Madame Pamplemousse, which is quiet, discreet, yet 
full of delicious and otherworldly 'edibles'

Animal Stories King-Smith, Dick 9780140389975 £5.99 Puffin 05+

A collection of animal stories by Dick King-Smith, including two new stories, an extract from "The Sheep-
Pig", two extracts from the "Hodgeheg" stories and three complete stories from "A Narrow Squeak".

Clever Duck King-Smith, Dick 140375759 £3.99 Puffin 05+

Damaris the duck has had enough of the farmyard pigs with their insults and pompus behaviour. Teaming 
up with her sheepdog friend Rory, the clever duck helps the herd make a break for freedom.

Crowstarver, The King-Smith, Dick 552546038 £3.99 Corgi 11+

Discovered as a foundling in a lambing pen, Spider Sparrow grows up surrounded by animals. From sheep 
and horses to wild otters and foxes, Spider loves them all, even the crows he must scare away from the 
newly sown wheat.

Dragon Boy King-Smith, Dick 140346538 £4.99 Puffin 09+

Montagu Bunsen-Burner is a dragon on a diet. When he meets a young boy sobbing in Sherwood Forest, 
he does not barbecue him on the spot. Instead Montagu takes John home where he becomes an invaluable 
member of the family.

Fox Busters, The King-Smith, Dick 141300485 £3.99 Puffin 07+

Meet Ransome, Sims and Jeffries three astonishing birds. So exceptional were they, they became a legend 
to future generations at Foxearth Farm. Their deeds would be told for years to come by every hen to every 
brood of chicks.

Harriet’s Hare King-Smith, Dick 440863406 £3.99 Corgi 07+

Hares don’t talk. Everyone knows that. But the hare Harriet meets one morning in a corn circle in her 
father’s wheatfield is a unusual hare: a visitor from the far-off planet Pars, come to spend his holidays on 
Earth in the form of a talking hare.

Hodgeheg King-Smith, Dick 9780141316024 £4.99 Puffin 07+

This is the story of Max, the hedgehog who becomes a hodgeheg, who becomes a hero! Max's family 
dreams of reaching the Park. But no one has ever found a safe way of crossing the very busy road. Can 
Max really solve the problem?

Invisible Dog, the King-Smith, Dick 9780141332376 £5.99 Puffin 07+

This is the story of a girl who tries to satisfy her yearning for a dog by introducing an imaginary Great Dane 
called Henry to the house. Her wish comes true and she is allowed a real Henry
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Lady Daisy King-Smith, Dick 9780140344165 £5.99 Puffin 09+

When Ned helps his grandmother clear out her attic, he finds a very unusual Victorian doll - she speaks! 
Ned and Lady Daisy soon become fast friends, even though he's teased at school for owning a doll.

Mouse Family Robinson, The King-Smith, Dick 9780141383415 £7.99 Puffin 07+

'If only that horrible cat didn't live here!' When Beaumont Robinson, an inquisitive young mouse, is nearly 
killed by the cat, his family decide there is only one thing to do. They must emigrate!

Mr Ape King-Smith, Dick 9780440863571 £3.99 Yearling 07+

A.P.E  Spring- Russell Esquire, known since childhood as 'Ape' has a huge stately home but no one to 
share it with. Until he decides to surround himself with lots of animals.

Narrow Squeak, A King-Smith, Dick 9780140349634 £3.99 Puffin 05+

Funny stories about all kinds of animals There’s a bullied dinosaur, a wimpish woodlouse, a rebellious 
hedgehog and a dog with an identity crisis. Soft and furry, sharp and prickly or smooth and scaly, all the 
animals are quite irresistible.

Queen's Nose, The King-Smith, Dick 9780140318388 £2.50 Puffin 07+

Harmony's Uncle bought her a present back from India.She spent hours puzzling out the cryptic 
clues.Imagine her disapointment when she reached the end of the trail and discovered nothing more than a 
50p piece!

Sheep-Pig, The King-Smith, Dick 9780141302539 £3.99 Puffin 05+

The book which inspired the blockbuster film BABE - Fly, the sheep-dog, looked at the little piglet with 
astonishment. Babe had been won at a fair by Farmer Hogget and was surely destined for the freezer yet 
here he was, wanting to herd sheep.

Smasher King-Smith, Dick 9780141316390 £5.99 Puffin 07+

When Farmer Buzzard's collie, Kay, has four puppies, he doesn't know what to do. Three are fine puppies 
which he can sell, but the fourth is the ugliest puppy ever. No one wants to buy him and, as he grows, it 
becomes clear he'll never make a sheepdog - and he certainly isn't house-trained! Farmer Buzzard is too 
kind-hearted to get rid of Smasher, and eventually, when a burglar calls, the big dog has a chance to prove 
his worth.

Sophie Book 1 - Sophie's Snail King-Smith, Dick 9781844281350 £4.99 Walker 05+

Small, but very determined, Sophie loves animals and is going to be a farmer when she grows up. Sophie's 
fond of most creatures - especially little ones like snails - but there's one she cannot stand: her prissy new 
neighbour Dawn!

Sophie Book 2 - Sophie's Tom King-Smith, Dick 9781844281367 £4.99 Walker 05+

On her fifth birthday Sophie gets a model farm an lots of toy animals. What she wants most of all, is a real 
animal a cat like Tom, for example.
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Sophie Book 3 - Sophie Hits Six King-Smith, Dick 9781844281312 £4.99 Walker 05+

Small, but very determined, Sophie loves animals and is going to be a farmer when she grows up. In this 
book Sophie gets some new animals - including four kittens - finds a farming friend and enters the sporting 
arena!

Sophie Book 5 - Sophie is Seven King-Smith, Dick 9781844281336 £4.99 Walker 05+

Small, but very determined, Sophie loves animals and is going to be a farmer when she grows up. In this 
book she visits a farm, makes a big impression at the school concert, celebrates her seventh birthday and 
starts riding lessons!

Sophie Book 6 - Sophie's Lucky King-Smith, Dick 9780744577242 £4.99 Walker 05+

Sophie would love to have a pony, but she doesn't think she'll ever be that lucky. She does get a lucky 
break, though, when Great Aunt Al invites her to Scotland!

The magic carpet slippers King-Smith, Dick 978-0141304779 £3.99 Puffin 07+

The great thing about being 75 years old is that you can wear your slippers everywhere - Percy Sloggett 
wears his in the garden and to the shops as well as in the house. In time his battered old slippers need to be 
replaced and he gets something of a surprise when he discovers that his new pair are magic

Uncle Bumpo King-Smith, Dick 9780590554107 £2.99 Scholastic 05+

Penny is thrilled when Uncle Bumpo comes to stay and they get on really well together. That is, until, Penny 
discovers something awful about Uncle Bumpo - with disastrous results.

Water Horse, The King-Smith, Dick 9780140342840 £3.99 Puffin 07+

Kirstie finds a strange object which hatches into a creature with a horse's head, a warty skin, four flippers 
and a crocodile's tail. The adorable baby sea-monster soon becomes a pet - but the trouble is, he just 
doesn't stop growing!

Sophie Book 4 - Sophie in  the Saddle King-Smith, Dick   9781844281329 £4.99 Walker 05+

Small, but very determined, Sophie loves animals and is going to be a farmer when she grows up. In this 
book she gets a dog that she calls "Puddle", makes friends with a Vietnamese pot-bellied pig and has her 
first ride on a pony!

Diary of a Wimpy Kid Book 01 Kinney, Jeff 9780141324906 £5.99 Puffin 09+

Greg Heffley finds himself thrust into a new year and a new school where undersize weaklings share the 
corridors with kids who are taller, meaner and already shaving.

Diary of a Wimpy Kid Book 02 - Rodrick 
Rules Kinney, Jeff 9780141324913 £6.99 Puffin 09+

It's a brand-new year and a brand-new journal and Greg is keen to put the humiliating (and secret!) events 
of last summer firmly behind him. But someone knows everything
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Diary of a Wimpy Kid Book 03 - The Last 
Straw Kinney, Jeff 9780141324920 £6.99 Puffin 09+

Greg's dad, Frank, is on a mission - a mission to make this wimpy kid, well, less wimpy. All manner of 
'manly' physical activities are planned, but Greg just about manages to find a way out of them.

Diary of a Wimpy Kid Book 04 - Dog Days Kinney, Jeff 9780141331973 £6.99 Puffin 09+

Greg's mom has a vision of "family togetherness" that really doesn't sound a whole lot of fun. But there's a 
brand-new addition to the Heffley family to contend with and it looks like Greg might be outnumbered.

Diary of a Wimpy Kid Book 05 - The Ugly 
Truth Kinney, Jeff 9781419700354 £7.99 Puffin 09+

Greg Heffley has always been in a hurry to grow up. But is getting older really all it's cracked up to be?
Suddenly Greg is dealing with the pressures of boy-girl parties, increased responsibilities, and even the 
awkward changes that come with getting older. And after a fight with his best friend Rowley, it looks like 
Greg is going to have to face the "ugly truth" all by himself . . .

Diary of a Wimpy Kid Book 06 - Cabin 
Fever Kinney, Jeff 9780141341880 £6.99 Puffin 09+

Greg Heffley is in big trouble. School property has been damaged and Greg is the prime suspect. But the 
crazy thing is, he's innocent! Or at least sort of.
The authorities are closing in, but then a surprise blizzard hits and the Heffley family is trapped indoors. 
Greg knows that when the snow melts he is going to have to face the music but could any punishment be 
worse than being stuck inside with your family?

Diary of a Wimpy Kid Book 07 - The Third 
Wheel Kinney, Jeff 9780141344980 £12.99 Puffin 09+

Greg Heffley is in big trouble. School property has been damaged and Greg is the prime suspect. But the 
crazy thing is, he's innocent! Or at least sort of.
The authorities are closing in, but then a surprise blizzard hits and the Heffley family is trapped indoors. 
Greg knows that when the snow melts he is going to have to face the music but could any punishment be 
worse than being stuck inside with your family?

Diary of a Wimpy Kid Book 08 - Hard Luck Kinney, Jeff 9780141350677 £12.99 Puffin 09+

Greg Heffley's on a losing streak. His best friend, Rowley Jefferson, has ditched him, and finding new 
friends in middle school is proving to be a tough task. To change his fortunes, Greg decides to take a leap 
of faith and turn his decisions over to chance. Will a roll of the dice turn things around, or is Greg's life 
destined to be just another hard-luck story?

Diary of a Wimpy Kid Book 09 - The Long 
Haul Kinney, Jeff 9780141354217 £12.99 Puffin 09+

Greg Heffley and his family hit the road in author-illustrator Jeff Kinney's ninth installment of the 
phenomenal bestselling Diary of a Wimpy Kid series.

Diary of a Wimpy Kid Book 10 - Old 
School Kinney, Jeff 9780141364728 £12.99 Puffin 09+

Life was better in the old days. Or was it? That's the question Greg Heffley is asking as his town voluntarily 
unplugs and goes electronics-free. But modern life has its conveniences, and Greg isn't cut out for an old-
fashioned world. With tension building inside and outside the Heffley home, will Greg find a way to survive? 
Or is going 'old school' just too hard for a kid like Greg?

Diary of a Wimpy Kid Book 11 - Double 
Down Kinney, Jeff 9781419723445 £6.99 Amulet 09+

The pressure's piling up on Greg. His mom thinks video games are turning his brain to mush, so wants her 
son to put down the controller and explore his 'creative side'. As if that's not scary enough, Halloween's just 
around the corner and the frights are coming at Greg from every angle. When Greg discovers a bag of 
gummy worms, it sparks an idea. Can he get his mom off his back by making a movie . . .  Or will doubling 
down on this plan just double Greg's troubles?
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Diary of a Wimpy Kid Book 12 - The 
Getaway Kinney, Jeff 9781419725456 £6.99 Amulet 09+

Greg Heffley and his family are getting out of town. With the cold weather setting in and the stress of the 
Christmas holiday approaching, the Heffleys decide to escape to a tropical island resort for some much-
needed rest and relaxation. A few days in paradise should do wonders for Greg and his frazzled family. But 
the Heffleys soon discover that paradise isn't everything it's cracked up to be. Sun-poisoning, stomach 
troubles and venomous creatures all threaten to ruin the family's vacation. 

Secret Dreamworld of a Shopaholic Kinsella, Sophie 9780552213578 £6.99 Black Swan 14+

From the outside, it looks as if Rebecca Bloomwood has everything. She's a financial journalist, confident, 
single and happily living in Fulham. A debut novel of love, credit cards and spending sprees - the ultimate 
retail therapy.

Shopaholic & Sister Kinsella, Sophie 9780552771115 £6.99 Black Swan 14+

Rebecca Bloomwood is now happily married to Luke Brandon, and all her problems seem to be at an end. 
But suddenly into her life steps...a sister, of whose existence Becky had hitherto been completely unaware.

Complete Stalky and Co. Kipling, Rudyard 9780192838599 £8.99 OUP 16+

The stories are based on Kipling's own school, the United Services College at Westward Ho! in Devon, 
which prepared boys destined for the army or for colonial service; Kipling himself appears as the 
subordinate character, Beetle.

Just So Stories Kipling, Rudyard   014062113X £1.50 Penguin 07+

Distant lands, the beautiful gardens of splendid palaces, the sea, the jungle and its beasts, even the desert, 
are the exotic settings for these stories. Inspired by Kipling's natural empathy with the animal world.

The Jungle Book Kipling, Rudyard 9780140366860 £4.99 puffin 09+

The classic story of friendship between man and beast. Saved from the jaws of the evil tiger Shere Khan, 
young Mowgli is adopted by a wolf pack and taught the law of the jungle by lovable old Baloo the bear and 
Bhageera the panther.

The Second Jungle Book Kipling, Rudyard 9780140367836 £2.99 Puffin 11+

Stories based around the characters of Akela the wolf, Baloo the bear, Bagheera the black panther and 
Kaa, the big rock python. The stories follow Mowgli, the man cub, through his adolescence until he leaves 
the law of the jungle and returns to man.

Curriculum Visions - River Book, The Knapp, Brain 9781862140059 £7.99 Atlantic Europe 07+

Rivers are a core theme of primary and lower secondary teaching. The River Book provides an innovative a 
nd eye-catching way to study this important topic. '

Curriculum Visions - Coast Book, The Knapp, Brian 9781862140899 £7.99 Atlantic 07+

Coasts and the coastal environment is an important topic in the primary and lower secondary geography 
curricula throughout the UK. The Coast Book has been designed to cater for unit 23 in the QCA scheme of 
work (Investigating coasts) and so meets a specific demand of teachers in England. Uniform with our other 
Curriculum Visions[registered] titles, The Coast Book provides an accessible approach to this important 
topic.
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Curriculum Visions - Mountain Book, The Knapp, Brian 9781862140189 £7.99 Atlantic Europe 
Publishing 07+

Mountain environments' is an important topic in the primary and lower secondary geography curricula 
throughout the UK. More importantly, The Mountain Book has been designed to cater for unit 15 in the QCA 
scheme of work (Mountain environments) and so meets a specific demand of teachers in England. Uniform 
with our other Curriculum Visions[registered] titles, The Mountain Book provides an accessible approach to 
this important topic.

The Phantom of the Opera Knighton, Kate 9780746085585 £4.99 Usborne 06+

The Phantom of the Opera lurks beneath the Paris opera house, a mysterious shadow who takes young 
opera singer Christine under his tutelage and transforms her into a star. But will his growing obsession with 
Christine, and her blossoming romance with Count Raoul, be the end of them all?

Christian the Lion Knowles, Ruth 9781862309562 £5.99 Red Fox 09+

It's almost Christmas and as two friends search for gifts in London they come across the most unbelievable 
sight - a lion for sale in the famous store, Harrods.

Library Lion Knudsen, Michelle 9781406305678 £5.99 Walker 03+

When a lion visits the library, no one knows what to do: there are no rules about
lions in the library. But soon he's indispensable - "What a helpful lion," people say.
"How did we ever get along without him?"

Stoner & Spaz Koerge, Ron 9780744590555 £4.99 Walker 14+

Ben Bancroft is Nicknamed "Spaz" because of the cerebral palsy that has disabled him since birth. The last 
person he expects or wants to meet is Colleen Minou. Drugged out, covered in tattoos, clad in ripped tights 
and a neon mini skirt.

Statistics GCSE for AQA Kranat, Nicholson, 
houseden 9780199147885 £20.00 OUP 14+

Statistics GCSE for AQA has been written by experienced examiners to provide an exact match for the new 
AQA Statistics specification. This book is suitable for both Foundation and Higher tier candidates and can 
be used over one or two years.

Life on the Refrigerator Door Kuipers, Alice 9780230531222 £7.99 Macmillan 12+

Claire and her Mom share that same house but live on totally different planets. The fridge door is where 
they leave notes for each other, to keep in touch. When Claire comes home to a note that's different from 
the others, life's never same again.

The Buddha and the Terrorist: The Story 
of Angulimala Kumar, Satish 9781903998632 £4.95 Green Books 16+

This revised edition includes a new Prologue, 'Talking to Terrorists', in which Satish Kumar discusses how 
we can best deal with the phenomenon of international terrorism.

SHP Germany 1918-1945 a Study in 
Depth

Lacey G, Shepherd 
K 9780719570599 £13.99 Hodder 14+

Germany 1918-1945 is an authoritative depth study for use with all GCSE Modern World History and SHP 
specifications from all examinations boards.
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Bearkeeper Lacey, Josh 9781407105437 £5.99 Marion Lloyd 11+

A fearless boy with a fierce friend Pip is a blacksmith's apprentice-but he longs to be a famous knife-fighter 
like his dead father. Alone in London, he meets great danger and two odd allies. One is hairy and hungry. 
The other is William Shakespeare.

Dragonsitter, the Lacey, Josh 9781849394192 £4.99 Anderson 07+

Dear Uncle Morton. You'd better get on a plane right now and come back here. Your dragon has eaten 
Jemima.'
It had sounded so easy: Edward was going to look after Uncle Morton's unusual pet for a week while he 
went on holiday. But soon the fridge is empty, the curtains are blazing, and the postman is fleeing down the 
garden path.

The dragonsitter detective Lacey, Josh 9781783445295 £4.99 Andersen Press 05+

Dear Uncle Morton, Are you sitting down? If you’re not, you probably should. Because I have some very 
bad news. 
Someone has stolen one of your dragons.  Eddie’s mum is getting remarried, to Uncle Morton’s Scottish 
neighbour Gordon. But then Ziggy is stolen. It’s not long before Arthur is taken too. Eddie must track the 
thief down, rescue Uncle Morton’s dragons.

Big Machines Lacey, Minna 9781409507314 £9.99 Usborne 03+

A big book of big machines (and some little ones too) perfect for machine-mad boys. From giant excavators 
and monster trucks to superjumbos and enormous ships, children can discover the biggest and most 
powerful machines ever made. Really huge machines are displayed with extra fold-out pages.

Big sea Creatures Lacey, Minna 9781409531722 £9.99 Usborne 03+

This title features: Big fold-out pages that open up into massive 4-page scenes; two fun concertina pages to 
open up too; and, stunning watercolour illustrations by Fabiano Fiorin. It includes huge sharks, whales, 
squid and lots of fish with key facts about each creature.

Big Ships Lacey, Minna 9781409523253 £9.99 Usborne 03+

This is a fantastic big book crammed with the world's biggest ships that ever sailed the seven seas. Young 
boat enthusiasts will love learning about all the warships, supertankers, Arctic ice breakers, aircraft carriers, 
hovercrafts and ocean liners featured in this great big book, with lots of stats and facts. Each themed 
double page is gorgeously illustrated

Nelson Lacey, Minna 9780746068175 £4.99 Usborne 07+

The remarkable story of Horatio Nelson, the greatest naval commander of all time, from boy sailor to 
beloved national hero. Packed with colourful illustrations, diagrams, maps, battle plans, and a cutaway view 
of Nelson's ship HMS Victory.

The Story of the Olympics Lacey, Minna 9781409545934 £5.99 Usborne 06+

A brilliant introduction to the history of The Olympics, from the traditional games of Ancient Greece, to their 
revival by Pierre de Coubertin and the pomp and ceremony of the modern Games. 

Chicken Run Book of the Film Ladybird 9780721421919 £2.50 Dreamworks 05+

Ginger, Bunty, Babs and Fowler are determined to make a break for freedom before they end up in Mrs 
Tweedy's chicken pie machine, but every escape goes "fowl" when they are caught out by Mr Tweedy. 
When a flying rooster named Rocky makes a crash landing into the farm, Ginger sees her chance.
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Ladybird First Favourite Tales - Jack and 
the Beanstalk Ladybird 9781409309598 £4.99 Ladybird 05+

Based on the traditional fairy tale 'Jack and the Beanstalk', this vibrantly illustrated story is sure to become a 
favourite in every home. Jack's mother is very angry when he swaps their only cow for some magic beans. 
But before Jack knows it, he is off on a big adventure! Part of the Ladybird 'First Favourite Tales' series - a 
perfect introduction to fairy tales for preschoolers - this hardback book contains lots of funny rhythm and 
rhyme to delight young children. Ideal for reading aloud and sharing with 2-4 year olds.

Ladybird First Favourite Tales - Little Red 
Riding Hood Ladybird 9781409306313 £4.99 Ladybird 05+

A perfect introduction to the classic fairy tale 'Little Red Riding Hood', with beautiful illustrations by Jan 
Lewis and lots of funny rhythm and rhyme to delight young children. This Ladybird Picture Book is ideal for 
reading aloud and sharing with 2-4 year olds.

Ladybird First Favourite Tales - The Elves 
and the Shoemaker Ladybird 9781409306283 £4.99 Ladybird 05+

Based on the classic story 'The Elves and the Shoemaker', this vibrantly illustrated story is sure to become 
a favourite in every home. Meet the poor and hungry shoemaker who wakes up one morning to find that his 
shoes have been magically made for him! Part of the Ladybird 'First Favourite Tales' series - a perfect 
introduction to fairy tales for preschoolers - this hardback book contains lots of funny rhythm and rhyme to 
delight young children. Ideal for reading aloud and sharing with 2-4 year olds.

Love, Aubrey LaFleur, Suzanne 9780141327044 £5.99 puffin 11+

Something terrible has happened. Eleven-year-old Aubrey is on her own. She's determined to hide away 
and take care of herself, because facing the truth is too much to bear.

Lost Riders Laird Elizabeth 9780230528956 £9.99 Macmillan 14+

Taken to work in a strange country, Rashid and his little brother Shari cling to each other. Then they are 
separated and forced to become jockeys in the lucrative camel-racing business.

Beautiful Bananas Laird, Elizabeth 9780192725523 £5.99 OUP 03+

Beautiful Bananas ia an imaginative picture book in the African folktale tradition. A little girl sets off through 
the jungle to take a beautiful bunch of bananas to her grandfather. On the way she encounters a number of 
wild, but friendly animals

Crusade Laird, Elizabeth 9780330456999 £5.99 MacMillan 14+

Two boys - two faiths - one unholy war ...When Adam's mother dies unconfessed, he pledges to save her 
soul with dust from the Holy Land.

Garbage King, The Laird, Elizabeth 330415026 £4.99 MacMillan 11+

Dani’s home is a grand house full of servants Mamo has no home at all. But now both boys are on the run, 
one fleeing a tyrannical father, the other escaping a life of slave labour.

In Darkness Lake, Nick 9781408819951 £7.99 Bloomsbury 16+

In the aftermath of the Haitian earthquake, a boy is trapped beneath the rubble of a ruined hospital, thirsty, 
terrified and alone. Shorty is a child of the slums, a teenage boy who has seen enough violence to last a 
lifetime, and who has been inexorably drawn into the world of the gangsters who rule Site Solèy; men who 
dole out money with one hand and death with the other.
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Honestly Mum Lamb, Kathryn 1853407143 £5.99 Piccadilly 11+

Its about a girl called Maddy who's desperatly trying to be 'cool' whilst being totally humiliated infront of her 
teachers, her friends and the boy she has a MAJOR crush on, by her once polite and sweet natured 
Mother.

Apache Landman, Tanya 9781406303315 £6.99 Walker 14+

Siki is an orphan of the Black Mountain Apache. Her mother was killed by Mexicans and her father lost in an 
ambush. Siki vows to become an Apache warrior and avenge her brother's death.

The Goldsmith's Daughter Landman, Tanya 9781406307078 £6.99 Walker 14+

A girl born under an ill-fated sky, Itacate is destined to a lifetime of submission and domestic drudgery.

Skulduggery Pleasant Book 1 Landy, Derek 9780007241620 £6.99 Harper Collins 11+

Stephanie's uncle Gordon is a writer of horror fiction. But when he dies and leaves her his estate, Stephanie 
learns that while he may have written horror, it certainly wasn't fiction.

Skulduggery Pleasant Book 2 - Playing 
With Fire Landy, Derek 9780007257058 £6.99 Harper Collins 11+

You know how it is - you think you've saved the world, and then ANOTHER evil villian turns up with an 
unbeatable monster and starts breaking. Oh yes, and you've got a skull for a head. A thirteen-year-old girl 
for a sidekick. And no clue what to do

Skulduggery Pleasant Book 3 - The 
Faceless Ones Landy, Derek 9780007302161 £6.99 Harper Collins 11+

You've seen it all before: some bad guy wants to bring about the end of the world, and Skluduggery and 
Valkyrie fight valiently to stop it happening. A few people get hurt, sure, but everything's all right in the end.

Skulduggery Pleasant Book 4 - Dark Days Landy, Derek 9780007325979 £6.99 Harper Collins 11+

Skulduggery Pleasant is gone, sucked into a parallel dimension overrun by the Faceless Ones. If his bones 
haven’t already been turned to dust, chances are he’s insane, driven out of his mind by the horror of the 
ancient gods. There is no official, Sanctuary-approved rescue mission. There is no official plan to save him.

Skulduggery Pleasant Book 5 - Mortal Coil Landy, Derek 9780007326013 £6.99 Harper Collins 11+

Skulduggery Pleasant and Valkyrie Cain are back – just in time to see their whole world get turned upside 
down.
With Valkyrie struggling to protect her dark secret, Skulduggery and the gang are more vulnerable than 
ever, just as a plague of body-snatching Remnants are released upon the world…

Skulduggery Pleasant Book 6 - Death 
Bringer Landy, Derek 9780007326037 £7.99 Harper Collins 11+

Meet Skulduggery Pleasant: detective, sorcerer, warrior.
Oh yes. And dead.
The Necromancers no longer need Valkyrie to be their Death Bringer, and that’s a Good Thing.
There’s just one catch. There’s a reason the Necromancers don’t need her any more – because they’ve 
found their Death Bringer already, the person who will dissolve the doors between life and death.
And that’s a er er Bad Thing
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Skulduggery Pleasant Book 7 - Kingdom 
of the Wicked Landy, Derek 9780007480227 £14.99 Harper Collins 11+

Across the land, normal people are suddenly developing wild and unstable powers. Infected by a rare strain 
of magic, they are unwittingly endangering their own lives and the lives of the people around them. Terrified 
and confused, their only hope lies with the Sanctuary. Skulduggery Pleasant and Valkyrie Cain are needed 
now more than ever.

Skulduggery Pleasant WBD 2012 - The 
End of the World Landy, Derek 9780007458202 £1.00 Harper Collins 11+

15-year-old Ryan is running away from home, looking for escape and adventure. But unfortunately, 
sometimes people DO get what they wish for. Ryan hasn’t gone far before he is set upon by a bunch of 
scary, nihilistic punk-sorcerers who need him to set off a doomsday device that will destroy the planet and 
everyone on it. Fun!

Butter Lange, Erin 9780571294404 £6.99 Faber & Faber 16+

Isolated and bullied at school, with a dysfunctional family life and weighing over 400 lbs, 'Butter' as he is 
nicknamed by his high school classmates, feels he has little left to live for. His love for music has lost its 
shine, and even his online chats with Anna, the girl of his dreams, have to be carried out under a false 
persona. Butter makes up his mind life is no longer worth living but decides to go out with a bang, 
announcing that he plans to eat himself to death live on the internet on December 31st.

Milly-Molly-Mandy Stories Lankester Brisley, 
Joyce 9780140305234 £3.25 Puffin 05+

Milly-Molly-Mandy and her friends Susan and Billy Blunt live in a little village in the heart of the English 
countryside. They do all the sorts of things that country children enjoy like blackberrying, gardening and 
going to the village fair.

Logo! 3 : rot [pupil book] Lanzer, Harriette 9780435366902 £12.99 Heinemann 11+

The books develop pupils' use and understanding of German by providing straighforward explanations of 
the way the language works alongside motivating, stepped activities.

Whitsun Weddings, The  (Poetry) Larkin, Philip 9780571097104 £8.99 Faber and Faber 11+

Philip Larkin (1922-1985) remains England's best-loved poet - a writer matchlessly capable of evoking his 
native land and of touching all readers from the most sophisticated intellectual to the proverbial common 
reader. The late John Betjeman observed that 'this tenderly observant poet writes clearly, rhythmically, and 
thoughtfully about what all of us can understand'. Behind this modest description lies a poet who made 
greatness look, in Milton's prescription, 'simple, sensuous and passionate'.

Zac Power Book 1 - Poison Island Larry, H.I 9780312346591 £4.99 Egmont 07+

24 hours to save the world...and get home for dinner. Meet Zac Power - the ultimate boy hero with a secret 
spying career.

Zac Power Book 2 - Deep Waters Larry, H.I 9781405230926 £4.99 Egmont 07+

24 hours to save the world...and get home for dinner. Meet Zac Power - the ultimate boy hero with a secret 
spying career.

Zac Power Book 3 - Mind Games Larry, H.I 9781405230957 £4.99 Egmont 07+

24 hours to save the world...and get home for dinner. Meet Zac Power - the ultimate boy hero with a secret 
spying career.
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Zac Power Book 4 - Frozen Fear Larry, H.I 9781405230933 £4.99 Egmont 07+

24 hours to save the world...and get home for dinner. Meet Zac Power - the ultimate boy hero with a secret 
spying career. No mission is impossible for him.

Zac Power Book 5 - Tomb of Doom Larry, H.I 9781405230971 £4.99 Egmont 07+

24 hours to save the world...and get home for dinner. Meet Zac Power - the ultimate boy hero with a secret 
spying career. No mission is impossible for him.

Zac Power Book 6 - Night Raid Larry, H.I 9781405230988 £4.99 Egmont 07+

24 hours to save the world...and get home for dinner. Meet Zac Power - the ultimate boy hero with a secret 
spying career. No mission is impossible for him.

Millennium Trilogy Book 1 - Girl With The 
Dragon Tattoo Larsson, Stieg 9781847245458 £7.99 Quercus 16+

Forty years ago, Harriet Vanger disappeared from a family gathering on the island owned and inhabited by 
the powerful Vanger clan. Her body was never found, yet her uncle is convinced it was murder

Millennium Trilogy Book 2 - The Girl Who 
Played with Fire Larsson, Stieg 9781906694180 £7.99 Quercus 16+

Two Millennium journalists about to expose the truth about sex trafficking in Sweden are murdered, and 
Salander's prints are on the weapon. Her history of unpredictable and vengeful behaviour makes her an 
official danger to society

Millennium Trilogy Book 3 - The Girl Who 
Kicked the Hornets' Nest Larsson, Stieg 9781849162746 £7.99 Quercus 16+

A young girl lies in a hospital room, her tattooed body very close to death -- there is a bullet lodged in her 
brain. Several rooms away is the man who tried to kill her, his own body grievously wounded from axe 
blows

Bad Blood Lassiter, Rhiannon 9780192754738 £5.99 OUP 14+

In an abandoned house in the Lake District, a cupboard door opens into a playroom. Buried in dust is a 
collection of children's books in which the names of characters have been savagely crossed out.

The Roman Mysteries Book 1 - 
TheTheives of Ostia Lawrence, Caroline 9781842550205 £6.99 orion 11+

The year is 79 AD. The place Ostia, the port of Rome. Flavia Gemina, a Roman sea captians daughter is 
about to embark on a thrilling adventure after the theft of her fathers signet ring, conjuring up a wonderfully 
vivid picture of ancient Rome.

The Roman Mysteries Book 2 - Secrets of 
Vesuvius Lawrence, Caroline 9781842550212 £5.99 Orion 11+

It's August AD79. Around the bay of Naples, tremors shake the ground. Mount Vesuvius is about to erupt. 
Flavia Gemina, a Roman sea captain's daughter is spending the summer with her uncle near Pompeii.
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The Roman Mysteries Book 3 - The 
Pirates of Pompeii Lawrence, Caroline 9781842550229 £6.99 Orion 11+

AD 79, following the eruption of Mount Vesuvius and the destruction of Pompeii. Among the thousands of 
people huddled in refugee camps along the bay of Naples are Flavia Gemina and her friends, Jonathan, 
Nubia, and Lupus.

The Roman Mysteries Book 4 - The 
Assassins of Rome Lawrence, Caroline 9781842550236 £6.99 Dolphin 11+

Jonathan goes on a secret quest to Rome, and Flavia, Nubia and Lupus set out to find him. Their 
dangerous mission takes them to the Golden House of Nero where a deadly assassin is rumoured to be at 
work.

Virgin and the Gipsy, The Lawrence, D.H. 9780140182118 £4.99 Penguin 14+

Yvette, a young girl imprisoned within the stifling confines of home and family, looks for release through 
love. In her feverish search she meets with a gipsy.

A Jiggy McCue story, Neville the Devil Lawrence, Michael 9781408304075 £5.99 Orchard 07+

When Jiggy, Pete and Angie end up on a dodgy holiday, Jiggy has a feeling they're in for a bad time. He's 
not wrong! An old enemy is back, and this time he's more devilish than ever...

Jiggy McCue Story, Evilution: The Troof, 
A Lawrence, Michael WBD 2011 £1.00 Orchard 09+

let Jiggy McCue show you what really happened at the dawn of mankind in this fantastically funny caveman 
caper. Jiggy should have known a school trip to the Museum of Natural History with the class dimwit, Eejit 
Atkins, wouldn't go to plan

Killer Underpants, The Lawrence, Michael 9781841217130 £5.99 Orchard 07+

Jiggy's new underpants won't come off. As if that wasn't enough, they seem to give him a peculiar sort of 
power over people. This is the second humourous adventure starring Jiggy McCue.

Maggot Pie Lawrence, Michael 9781841217567 £4.99 Orchard 07+

There is a tradition in Jiggy's hometown by which the night before a boy's first day at school his father takes 
him to the Piddle Pool near the old quarry. Boys pee in the pool for a lucky school life.

Nudie Dudie Lawrence, Michael 9781843626473 £4.99 Orchard 09+

Jiggy is given a pen - one of those with a scantily-clad female in it who loses her clothes when the pen is 
tipped. Trouble is, when Jiggy uses the pen, his clothes disappear too.

Poltergoose, The Lawrence, Michael 1860398367 £4.99 Orchard 07+

Something's after Jiggy McCue! Something big and angry and invisible. Something which hisses and flaps 
and stabs his bum and generally tries to make his life a misery. Where did it come from?
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Ryan's Brain Lawrence, Michael 9781846162275 £5.99 Orchard 07+

Bryan's Brain is out of control and threatening to take over the world! And only Jiggy, Pete and Angie, the 
'Three Musketeers', can stop it. One for All and All for Lunch!

Snottle, The Lawrence, Michael 9781843623441 £4.99 Orchard 07+

A new girl at Jiggy's school has an allergy - her nose runs dramatically at unexpected times. One day, in 
class, the new girl does a mighty sneeze, spraying snot all over the window, and Jiggy sees pictures in it 
that foretell the future.

Toilet of Doom, The Lawrence, Michael 9781841217529 £5.99 Orchard 07+

"Feel that your life has gone down the pan? Well here's your chance to swap it for a better one!" When 
these tempting words appear on the computer screen, Jiggy McCue just can't resist. He hits 'F for Flush' 
and...Oh dear.

Swap Layton, George 9780435130404 £7.25 Heinmann 11+

These stories of growing up in the 1950s. They consider all sorts of questions - whether to cheat in exams, 
whether to tell the truth when you stand to lose out, how to stand up for yourself and your mates.

Carmilla Le Fanu, Sheridan 9780809510832 £5.99 Prime Classics 
Library 16+

A carriage accident outside Laura's home unexpectedly brings a girl of Laura's age into the family's care. 
Her name is Carmilla. Carmilla sometimes makes unsettling romantic advances towards Laura.

Earthsea Cycle - A Wizard of Earthsea Le Guin, Ursula 9780140304770 £5.99 Puffin 13+

This tale of wizards and dragons features the character of Sparrowhawk. Tempted by pride to try spells 
beyond his powers, Sparrowhawk lets loose an evil shadow-beast.

Earthsea Cycle - The Farthest Shore Le Guin, Ursula 9780140306941 £3.50 puffin 13+

Wizards are losing their powers, chanters forgetting their songs, craftsmen no longer using their skills. The 
equilibrium of the Archipelago is threatened, so Sparrowhawk the Archmage and Prince Arren set out to 
track the evil.

Earthsea Cycle - The Tombs of Atuan Le Guin, Ursula 9781416509622 £5.99 Pocket Books 13+

a tale about a reckless, awkward boy named Sparrowhawk who becomes a wizard's apprentice after the 
wizard reveals Sparrowhawk's true name. The boy comes to realize that his fate may be far more important 
than he ever dreamed possible.

Primeval - Dangerous Dimension Le Quense, Pippa 9780141323923 £4.99 Puffin 08+

Experience the thrill of the chase, the terror of the unknown, the brilliance of Cutter and his team in these 
fantastic novelisations from Puffin. Hugely collectable these books will be tracked down by Primeval fans.
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Things I Know About Love Le Vann, Kate 9781853408748 £5.99 Picadilly 14+

So this is really my first proper blog, but I don't want to do just a straight diary. I need to have a purpose, 
and this one's about love. Love, my loves, and why, no matter what the world spits at me.

The Owl and the Pussy cat Lear, Edward 9781409550457 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Follow the magical adventures of the Owl and the Pussycat in this illustrated book, written especially for 
children who are learning to read.

Magic Rabbit, the LeBlanc Cate, 
Annette 9781406313512 £5.99 Walker 03+

Ray the magician and his bunny assistant are best friends who work together all day, performing their act in 
front of admiring crowds. Every night Ray and Bunny sit down together at their little table in their apartment 
and have dinner

To Kill A Mockingbird Lee, Harper 9780749301347 £5.99 Manderin 14+

Through the young eyes of Scout and Jem Finch, Harper Lee explores with exuberant humour the 
irrationality of adult attitudes to race and class in the Deep South of the thirties.

Cider with Rosie Lee, Laurie 99285665 £6.99 Vintage 11+

Growing up amongst the fields and woods and characters of the place, this memoir is about the authors 
childhood in a remote Cotswold village, a village before electricity or cars, a timeless place on the verge of 
change.

Crime, Punishment and Protest Lee, Stephen 582239311 £6.99 Longman 14+

Longman History Project provides excellent source and review material for both the Modern World History 
and the Schools History Project specifications. This highly illustrated and motivating series is suitable for 
each awarding body and is targeted at students of all abilities

Dream pony Leigh, Susannah 9781409505211 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Jess can hardly believe it, but she really is the proud owner of Skylark the pony. There's only one problem. 
Skylark must be kept at Rychester, a rival stables. Rychester couldn't be more different from Sandy Lane - 
and neither could its riders.

Runaway Pony, the Leigh, Susannah 9780746024829 £3.50 Usborne 07+

Goldust, Belinda's prize pony, is missing. When Jess sees the notice asking for information, the terrible 
truth dawns. The man she helped that morning was not recapturing a runaway pony as he'd claimed - he 
was stealing it

Wrinkle in Time L'Engle Madeleine 9780312367541 £4.99 Square Fish 07+

A prize-winning collection of writing by Children for Children.
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Deadliest Dinosaurs, the Lessem, Don 9780761343400 £6.99 Lerner 07+

Take a trip through dinosaur times with "Dino" Don Lessem

Napoleon Lethbridge, Lucy 9780746064245 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Sent to a military school at nine, Napoleon rapidly rose through the ranks of the French Army. But a brilliant 
military career wasn't enough. Soon, he had seized control of France - and then he embarked upon a plan 
to rule all of Europe.

KS3 Questions and Answers Revision 
Guide English Letts 9781843151593 £3.99 Letts Educational 11+

KS3 Questions and Answers Revision 
Guide Mathematics Letts 9781840859492 £3.99 Letts Educational 11+

KS3 Questions and Answers Revision 
Guide Science Letts 9781843151371 £3.99 Letts Educational 11+

Captain Cook Levene, Rebecca 9780746064252 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Vivid account of the extraordinary life of the explorer, Captain Cook. Lively narrative text, colourful 
illustrations and photographs bring the subject alive. Includes detailed maps of each of Cook's three 
incredible voyages, along with a chronology of his life

Ella Enchanted Levine, Gail 
Carson 9780007171682 £5.99 Harper Collins 11+

Now a major new film Ella Enchanted is a witty, refreshing take on the popular fairytale, Cinderella which 
preserves the spirit of the original but adds plenty of humorous twists and a spunky, intelligent female 
protagonist.

Accidental Superstar Levy, Marianne 9781509804498 £6.99 Macmillan 09+

Katie Cox is used to going unnoticed, by her mum, her dad, even her best friend. But when a video of her 
singing in her bedroom goes viral, she becomes a superstar overnight. As the views skyrocket and a 
recording contract beckons, the real world starts to feel very far away. And now Katie's riding high on her 
newfound fame. But the higher she goes, the further there is to fall...

Accidental Superstar, The Levy, Marianne 9781509865819 £6.99 MacMillan 9 to 12

Katie Cox is used to going unnoticed - by her mum, her dad, even her best friend. But when a video of her 
singing in her bedroom goes viral, she becomes a superstar overnight. As the views skyrocket and a 
recording contract beckons, the real world starts to feel very far away.  And now Katie's riding high on her 
newfound fame. But the higher she goes, the further there is to fall . . .
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Everybody Jam Lewis, Ali 9781849392488 £6.99 Anderson 16+

'Everybody jam' is outback slang for apricot jam - because everybody likes it. But not everything in Danny 
Dawson's life is that sweet

Chronicles of Narnia 1 - Magician’s 
Nephew, The Lewis, C.S. 6716679 £3.99 Collins 09+

When Digory and Polly decide to explore the attic of the old house. They stumble upon the secret workroom 
of Digory’s eccentric Uncle Andrew who, in a wild experiment, tricks them into vanishing.

Chronicles of Narnia 2 - Lion, the Witch 
and the Wardrobe, The Lewis, C.S. 6716636 £3.99 Collins 09+

The story begins with the wardrobe, for without it Lucy would never have found her way into Narnia, relm of 
the White Witch, whose reign has been longer than anyone knows.

Chronicles of Narnia 3 - Horse and his 
Boy, The Lewis, C.S. 6716660 £3.99 Collins 09+

When Shasta learns that he is not the son of Arsheesh the fisherman and is to be sold into slavery, he 
decides to escape from the cruel land of Calormen.

Chronicles of Narnia 4 - Prince Caspian Lewis, C.S. 6716792 £5.99 Collins 09+

Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy are sitting on a station platform when they sense the magic beginning 
again. Suddenly they are pulled back to the land of Narnia. But much has changed since they were last 
there.

Chronicles of Narnia 5 - Voyage of the 
Dawn Treader, The Lewis, C.S. 6716806 £5.99 Collins 09+

Edmund and Lucy return to Narnia with their awful cousin, Eustace, to travel on King Caspian’s ship, the 
Dawn Treader. They have been summoned to help find the seven lost friends of Caspian’s father.

Chronicles of Narnia 6 - Silver Chair, The Lewis, C.S. 6716814 £5.99 Collins 09+

Eustace and his friend, Jill, are pulled back into Narnia because Prince Rillian, the son of King Caspian, has 
disappeared. With the aid of a rather gloomy marsh-wiggle the children set out to find him.

Chronicles of Narnia 7 - Last Battle, The Lewis, C.S. 6716822 £5.99 Collins 09+

A false Aslan is commanding all Narnians to work for the cruel Calormenes. Jill and Eustace are called to 
Narnia, to the aid of King Tirian who is struggling to bring peace to the troubled land.

Apache Dawn Lewis, Damien 9780751541915 £6.99 Sphere 16+

Day after day, four of the Army Air Corps' finest pilots flew right into the heart of the battle, testing their 
aircraft to the very limit. Apache Dawn takes the reader with them on a series of unrelenting and brutally 
intense combat missions
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Gorilla Dawn Lewis, Gill 9780192739179 £8.99 OUP 14+

Deep in the heart of the African jungle, a baby gorilla is captured by a group of rebel soldiers. Imara and 
Bobo are two children also imprisoned in the rebels' camp. When they learn that the gorilla is destined to be 
sold into captivity, they swear to return it to the wild before it's too late. But the consequences of getting 
caught are too terrible to think about

Pip and the paw of friendship Lewis, Gill 9780192739247 £5.99 OUP 06+

Pip the labrador puppy is learning the skills he needs to be an assistance dog for Kayla, a young girl in a 
wheelchair. He's desperate to have a human of his very own, but will Kayla want his help? And how will he 
ever get his Resist Temptation badge and become an assistance dog if he can't stop himself from chasing 
any ball that moves?

Sky Dancer Lewis, Gill 9780192749253 £6.99 OUP 09+

Joe has always loved the moorlands above his home: the wildness, the freedom, the peace. But since his 
father died, everything has changed, and the moors are no longer a place of refuge.  Now the whole 
community is divided over the fate of the hen harriers that nest up there in the heather - and Joe is stuck 
right in the middle, with a choice to make, and a huge secret to keep.  Joe can't do what's right for 
everyone. But can he find the strength to fight for what he really believes in? 

Sky Hawk Lewis, Gill 9780192756244 £6.99 OUP 09+

When Callum and his friends find Iona on Callum's farm they try to chase her back into the village. But Iona 
runs from them up into the hills. It is late and dark and snow lies in the mountain gullies. Worried for Iona's 
safety, Callum follows to find her shivering with cold but refusing to leave. She is guarding a secret hidden 
in the forest above the dark waters of the loch. So they make a deal. Iona shares the secret and in return 
Callum allows her back onto the farm. 

Tales from Hans Christian Anderson Lewis, Naomi 9781845074326 £7.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

Here is a wonderful collection overflowing with sparkling translations of Hans Christian Anderson stories, 
with all the warmth, wit and character of the 19th-century originals. A must for any fan of fairy tales.

Flower, The Light, John 9781846430169 £5.99 Child's Play

When Brigg discovers a book in the library labelled "Do Not Read", he cannot resist taking it home. It leads 
him to an unexpected discovery, which brings brightness and beauty to the inhabitants of a previously dull 
and dismal world. A deceptively simple and haunting story, beautifully and mysteriously illustrated, set in a 
bleak future metropolis.

Girl, 15 Charming but Insane Limb, Sue 9780747571858 £5.99 Bloomsbury 14+

Life is trying when your best friend is a goddess, you are a woeful underachiever, and Ben Jones won't 
even look at you. This book reveals the agony, and embarrassment of being a teenager, Jess, 15, 
charming, but definitely insane.

Pippi Goes Aboard Lindgren, Astrid 9780192752628 £4.99 OUP 07+

Every day is a brilliant new adventure for Pippi Longstocking and her pals Tommy and Annika. When Pippi's 
long-lost father arrives and wants to take her away to sea with him, Pippi can't wait for the adventure to 
begin.

Pippi in the South Seas Lindgren, Astrid 9780192752635 £4.99 OUP 07+

Pippi and her pals Annika and Tommy are off to the Canny Canny Island, where Pippi's father is king and 
where they will find caves to explore, play marbles with real pearls and find that even the pirates and sharks 
are no match for Pippi!
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Pippi Longstocking Lindgren, Astrid 9780192754134 £5.99 OUP 07+

This special edition of the original "Pippi Longstocking" story is being produced to celebrate Pippi's 50th 
anniversary in the UK.

Tesla Book 1 Evolution Lingane, Mark 9780992377946 £9.99 Insync Holdings Pty 
Ltd 15+

 Set a millennia in the future, nuclear war has wiped out much of civilization in the northern hemisphere. The 
planet has slowly been getting hotter and water is becoming a rare resource. Out of the ruins of a civilization 
that has collapsed in on itself, have arisen a new breed of people - those with the power to control 
magnetism. Seb, a young orphan boy from a quiet rural town, is being hunted by strange part-machine, part-
human people. His only hope is Melanie, an angry, dying teenage girl who is dragged into the adventure 
and sets o t to deli er him to the Steam Academ e en if it’s j st to stop him talking

Tesla Book 2 Decay Lingane, Mark 9780992377984 £9.99 Insync Holdings Pty 
Ltd 15+

When friends fail and cities fall, when enemies grow strong taking everything you treasure, what can you 
do? Strike back. Sebastian and Melanie crusade against the cyborg enemy, risking everything against 
betrayal’s cruel bite. The Steam Academy is being rebuilt, but the city is not the same. The fortress of 
science—the last sanctuary from the marauding cyborg army sweeping the land—is being twisted by 
refugees as they flood to the city for protection

Tesla Book 3 Faraday Lingane, Mark 9780992593513 £9.99 Insync Holdings Pty 
Ltd 15+

As one war ends another begins, as a fleeing dictator seeks an alliance with an old enemy in the east. 
Politicians lie and cower as they lead the people into an infected future, trading away innocent people for a 
despairing grab for power. For many, the price of war becomes too great. Enemies become friends, friends 
become enemies, and the land continues to die. Sebastian learns that in war there are no winners, and 
everything has its price. Through improbable achievements and desperate sacrifice, he turns to a dark 
f t re here the onl choice is to soldier on e en if it costs e er thing Incl des ombies!

Across the Barricades Lingard, Joan 435122037 £6.60 Heinemann 14+

This is a story of a couple - one Protestant and one Catholic - in search of love and freedom in Belfast.

The Chancery Lane conspiracy Lingard, Joan 978-1846471087 £6.99 Catnip 12+

When Elfie's best friend, Joe, starts work as a clerk in her father's office, Elfie is delighted. Unfortunately, 
Joe's not the only new person working in the lawyer's office in Chancery Lane. Mr Trelawney's bigoted 
partner Mr Basildon-Blunt takes an instant dislike to Joe and worse, he seems to have some hold over 
Elfie's father.

Tilly and the Badgers Lingard, Joan 9781846162879 £4.99 Orchard 07+

Tilly is shocked to discover that there are badger baiters operating in her small Scottish village. At first her 
suspicions fall on the new family, the Lawsons, when she discovers a locked barn in their grounds.

Amethyst Lisle, Rebecca 9781842705414 £4.99 Anderson 09+

Amy jumps at the chance to leave her gloomy aunt and uncle and go to the mountains. But once there, she 
finds that she must to go to stay with the alien clan, the Wood People, and betray them.

The Bear and the Piano Litchfield, David 9781847807182 £6.99 Frances Lincoln 06+

One day, a bear cub finds something strange in the forest. When he touches the keys, he begins a journey 
that takes him away from his home to a new and wonderful land, where beautiful sounds fill the air and 
fame and riches hang ready for the taking. 
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Glub! Little, Penny 9780237534615 £3.99 Evans 05+

It's time to clean the fish bowl - in the sink you go, Lucky! But then Dad does what he said you should never 
do - pull out the plug! Will we ever see poor Lucky again?

Astercote Lively, Penelope 9780749707934 £4.99 Mammoth 09+

Since being wiped out in the 14th century by the Black Death, the village of Astercote has been overgrown 
by forest, but its past still haunts the local Cotswold folk.

Ghost of Thomas Kempe, the Lively, Penelope 9781405225427 £5.99 Egmont 09+

The ghost of Thomas Kempe was always getting James into trouble and for a long time it just refused to go 
away.

Staying with Grandpa Lively, Penelope 9780140370324 £3.99 Puffin 05+

Jane is going to visit her granny and grandpa on her own for the very first time. Her mother puts lots of 
books and games into her case to make sure she has plenty to do. But when Jane arrives, she finds that 
with Grandpa nothing is boring.

The Whispering Knights Lively, Penelope 9780749707873 £4.50 Mammoth 07+

William and Susie thought they were just playing a game when they cooked a witch's brew in the old barn 
and said a spell over it, but Martha was not so sure.

Teenage interest level for those with 
reading ages below 10. Livewire Livewire 06+

Livewire is a range of reading material with teenage/adult interest level for those with reading ages below 
10. All 'Livewire' titles have been written by qualified special needs teachers and have been assessed by 
The Basic Skills Agency.

Livewire Investigates - Bungee Jumping Livewire - Billings, 
H & M 340747188 £3.99 Hodder & 

Stoughton 11+

How does it feel to leap from a platform 50 metres high with only a rope to save you?

Livewire Investigates - White Water Thrills Livewire - Billings, 
H & M 9780340747766 £3.99 Hodder 11+

New thrills and dangers lurk around every corner when you're rafting down a fast - flowing river.

Livewire Investigates - Black Death Livewire - 
Blackmore, Sarah 340869429 £3.99 Hodder Murray 11+

Six hundred years ago people all over the world were dying of a terrible disease - a disease that spread 
quickly and could not be cured - the Black Death.
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Livewire Investigates - Being a Goalie Livewire - Croft, 
Andy 340747218 £3.99 Hodder & 

Stoughton 11+

Find out what it takes to be a great goalie.

Livewire Investigates - FA Cup, The Livewire - Croft, 
Andy 340871474 £3.99 Hodder & 

Stoughton 11+

This is the oldest and most famous football competition in the world. How much do you know about its 
history?

Livewire Investigates - World Cup, The Livewire - Croft, 
Andy 9780340871492 £3.99 Hodder 11+

Brilliant players, fantastic football, hours of spectacular play. The World Cup has also caused arguments, 
fights and even murders!

Livewire Real Lives - Alan Shearer Livewire - Croft, 
Andy 340776633 £3.99 Hodder Murray 11+

Alan Shearer is one of the greatest England strikers of the 1990s. This is his story. Livewire Real Lives 
series features personalities from sport, film and music, politics and history.

Livewire Real Lives - David Beckham Livewire - Croft, 
Andy 340900725 £3.99 Hodder Murray 11+

This book tells the story of David Beckham who is one of the most famous footballers in the world. This new 
edition includes details of his life since 2000.

Livewire Real Lives - David Seaman Livewire - Croft, 
Andy 340776625 £3.99 Hodder & 

Stoughton 11+

David Seaman is known as "Safe Hands". His penalty saving skills are famous. As well as captaining 
England he has captained Arsenal, and helped them to win all the major cups. He is one of the greatest 
goalkeepers in the world.

Livewire Real Lives - Jonny Wilkinson Livewire - Croft, 
Andy 340900636 £3.99 Hodder Murray 11+

Following his superb performance, which helped England to secure the World Cup victory in 2003, Jonny 
Wilkinson has attracted a lot of fans. Find out what he's really like and how he became one of the best 
players in rugby history.

Livewire Real Lives - Michael Owen Livewire - Croft, 
Andy 9780340869437 £3.99 Hodder 11+

He's gone on to become one of England's most successful and best-loved footballers.

Livewire Real Lives - Michael Schumacher Livewire - Croft, 
Andy 9780340848821 £3.99 Hodder 11+

Michael Schumacher is a Formula One racing driver. He has won the World Championship four times!
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Livewire Real Lives - Rio Ferdinand Livewire - Croft, 
Andy 9780340900765 £3.99 Hodder 11+

From cleaning football boots for a living to playing in the Premier league, Rio Ferdinand has come a long 
way.

Livewire Real Lives - Roy Keane Livewire - Croft, 
Andy 9780763709044 £3.99 Hodder 11+

When Roy Keane wrote to ask for trials, he didn't even bother writing to Man U - he thought they were too 
good for him. Ten years later he was their captain!

Livewire Real Lives - Tierry Henry Livewire - Croft, 
Andy 9780340900642 £3.99 Hodder 11+

Thierry Henry is a striker for Arsenal and France.

Livewire Investigates - Being a DJ Livewire - 
Galashan, Kathy 340876948 £3.99 Hodder Stoughton 11+

Ever dreamt of becoming a famous DJ? Read on to find out what you need to get started and how to get on 
to the DJ circuit.

Livewire Investigates - In-line Skating Livewire - 
Galashan, Kathy 340775203 £3.99 Hodder & 

Stoughton 11+

Have you got the control to guide, grind and do jumps? Do you want to find out about roller hockey, 
aggressive skating and more?

Livewire Youth Fiction - Shop Till You 
Drop

Livewire - 
Goodwin, John 9780340915684 £3.99 Hodder 11+

Lucy decides that she needs a new image. But there's no way she can afford a whole new wardrobe. 
There's only one way shw can afford to get the look she wants, and nothing is going to stop her.

Livewire Real Lives - Beyonce Livewire - Holt, 
Julia 340900652 £3.99 Hodder Murray 11+

Beyonce is a world-famous singer and actress. She always knew that she wanted to sing. But she didn't 
know that her dreams would come true before she was 21.

Livewire Real Lives - Madonna Livewire - Holt, 
Julia 9780340711507 £3.99 Hodder 11+

This books tells the story of Madonna - the world-famous singer and actress who has changed her 'look' 
many times. It has photographs from famous concerts and also from the film "Evita".

Livewire Real Lives - Osbournes, The Livewire - Holt, 
Julia 9780340900628 £3.99 Hodder 11+

The Osbournes star in a reality TV show. They might seem crazy to some but what are they really like? 
Read about the ups and downs of this famous family.
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Livewire Real Lives - Robbie Williams Livewire - Holt, 
Julia 9780340776209 £3.99 Hodder 11+

When Robbie left Take That in1995, many people thought his career was over. But through hard work and 
heart-ache he has become a huge success.

Livewire Real Lives - Victoria Beckham Livewire - Holt, 
Julia 9780340875933 £3.99 Hodder 11+

Victoria Beckham is famous all over the world. She sings with the Spice Girls, is married to David Beckham 
and has even had her own TV show.

Livewire Real Lives - Will Smith Livewire - Holt, 
Julia 9780340747346 £3.99 Hodder 11+

This book tells the story of Will Smith, the famous singer and actor. It has photographs from his life and 
films, including shots from The Fresh Prince of Bel Air, Independence Day and Men in Black.

Livewire Non-Fiction - Bollywood Livewire - Howden 
Iris 340900539 £3.99 Hodder Murray 11+

Bollywood is the home of Indian cinema. A Bollywood film has it all: comedy, action, drama and lots of 
singing and dancing!

Livewire Youth Fiction - Having it All Livewire - Howden, 
Iris 9780340876640 £3.99 Hodder & 

Stoughton 11+

Laura is jealous of Becky - she's slim, pretty and has loads of friends. But with help from Miss Davis Laura 
begins to realise that, with a new outlook on life she too could have it all.

Livewire Youth Fiction - Making the Team Livewire - Howden, 
Iris 9780340876633 £3.99 Hodder 11+

Sam loves playing football. She's good at it too. But when her local team holds trials, luck is not on Sam's 
side. Will she end up making the team?

Livewire Youth Fiction - Rainbow Quilt Livewire - Howden, 
Iris 9780340876657 £3.99 Hodder 11+

Amy and Aneeta are best friends on their Design course. When they are asked to sew squares for a quilt to 
hang in the town hall, they think it will be boring. But after local riots break out, the quilt takes on a new 
meaning.

Livewire Investigates - Arsenal Livewire - Leigh, 
Peter 340900741 £3.99 Hodder Murray 11+

Arsenal is one of the oldest and greatest clubs in the world. Find out about its players, and about the major 
events in the history of the club.

Livewire Real Lives - Liverpool Livewire - Leigh, 
Peter 9780340914038 £4.50 Hodder 11+

Liverpool is one of the most successful football clubs of all time. In the club's history there have been 
amazing highs and tragic lows.
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Livewire Real Lives - Manchester United Livewire - Leigh, 
Peter 9780340900734 £3.99 Hodder 11+

Manchester United has had some of the greatest players of all time. They've won more silverware than any 
other English team. Their history has been touched by tragedy though.

Livewire Real Lives - Ryan Giggs Livewire - Leigh, 
Peter 9780340848807 £3.99 Hodder 11+

The story of Ryan Giggs, a football star of Manchester United football club.

Livewire Poetry - Shadow Rap Livewire - Nicholls 
Judith 9780340900710 £3.99 Hodder 11+

Enjoy a mixture of rap, limerick, wordplay and other poems in this book.

Livewire - Urban Myths
Livewire - 

Robshaw & 
Scholar

9780340915707 £3.99 Hodder 11+

Some are scary, some are shocking and some are funny. But all urban myths have one thing in common 
they're not true….or are they?

Livewire Non-Fiction - Small World Livewire - 
Robshaw, Brandon 9780763782665 £3.99 Hodder 11+

Where would you go? How would you get there? Find out why some famous travellers travel and what they 
do when they reach their destinations.

Livewire Non-Fiction - Space Mail Livewire - 
Robshaw, Brandon 9780340900512 £3.99 Hodder 11+

Dan Miles writes letters full of intresting facts. He writes from the space station Eagle a thousand miles 
above Earth.

Livewire Real Lives - Jamie Oliver Livewire - 
Robshaw, Brandon 340914041 £3.99 Hodder Murray 11+

Find out how Jamie Oliver has made his career a huge success.

Livewire Youth Fiction - On the Rob Livewire - 
Robshaw, Brandon 9780340876602 £3.99 Hodder 11+

Gemma and Liz are going shopping. Shopping with a difference - shopping without paying! Gemma's good 
at it, and doesn't intend to get caught. So what will happen when a security guard spots them?

Livewire Magazine - Health & Fitness 
Magazine

Livewire - 
Townsend, John   034091548X £3.99 Hodder Murray 11+

Does your smile need a test drive? Do those reading muscles need working out? The read this magazine - 
it will give you lots of food for thought as you learn how to give your body a break.
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Livewire Non-Fiction - Tsunami Diary Livewire - 
Townsend, John 9780340915448 £3.99 Hodder 11+

A survivor's story of the tsunami.

Livewire Real Lives - Alex Ferguson Livewire - Wilson, 
Mike 340800925 £3.99 Hodder & 

Stoughton 11+

Alex Furguson is one of the best football managers in the world. He has managed Aberdeen, Scotland and 
Manchester United. He has won more cups than any other manager.

Livewire Real Lives - Chelsea Livewire - Wilson, 
Mike 340900784 £3.99 Hodder Murray 11+

This biography of Chelsea football club is part of the "Livewire: Real Lives" series, which features 
personalities from sport, film and music, politics and history.

Livewire Real Lives - Wayne Rooney Livewire - Wilson, 
Mike 9780340900611 £3.99 Hodder 11+

This book on Wayne Rooney tells the story of this talented, young footballer and his rise to stardom within 
the footballing profession.

Livewire Investigates - Surfing and 
Snowboarding

Livewire - 
Woodcock, Sandra 9780340876961 £3.99 Hodder 11+

Have you ever wanted to ride the waves? Or speed down a snowy mountain? The thrills and spills of these 
exciting activities are revealed in this book.

Livewire Real Lives - Anne Frank Livewire - 
Woodcock, Sandra 340711604 £3.99 Hodder & 

Stoughton 11+

This book tells the story of Anne Frank, the young Jewish girl who kept a diary about her life in hiding during 
the second world war. She died at the hand of the Nazis.

Livewire Real Lives - Michael Jordon Livewire - 
Woodcock, Sandra 9780340869369 £3.99 Hodder 11+

Readers can follow Michael Jordan's career to date, as well as finding out more about the star's life off the 
court.

Why Elephant has a Trunk Lloyd, Claudia 9780141327815 £5.99 Puffin 03+

You see, there was a time when Elephant had no nose. He was big, he was clumsy and he was very, very 
Smelly! Brilliantly colourful Tingatinga artwork tells the story of Elephant's transformation

Carbon Diaries, the Lloyd, Saci 9780340970157 £6.99 Hodder 14+

It’s January 1st, 2015, and the UK is the first nation to introduce carbon dioxide rationing, in a drastic bid to 
combat climate change. As her family spirals out of control, Laura Brown chronicles the first year of 
rationing with scathing abandon
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Mr.Pusskins Lloyd, Sam 9781846163470 £5.99 Orchard 03+

Meet Mr Pusskins. He's the grumpiest, sassiest yet most lovable cat around!

Art of Fiction: Illustrated from Classic and 
modern Texts Lodge, David 9780140174922 £8.99 Penguin 16+

The articles by David Lodge, which first appeared in the Independent on Sunday, are expanded here and 
consider the subject under a wide range of headings such as ‘The Intrusive Author’, ‘Suspense’ and ‘Magic 
Realism’. Styles and techniques are illustrated in each case by passages from classic or modern fiction. 
Drawing on writers as diverse as Henry James and Martin Amis, Jane Austen and Fay Weldon and Henry 
Fielding and James Joyce, Lodge also demonstrates the richness and variety of British and American 
fiction

The King's Speech Logue, Mark & 
Conradi, Peter 9780857381101 £12.99 Quercus 16+

This is the previously untold story of the relationship between Logue and the haunted future King George VI, 
written with Logue's grandson and drawing exclusively from his grandfather Lionel's diaries and archive

Call of the Wild, The London, Jack 1858137357 £3.99 Parragon 11+

Buck (a dog) goes through many lives, trials, and tribulations finally realizing his potential. On the way he 
learns many concepts from surprise, to deceit, and cunning, loyalty, devotion, and love. As he is growing he 
feels the call of the wild.

White Fang London, Jack 9780140621143 £2.00 Penguin 11+

White Fang a wild young cub, part dog and part wolf, grows up solitary and savage and becomes the most 
deadly fighter of them all, until at last he has the chance to respond to kindness and learn the ways of 
civilization.

Downside Up Long, Hayley 9781447220084 £6.99 MacMillan 11+

Ronnie is totally bored. She lives in a crap, boring town with her crap, boring family, and all she wants is to 
escape and have the kind of life she reads about in magazines.
Sometimes Ronnie makes stuff up, just to keep things interesting. Not lies, exactly, more like massive, 
outrageous, whopping great fibs. The thing is, people have stopped believing anything she says - she's 
turning into The Girl Who Cried 'Beyonce is Totally My Cousin's Best Friend'.
Then one da Ronnie gets knocked o t in a head to head dodgem collision When she akes p her life

Ma, He Sold Me for a Few Cigarettes Long, Martha 9781845962791 £9.99 Mainstream 16+

Then I heard the most beautiful music, an suddenly I was outa me body an flyin. An I wanted te cry inside 
meself. I wasn't dead any more, I was lifted away, far away. I can do anythin. I can be somebody, I can be 
beautiful, I can be gentle, I can be rich, I can smell good. The world is waitin fer me. I can be what I want. 
Then it ended. An I was back in the room. I opened me eyes slowly an took in everythin aroun me. One day 
I'll be able te stop this. Nobody will keep me down. I'll work hard, an I'll be at the top, cos I don't want anyone 
lookin do n on me '

Fearless Lott, Tim 9781406308624 £6.99 Walker 12+

City Community Faith School hides a disturbing secret. Behind its walls, one thousand girls are forced to 
labour in the city's laundry, separated from their families and deprived of their freedom. One of these girls is 
Little Fearless.

The Astronaut's Handbook Louie Stowell 978-1409590743 £6.99 Usborne 12+

Discover how you become an astronaut, the training you must undertake, how you travel into 
space and what you do when you're up there. With a foreword from ESA astronaut Tim Peake, the 
first British astronaut to embark on a mission to the International Space Station
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Kill Swap Lovegrove, James 9781842994474 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 11+

Reading level below 8. A boy with a big Problem. A man who says he has the answer. Darkness. A gun. 
Someones's about to die.

My hamster is a genius Lowe, Dave 9781848126558 £5.99 Piccadilly Press 07+

When his mum says he has to prove he's responsible in order to get his TV back, he resolves to make the 
best of it. What he wasn't expecting was a grumpy talking hamster who can do his maths homework! Ben's 
marks shoot up, but his teacher - the nasty Beardy McCreedy - is suspicious, and bets Ben's dad that Ben 
can't pass a maths test without cheating. Ben is sure he is doomed, but with Stinky's help - and some 
disgusting maths props - maybe he can prove his nasty teacher wrong . . .

Alice Dent and the Incredible Germs Lowe, Gwen 9781910002919 £6.99 Chicken House 09+

When Alice Dent gets a cold, she has no idea how much trouble it's about to cause. Because this is no 
ordinary cold: it comes with some seriously weird sideeffects. For a start, Alice can't stop giggling and every 
animal she meets sticks to her like glue! But when the mysterious Best Minister for Everything Nicely 
Perfect and his scary masked henchmen come to take her away, Alice realizes her troubles are only just 
beginning ...

Socks Are Not Enough Lowery, Mark 9781407131047 £6.99 Scholastic 11+

Mike Swarbrick's life couldn't get any worse. His pervy best friend gets him embroiled in a scandal involving 
the girls' changing rooms, his idiot of an older brother is snogging the girl of his dreams and he's just come 
home early from school to discover his parents are secret nudists . . . but they're ready to go public! A chain 
of events beyond his control are set to RUIN HIS LIFE.

Anastasia Again Lowry, Lois 9780006726364 £3.99 Collins 09+

The girl who thinks for herself is Anastasia Krupnik, she's a crackle brained, fizzle headed, freckle face 
dynamo who's easy going about most things.
Book 2

Anastasia Krupnik Lowry, Lois 9780006726357 £2.99 Collins 09+

Anastasia Krupnik is about a girl aged around 10 She is clever and has many interesting friends including 
Daphne (a supercool rebel), Sonya (a bubbly giggler) and Meredith (a typical teenager), as well as her on-
and-off boyfriend Steve Harvey Book 1

Story Tree: Tales to Read Aloud, the Lupton, Hugh 9781905236121 £8.99 Barefoot Books 03+

This delightful collection of tales from around the world includes favourites like 'The
Three Billy Goats Gruff' (Norwegian) as well as less well familiar stories such as
'The Blue Coat' (Jewish) and 'The Sweetest Song' (African-American).

I Wish I'd Been Born A Unicorn Lyon, Rachel 9781848861176 £6.99 Maverick Arts 03+

Mucky is a very smelly horse indeed! None of the other horses want to share his field. When Mucky 
decides it would be better if he was a unicorn, Owl tries to help. But perhaps true friends will like him just the 
way he is?

Throne of Glass Maas, Sarah 9781408832332 £6.99 Bloomsbury 12+

In the dark, filthy salt mines of Endovier, an eighteen-year-old girl is serving a life sentence. She is a trained 
assassin, the best of her kind, but she made a fatal mistake. She got caught.
Young Captain Westfall offers her a deal: her freedom in return for one huge sacrifice. Celaena must 
represent the prince in a to-the-death tournament - fighting the most gifted thieves and assassins in the 
land. Live or die, Celaena will be free. Win or lose, she is about to discover her true destiny. But will her 
assassin's heart be melted?
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This is not a bedtime Story Mabbitt, Will 9780141357386 £6.99 Puffin 03+

Sophie doesn't want a story time filled with cute kittens and birthday parties, she wants rocket-launching 
helicopters and a giant robot dinosaur! Clever, funny and heart-racingly exciting, this is a book to inspire 
and delight every little girl and boy. And one thing's for sure. Bedtime will never be the same again.

This is NOT a Bedtime Story Mabbitt, Will 9780141357386 £6.99 Puffin 05+

This book is… cute and cuddly Exciting and eye-popping. Hair-raising and hilarious. Bedtime will never be 
the same again!

Cal Mac Laverty, 
Bernard 97801408 £5.99 Penguin Classics 14+

Cal has very few choices in life. He can continue working at the abattoir that sickens him, or join the ranks 
of the unemployed. He can brood on his past or try to plan a future with Marcella.

Once a Witch - Book 1 MacCullough, 
Carolyn 9780547417301 £5.79 Harcourt Brace 12+

Once a Witch Tamsin Greene comes from a long line of witches, but her Talent (magic) has never arrived. 
Now 17, Tamsin attends boarding school in Manhattan. After she's mistaken for her Talented sister, Tamsin 
agrees to find a lost family heirloom.

Boy's Book: How to Be the Best at 
Everything

MacDonald & 
Enright 9781905158645 £7.99 Buster 07+

At last, here is a book that no boy, young or old, should be without, a book that guarantees hours of fun, a 
book that shows readers exactly how to be the best at everything.

Ask Oscar MacDonald, Alan 9781405287227 £5.99 Egmont 06+

Sam has wanted a dog for AGES, so when Oscar turns up on this doorstep he can’t believe his luck. And 
when he finds out that Oscar's secret he can’t believe his ears!  Oscar thinks humans are silly and rather 
badly trained – but when the freedom of the town’s dogs is under threat, Oscar’s about to discover that a 
dog’s best friend is his boy.  

Dirty Bertie Fleas! MacDonald, Alan 9781847150059 £4.99 Stripes 07+

Meet Dirty Bertie - a boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits! He's full to bursting with madcap plans and 
crazy ideas, and if it's trouble you're after, look no further - Bertie's sure to be up to his neck in it. Join Bertie 
as he takes a flea-ridden Whiffer to the vet, does a naughty dare at school and gets a ride in shiny red fire 
engine!

Dirty Bertie Pants! MacDonald, Alan 9781847150172 £4.99 Stripes 07+

Meet Dirty Bertie - a boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits! He's full to bursting with madcap plans and 
crazy ideas, and if it's trouble you're after, look no further - Bertie's sure to be up to his neck in it. Bertie's 
third book finds him facing the shame of losing a dare with Know-All Nick and having to wear his pants to 
school, playing the part of the dog in the local amateur dramatic society's production of Oliver! and taking 
Whiffer to Royston Rich's birthday party, where Whiffer leaves a very unwelcome present...

Dirty Bertie Worms! MacDonald, Alan 9781847150042 £4.99 Stripes 07+

Meet Dirty Bertie - a boy with nose-pickingly disgusting habits! He's full to bursting with madcap plans and 
crazy ideas, and if it's trouble you're after, look no further - Bertie's sure to be up to his neck in it. Join Bertie 
as he tries to get out of a pink party, fails to be polite for a whole day and a makes really rubbish entry into 
the summer fair's flower arranging competition...
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Gingerbread Man, the MacDonald, Alan 9780721497310 £2.99 Ladybird 03+

Follow the gingerbread man as he tries to escape all manner of hungry animals
and people!

Henry VIII and his Chopping Block - 
Horribly Famous MacDonald, Alan 9780439954679 £4.99 Scholastic 11+

Henry VIII. Everyone has heard of him. Ask anyone why Henry is dead famous and they'll probably 
say............ 
Then here's the real truth about Henry VIII .......and his chopping block.'

The prince of pants MacDonald, Alan, 9781407158440 £6.99 Scholastic 05+

It's Prince Pip's birthday, and he can't wait to choose a pair of pants to wear on his special day. But when he 
goes to his pants drawer, it's empty! Where have all his pants gone? Could it be that the palace has 
planned a very special, pants-tastic surprise party?

100 things you should know about Vikings MacDonald, Fiona 9781842365816 £4.99 Miles Kelly 11+

From cover to cover beautifully detailed artwork will mean that even the most reluctant of readers will be 
totally absorbed by the fun activities, such as projects and quizzes.

Ancient Rome (100 Facts) MacDonald, Fiona 9781842367667 £5.99 Miles Kelly 09+

Discover 100 wonderful facts about Ancient Rome

The Accidental Time Traveller Mackay, Janis 9780863159541 £5.99 Kelpies 09+

One ordinary day, Saul is on his way to the corner shop when a girl appears suddenly in the middle of the 
road. She doesn't understand traffic, or the things in shops, and she's wearing a long dress with ruffled 
sleeves. Her name is Agatha Black. Agatha Black is from 1812, and Saul needs to find a way to get her 
back there. With help from his mates Will and Robbie, he tries to work out how to make time travel happen. 
This pacy, time-travelling adventure from Janis Mackay, author of the Magnus Fin series, is full of funny 
mis nderstandings and gripping action

Wanted! Ralfy Rabbit, Book burglar Mackenzie, Emily 9781408843130 £6.99 Bloomsbury 05+

Some rabbits dream about lettuces and carrots, others dream of flowering meadows and juicy dandelions, 
but Ralfy dreams only of books. In fact, he doesn't just dream about them, he wants to read them ALL THE 
TIME. Soon his obsession sends him spiralling into a life of crime!

Shadow Smith MacKenzie, Ross 9781782503040 £6.99 Kelpies 10+

Are you brave?' When the mysterious Amelia Pigeon turns up at Kirby's bedroom window, this is what she 
asks him -- right before they tumble into a world of ancient spirits who have torn their way into Kirby's quiet 
seaside village. Kirby isn't feeling brave at all. His mother is in a coma following a freak accident, and he's 
hardly talking to his dad. He's convinced a spider is spying on him, and now a weird girl in a yellow raincoat -
- who claims to be a powerful, evil-banishing Shadowsmith -- is dragging him into unknown danger. How 
bra e is he reall ?

Shadowsmith MacKenzie, Ross 9781782503040 £6.99 Kelpies 10 to 12

Are you brave?' When the mysterious Amelia Pigeon turns up at Kirby's window in the dead of night, this is 
the question she asks him - right before they tumble into a world of ancient malevolent spirits who have torn 
their way into Kirby's quiet seaside village. Kirby isn't feeling brave at all. His mother is in a coma following a 
freak (or was it?) accident, and he's hardly talking to his dad. He's convinced a spider is spying on him, and 
now a weird girl in a yellow raincoat - who claims to be a powerful, evil-banishing Shadowsmith - is dragging 
him into danger
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A Bus for Miss Moss MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507055 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the third title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more

Animal Alphabet Activity Book MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409522164 £5.99 Usborne 03+

A write-in book to help practise the alphabet with a menagerie of weird and wonderful animals. It features 
lots of things to spot beginning with each letter of the alphabet, puzzles to solve and other activities to 
reinforce learning.

Big Book of English Words MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409551652 £9.99 Usborne 03+

An essential vocabulary builder for young children, with around a thousand everyday words and pictures, 
arranged thematically. There are lots of things to spot and talk about in this large format board book, that is 
perfect for poring over together. With characterful and slightly nostalgic illustrations by Kate Hindley.

Croc gets a Shock MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409550525 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Croc is late for everything, even her own birthday party. She misses the bus, she can't buy new shoes 
because the store is closed for lunch, and what's worse, she has the hiccups. A surprise birthday present 
may be just what she needs

Dog Diary MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507062 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the fourth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more

Dressing up Box MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507048 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the second title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more

Gingerbread Man MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409531661 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Run, run as fast as you can, you can't catch him, he's the Gingerbread Man! But although he may be able to 
out-run everyone, can the Gingerbread Man outwit the cunning fox? 

Late Night at the Zoo MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507123 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the tenth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more

Monster Diner MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507154 £4.99 Usborne 03+

The thirteenth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, specially designed for younger children 
to read together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page (the text clearly 
marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read less and less 
and the child more and more.
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Mr Mystery MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507178 £4.99 Usborne 03+

The fifteenth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, specially designed for younger children to 
read together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page (the text clearly 
marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read less and less 
and the child more and more

Pirate Pat MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507031 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Parents and children take turns to read from the page (the text clearly marked for who should be reading) 
and as the books progress in the series the adults read less and less and the child more and more. It 
presents the humorous and lively rhyming story of Pirate Pat who searches for a treasure under Granny's 
house with puzzles for children at the end to check their understanding of the text and guidance notes for 
parents

Royal fairy Tales for Bedtime MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409550433 £9.99 Usborne 03+

A regal collection of much-loved classics and some less familiar tales, perfect for reading aloud and sharing 
at bedtime. Book includes favourites such as The Frog Prince, The Emperor's New Clothes, Sleeping 
Beauty and many more. A lovely gift to be shared together time and time again.

Run, Rabbit, Run! MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507116 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the ninth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more

Stop that Cow MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507093 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the seventh title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more

Sun and the Wind MacKinnon, Mairi 9780746095836 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A picture book that is based on the traditional fable by Aesop.

The Boy who cried Wolf MacKinnon, Mairi 9780746085592 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Sam should be looking after his sheep, but instead he can't help but play cruel tricks on the villagers by 
crying wolf. Will Sam soon be caught out by his own joke?

The Circus under the Sea MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507147 £4.99 Usborne 03+

The twelfth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, specially designed for younger children to 
read together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page (the text clearly 
marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read less and less 
and the child more and more.

The Firebird MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409506690 £4.99 Usborne 06+

Prince Ivan sets off in search of the Firebird which has been stealing his father's golden apples. A story of 
bravery, determination and magic that has captivated generations, and inspired iconic paintings, music and 
ballet.
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The Fox and the Crow MacKinnon, Mairi 9780746085301 £4.99 Usborne 04+

These are four new titles in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to 
read.  Each of these four exciting new stories is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and 
inspire any child who is just beginning to read

The Fox and the Stork MacKinnon, Mairi 9780746085295 £4.99 Usborne 04+

These are four new titles in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to 
read. Each of these four exciting new stories is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and 
inspire any child who is just beginning to read.

The Golden Carpet MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409536024 £4.99 Usborne 04+

A prince convinces a peasant girl to marry him by learning to weave carpets. The couple rule as king and 
queen until a wicked magician kidnaps the king, forcing him to be his slave and weave carpets for the 
magician to sell. In order to escape, the king finds an ingenious way of getting a message to his wife.

The Hare and the Tortoise MacKinnon, Mairi 9780746077153 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Each of these four exciting new stories is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and 
inspire any child who is just beginning to read.

The King's Pudding MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409535874 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a delightful and humorous story from Indonesia. Little Deer has to use his wits to distract Tiger and 
avoid being eaten. Luckily Tiger is big and fierce but none too clever... 

The Leopard and the Sky God MacKinnon, Mairi 9780746085363 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Each of these four exciting new stories is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and 
inspire any child who is just beginning to read. 

The Lion and the Mouse MacKinnon, Mairi 9780746096604 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a new title in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. A tiny 
mouse disturbs King Lion's afternoon nap. 'Don't kill me!' she begs. 'Maybe I can save your life too, one 
day'. King Lion doesn't believe it - but when he is in real trouble, he learns that even little friends can be 
great friends

The Queen Makes a Scene MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507086 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the sixth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more.

The Runaway Pancake MacKinnon, Mairi 9780746070529 £4.99 Usborne 04+

The classic story of The Runaway Pancake retold with simple text for children just beginning to read. 
Accompanied by clear and delightful illustrations.
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Wild School MacKinnon, Mairi 9781409507130 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the eleventh title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more.

I Let You Go Mackintosh, Clare 9780751554151 £8.99 Little Brown 11+

In a split second, Jenna Gray's world descends into a nightmare. Her only hope of moving on is to walk 
away from everything she knows to start afresh. Desperate to escape, Jenna moves to a remote cottage on 
the Welsh coast, but she is haunted by her fears, her grief and her memories of a cruel November night that 
changed her life forever

The Frank Show Mackintosh, David 9780007363995 £6.99 Harper Collins 03+

If you had to stand up and talk, for one whole minute, about a member of your
family, who would you pick? Everyone else chooses really cool people, like Tom's
Uncle Marlon who plays drums in a band, or Hannah's mum with her company car

Nemesis into the Shadows MacPhail, 
Catherine 9780747582687 £5.99 Bloomsbury 11+

Ram has no memory of who he is, his background or where he has come from. He awakes in a darkened 
corridor of a block of flats with no idea of how he has got there. And then, the lift doors nearby open and 
inside is a dying man.

Roxy's Baby MacPhail, 
Catherine 9780747570424 £5.99 Bloomsbury 16+

'Roxy was shaking with fear. She drew in a deep breath. She would not let her fear take over. She couldn't. 
She had too much to lose. She had to be strong, to be brave. For once in her life she had to think of 
someone other than herself.'

Sticks and Stones MacPhail, 
Catherine 9781842992951 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 12+

Gregg thinks he's the most popular guy in school, so nobody is more surprised than him when he 
finds himself in the frame for the theft of a mobile phone. A hilarious, madcap detective story. 
Barrington Stoke specialise in books for reluctant, struggling and dyslexic readers.

Tribes MacPhail, 
Catherine 9780141308821 £6.99 puffin 09+

Kevin is determined that he'll never join a gang but his path crosses the tribe's when he saves one of them 
from a rival gang. When the gang leader fastens on to Kevin's little sister, Glory, Kevin is forced to take the 
initiation test again

Underworld MacPhail, 
Catherine 9780747578291 £6.99 Bloomsbury 11+

A school trip goes disastrously wrong when a visit to local caves turns into something more sinister. Five 
teenagers are trapped beneath the ground. Their best chance of escape is to stay together. Then a member 
of the group disappears.

Wheels MacPhail, 
Catherine 9780141314723 £4.99 Puffin 09+

James, paralized in a car accident, is now in a wheelchair and he's furious. The teenage driver of the car 
that hit him was killed in the accident, so James can't believe his eyes when he sees him walking down the 
street.
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Thorfinn the Nicest Viking and the Awful 
Invasion MacPhail, David 9781782501589 £4.99 Young Kelpies 07+

Fed up with Torfinns too - nice ways, his dad, Harald the Skull - Splitter, sends his son on a voyage to 
Scotland to earn his gruesome Viking name. Will THORFINN THE NICEST VIKING avoid being thrown 
overboard?

Kids Only; Natural History Museum MacQuitty, 
Miranda 9780565092382 £5.00 The Natural History 

Museum 07+

"The Kids Only" guide to the Natural History Museum, London has been designed especially for kids to 
enjoy at the Museum and at home. It is packed with fascinating facts and fun for all the family including 
puzzles, games and quizzes.

When I Woke Up I Was a Hippopotamus Macrae, Tom 9781849390736 £10.99 Andersen 03+

A small boy's fantasies about being different creatures get him into all sorts of mischief!

Thanks for Telling Me, Emily Madden, Deirdre 9781846163326 £4.99 Orchard 10+

Murphy the cat, Bubbles the dog and Captain Cockle the parrot live in a pet shop. When the owner's niece 
Keira comes to stay, she is entranced by the animals but a bit puzzled, because her Aunt Emily never 
seems to actually sell any of them.

Marco's Pendulum Madley, Thom 9780746067604 £6.99 Usborne 11+

When Marco is dumped in Glastonbury to stay with his weird hippy grandparents for the summer, he's sure 
he's going to hate it. But he soon starts to recognise the magic of the place the magic that a development 
company is planning to exploit.

Goodnight Mister Tom Magorian, Michelle 140372334 £5.99 Puffin 11+

Young Willie Beach is evacuated to the country as Britain stands on the brink of the Second World War. A 
sad, deprived child, he slowly begins to flourish under the care of old Tom Oakley.

Just Henry Magorian, Michelle 9781405227575 £7.99 Egmont 09+

It's 1949 and life is bleak for Henry. He misses his father who died a war hero, and he escapes from his 
annoying stepfather and stepsister whenever he can and goes to the cinema - his passion

Changeover, the Mahy, Margaret 9780007243525 £5.99 Harper Collins 11+

Laura Chant knew that something dreadful was going to happen. It wasn't the first time she'd been 
forewarned. But never before had anything so terrible happened.

Haunting, The Mahy, Margaret 140363254 £4.99 Puffin 09+

The family of Barney's dead mother are aware that there is something special about this particular boy. As 
he resigns himself to being haunted again, Barney's sister and brother set out to discover the reason behind 
his supernatural attraction.
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Memory Mahy, Margaret 9780140373042 £4.99 Puffin 11+

On the fifth anniversary of his sister's death, nineteen-year-old Jonny Dart is still troubled by guilt and an 
imperfect memory of the accident that took her life. He goes searching for the other witness to the fatal 
event, his sister's best friend.

Operation Terror Mahy, Margaret 9780140387742 £4.99 Puffin 07+

It was Harley’s idea that he and David should take a ride in the abandoned car. But when the boys find 
themselves in a mysterious research station, David suspects it’s all part of a sinister plan. But who wants to 
trap them? And why?

The Door in the Air and Other Stories Mahy, Margaret 9780140342833 £2.50 Puffin 09+

A varied collection of short stories, full of fantasy and magic for the young teenager. Margaret Mahy has 
won the Carnegie Medal twice and the Esther Glen Award three times. Her other Puffin books include 
"Raging Robots and Unruly Uncles", "The Tricksters" and "A Lion in the Meadow".

Underrunners Mahy, Margaret 9780140348583 £3.99 puffin 11+

On Tristrams way home he passes a childrens home he runs through a deep ditch he pretends he's a 
intergalactic secret agent accompanied by an imaginary space companion No one uses the ditch So it 
comes to a surprise when he meets a girl from the home

Her Story: Queen Elizabeth II Malam, John 9780750267519 £4.99 Wayland 09+

This year Queen Elizabeth II enjoys 60 glorious years as monarch with a Diamond Jubilee celebration to be 
held on 5th June 2012.
Queen Elizabeth II, Her Story recounts the life of our Queen from her birth to present day. It is the story of a 
princess who became Queen and head of the Royal House of Windsor.

Pompeii and other lost cities Malam, John 9781848355903 £5.99 QED 09+

History meets archaeology in this fantastic new series. You can uncover the secrets behind the world's lost 
towns, tombs, shipwrecks and treasures. You can find out how archaeologists discovered these priceless 
finds. There are paired lost and found spreads for each discovery. It features stunning photography, and 
fascinating historical accounts.

Declaration Malley, Gemma 9780747587750 £6.99 Bloomsbury 11+

Anna Covey is a 'surplus'. She should not have been born. In a society in which aging is no longer feared, 
and death is no longer an inevitability, children are an abomination.

Tiger Malone, Geoffrey 9780340893586 £5.99 Hodder 11+

In the Indian forest, danger lurks in every corner and Kuma must teach her cubs the harsh rules of survival 
against Nature. But when a tiger is worth more dead than alive, she must face the most cunning enemy of 
all -- Humans.

A Bridge to the Stars Mankell, Henning 9781842704394 £5.99 Anderson 13+

On an icy night in Northern Sweden Joel is drawn outside to haunt the streets. He finds the night-time 
activity of his stolid town mesmerising in its unexpectedness and variety.
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The Cat who Liked Rain Mankell, Henning 9781842708439 £4.99 Andersen 07+

This is the story of young Lucas who gets a most precious present for his birthday, a black kitten which he 
calls Night. Lucas becomes very attached to Night but one day Lucas comes home from school and 
discovers that his beloved cat has disappeared.

Falling for You Mansell, Jill 755304853 £6.99 Headline 16+

Maddy Harvey was a bit of an ugly duckling as a teenager, what with her N.H.S. specs, unfortunate hair and 
wonky teeth. Thankfully she's blossomed since then.

Door in the Wall Marguerite De 
Angeli    9780440227793 £3.69 Random House 09+

Set in the fourteenth century, the classic story of one boy's personal heroism when he loses the use of his 
legs.

Pants are everything! Mark Lowery 9781407130033 £6.99 Scholastic 10+

Michael Swarbrick's pathetic existence had just got better. He was on a date with the girl of his dreams - a 
romantic donkey ride on the beach, followed by some daring skinny dipping in the sea. Delightful! Only... 
things never really get better for Michael, and one small moment of bliss ends with him a) getting arrested, 
b) becoming a local celebrity and c) becoming an internet sensation BECAUSE THEY THINK HE'S A 
NUDIST. (He isn't.) Michael is swept up in a sequence of uncontrollable events that will RUIN HIS LIFE. 
Again The seq el to SOCKS ARE NOT ENOUGH

Snow Maze Mark, Jan 9781844289684 £3.99 Walker 07+

One day, on the way to school, Joe finds a large, heavy key in the long grass. Joe thinks a giant might have 
dropped it; Irrum thinks it might be magic; Akash says the key is no good because it doesn't open anything.

Taking the Cat's Way Home Mark, Jan 9781844281282 £3.99 Walker 07+

Jane has a cat called Furlong. Every day, he walks to school with Jane and her friend, Andrea. When a 
new boy at school starts causing trouble for Jane, she decides that the only way to escape him is to take 
Furlong's secret path into the unknown.

Turbulence Mark, Jan 9780340860991 £5.99 Hodder 11+

Contains a few incidences of strong language.From award-winning author, Jan Mark, a compelling tale of 
how a family become unwittingly entangled in the turbulent lives of another.

Pay Back Marks, Graham 9781445114422 £5.99 Franklin Watts 08+

You know when you do something that you instantly regret?
Like picking up something that doesn't belong to you, just to have a quick look at it? Well that's how it starts 
for Greg.
In the park, he sees it lying there; a smooth, black oblong of glass. But as soon as he touches it, his life is 
altered.
No there's a oice in his head and e er here Greg looks someone is read to die

Snatched! Marks, Graham 9780746068403 £5.99 Usborne 09+

Left for dead in a lion's cage, baby Daniel is adopted by Hubble, owner of a travelling circus. 12 years later, 
his carefree life as a bareback rider is shattered by vivid premonitions.
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Tomorrow when the War Began Marsden, John 9780330337397 £4.99 Macmillan 14+

Hell isn't only a place for the damned. Sometimes it's a place where the saved take refuge. Seven 
teenagers take a trip to Hell. And seven return. To find Hell has come home.

Jane Blonde the Perfect Spylet Marshall, Jill 9780330456807 £1.00 MacMillan 07+

When Janey is given access to a secret shop for spies, she's in spylet-heaven! And with some particularly 
nasty little spylets on the loose, it's lucky Janey's kitted out with the latest spy-gear! Produced for World 
Book Day 2008

Sensational spylet Marshall, Jill 978-0330438148 £5.99 Macmillan 
Children's 12+

Janey Brown feels like she is practically invisible. With her stick-thin legs, mousy brown hair and grey eyes, 
no one ever notices her. Then a crazy woman turns up at the school gates, claiming to be Janey’s 
godmother. According to hip-hop-talking, larger-then-life ‘G-Mamma’, Janey Brown really is something 
special. She’s Jane Blonde, Sensational Spylet – and it’s time for her first mission

Life of Pi Martel, Yann 9781841953922 £7.99 Canongate 14+

Life of Pi tells the story of the boy Piscine, who lives in India. His father owns a zoo, and Pi's uncle is a 
retired Olympic swimmer. This is where Piscine's name comes from; "Piscine" is French for "swimming 
pool".

Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You 
See? Martin, Bill 9780140502961 £6.99 Puffin 03+

Colour and animals are shown (with a few surprises) together with a simple
rhyming text, which contains some repetitive phrases

Shine Maryon, Kate 9780007433179 £6.99 Harper Collins 10+

Twelve-year-old Tiff loves her mum, Carla, who is glitzy and fun and always coming home with shiny new 
amazing stuff. The trouble is, Tiff's mum doesn't buy things, she takes them. The fact is, Tiff's mum is a 
thief…When Carla gets caught, Tiff’s shiny life is ruined. She's packed off to a remote island to live with 
Carla's family. A family her mum never even talks about and that Tiff has never even met! How can she 
survive in this dull, dull place?

Box of Delights, the Masefield, John 9781405232531 £7.99 Egmont 09+

A Punch and Judy man who can call a mule out of the picture of a Swiss mountain, mount its back and 
canter away back up into the mountains is no ordinary showman.

The Midnight Folk Masefield, John 9781405232548 £7.99 Egmont 09+

'You ought to know about the treasure, Kay...for until it is restored or traced, no man of our name ought to 
rest.'Determined to recover the long-lost family treasure, Kay finds himself in a race against the evil Abner 
Brown.

Big Animals Maskell, Hazel 9781409507994 £9.99 Usborne 03+

A great big book crammed with huge illustrations and facts about some of the biggest animals on the planet. 
Each gorgeously illustrated double page is arranged in exciting themes, including the largest creepy 
crawlies, most dangerous animals and biggest marine creatures. With each animal drawn to scale, the 
readers will be given an idea of just how huge they really are. The final page reveals some record-breaking 
animals, including the bird with the biggest beak, the world's largest hunter and which species lays the 
largest eggs
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Deep Dark Woods Mason, Conrad 9781409531449 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Beware, beware the deep dark woods. But Jack doesn't listen... how will he ever get home? Part of the 
award-winning 'Usborne Very First Reading' series specially developed in consultation with literacy experts 
to help children learn to read. Designed for a child to read together with an adult, allowing the child to 
gradually take a greater share of the story in each book to achieve confident, independent reading

Dinosaurs Mason, Conrad 9781409506614 £4.99 Usborne 04+

An exciting peek into the extraordinary world of dinosaurs. Combines fascinating information with simple 
flowing text to excite and inspire beginner readers. Includes extra dinosaur facts, index, glossary, timeline 
and internet links to carefully selected websites.

Golden Goose Mason, Conrad 9781409550716 £4.99 Usborne 03+

When a young man finds a golden goose in the forest he has to keep it away from the greedy townsfolk

Macbeth Mason, Conrad 9780746096123 £4.99 Usborne 06+

Shakespeare's classic tale of madness and murder, treachery and witchcraft retold for a younger audience

Polar Bears Mason, Conrad 9780746098967 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Wrap up warm to explore the world of polar bears, where young children can discover how polar bears 
keep warm, catch their prey and survive in the dangerous icy wastes of the Arctic Circle

The First World War Mason, Conrad 9781409562542 £4.99 Usborne 07+

In 1914, the murder of Archduke Franz Ferdinand sparked one of the most destructive conflicts the world 
had ever seen. This is the story of the First World War, and the people who lived and died fighting in it. It is 
a narrative account of WWI, written specially for children who are ready to tackle longer and more complex 
subjects.

The Golden Goose Mason, Conrad 9780746096642 £4.99 Usborne 04+

When a young man finds a golden goose in the forest he has to keep it away from the greedy townsfolk.

The Second World War Mason, Conrad 9781409508113 £4.99 Usborne 07+

A clear and informative account of how the Second World War began, the infamous battles and the 
conclusion and aftermath of the war. Illustrated with maps, evocative archive photographs and illustrations. 
Includes descriptions of the most famous events including Pearl Harbor, Battle of Midway, D-Day and the 
atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

If the Shoe Fits (Princess School) Mason, Jane 9780439959087 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

With her feet bare (those glass slippers don't fit) and her second-hand gown splattered with mud (thanks, 
evil stepsisters), Ella's first day of Princess School is off to a bad start.
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Moon Pie Mason, Simon 9780385618519 £10.99 Yearling 09+

Ever since her mum died, 11-year-old Martha has gotten used to being the one in charge. Her brother, Tug, 
is too small. Her friend Marcus is too obsessed with Hollywood movies. And Dad is just too strange.
When Dad falls off the roof, it's Martha who takes him to the doctor. And when Dad doesn't come home at 
night, it's Martha who cooks Tug his favorite pie.  But Martha's to-do list keeps getting harder: Tidy the 
house. Find out what's wrong with Dad. Make us a family again

The Roman Empire (Thinking History) Mason, Simon 9780631905974 £4.99 Simon & Schuster 11+

This text is designed to encourge children to look closely at the evidence provided from which they can 
build up their own picture of the past.

Thomas Trew and the Hidden People Masson, Sophie 9780340894842 £4.99 Hodder 07+

Everyone thinks 10-year-old Thomas Trew is weird: neighbours, other kids, even his own dad. Thomas 
doesn't really mind. It's been like that ever since he can remember. Then one day there's a dwarf in his 
house, and his life changes forever.

Bullies Don’t Hurt Masters, Anthony 140374841 £4.99 Penguin 11+

Ali is leader of the rat pack a gang of four determined to make trouble at school. The latest victim is their 
new, inexperienced teacher, who is no match for their sophisticated torment.

Tod in Biker City Masters, Anthony 1842990551 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 09+

Reading level below age 8.  Could you survive in a world that had become a total desert? Tod's father finds 
a source of water but his discovery puts the whole family in great danger. It's up to Tod to save them!

Usborne Book of Baby Animals Mayes, Susan 9780746016527 £3.99 Usborne 05+

A basic introduction to baby animals, including tiger cubs, baby kangaroos, wolf cubs, puppies and polar 
bear cubs.

Usborne Book of Dinosaurs Mayes, Susan 9780794508494 £4.50 Usborne 05+

Young children are fascinated by the world of dinosaurs. They want to know the names of those amazing 
creatures, what they looked like and how they lived.

Mortlock Mayhew, Jon 9781408803936 £6.99 Bloomsbury 09+

Josie is a knife-thrower in a magician's stage act, Alfie is an undertaker's assistant. They are both orphans 
and they have never met, but they are about to be given a clue to the secret of their shared past

Modern World Religions: Sikhism Pupil 
Book Core Mayled, Jon 9780435336271 £9.25 Heineman 11+

Produced specifically to answer QCA concerns over attainment and assessment in RE at Key Stage 3, 
"Modern World Religions" is a series that balances learning about religions with learning from religions.
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Itch Mayo, Simon 9780857531308 £10.99 Doubleday 10+

Itchingham Lofte - known as Itch - is fourteen, and loves science - especially chemistry. He's also an 
element-hunter: he's decided to collect all the elements in the periodic table. Which has some interesting 
and rather destructive results in his bedroom . . .
Then, Itch makes a discovery. A new element, never seen before. At first no one believes him - but soon, 
someone hears about the strange new rock and wants it for himself. And Itch is in serious danger . . .

Itch Rocks Mayo, Simon 9780552565516 £6.99 Corgi 10+

After almost poisoning his whole class with arsenic gas, going on the run from a psychotic science teacher 
and nearly dying of radiation poisoning, life is getting back to normal for Itchingham Lofte - at least, as 
normal as it can be when you have a round-the-clock detail of government security guards watching your 
every move.
But sinister forces are still hunting for Element 126 and will stop at nothing to find out where Itch has hidden 
the precio s radioacti e rocks With the help of his sister Chloe and his tombo co sin Jack Itch has to p t

Guess How Much I Love You McBratney, Sam 744581893 £1.99 Walker 05+

Little Nutbrown Hare and Big Nutbrown Hare discover, love is not an easy thing to measure.

Girl Who Married A Lion, The McCall Smith, 
Alexander 1841957291 £4.99 Caongate 07+

Folktales from Africa. Simple, surprising, cruel and humorous, these beautifully rendered tales remain as 
fresh and vital as in the original African idiom.

High in the Clouds McCartney, Paul 571225020 £6.99 Faber and Faber 07+

McCartney, Dunbar and Ardagh have created a delightful tale about a land where all the animals are 
free...To the creatures of the woodland, the land of Animalia sounds like a dream - a tropical island where 
all the animals live in harmony.

Britannia : 100 Great Stories from British 
History

McCaughrean, 
Geraldine 9781858818764 £12.99 Orion 07+

King Canute, Lady Godiva, Guy Fawkes, Bonnie Prince Charlie, Grace Darling and other famous names 
from 3000 years of history live again in these 100 tragic, comic, stirring tales of adventure, folly and 
wickedness. These stories, many of them virtually forgotten, are Britain's heritage, told and illustrated with 
such verve and colour that they are the perfect way to give present-day children a sense of the excitement 
of history.

Kite Rider, the McCaughrean, 
Geraldine 9780192755285 £5.99 OUP 16+

Haoyou knows that his father's spirit lives among the clouds above Ancient China. He also knows that to 
save his mother from being forced into a new marriage he must now follow in his father's footsteps and take 
to the skies, riding a kite

Not the End of the World McCaughrean, 
Geraldine 9780192719720 £5.99 OUP 14+

Everyone knows the story of the flood. The men who survived. The animals that went two by two. But what 
about the others? The women and children.

Orchard Book of Greek Myths McCaughrean, 
Geraldine 9781852133733 £12.99 Orchard 05+

This collection includes the adventures of Jason, Theseus, Odysseus and Icarus (who flew too near the 
sun), as well as the lesser known stories of Prometheus, Atalanta and Arachne the Spinner, who boasts too 
much.
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Pack of Lies, A McCaughrean, 
Geraldine 9780192752031 £5.99 OUP 09+

Ailsa doesn't trust MCC Berkshire, the mysterious man helping out in her mother's antique shop. He tells 
stories about all the antiques, and his stories persuade the customers to buy the items. But everything he 
says is a pack of lies. Isn't it?

Peter Pan in Scarlet McCaughrean, 
Geraldine 9780192726209 £6.99 OUP 07+

Something is wrong in Neverland. Dreams are leaking out - strangely real dreams, of pirates and mermaids, 
of warpaint and crocodiles. Peter Pan needs their help, and so it is time to do the unthinkable and fly to 
Neverland again.

Pull out all the Stops! McCaughrean, 
Geraldine 9780192789969 £6.99 OUP 07+

Exhilarating adventures on board the Bright Lights Showboat!

Saint George and the Dragon McCaughrean, 
Geraldine 9780192723765 £6.99 OUP 05+

`The dragon was born in the deepest crevices of a bottomless pool. Its father was Evil, its mother 
Darkness, and its name was Wickedness.' This magnificent picture book is reissued with a new cover and 
brings to life this powerful tale of England's patron saint and his triumph over the evil Dragon.

The Death-Defying Pepper Roux McCaughrean, 
Geraldine 9780192756022 £6.99 OUP 11+

Pepper Roux has a charmed life, not only because he confounded his mad aunt's prediction that he was 
going to die at 14 by remaining alive, but also because he can step into any role he likes and have an 
adventure.

White Darkness, The McCaughrean, 
Geraldine 9780192719836 £5.99 OUP 11+

Captain Oates, hero of the Antartic, has been dead for nearly a century. But not in Sym's head. In there, he 
is her constant companion, her soul mate, her adviser. It is as if he walked out of the Polar blizzard and into 
her mind.

Ally's World Book 1 - Dates, Double Dates 
and Big, Big trouble McCombie, Karen 9780439951661 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

Ally's feeling inadequate. Her only romantic experience amounts to a burping-in-mouth scenario with Keith 
Brownlow, but Kyra's only been in Crouch End two seconds and she's got herself a boyfriend!

Ally's World Book 2 - Friends, Freak-outs 
and Very Secret Secrets McCombie, Karen 9780439993487 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

Ally's feeling confused, she seems to have developed a Siamese twin - Sandie. Suddenly Sandie's got the 
same hairstyle as her, the same outfit and is apparently permanently attached to Ally's arm.

Angels next door McCombie, Karen 978-0141344522 £6.99 Puffin 12+

Riley's best friend has gone away forever and Lauren 'Queen of Everything' Mayhew is making school a 
nightmare. It looks like Riley's on her own, until the three Angelos Sisters move in next door.
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Indie Kidd Oops I Lost My Best (est) 
Friends McCombie, Karen 1844289346 £4.99 Walker 07+

Indie knows she has the best(est) friends when it comes to the two Sophies, so she feels really sorry for her 
stepbrother Dylan when he confesses that he doesn't have any close mates. So Indie decides to help Dylan 
become more friend-friendly.

Mystery of Me McCombie, Karen 9781781127209 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 08+

Ketty was technically dead for two minutes and thirty-nine seconds according to the doctors who saved her. 
She's on the mend yet can't remember anything about her life before the accident. But people are treating 
her really weirdly and Ketty just can't shake the feeling that something is terribly wrong. When her new 
friend Otis reveals that pre-crash Ketty was a spiteful bully, she faces a tough decision. What kind of person 
can she be now?

Six Words and a Wish McCombie, Karen 9781407107882 £6.99 Scholastic 10+

Ever since Jem's sister Gracie ran away from home, Jem's wondered whether she's to blame. Something 
she said to Gracie before her disappearance is preying on her mind. A series of strangely spooky 
coincidences make Jem wonder if there's more to Gracie's disappearance than she thought...

Angela's Ashes McCourt, Frank 6510345 £6.99 Flamingo 16+

"Worse than the ordinary miserable childhood is the miserable Irish childhood," writes Frank McCourt. 
"Worse yet is the miserable Irish Catholic childhood." Welcome, then, to the pinnacle of the miserable Irish 
Catholic childhood.

Brontosaurus Bumper Book, The McCrum, Robert 571176909 £4.99 Faber and Faber 07+

The brontosaurus is actually only a birthday cake, but when Bobby makes a wish it becomes a real 
brontosaurus.

Judy Moody around the world in 8 1/2 days   McDonald, Megan 978-1406335880 £4.99 Walker 12+

Judy Moody has a double! Amy Namey is exactly like Judy – same-same – and she's a member of the 
"way-cool" My-Name-Is-A-Poem Club. Judy is meant to be doing an Around-the-World class project with 
her best-ever friends Rocky and Frank Pearl

Stink and the World's Worst Super-Stinky 
Sneakers McDonald, Megan 9780763636692 £4.99 Candlewick 05+

When Stink Moody’s second-grade class goes on a field trip to the Gross-Me-Out exhibit at the science 
museum, he learns that his very own nose has amazing sniffing abilities and that some people have real 
jobs sniffing stuff for NASA

Atonement McEwan, Ian 9780099429791 £7.99 Vintage 14+

First part (a rich English family in the thirties) The second and third parts very vividly describe the horrors of 
war and the fourth part glues the whole book together.

Child in Time, The McEwan, Ian 99755017 £5.99 Vintage 14+

The Child in Time is an extraordinary achievement in which form and content, theory and practice are so 
expertly and inseparably interwoven that the novel becomes an advertisement for, or proof of, its own 
thesis.
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Enduring Love McEwan, Ian 9780099481249 £7.99 Vintage 16+

Joe planned a postcard-perfect afternoon in the English countryside to celebrate his lover's return after six 
weeks in the States. The perfect day turns to nightmare, however, when they are involved in freak 
ballooning accident

Rose Blanche McEwan, Ian 9780099439509 £5.99 Red Fox 07+

Rose Blanche was the name of a group of young German citizens who, at their peril, protested against the 
war. Like them, Rose observes all the changes going on around her which others choose to ignore.

Winston the Book Wolf McGee, Marni 9780747579779 £5.99 Bloomsbury 05+

The book wolf likes books, he likes to eat them, but when he learns that the nourishment from books can 
take many forms he soon becomes an avid reader.

100 Best Poems for Children McGough, Roger 9780141310589 £7.99 Puffin 08+

A wonderful collection of contemporary and classic poems chosen by children from schools around the UK. 
Roger McGough made the final selection and wrote the introduction.

The Knife That Killed Me McGowan, 
Anthony 9781862306066 £5.99 Definitions 14+

The story of how Paul, the narrator, is dragged into using a knife by Roth, a bullying teenager he fears and 
hates.

Casson Family - Caddy's World McKay, Hilary 9781444900538 £10.99 Hodder 09+

Hilary McKay revisits the Casson family, but this time with a difference ...
Go back in time ... Caddy is 12, grappling with school, best friends, first boyfriends, younger siblings and the 
unexpected arrival of one baby Permanent Rose who has arrived in the world a little sooner than expected. 
While baby Rose lies in critical condition in hospital, life goes on in the unpredictable, colourful Casson 
household ...

Casson Family Book 1 - Saffy's Angel McKay, Hilary 9780340850800 £5.99 Hodder 09+

After Saffron Casson discovers that she's adopted, life is never quite the same. Her artistic parents and 
siblings adore her, but Saffy wants a piece of her past. So when her grandfather bequests a stone angel to 
her, Saffy knows she has to find it.

Casson Family Book 2 - Indigo's Star McKay, Hilary 9780340875797 £5.99 Hodder 09+

It's part of a series (Saffy's Angel, Permanent Rose) It focuses on teenage Indigo in the Casson family. This 
one tackles bullying very well and shows how Indigo survives it despite being a bit different thanks to a new 
friend.

Casson Family Book 3 - Permanent Rose McKay, Hilary 9780340882436 £5.99 Hodder 09+

The Cassons are a chaotic, artistic family and the stories are about the everyday drama of family life. Scatty 
but loving mother, errant but charming father and four children, Caddy, Saffy, Indigo and Rose.
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Casson Family Book 4 - Caddy Ever After McKay, Hilary 9780340903155 £5.99 Hodder 09+

The Cassons are a chaotic, artistic family and the stories are about the everyday drama of family life. Scatty 
but loving mother, errant but charming father and four children, Caddy, Saffy, Indigo and Rose.

Casson Family Book 5 - Forever Rose McKay, Hilary 9780340931073 £5.99 Hodder 09+

The Cassons are a chaotic, artistic family and the stories are about the everyday drama of family life. Scatty 
but loving mother, errant but charming father and four children, Caddy, Saffy, Indigo and Rose.

Swop! McKay, Hilary 9781842998014 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 09+

Emily's loves swops - she even swops her grandmother for a donkey! But can her swops help her and her 
brother escape their wicked old Aunty Bess? A charming and funny story. Barrington Stoke specialise in 
books for reluctant, struggling and dyslexic readers.

Elmer McKee, David 9781842707319 £5.99 Anderson 03+

The story of Elmer the patchwork elephant.

Elmer's friends. McKee, David 9780862644956 £3.99 Anderson 03+

Elmer, the bright patchwork elephant, has some very special friends. Zebra is the stripiest, giraffe is the 
tallest, snake is the longest, leopard is the spottiest. Everyone is different and Elmer loves them all.

Not Now, Bernard McKee, David   009972541X £1.50 Red Fox 03+

This is the story of Bernard, whose parents are too busy to understand that there is
a monster in the garden... and one that wants to eat him!

Blood Ties McKenzie, Sophie 9781847382757 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 12+

When Theo discovers the father he thought died when he was a baby is still alive, he's determined to find 
him. The clues lead him to the lonely Rachel, who has problems of her own

Girl Missing Mckenzie, Sophie 9781416917328 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 12+

Lauren has always known she was adopted but when a little research turns up the possibility that she was 
snatched from an American family as a baby, suddenly Lauren's life seems like a sham.

Medusa Project Book 1 - The Set-Up McKenzie, Sophie 9781847385253 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 11+

Fourteen years ago, scientist William Fox implanted four babies with the Medusa gene - a gene for psychic 
abilities. But Fox died and the babies were hidden away for years. Now the children are teenagers - and 
unaware that their psychic powers are about to kick in. Cocky, charismatic Nico thinks his emerging 
telekinetic abilities will bring him money, power and the girl of his dreams. He's about to find out just how 
wrong he is...
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Medusa Project Book 2 - The Hostage McKenzie, Sophie 9781847385260 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 11+

Fourteen years ago, four babies were implanted with the Medusa gene - a gene for psychic abilities. Now 
teenagers, Nico, Ketty, Ed and Dylan have been brought together by government agents to create a secret 
crime-fighting force - The Medusa Project. But now Ketty's brother Lex has stumbled into a dangerous 
game involving his boss and a hidden bomb. It's up to Ketty to save him without letting on what she knows 
to the rest of the team. But can she control her psychic visions, and her feelings for Nico, without getting the 
team's co er and herself blo n sk high?

Medusa Project Book 3 - The Rescue McKenzie, Sophie 9781847385277 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 11+

Fourteen years ago, four babies were implanted with the Medusa gene - a gene for psychic abilities. Now 
teenagers, Nico, Ketty, Ed and Dylan have been brought together by government agents to create a secret 
crime-fighting force: The Medusa Project. Since their existence became known to members of the criminal 
underworld, they have been hidden away in a secluded training camp in Spain, where their identities are 
being kept secret. Life in camp is hard enough, but then things take a turn for the worse. Ed is blackmailed 
into sing his mind reading po ers and in doing so he threatens to endanger the hole Med sa Project

Medusa Project Book 4 - Hunted McKenzie, Sophie 9781847385284 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 11+

Dylan, the daughter of the scientist who created the Medusa gene for psychic powers, has never felt she 
really fits into the crime-fighting Medusa Project. But then she makes a discovery about her father's death 
which changes everything. As she and the other Medusa teens search for the truth, Dylan meets Harry - a 
boy who seems to know more about Dylan's past than she does. But can Dylan trust him? While Dylan 
searches for the mysterious legacy that her father has left her from beyond the grave, her dad's killer closes 
in B t j st ho far is the m rderer prepared to go to keep D lan from finding o t the tr th?

Medusa Project Book 5 - Double-Cross McKenzie, Sophie 9780857070692 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 11+

Narrated by Nico, Double-Cross is full of telekinetic action as the Medusa Project team arrive in Sydney, 
Australia, for another exciting mission - and come face-to-face with two more Medusa teens: Cal, a boy 
who can fly, and Amy, a girl who can shapeshift...but who is double-crossing who?

Medusa Project Book 6 - Hit Squad McKenzie, Sophie 9780857070715 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 11+

Fourteen years ago, scientist William Fox implanted four babies with the Medusa gene - a gene for psychic 
aibilities. Fox's experiment left a legacy: four teenagers, each with their own distinct and special skill. These 
four teens were originally brought together to form crime-fighting force, The Medusa Project. Now the team 
is due to be disbanded and the teenagers sent to separate locations. But Nico, Ketty, Ed and Dylan are 
determined to investigate claims that a drug conveying the same powers as the Medusa gene has been 
de eloped Joined b ne friends Cal and Am ho also ha e the gene the fo r set off on their most

Missing Me McKenzie, Sophie 9780857077264 £10.99 Simon & Schuster 12+

Six years have passed since the end of Sister, Missing and Madison is now a teenager. During a visit to 
older sister Lauren, she learns that their biological father was an anonymous sperm donor and sets out to 
track him down. Her search bears fruit sooner than she expects, but is the father she discovers all he 
seems? As Madison gets drawn into a mysterious investigation involving missing girls and secret 
hideaways, she finds herself in more and more danger...

Sister, Missing McKenzie, Sophie 9780857072887 £9.99 Simon & Schuster 12+

It's two years after the events of Girl, Missing and life is not getting any easier for sixteen-year-old Lauren, 
as exam pressure and a recent family tragedy take their toll. Lauren's birth mother takes Lauren and her 
two sisters on holiday in the hope that some time together will help, but a few days into the holiday one of 
the sisters disappears, under circumstances very similar to those in which Lauren was taken years before. 
Can Lauren save her sister, and stop the nightmare happening all over again?

Time Train to the Blitz McKenzie, Sophie 9780746097533 £4.99 Usborne 07+

It all starts when a mysterious train appears in the park. Before they know what's happening, Joe and 
Scarlett are whisked away on a journey back in time. Magically transported to World War II they're given a 
mission: to save a young boy's life. But with bombs falling on London they find they are counting down to 
disaster...

Bumposaurus McKinlay, Penny 1845075161 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

Bumposaurus the baby dinosaur is so short-sighted he can't even find his way out of his egg, and life 
certainly doesn't get any easier once he has finally hatched…
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At Yellow Lake McLoughlin, Jane 9781847803603 £6.99 Francis Lincoln 16+

Etta, Peter and Jonah all find themselves at a cabin by the shore of Yellow Lake, and flung together in the 
terrifying series of events that follows. 
Jonah has come to Yellow Lake to try to get in touch with his Ojibwe roots. Peter is there to bury a lock of 
his mother's hair - her final request. Etta is on the run from her mother's creepy boyfriend, Kyle, and his 
dodgy friends. 
B t as the three take shelter in the cabin finding s rprising solace in each other's compan the soon

Deep Black McNab, Andy 5521510193 £6.99 Corgi 16+

Nick Stone's future has never looked as bleak. The only person he's ever loved is dead. The only people 
who might give him a reason not to join her have turned their backs.

DropZone: Terminal Velocity McNab, Andy 9780552563277 £5.99 Corgi 16+

This time, the mission lands Ethan and the team in the most perilous adventure of their careers. The bodies 
of homeless teenagers are turning up dumped on the street, having been beaten to death. At first no one 
really seems to care, but then one survives long enough to talk of being forced to fight in a cage, and the 
authorities suspect organised crime. But they have no luck cracking the impenetrable wall of silence 
surrounding the organisation. Somebody suitable, trained in hand-to-hand combat needs to go undercover.

Immediate Action McNab, Andy 9780552142762 £5.99 Corgi 16+

Immediate Action is a no-holds-barred account of an extraordinary life, from the day Andy McNab was 
found in a carrier bag on the steps of Guy's Hospital to the day he went to fight in the Gulf War. As a young 
soldier he waged war against the IRA

Skills in English 1 : [student book] McNab, Lindsay 9780435192822 £12.34 Heineman 11+

The Skills in English series is designed to cover all the National Curriculum requirements using a wide 
range of texts. The student book focuses on reading, writing, speaking and listening skills.

French Grammar 11-14 Pupil Book McNab, Rosi 9780435372989 £8.50 Heinemann 11+

French Grammar 11-14 helps Key Stage 3 pupils gain an understanding of grammar from the beginning of 
their course. The explanations are simple and there are lots of practice exercises to allow for progression.

Metro 1 McNab, Rosi 9780435370602 £10.99 Heineman 11+

The books develop pupils’ use and understanding of French by providing straightforward explanations of 
the way the language works, alongside motivating, stepped activities.

Metro 2 Rouge McNab, Rosi 9789814412421 £13.50 Heinemann 11+

The Métro pupil books offer a lively, communicative approach, underpinned by a clear grammatical 
foundation. The books develop pupils’ use and understanding of French by providing straightforward 
explanations of the way the language works, alongside motivating, stepped activities. There are two 
versions of Métro for Years 8 and 9 – one for the upper end of the ability range (Rouge) and one for the 
lower end (Vert). These are parallel in content, so that pupils can move between sets, but at different levels 
of diffic lt

Metro 3 Rouge McNab, Rosi 9780435379926 £10.99 Heinemann 11+

The Métro pupil books offer a lively, communicative approach, underpinned by a clear grammatical 
foundation. The books develop pupils’ use and understanding of French by providing straightforward 
explanations of the way the language works, alongside motivating, stepped activities. There are two 
versions of Métro for Years 8 and 9 – one for the upper end of the ability range (Rouge) and one for the 
lower end (Vert). These are parallel in content, so that pupils can move between sets, but at different levels 
of diffic lt
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Metro 3 vert : [pupil book] McNab, Rosi 9780435380106 £13.50 Heineman 11+

This pupil's book helps to develop use and understanding of French for all pupils in Year 8 and 9. Activities 
build students' confidence, grammar is clearly explained.

Suddenly! McNaughton, Colin 9781842706213 £5.99 Anderson 03+

A little pig is walking down the street, unaware of the hungry wolf waiting around the corner, when suddenly 
the pig remembers he has left something behind and turns away at the last second, leaving the wolf to fall 
flat on his face.

Doomspell Trilogy Book 1 - The 
Doomspell McNish, Cliff 1858818508 £4.99 Dolphin 11+

Rachel and Eric are ripped through the wall and hurtled on to another world. Like thousands of other 
children before them, they have been snatched away by the witch.

Doomspell Trilogy Book 2 - The Scent of 
Magic McNish, Cliff 1842550543 £4.99 Orion 11+

Rachel and Eric have special gifts. She is a spell-maker who can fly, take any shape she pleases, see far 
and wide with her many coloured eyes. He is a destroyer of spells.

Doomspell Trilogy Book 3 - Wizard's 
Promise McNish, Cliff 1858818443 £4.99 Orion 11+

The magic of all children has been released. Throughout the skies of Earth they swoop, crossing continents, 
changing shape, diving to the ocean depths and playing the deadly new spell-games. Rachel bides her 
time.

Vampire Academy Book 1 - Vampire 
Academy Mead, Richelle 9780141328522 £6.99 penguin 13+

St Vladimir's Academy isn't just any boarding school - hidden away, it's a place where vampires are 
educated in the ways of magic and half-human teens train to protect them.

Vampire Academy Book 2 - Frostbite Mead, Richelle 9780141328546 £6.99 penguin 13+

It's winter break at St Vladimir's, and a massive Strigoi vampire attack has put the school on high alert. This 
year's trip away from the academy to the wintery peaks of Idaho has suddenly become mandatory.

Vampire Academy Book 3 - Shadow Kiss Mead, Richelle 9780141328553 £6.99 penguin 13+

It's springtime at St. Vladimir's Academy and Rose is close to graduation, but since making her first Strigoi 
kills, things haven't felt quite right. She's having dark thoughts, behaving erratically, and worst of all . . . 
might be seeing ghosts.

Vampire Academy Book 4 - Blood 
Promise Mead, Richelle 9781595141989 £6.99 Razor Bill 13+

How far will Rose go to keep a promise? The recent Strigoi attack at St. Vladimir’s Academy was the 
deadliest ever in the school’s history, claiming the lives of many. Even worse, the Strigoi took some of their 
victims with them - including Dimitri.
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Alexandra the Royal Baby Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781408329757 £4.99 Orchard 07+

The whole of Fairyland is very excited - there's going to be a new royal baby! But when Foster the stork fails 
to deliver the new bundle of joy on time, the Royal Baby Fairy asks friends of the fairies, Rachel Tate and 
Kirsty Walker, for their help. Just where can the extra-special baby be?

Emma the Easter Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781408312803 £5.99 Orchard Books 07+

Emma the Easter Fairy works alongside the Easter Bunny to make sure that this special time of year is a 
happy and fun-filled time for everyone! But when the pesky goblins steal Emma's magical Easter Eggs, 
chaos reigns! Can Rachel and Kirsty help Emma to save Easter before it's ruined forever...?

Rainbow Magic - Bethany the Ballet Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781846164903 £4.99 Orchard 05+

Jack Frost's naughty goblins have stolen the Dance Fairies' magic ribbons and are hiding in the human 
world. Everywhere dance is being ruined! Rachel and Kirsty must help Bethany but the goblins' new powers 
won't make it easy…

Rainbow Magic - Cherry the Cake Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781843628187 £3.99 Orchard 07+

Everyone in Fairyland is busy preparing for the King and Queen's 1000th jubilee. But Jack Frost plans to 
make trouble by stealing the party fairies' magic party bags. Can Rachel and Kirsty stop him?

Rainbow Magic - Elizabeth the Jubilee 
Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781408323847 £4.99 Orchard 05+

Elizabeth the Jubilee Fairy is in charge of making every jubilee perfect! But when Jack Frost steals 
Elizabeth's Diamond Sceptre, both fairy and human celebrations are headed for catastrophe. Can Kirsty 
and Rachel help Elizabeth find the sceptre so kings and queens everywhere can celebrate in style?

Rainbow Magic - Emma the Easter Fairy Meadows, Daisy 978-1408312803 £5.99 Orchard 07+

Emma the Easter Fairy works alongside the Easter Bunny to make sure that this special time of 
year is a happy and fun-filled time for everyone! But when the pesky goblins steal Emma's magical 
Easter Eggs, chaos reigns! Can Rachel and Kirsty help Emma to save Easter before it's ruined 
forever...?

Rainbow Magic - Grace the Glitter Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781843628200 £3.99 Orchard 07+

Grace the Glitter Fairy can't bring a sparkle to the birthday without her magic party bag of balloons. But 
Rachel and Kirsty have a bright idea to keep Grace's glittery bag safe.

Rainbow Magic - Hannah the Happy Ever 
After Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781846162527 £1.00 Orchard 07+

Hannah, the Happy Ever After Fairy is very upset. Jack Frost has stolen the magic Quill Pen from Fairyland 
and he's rewriting all the fairytales. Can Rachel and Kirsty help Hannah get the magic pen back and save 
the Happy Ever Afters?

Rainbow Magic - Holly the Christmas Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781843626619 £4.99 Orchard 07+

Holly the Christmas Fairy is all in a flutter, putting the sparkle into Christmas. Now Jack Frost has stolen 
Santa’s sleigh. The Queen of the fairies needs Rachel and Kirsty to help Holly get it back.
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Rainbow Magic - Honey the Sweet Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781843628217 £3.99 Orchard 07+

Honey the Sweet Fairy can't make any new sweets without her magic party bag of fairy dust. Can Rachel 
and Kirsty save it from the goblin so Honey can help the party fizz again?

Rainbow Magic - Jasmine the Present 
Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781843628248 £3.99 Orchard 07+

Jasmine the Present Fairy can't conjure up the perfect prizes for the street party without her magic party 
bag of presents. Can Rachel and Kirsty help her to find it before it's all wrapped up?

Rainbow Magic - Kate the Royal Wedding 
Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781408315248 £4.99 Orchard 05+

Kate the Royal Wedding Fairy makes sure that all weddings are happy and magical! But when mean Jack 
Frost steals the True Love Crown, the Fairyland royal wedding is sure to be a disaster. Can Kirsty and 
Rachel find the crown so the royal couple will live happily ever after...?

Rainbow Magic - Luna the Loom Band 
Fairy Meadows, Daisy 978-1408338988 £4.99 Orchard 07+

Luna the Loom Band Fairy makes sure everyone has lots of fun creating fabulous loom band arts 
and crafts. But when naughty Jack Frost steals her magical sparkling golden loom, all the creations 
start to go wrong! Can Rachel and Kirsty get it back and help save the day for loom band fans 
everywhere?

Rainbow Magic - Melodie the Music Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781843628194 £3.99 Orchard 07+

Melodie the Music Fairy can't hit the high notes without her magic bag of party tunes. But a tinkling piano 
and some clashing cymbals might help Rachel and Kirsty to rescue it . . .

Rainbow Magic - Paige the Pantomime 
Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781846162091 £5.99 Orchard 07+

Paige the Pantomime Fairy is in trouble... She needs the help of Rachel and Kirsty to save Christmas and 
stop naughty Jack Frost from spoiling the celebrations for everyone!

Rainbow Magic - Phoebe the Fashion 
Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781843628231 £3.99 Orchard 07+

Phoebe the Fashion Fairy can't rustle up pretty party outfits without her magic party bag of sparkly frocks. 
Can Rachel and Kirsty help her to get it back in time for their friend's party.

Rainbow Magic - Polly the Party Fun Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781843628224 £3.99 Orchard 07+

Polly the Party Fun Fairy can't help with pass the parcel without her magic party bag of fun and games. Can 
Rachel and Kirsty rescue it in time for the Brownies' party?

Rainbow Magic - Shannon the Ocean 
Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781408300251 £5.99 Orchard 07+

It's the summer holidays and Rachel and Kirsty are visiting Kirsty's grandma, who lives by the sea. After 
discovering a magical shell on the beach and being whisked away to Fairyland, the girls discover that the 
fairies need their help.
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Rainbow Magic - Stella the Star Fairy Meadows, Daisy 9781843628699 £5.99 Orchard 07+

Stella the Star Fairy is all in a flutter, trying to put the sparkle into Christmas. Stella looks after all the special 
Christmas lights - from the overhead illuminations,to the Christmas tree fairy lights, right through to the 
twinkling stars.

The Ocean Fairies Meadows, Daisy 9781408327470 £4.99 Orchard 07+

Best friends Rachel and Kirsty are visiting the seaside. But Jack Frost has stolen three enchanted pearls 
from Shannon the Ocean Fairy. If the girls can't help Shannon, all oceans will be ruined forever!

A Hen in the Wardrobe Meddour, Wendy 9781847802255 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 08+

Ramzi's dad is acting very strangely. He climbs trees in the middle of the night, and even goes into Ramzi's 
wardrobe looking for a hen. The trouble is, he's sleepwalking because he's homesick for his native Algeria. 
So Ramzi, Dad and Mum go back to Dad's Berber village in the desert region of North Africa, and Ramzi 
meets his Berber grandmother and cousins, and even braves the scary Sheherazad. But can Ramzi help 
his dad and what will happen when they get back home again

Judy Moody - Book 1 Megan McDonald 9781406335828 £4.99 Walker 06+

Meet Judy Moody, her little "bother" Stink, her best friend Rocky and her "pest" friend Frank Pearl. Judy has 
a mood for every occasion, but when a new teacher gives the class a "Me" collage project, Judy has so 
much fun that she nearly forgets to be moody at all!

Hugless Douglas Melling, David 9780340950630 £5.99 Hodder Children's 03+

Douglas is a brown, huggable, lovable bear, and he wakes up one morning in need
of a hug. He goes to try and find one - but none of them seem quite right. Join
Douglas on his search for the perfect bear hug

Moby Dick Melville, Herman 9780140620627 £2.00 Penguin 14+

In part, Moby-Dick is the story of an eerily compelling madman pursuing an unholy war against a creature as 
vast and dangerous and unknowable as the sea itself.

Switched (My Sister the Vampire) Mercer, Sienna 9781405240864 £5.99 Egmont 10+

Olivia Abbott is a cheerleader - pretty clothes, pretty hair and pretty perfect. Ivy Vega is definitely not the 
cheerleading type - black clothes, black eyeliner, pale skin. In fact she seems the exact opposite of Olivia - 
or she would be if she wasn't her twin! Meeting for the first time since being separated at birth, Olivia is 
about to discover that her long lost sister may just have some skeletons in her closet. But that won't put her 
off getting to know Ivy. After all, blood is thicker than water - and it's certainly tastier!

Why Should I Bother To Keep Fit? Meredith, Sue 9780746089347 £6.99 Usborne 09+

This is an informative guide to two of the hottest debates surrounding children today: Junk food and healthy 
eating. Written in a conversational style, this book offers children an approachable source of information on 
key subjects such as why keeping fit is good for you, how to choose the appropriate exercise regime and a 
how to stay healthy in day-to-day life.

Dairy of a Trainee Rock God Meres, Jonathan 9781842993934 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 11+

This work caters particularly for the tastes of reluctant readers who would rather read about topics they're 
interested in than fiction - especially suitable for boys.
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May Contain Nuts (The World of Norm) Meres, Jonathan 9781408313039 £5.99 Orchard 10+

Why on earth did Norm's family have to move, anyway? In their old house he'd never tried to pee in 
anything other than a toilet. And when Norm is in bed, he's kept awake by his dad snoring like a constipated 
rhinoceros! Will life ever get less unfair for Norm?

Abacus Number Textbook 2 Merttens & Kirkby 9780602290658 £6.75 Ginn 07+

This textbook allows independent practice of mathematical skills. It presents the concepts at an appropriate 
reading level. Activities with an investigative or process-skill focus encourage creative and mathematical 
thinking. Problem-solving is included.

New Abacus Number Textbook 1 Merttens & Kirkby 9780602290641 £6.75 Ginn 07+

This textbook allows independent practice of mathematical skills. It presents the concepts at an appropriate 
reading level. Activities with an investigative or process-skill focus encourage creative and mathematical 
thinking. Problem-solving is included.

New Abacus Shape Data & Measures Merttens, Ruth 9780602290665 £6.75 Ginn 07+

This textbook allows independent practice of mathematical skills. It presents the concepts at an appropriate 
reading level. Activities with an investigative or process-skill focus encourage creative and mathematical 
thinking. Problem-solving is included.

Cinder Meyer, Marissa 9780141340135 £6.99 Puffin 09+

CINDER, a gifted mechanic in New Beijing, is also a cyborg. She's reviled by her stepmother and blamed 
for her stepsister's sudden illness. But when her life becomes entwined with the handsome Prince Kai's, 
she finds herself at the centre of a violent struggle between the desires of an evil queen - and a dangerous 
temptation.

Host, the Meyer, Stephenie 9780751540642 £7.99 Sphere 15+

The earth has been invaded by a species that takes over the minds of their human hosts while leaving their 
bodies intact, and most of humanity has succumbed.

Short Second Life of Bree Tanner, the : an 
Eclipse novella Meyer, Stephenie 9781907411175 £5.99 Atom 16+

I turned off my brain. It was time to hunt. I took a deep breath, drawing in the scent of the blood inside the 
humans below. They weren't the only humans around, but they were the closest. Who you were going to 
hunt was the kind of decision you had to make before you scented your prey. It was too late now to choose 
anything.

Twilight Series Book 1 - Twilight Meyer, Stephenie 9781905654376 £6.99 Atom 16+

Bella Swan's move to Forks, a small, perpetually rainy town in Washington, could have been the most 
boring move she ever made. But once she meets the mysterious and alluring Edward Cullen, Bella's life 
takes a thrilling and terrifying turn.

Twilight Series Book 2 - New Moon Meyer, Stephenie 9781904233886 £6.99 Atom 16+

I looked up from the bright red blood pulsing out of my arm and into the fevered eyes of the six ravenous 
vampires. For Bella Swan, there is one thing more important than life itself: Edward Cullen. But being in 
love with a vampire is dangerous.
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Twilight Series Book 3 - Eclipse Meyer, Stephenie 9781904233916 £6.99 Atom 16+

Bella once again finds herself surrounded by danger. In the midst of it all, she is forced to choose between 
her love for Edward and her friendship with Jacob - knowing that her decision could ignite the ageless 
struggle between vampire and werewolf.

Twilight Series Book 4 - Breaking Dawn Meyer, Stephenie 9781905654284 £12.99 Atom 16+

To be in love with a vampire is both fantasy and nightmare woven into a dangerously heightened reality for 
Bella Swan. Pulled in one direction by her intense passion for Edward Cullen and in another by her 
profound connection to werewolf Jacob Black.

My Life in Rhymes: Touched by Blindness Midwood, Liam 9781906221706 £4.99 Matador 11+

An inspirational selection of poems inspired by a schoolboy's experiences of living with blindness and 
deafness, "My Life in Rhymes" will make you think, cry and laugh in equal measure.

Double Trouble Milbourne, Anna 9781409530619 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A funny rhyming story following two elephant twins with a cunning plan to help their friends tell them apart. 
Designed for a child to read together with an adult, allowing the child to gradually take a greater share of the 
story in each book to achieve confident, independent reading. Followed by fun puzzles to test 
comprehension and provide further practice

In the Castle Milbourne, Anna 9781409536772 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Young children will be enthralled as they follow the imaginative adventures of a little boy who is whisked 
back in time as he plays in the ruins of a castle, only to find himself transported to the hustle and bustle of 
the building in its heyday - complete with jousts, banquets and valiant deeds

Little Pony Milbourne, Anna 9780746093757 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Down at the stable a new foal has been born, to the delight of a young girl. Follow his story, from his first 
wobbly steps to his life as a grown-up pony.

On the Farm Milbourne, Anna 9781409535676 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Follow a day at the farm, from waking up to the cockerels crowing, then milking the cows, gathering the 
eggs and watching the tractor planting seeds before everyone snuggles up in the farmhouse at the end of a 
hard day's work

On the Moon Milbourne, Anna 9781409535782 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a new title in the fantastic 'First Reading' series, part of 'The Usborne Young Reading Programme'. It 
is aimed at children who are beginning to read. Let your imagination fly - soar into space and take a trip to 
the moon. It features photographs with real images of the moon and fun puzzles after the story to 
consolidate learning

Sunny Day Milbourne, Anna 9781409544838 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Readers will delight in a sunny walk with three children and a dog, discovering the effects of sunshine on 
flowers, butterflies and cherries, along with an interesting look inside a bee hive.
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Under the Ground Milbourne, Anna 9781409566335 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A fabulous way to discover the world beneath our feet, from plants and animals to underground trains, and 
through to the earth's core past fossils, caves and gold mines.

Under the Sea Milbourne, Anna 9781409539087 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This picture book takes the reader on a journey all the way through the sea from one shore to another far 
across the world. From a bustling bright coral reef (by day and by night), out into the open sea to swim 
alongside giant whales, and diving down and down to discover what lives in the deepest darkest part of the 
ocean

Windy Day Milbourne, Anna 9781409539056 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Have you ever wondered what sways the trees, and makes the leaves dance across the grass? Follow the 
billowing wind as it flies a kite, fills the sails of tall ships on the sea, makes birds fly and catches the massive 
wind turbines to generate electricity for a village! Illustrated by Elena Temporin, illustrator of "The Snowy 
Day and Lullabies".

Crucible, The Miller, Arthur 435232819 £6.05 Heinemann 11+

The "Heinemann Plays" series offers contemporary drama and classic plays in durable classroom editions. 
Many have large casts and a mixure of boy and girl parts. "The Crucible" is a study of the events which led 
to the 1692 Salem witchcraft trials, and a parable for 1950s McCarthyism in the USA.

Death of a Salesman Miller, Arthur 141182741 £7.99 Puffin 11+

Willy Loman is on his last legs. Failing at his job, dismayed at his the failure of his sons, Biff and Happy, to 
live up to his expectations, and tortured by his jealousy at the success and happiness of his neighbour 
Charley and his son Bernard, Willy spirals into a well of regret, reminiscence, and A scathing indictment of 
the ultimate failure of the American dream, and the empty pursuit of wealth and success, is a harrowing 
journey

View From the Bridge and All My Sons Miller, Arthur 9780141183503 £6.99 Penguin 11+

 All My Sons (1947), which brought Miller his first major success, is a merciless exposure of wartime 
profiteering and the capitalist ethic. The ideological conflict of father and son is a compelling one, and points 
to the way Miller develops his later drama, where social issues are tempered and tautened by the theme of 
personal disintegration. Eddie, the hero of A View from the Bridge (1955), is an illiterate longshoreman. His 
inexorable progress towards self-discovery and fall stirs the emotions with the same painful intensity as the 
pla jolts the intellect

Get Into Bed! Miller, Virginia 9780744536294 £4.99 Walker 03+

It's time for bed, and the stubborn little bear is doing everything he possibly can to
delay the inevitable.

The Nation's Favourite Children's Poems Milligan, Spike 9780563537748 £10.99 BBC Books 09+

This collection brings together the most beloved children's poems. Poems such as "The Owl and the 
Pussycat" to "Us Two" and "Chocolate Cake" should amuse and delight children and adults alike.

Now We Are Six Milne, A.A. 9781405230643 £3.99 Egmont 05+

This is A.A. Milne's second volume of verse about Christopher Robin and his friends. From short simple 
rhymes like "Solitude" to the longer poems, such as "King John's Christmas", there is a poem to suit any 
storytelling session.
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Tales from Winnie-the-Pooh Milne, A.A. 9780956627636 £1.00 Egmont 05+

delight and entertain children and adults alike. Join Pooh, Piglet, Rabbit, Owl, Eeyore and Christopher 
Robin for these timeless adventures in the Hundred Acre Wood

The House at Pooh Corner Milne, A.A. 9780416225709 £2.00 Methuen 07+

Tigger quickly fits in to life at Pooh Corner and when his bounce saves the day, he becomes something of a 
hero.

Winnie the Pooh Milne, A.A. 9780749707101 £5.99 Heineman 07+

This stories have been loved by generations of chidren ever since Pooh, Christopher Robin, Piglet,Rabbit, 
Owl, Kanga and Roo - not forgetting Eeyore made their first appearance.

Billy Book 1 - Billy has a Birthday Minter, James 9781910727058 £5.99 Minter Publishing 07+

Bullies appear confident and strong. That is why they are scary and intimidating. Billy loses his birthday 
present, a twenty-pound note, to the school bully. With the help of a grown-up, he manages to get it back 
and the bully gets what he deserves.

Billy Book 2 - Billy and Ant fall out Minter, James 9781910727089 £5.99 Minter Publishing 07+

False pride can make you feel so important that you would rather do something wrong than admit you have 
made a mistake. In this story, Billy says something nasty to Ant and they row. Ant goes away and makes a 
new friend, leaving Billy feeling angry and abandoned. His pride will not let him apologise to his best friend 
until things get out of hand.

Billy Book 3 - Billy is Nasty to Ant Minter, James 9781910727126 £5.99 Minter Publishing 07+

Jealousy only really hurts the person who feels it. It is useful to help children accept other people's 
successes without them feeling vulnerable. When Ant wins a school prize, Billy can't stop himself saying 
horrible things. Rather than being pleased for Ant, he is envious and wishes he had won instead.

Billy Book 4 - Billy and Ant Lie Minter, James 9781910727157 £5.99 Minter Publishing 07+

Lying is very common. It's wrong, but it's common. Lies are told for a number of different reasons, but one 
of the most frequent is to avoid trouble. While cycling to school, Billy and Ant mess around and lie about 
getting a flat tyre to cover up their lateness. The arrival of the police at school regarding a serious crime 
committed earlier that day means their lie puts them in a very difficult position.

Billy Book 5 - Billy Helps Max Minter, James 9781910727188 £5.99 Minter Publishing 07+

Stealing is taking something without permission or payment. Children may steal for a dare, or because they 
want something and have no money, or as a way of getting attention. Stealing shows a lack of self-control. 
Max sees some go-faster stripes for her bike. She has to have them, but her birthday is ages away. She 
eventually gives in to temptation. 

Billy Book 6 - Billy Saves the Day Minter, James 9781910727218 £5.99 Minter Publishing 07+

Children need belief in themselves and their abilities, but having an inflated ego can be detrimental. Lack of 
self-belief holds them back, but overpraising leads to unrealistic expectations. Billy fails to audition for the 
lead role in the school play, as he is convinced he is not good enough.
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Billy Book 7 - Billy Want's it All Minter, James 9781910727249 £5.99 Minter Publishing 07+

The value of money is one of the most important subjects for children to learn and carry with them into 
adulthood, yet it is one of the least-taught subjects. Billy and Ant want skateboards, but soon realise a 
reasonable one will cost a significant amount of money. How will they get the amount they need?

Billy Book 8 - Billy Knows a Secret Minter, James 9781910727270 £5.99 Minter Publishing 07+

If something has to be kept a secret, there must be a reason. It is usually to protect yourself or someone 
else. This story explores the issues of secret-keeping by Billy and Ant, and the consequences that arise. 
For children, the importance of finding a responsible adult with whom they can confide in and share their 
concerns is a significant life lesson.

Damian Drooth Supersleuth, Serious 
Graffiti Mitchelhill, Barbara 9781842706503 £3.99 Anderson 07+

Damian Drooth is electrified to hear the Headmaster tell everyone off about graffiti in one of the school 
toilets. He wants to bring all his powers of detection to bear to find the perpetrator - with his class of willing 
detective apprentices.

The Silver Brumby Mitchell, Elyne 9780583300674 £3.99 Granada 09+

A silver brumby is special but he will be hunted by man and horse and be stronger than both Thowra the 
magnificent silver stallion is king of the brumbies But he must defend his herd from the mighty horse The 
Brolga in the most savage of struggles

Dazzling Diggers Mitton, Tony 9780753415238 £6.99 Kingfisher 03+

Each of the "Amazing Machines" picture books features lively rhyming text and bold, bright pictures of fun 
animal characters. A picture dictionary at the back of every book helps build vocabulary.

Terrific Trains Mitton, Tony 9780753403495 £4.99 Kingfisher 03+

Each of the "Amazing Machines" picture books features lively rhyming text and
bold, bright pictures of fun animal characters. A picture dictionary at the back of
every book helps build vocabulary.

Aaaarrgghh, Spider! Monks, Lydia 9781405210447 £5.99 Egmont 03+

All Spider wants is to be a family pet. But the family whose house he lives in are
terrified of him. Whenever he tries to show them what a great pet he would make,
they simply cry, 'Aaaarrgghh, Spider!'

Anne of Green Gables Montgomery, L.M. 140367411 £4.99 Puffin 11+

The story of a spirited and precious orphan.  Anne Shirley is a skinny red-head who never stops talking. The 
Cuthberts, who meant to adopt a boy to help on the farm, are both exasperated and entertained by Anne’s 
constant chatter.

I Can't Find It Mooney, Bel 9780749748258 £3.99 Egmont 07+

Kitty is always losing things. It's not that she's careless, but things she put away very, very carefully just 
seem to move all on their own! If Mum hears 'I can't find it!' one more time, she's going to lose her temper
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I Don't Want To! Mooney, Bel 9780749704209 £3.99 Mammoth 07+

Kitty's favourite word is No! She doesn't want to clean her teeth, eat her vegetables or, worst of all, play 
with boring cousin Melisso. In fact, Kitty can't seem to stop saying 'no'

I'm Scared Mooney, Bel 9780749723309 £2.99 Mammoth 07+

Kitty always seems brave and tough, but really she gets scared like everyone else. All sorts of things are 
frightening for her and her friends, from ghosts to the audience at the school play.

It's Not Fair Mooney, Bel 9780749748265 £3.99 Egmont 07+

This is the third book in the Kitty series. Poor Kitty is feeling sorry for herself. 'It's not fair!' is her dispirited 
cry. Why am I the shortest in the class? Why can't anyone take a joke? How come he gets to go to bed 
late? Why can't we stay?

Why Not? Mooney, Bel 9781405200592 £3.99 Egmont 07+

The Independent Kitty always used to say she didn't want to do this or that, but there's been a change - now 
she wants to do lots of things, and the grown-ups won't let her! Kitty finds herself saying 'Why not?' all the 
tim

Wigglesbottom  Primary - The Magic 
Hamster

Moor, Becka & 
Butchart, Pamela 9780857635303 £5.99 Nosy Crow 07+

ANYTHING can happen at WIGGLESBOTTOM PRIMARY and it ALWAYS does. Can Ravioli the Hamster 
do magic? YES!  Is Theo Burke really a robot? YES!  Will swallowing that fly change Evie MacIntosh? YES! 
So what are Class 2R going to do about it all?   HAVE A LOT OF FUN!

Night Before Christmas, The (Poetry) Moore, Clement 192791826 £4.99 OUP 07+

Here is a delightful poem that tells of the story of the night before Christmas, when Santa Claus arrives with 
his reindeer and clambers down the chimney to fill the stockings by the hearth. The text and pictures 
combine to capture the feeling of magic and excitement, and give a real sense of warmth and Christmas 
spirit.

Night Before Christmas, The Moore, Clement C. 9780230750296 £6.99 Macmillan 05+

Clement Moore's much-loved classic Christmas poem The Night Before Christmas is brought beautifully to 
life in this gorgeous picture book, sure to bring visions of sugarplums to everyone's head. With dreamy, 
magical artwork by Eric Puybaret this is the perfect Christmas present for any child.

Six Dinner Sid Moore, Inga 9780340894118 £5.99 Hodder 03+

Sid is a cat who is addicted to having six meals a day and glories in this lifestyle. Manipulative, persuasive 
and a charmer he has wrapped everybody round his little paw

Gobbolino the Witch's Cat Moray Williams, 
Ursula 9780753412091 £5.99 Kingfisher 07+

Why was I ever born a witch's kitten? Why - oh, why?" With his bright blue eyes and sparky magic whiskers, 
no one could mistake Gobbolino for a kitchen cat, but that's just what he longs to be.
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Fearless Morden, Daniel 9781842996607 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 10+

Reading level age 8, A boy without a name wants to find out what it's like to shudder with fear. A vigil with a 
corpse' leaves him numb and a conversation with hanged men turns out to be rather one-sided.

Fairy Poems Morgan, Gaby 1405088559 £5.99 MacMillan 07+

A magical collection of classic and brand new poems about fairies.

Children's Miscellany Volume 1 Morgan, M & 
Barnes, S 9781904613657 £7.99 Buster 07+

Packed full of fascinating facts that will astound and amaze everyone!

Yuck's Rotten Joke Ha! Ha! Ha! Morgan, M & 
Sinden, D 9780955944666 £1.00 OUP 05+

Polly's report card is full of stars for good behaviour, while Yuck doesn't have any. He needs some by the 
end of the week or he'll be in BIG TROUBLE.

Respect! Morgan, Michaela 9781842993378 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 05+

Reading level below age 8. When their mum and dad die, Tully and his little brother only have each other. 
They are sent to a Children's Home. But Tully has an amazing talent which will win him a place in history.

Highwayman's Footsteps, The Morgan, Nicola 1406303119 £6.99 Walker 16+

Young William de Lacey is high born, the son of a gentleman. But he's on the run, having stolen money and 
a horse, and has taken up with a highwayman. It's enough to hang him three times over.

Fifteen bones Morgan, R. J. 978-1407138268 £6.99 Scholastic 14+

Jake is not a bad person-he used to be the class joker, the comedian. He used to have "potential". But now 
he's been expelled from five schools and only Cattle Rise, a tough inner-city school, will take him. Here 
survival means keeping his head down, and that's not something Jake's very good at. Then he meets 
Robin, a girl with problems that are bigger and more serious than he can even imagine

Private Peaceful, Collins Drama
Morpurgo, M 

adaptation Reade, 
S.

9780007224869 £7.99 Collins 10+

Adapted for schools by Simon Reade from Michael Morpurgo’s poignant and deeply moving novel of the 
First World War, the play is ideal for use in the classroom and the drama studio. The extensive resource 
section provides many opportunities for drama, discussion, wider reading and writing.

A Medal for Leroy Morpurgo, Michael 9780007487516 £12.99 Harper Collins 08+

Inspired by the true story of Walter Tull, the first black officer in the British army, this is a stunning new novel 
of identity and loss by Michael Morpurgo, biggest UK children’s author and the bestselling, award-winning 
writer of War Horse, now a smash West End and Broadway hit as well as an Oscar-nominated movie.
Michael doesn’t remember his father, an RAF pilot lost in the war. And his French mother, heartbroken and 
passionate, doesn’t like to talk about her husband. But then Auntie Snowdrop gives Michael a medal, 
follo ed b a photograph hich begin to re eal a hidden histor
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Alone on a Wide Wide Sea Morpurgo, Michael 7230567 £5.99 Harper Collins 07+

When orphaned Arthur Hobhouse is shipped to Australia after WW II he loses his sister, his country and 
everything he knows. The coming years will test him to his limits, as he endures mistreatment, neglect and 
forced labour.

Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips, The Morpurgo, Michael 7182465 £5.99 Harper Collins 07+

A heart-warming tale of courage and warmth, set against the backdrop of the Second World War, about an 
abandoned village, a lifelong friendship and one very adventurous cat!

An Eagle in the Snow Morpurgo, Michael 978-0008134150 £12.99 Harper Collins 10+

1940. The train is under attacks from German fighters. In the darkness, sheltering in a railway tunnel, the 
stranger in the carriage with Barney and his mother tells them a story to pass the time.
And what a story. The story of a young man, a young soldier in the trenches of World War I who, on the 
spur of the moment, had done what he thought was the right thing.

An Elephant in the Garden Morpurgo, Michael 9780007339570 £12.99 Harper Collins 09+

It’s 1944. Elizabeth's father is fighting with the German army on the eastern front. Her mother works at 
Dresden zoo, where her favourite animal is a young elephant named Marlene

Arthur High King of Britain Morpurgo, Michael 749718749 £4.99 Mammoth 09+

The legend of King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table has fired the imagination of young and old for 
centuries. It is the ultimate tale of chivalry and romance, or evil, magic, and betrayal.

Beowolf Morpurgo, Michael 978-1406348873 £5.99 Walker 10+

In fifth-century Denmark, a murderous monster stalks the night, and only the great prince of the 
Geats has the strength and courage to defeat him. Beowulf's terrifying quest to destroy Grendel, 
the foul fiend, a hideous sea-hag and a monstrous fire-dragon is the oldest surviving epic in British 
literature

Billy the Kid Morpurgo, Michael 1862053618 £4.99 Pavilion 07+

Billy's no kid he's eighty today. Billy has memories, he remembers 1939, it was the year he was picked to 
play for Chelsea.

Black Queen Morpurgo, Michael 9780552559010 £4.99 Young Corgi 07+

The 'Black Queen' is what Billy calls his shadowy next-door neighbour. She always wears a black cloak and 
a wide-brimmed black hat. She lurks about her garden, alone except for her black cat. Scarily for Billy, the 
Black Queen befriends him and asks him to look after her cat while she's away. Billy can't resist the 
opportunity to peek inside her house. There are chessboards scattered everywhere.

Born to Run Morpurgo, Michael 9780007265626 £5.99 Harper Collins 07+

Joy and heartbreak combine in this bittersweet tale of a champion greyhound's journey through life -- and 
from owner to owner!
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Butterfly Lion, The Morpurgo, Michael 6751032 £4.99 Harper Collins 07+

Bertie rescues an orphaned white lion cub from the African veld. They become inseparable but then Bertie 
is sent to boarding school far away in England and the lion is sold to the circus. Bertie swears that one day 
they will see each other again.

Cool as a Cucumber Morpurgo, Michael 9781844289677 £3.99 Walker 05+

At first Peter isn't keen on his teacher's plan to dig a vegetable garden to celebrate the Queen's Jubilee. 
Then he starts to dig up some interesting things

Cool! Morpurgo, Michael 7131046 £4.99 Collins 07+

Sometimes I tell myself I’m in the middle of a bad dream I’m locked inside my head and I can’t get out. 
Robbie lies in a coma, after a terrible car accident involving his dog, Lucky. He can hear, but he can’t move 
or speak.

Dancing Bear, The Morpurgo, Michael 9780006745112 £4.99 Harper Collins 07+

A gentle and deeply moving story of a young girl and her bear, told with great charm by a master storyteller. 
High in the mountains, in a tiny village, an abandoned bear cub is adopted by a lonely orphan child. Soon 
they are inseparable, beloved by the whole village – safe, until the arrival of a glamorous film crew who 
need a dancing bear…

Dear Olly Morpurgo, Michael 9780006753339 £4.99 Harper Collins 09+

'Matt wouldn't look at her as he spoke. I'm going to be a clown, Olly. I mean a real clown. And now I know 
where I'm going to do it. I'm going where my swallows go. I'm going to Africa.'

Escape from Shangri-La Morpurgo, Michael 9781405226707 £4.99 Egmont 09+

Cessie's long-lost grandfather finds himself in a place he fears most a nursing home called Shangri-La. 
Cessie loves him and is determined to help him escape and unravel the truth of his past a past that comes 
to him only in glimpses

Farm Boy Morpurgo, Michael 9780006754121 £4.99 Harper Collins 09+

I love Grandpa's farm. When I was younger I'd go down there whenever I could; but I didn't just go for the 
farm. I went for Grandpa and his stories too. Farm Boy is the magical sequel to War Horse.

Fox & the Ghost King, The Morpurgo, Michael 9780008215774 £9.99 Harper Collins 10+

In a cosy den under a garden shed lives a family of foxes. They love to watch football - all foxes do. But 
their favourite team keeps losing and losing, and it seems like things will never look up. That is , until Daddy 
Fox finds the ghost of a king, buried underneath a car park. A king who wishes only to br free.. "Release 
me", says the Ghost King,"and I can do anything. Just tell me your greatest wish.." For these football-loving 
foxes, might everything be about to change...?                                                                                                     

Friend or Foe Morpurgo, Michael 9781405233378 £4.99 Egmont 10+

Evacuated from London, David and Tucky feel like the war is a long way away from their new life in the 
countryside. Then one night the skyline of the moor is lit up with gun flashes, and the distant crump of 
bombing miles away
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From Hereabout Hill Morpurgo, Michael 9781405233354 £4.99 Egmont 11+

A collection of short stories. Meet a ghost, enter the horrors of war, engross yourself in a love story, travel 
to ancient times, whatever your mood, there's a story to suit.

Ghost of Grania O'Malley, The Morpurgo, Michael 9781405233408 £5.99 Egmont 09+

The Ghost of Grania O’Malley is another gripping ghost story from Britain’s best-loved children’s author, 
Michael Morpurgo.
Everyone knows the Big Hill is full of gold, and now the islanders are intent on cutting the top off it and 
making themselves rich. Jessie and Jake are determined to save the Big Hill but what can they do? A plan 
is needed, and fast. Could the ghost of Grania O'Malley, the pirate queen, be the answer? You don’t know 

hat o can do ntil o tr

Grandpa Christmas Morpurgo, Michael 9781405284592 £9.99 Egmont 05+

Every Christmas Mia and her family read a letter which her Grandpa wrote to her. His letter is a warm, 
impassioned and heartfelt wish for a better world for Mia to live in. He remembers fondly the times they 
spent in his garden finding frogs and worms and planting seeds. But Grandpa worries that all the things they 
love so much are in danger . . . His letter is a hopeful plea to Mia (and to all of us) to continue to care for 
and protect our precious world.

I Believe in Unicorns Morpurgo, Michael 9781406366402 £5.99 Walker Books 07+

Tomas hates school, hates books and hates stories. Forced to visit the library, he stops to listen to magical 
tales that the Unicorn Lady spins. These tales draw him in and are about to change the course of his life for 
ever... Set against the backdrop of war-torn Europe, I Believe in Unicorns explores the power of stories to 
transform lives.

Kasper Morpurgo, Michael 9780007266999 £5.99 Haper Collins 07+

Johnny was a bell-boy, and he carried all of Countess Kandinsky's things to her room. But Johnny didn't 
expect to end up with Kaspar on his hands forever, and nor did he count on making friends with Lizziebeth, 
a spirited American heiress.

Kensuke’s Kingdom Morpurgo, Michael 749736399 £4.99 Mammoth 09+

Washed up on an island in the Pacific, Michael struggles to survive on his own. He can’t find food, he can’t 
find water. In the end, he curls up to die. When he wakes, there is a plate beside him of fish, of fruit, and a 
bowl of fresh water.

King of the Cloud Forests Morpurgo, Michael 9781405226684 £4.99 Egmont 11+

Escaping from China as the Japanese invade, Ashley and Uncle Sung embark on a perilous journey across 
the Himalayas. Then Ashley finds himself alone in the hostile mountains, battling for his life.

Last Wolf, the Morpurgo, Michael 9780440865070 £4.99 yearling 07+

Robbie McLeod and a wolf cub, both orphaned, venture far from their birthplace, a land of rebellious 
fighters and vicious redcoats. There is little constancy in Robbie's adventurous life, save for the 
companionship of his wolf.

Listen to the Moon Morpurgo, Michael 9780007339655 £6.99 Harper Collins 10+

May, 1915   On an uninhabited island in the Scillies, Alfie and his father find an injured girl - thirsty, hungry 
and with no memory of who she is or how she came to be there.      Is she a mermaid, a ghost? Or could 
she even be, as some islanders suggest, a German spy....?                                                                               
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Little Foxes Morpurgo, Michael 9781405233392 £4.99 Egmont 07+

Bullied at school, nagged in Aunty May's tenth-floor council flat, there's only one place Billy really feels alive -
in the wilderness by the canal. There he watches a cygnet on the water and protects a family of fox cubs

Little Manfred Morpurgo, Michael 9780007339662 £12.99 Harper Collins 09+

When the Bismarck sinks, one of the only German survivors is taken on board a British ship as a prisoner of 
war. Sent to live with a host family, Walter must adapt to a new way of life, in the heart of an enemy country. 
Gradually, though, he finds a friend in ten-year-old Grace. So when the time finally comes to go back to 
Germany, it’s an emotional parting, with Walter leaving Grace with only a carved wooden dog to remember 
him by. The question is, will Walter and Grace ever meet again?

Lucky Button Morpurgo, Michael 9781406378986 £7.99 Walker Books 09+

A lonely boy struggles to cope with school bullies and caring for his mother, until a mysterious encounter 
reveals life in the Foundling Hospital in the eighteenth century and unravels a touching tale about the power 
of music.

Marble Crusher, the Morpurgo, Michael 9781405229241 £4.99 Egmont 07+

The Marble Crusher
Does Mr Manners, the headmaster, really have a machine that crushes marbles? Albert thinks so.
Colly's Barn
Colly the owl and Screecher the swallow band together to save the barn.
Conker
Nick beats the b ll Ste ie Rooster and becomes Conker king B t can he resc e a mistreated dog hile

My Friend Walter Morpurgo, Michael 9781405229265 £4.99 Egmont 07+

A humorous adventure in which Bess experiences a series of unusual events on a visit to London. Who is 
the stranger in the black cloak who is so keen to talk to her, and how can she hide her friendly ghost from 
the family back in Devon?

Nine Lives of Montezuma, the Morpurgo, Michael 9781405233385 £4.99 Egmont 07+

A cat's nine lives are full of adventure and excitement and none more so than Montezuma, the farmyard 
cat. From a young kitten to a grand old cat, he is cunning and proud while establishing his kingdom, but to 
Matthew, he's always loving and adorable

Not Bad for a Bad Lad Morpurgo, Michael 9781848773202 £5.99 Templar 07+

When a young boy gets a reputation for being naughty at school, he reacts by being the bad lad that 
everyone expects. Leaving school at fourteen, he becomes a thief and eventually ends up in Hollesley 
Prison. But Mr Alfie, the stable manager, decides to give the boy a chance, letting him look after the horses. 
It turns out that his skill with horses saves him from a life of crime: on leaving prison, he manages to get a 
job working with horses in the army, and eventually achieves his dream of becoming a drum major.

Private Peaceful Morpurgo, Michael 9780007150076 £7.99 Harper Collins 14+

For young Private Thomas Peaceful, Looking back over his childhood from the battlefields of the First 
World War, his memories are full of family life deep in the countryside.

Running Wild Morpurgo, Michael 9780007267026 £6.99 Harper Collins 09+

For Will and his mother, going to Indonesia isn't just a holiday. It's an escape, a new start, a chance to put 
things behind them - things like the death of Will's father.
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Shadow Morpurgo, Michael 9780007339617 £12.99 Harper Collins 11+

Featuring the bravest dog in all the world, this is the story of Aman, as told in his own words - a boy from 
Afghanistan fleeing the horror of the Afghan war

Sleeping Sword Morpurgo, michael 9781405239622 £4.99 Egmont 07+

When Bun Bendle is struck blind he feels like he is drowning in blackness. But the discovery of an ancient 
tomb and a strangely familiar sword changes him forever.

The giant's necklace Morpurgo, Michael 9781406373493 £6.99 Walker Books 05+

It began with a necklace, made of shells. A long, long necklace that had taken Cherry days – weeks – of 
work. It was nearly complete, Cherry was determined it would be the longest necklace she had made; fit for 
a giant! But the end of the holidays had arrived. "You've only got today, Cherry," said her mother. Cherry 
didn't mind, a day would be enough. So, amidst the taunts of her brothers, she set out. Then the clouds 
grew dark and the waves grew large, Cherry realized, that she was cut off from the shore. From then on, 
e ents took a decidedl dark t rn

The kites are flying! Morpurgo, Michael 9781406326031 £5.99 Walker 07+

Travelling to the West Bank to witness first hand what life is like for Palestinians and Jews living in the 
shadow of a dividing wall, journalist Max strikes up a friendship with an enigmatic Palestinian boy, Said. 
Together the two sit under an ancient olive tree while Said makes another of his kites. When Said takes 
Max home, the reporter learns of the terrible events in the family’s past and begins to understand why Said 
does not speak. Told from both Max’s and Said’s points of view, Morpurgo has created a beautiful tale of 
traged and hope ith an ending that rings ith jo

The Snowman Morpurgo, Michael 9780241352410 £12.99 Puffin 07+

One December morning, James is thrilled to wake up to see snow falling.He spends the whole day making 
his perfect snowman; he has coal eyes, an old green hat and scarf and a tangerine nose... just like the 
snowman from his favourite story. That night, something magical happens- the Snowman comes to life! He 
and James take to the skies on a magical adventure where they meet someone very special.

This Morning I Met a Whale Morpurgo, Michael 9781406315592 £5.99 walker 07+

At sunrise, young Michael spots a whale on the shores of the Thames and thinks he must be dreaming. But 
the creature is real and it has a message for him one that only an open-minded child can deliver to the rest 
of the world.

Tom's Sausage Lion Morpurgo, Michael 9780440864189 £4.99 Yearling 05+

No-one believes Tom when he says he has seen a lion - padding around the orchard with a string of 
sausages in its mouth! No-one, that is, except for Clare, the cleverest girl in the class. Together, she and 
Tom plan to prove his story is true - by catching the lion!

Toro! Toro! Morpurgo, Michael 9780007107186 £5.99 Harper Collins 09+

TORO,TORO is the story of a young boy growing up in Andalucia, Spain, on a farm rearing bulls for the bull 
ring. Antonito hand rears a little black calf and they become firm friends, but the boy doesn't yet understand 
the fate of the black bulls – the corrida and death. Later, when he learns of the horrors of the bull fight, he 
frees Paco, the black bull, and rides with him into the hills.There they witness the bombing of their village 
(it's the year 1936, and the Spanish Civil War has started) and Antonito cannot go back – his family and the 
farm are destro ed and Paco has r n off ild ith fright He decides to sta in the hills here he meets p

Waiting for Anya Morpurgo, Michael 9781405229272 £4.99 Egmont 11+

This is a gripping historical adventure by a much-loved and award winning author. It is World War II and Jo 
stumbles on a dangerous secret: Jewish children are being smuggled away from the Nazis, close to his 
mountain village in Spain
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War Horse Morpurgo, Michael 9781405226660 £5.99 Egmont 09+

In 1914, Joey, a young farm horse, is sold to the army and thrust into the midst of the war on the Western 
Front. With his officer, he charges towards the enemy, witnessing the horror of the frontline.

White Horse of Zennor and other stories, 
the Morpurgo, Michael 9781405239639 £4.99 Egmont 09+

Set in a churchtown where men become beasts and ghosts roam freely, are haunting and unforgettable 
tales where magic lies around every corner.Watch for the white horse who comes thundering over the moor 
in the moonlight.

Who's a Big Bully Then? Morpurgo, Michael 9781781121320 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 09+

Stunning new package for this bestselling comedy. A boy, a bully and a serious case of mistaken identity 
from much-loved author Michael Morpurgo. School bully, Darren Bishop, is furious after he is out paced in 
the school race by that 'little git' - and he can't have that now, can he? So when the 'little git' challenges 
Darren to a battle of courage, he thinks he can't lose and can't wait to show him who's boss. See who turns 
out to be the chicken in this satisfying tale. Particularly suitable for reluctant, struggling and dyslexic readers.

Why the Whales Came Morpurgo, Michael 9780749705374 £4.50 Mammoth 11+

You keep away from the Birdman, warned Gracie’s father. Keep well clear of him, you hear me now? But 
Gracie and her friend Daniel discover that the Birdman isn’t mad or dangerous as everyone says.

Wreck of the Zanzibar, The Morpurgo, Michael 9780435124717 £6.60 Heineman 11+

Are you tired of being you? Here's a whole bookful of things you can do! There are rhymes to make you 
wriggle and giggle, shrug and sigh, snap like a crocodile and slither like a snake.

War Horse (New Oxford Playscripts) Morpurgo, Michael 
and Stafford, Nick 9780198329398 £9.75 OUP 11+

Set during the First World War, this award-winning adaptation of Michael Morpurgo's novel tells the moving 
story of the bond between a soldier and his horse.

The Cat and the Fiddle: A Treasury of 
Nursery Rhymes Morris, Jackie 9781845079871 £12.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

With over 40 traditional nursery rhymes, personally chosen by the illustrator and laid out in colour-drenched 
double spreads. this is a beautiful, painterly collection of rhymes that has the makings of a classic. 

Doctor Who, Ghosts of India Morris, Mark 9781846075599 £6.99 BBC 09+

India in 1947 is a country in the grip of chaos - a country torn apart by internal strife. When the Doctor and 
Donna arrive in Calcutta, they are instantly swept up in violent events

Fritha's Summer Morris, Susan 9780955188664 £6.99 Mpress 11+

Fritha and her brothers Ric and Tol live in safe, ardinary Harebell Road. The their scatty mother takes them 
away. Now they find themselves living in a derelict caravan in Cornwall and life isn't safe or ordinary any 
more
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Beloved Morrison, Toni 9780099760115 £7.99 Vintage 16+

It is the mid-1800s. At Sweet Home in Kentucky, an era is ending as slavery comes under attack from the 
abolitionists. The worlds of Halle and Paul D. are to be destroyed in a cataclysm of torment and agony.

Girl on a Plane Moss, Miriam 9781783443314 £7.99 Anderson Press 14+

Jordan, 1970.  After a summer spent with her family, fifteen-year-old Anna is travelling back to her English 
boarding school alone. But her plane never makes it home. 
Anna’s flight is hijacked by Palestinian guerillas. They land the plane in the Jordanian desert, switch off the 
engines and issue their demands. If these are not met within three days, they will blow up the plane, killing 
all the hostages.

Pip and the Wood Witch Curse Mould, Chris 9780340970690 £4.99 Hodder 07+

The great walled city of Hangman's Hollow is at war with the forest outside. Into this war, one dreadful 
winter's night, fate delivers a skinny, helpless boy. But maybe Pip isn't as helpless as he seems.

Cherub Book 01 - The Recruit Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340881538 £5.99 Hodder 11+

Cerbub agents are aged between ten and seventeen. They live in the real world, slipping under adult radar 
and getting information that sends criminals and terrorists to jail.

Cherub Book 02 - Class A Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340881545 £6.99 Hodder 11+

James Adams is on his biggest mission yet, working to nail Europe's most powerful cocaine dealer. He'll 
need all his specialist training if he's going to bring down the man at the top.

Cherub Book 03 - Maximum Security Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340884355 £6.99 Hodder 11+

James, our young hero, and his sister, lauren, infiltrate the maximum security prison in Arizona desert. Sent 
there, to escape with the son of a 'FBI Most wanted criminal', he soon learns the dangers of being inside 
prison.

Cherub Book 04 - The Killing Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340894330 £6.99 Hodder 11+

James’ latest CHERUB mission looks routine: make friends with the bad guy’s children, infiltrate his home 
and dig up some leads for the cops to investigate. But the plot James begins to unravel isn’t what anyone 
expected

Cherub Book 05 - Divine Madness Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340894347 £6.99 Hodder 11+

When a team of CHERUB agents uncover a link between eco-terrorist group Help Earth and a wealthy 
religious cult known as The Survivors, James Adams is sent to Australia on an infiltration mission. It's his 
toughest job so far.

Cherub Book 06 - Man vs Beast Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340911693 £6.99 Hodder 11+

Every day thousands of animals die in laboratory experiments. Some say these experiments provide 
essential scientific knowledge, while others will do anything to prevent them.
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Cherub Book 07 - The Fall Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340911709 £6.99 Hodder 11+

When an MI5 operation goes disastrously wrong, James Adams needs all of his skills to get out of Russia 
alive. Meanwhile, his sister Lauren is on her first solo mission, trying to uncover a brutal human trafficking 
operation.

Cherub Book 08 - Mad Dogs Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340911716 £6.99 Hodder 11+

The British underworld is controlled by gangs. When two of them start a turf war, violence explodes on to 
the streets. The police need information fast, and James Adams has the contacts to infiltrate the most 
dangerous gang of all.

Cherub Book 09 - The Sleepwalker Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340931837 £6.99 Hodder 11+

An airliner explodes over the Atlantic leaving 345 people dead. Crash investigators suspect terrorism, but 
they're getting nowhere. A distressed twelve-year-old calls a police hotline and blames his father for the 
explosion,

Cherub Book 10 - The General Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340931844 £6.99 Hodder 11+

The world's largest urban warfare training compound stands in the desert near Las Vegas. Forty British 
commandos are being hunted by an entire American battalion. But their commander has an ace up his 
sleeve: he plans to smuggle in ten CHERUB agents,

Cherub Book 11 - Brigands M.C. Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340956465 £6.99 Hodder 11+

Dante Scott still has nightmares about the death of his family, brutally murdered by a biker gang. Dante is 
given the chance to become a member of CHERUB,

Cherub Book 12 - Shadow Wave Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340956472 £12.99 Hodder 11+

 After a tsunami causes massive devastation to a tropical island, its governor sends in the bulldozers. 
Guarding the corrupt governor's family isn't James Adams' idea of the perfect mission, especially as it's 
going to be his last as a CHERUB agent.

Cherub Series 2 Book 1 - People's 
Republic

Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340999202 £12.99 Hodder 11+

Twelve-year-old Ryan is CHERUB's newest recruit. He's got his first mission: infiltrating the billion-dollar 
Aramov criminal empire. But he's got got no idea that this routine job will lead him into an explosive 
adventure involving drug smugglers, illegal immigrants and human trafficking, or that his first mission will 
turn into one of the biggest in CHERUB's history.

Cherub Series 2 Book 2 - Guardian Angel Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340999219 £12.99 Hodder 11+

Ryan has saved Ethan's life more than once. Ethan thinks he must be a guardian angel. But Ryan works for 
CHERUB, a secret organisation with one key advantage: even experienced criminals never suspect that 
children are spying on them. Ethan's family runs a billion-dollar criminal empire and Ryan's job is to destroy 
it. Can Ryan complete his mission without destroying Ethan as well?

Dark Sun (Cherub) Muchamore, 
Robert 340956798 £1.00 Hodder 11+

WBD 2008 Cerbub agents are aged between ten and seventeen. They live in the real world, slipping under 
adult radar and getting information that sends criminals and terrorists to jail.
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Henderson's Boys Book 1 - Escape Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340956489 £6.99 Hodder 13+

Summer, 1940.
Hitler's army is advancing towards Paris, and millions of French civilians are on the run.
Amidst the chaos, two British children are being hunted by German agents.
British spy Charles Henderson tries to reach them first, but he can only do it with the help of a twelve-year-
old French orphan.
The British secret ser ice is abo t to disco er that kids orking nderco er ill help to in the ar

Henderson's Boys Book 2 - Eagle Day Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340956496 £6.99 Hodder 13+

Late summer, 1940. Hitler has conquered France. Now he intends to cross the Channel and defeat Britain 
before winter arrives.
A group of young refugees led by British spy Charles Henderson faces a stark choice. To head south into 
the safety of neutral Spain, or go north on a risky mission to sabotage the German invasion plans.
For official purposes, these children do not exist

Henderson's Boys Book 3 - Secret Army Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340956502 £6.99 Hodder 13+

The government is building a secret army of intelligence agents to work undercover, gathering information 
and planning sabotage operations. Henderson's boys are part of that network: kids cut adrift by the war, 
training for the fight of their lives. They'll have to parachute into unknown territory, travel cross-country and 
outsmart a bunch of adults in a daredevil exercise.

Henderson's Boys Book 4 - Grey Wolves Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340999165 £6.99 Hodder 13+

German submarines are prowling the North Atlantic, sinking ships filled with the food, fuel and weapons that 
Britain needs to survive.
With the Royal Navy losing the war at sea, six young agents must sneak into Nazi-occupied Europe and 
sabotage a submarine base on France's western coast.
If the submarines aren't stopped, the British people will starve.

Henderson's Boys Book 5 - The Prisoner Muchamore, 
Robert 9780340999172 £6.99 Hodder 13+

One of Henderson's best agents is being held captive in Frankfurt. A set of forged record cards could be his 
ticket to freedom, but might just as easily become his death warrant. A vital mission awaits him in France - if 
he can find a way to escape.

Trash Mulligan, Andy 9780385619011 £10.99 David Fickling 13+

When Mr Beasley wants to grow pineapples in Sunflower Valley, Travis offers to help. But things go wrong, 
and Travis and Spud make a real stink.

Do Bugs Have Bottoms Murphy, Glenn WBD 2011 £1.00 MacMillan 09+

what are scabs for and is it OK to pick them? How loud can you burp? Could we use animal poo in power 
stations to make electricity? And of course, do bugs have bottoms

Does Farting Make You Faster? Murphy, Glenn 9781447212522 £5.99 Macmillan 09+

From running a marathon to beating your friends at basketball, from negotiating a snowboard slalom track 
to pulling a backflip on a BMX, find out everything you ever wanted to know about sports and games! 
Become a whizz in science AND trounce your friends at your school sports day. It’s like being in the 
Olympics with none of the boring bits!

Science Sorted: Evolution, Nature and 
Stuff Murphy, Glenn 9780330508940 £5.99 Macmillan 07+

Evolution and genetics are like a map for exploring the whole world of living things. Along the way, we've 
discovered some pretty shocking stuff about the links between poodles and polar bears, and fruit flies and 
people
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Science Sorted: Space, Black Holes and 
Stuff Murphy, Glenn 9780330508933 £5.99 Macmillan 09+

This book contains information about all sort of incredible things like supermassive black holes, galaxies, 
telescopes, planets, solar flares, constellations, eclipses and red dwarfs. It also includes puzzles, quizzes 
and experiments.

Science Sorted: Stuff that scares your 
pants off! Murphy, Glenn 9780330477246 £5.99 Macmillan 09+

In this book, the author shows us that it is OK to be scared and that there are very good reasons why we 
are able to feel fear. He looks closely at our most common fears

Why is Snot Green? Murphy, Glenn 9780330448529 £4.99 Macmillan 07+

Why is snot is green? Do rabbits fart? What is space made of? Where does all the water go at low tide? 
Can animals talk? What are scabs for?

A Bad Spell for the Worst Witch Murphy, Jill 9780140314465 £4.99 Puffin 07+

This term Mildred is determined to lose her reputation as the worst witch in the school. But the dreaded 
Miss Hardbroom is to accompany her form into the second year. And it soon becomes clear that her feud 
with Ethel Hallow will rage on

Peace at Last Murphy, Jill 333631986 £4.99 MacMillan 03+

Mr Bear is tired and goes to bed - but can he get to sleep? "Snore, snore" went Mrs Bear, "Tick-tock, tick-
tock" went the clock. Mr Bear desperately tries to get some sleep, around the house, in the garden and 
even in the car.

WBD Fun With the Worst Witch Murphy, Jill 9780141352565 £1.00 Puffin 07+

A fun-filled activity book starring the one-and-only Mildred Hubble, positively the worst witch at Miss 
Cackle's Academy for witches!
Mildred often gets her spells wrong but she always tries her best, especially in this book packed with word 
games, puzzles, crosswords, wordsearches, top tips and spells!

Whatever Next! Murphy, Jill 9780230015470 £5.99 MacMillan 03+

The moon and back before bathtime? Whatever next! Join Baby Bear as he finds a
rocket, makes friends with an owl and has a picnic on the moon!

Worst Witch all at Sea, the Murphy, Jill 9780141349626 £4.99 Puffin 07+

It is ths start of a new term at Miss Cackle's Academy for Witches and Mildred Hubble is determined not to 
be the worst witch this year.

Worst Witch Saves the Day Murphy, Jill 9780763672553 £4.99 Candlewick 07+

It is the summer term at Miss Cackle's Academy for Witches and Mildred Hubble has been put in charge of 
the new girl, Enid Nightshade.
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Worst Witch Strikes Again, the Murphy, Jill 9780140313482 £4.99 Puffin 07+

Mildred Hubble has always been the worst witch at Miss Cackle's Academy, but she just knows this term 
will be different. She's done the best holiday project ever and she's sure that her form teacher, the 
fearsome Miss Hardbroom, will be impressed.

Worst witch to the rescue, the Murphy, Jill 9780141321523 £4.99 Puffin 07+

Mildred Hubble was a trainee witch at Miss Cackle’s Academy, and she was making an awful mess of it. 
She couldn’t even ride a broomstick without crashing it and she was always getting her spells wrong.

Worst Witch, The Murphy, Jill 9780140311082 £3.99 Puffin 07+

When Great Aunt Laura dies she leaves Michael a diary which reveals her greatest secret.The sea brings 
them unexpected help - a mysterious secret which Laura has kept silent about until now.

Mokee Joe is Coming Murray, Peter J 9780340884706 £4.99 Hodder 07+

When Hudson receives the weird message Mokee Joe is coming, his life turns into a nightmare. Who is 
Mokee Joe? And what has Hudson done to make him so mad?

Completely Cassidy Star Reporter Murray, Tamsyn 9781409562726 £5.99 Usborne 08+

Cassidy is determined to discover a hidden talent to help her stand out from the crowd. So when her 
petition to let girls wear trousers gets her noticed by the editor of the school mag, she's thrilled. Could she 
be a star reporter? But her plans go pear-shaped when her investigations mysteriously end up online. 
Who's leaking her top-secret gossip?

Showbiz Sensation, Stunt bunny Murray, Tamsyn 9781847387271 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 05+

Meet Harriet Houdini, a young rabbit with lots of attitude, as she settles into life with her new family. Never 
destined to be a boring bunny, Harriet finds herself scouted by the producer of hit TV show Superpets

Worry Tree, the Musgrove, 
Marianne 9781846470943 £5.99 Catnip 07+

Whilst it is written primarily for children, it appeals to all ages. It makes learning about historical children's 
jobs really fun. Each job has a 'Job Score' which summarises how awful the job was.

Last of the Warrior Kings, the Mussi, Sarah 9780340903223 £5.99 Hodder 16+

It’s a snowy evening, South London. From a bus, Max Wolf and his brother Angelo see a gang ominously 
tracking a well-known rapper, Mogul King, through the dark streets.

Josie Smith at School Nabb, Magdalen 6741231 £3.99 Collins 07+

Josie Smith likes school most of the time! Josie Smith gets in trouble with the headmistress, meets a 
princess and wants to be a fairy in the school concert. But, being Josie Smith, things don’t always work out 
the way she planned!
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Penny Dreadful is a Magnet for Disaster Nadin, Joanna 9781409526728 £4.99 Usborne 07+

My name is not actually Penny Dreadful. It is Penelope Jones. The 'Dreadful' bit is my dad's JOKE. But I do 
not see the funny side. Plus it is not even true that I am dreadful. It's just that sometimes my BRILLIANT 
IDEAS don't work out completely brilliantly. Like, I didn't mean for my cousin to end up bald and covered in 
superglue, and I also didn't mean to steal our neighbour's dog and make him speak Russian... It is not my 
fault. I can't help it - I'm just a Magnet for Disaster.

Rachel Riley Book 1 - My So called Life Nadin, Joanna 9780192755261 £5.99 OUP 12+

Rachel Riley is the offspring of a depressingly unbroken home. Her mum and dad refuse to let her have a 
mobile phone, and have banned Ribena (too purple) and Eastenders (too common)

Rachel Riley Book 2 - The Life of Riley Nadin, Joanna 9780192733887 £6.99 OUP 12+

When will Justin Statham realize what he's missing? Can't he see that his ONE is here, right under his 
nose, ie. ME!  Maybe he's heard that I'm rubbish at snogging? I need to brush up on my technique-and fast! 
Or perhaps I am just generally unlovable . . . after all, I am practically a medical midget and my hair is 
completely mental! 

Rachel Riley Book 3 - The Meaning of Life Nadin, Joanna 9780192733863 £6.99 OUP 12+

It is official. I have a boyfriend AND it's Justin 'rock god' Statham! Have spent the last two years waiting for 
this moment and am certain he is THE ONE. We will have excellent grown-up relationship on every level.  
Thank goodness I have found the love of my life and am not still hung up on Jack. Not one bit . . . 

Rachel Riley Book 4 - My (Not So) simple 
life Nadin, Joanna 9780192733849 £6.99 OUP 12+

I cannot believe it. Am racked by torture and loss! Have wanted tragedy in my life for so long but now I've 
got it, it actually sort of sucks . . . big time! 
Have made a plan to deal with post-break-up trauma i.e. will not moon about over exes but will embrace 
single life. Everything will be so much easier without the complications of love. It will be a completely simple 
life and I am fully committed. Starting now! Or at least after breakfast . . 

Rachel Riley Book 5 - Back to life Nadin, Joanna 9780192733825 £6.99 OUP 12+

It is time to take things in hand. Life is definitely what you make it and I am going to make mine fabulous! 
In order to find THE ONE and have a meaningful life I must seize the day. I will need to kiss a few frogs 
before I meet my prince though . . . I just need to be open-minded. And open-armed. And possibly open-
mouthed. 

Rachel Riley Book 6 - The Facts of Life Nadin, Joanna 9780192733801 £6.99 OUP 12+

Just when I thought I'd found THE ONE, he gets all stroppy about a snog that wasn't even my fault and 
storms off. Well, enough is enough! It's time for me to wake up and smell the coffee (or at least the hot 
chocolate) and forget all about romance. 
Who needs a fairytale happy ending anyway? From now on, will deal only in cold hard facts . . .

Mortal Questions Nagel, Thomas 521406765 £8.95 Cambridge 
University Press 11+

Thomas Nagel's Mortal Questions explores some fundamental issues concerning the meaning, nature and 
value of human life. Questions about our attitudes to death, sexual behaviour, social inequality, war and 
political power are shown to lead to more obviously philosophical problems about personal identity, 
consciousness, freedom, and value. This original and illuminating book aims at a form of understanding that 
is both theoretical and personal in its lively engagement with what are literally issues of life and death.

Journey to Jo'Burg Naidoo, Beverley 9780007263509 £4.99 Harper Collins 09+

Naledi had made up her mind. Her baby sister was ill and needed her mother, who was 300 miles away, 
they only way to reach her was to walk. So Naledi and her brother Tiro did just that.
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Other Side of the Truth, The Naidoo, Beverley 9780141304762 £4.99 Puffin 11+

Twelve-year-old Sade and her brother Femi have to flee Nigeria when their mother is killed and their father 
won't stop criticizing the military rulers. The woman paid to bring them to London as her children abandons 
them.

Burn My Heart Naidoo, Beverly 9780141321240 £5.99 Puffin 12+

Two boys living on the same Kenyan farm but they share an uneasy friendship. They live in a time when 
white and black means rich and poor – and a secret society, called the Mau Mau, want their land and 
freedom back.

Penny Dreadful is a complete catastrophe Nasin, Joanna 9781409536079 £4.99 Usborne 09+

The 'Dreadful' bit is my dad's JOKE. But it is not even true that I am dreadful... honest. You see, the 
DISASTER with Rooney, our class rat, might not have been such a DISASTER if it wasn't for Cosmo Moon 
Webster and his Amazing Maze. AND it is utterly not my fault that the Patented Burglar Trap accidentally 
tripped Gran over, so her bone went snap. ALSO, I only took Barry the cat to the hospital so he could revive 
Gran with The Power Of Pets. How was I to know it would be a Complete CATastrophe?

The things we did for love Natasha Farrant 9780571278183 £6.99 Faber and Faber 08+

Arianne knew Luc as a child, of course she did. Everyone in Samaroux knows each other. But he's been 
away, and five years really makes a difference to a boy. A young man.
As they fall headily into love - first love - their world starts to crumble around them. German forces are 
closing in, and the village is torn between cooperating to save themselves or putting up resistance and 
entering unknown danger.
Arianne ill do an thing to make L c sta L c ants to pro e he is a man And Rom ho has lo ed

Spring & Port Wine Naughton, Bill 9780435233044 £6.75 Heinemann 11+

The "Heinemann Plays" series offers contemporary drama and classic plays in durable classroom editions. 
Many have large casts and an equal mix of boy and girl parts. In this play, the whole Crompton family 
becomes entangled in a row in which a good many uncomfortable truths are told.

The goalkeeper's revenge : and other 
stories Naughton, Bill 9780435121112 £7.25 Heinemann 09+

"The goalkeeper's revenge" is a collection of stories of a Lancahsire childhood, of football in the streets, 
fishing fighting and school, of growing up and looking for work

The Sky Is Everywhere Nelson, Jandy 9781406328035 £6.99 Walker 16+

Seventeen-year-old Lennie Walker spends her time tucked safely and happily in the shadow of her fiery 
older sister, Bailey. But when Bailey dies abruptly, Lennie is catapulted to centre stage of her own life – 
and, despite her nonexistent history with boys, suddenly finds herself struggling to balance two. Toby was 
Bailey's boyfriend; his grief mirrors Lennie's own. Joe is the new boy in town, with a nearly magical grin. 
One boy takes Lennie out of her sorrow, the other comforts her in it. But the two can't collide without 
Lennie's orld e ploding

Exercising Nelson, Robin 9781580134002 £5.99 Lerner 05+

Do you know how often to exercise? Why should you drink water when you exercise? How does exercise 
keep your muscles strong? Read this book to discover the answers

Fruits Nelson, Robin 9781580133890 Lerner 07+

Learn all about fruits with fun facts and exciting pictures. You will discover: which foods are in the fruits 
group; why we need to eat food from the fruits group; how many different types of grapes there are.
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Railway Children Nesbit, E 9781853261077 £2.00 Wordsworth 09+

When Father mysteriously goes away, the children and their mother leave their happy life in London to go 
and live in a small cottage in the country. 'The Three Chimneys' lies beside a railway track - a constant 
source of enjoyment to all three.

Story of the Amulet, the Nesbit, E 9781503112896 £7.99 CreateSpace 16+

When Cyril, Robert, Anthea and Jane rescue the magic sand-fairy from a pet shop they have no idea of the 
astonishing adventures to come!

A Monster Calls Ness, Patrick 9781406334906 £9.99 Walker 13+

The monster showed up just after midnight. As they do. But it isn’t the monster Conor's been expecting. 
He's been expecting the one from his nightmare, the one he's had nearly every night since his mother 
started her treatments, the one with the darkness and the wind and the screaming... The monster in his 
back garden, though, this monster is something different. Something ancient, something wild. And it wants 
the most dangerous thing of all from Conor. It wants the truth. Costa Award winner Patrick Ness spins a tale 
from the final idea of m ch lo ed Carnegie Medal inner Siobhan Do d hose premat re death from

Ask and the Answer, the Ness, Patrick 9781406310269 £12.99 Walker 13+

Fleeing before a relentless army, Todd has carried a desperately wounded Viola right into the hands of their 
worst enemy, Mayor Prentiss. Immediately separated from Viola and imprisoned, Todd is forced to learn 
the ways of the Mayor's new order.

Monsters of Men Ness, Patrick 9781406310276 £7.99 Candlewick 14+

Fleeing before a relentless army, Todd has carried a desperately wounded Viola right into the hands of their 
worst enemy, Mayor Prentiss. Immediately separated from Viola and imprisoned, Todd is forced to learn 
the ways of the Mayor's new order.

Chaos Walking Trilogy Book 1 - The Knife 
of Never Letting Go Ness, Patrick      9781406310252 £12.99 Walker 14+

Imagine you're the only boy in a town of men. And you can hear everything they think. And they can hear 
everything you think. Imagine you don't fit in with their plans...Todd Hewitt is just one month away from the 
birthday that will make him a man.

Does Anything Eat Wasps? New Scientist 1861979738 £7.99 Profile 14+

How long can I live on beer alone? Why do people have eyebrows? Has nature invented any wheels? Plus 
99 other questions are answered in this book.

Why Don’t Penguins' Feet Freeze? New Scientist 9781861978769 £7.99 Profile Books 14+

This book includes recent answers never before published in book form, as well as old favourites from the 
columns early days.

Polly's March Newbery, Linda 9780746060315 £5.99 Usborne 09+

When 13-year-old Polly befriends two suffragettes in the top floor flat at 6 Chelsea Walk, she finds herself 
questioning the views of those around her.
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Sisterland Newbery, Linda 9780099472827 £5.99 definitions 14+

When Heidigran comes to live with the Craig family, her granddaughter Hilly finds that events buried in the 
past can deeply affect the present.

Set in Stone Newbury, Linda 9780552774017 £6.99 Black Swan 11+

When Samuel Godwin, a young and naive art tutor, accepts a job with the Farrow family at their majestic 
home, little does he expect to come across such a web of secrets and lies.

Ways to Live Forever Nicholls, Sally 9781407105154 £4.99 Marion Lloyd 11+

My name is Sam I'm eleven years old I collect stories and fantastic facts By the time you read this I will 
probably be dead Sam loves facts wants to know about UFOs and horror movies airships and ghosts and 
scientists and how it feels to kiss a girl

Museum Mystery Squad and the case of the 
moving mammoth Nicholson, Mike 9781782503613 £5.99 Kelpies 06+

Some people think that museums are boring places full of glass cases, dust and stuff no-one cares about: 
wrong! In a hidden headquarters below the exhibits there's a gang ready to handle dangerous, spooky or 
just plain weird problems: the Museum Mystery Squad. Techie-genius Nabster, mile-a-minute Kennedy, and 
sharp-eyed Laurie (along with Colin the hamster!) tackle the surprising conundrums happening at the 
museum. 

Wind Singer, The Nicholson, William 9780749744717 £5.99 Mammoth 11+

When Kestrel Hath dares to rebel, the Chief Examiner humiliates her father and sentences the whole family 
to the harshest punishment. Desperate to save them, Kestrel learns the secret of the wind singer.

The Apprentice Witch Nicol, James 9781910655153 £6.99 Chicken House Ltd 09+

Arianwyn fluffs her witch's assessment. Awarded the dull bronze disc of an apprentice - to the glee of her 
arch-rival, Gimma - she's sent to protect the remote, dreary town of Lull. But her new life is far from boring. 
Turns out Gimma is the pompous mayor's favourite niece - and worse, she opens a magical rift in the 
nearby forest. As Arianwyn struggles with her spells, it's soon clear there's much more than her pride at 
stake ...

Meg & Mog Nicoll, Helen 9780141501505 £5.99 Puffin 03+

Meg the witch and Mog her cat go off to a wild Halloweeen party with all the other witches. The spell they 
cast goes off with a bang!

Time Traveler's Wife, The Niffengger, Audrey 9780099464464 £7.99 Vintage 16+

This extraordinary, magical novel is the story of Clare and Henry who have known each other since Clare 
was six and Henry was thirty-six, and were married when Clare was twenty-two and Henry thirty. Impossible 
but true.

Charlie Bone Book 1 - Midnight for Charlie 
Bone Nimmo, Jenny 9781405225434 £5.99 Egmont 07+

Since his father died, Charlie Bone has lived with his mother and her mother, in the house of his other 
grandmother, Grandma Bone. Looking at a picture of a couple with a baby and a cat, he suddenly discovers 
he can hear their voices.
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Charlie Bone Book 2 - and the Time 
Twister Nimmo, Jenny 9781405225441 £5.99 Egmont 07+

On the coldest night in memory, Henry Yewbeam's cousin Zeke tricks him into using the Time Twister, a 
beautiful marble full of shining colours that draws him into the future.

Charlie Bone Book 3 - and the Blue Boa Nimmo, Jenny 9781405225458 £5.99 Egmont 07+

Charlie's Uncle Paton has dashed off to try to stop the Yewbeam aunts' latest plan, but when Grandma 
Bone greets the arrival of Belle with delight, could this be what Paton left hoping to prevent?

Charlie Bone Book 4 - and the Castle of 
Mirrors Nimmo, Jenny 1405224657 £5.99 Egmont 07+

Charlie and his friends are back in danger, and the balance of power between the Children of the Red King 
has never been more dangerous.

Charlie Bone Book 5 - and the Hidden 
King Nimmo, Jenny 9781405228206 £5.99 Egmont 07+

Charlie bone awakes one morning to find the city covered with snow and all the animals have gone. Where 
have they gone and why?

Charlie Bone Book 6 - and the Wilderness 
Wolf Nimmo, Jenny 9781405233163 £5.99 Egmont 07+

This is the sixth thrilling magical adventure starring Charlie Bone! Charlie Bone has finally found his father, 
but he's disappeared again. However, this time Charlie knows where he is - on a second honeymoon with 
his mother.

Charlie Bone Book 7 - and the Shadow of 
Badlock Nimmo, Jenny 9781405245869 £5.99 Egmont 09+

The enchanter Count Harken – the shadow in the painting of the Red King – is back and determined to stop 
Billy from discovering a life-changing family secret. Charlie will need all the luck he can get to outwit the 
powerful shadow of Badlock . . 

Charlie Bone Book 8 - and the Red Knight Nimmo, Jenny 9781405249607 £5.99 Egmont 09+

An Academy for magic and special talents. A destiny unfulfilled. A secret legacy. Join Charlie Bone as he 
discovers the truth about the Red King, and the key to his own past . . .

Stone Mouse Nimmo, Jenny 9781406306057 £3.99 Walker 07+

When Elly and her family come to look after her aunt's house, she sees at once that Stone Mouse is 
special; but her brother Ted says he's just a dirty old pebble.

The Magician Trilogy Book 1 - 
Snowspider, The Nimmo, Jenny   074970831X £4.99 Mammoth 09+

‘Time to find out if you are a magician!’ said Gwyn’s grandmother, as she gave him five strange birthday 
gifts. What could they mean?
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The Magician Trilogy Book 2 - Emlyn’s 
Moon Nimmo, Jenny 749701404 £4.99 Mammoth 09+

What happened in Llewelyn’s chapel? Why does everybody warn Nia not to go there? But Nia goes 
anyway, and the secret she discovers changes her. She’s no longer plain and dull.

The Magician Trilogy Book 3 - Chestnut 
Soldier Nimmo, Jenny 9780749701505 £2.99 Mammoth 09+

Gwyn is forming a deep friendship with Evan Llyr, a soldier who has taken refuge in his village. Gwyn feels 
a strange affinity for Evan, yet he knows he must eventually fight with him - a fight in which one of them will 
die.

Ultramarine Nimmo, Jenny 9780749709273 £3.99 Mammoth 09+

Ned and Nell cannot understand their dreams of the sea, and when three strangers come to the house their 
terrifying past comes closer. Only Arion, the man from the sea, can help them.

Witches Tears, The Nimmo, Jenny 9780007364718 £3.99 Harper Collins 07+

It takes place in Ireland at a time when music was very important to the population. It is about a boy called 
JJ Liddy who sets off to buy his mother some time. Can he do the impossile task and manage to grant her 
wish?

Mister Monday Nix, Garth 9780007175017 £5.99 Harper Collins 11+

Mister Monday slowly reached inside the left sleeve of his silk robe and pulled out a slender metal spike. He 
spoke too quickly for Arthur to make out what he was saying. He didn’t slow down until he reached the final 
few words.

Old Kingdom Trilogy Book 1 - Sabriel Nix, Garth 9780007137312 £6.99 Collins 11+

The narrative builds into a luxurious tale of good versus evil, with a re-assuringly likeable central character 
to take us through it all. Sequels Lirael and Abhorsen.

Old Kingdom Trilogy Book 2 - Lirael Nix, Garth 9780007137336 £6.99 Collins 11+

Lirael has never felt like a true daughter of the Clayr. Abandoned by her mother and ignorant of her father's 
identity, Lirael resembles no one else in her large, extended family living in the Clayr's Glacier. Sequel to 
Sabriel.

Old Kingdom Trilogy Book 3 - Abhorsen Nix, Garth 7137346 £6.99 Collins 11+

The book opens in the Abhorsen's house in the Old Kingdom where Lirael, the Abhorsen-in-waiting and 
Prince Sameth, Sabriel's heir, are contemplating their next manoeuvre.

The Immortals Book 1 - Evermore Noel, Alyson 9780330512855 £7.99 MacMillan 16+

Seventeen-year-old Ever is the sole survivor of a car crash that killed her entire family. Living with her aunt 
in Southern California, she's plagued by the ability to hear the thoughts of those around her, and haunted by 
the ghost of her little sister. She tries to tune everyone out, shunning her old lifestyle as the pretty, popular 
cheerleader, but somehow she can't hide from Damen, the new guy at school. Stunningly handsome, clever 
and not a little bit intimidating, there's something about him that doesn't quite add up.
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Big Bear, Little Brother Norac, Carl 9780230016842 £5.99 MacMillan 03+

On the ice, the wind is blowing gently and Big Bear has paused for a moment on
his journey. Suddenly the stillness is broken with a cry as a child tumbles down an
icy cliff…

Aquila Norriss, Andrew 9780141308951 £5.99 puffin 09+

Aquila has been found by boys bunking off a geography field trip. They have no idea where it came from or 
what it does. But Geoff's discovered that when you sit in it these little coloured lights come on, and if you 
push one of the big blue oneS . . . WHOOSH!

Fen North, Freya 99278367 £6.99 Arrow 16+

Fenella McCabe works alone in the archive section of Trust Art, housed in one of the corridors of the Tate 
Gallery. She is hoping to trace a piece of art stolen in the 1930s and simultaneously trying to decide 
between two men.

Bed-Knob and Broomstick Norton, Mary 9780152024567 £4.99 Houghton Mifflin 
Harcourt 08+

A story of 3 children staying with an aunt discover a neighbor Miss Price is a witch Not a stereotype witch 
Miss Price is prim and proper, who is willing to buy their silence with a magic bed knob that lets the children 
travel through space and time.

Borrower's Afield the Norton, Mary 9780152047320 £4.99 Harcourt 08+

In this sequel to The Borrowers, the Clocks, having lost their home, must now set up a new life in a lost 
boot. Arrietty finds the outdoors exhilarating, while Homily finds it dangerous and extremely dirty.

Borrowers, The Norton, Mary 9780140364514 £6.99 Puffin 09+

The Borrowers are a tiny race of people who live hidden away in houses or other safe, convenient places, 
and own nothing except what they borrow from 'human beans'.

Chill Nye, Alex 9780863155468 £5.99 Kelpies 2006 11+

Samuel is trapped by huge snow drifts in an old, remote house. And that's not the only thing causing a cold 
shiver to creep down his spine. He feels like the ghostly figure in the locked library has a message ...but 
who is it for?

Beyond the Sky: You and the Universe O'Briain, Dara 9781407178998 £12.99 Scholastic 11+

So you want to go into space? WHY? (No, really - it's a terrible idea. We humans are perfectly designed for 
life on Earth. We can walk around, breathe, drink water, eat vegetables, read books, not get poisoned or 
crushed to death when we go outside - it's lovely right where we are.) Not convinced? GOOD! People have 
been dreaming about space travel for centuries - there's something amazing about the idea of leaving our 
planet behind and setting out to explore the Universe - there's so much we still don't know.

Alfie Green and the Monkey Puzzler O'Brien, Joe 9781847171740 £5.99 O'Brien 05+

The circus has come to town. But it's no ordinary circus, it's Monty's Marvellous Monkey Circus and all the 
performers are monkeys! All the kids from Budsville are really excited, except for Alfie who suspects all is 
not what it seems…
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Mrs Frisby and the Rats of NIMH O'Brien, Robert. C 9780140366143 £5.99 Puffin 11+

Time is running out for Mrs Frisby, who must move her family of mice before the farmer destroys their 
home. But her youngest son is ill she is convinced he won’t survive the move.

Z for Zachariah O'Brien, Robert. C 9780141300313 £6.99 Puffin 13+

Nuclear war has devastated America, except for the valley where Ann Burden has been living alone for 
over a year - until Loomis, a scientist in a radiation-proof suit, arrives. She hopes they will be companions 
but his behaviour towards her becomes increasingly threatening as he attacks her and then cuts off her 
food supply and tries to bring her under his control. Although there may be no one else alive, Ann steals his 
suit and leaves the valley in search of humanity.

Monster and chips O'Connell, David 9780007497133 £5.99 Harper Collins 08+

Somewhere in suburbia, or maybe smack-bang in the middle of your city, there is a very special diner. 
What’s so special about it? Well it does the best chips ANYWHERE but also its customers are a little bit 
‘unusual’… some people say they are monsters… The diner is hard to find, you have to look carefully, in 
fact some people say only a special kind of kid can find this special kind of diner. But maybe that kid could 
be you?

Danger is Everywhere O'Doherty, David 9780141354156 £7.99 Puffin 08+

Diary of a Wimpy Kid meets The Dangerous Book for Boys, DANGER IS EVERYWHERE is a brilliantly 
funny handbook for avoiding danger of all kinds that will have everyone from reluctant readers to 
bookworms laughing out loud (very safely) from start to finish.

Sabrina The Teenage Witch - Mummy 
Dearest Odom, Mel 9780671773243 £3.99 Simon & Schuster 11+

Sabrina’s having a blast!  She has travelled back in time for a school project and is observing her 
archaeologist mother at a dig site in Egypt’s Valley of the Kings.  Then Sabrina finds the ancient tomb of 
Menkhotep.

Maximus Mouse Ogden, Brian 9780862016807 £2.50 Scripture Union 05+

Name: Maximus Mouse Address: The Vestry, St Michaels Church Job: Church cleaner Personality: read 
the stories!

Toby Takes the Plunge (Home Farm twins 
puppy trilogy) Book 1 Oldfield, Jenny 9780340796016 £3.99 Hodder 07+

Helen and Hannah are pleased as punch when their very own Speckle becomes a proud dad. But a trio of 
lively, loveable mongrel pups brings unexpected problems - and chaos to the twins' Lakeland home.
The twins are trying to train Toby to be a good sheepdog, using Speckle as a role model. But rather than 
herding sheep Toby chases them and generally behaves like a silly nuisance. Can the twins train him 
properly before the local farmers lose their patience with him?

A Victorian Girl's Diary Oldfield, Pamela 9781407104805 £5.99 Scholastic 14+

It's January 871 when edith the sheltered daughter of a wealthy widow pays her first eventful visit to he 
workhouse fo the poor there she meets rosie a rebellious quick tempered orphan who is always getting in to 
trouble.

Toto the ninja cat and the great snake 
escape O'Leary, Dermot 9781444939453 £6.99 Hodder 05+

Meet Toto: she's no ordinary cat, and she can't wait to have an adventure with you! Join Toto for a funny 
animal escapade written by one of the UK's best-loved broadcasters
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100 Things you should know about 
Weather Oliver, Claire 9781842363584 £4.99 Miles Kelly 11+

One hundred numbered facts challenge children and act as an incentive as they make their way through the 
book. Projects to make and do are given.

Delirium - Book 1 Oliver, Lauren 9780340980934 £6.99 Hodder 13+

They say that the cure for love will make me happy and safe forever. And I've always believed them. Until 
now.
Now everything has changed. Now, I'd rather be infected with love for the tiniest sliver of a second than live 
a hundred years suffocated by a lie. There was a time when love was the most important thing in the world. 
People would go to the end of the earth to find it. They would tell lies for it. Even kill for it. Then, at last, they 
fo nd the c re

Pandemonium - Book 2 Oliver, Lauren 9781444722963 £6.99 Hodder 13+

Lena's been to the very edge. She's questioned love and the life-changing and agonising choices that come 
with it.
She's made her decision.
But can she survive the consequences?

The Boundless Oppel, Kenneth 9781910200100 £6.99 David Fickling 
Books 15+

After a murder is committed, Will finds himself in possession of a key that has the potential to unlock the 
train's hidden treasures. Together with Maren, a gifted escape artist, and Mr Dorian, a circus ringmaster Will 
must save the Boundless before someone else winds up dead. With villains fast on his heels and strange 
creatures lurking outside the windows, the train hurtles across the country as Will flees for his life. His 
adventure may have begun without his knowing...but how it ends is now entirely up to Will.

A Simples Life: The Life and Times of 
Aleksandr Orlov Orlov, Aleksandr 9780091940508 £9.99 Ebury Press 09+

'A Simples Life is funny, sweet and clever. This fictional 'autobiography' of Aleksandr Orlov is is a cheering 
immigrant adventure with illustrations, puns and a hilariously skilful mangling of the English language

1984 Orwell, George   014027877X £5.99 Penguin 14+

In Orwell’s frightening vision of the future, society is under the control of Big Brother. Every aspect of life is 
closely monitored, while any hint of unorthodoxy is ruthlessly suppressed by the Thought Police.

Animal Farm Orwell, George 141182709 £5.99 Penguin 14+

Orwell’s simple, tragic fable, telling what happens when the animals drive out Mr Jones and attempt to run 
the farm themselves, has since become a world- famous classic.

Absolutely Winnie! Owen, Laura 9780192734631 £7.99 OUP 05+

Winnie the Witch is ready for anything! Here's just a taster of the twelve stories in this book: in 'Mini Winnie' 
you'll find her shrinking herself down to the size of a teaspoon; in 'Winnie Says Cheese' she gets herself 
ready for the camera; in 'Itchy Witchy' she has to deal with an outbreak of fleas; and in 'Winnie's Book Day' 
she stages a superhero rescue! As well as the twelve stories, there are bonus pages of jokes at the end of 
the book - what could be more absolutely entertaining than Winnie?

Mini Winnie Owen, Laura 9780192725776 £4.99 OUP 05+

Winnie the Witch is ready for anything life throws at her! In 'Winnie's Awful Auntie' Winnie and Wilbur have 
to deal with an unbearably fussy relative on an unexpected visit; in 'Winnie Goes Cleaning' Winnie offers 
her janitorial services to the local school with hilarious results; in 'Winnie and the Ghost in the Post' Winnie 
and Wilbur find themselves the surprise winners of a television poetry competition and in 'Mini Winnie' 
there's an unusual solution to a laundry problem. 
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Winnie's Big Catch Owen, Laura 9780192728425 £4.99 OUP 05+

Winnie the Witch is thinking big! In 'Winnie's Knickers', Winnie and Wilbur decide to market big padded 
pants perfect for broomstick-bruised bottoms; in 'Crash, Smash, Winnie!', Winnie decides to raise funds to 
buy a big cupboard for all her knick-knacks . . . by selling all her knick-knacks at the car-boot sale (logic was 
never her strong point!); in 'Winnie Scores!', Winnie joins the little ordinaries from the local team in a 
football match against the Boggle-End Rovers and finds herself being tackled by Big Doris; and in 'Winnie's 
Big Catch' Winnie and Wilb r go fishing ith Captain Stink Stan and end p reeling in something a f ll

Children's Dictionary Printed in N18,B18 & 
N24 B24 only Oxford 9780199111213 £8.99 OUP 08+

Specially written for young readers, this dictionary features 20,000 words, extensive coverage of core 
vocabulary, a clear style with definitions children can understand and example sentences for each word.

Level 1a Read at Home, The Snowman Oxford Reading 
Tree 9780192792242 £3.99 OUP 04+

"Read at Home" is the best-selling home reading series designed for young, beginner readers. It features all 
the popular "Oxford Reading Tree" characters in exciting stories specially written for parents to support their 
children's reading at home

Level 1b Read at Home, Picnic Time Oxford Reading 
Tree 9780192792259 £3.99 OUP 04+

"Read at Home" is the best-selling home reading series designed for young, beginner readers. It features all 
the popular "Oxford Reading Tree" characters in exciting stories specially written for parents to support their 
children's reading at home

Level 1c Read at Home, Mum's New Hat Oxford Reading 
Tree 9780192792266 £3.99 OUP 04+

"Read at Home" is the best-selling home reading series designed for young, beginner readers. It features all 
the popular "Oxford Reading Tree" characters in exciting stories specially written for parents to support their 
children's reading at home

Seas and Coasts Oxlade, Chris 9780749690250 £12.99 Franklin Watts 09+

Each title of Our Earth in Action examines the Earth`s physical processes and investigates the causes and 
effects thereof. From erupting volcanoes to eroding coasts and from extreme weather patterns to violent 
earthquakes, Our Earth in Action puts the reader at the centre of the action with fact-packed text, dramatic 
full-colour photos and explanatory diagrams.

Volcanoes (100 facts) Oxlade, Chris 9781848101500 £5.99 Miles Kelly 09+

Step into the danger zone and discover how these fiery forces of nature have shaped the Earth!The 
spectacular features of volcanoes are explored in detail through one hundred numbered facts and fantastic 
artworks and photos. Find out where in the world volcanoes happen, take a look at the different types of 
lava and learn all about the biggest eruptions in history.

Come Clean Paddock, Terri 7172478 £5.99 Harper Collins 14+

One girl's struggle to cope after being wrongly admitted to a boot-camp-style rehabilitation centre. Justine is 
trying to cope with the desperate loneliness she feels now her twin brother, Joshua, no longer lives at home.

Wonder Palacio, R J 9780552565974 £7.99 Corgi 09+

Born with a terrible facial abnormality, Auggie has been home-schooled by his parents his whole life. Now, 
for the first time, he's being sent to a real school - and he's dreading it. All he wants is to be accepted - but 
can he convince his new classmates that he's just like them, underneath it all?
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Wonder Palacio, R. J. 9780370332284 £12.99 Corgi 10+

Auggie wants to be an ordinary ten-year-old. He does ordinary things - eating ice cream, playing on his 
Xbox. He feels ordinary - inside. But ordinary kids don't make other ordinary kids run away screaming in 
playgrounds. Ordinary kids aren't stared at wherever they go.

Defenders - Killing Ground Palmer, Tom 9781781127292 £6.99 Barrington Stoke 09+

Everyone is freaked out when circles of scorched earth start appearing in Halifax - on the moors, the parks 
and even the football pitches. Seth is most disturbed of all - he sees the shadows of the past. But when he 
looks into a Viking's murderous eyes and smells the stink of burning flesh, Seth knows he must stop this 
cycle of supernatural suffering. With his friend Nadiya, can he discover the dark history behind the forces 
attacking their town?

Foul Play Book 1 - Foul Play Palmer, Tom 9780141323671 £6.99 Puffin 09+

Danny is obsessed with two things: football - especially City Football Club - and investigating crimes. So 
when England and City footballing hero Sam Roberts is reported missing the day after Danny saw him 
being taken

Foul Play Book 2 - Dead Ball Palmer, Tom 9780141323688 £5.99 Puffin 09+

Russian billionaire Dmitri Tupolev and a mystery Englishman agree to fix an important match in Russia's 
favour by intimidating the England goalie, Alex Finn. But Alex goes against their wishes

Foul Play Book 3 - Off Side Palmer, Tom 9780141329420 £5.99 Puffin 09+

When Danny Harte finds out there's been an anonymous foreign buy-out of his favourite club, City, he's 
furious - the fans were about to buy it themselves. The club is being secretive and Danny is determined to 
find out what's going on

Foul Play Book 4 - Killer Pass Palmer, Tom 9780141331188 £6.99 Puffin 09+

In recent months there has been a spate of burglaries at the houses of players from Danny's favourite 
football club, City FC. Danny wants to know who's behind it all and is on the case.
But after scouting out the crime scenes, there are newspaper reports of a young boy having been seen 
hanging around.
Danny needs to find out who's behind these crimes - and fast. If he doesn't, he might have turned from 
crime detecti e into the biggest s spect of them all

Foul Play Book 5 - Own Goal Palmer, Tom 9780141331195 £6.99 Puffin 09+

Danny loves supporting his local team, City FC. So when everyone starts supporting the Italian team Forza 
FC, Danny is angry. His club is in jeopardy and needs their support. Danny decides to investigate the 
sudden popularity of the new team - starting with Forza's billionaire owner - and that's when the danger 
really kicks off. . .

Inheritance Cycle Book 1 - Eragon Paolini, 
Christopher 9780385607889 £6.99 Doubleday 14+

In Alagaeesia, a fifteen-year-old boy of unknown lineage called Eragon finds a mysterious stone that 
weaves his life into an intricate tapestry of destiny, magic, and power, peopled with dragons, elves, and 
monsters.

Inheritance Cycle Book 2 - Eldest Paolini, 
Christopher 9780552552110 £6.99 Corgi 14+

Eldest begins with dragon rider and now shade slayer, Eragon, on the battlefield of his greatest triumph. He 
is saddened by the death and carnage before him, and fearful for the future.
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Inheritance Cycle Book 3 - Brisingr Paolini, 
Christopher 9780385607919 £16.99 Doubleday 14+

Following the colossal battle against the Empire's warriors, Eragon and Saphira narrowly escaped with their 
lives. But, more awaits the Rider and his dragon, as Eragon finds himself bound by promises he may not be 
able to keep.

The Inheritance Cycle Book 4 - 
Inheritance

Paolini, 
Christopher 9780385616492 £18.99 Doubleday 14+

Not so very long ago, Eragon - Shadeslayer, Dragon Rider - was nothing more than a poor farm boy, and 
his dragon, Saphira, only a blue stone in the forest. Now, the fate of an entire civilization rests on their 
shoulders.

Junie B Jones and that meanie Jim's 
Birthday Park, Barbara 9781905294114 £3.99 Chicken House 07+

Junie B is the only one not invited to Jim's party. Maybe she should have her birthday early and not invite 
that meanie.

Playing Beatie Bow Park, Ruth 9780140314601 £5.99 Puffin 11+

"Playing Beatie Bow" provides a picture of life in 19th-century Australia. It shows how limited opportunities 
were for women and how that was changed.

Bugsy Malone Parker, Alan   000330230X £7.99 Collins Educational 11+

Fat Sam, who runs one of the most popular speakeasies in town, is in danger of being closed down by his 
‘business rival’ Dandy Dan. Enter baby-faced Bugsy Malone, a killer with the ladies and a definite asset to 
Fat Sam. Unfortunately, Bugsy has also caught the eye of Sam’s girlfriend Tallulah – though he’s set his 
designs on the showgirl Blousey Brown.
This play lends itself perfectly to school performance with its large mixed cast and consistent humour.

India (We're From) Parker, Vic 9780431119403 £6.99 Heinemann 07+

Join us on a tour around the world and visit a variety of exciting countries. Using real case studies this 
series shows the reader what it is really like to live in these countries.

Handles Parkins, David 9780140315875 £4.99 Puffin 13+

Erica, a motor-cycle buff, wants to stay in the city with her gang for the summer. However she is to spend 
the summer with her repulsive cousin Robert, and his family in their remote village

Thinking about God and morality Parry, Lesley 9780340799666 £12.99 Hodder 14+

The first half of the book considers the existence and nature of God and revelation. The second half 
includes issues of faith and morality, looking at moral decisions, issues of life and death, and relationships.

GCSE Additional Science 21st century 
revision guide Parsons, Richard 9781847620033 £4.50 CGP 14+

GCSE Additional Science OCR 21st Century Revision Guide - Foundation
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GCSE Additional Science OCR 21st 
Century The work book CGP Parsons, Richard 9781847620040 £4.50 CGP 14+

This book is for anyone doing GCSE OCR 21st Century Additional Science at foundation level

GCSE Core Science OCR 21st Century 
Revision Guide Parsons, Richard 9781841466255 £4.50 CGP 14+

This book (with free Online Edition) is full of clear revision notes and diagrams for Foundation Level OCR 
21st Century GCSE Core Science. It includes a section on ‘Ideas About Science’, loads of exam advice 
and revision summary questions. Everything’s simply explained on uncluttered pages, with a touch of 
humour to keep things interesting. What’s more, a free Online Edition of the whole book is included - perfect 
for revising on a PC, Mac or tablet device.

GCSE Core Science OCR 21st Century 
The Work Book Parsons, Richard 9781841466262 CGP 11+

This book is packed with practice questions for Foundation level GCSE Science students. It covers every 
year 10 topic for the OCR 21st Century exams with a range of exercises that test what you know and how 
well you can apply your knowledge. The answers come in a separate book (9781841466279). Matching 
study notes and explanations are also available in the CGP Revision Guide (9781841466255). Note: This 
book was originally published in November 2006. This is a revised edition.

Man and Boy Parsons, Tony 9780006512134 £6.99 Harper Collins 16+

Harry Silver has it all: a beautiful wife, a wonderful son, a great job in the media - but in one night he throws 
it all away. Then Harry must start to learn what life and love are really all about.

Man and Wife Parsons, Tony 9780006514824 £7.99 Harper Collins 16+

Harry Silver returns to face life in the "blended family. Man and Wife is a novel about love and marriage - 
about why we fall in love and why we marry; about why we stay and why we go.

Under the Sea (Usborne Beginners) Patchett, Fiona 9780746074879 £4.99 Usborne 07+

This series aims to encourage children to access the wonder of the world around them. The books have 
two reading levels, with a simple sentence on each page for beginners, and more complex information for 
more confident readers. This text shows a jellyfish using its tentacles to catch food.

More Than This Patrick Ness 9781406350487 £7.99 Walker 14+

A boy called Seth drowns, desperate and alone in his final moments, losing his life as the pounding sea 
claims him. But then he wakes. He is naked, thirsty, starving. But alive. How is that possible? He 
remembers dying, his bones breaking, his skull dashed upon the rocks. So how is he is here? And where is 
this place? It looks like the suburban English town where he lived as a child, before an unthinkable tragedy 
happened and his family moved to America. But the neighbourhood around his old house is overgrown, 
co ered in d st and completel abandoned What's going on? And h is it that hene er he closes his

Puffin Book of Utterly Brilliant Poetry Patten, Brian 9780140384215 £7.99 Puffin 08+

This is a delightful, bright and gorgeously presented collection of poetry featuring the work of 10 popular and 
successful poets.

Max - Maximum Ride Thriller Patterson, James 9780099514961 £6.99 Arrow 11+

Nobody said saving the world would be easy. Until now, Max and the flock have lived a lonely existence: 
hunted down, tortured, and pushed to the fringe of society; always on the run, they have never been able to 
live a normal life
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Maximum Ride Series Book 1 - The Angel 
Experiment Patterson, James 9780755329632 £5.99 Headline 10+

Max Ride and her five friends grew up in a science lab/prison called the School. They were created as an 
experiment. An experiment where they ended up only 98 per cent human.

Maximum Ride Series Book 2 - School's 
Out Forever Patterson, James 9780755335091 £6.99 Headline 10+

It's 24 hours since Max Ride and her fellow bird-kids escaped the New York Institute, and they're still on the 
run. But the six companions -- 98% human, 2% bird -- came away with some vital information.

Maximum Ride Series Book 4 - The Final 
Warning Patterson, James 9780552558112 £6.99 Corgi 10+

Max, Fang, Iggy, Nudge, Gazzy and Angel, six extraordinary kids who can fly, are back for another wild 
adventure as they try to save the world . . . and themselves.

Middle School Book 2 - Get Me Out of 
Here! Patterson, James 9780099567547 £6.99 Arrow 09+

After sixth grade, the very worst year of his life, Rafe Khatchadorian thinks he has it made in seventh grade. 
He's been accepted to art school in the big city and imagines a math-and-history-free fun zone. Wrong! It's 
more competitive than Rafe ever expected, and to score big in class, he needs to find a way to turn his 
boring life into the inspiration for a work of art. His method? Operation: Get a Life! Anything he's never done 
before, he's going to do it, from learning to play poker to going to a modern art museum

Middle School Book 3 - My Brother Is a 
Big, Fat Liar Patterson, James 9780099567851 £9.99 Arrow 09+

Georgia Khatchadorian plans to excel at Hills Village Middle School in all the places her troublemaking 
brother failed. She's even bet him that she'll quickly become one of the most popular girls in school. But 
Rafe left a big mark at HVMS, and no one will give Georgia a chance! Even worse, Rafe has sneakily 
signed up her band to play at the school dance, and she's terrified to embarrass herself in front of the 
snooty 'Princesses' who run the school and the boy who's caught her eye.

North child Pattou, Edith 9780746068373 £7.99 Usborne 09+

Rose was born into the world facing north, and as a north child, superstition says that she will be a 
wanderer, travelling far from home.

City of God Paulo, Lins 9780747576808 £10.99 Bloomsbury 18+

Cidade de Deus, the City of God welcome to one of Rio's most notorious slums. A place where the streets 
are awash with drugs, where violence can erupt at any moment, over drugs, money and love but also 
where the samba beat rocks til dawn, where the women are the most beautiful on earth, and where one 
young man wants to escape his background and become a photographer.

Dogsong Paulsen, Gary 330352393 £3.99 MacMillan 11+

Russell is tired of his small Eskimo village and longs to know the ancient secrets of his people’s past.  With 
an old sled and a team of unruly dogs, he sets out into the vast Arctic wastes. But his journey soon takes 
him into terrifying danger.

Foxman Paulsen, Gary 330368222 £3.99 MacMillan 07+

'The man was the ugliest thing I’ve ever seen. From the eyes down his face was like a nightmare, with no 
nose and lips so you should see his teeth like a skeleton.' With a storm coming on fast, Carl and his cousin 
are desperate for shelter.
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Hatchet Paulsen, Gary 9780330439725 £4.99 MacMillan 11+

Brian is a city boy. Not used to living rough. Until his plane crash-lands in the Canadian wilderness. All he 
has is a hatchet - and a desperate will to survive.

Hatchet - The Call Paulsen, Gary 330376020 £3.99 MacMillan 11+

Two years on, Brian is back in the city, and hating it. He has to obey the call to return to the woods.

Hatchet - The Return Paulsen, Gary 330324780 £3.99 MacMillan 11+

Brian is asked to return to the wilderness though this time accompanied by an adult and two way radio. 
Unforeseen catastrophe forces him to face a new terror and series of desperate adventures.

Hatchet - The Truth Paulsen, Gary 330483625 £3.99 MacMillan 11+

Now Paulsen describes the thrilling dramas of his own life. The wild animal attacks, plane crashes and 
insect swarms he’s survived. The primitive weapons he’s crafted and hunted with. The revolting foods he’s 
eaten to stave off starvation.

Hatchet - Winter Paulsen, Gary 330348361 £3.99 MacMillan 11+

13-year-old Brian survived in the Canadian wilderness and was rescued before winter arrived. What if he 
hadn't been rescued and had to confront winter?

Chronicles of Ancient Darkness Book 1 - 
Wolf Brother Paver, Michelle 9781842551318 £6.99 Orion 14+

The book begins dramatically with the death of Torak’s father, the mage, Fa, from mortal wounds inflicted 
by a giant, possessed bear. Fa’s dying words bind Torak to a quest to find the mythical Mountain of the 
World Spirit.

Chronicles of Ancient Darkness Book 2 - 
Spirt Walker Paver, Michelle 9780060728304 £6.99 HarperTrophy 14+

Torak is alone, wolf has left him to be with another wolf pack. Sickness rages over the tribes and there are 
scary demon children running around causing fear in everyone.

Chronicles of Ancient Darkness Book 3 - 
Soul Eater Paver, Michelle 9781842551141 £6.99 Orion 14+

Torak and Renn's challenges in Stone Age Scandinavia continue, and Torak now starts to embrace the 
path destiny intended for him. He knows he must try to defeat the Soul Eaters... only he knows how...

Chronicles Of Ancient Darkness Book 4 - 
Outcast Paver, Michelle 9781842551158 £6.99 Orion 14+

Torak crouched on a beach of black sand, his clothes in tatters, his face wild and hopeless as he lashed out 
with a flaming brand-lashed out at wolf.
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Chronicles of Ancient Darkness Book 5 - 
Oath Breaker Paver, Michelle 9781842551165 £6.99 Orion 14+

When he was outcast, Torak was the hunted one. The following spring, he becomes the hunter when he 
swears to avenge the killing of one of his closest friends. To fulfil his oath he must brave the hidden valleys 
of the Deep Forest

Chronicles of Ancient Darkness Book 6 - 
Ghost Hunter Paver, Michelle 9781842551172 £6.99 Orion 14+

As winter approaches and Souls' Night draws near, the Eagle Owl Mage holds the clans in the grip of terror. 
To fulfill his destiny, Torak must seek his lair in the Mountain of Ghosts.

Sweetly Pearce, Jackson 9781444900613 £6.99 Hodder 13+

As a child, Gretchen's twin sister was taken by a witch-like monster in the woods. Ever since, Gretchen and 
her brother, Ansel, have felt the long branches of the witch's forest threatening to make them disappear, 
too. When their stepmother casts Gretchen and Ansel out as teens, they stumble upon a sleepy Southern 
town and are invited to stay with Sophia Kelly at her sweet shop. Sophia moulds candied magic: coveted 
treats that inspire confidence, bravery, and passion

Dog so Small, A Pearce, Philippa 140302069 £4.99 Puffin 07+

Ben had been thinking about dogs. Imagine his disappointment when, for his birthday, he received a picture 
of a dog. Ben's imagination soon got to work and that's when his adventures began.

Tom’s Midnight Garden Pearce, Phillipa 9780192717771 £6.99 OUP 11+

Tom has to spend the summer at his aunt’s and it seems as if nothing good will ever happen again. Then he 
hears the grandfather clock strike thirteen and everything changes. Outside the door is a garden a garden 
that shouldn’t exist.

Keeper Peet, Mal 9781406303933 £6.99 Walker 09+

In a newspaper office, Paul Faustino, South America's top football writer, sits opposite the man they call El 
Gato - the Cat - the world's greatest goalkeeper. On the table between them is the World Cup..., El Gato 
tells his incredible story

Life : An Exploded Diagram Peet, Mal 9781844281008 £7.99 Walker 16+

Clem Ackroyd lives with his parents and grandmother in a claustrophobic home too small to accommodate 
their larger-than-life characters in the bleak Norlfolk countryside. Clem's life changes irrevocably when he 
meets Frankie, the daughter of a wealthy farmer, and experiences first love, in all its pain and glory. The 
story is told in flashback by Clem when he is living and working in New York City as a designer, and moves 
from the past of his parents and grandmother to his own teenage years. Not only the threat of explosions, 
b t act al ones as ell feat re thro gho t in this latest no el from one of the finest riters orking toda

Penalty, The Peet, Mal 9781844280995 £6.99 Walker 12+

As the city of San Juan pulses to summer's sluggish beat, its teenage football prodigy El Brujito, the Little 
Magician, vanishes without trace. Paul Faustino, South America's top sports journalist, is reluctantly drawn 
into the mystery.

Tamar Peet, Mal 9780744565706 £7.99 Walker 11+

Contains a few incidences of strong language. A thrilling and moving story about love, betrayal and 
belonging. When Tamar's grandfather, an intensely private man, falls from a balcony to his death, he leaves 
behind a box with Tamar's name on it.
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Cloud Tea Monkeys Peet, Mal & 
Graham, Elspeth 9781406300925 £12.99 Walker 05+

Monkeys come to the rescue of a struggling family in this traditional tale from a Carnegie Medal winner. 
Tashi lives in a tiny village below the tea plantations where her mother earns a living. One day her mother 
falls ill, and Tashi must pick tea.

Big Nate Book 1 - In a Class by Himself Peirce, Lincoln 9780061944345 £5.99 Harper Collins 09+

Big Nate: In a Class by Himself Inspired by Peirce's "Big Nate" comic strip, this first book in a six-part series 
introduces Nate Wright: sixth grader, class clown, self-described genius, and the all-time record holder for 
school detentions

Big Nate Book 2 - Strikes Again Peirce, Lincoln 9780007355174 £6.99 Harper Collins 09+

Big Nate is back starring in the second instalment of his own super-funny series. Big Nate is created by 
Lincoln Peirce, who inspired Jeff Kinney, author of ‘Diary of a Wimpy Kid’. Big Nate has got his heart set on 
leading his sports team to victory! But it won’t be easy. He’s stuck with Gina, his all time enemy and really 
rubbish player. Worse yet they have to work together on the class special project which means Gina’s 
allowed to call Nate – at home! Gina is at the top of Nate’s list of Things I Can’t Stand – but will she stand in 
the a of his greatness? Will Nate in or lose? Pass or fail? Or fall asleep in science and end p in

Big Nate Book 3 - On a Roll Peirce, Lincoln 9780007355181 £6.99 Harper Collins 09+

Big Nate is back, starring in the third instalment of his own super-funny series. Big Nate is created by 
Lincoln Peirce, who inspired Jeff Kinney, author of ‘Diary of a Wimpy Kid’. Big Nate's scout troop is 
fundraising and while door-to-door selling isn't really Nate's thing, there's nothing like a Grand Prize to get 
him motivated. Especially when the prize is an awesomely cool customised skateboard (and following an 
incident with a poodle and a bridge Nate is in need of a new set of wheels). Nate HAS to win the prize but to 
do that he m st o t sell Art r the l ckiest bo at school Will Nate beat Art r to the pri e (and possibl in

Big Nate Book 4 - Goes for Broke Peirce, Lincoln 9780007462704 £5.99 Harper Collins 09+

When you’ve got a head the size of Big Nate’s then losing is not an option. But Nate’s school P.S. 38 gets 
beaten by arch-rivals Jefferson Middle School at EVERYTHING. Whether it’s sports, maths or a snowball 
fight in the park, P.S. 38 just can’t ever seem to win. So when their school springs a leak and they have to 
join forces with Jefferson for a while, Nate and his friends are mortified. What degrading loses must they 
face now? Or can Nate find something that P.S. 38 can actually win at?

Big Nate Book 5 - Flips Out Peirce, Lincoln 9780007478279 £6.99 Harper Collins 09+

Big Nate is flipping out! Everyone knows N-A-T-E does NOT equal N-E-A-T! And when Nate's sloppiness 
gets out of hand, his best friend Francis gets in serious trouble. Can Nate clean up his act? Or will he flip 
out first?

Big Nate Book 6 - In the Zone Peirce, Lincoln 9780062292032 £5.81 Harper Collins 09+

Big Nate is in the zone!
Nate Wright is down on his luck. In fact he’s so far down, it seems it can't get any worse… Until with a little 
help from Chad’s good luck charm, everything changes – and Nate is on top.
All of a sudden, he can do no wrong! But why?
And more importantly… how long will it last?

Big Nate, The Boy with the Biggest Head 
in the World Peirce, Lincoln 9780007355167 £5.99 Harper Collins 09+

Big-head Nate Wright truly believes he is destined for greatness! He's a table tennis champ, a genius comic 
book artist & the self-proclaimed king of his class

Child Called 'It', A Pelzer, Dave 752837508 £6.99 Orion 16+

David J. Pelzer's mother, Catherine Roerva, was, he writes in this ghastly, fascinating memoir, a devoted 
den mother to the Cub Scouts in her care but not to David, her son, whom she referred to as "an It".
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Lost Boy, The Pelzer, Dave 9780752837611 £6.99 Orion 16+

The Lost Boy is the harrowing - but ultimately uplifting - true story of a boy's journey through the foster-care 
system in search of a family to love. Sequel to A Child Called 'It'

Man Named Dave, A Pelzer, Dave 9780752844084 £6.99 Orion 16+

This is the conclusion to Dave Pelzer's trilogy of memoirs. Abused and starved from childhood by his 
unstable mother, Dave confronts the past and learns to live for the future.

Discovering Religions: Islam Core Student 
Book: Core Edition Penny, Sue 435304682 £8.99 Heinemann 14+

Focusing on Islam, this is one of a series which has been revised in line with developments in Religious 
Education and examines key themes of the world's major religions - worship, history, festivals and rites of 
passage.

Discovering Religions: Sikhism Core 
Student Book: Core Edition Penny, Sue 9780435304706 £8.99 Heinemann 11+

Focusing on Sikhism, this is one of a series which has been revised in line with developments in Religious 
Education and examines key themes of the world's major religions - worship, history, festivals and rites of 
passage.

Peppa Pig: Dentist Trip Peppa Pig 9781409301936 £4.99 Ladybird 03+

Peppa, George and Mr Dinosaur are going to the dentist. It's George's first visit
and he's a teeny bit nervous. Find out how their trip goes in this lovely adventure

Peppa Pig: Peppa Goes Swimming Peppa Pig 9781409301943 £4.99 Ladybird 03+

Peppa and George are going swimming, but George is a bit scared. How will
Mummy and Daddy Pig ever convince him to get in the pool? Read this fun
children's story to find out

Peppa Pig: Peppa Plays Football Peppa Pig 9781409305996 £4.99 Ladybird 03+

Peppa and George are going swimming, but George is a bit scared. How will
Mummy and Daddy Pig ever convince him to get in the pool? Read this fun
children's story to find out

Traditional Tales with a Twist - Ant and 
the Big Bad Bully Goat Peters, Andrew 9781846430794 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

Badger is happy living in his neat and tidy burrow – until Big Bad Bully Goat
decides to move in! Bully Goat has such a fearsome reputation that even Badger’s
biggest friends are too scared to help.

Traditional Tales with a Twist - Bear 
&Turtle and the Great Lake Race Peters, Andrew 9781904550914 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

Everyone knows how rude and grumpy bears can be if they don't get enough
sleep! When a bad-tempered bear trips over a tiny turtle, no-one can foresee the
consequence. When Turtle challenges Bear to a race along the lakeshore
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Traditional Tales with a Twist - Dingo Dog 
and the Billabong Storm Peters, Andrew 9781846433504 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

The Bush animals are fed up of Dingo dog’s bullying and generate a storming idea
to teach him a lesson. This traditional Australian 'Tale with a Twist' is retold by
poet, author and storyteller, Andrew Fusek Peters

Traditional Tales with a Twist - Monkey's 
Clever Tale Peters, Andrew 9780859530514 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

Mischievous Ameerah Monkey wants to cross the river but is scared of the water.
She tricks her deadly enemy, Crocodile, into helping her reach the other side by
promising to give him some monkey tails and money.

Traditional Tales with a Twist - Rabbit 
Cooks Up a Cunning Plan Peters, Andrew 9781846430978 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

Mountain Lion terrorises all the forest animals, and preys on them for his supper.
One day, they come up with a plan to try to protect themselves, yet they are not
safe until Rabbit cooks up a cunning plan which brings them lasting freedom.

Traditional Tales with a Twist - Tiger and 
the Wise Man Peters, Andrew 9781904550075 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

When a tiger plays a trick on a wise man, how will he escape being eaten,
especially when it seems that all the animals are against him? Will the jackal help
him, or is it simply another trick?

Wake Up, Sleepy Head!: Early Morning 
Poems Peters, Andrew 9781904550334 £5.99 Child's Play 03+

The sun is rising, and it’s time for all Animal Sleepy Heads to get out of bed! These
are the songs their parents sing to help them wake up and greet the new day.

Talkative Tortoise, The Peters, Andrew 
Fusek 9781846434181 £5.99 Child's Play

Another Traditional Tale with a Twist from Child's Play. Talkative Tortoise loves talking about his smooth 
and shiny shell and showing off to his best friends, the geese. But when the time comes for them to migrate, 
he is worries about being left behind. The geese hatch a plan to take him along with them, but it relies on 
him keeping his mouth shut for the journey. Will he be able to, and what will happen if he can't? Andrew 
Fusek Peter's retelling of this traditional Indian tale is typically funny, witty and wise. The humour of the tale 
is perfectl complemented b Charlotte Cooke's q irk and e otic ill strations

Secret Hen House Theatre, the Peters, Helen 9780857630650 £6.99 Nosy Crow 09+

Since the death of her mother, Hannah's family life has been a bit chaotic. Her father works all day on their 
dilapidated farm, and the four children are pretty much left to themselves. One day, Hannah finds a 
ramshackle old hen house in a forgotten corner of the farm and decides to turn it into a secret theatre. But 
then the farm is threatened with demolition. Hannah hatches a bold plan to save it. Who can she trust? And 
what will happen when her dad finds out?

It's Raining! It's Pouring! We're Exploring! Peters, Polly 9781846431173 £5.99 Child's Play 05+

When bad weather prevents three children from playing outside, how can they possibly entertain 
themselves? Never fear! With a few home-made props and a great deal of ready imagination, the perfect 
plan is hatched. The rich spontaneity of imaginative play is beautifully captured by Polly Peters's expressive 
text and Jess Stockham's busy and amusing illustrations.

The Ding-Dong Bag Peters, Polly 9781846430152 £5.99 Child's Play 05+

When two boys go out with a large bag in which to catch all the noises they can find, you can be sure that 
they will have an ear-splitting time! From the many noises of breakfast to the distant roar of thunder, from 
the clank of a stick on railings to the thud of a baseball bat, this vibrant story celebrates the rich diversity of 
sounds they encounter and collect. Polly Peters' spirited and rhythmic text is powerfully bought to life by 
Jess Stockham's lively illustrations. This is a story to read aloud and enjoy together.
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Triskellion Peterson, Will 9781406307092 £6.99 walker 11+

Rachel and Adam are sent to stay with their grandmother, following their parents' divorce. But the quiet 
English village is a sinister, unsettling place. Is there a dark heart beating beneath the thatched roofs of 
Triskellion

Frankenstein's aunt Pettersson, Allan 
Rune 9780435122607 £7.75 Heinemann 14+

When Aunt Frankenstein arrives at the castle of her nephew, who created the monster, to restore that place 
to order and clear the family's blackened name, she encounters both Dracula and the werewolf and 
attempts to solve their problems too.

Flambards Peyton, K.M 9780192719553 £5.99 OUP 11+

Twelve-year-old Christinas is sent to live with her fierce uncle and his two sons in their decaying mansion, 
Flambards. Christina discovers a passion for horses and riding.

Flambards in Summer Peyton, K.M 9780192750549 £5.99 OUP 11+

Widowed during the First World War at the age of 21, Christina returns to Flambards in the hope of picking 
up the threads of the life she knew before her marriage. But the Flambards Christina returns to is not the 
same

Pennington's Seventeenth Summer Peyton, K.M 9780416247107 £4.00 Methuan 13+

Penn is a very sporty, average, trouble making, lying teenager who has an extremely unusual but beautiful 
gift - being able to play the piano like an angel! He is taken to the police station a lot and he is the funny boy

Freak the Mighty Philbrick, Rodman 9780746062531 £5.99 Usborne 11+

At the beginning of eighth grade, learning disabled Max and his new friend Freak, whose birth defect has 
affected his body but not his brilliant mind, find that when they combine forces they make a powerful team.

I really want the cake! Philip, Simon 9781783708017 £6.99 Templar Publishing 05+

How do you resist the most amazing cake ever? Especially when your mum has left a note saying that you 
MUST NOT eat the cake? This wonderful rhyming text from Simon Philip, author of You Must Bring a Hat, is 
illustrated with huge energy and humour by Lucia Gaggiotti.

Our Cat Cuddles Phinn, Gervase 9780859538640 £4.70 Child's Play

When Lizzie and Dominic persuade their parents to adopt a cat, little do they know what they are letting 
themselves in for! The first picture book from best-selling author and children's poet, Gervase Phinn.

Three Horrid Pigs and the big Friendly 
Wolf, the Pichon, Liz 9781845066284 £5.99 Little Tiger Press 03+

Mother Pig has had enough of her three horrid little pigs. So she packs their bags and send them on their 
way.
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Tom Gates Book 1 - Brilliant World of Tom 
Gates, the Pichon, Liz 9781407120690 £6.99 Scholastic 09+

Tom Gates is a master of excuses, expert doodler, comic story writer extraordinaire – and the bane of his 
grumpy teacher Mr Fullerman’s life. And in his wacky journal of scribbles and silliness, you’ll find all sorts of 
comic craziness to make you groan with glee! Will Tom ever manage to get his homework in on time, avoid 
the rage of his teacher – AND impress Amy Porter, who sits next to him? Warning! Do not attempt to read 
this in public. You will snigger loudly!

Tom Gates Book 2 -Excellent excuses 
(and other good stuff) Pichon, Liz 978-1407124407 £6.99 Scholastic 14+

No school for two whole weeks leaves Tom with heaps of time for the important things in life. Yeah! He can 
forget all about lessons and the irritating Marcus Meldrew, and save his energy for good stuff! Stuff like: 
inventing new ways to annoy his sister Delia. (So many). Band practice for the Dogzombies – rock stars in 
the making!

Tom Gates Book 3 - Everythings Amazing 
(sort of) Pichon, Liz 9781407124414 £6.99 Scholastic 09+

Back to school, but it's not all bad. Sports Day, the school fair and Tom's birthday are all coming up. And 
even better, his awful big sister Delia won't be at any of those events! On the downside, Granny Mavis is 
threatening to make his birthday cake - uh oh! But on the other hand, Mr Keen has asked Dogzombies to 
perform in front of the whole school! YEAH! Maybe they can even play at the school disco too. How can the 
term turn out any less than seriously amazing?

Tom Gates Book 3 - Everythings Amazing 
(sort of) Pichon, Liz 9781407124414 Scholastic 09+

Back to school, but it's not all bad. Sports Day, the school fair and Tom's birthday are all coming up. And 
even better, his awful big sister Delia won't be at any of those events! On the downside, Granny Mavis is 
threatening to make his birthday cake - uh oh! But on the other hand, Mr Keen has asked Dogzombies to 
perform in front of the whole school! YEAH! Maybe they can even play at the school disco too. How can the 
term turn out any less than seriously amazing?

Tom Gates Book 4 - Genius Ideas 
(mostly) Pichon, Liz 9781407134505 £6.99 Scholastic 09+

Seeing Delia without her sunglasses on is a BIG shock for Tom, but that's nothing compared with the 
surprise that Dad has in store with his new-found fitness regime! He says he's going to compete at the 
school Sports Day. Can you even imagine the horrendous shame that will bring? Meanwhile Tom, Derek 
and Norman are also busy with a training regime of their own - practising with Dogzombies to make sure 
they're ready for the school talent show. The highs and lows of Tom's life are funnier and more extreme 
than e er in this fo rth icked diar from the Roald Dahl F nn Pri e inning series!

Tom Gates Book 5 - Is absolutely fantastic 
(at some things) Pichon, Liz 9781407134512 £6.99 Scholastic 09+

This takes the form of Tom's battered homework diary - crammed with his doodles and stories. "Exciting 
News! Mr Fullerman announces that class 5F are going on an 'Activity Break'! Which should be fun. As long 
as I don't get stuck in a group with anyone who snores or worse still with . . . . . . Marcus Meldrew. Delia is 
already threatening to paint my room funny colours while I'm away. Which is annoying. I just hope the only 
surprise I have when I get home is the new pet that I hear Mum and Dad talking about. Because I've always 

anted a pet!"

Tom Gates Book 6 - Extra special treats 
(not) Pichon, Liz 9781407145105 Scholastic 09+

It's really cold outside and we're all hoping it's going to snow. Yeah! Derek and I could make a snow 
Rooster and have a snowball fight (look out, Delia!). Granny Mavis has started to knit me a new winter 
jumper, but by the looks of things I'm not sure it's going to fit. . .

WBD 2013 - Best Book Day Ever! (so far) Pichon, Liz 9781407136813 £1.00 Scholastic 09+

This is crammed with Tom's stories and doodles. "It's BOOK WEEK in Oakfield school and EVERYONE is 
very excited. Including all the teachers, who are making costumes of their own. Mr Keen says there's an 
EXCELLENT prize on offer for BEST costumes worn on BOOK DAY. So suddenly making a good costume 
is VITALLY important, but tricky and Delia's not much help (as usual). Then Marcus decides that HE is a 
super hero and can't understand why 'Super Marcus' isn't the best name."

My Sister's Keeper Picoult, Jodi 9780340960509 £7.99 Hodder 16+

Sara Fitzgerald's daughter Kate is just two years old when she is diagnosed with a rare form of leukaemia. 
Reeling with the shock of it, Sara knows she will do anything-what ever it takes to save her child
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Nineteen Minutes Picoult, Jodi 9780340935798 £7.99 Hodder 16+

Sterling is a small, ordinary New Hampshire town where nothing ever happens - until a student enters the 
local high school with an arsenal of guns and starts shooting, changing the lives of everyone inside and out

Accidental Friends Pielichaty, Helena 9780192755100 £5.99 OUP 14+

The idea of constructing a story around the timeless playground classic game of consequences is simply 
superb. The book tells the story of four different but endearing characters who come together by chance.

Spirit of the Titanic Pierce, Nicola 9781847171900 £6.99 O'Brian 09+

Fifteen-year-old Samuel Scott died while building the Titanic. As the ship sails to her doom, his ghost 
moves restlessly alongside the passengers and crew: Frederick Fleet: the young look-out who spotted the 
iceberg and who survived in a life-boat with (the unsinkable) Molly Brown; Howard Hartley Wallace: the 
heroic band-leader who played ragtime music as the freezing waters lapped at his feet; Harold Bride: the 
junior radio operator whose messages echoed on, long after the ship had disappeared to its icy grave …

The last wild Piers Torday 9781780878300 £6.99 Quercus 09+

This is a story about a boy named Kester. He is extraordinary, but he doesn't know that yet. All he knows, at 
this very moment, is this:
1. There is a flock of excited pigeons in his bedroom.
2. They are talking to him.
3. His life will never be quite the same again...
A capti ating animal ad ent re destined to be lo ed b readers of all ages

GCSE English for AQA A Pilgrim, Imelda 9780435106027 £12.50 Heinemann 14+

This edition is for specifications first examined in 2003. It offers a complete match to the AQA A GCSE 
exam.

NEAB GCSE English Pilgrim, Imelda 9780435102326 £13.50 Heineman 14+

This text helps students to prepare for the NEAB GCSE English exams. Students can practice essential 
reading and writing skills, while materials match NEAB exam papers and help to generate classroom 
lessons.

Captain Underpants - The Adventures of 
Captain Underpants Pilkey, Dav 9780439014571 £4.99 Scholastic 07+

George and Harold create the greatest super-hero in their school's history and now they're about to bring 
him to life. Meet Captain Underpants. His identity is so secret, even he doesn't know who he is.

Captain Underpants and Bionic Booger 
Boy Part 1 Pilkey, Dav 9780439376105 £5.99 Scholastic 07+

Dav Pilkey's newest epic novel finds George, Harold, and everyone's favorite superhero in the stickiest 
situation yet. This time, the boys' latest prank has snotty school brainiac Melvin Sneedley in a stink. And 
when Melvin tries to transform himself into a Bionic-Powered Superboy, things go from bad to boogers--
literally--and the Bionic Booger Boy is born! With fun Flip-O-Rama and loads of laffs, here's another 
excellent adventure that will leave Captain Underpants fans begging for more. Special bonus cliffhanger 
ending incl ded!

Captain Underpants and Bionic Booger 
Boy Part 2 Pilkey, Dav 9780439977722 £5.99 Scholastic 07+

Just when George and Harold thought they were safe \- here come the robo-boogers! Disgusting and 
dangerous crosses between hi-tech wizardry and, well \. snot, they're out to take over the world. Have your 
hankies ready!
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Captain Underpants and the Attack of the 
Talking Toilets Pilkey, Dav 9780439995443 £4.99 Scholastic 07+

WBD 2008 Not so long ago, George and Harold created the greatest super-hero in the history of their 
school - and brought him to life by mistake! Meet Captain Underpants!

Captain Underpants and the Invasion of 
the Incredible Naughty Cafeteria Ladies Pilkey, Dav 9780439997102 £5.99 Scholastic 07+

Harold and George's crazy creation is back! Captain Underpants defeated Dr Nappy and terminated the 
terrible talking toilets. But is he ready to take on three massive space aliens in disguise?

Captain Underpants and the Perilous Plot 
of Professor Poopypants Pilkey, Dav 9780439998192 £5.99 Scholastic 07+

Professor Pippy P. Poopypants is a brilliant scientist, but his ridiculous name means no one takes his 
fantastic inventions seriously. And now he's on the rampage... He's armed with the fiendish Shrinky-Pig 
2000 and he's prepared to use it! This is definitely a job for the world's only superhero with WEDGIE 
POWER!

Captain Underpants and the 
Prerposterous Plight of the Purple Potty 
People

Pilkey, Dav 9781407103600 £4.99 Scholastic 07+

THE WAIT IS OVER!!! Dav Pilkey's beloved Captain Underpants returns to face his nemesis - the evil 
Captain Blunderpants - with the help of two new superheroes, Great-Granny Girdle and Boxer Boy!

Captain Underpants and the Revolting 
Revenge of the Radioactive Robo-Boxer Pilkey, Dav 9781407134673 £8.99 Scholastic 07+

CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS returns! When we last saw our heroes, George and Harold, they had been 
turned into evil zombie nerds doomed to roam a devastated, post-apocalyptic planet for all eternity. But 
why, you might ask, didn't the amazing Captain Underpants save the boys from this frightening fate? 
Because Tippy Tinkletrousers and his time-travelling hijinks prevented George and Harold from creating 
Captain Underpants in the first place! Now, having changed the course of human history for ever, they'll 
ha e to fig re o t a a to CHANGE IT BACK Co ld this be the end for Captain Underpants?!!

Captain Underpants and the Terrifying 
Return of Tippy Tinkletrousers Pilkey, Dav 9781407132747 £9.99 Scholastic 07+

CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS returns! In their ninth epic adventure, George and Harold encounter a familiar 
face - Professor Poopypants! He now goes by the name Tippy Tinkletrousers and is determined to seek 
revenge for all of the teasing his old name inspired. Armed with his laser-shooting Freezy-Beam 4000, 
Tippy Tinkletrousers is ready to zap anyone who stands in his way. Now it's up to George, Harold, and the 
amazing Captain Underpants to stop Tippy Tinkletrousers' reign of terror before it's too late!

Captain Underpants and the Wrath of the 
Wicked Wedgie Woman Pilkey, Dav 9780439994804 £5.99 Scholastic 07+

George and Harold are having a normal kind of week. Yesterday they found out they were going to flunk 
fourth grade. Today they've created an evil, super-powerful monster. She's mean. She's got a fake-fur Evil 
Baddie costume - and she's having a REALLY bad hair day. With the help of her robots, the Wicked 
Wedgie Woman is on a mission to take over the world ... and she'll give a whopping wedgie to anyone who 
stands in her way! Watch out!

How People Lived Pipe, Jim 9780756682750 £11.86 DK Publishing 11+

How People Lived is an ambitious update that takes the reader on a journey not only from prehistory to the 
present (and beyond), but also moves the scene around the globe

The Tudors, A Very Peculiar History Pipe, Jim 9781907184581 £7.99 Book House 09+

The Tudors were an odd bunch, more odd than their subjects, perhaps. When they weren't beheading 
wives and enemies they were threatening to, or going around earning themselves nicknames like 'Bloody 
Mary' and 'The 9 Day Queen'. The Tudors: A Very Peculiar History tells the story of the Tudor monarchs, 
their castles, their lives and their subjects in a time when it was fashionable to slash up your clothes for that 
fresh from battle look
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My Sister Lives On The Mantelpiece Pitcher, Annabel 9780316176897 £9.99 Little Brown 13+

Ten-year-old Jamie Matthews has just moved to the Lake District with his Dad and his teenage sister, 
Jasmine for a 'Fresh New Start'. Five years ago his sister's twin, Rose, was blown up by a terrorist bomb. 
His parents are wrecked by their grief.

Vanishing Rainforest, the Platt, Richard 9780711221703 £6.99 Frances Lincoln 07+

Why is the Brazilian rainforest vanishing so fast? And why is it essential not only to the people and animals 
within it, but to the whole world? This story, is seen through the eyes of a child called Remaema.

Herbie's Big Adventure Poh, Jennie 9781782025191 £6.99 Curious Fox 05+

The big day is here! It's time for Herbie the hedgehog to go on his first big adventure, but is he ready? 
Herbie discovers that with a little imagination, he's got all the courage he needs to face the big wide world.

Foundation Science to 14 Pople, Stephen 199146837 £7.80 OUP 11+

Print Point Size N18 Only - Foundation Science to 14 has been brought completely up-to-date for the 2000 
National Curriculum but the page numbering has been kept the same as the old edition allowing you to use 
the two side-by-side. It is particularly useful for home study with questions on every spread, 'test and check' 
sections to identify areas of weakness and a summary of key facts. Key Points: · Same page numbering as 
the old edition 

It's me Parsnip Porter, Sue 9781842482230 £4.99 Matthew Price 03+

Someone has left a muddy puddle in the hall - and on the stairs - and in the
bedroom. Who can it be?

Parsnip Porter, Sue 9781842482223 £4.99 Mathew Price 03+

One snowy night, a newborn lamb is brought into the farmhouse out of the cold. Gradually she warms up, 
but she's all alone, help Parsnip and her friends search for her mummy.

Murderous Maths of Everything, the Poskitt, Kjartan 9781407131436 £9.99 Scholastic 09+

Never dared before, Murderous Maths of Everything is one big book with ALL the answers to 
EVERYTHING in maths. And it's in cool colour, too! Readers can join the cast of crazy characters on a tour 
of the Murderous Maths building to discover the darkest and deadliest mathematical secrets. Discover how 
to make birthdays last twice as long, how the number 1 starts fights, how triangles lead to murder and much 
more. Put an end to maths misery, once and for all.

Tailor of Gloucester, The Potter, Beatrix 9780723247722 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

The Tailor of Gloucester was first published in 1903 and tells the story of a poor tailor trying to survive in his 
freezing workshop over a hard winter. He has a terribly important commission to complete for the Mayor of 
Gloucester's wedding on Christmas Day but is ill and tired, and before long is running out of food and 
thread, as well as time! How will he possibly complete the beautiful coat and embroidered waistcoat?

Tale of a Naughty Little Rabbit, the Potter, Beatrix 9780723266853 £3.99 Frederick Warne 03+

This is the story of a very naughty little rabbit who becomes quite fat after sneaking under a gate, and 
stumbling into a huge vegetable patch. This is the story of Peter Rabbit. Unfortunately for Peter, he also 
stumbles across a very grumpy farmer and loses his shoes, his coat and his way as he tries to escape back 
through the gate. Will he make it home?
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Tale of Benjamin Bunny, The Potter, Beatrix 9780723247739 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

Peter Rabbit's cousin, Benjamin Bunny, has been a very popular character since this book's first publication 
in 1904. In this tale we hear all about his and Peter's adventures in Mr McGregor's vegetable garden, and 
what happens to them when they meet a cat! Even more frightening, is what happens to the two pesky 
bunnies when Old Mr Benjamin Bunny finds out what they have been up to!

Tale of Ginger and Pickles, The Potter, Beatrix 723247870 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

Ginger and Pickles (a terrier and a ginger cat) kept a very popular shop. Their customers loved to buy their 
provisions there, but they were less keen to pay for them and ran up a gret deal of credit, making poor 
Ginger and Pickles lives very difficult indeed.

Tale of Jemima Puddle-duck, The Potter, Beatrix 723247781 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

Poor Jemima. All she wants to do is lay her eggs in peace, and be allowed to hatch them herself. At last 
she flies off and finds the perfect place. Little does the silly duck realise that the charming gentleman who 
has lent her his woodshed is busily planning a delicious meal of . . . roast duck!

Tale of Johnny Town-mouse, The Potter, Beatrix 723247821 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

Do you ever feel that the grass is always greener on the other side of the fence? Well, so did Johnny Town-
Mouse and Timmy Willie. One was a town mouse and one was a country mouse, and when they end up in 
each other's worlds they soon discover that they were much happier where they started!

Tale of Mr Jeremy Fisher, The Potter, Beatrix 723247765 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

The Tale of Mr. Jeremy Fisher endures as one of Beatrix Potter's most popular and well-loved tales. It tells 
of an optimistic and slightly accident-prone frog, who sets off on a fishing expedition across the pond, only 
to find himself bitten on the toe bt a water-beetle, fighting with a stickleback, and eventually nearly eaten by 
a trout!

Tale of Mr Tod, The Potter, Beatrix 723247838 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

The Tale of Mr Tod brings back Beatrix Potter's most popular heroes, Peter Rabbit and Benjamin Bunny, in 
an adventure that also features two very disagreeable villains. Fortunately Tommy Brock the badger and 
Mr. Tod the fox dislike each other so much that they Tommy Brock kidnaps Benjamin's young family, Mr 
Tod unwittingly becomes the rabbits' ally.

Tale of Mrs Tiggy-Winkle, The Potter, Beatrix 9780723247753 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

the tale of a hidden home high in the hills. It is discovered one day by a little girl called Lucie, who is in 
search of her missing pocket handkerchiefs. She knocks on the tiny door, and meets Mrs Tiggy-winkle who 
does all the washing and ironing for the neighbouring animals. Lucie spends a lovely day helping her, and 
it's only right at the end of the day that she realises Mrs Tiggy-winkle is a hedgehog!

Tale of Mrs Tittlemouse, The Potter, Beatrix 9780723247807 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

Mrs Tittlemouse is a terribly tidy little wood mouse. She is always sweeping her burrow, polishing and 
tidying. It is an endless job and it seems that no sooner has she made a good start than another messy 
visitor appears to leave their muddy footprints everywhere.

Tale of Peter Rabbit, The Potter, Beatrix 723247706 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

The Tale of Peter Rabbit was first published by Frederick Warne in 1902 and endures as Beatrix Potter's 
most popular and well-loved tale. It tells the story of a very mischievous rabbit and the trouble he 
encounters in Mr McGregor's vegetable garden!
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Tale of Pigling Bland, The Potter, Beatrix 723247846 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

The Tale of Pigling Bland was published the year the Beatrix Potter was married and settled down to 
farming life for good. She had already been keeping pigs and she sketched them for this story, using her 
own farmyard as the setting. One little black pig was a household pet and features as the "perfectly lovely" 
Pig-wig who runs away with Pigling Bland.

Tale of Squirrel Nutkin, The Potter, Beatrix 723242968 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

Beatrix Potter's famous tale of a naughty squirrel who loses his tail is as popular today as it was when it was 
first published over 100 years ago. Join Nutkin, his brother Twinkleberry and all his cousins as they make 
their way over to Owl Island to gather nuts. See what happens when Old Brown, the terrifying owl guardian 
of the island decides he has had enough of silly Nutkin's cheekiness! Ouch!!

Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies, The Potter, Beatrix 723243050 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

When the cupboard is bare at the Flopsy Bunny's burrow, the family all have to go in search of food. They 
soon find some old lettuces on Mr McGregor's rubbish heap, but who can imagine the horrors that await 
them as they enjoy a nap after lunch!

Tale of Tom Kitten, The Potter, Beatrix 9780723247777 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

The Tale of Tom Kitten is set in the cottage garden Beatrix created herself at Hill Top, the farm she owned 
near the village of Sawrey. Tom and his sisters look so smart in their new clothes. When their mother sends 
them outside while she waits for her visitors, she couldn't possibly guess what kind of mess they are going 
to get themselves into!

Tale of Two Bad Mice, The Potter, Beatrix 723242992 £4.99 Frederick Warne 03+

"The Tale of Two Bad Mice" is as lively and funny today as it was when it was first written. See the chaos 
that ensues when Tom Thumb and Hunca Munca, two naughty little mice, creep into Lucinda and Jane's 
doll's house one morning. They are not happy to discover that the delicious food is made of plaster and 
won't come off the plates, or that the canisters on the dresser don't contain real rice and coffee, only 
coloured beans! They set about taking things to make their little home more comfortable, but end up 
creating a terrible mess

Blue Remembered Hills Potter, Dennis 573016992 £8.25 Samuel French 12+

This deceptively simple tale relates the activities of seven English children played by adults on a summer 
afternoon during World War II. In a woods, a field and a barn, they play, fight, fantasize and swagger. Their 
aggressions, fears, hostilities and rivalries are a microcosm of adult interaction. Easy going Willie tags 
along as burly Peter bullies Raymond and is challenged by fair minded Paul. Plain Audrey is overshadowed 
by Angela's prettiness and wreaks her anger on the boys. All of them gang up on the terrified "Donald Duck" 

ho ab sed b his mother and ridic led b his peers pla s a dangero s game of p romania ith tragic

Olivia Kidney Stops for No One Potter, Ellen 9780330420846 £8.99 Macmillan 07+

Olivia Kidney is on the move - again! When her dad, George, finds a mysterious note on his bed he agrees 
to  take up the position of live-in handyman at a grand, private home.

A Witch In The Classroom Potts, Ghillian 9780552546850 £3.99 Young Corgi 05+

A lovely funny witchy story about a young girl who discovers she has magical powers

Witch Wars Pounder, Sibeal 9781408852651 £5..99 bloomsbury 08+

There is a world where witches live, deep down below the sink pipes . . . . Tiga Whicabim knows nothing 
about it. Or not until a fabulous fairy tells her off to Ritzy City to compete in Witch Wars, a competition filled 
with riddles! Weird witches! And one massive shoes. Does Tiga have what it takes to win!. It's HIGHLY 
UNLIKELY.
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Thin Ice Powling, Chris 9781781121276 £6.99 Barrington Stoke 07+

Pete knows that you must not walk on ice. But a dog is stuck out ther eon the lake! What can he do? 
Particularly suitable for struggling reluctant and dyslexic readers.

Johnny and the dead Pratchett Terry, 
Briggs, Stephen 9780198314929 £9.25 OUP 11+

Johnny Maxwell, visiting the local cemetery, discovers that he can see the dead. He can talk to them, too - 
much to his friends' amazement.

Amazing Maurice & His Educated 
Rodents, The Pratchett, Terry 552546933 £5.99 Corgi 07+

Maurice, a streetwise tomcat, has the perfect money-making scam. Everyone knows the stories about rats 
and pipers, and Maurice has a stupid-looking kid with a pipe, and his very own plague of rats strangely 
educated rats.

Dodger Pratchett, Terry 9780385619271 £18.99 Doubleday 13+

Dodger is a tosher – a sewer scavenger living in the squalor of Dickensian London.
Everyone who is nobody knows Dodger. Anyone who is anybody doesn’t.
But when he rescues a young girl from a beating, suddenly everybody wants to know him.
And Dodger’s tale of skulduggery, dark plans and even darker deeds begins . . .

Good Omens Pratchett, Terry 9780552137034 £7.99 Corgi 16+

According to the Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter - the world's only totally reliable guide to 
the future - the world will end on a Saturday. Next Saturday, in fact. Just after tea…

Hat Full of Sky, A Pratchett, Terry 9780552551441 £6.99 Corgi 11+

Sequel to "The Wee Free Men" Eleven-year-old Tiffany Aching wants to be a real witch. Tiffany's got to 
learn to be a real witch really quickly, with the help of arch-witch Mistress Weatherwax and the truly 
amazing Miss Level.

I Shall Wear Midnight Pratchett, Terry 9780385611077 £18.99 Doubleday 13+

It's not easy being a witch, and it's not all whizzing about on broomsticks, but Tiffany Aching - teen witch - is 
doing her best. Until something evil wakes up, something that stirs up all the old stories about nasty old 
witches

Interesting Times Pratchett, Terry 552142352 £4.99 Corgi 11+

Mighty battles! Revolution! Death! War! (and his sons Terror and Panic, and daughter Clancy). The oldest 
and most inscrutable empire on the Discworld is in turmoil, brought about by the revolutionary treatise What 
I Did On My Holidays.

Nation Pratchett, Terry 9780385613705 £16.99 Doubleday 09+

Finding himself alone on a desert island when everything and everyone he knows and loved has been 
washed away in a huge storm, Mau is the last surviving member of his nation. He's also completely alone - 
or so he thinks until he finds the ghost girl.
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The Nome Trilogy Book 1 - Truckers Pratchett, Terry 9780552551007 £5.99 Corgi 11+

The nomes are tiny little people who, live happily beneath the floorboards of Arnold Bros department store. 
But their tiny, little world is shattered when the store is to be demolished and they have to find away of 
getting to The Outside.

The Nome Trilogy Book 2 - Diggers Pratchett, Terry 9780552551014 £5.99 Corgi 11+

A Bright New Dawn is just around the corner for thousands of tiny nomes when they move into the ruined 
buildings of an abandoned quarry. Or is it?

The Nome Trilogy Book 3 - Wings Pratchett, Terry 9780552551021 £5.99 Corgi 11+

Somewhere in a place so far up there is no down a ship is waiting to take the nomes home, back to 
wherever they came from.

Unseen Academicals: A Discworld Novel Pratchett, Terry 9780552153379 £7.99 Corgi 14+

Football has come to the ancient city of Ankh-Morpork. And now the wizards of Unseen University must win 
a football match, without using magic, so they're in the mood for trying everything else

Wee Free Men, The Pratchett, Terry 9780385605335 £5.99 Doubleday 11+

There’s trouble on the Aching farm monster in the river, a headless horseman in the driveway and 
nightmares spreading down from the hills. And now Tiffany Aching’s little brother has been stolen by the 
Queen of the Fairies.

Wintersmith Pratchett, Terry 9780385609845 £14.99 Doubleday 11+

Tiffany is a trainee witch working for the scary Miss Treason. Tiffany witnesses the Dark Dance the 
crossover from summer to winter she leaps into the dance, into the oldest story there ever is, and draws the 
attention of the wintersmith himself.

Witches Abroad Pratchett, Terry 9780552134651 £5.99 Corgi 11+

It seemed an easy job After all, how difficult could it be to make sure that a servant girl dosen't marry a 
prince? But for the witches travelling to the distant city of Genua, things are never that simple.

Day the Island Exploded, the Pratt, Alexandra 9781842996959 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 10+

Reading level age 8, It's the trip of a life-time! Graham's on an island - deep in frozen Antarctica. But one 
day the ground starts to rumble. The volcanoes are erupting! The island is exploding. Can he escape in 
time?

Dancing in the Dark Prendergast, Peter 9781847171856 £6.99 O'Brien 13+

Things haven't been easy for Jessie since her brother James - sports star and popular kid - died. Her mum 
and dad are lost in grief and she's feeling isolated at school
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Black Arts the Books of Pandemonium Prentice, Andrew 9781849921329 £6.99 David Fickling 10+

Elizabethan London: a teeming city of traders and thieves, courtiers and preachers, riff-raff and quality, cut-
throats - and demons. When scrunty Jack the 'Judicious Nipper' picks the wrong pocket at the Globe 
Theatre, he finds himself mixed up in an altogether more dangerous London than he could have imagined.
An outbreak of devil-worship has led to a wave of anti-witch fervor whipped up by the Elect, a mysterious 
group of Puritans recognizable by their red-stained right hands. Rumour has it that their leader, the 
charismatic Nicholas Webb ants to p rge the cit entirel and b ild a Ne Jer salem Jack has his o n

Underwater Adventure Price Willard 9780099182313 £4.99 Red Fox 11+

One of a series of adventures featuring Hal and Roger Hunt. The boys are on board "Lively Lady", studying 
submarine life and searching for the treasure of the "Santa Cruz", sunk three centuries ago.

Dead Connection Price, Charlie 9781596431140 £10.95 Roaring Brook 
Press 13+

Murray is an outcast, who talks to the dead. He visits the cemetery every day to talk to his friends. He stays 
away from most living people until he meets Pearl, the graveyard caretaker's daughter. She finds him 
strange, but is also drawn to him.

You Only Live Once Price, Katie 9781846054860 £18.99 Cornerstone 16+

Break-ups, marriage and moving on. The last two and a half years of Katie Price’s life have been anything 
but quiet. And yet through it all while her private life continues to be played out on the front pages of the 
tabloids. Contains Strong Language

Amazon Adventure Price, Willard 9780099182214 £3.50 Red Fox 11+

One of a series of adventures featuring Hal and Roger Hunt. The boys are accompanying their zoologist 
father down the Amazon, to explore an uncharted river.

South Sea Adventure Price, Willard 9780099182511 £3.50 Red Fox 11+

One of a series of adventures with Hal and Roger. The boys are searching for exotic sea-life and they have 
a mission to collect pearls from the oyster-beds of a secret lagoon. But do the crew and passengers of 
Lively Lady know more than they should?

Volcano Adventure Price, Willard 9780340172179 £3.50 Knight 11+

One of a series of adventure stories featuring Hal and Roger Hunt. The boys are helping Dr Dan Adams to 
research volcanoes in the Pacific. When Mount Myojin erupts

Tales of Terror from the Tunnel's Mouth Priestley, Chris 9781408800058 £6.99 Bloomsbury 11+

A boy is put on a train by his stepmother to make his first journey on his own. But soon that journey turns out 
to be more of a challenge than anyone could have imagined as the train stalls at the mouth of a tunnel

The Wickford Doom Priestley, Chris 9781781124093 £6.99 Barrington Stoke 08+

When Harry and his mother inherit a house from a mysterious relative of his father's following his death in 
the War, they travel across the country to discover the bequeathing was a cruel trick - the house has fallen 
into the sea. But it seems there's even more afoot at Wickford Hall than they first imagined, as tales of lost 
children and evil paintings soon capture Harry's imagination. Is there something evil lurking in the land? And 
can Harry defeat it before it swallows him up too?
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Uncle Montague's Tales of Terror Priestley, Chris 9780747589228 £6.99 Bloomsbury 09+

Uncle Montague lives alone in a big house and his regular visits from his nephew give him the opportunity to 
relive some of the most frightening stories he knows.

An Inspector Calls Priestley, J.B. 435232827 £6.75 Heinemann 11+

The "Heinemann Plays" series offers contemporary drama and classic plays in durable classroom editions. 
In this play an inspector interrupts a party to investigate a girl's suicide, and implicates each of the party-
makers in her death.

Help! (Solo) Prince, Alison 9781842995587 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 08+

When Dan's plumber dad asks him to help out fixing a shower he agrees - but gets more than he bargained 
for when the house floods! What are they to do? A hilarious comedy of errors

Web (Barrington Stoke) Prince, Alison 9781842997772 £6.99 Barrington Stoke 10+

Tim is terrible at French, so when his football coach Max offers to help with his homework he's thrilled. He 
knows it's wrong, but his marks are so much better he pushes that out of his mind. When Max starts 
charging for his help, Tim gets entangled in a web of lies and doesn't know if he will ever escape. Thought-
provoking drama. Barrington Stoke specialise in books for reluctant, struggling and dyslexic readers.

Project X - Yellow - Exploring Letters 9 Project X 9780198479925 £4.95 Usborne 04+

This book practices the sounds: ai ee igh oa oo ar or ur And the tricky words: was my

Mrs Pepperpot Stories Proyaen, Alf 9780099411390 £4.99 Red Fox 07+

Mrs Pepperpot can't choose when she will shrink to four inches high - it just happens. But whatever she 
encounters, whether it be a mousetrap, a crafty fox or a gigantic mountain of ice cream, little Mrs Pepperpot 
will always come out on top.

Cold Tom Prue, Sally 9780192727657 £5.99 OUP 13+

Tom is one of the Tribe. But he is not like the others - he is clumsy and heavy, and the Tribe drive him away 
into the demon city. But Tom can't live with demons either

Adventures of the New Cut Gang, the Pullman, Philip 9781849921039 £5.99 David Fickling 07+

Benny, Thunderbolt, Bridie, Sharky and the Peretti twins are a mixed bunch of vagabonds and urchins who 
come together to form the New Cut Gang in two comic tales of stolen silver and skulduggery.
Fake coins are turning up all over Lambeth and the finger of suspicion is pointing at Thunderbolt's dad - 
could he really be the forger? The crime-busting New Cut Gang come to the rescue!
And when just two clues - a blob of wax and a Swedish match - are discovered at the scene of a break-in, 
the children find themsel es on the trail of an e tremel c nning criminal

Clockwork, or All Wound Up Pullman, Philip 9780440866381 £4.99 Corgi 07+

A tale of gothic mystery as elegantly crafted as the most intricate clockwork. A tormented apprentice clock-
maker - and a deadly knight in armour. A mechanical prince - and the sinister Dr Kalmenius, who some say 
is the devil.
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Count Karlstein, The Novel Pullman, Philip 9780552557306 £5.99 Corgi 09+

No one in the village of Karlstein dares to leave their home on All Souls Eve the night Zamiel, the Demon 
Huntsman comes to claim his prey. But Count Karlstein has struck a bargin and so the lives of his young 
nieces, are in danger.

Firework-maker's Daughter, The Pullman, Philip 9780440866404 £4.99 Corgi 08+

Lila wants to be a firework maker just like her father, but before she can she has to make a life-threatening 
journey to the den of the evil Fire-Fiend, battling her way through strange lands and nightmarish scenarios 
with elephants and pirates.

His Dark Materials Trilogy Book 1 - 
Northern Lights Pullman, Philip 590660543 £5.99 Scholastic 09+

When Lyra’s friend Roger disappears, she and her daemon, Pantalaimon, determine to find him. The 
ensuing quest leads them to the bleak splendour of the North, where armoured bears rule the ice and witch-
queens fly through the frozen skies.

His Dark Materials Trilogy Book 2 - The 
Subtle Knife Pullman, Philip 590112899 £5.99 Scholastic 11+

Will is twelve years old and he’s just killed a man. Now he’s on his own, on the run, determined to discover 
the truth about his father’s disappearance. Then Will steps through a window in the air into another world.

His Dark Materials Trilogy Book 3 - The 
Amber Spyglass Pullman, Philip 590542443 £6.99 Scholastic 09+

The Amber Spyglass forms the third and concluding volume of Phillip Pullman’s masterpiece, the His Dark 
Materials trilogy, which was begun by Northern Lights and continued in The Subtle Knife.

Lyra’s Oxford Pullman, Philip 9780385606998 £4.99 David Fickling 11+

A bundle of material has somehow slipped between Lyra's universe and our own, including another short 
tale from a just after the end of "The Amber Spyglass".

Once Upon a Time in the North Pullman, Philip 9780385614320 £9.99 David Fickling 11+

A marvellous bundle of paraphernalia and memorobilia  together with a wonderful new story from the 
acclaimed author, Philip Pullman; the blue book to join with Lyra's Oxford, beautifully illustrated by master 
engraver, John Lawrence

Ruby in the Smoke, The Pullman, Philip 9780439010771 £5.99 Scholastic 14+

When her dear father is drowned in suspicious circumstances in the south China Sea, Sally is left to fend 
for herself, a orphan and alone in the smoky fog of Victorian London. Though she doesn’t know it, Sally is 
already in terrible danger.

Scarecrow and his Servant, The Pullman, Philip 9780385409803 £10.99 Doubleday 07+

So begins a story of the Scarecrow , a courteous but pea-brained fellow with grand ideas. He meets a boy, 
Jack, who becomes his faithful servant. Leaving behind his usual bird-scaring duties, the Scarecrow sets 
out for Spring Valley with Jack.
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Shadow in the North, The Pullman, Philip 9780439977814 £5.99 Scholastic 11+

A gripping mystery exposing the rotten core of Victorian society - where a death-dealer can hold the 
fashionable world in thrall

Tiger in the Well, The Pullman, Philip 9780439977807 £5.99 Scholastic 11+

A terrifying thriller set in Victorian London. Sally Lockhart is content - her business is thriving, she has a 
comfortable house, and her adored baby daughter Harriet. But her life is about to change.

Tin Princess, The Pullman, Philip 9780439955270 £6.99 Scholastic 11+

Jim Taylor, Sally's oldest friend, is engaged as bodyguard to a princess. But Crown Princess Adelaide of 
Razkavia not what you'd expect. She's the slum-girl Jim has been searching for ever since she vanished 
ten years ago.

I was a Rat Pullman, Phillip 440863759 £4.99 Corgi 09+

So insists Roger. Maybe it’s true. But what is he now? A terrifying monster rampaging in the sewers? Or just 
an ordinary small boy, though a little ratty in his habits?

A Fright in the Night Punter, Russell 9781409531432 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A visit to a spooky house gives Jess a fright in the night! Part of the award-winning 'Usborne Very First 
Reading' series specially developed in consultation with literacy experts to help children learn to read. 
Designed for a child to read together with an adult, allowing the child to gradually take a greater share of the 
story in each book to achieve confident, independent reading.

Androcles and the Lion Punter, Russell 9780746096918 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a new title in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. One 
day Androcles comes across an angry lion. But what's that? It has a thorn stuck in its paw and Androcles 
quickly makes a new friend.

Bad Jack Fox Punter, Russell 9781409531425 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Bad Jack Fox is on the run - can Dan catch him and save the stolen box? Part of the award-winning 
'Usborne Very First Reading' series specially developed in consultation with literacy experts to help children 
learn to read. Designed for a child to read together with an adult, allowing the child to gradually take a 
greater share of the story in each book to achieve confident, independent reading

Captain Mac Punter, Russell 9781409530626 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Captain Mac needs a crew for his ship quick! Part of the award-winning 'Usborne Very First Reading' series 
specially developed in consultation with literacy experts to help children learn to read. Designed for a child 
to read together with an adult, allowing the child to gradually take a greater share of the story in each book 
to achieve confident, independent reading

Chicken Licken Punter, Russell 9780746078846 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Every title has clear and compelling text that allows children to build their burgeoning reading skills and is 
accompanied by charming and highly appealing illustrations. They are also lovely for reading aloud to a 
younger child.
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Cow takes a Bow Punter, Russell 9781409550518 £4.99 Usborne 03+

When Brown Cow visits the circus, she ends up stepping in for the clown who hasn't turned up for work. 
She slips, trips, drops things and loses her hat, and thinks that she's done a pretty bad job - but the 
ringmaster is thrilled.

Danny the Dragon Punter, Russell 9780746096574 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Danny the dragon gets on well with the local villagers. He lights their fires, cooks their food and is liked by 
all. But when a traveling salesman arrives at the market offering magic fire sticks, it looks like Danny could 
soon be out of a job.

Dick Whittington Punter, Russell 9780746096673 £4.99 Usborne 04+

When young Dick Whittington hears that the streets of London are paved with gold, he travels to the big city 
to seek his fortune. Things don't quite turn out as he'd hoped, but can a kind man and a cat solve all Dick's 
problems?

Dinosaur who lost his Roar Punter, Russell 9781409550273 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Sid the dinosaur likes scaring his friends with his ear-splitting roar. But what would happen if he lost his 
voice? He's about to find out. This title comes now with rhyming text to add an extra level of interest and 
enjoyment.

Doctor Foster went to Gloucester Punter, Russell 9781409550440 £4.99 Usborne 04+

An extended version of a funny, traditional rhyme, enriched with delightfully quirky illustrations by David 
Semple. Join the amiable Doctor as he tours around England, experiencing erractic weather wherever he 
goes.

King Solomans Mines Punter, Russell 9781409535898 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Allan Quatermain is on a rescue mission in the heart of Africa. The quest for a missing aristocrat leads him 
through scorching deserts, across frozen mountains and into the middle of a lost tribe's civil war. But the 
greatest dangers of all await the adventurer and his friends at the chilling King Solomon's Mines.

Little Miss Muffet Punter, Russell 9781409564362 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Suitable for reading aloud to little children, this is a quirkily illustrated version of the well-known nursery 
rhyme.

Magic Ring Punter, Russell 9781409530640 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Stranded on a desert island, Josh and his dog Kip find a magic ring that might just help them get home... 
Part of the award-winning 'Usborne Very First Reading' series specially developed in consultation with 
literacy experts to help children learn to read. Designed for a child to read together with an adult, allowing 
the child to gradually take a greater share of the story in each book to achieve confident, independent 
reading

Old Mother Hubbard Punter, Russell 9781409550303 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Old Mother Hubbard is off to the cupboard, but what will she do when she finds it bare? A lively 
interpretation of the well-loved traditional rhyme packed with fresh, modern illustrations that little children will 
love to pore over.
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One, Two, Buckle my Shoe Punter, Russell 9781409522195 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a new title in the fantastic 'First Reading Series', part of the Usborne Reading Programme. It is 
aimed at children who are beginning to read.

Percy and the Pirates Punter, Russell 9780746077665 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Each of these four exciting new stories is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and 
inspire any child who is just beginning to read.

Perfect Pet Punter, Russell 9781409530633 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Join Nell and Dad on their trip to the pet shop can they find the perfect pet? Part of the award-winning 
'Usborne Very First Reading' series specially developed in consultation with literacy experts to help children 
learn to read. Designed for a child to read together with an adult, allowing the child to gradually take a 
greater share of the story in each book to achieve confident, independent reading

Pirate Stories for Little Boys Punter, Russell 9781409522140 £12.99 Usborne 03+

A collection of seven swashbuckling tales sure to keep young buccaneers entertained. The colourfully 
illustrated adventures tell of buried treasure, pesky parrots, hungry sharks, and lots more with simple, lively 
text, perfect for sharing or for beginner readers to tackle alone.

Snail Brings the Mail Punter, Russell 9781409550549 £4.99 Usborne 03+

 Postman snail does his best but he's ever so slow. After a bad storm - and a flood which almost prevents 
snail completing his round - snail spots something for sale which ends all his troubles.

Stories of Dogs Punter, Russell 9780746085400 £4.99 Usborne 05+

This title features three brand new titles in the Usborne "Young Reading" series, which is aimed at children 
just beginning to read to help build confidence and ability.

Stories of Merlin Punter, Russell 9781409535980 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Three atmospheric adventures tell the life story of the legendary wizard - from his boyhood encounter with 
King Vortigern at a dragon tower, through his guardianship of King Arthur, to his fateful relationship with the 
scheming enchantress Nimue. 

Stories of Monsters Punter, Russell 9780746080856 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Young Reading Series One' is designed for children just beginning to read and is aimed at helping them 
build confidence and ability. Re-issued in hardback, this Usborne series has been developed in consultation 
with early reading specialist Alison Kelly.

Stories of Pirates Punter, Russell 9780746080962 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Three original high-seas stories for children just beginning to read. Find out if Charlie can get rid of his 
pesky parrot and Molly can escape the clutches of the sneaky Captain Spike in these swashbuckling 
stories.
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Stories of Santa Punter, Russell 9780746077030 £4.99 Usborne 05+

This is a brand-new title in the popular "Young Reading" series, designed to help young readers grow in 
confidence, which features three original stories about Father Christmas. You can find out how Santa 
makes his toys, what he gets up to on his days off and how you can spot a real Santa from a fake in this 
seasonal treat, which will make a perfect Christmas present for a beginner reader. 

Stories of Snowmen Punter, Russell 9780746086612 £4.99 Usborne 05+

This book features three brand new titles in the Usborne "Young Reading series", which is aimed at children 
just beginning to read to help build confidence and ability

The 39 Steps Punter, Russell 9781409522294 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Richard Hannay is in a race against time. Can he crack the code that could prevent an invasion? Or will the 
ruthless agents of the sinister Black Stone get to him first? Is anywhere safe? Whom can he trust? And just 
what is the secret of the 39 steps?

The Chilly little Penguin Punter, Russell 9780746098950 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Perry the penguin is freezing. So he goes on a high-speed round of skating, swimming and sliding around 
his South Pole home. But will it be enough to warm him up?

The Dinosaur who lost his Roar Punter, Russell 9780746077146 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Every title has clear and compelling text that allows children to build their burgeoning reading skills and is 
accompanied by charming and highly appealing illustrations. They are also lovely for reading aloud to a 
younger child.

The Easter Story Punter, Russell 9781409554684 £4.99 Usborne 04+

The traditional story, retold for younger readers with vibrant, quirky and evocative artwork. Part of the 
Usborne Reading Programme.

The Goose Girl Punter, Russell 9781409535959 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Princess Rose goes to visit Prince Hal to discuss their wedding. But she doesn't bargain on her sneaky 
maid taking her place. Will poor Rose spend her days looking after the royal geese? It is full of quirky and 
engaging characters, beautifully brought to life by stylish, detailed illustrations.

The Inch Prince Punter, Russell 9780746096901 £4.99 Usborne 04+

When Mrs Ping's wish to have a child is granted by a passing fairy, she and her husband become the 
parents of a little boy who's just one inch tall. Issy, as they name him, doesn't grow any taller. But what he 
lacks in height, he makes up for in ambition. He goes to the Emperor and asks for a job. But is he up to the 
task of becoming a royal bodyguard?

The Magic Gifts Punter, Russell 9780746096970 £4.99 Usborne 05+

When three brothers inherit their father's fortune, greedy Ying and Yong keep it all for themselves, leaving 
poor Chin to live a simple life. But Chin's act of kindness to a mysterious monk leads to a magical reward.
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The Minotaur Punter, Russell 9780746096963 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Theseus is determined to slay the monster that lives at the heart of the Labyrinth. But even if he succeeds, 
will he make it back home to Athens in one piece?

The Old Woman who Lived in a Shoe Punter, Russell 9780746096550 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Based on the classic nursery rhyme, this is the story of an old woman's search for a larger home. But just 
where do you buy a boot big enough for twenty children?

The Tin Soldier Punter, Russell 9781409535812 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is a charming retelling of the timeless classic by Hans Christian Andersen, in the popular First Reading 
series aimed at children who are beginning to read. It is full of engaging characters, sure to appeal to young 
readers, brilliantly brought to life with modern, beautifully detailed illustrations

The Wodden Horse Punter, Russell 9781409522249 £4.99 Usborne 05+

The Greek army has been sent to Troy to recapture Helen, the most beautiful woman in the world. But how 
can they get inside the heavily defended city? The Greek commander, Odysseus, comes up with an 
extraordinary solution - but will his daring plan really work?

There was a Crooked Man Punter, Russell 9781409564379 £4.99 Usborne 03+

There was a crooked man, and he walked a crooked mile. He found a crooked sixpence, upon a crooked 
stile. He bought a crooked cat, which caught a crooked mouse... Read on to see what happened in their 
little crooked house

There was a Crooked Man Punter, Russell 9781409506539 £4.99 Usborne 04+

The crooked man lives in a crooked house with his crooked cat. Now he fancies a crooked fish for his 
supper. But where has it disappeared to?

Underpants for Ants Punter, Russell 9781409557449 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Suitable for reading aloud and for beginner readers, this story is told with rhythmic text and phonic 
repetition. It helps young children learn to recognise the basic sounds that make up the English language - 
vital for learning to read.

Tudor Children (Real Lives) Purkis, Sallie 9780713662436 £10.99 A & C Black 08+

True-life experiences of four ordinary Victorian children beautifully presented as historical biographies. 
Through hours of research, Sallie Purkis has uncovered these original histories and retells them for the first 
time with historical photographs and large colour illustrations. In this book we find out about Catherine who 
lived in Ingatestone Hall. Em who was born in a tiny village in the Cotswolds. Thomas who was born to 
wealthy parents in Chester and went to Oxford University and David who was the youngest of 13 children 
born to the Sheriff of Monmo th in Wales

Dream On Rai, Bali 1842991957 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 11+

Reading level below age 8. Much to the disapproval of his parents, Baljit is mad on football and when he is 
invited to trials at Leicester City, he has to lie about his whereabouts.
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Voyage 1 Rainger, Amanda 9780174402831 £12.50 Nelson Thornes 11+

Contemporary and motivational French course with grammar and progression at its heart, Voyage helps 
teachers to cover all the requirements of both the Revised National Curriculum and the new QCA Scheme 
of Work for Key stage 3.

A Good Hanging Rankin, Ian 9781409102380 £7.99 Orion 16+

Edinburgh is a city steeped in history and tradition, a seat of learning, of elegant living, known as the 'Athens 
of the North'. But that isn't all. The city's flip-side is a city of grudges, blackmail, violence, greed and fear

Swallows and Amazons Ransom, Arthur 9780099572794 £6.99 Vintage 11+

To John, Susan, Titty and Roger, simply being allowed to use the boat Swallow to go camping on the island 
is adventure enough.  But they soon find themselves under attack from the fierce Amazon pirates.

Small Blue Thing Trilogy Book 1 - Small 
Blue Thing Ransom, S.C. 9780857630001 £6.99 Nosy Crow 09+

When 17 year-old Alex rescues a swan caught on a wire stuck deep in the Thames mud, she finds an 
extraordinary bracelet. Through its disturbing and compelling powers, she meets Callum, a soul locked in a 
half-life of sadness and mystery following a terrible accident, and his persuasive and sinister sister, 
Catherine. As Alex and Callum grow closer despite the enormous obstacles to their love, the dangers 
mount until Alex must risk everything to save her best friend and Callum must risk everything to save Alex.

Small Blue Thing Trilogy Book 2 - 
Perfectly Reflected Ransom, S.C. 9780857630124 £6.99 Nosy Crow 09+

This is the second book in the Small Blue thing trilogy. Still recovering from her earlier brush with death, 
Alex's source of strength and comfort is Callum, still locked in a sad half-life after drowing in the river Fleet 
that flows into the Thames. And she needs all the strength and comfort she can get: someone is out to 
make her life a misery, and someone is out to get hold of the extraordinary bracelet that enables her to 
communicate with Callum.

Small Blue Thing Trilogy Book 3 - 
Scattering Like Light Ransom, S.C. 9780857630131 £6.99 Nosy Crow 09+

Alex knows there's a way that she and Callum can be together. Catherine holds the key to unlocking the 
secret but she's disappeared. Olivia has answers, too, but they're hidden deep inside her troubled mind and 
won't be found. It seems impossible but Alex can't give up. The question is, how much will she risk to be 
with the one she loves? Could it be everything?

Secret Code, The Rau, Dana 
Meachen 9780516263625 £2.98 Childrens Press 06+

The Secret Code Rookie Readers "RM" have provided entertaining, high-quality introductions to reading for 
more than a generation. Each title features full-color, often hilarious illustrations and engaging stories that 
always involve a young child figuring out concepts or solving problems on his or her own. Every new title 
contains a Word List and a color-coded reading-level key on the back cover.

Stories of Giants Rawson, 
Christopher 9780746080894 £4.99 Usborne 05+

"Young Reading Series One" is aimed at children just beginning to read to help build confidence and ability.

Stories of Gnomes and Goblins Rawson, 
Christopher 9780746080214 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Four original stories about the magical world of gnomes and goblins for children just beginning to read, 
charmingly illustrated by Stephen Cartwright. Stories feature tricking a lazy gnome, mischievous pixies 
getting people into trouble and an adventure inside Goblin Hill.
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Stories of Princes and Princesses Rawson, 
Christopher 9780746080634 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Series one of 'Usborne's Young Reading' books, which combines good stories with easy-reading text and 
illustrations, is for readers who have just started reaing alone.

Ahmed and the Feather Girl Ray, Jane 9781845079888 £11.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

Ahmed lives with a travelling circus, working long, lonely hours for cruel Madame Saleem. But Ahmed's life 
changes when he finds a golden egg in the forest, which hatches into a beautiful little girl, Aurelia.

Harris finds his feet Rayner, Catherine 9781845065904 £5.99 Little Tiger Press 03+

Harris was a very small hare with very big feet. His grandad shows him how to hop
high into the sky, to climb to the tops of the mountains, and to run very fast.

Axel Storm - Cola Power Rayner, Shoo 9781408302644 £3.99 Orchard 05+

Axel Storm's parents are rock stars - and they just want Axel to be a normal boy! But when he goes to stay 
with his crazy uncles, Axel always ends up stealing the show...
Axel Storm's uncle has invented an amazing new plane which could change the future of travel - but only if 
it wins the Power Cola Flying Competition! Axel must take to the skies in his toughest challenge yet...

Dragon gold Rayner, Shoo 9781910080047 £4.99 Firefly 07+

Harri would love to know what it feels like to win, just once. Ryan always wins everything. Harri has no 
chance. Until someone walks into his mum's shop. Someone almost invisible. What would you do if your 
school held a competition to make a dragon and you had a dragon? A real, fire-breathing very  
unpredictable dragon? But you can't tell anyone........

Dandelion Clocks Rebecca Westcott 978-0141348995 £6.99 Puffin 12+

We discover Liv's passion for photography, her brother's obsession with sticking to the rules, the 
stupidity of Moronic Louise at school, and how the family copes as Mum's terminal illness takes 
hold . . . Guided by Mum's own childhood diaries, Liv finds a new way to live.

Sovay Rees, Celia 9780747592006 £10.99 Bloomsbury 13+

Wild and beautiful, spoilt and wilful, Sovay finds that her cosseted life in rural England has not prepared her 
for life as a highway robber, for defending the honor of her family or for trying to save herself from 
corruption and evil.

Witch Child Book 1 - Witch Child Rees, Celia 9780747550099 £5.99 Bloomsbury 12+

Mary's grandmother is executed for witchcraft. Mary is forced to leave to avoid the same fate. She flees to 
the English countryside, but when the atmosphere of superstition and suspicion becomes to much she 
leaves on a boat for America.

Witch Child Book 2 - Sorceress Rees, Celia 9780747555681 £5.99 Bloomsbury 12+

The witchcraft in this novel, as in Witch Child, is closely bound up with healing and wisdom. Mary resolves 
to treat any sick or wounded people regardless of their nation and she finally decides to provide a treatment 
centre for anyone who needs it.
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My Super Sister Rees, Gwyneth 9780330461146 £4.99 MacMillan 07+

Emma knows that having superpowers isn't always easy, especially when you have to keep them secret. 
But it's even harder when your mischievous little sister can't help using them in the naughtiest of ways. And 
when Saffie makes the new nosy neighbours' garden shed come to life and hop over the hedge it's up to 
Emma to cover its tracks before it's too late! Being a big sister has never been so heroic!

Britain and the Great War Rees, Rosemary 435312847 £10.50 Heinemann 11+

Each book covers all the core study units and also a wide range of optional units, and aims to be visually 
stimulating as well as offering activities which develop both skills and understanding.

The Plains Indians Rees, Rosemary 9780582082519 £9.95 Longman 11+

The first Americans -- Europeans come to America -- the Spanish, the English and the French in the 
Americas -- the Plains Indians -- white people move West -- the struggle for the Plains -- the end of the 
Plains Indians' way of life.

Fever Crumb Reeve, Philip 9781407102429 £12.99 Scholastic 13+

Fever Crumb is set a generation before the events of Mortal Engines, when cities are just beginning to 
devour each other. Is the mystery of Fever, adopted daughter of Dr Crumb, the key to the secret that lies at 
the heart of London?

Goblins Reeve, Philip 9781407115276 £6.99 Marion Lloyd 08+

A wild world of magical creatures and heroic adventure from the extraordinary imagination of Philip Reeve. 
The squabbling goblins who live in the great towers of Clovenstone spend their time fighting and looting. 
Only clever young Skarper understands that dark magic created by a vanquished sorcerer is rising again. 
From the lands of men come fortune-seekers - and trolls, giants, cloud-maidens, boglins, swamp monsters, 
tree-warriors and bloodthirsty goblins are swept into a fabulous magical conflict to thrill all fantasy fans.

Goblins vs dwarves Reeve, Philip 978-1407134802 £6.99 Marion Lloyd Books 15+

The heroes of GOBLINS continue their adventures outside the walls of Clovenstone castle. Awaiting 
Skarper and Henwyn are powerful dark forces that must be vanquished, monstrous creatures to be fought, 
and astonishing mysteries to be solved.

Here Lies Arthur Reeve, Philip 9781407103587 £6.99 Scholastic 11+

Arthur fights maidens and tricks the Devil with his words or so they say. Gwyna is overwhelmed. She's only 
a slave-girl and he's a King. Soon Arthur's magician, Myrddin, will show her the real secret behind Arthur's 
power..

Mortal Engines Universe Book 1 - Mortal 
Engines Reeve, Philip 439979439 £5.99 Scholastic 11+

Reeve's brilliant debut is a blend of romance, adventure, horror and crime mystery Reeve plunges into a 
fasinating new world, rich in witty detail.

Mortal Engines Universe Book 2 - 
Predator's Gold Reeve, Philip 9780439977340 £5.99 Scholastic 11+

Fleeing from an Anti-Tractionist sect, the Green Storm, Tom and Hester are left drifting in the frozen Ice 
Wastes, slowly dying of cold after the Jenny Haniver's engines have failed.
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Mortal Engines Universe Book 3 - Infernal 
Devices Reeve, Philip 9780439963930 £5.99 Scholastic 11+

Anchorage has become a static settlement on the shores of the Dead Continent, and its inhabitants have 
been living peacefully for sixteen years. But now trouble is approaching - in a limpet sub, and fast.

Mortal Engines Universe Book 4 - Darkling 
Plain, A Reeve, Philip 9780439943468 £6.99 Scholastic 11+

Wren Natsworthy is enjoying life as an aviatrix but her father Tom is troubled by matters of the heart - the 
last, shocking, encounter with Hester, and the old wound caused by Pennyroyal's bullet.

Pugs of the frozen North Reeve, Philip 9.78019E+12 £6.99 OUP 09+

The Race to the Top of the World! It comes around once in a lifetime, and the prize? Your heart's desire. 
Shen and Sika can't resist the chance to win, but competition is fierce. The path to victory is littered with 
snow trolls, sea monsters, and a gang of particularly hungry yetis. But Shen and Sika have something the 
other contestants don't have. Actually, they have 66 other things; pugs to be exact. That's a 264 paw-
powered sled! 

Edexcel GCSE Spanish: Higher Student 
Book Reeves,  Leanda 9781846903922 £19.25 Edexcel 14+

Edexcel GCSE Spanish Higher Student Book has been written to prepare more able students for 
the latest Edexcel GCSE specification. It has been written by an experience team of authors and reviewed 
by Edexcel examiners. With a strong focus on controlled assessment and exam preparation throughout the 
course, students can confidently aim for grades A*-C. Graded examples and examiner tips in ResultsPlus 
show students how to aim for the best possible grade through perfecting key language skills.

Indian Series Book 1 - Indian in the 
Cupboard, The Reid Banks, Lynne 6730515 £4.50 Harper Collins 09+

At first, Omri is unimpressed with the plastic Indian toy he is given for his birthday. But when he puts it in his 
old cupboard and locks the door with a very special key, Omri’s life suddenly changes.

Indian Series Book 2 - Mystery of the 
Cupboard, The Reid Banks, Lynne 6746403 £4.50 Harper Collins 09+

After Omri reads his great-great-aunt’s Account, he longs to try the key again. And when his friend Patrick 
comes to stay, nothing can stop him. Will there be more little figures that come to life?

Indian Series Book 3 - Secret of the 
Indian, The Reid Banks, Lynne   000714900X £4.99 Harper Collins 09+

Little Bull nodded his hard-muscled face once. One more dead in night. Omri’s throat closed up with a sick 
feeling ... He felt every dead Indian brave was on his own conscience.

Indian Series Book 4 - Return of the 
Indian, The Reid Banks, Lynne 6730523 £4.50 Harper Collins 09+

Omri can’t resist bringing the small people back to life again. But when the cupboard door opens, Omri finds 
Little Bull unconscious with two bullet wounds in his back.

Indian Series Book 5 - Key to the Indian, 
The Reid Banks, Lynne 7149026 £4.99 Harper Collins 09+

Omri's dad has found his greatest secret - the magic cupboard that makes plastic toy figures come to life. 
Together they resolve to go back two hundred years to the time of Little Bull but they could never have 
dreamt of the adventures that await.
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The Fairy Rebel Reid Banks, Lynne 9780380706501 £2.99 HarperTrophy 08+

Everyone knows grown-ups never get to see faries. But one day Jan a grown-p was sitting in her garden 
feeling sad when she suddenly discovered that fairies can be very real and quite extraordinary

Tiger, Tiger Reid Banks, Lynne 9780007190423 £5.99 Harper Collins 07+

"Tiger, Tiger" is a hugely powerful and epic novel set against the dazzling backdrop of ancient Rome. This 
compelling and uplifting story about friendship, brotherhood and battling against the odds will grip all who 
read it.

My First Pirate Book Reid, Struan 9781409536895 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Discover the exciting world of pirates and find out how they prowled the tropical seas in search of treasure 
and adventure. There are lots of pirate things to look for in colourful, detailed and humorously illustrated 
scenes, including life on board, sailing into port and a pirate island hideaway. It introduces new vocabulary 
and things to talk about with your child.

Confessions of Georgia Nicholson Book 
01 - Angus, Thongs and Full Frontal 
Snogging

Rennison, Louise 439998301 £4.99 Scholastic 11+

There are six things wrong with my life: One of which is under-the-skin spots that will never come to an 
head but lurk in a red way for the next two years.

Confessions of Georgia Nicholson Book 
02 - It’s OK I’m Wearing Really Big 
Knickers

Rennison, Louise 439992613 £4.99 Scholastic 11+

I can’t believe that after all the time it has taken me to trap the Sex God, all the make-up I have had to buy, 
the trailing about, popping up unexpectedly when he was out anywhere all the planning all the dreaming It’s 
gone to waste.

Confessions of Georgia Nicholson Book 
03 - Knocked Out by my Nunga-Nungas Rennison, Louise 439994780 £4.99 Scholastic 11+

Jas said Well, what happened? And I said, Well, it was beyond marvy. We talked and snogged and then he 
made a sandwich and we snogged and then he played me a record and then we snogged.

Confessions of Georgia Nicholson Book 
04 - Dancing In my Nuddy-Pants Rennison, Louise 1853407364 £5.99 Scholastic 11+

This is the final part of drama queen Georgia's diary, and the question her readers want answered is: will 
she choose Dave the laugh, the sex god popstar or Henri?

Confessions of Georgia Nicholson Book 
05 - 'and that's when it fell off in my hand' Rennison, Louise 7183208 £5.99 Harper Collins 11+

Louise Rennison's fifth book about the confessions of crazy but lovable Georgia Nicolson. Follow Georgia's 
hilarious antics as she desperately muddles her way through teenage life and all that it entails.

Confessions of Georgia Nicholson Book 
06 - 'Then he ate my boy entrancers' Rennison, Louise 9780007183210 £5.99 Harper Collins 11+

Hilariously funny, Louise Rennison's fabby sixth book on the confessions of crazy but lovable Georgia 
Nicolson. Now in gorgey new paperback and guaranteed to have the nation laughing their knickers off!
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Confessions of Georgia Nicholson Book 
07 - Startled by his Furry Shorts! Rennison, Louise 9780007222094 £5.99 Harper Collins 11+

Sound the Cosmic Horn! Bestselling author, Louise Rennison's seventh book of the confessions of crazy 
but loveable teenager, Georgia Nicolson.

Confessions of Georgia Nicholson Book 
08 - 'Luuurve is a many Trousered thing' Rennison, Louise 9780007222100 £5.99 Harper Collins 11+

Sound the Cosmic Horn! Georgia Nicolson's 8th book of confessions are here!

Confessions of Georgia Nicholson Book 
10 - Are These My Basoomas I See 
Before Me?

Rennison, Louise 9780007277339 £10.99 Harper Collins 13+

This book is about a girl named Georgia from England who is constantly choosing between boys. This time, 
she doesn't even have to choose, it's Masimo, the Italian lead singer of a band and nothing can tear them 
apart this time. Or can it?

Confessions of Georgia Nicolson Book 09 
'Stop in the name of pants!' Rennison, Louise 9780007275847 £6.99 Harper Collins 11+

I am now officially the girlfiend of a Luuurve God. Yippee!!!  He is quite literally gorgey porgey beyond 
belief. Times a hundred

Let the Snog Fest Begin Rennison, Louise 9780007244041 £1.00 Harper Collins 11+

Georgia gives her top tips on how to look cool and how not to behave if you want to hang on to your Sex 
God

Stop in the name of pants Rennison, Louise 9780007275847 £6.99 HarperCollins 
Children's 13+

Now that Georgia has finally won over gorgey Masimo, the Italian Stallion, her old friend and lip-nibbling 
partner Dave the Laugh has popped up again. Will Georgia go to Pizza-a-gogo land to visit dreamy 
Masimo? Or could her perfect boy be closer than she thinks. A Sex Kitty’s life is never simple…

The Misadventures of Tallulah Casey 01 - 
Withering Tights Rennison, Louise 9780007156825 £6.99 Harper Collins 11+

Hilarious new series from Queen of Teen – laugh your tights off at the (VERY) amateur dramatic antics of 
Talullah and her bonkers mates. Boys, snogging and bad acting guaranteed!
Picture the scene: Dother Hall performing arts college somewhere Up North, surrounded by rolling dales, 
bearded cheesemaking villagers (male and female) and wildlife of the squirrely-type.

The Misadventures of Tallulah Casey 
Book 02 - A Midsummer Tight's Dream Rennison, Louise 9780007156856 £6.99 Harper Collins 11+

It’s the hotly anticipated sequel to the winner of the Roald Dahl Funny Prize, WITHERING TIGHTS – laugh 
your tights off as Tallulah Casey and her bonkers mates return for a new term at Dother Hall performing arts 
college. Boys, snogging and bad acting guaranteed!

Foundation History: Student Book. The 
Twentieth Century World Reynoldson, Fiona 9780435316884 £11.99 Heinemann 11+

Focusing on 20th-century history, this is one of a series which provides simplified versions of topics 
covered in the "Heinemann History Study Units" series. The text, written sources and questions have been 
reduced and simplified to meet the needs of less-able pupils at Key Stage 3, but the material is pitched at a 
level of maturity designed to sustain pupils' interest. For each book in the series there is a corresponding 
teacher's resource pack.
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Indians of North America Reynoldson, Fiona, 
Shuter, Paul 435314262 £10.50 OUP 11+

 A study of North American Indians which is part of a series covering study units at key stage 3. The series 
aims to create a picture of what life was like in the past.

Stormcatcher Rhoads, Colleen 9780373873487 £3.15 Steeple Hill 15+

Uncovering a modern-day crime scene was not how marine archaeologist Wynne Baxter expected to use 
her diving skills Yet when a family friend fell under suspicion in the death of his cousin, and former fiancee, 
wynne vowed to help him learn the truth

Wide Sargasso Sea Rhys, Jean 9780141182858 £5.99 Penguin 16+

The Wide Sargasso Sea is the story of Antoinette Cosway/ Bertha Mason, the mad first wife of Mr 
Rochester from Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre.

Interview With The Vampire book 1 Rice, Anne 9780751541977 £8.99 Sphere 14+

In a darkened room a young man sits telling the macabre and eerie story of his life - the story of a vampire, 
gifted with eternal life, cursed with an exquisite craving for human blood.

Billy Bunter Does His Best Richards, Frank 9780583305280 £4.99 Carnival 09+

another uproarious fun-packed romp from the pen of the prolific Frank Richards. Billy Bunter makes a 
surprising appearance in the Remove soccer team when Smithy the Bounder is sacked for the remainder of 
the term by the draconian captain, Harry Wharton. Cripes! Following the usual order of chaos this leads to 
the resignation of many members of the team in protest. Meanwhile the Fat Owl of the Remove plots to 
booby trap Smithy in his study and Harold Skinner has a very similar idea with the exact same bag of flour

Billy Bunter of Greyfriars School Richards, Frank 9780948248771 £4.99 Skilton 09+

Billy Bunter falls foul of his form master, Mr Quelch, through his persistent laziness, un-truthfulness and 
stupidity, and is threatened with expulsion. However, the Owl of the Remove decides to get his own back 
on Quelch

Junior English Book 1 with Answers Richards, Haydn 9780602275099 £9.50 Ginn & Company 11+

New edition of the much loved series.

The Flip-flop Club: Charmed Summer Richardson, Ellen 9780192756619 £5.99 OUP 09+

Elly is sent by her father to stay with her Aunt Dina on Sunday Island for the whole summer. With no friends, 
Elly is bored. So when she receives a mysterious invitation for a midnight meeting, she sneaks out of the 
house, only to stumble into a bemused girl called Sierra, who is just as lost as Elly. A helpful little dog leads 
them into an overgrown maze . . . where a grinning girl called Tash meets them. 

Impact English : year 8. no. 2, student's 
book Richardson, Kim 7194366 £11.99 Collins 11+

Impact English provides all the material teachers need to offer an adequate challenge to all their pupils.
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KS3 English revision : levels 3-5 Richardson, Kim 7233531 £4.99 Collins 11+

This text provides all the information students need to help them revise for KS3 SATs.

The 5th Wave Rick Yancey 9780141345833 £7.99 Penguin 13+

THE 1st WAVE: Took out half a million people.THE 2nd WAVE: Put that number to shame. THE 3rd 
WAVE: Lasted a little longer. Twelve weeks . . . Four billion dead.IN THE 4th WAVE: You can't trust that 
people are still people AND THE 5th WAVE? - No one knows.But it's coming. On a lonely stretch of 
highway, Cassie runs. To stay alone is to stay alive, until she meets Evan Walker. Beguiling and 
mysterious, Evan may be her only hope. Now Cassie must choose: between trust and despair, between 
defiance and s rrender bet een life and death To gi e p or to get p

Pink Rickards, Lynne 9781905294749 £5.99 Chicken House 03+

Patrick wakes up one day to find he's turned pink overnight What will his friends think? Poor Patrick runs 
away in search of pink playmates

Goth Girl and the Ghost of a Mouse Riddell, Chris 9780230759800 £10.99 Macmillan 
Children's Books 07+

Ada Goth is the only child of Lord Goth. The two live together in the enormous Ghastly-Gorm Hall. Lord 
Goth believes that children should be heard and not seen, so Ada has to wear large clumpy boots so that 
he can always hear her coming. This makes it hard for her to make friends and, if she's honest, she's rather 
lonely.

Ottoline and the yellow cat Riddell, Chris 978-0330450287 £5.99 Macmillan 
Children's Books 12+

Ottoline lives in a stylish apartment in Big City with a small hairy creature called Mr. Munroe. Together they 
look after the Brown family's eclectic collections - and dabble in a spot of detective work. So they are the 
first to the scene of the crime when a string of high-society dog-nappings and jewel thefts hits Big City.

Ottoline Goes to School Riddell, Chris 9781405050586 £8.99 Macmillan 05+

Meet Ottoline and her hairy, helpful friend Mr Munroe. No secret is ever too scary for the two of them to 
discover together. Ottoline is off to the Alice B. Smith School for the Differently Gifted.

Skills in Home Ecomomics:Textiles Ridgwell, Jenny 9780435420017 £9.99 Heineman 11+

Covers textiles in the home, fibres and how they are made into fabrics, designing and how to look after your 
clothes.

Krindlekrax Ridley, Philip 9780141311531 £4.99 Puffin 09+

Ruskin Splinter is small and thin, with knock-knees, thick glasses and a squeaky voice, and the idea of him 
taming a dragon makes the whole class laugh.

Scribbleboy Ridley, Philip 9780140368949 £5.99 Puffin 07+

Bailey arrives in a new neighbourhood with his extraordinary family. He has no friends but receives a 
mysterious invitation to join the Scribbleboy Fan Club. The one and only founder member is Ziggy Fuzz.
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Sparkleshark (Acting Edition) Ridley, Philip 9780573051227 £6.99 Samuel French 15+

Philip Ridley's Sparkleshark is, as most of his books, almost a work of art. It combines magic and comedy 
with tragedy and debate. The magic of the dragon that sparkles like sequins is perhaps a metaphor that 
could be interpreted at a deeper level.

Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar 
Children Riggs, Ranson 9781594746031 £8.30 Quirkbooks 12+

A mysterious island. An abandoned orphanage. A strange collection of peculiar photographs. It all waits to 
be discovered in this novel., an unforgettable novel that mixes fiction and photography in a thrilling reading 
experience. Set on a remote island off the coast of Wales. Jacob explores the crumbling ruins of Miss 
Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children and it becomes clear that the children were more than just peculiar. 
They may have been dangerous. They may have been quarantined for good reason! 

Heroes of Olympus Book 1 - The Lost 
Hero Riordan, Rick 9780141325491 £7.99 Puffin 09+

When Jason, Piper and Leo crash land at Camp Half-Blood, they have no idea what to expect. Apparently 
this is the only safe place for children of the Greek Gods - despite the monsters roaming the woods and 
demigods practising archery with flaming arrows and explosives. But rumours of a terrible curse - and a 
missing hero - are flying around camp. It seems Jason, Piper and Leo are the chosen ones to embark on a 
terrifying new quest, which they must complete by the winter solstice. In just four days time. Can the trio 
s cceed on this deadl mission and hat m st the sacrifice in order to s r i e?

Heroes of Olympus Book 2 - The Son of 
Neptune Riordan, Rick 9780141335735 £7.99 Puffin 09+

Percy Jackson, son of Poseidon, God of the Sea, has woken from a very deep sleep and come face to face 
with two snake-haired ladies who refuse to die.
But they're the least of his problems. Because Percy finds himself at a camp for half-bloods, which doesn't 
ring any bells for him. There's just one name he remembers from his past. Annabeth.

Heroes of Olympus Book 3 - The Mark of 
Athena Riordan, Rick 9780141335742 £12.99 Puffin 09+

Can Percy Jackson and the Half-blood Heroes succeed on their quest to find The Doors of Death or will the 
Greek Gods of chaos win their battle to stop them?
Percy and his fellow demi-gods face the most important quest of all - the Prophecy of Seven.

Heroes of Olympus Book 5 - Blood of 
Olympus Riordan, Rick 9780141339245 £12.99 Puffin 09+

Though the Greek and Roman crew members of the Argo II have made progress in their many 
quests, they still seem no closer to defeating the earth mother, Gaea. Her giants have risen - all of 
them - and they're stronger than ever.

Percy Jackson and the Sword of Hades Riordan, Rick 9780955944680 £1.00 Penguin 09+

The goddess Persephone has summoned Percy, Thalia and Nico to the Underworld in order to retrieve 
Hades' powerful sword before it falls into the wrong hands. Easier said than done in a world full of evil 
daimons, ghosts and ghouls.

Percy Jackson Book 1 - and the Lightning 
Thief Riordan, Rick 9780141319131 £6.99 Penguin 09+

Look, I didn't want to be a half-blood. I never asked to be the son of a Greek God. I was just a normal kid, 
going to school, playing basketball, skateboarding. The usual. Until I accidentally vaporized my maths 
teacher.

Percy Jackson Book 2 - and the Sea of 
Monsters Riordan, Rick 9780141319148 £6.99 Puffin 09+

my dad is Poseidon, God of the Sea. You mortals can't even see the monsters we have to fight all the time. 
So when a game of dodgeball turned into a death match against an ugly gang of cannibal giants, I couldn't 
exactly ask my gym teacher for help
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Percy Jackson Book 3 -  and the Titan's 
Curse Riordan, Rick 9780141346816 £6.99 Puffin 09+

It's the last Friday before the winter holidays Percy Jackson isn't at school he's battling the fearsome 
Manticore  which in itself isn't ideal but with Annabeth missing and the goddess of the hunt held captive, 
things get a whole lot more serious.

Percy Jackson Book 4 - and the Battle of 
the Labyrinth Riordan, Rick 9780141346830 £6.99 Puffin 09+

Honestly, blowing up another school was the last thing I wanted to do. As the son of a Greek god, I've had 
my share of near-death disaster. This summer, I didn't choose to battle the cheerleading squad,

Percy Jackson Book 5 - and the Last 
Olympian Riordan, Rick 9780141346885 £6.99 Puffin 09+

The greatest monster of all, the storm giant Typhon, is on the loose, wreaking havoc and destruction across 
the U.S. - while Kronos's army lays siege to Manhattan.

The house of Hades (Heroes of Olympus 4) Riordan, Rick 978-0141339207 £7.99 Puffin 15+

The stakes have never been higher. If Percy Jackson and Annabeth fail in their quest, there'll be hell on 
Earth. Literally. Wandering the deadly realm of Tartarus, every step leads them further into danger. And, if 
by some miracle they do make it to the Doors of Death, there's a legion of bloodthirsty monsters waiting for 
them

The Trials of Apollo Book 1 - The Hidden 
Oracle Riordan, Rick 9780141363929 £7.99 Puffin 09+

How do you punish an immortal? By making him human.  After angering his father Zeus, the god Apollo is 
cast down from Olympus. Weak and disorientated, he lands in New York City as a regular teenage boy. 
Now, without his godly powers, the four-thousand-year-old deity must learn to survive in the modern world 
until he can somehow find a way to regain Zeus's favour.But Apollo has many enemies - gods, monsters 
and mortals who would love to see the former Olympian permanently destroyed. 

Private and Confidential Ripley, Marion 9780711220973 £5.99 Francis Lincoln 07+

When Laura gets a letter from Malcolm, her penfriend, she is excited and shows all her friends at school. 
The letters suddenly stop, Laura discovers that Malcolm is blind. Can they still be penfriends, and can their 
letters be private.

Grizzly Tales - Gruesome Grown-ups Rix, Jamie 9781842555507 £5.99 Orion 08+

The children in these tales have all fallen foul of those big, shouty, snoring, rule-crunching machines who 
make life unbearable. That's right…

Geekhood: Close Encounters of the Girl 
Kind Robb, Andy 9781847152312 £6.99 Stripes 12+

Fourteen-year-old Archie is a Geek to his core. In the world of role-playing games, he's a Level 5 Mage, 
capable of summoning the Undead. In this world, things are rather different. With no rule book to navigate 
Life's Big Challenges - warring parents, a crass step-father, orc-like school bullies and rubbish hair - he's 
teetering on the brink... Then a Beautiful Girl appears in his Geeky world... Despite the fact that the closest 
he's come to an encounter with a girl is painting an Elven miniature, Archie embarks on a Daring Quest to 

in her heart Geek meets girl hat co ld possibl go right?

Dirty Bertie Roberts, David 1854308203 £5.99 Little Tiger Press 03+

Bertie has shockingly dirty habits, from nose-picking to weeing on the flowerbed!
Whenever he does anything dirty, Bertie's family shouts "No, Bertie! That's dirty,
Bertie!". Will Bertie ever kick his horrible habits?
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Sword of Light (Pendragon Legacy) Book 
1 Roberts, Katherine 9781848773936 £6.99 Templar 09+

It is the darkest hour of the darkest Age. King Arthur is dead, killed by his wicked nephew, Mordred. Saxon 
invaders rampage across the land and forces of evil are gathering. The path to the throne lies open to 
Arthur's only remaining flesh and blood - Mordred. But there is one with a better claim than Mordred - 
Arthur's secret child. Brought by Merlin to enchanted Avalon as a baby and raised there for protection, the 
king's heir must take up a vital quest: to search for the four magical Lights with the power to restore Arthur's 
so l to his bod Introd cing Rhianna Pendragon nlikel princess and Camelot's last hope

GCSE - Biology for Life 2nd Edition Roberts, M B V 174480962 £19.99 Nelson 14+

The theme is the relevance of biology to everyday life with emphasis on biology's impact on society, eg. 
agriculture, industry and ecology. Each topic is followed by investigations and assignments.

Pet to School Day Robinson, Hilary 9780237527730 £3,99 Evans 03+

The 'Zig Zag' series features a range of different story genres - such as humour,
fantasy and rhyming stories - which are accompanied by bright, eye-catching
illustrations, in order to stimulate even the most reluctant of readers.

Nowhere Robinson, Jon 9780141346540 £6.99 Penguin 14+

Alyn, Jes, Ryan and Elsa are Nowhere. A concrete cube in the middle of a dense forest. Imprisoned inside 
are one hundred teenagers from all over the country. They're all criminals. But none of them remember 
committing any crimes. Who has put them there. What do their captors want?  And how will they ever break 
free . . . ?

Goodnight Spaceman Robinson, Michelle 9780141365626 £6.99 Puffin 03+

Two space-mad little boys get ready for bed and say goodnight to their toy rockets, launch pads and planet 
mobiles, before being whisked away into space on an adventure beyond their wildest dreams . . .

Bad kids: worst behaved children in 
history Robinson, Tony 9780230737877 £12.99 MacMillan 11+

All through history, children have been getting into some serious scrapes. And they didn't often get off 
lightly.

Hutchinson Book of Kings and Queens Robinson, Tony 9780091768041 £14.99 Hutchinson 07+

Putting history into perspective by rooting Britain's monarchs firmly in childrens' minds, this book has a lively 
text which is both accurate and full of fascinating details about kings and queens. What were they really 
like?

Tony Robinson's Weird World of Wonders 
(WBD Edition 2) Robinson, Tony 9781447234760 £1.00 MacMillan 11+

Find out everything you ever needed to know about the most brilliant things ever invented, from the truly 
world-changing: wheel, light-bulb, flushing toilet to the truly bonkers: radio hat, alarm-clock, bed, India-
rubber boat cloak, in this fantastic, action-packed, fact-filled book specially written for World Book Day.

Tony Robinson's Weird World of 
Wonders: Romans Robinson, Tony 9780330533898 £5.99 MacMillan 09+

Tony Robinson takes you on a headlong gallop through time, pointing out all the most important, funny, 
strange, amazing, entertaining and gory bits about the Romans! It's history, but not as we know it!
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Worst Children's Jobs In History, The Robinson, Tony 9780330442862 £6.99 Macmillan 07+

On the first day back at Miss Cackle's Academy for Witches, Mildred's beloved but useless cat, Tabby, is 
banished to the kitchen. But when the class go to the seaside for a week Mildred can bear the separation 
no longer and takes him with her

The First World War 1914-1918 Robson, Pam 9780750278393 £6.99 Wayland 07+

Discover how the First World War began, what life was like for soldiers in the trenches but also what life 
was like for the civilians left at home. Find out what kind of weapons were used, the ships and submarines 
that patrolled the seas, as well as facts and information about food shortages, espionage and the dreaded 
poison gas. Finally, learn how peace was achieved and how the aftermath of the First World War would 
affect Europe for many years to come.

Fairy Realm Book 1 - The Charm Bracelet Rodda, Emily 9780060095833 £5.75 Harper Collins 05+

Young Jessie is absolutely ecstatic when her Mother takes her to the beautiful Blue Moon to visit her 
beloved Grandmother. However, while there, Jessie discovers a wonderful secret, and enters a Realm 
located in the Secret Garden.

Fairy Realm Book 2 - The Flower Fairies Rodda, Emily 9780060095864 £5.75 Harper Collins 05+

Jessie is a real hero in the Realm now, her fast thinking saved the land from disaster. She even gets to 
dance in midair with the beautiful flower fairies.

Fairy Realm Book 8 - The Water Sprites Rodda, Emily 9781846470172 £3.99 Catnip 08+

Enter the magical world of the fairies, elves, unicorns and mermaids of the Fairy Realm! In "Book 8", the 
Water Sprites are angry. Their Moon Stone has been stolen

Pirate penguins Rodgers, Frank 978-0141318264 £4.99 Puffin 07+

Paisley, Posso, Kelty and Spott are pirate penguins. And they're HUNGRY. But there's nothing to eat - all 
the fish have disappeared from the sea! Could the gang of scary, sharp-toothed cats have anything to do 
with it? It's time for Paisley to come up with a cunning plan...

Ice Is Singing, The Rogers, Jane 9780571152308 £6.99 Faber and Faber 16+

The story of a woman on the run from her husband, her children, herself. Driving through snowbound 
February country-side stopping at bed and breakfasts, she begins to write stories. Stories to keep her life at 
bay.

Kiss of death Rose, Malcolm 9780746070642 £5.99 Usborne 09+

This is a chilling mystery reaching from the present into the plague-ridden past. A school trip turns into a 
nightmare when Kim and Wes leave the plague-village of Eyam with more than they bargained for, and a 
stolen artifact wreaks revenge

A great big cuddle Rosen, Michael 9781406373462 £10.99 Walker 06+

The poems in A Great Big Cuddle fizz off the page with sound and rhythm, energy and laughter, as Rosen 
captures in the most remarkable way what it means to be very, very young. A child’s world with all its details 
and feelings – toys and games, animals and made-up creatures, likes and dislikes – is vividly conjured up in 
the most memorable, playful language
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Dread cat Rosen, Michael 9781781125885 £6.99 Barrington Stoke 06+

Once there was a very fierce cat. Not just fierce: totally, terrifyingly, stupendously fierce. Everyone was 
afraid of this cat. Her name was Dread and everyone dreaded Dread Cat. But then Dread Cat started to 
run out of luck catching mice. She hadn't caught any for ages. So she announced that she was giving up 
chasing mice and promised to never again hunt another mouse. The war was over. But was it really?

Even my ears are smiling Rosen, Michael 9781408802977 £12.99 Bloomsbury 07+

Even My Ears Are Smiling' is a collection of poems featuring classic favourites and brand new poems by 
Michael Rosen. The book is illustrated in colour throughout by Babette Cole.

Funny Stories Rosen, Michael 862728010 £3.99 Kingfisher 07+

A selection of humours stories from around the world by a wide range of authors, chosen by Michael 
Rosen.

Michael Rosen's A to Z : the best 
children's poetry Rosen, Michael 9780141324500 £7.99 Puffin 11+

From Agard to Zephaniah, the very best of children's poetry from the very best of children's poets appears 
in this anthology edited by Michael Rosen, the Children's Laureate.

Michael Rosen's Sad Book Rosen, Michael 9781406317848 £5.99 Walker 09+

Very occasionally the term non-fiction has to stretch itself to accommodate a book that fits into no category 
at all. Michael Rosen's Sad Book is such a book. It chronicles Michael's grief at the death of his son Eddie 
from meningitis at the age of 19. A moving combination of sincerity and simplicity, it acknowledges that 
sadness is not always avoidable or reasonable and perfects the art of making complicated feelings plain

We're Going on a Bear Hunt Rosen, Michael 9780744523232 £5.99 Walker 03+

We're going on a bear hunt! Through the long wavy grass, the thick oozy mud and the swirling, whirling 
snowstorm - will we find a bear today?

Bilal's Briliant Bee Rosen,Michael 9781783443956 £5.99 Ander Press 07+

Every week Bilal has to sit THE TEST at school.But he CAN'T ANSWER any of the questions! Then 
Bumble the brilliant bee buzzes by. He can answer ANY question, even the really tricky ones! Can he help 
Bilal pass THE TEST? And could they go on to win the wildly popular TV quiz show, What's What? Win the 
Lot?

Just in Case Rosoff, Meg 141380780 £6.99 Penguin 14+

The day David Case saves his brother's life, his whole world changes. Suddenly, every moment is fizzing 
with significance, full of what ifs. He becomes obsess with fate and tries to escape it by becoming an 
entirely new person.

Meet Wild Boars Rosoff, Meg 141500387 £5.99 Puffin 03+

Meet Boris, Morris, Horace and Doris, four rude, smelly, bad tempered boars.
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The Bride's Farewell Rosoff, Meg 9780141383934 £10.99 penguin 15+

On the morning of her wedding, Pell Ridley creeps out of bed in the dark, kisses her sisters goodbye and 
flees - determined to escape a future that offers nothing but hard work and sorrow.

What I Was Rosoff, Meg 9780141383439 £10.99 Puffin 12+

'I was at boarding school in East Anglia, my third. I didn't want to be there. But if there had been no school, 
there would be no Finn. He lived in a hut on the coast. He was like the hut, in fact - it took a while for both of 
them to warm up.

The Tornado Chasers Ross Montgomery 978-0571298426 £6.99 Faber & Faber 12+

When Owen Underwood's family move to Barrow, it's because there's nowhere safer in the Valleys 
- and safety is very important. Especially when the threat of tornadoes, and giant bears, is 
constant. But in Barrow, safety is taken to extremes. Children have to wear bright yellow at all 
times and are never allowed outside except to go to school. How can Owen face an entire summer 
of that?

How We Got Back into the Inter-schools 
Football Competition Ross, David 9780141300146 £3.99 Puffin 07+

No one thinks that Skimpole Street Junior School have a hope of being allowed back into the inter-schools 
football competition after their disastrous match against Stapleton Road. But this time they've got a secret 
weapon, their star striker Billy Gray. Billy has other interests in his life and must be persuaded to play.

How I Live Now Rossoff, Meg 141380756 £6.99 Penguin 14+

Daisy is sent to England from New York to live with her cousins for a perfect summer. There are four of 
them: Osbert, Isaac, Edmund and Piper. Three boys and a girl, two dogs, and a goat.

Divergent Roth, Veronica 9780007420421 £7.99 Harper Collins 13+

She turns to the future in a world that’s falling apart. The No. 1 New York Times bestseller DIVERGENT – a 
major motion picture in 2014. For sixteen-year-old Tris, the world changes in a heartbeat when she is forced 
to make a terrible choice. Turning her back on her family, Tris ventures out, alone, determined to find out 
where she truly belongs. Shocked by the brutality of her new life, Tris can trust no one. And yet she is drawn 
to a boy who seems to both threaten and protect her. The hardest choices may yet lie ahead…. The first 
book in the DIVERGENT series that has s ept the globe selling millions of copies orld ide

Asylum Roux, Madeleine 9780062220967 £14.76 Harpercollins World 16+

For 16 yr old Dan Crawford, the New Hampshire College Prep program is the chance of a lifetime. Except 
that when Dan arrives, he finds that the usual summer housing has been closed, forcing students to stay in 
the crumbling Brookline Dorm-formerly a psychiatric hospital. As Dan, Abby and Jordan start exploring 
Brookline's twisty halls and hidden basement, they uncover disturbing secrets about what really went on 
here . . . secrets that link Dan and his friends to the asylum's dark past. 

Fantastic Beasts and where to find them 
(Newt Sacamander) Rowling, J K 9781408880715 £12.99 Bloomsbury 10+

No wizarding household is complete without a copy - A Dumbledore

The Tales of Beedle the Bard Rowling, J K 9780747599876 £6.99 Children's High 
Level Group 07+

The Tales of Beedle the Bard is all that fans could hope for and more--and an essential volume for the 
libraries of Muggles, wizards, and witches, both young and old.
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Harry Potter Book 1 - and the 
Philosopher’s Stone Rowling, J.K. 747532745 £4.99 Bloomsbury 09+

Harry Potter thinks he is an ordinary boy until he is rescued by an owl, taken to Hogwarts School of 
Witchcraft and Wizardry, learns to play Quidditch and does battle in a deadly duel. The Reason: HARRY 
POTTER IS A WIZARD!

Harry Potter Book 2 - and the Chamber of 
Secrets Rowling, J.K. 747538484 £4.99 Bloomsbury 09+

Harry Potter is a wizard. He is in his second year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Little 
does he know that this year will be just as eventful as the last.

Harry Potter Book 3 - and the Prisoner of 
Azkaban Rowling, J.K. 747546290 £5.99 Bloomsbury 09+

Harry Potter, along with his best friends, Ron and Hermione, is about to start his third year at Hogwarts 
School. Harry can’t wait to get back to school after the summer holidays. (Who wouldn’t if they lived with the 
Dursley’s?)

Harry Potter Book 4 - and the Goblet of 
Fire Rowling, J.K.   074754624X £5.99 Bloomsbury 09+

The summer holidays are dragging on and Harry Potter can’t wait for the start of the school year. It is his 
fourth year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, and there are spells to be learnt, and potions to 
be brewed.

Harry Potter Book 5 - and the Order of the 
Phoenix Rowling, J.K. 747551006 £8.99 Bloomsbury 09+

Harry Potter is due to start his fifth year at Hogwarts school of Witchcraft and Wizardry. He is desperate to 
get back to find out why his friends Ron and Hermione have been so secretive all summer.

Harry Potter Book 6 - and the Half-Blood 
Prince Rowling, J.K. 747581088 £8.99 Bloomsbury 09+

Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince takes up the story of Harry Potter's sixth year at Hogwarts School of 
Witchcraft and Wizardry at this point in the midst of the storm of this battle of good and evil.

Harry Potter Book 7 - and the Deathly 
Hallows Rowling, J.K. 9780747591054 £8.99 Bloomsbury 09+

Harry has been burdened with a dark, dangerous and seemingly impossible task: that of locating and 
destroying Voldemort's remaining Horcruxes. Never has Harry felt so alone, or faced a future so full of 
shadows.

Harry Potter and the Cursed Child (PLAY)
Rowling, JK; 

Tiffany, John & 
Thorne, Jack

9780751565362 £7.99 sphere 11+

THE EIGHTH STORY. NINETEEN YEARS LATER.  It was always difficult being Harry Potter and it isn't 
much easier now that he is an overworked employee of the Ministry of Magic, a husband and father of three 
school-age children.           While Harry grapples with a past that refuses to stay where it belongs, his 
youngest son Albus must struggle with the weight of a family legacy he never wanted. As past & present 
fuse ominously, both father & son learn the uncomfortable truth: darkness can come from odd places.

Quidditch Through the Ages Rowling. J.K. 9781408880739 £12.99 Bloomsbury 10+

If you  have ever asked yourself where the Golden Snitch came from or why the Wigtown Wanderers have 
pictures of meat cleavers on their robes, you need QUIDDITCH THROUGH THE AGES.
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Who were the Romans? Roxbee Cox, Phil 9780746052570 £4.99 Usborne 09+

This series consists of simple illustrated guides to answer children's questions about history and invite 
comparisons with life today. This particular title deals with the Romans.

Blood Guard Roy, Carter 9781407136998 £7.99 Scholastic 09+

Thirteen-year-old Ronan Truelove leaves school one day and discovers he's a member of The Blood 
Guard - an ancient order of protectors. He will acquire invaluable skills (in swordfighting, subterfuge and 
more); learn that he has magical talents he never dreamed of; rescue his parents from certain death and 
finally fall for the wrong girl and overlook the right one. Only then will he find out his true purpose: guarding a 
geeky girl computer genius, and by saving her, save the world.

Care for your Guinea Pig RSPCA 9780007182695 £4.99 Collins 07+

If you already own or are planning to buy a guinea pig this easy-to-use introductory guide is a must. Clearly 
illustrated with colour photographs throughout, it covers all aspects of daily care including housing, feeding, 
hygiene, grooming, exercise and first aid.

Care for your Hamster RSPCA 9780007193578 £4.99 Collins 07+

If you already own or are planning to buy a hamster this easy-to-use introductory guide is a must. Clearly 
illustrated with colour photographs throughout, it covers all aspects of daily care including housing, feeding, 
handling, hygiene, exercise and first aid.

Care for your Kitten RSPCA 9780007182718 £4.99 Collins 07+

If you already own or are planning to buy a kitten this easy-to-use introductory guide is a must. Clearly 
illustrated with colour photographs throughout, it covers all aspects of daily care including housing, feeding, 
handling, hygiene, grooming, health and first aid.

Care for your Puppy RSPCA 9780007182688 £4.99 Collins 07+

If you already own or are planning to buy a puppy this easy-to-use introductory guide is a must. Clearly 
illustrated with colour photographs throughout, it covers all aspects of daily care including housing, feeding, 
hygiene, grooming, exercise and first aid.

Dreamer Ballerina Rubin, Sarah 9781906427610 £6.99 Chicken House 10+

Looking at her ratty-tatty, used-to-be-white, too-big high-tops, and then at her skinny chicken legs poking up 
from the ground, you'd never think that Casey Quinn could ever be a ballerina

Rooftoppers Rundell, Katherine 9781442490598 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 11+

Everyone thinks that Sophie is an orphan. True, there were no other recorded female survivors from the 
shipwreck but Sophie remembers seeing her mother wave for help. Her guardian tells her it is almost 
impossible that her mother is still alive, but that means still possible. You should never ignore a possible.
So when the Welfare Agency writes to her guardian threatening to send Sophie to an orphanage, she takes 
matters into her own hands and flees to Paris to look for her mother, starting with the only clue she has - the 
address of the cello maker

The Girl Savage Rundell, Katherine 9780571254316 £6.99 Faber & Faber 10+

Wilhelmina Silver’s world is golden. Living half-wild on an African farm with her horse, her monkey and her 
best friend, every day is beautiful.
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The Wolf Wilder Rundell, Katherine 9781408854853 £7.99 Bloomsbury 09+

Feodora and her mother live in the snowbound woods of Russia, in a house full of food and fireplaces. Ten 
minutes away, in a ruined chapel, lives a pack of wolves. Feodora's mother is a wolf wilder, and Feo is a 
wolf wilder in training. A wolf wilder is the opposite of an animal tamer: it is a person who teaches tamed 
animals to fend for themselves, and to fight and to run, and to be wary of humans.When the murderous 
hostility of the Russian Army threatens her very existence, Feo is left with no option but to go on the run. 

Coldest Day in the Zoo, The Rusbridger, Alan 141317450 £3.99 Penguin 07+

Slap bang in the middle of the coldest day of the year, the heating has broken down and all the animals are 
freezing. So, Mr Pickles, the zoo director, asks the keepers to take their animal home for the weekend to 
keep them warm.

Jessica Rushton, Rosie 9780141313689 £4.99 Puffin 13+

Jessica lives in a remote Welsh village, a place not conducive to a fourteen-year-old girl's social life. Dates 
with a local boy go nowhere and it isn't until Jessica manages to get away from home that things start to 
look up on the boy front.

Looking for Billie Rushton, Rosie 9781842992210 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 05+

How far would you go to find your real mum? Billie Gold heard a woman on a train say that she's "looking 
for Billie". She must be her mum! But how will Billie ever get to talk to her when everything keeps getting in 
the way? Barrington Stoke specialise in books for reluctant, struggling and dyslexic readers.

Melissa Rushton, Rosie 9780141302997 £4.99 puffin 13+

Melissa and her family are forced to move from London to a country village when Melissa's mum beoems a 
curate at the village church. Unfortunately, the rest of the family aren't overly-impressed by their new life

Olivia Rushton, Rosie 9780140388213 £4.99 Puffin 13+

Olivia is a self confident individual looking for her first true boyfriend. Her dream appears to have come true 
when she meets dreamy Ryan. He obviously likes her, but why won't he kiss her?

Poppy Rushton, Rosie 9780140385656 £4.99 Puffin 13+

Poppy is attractive, clever and wealthy. In fact, she's perfect in almost every degree. but when her father's 
business closes and her grandmother dies, she realises she has problems of her own to address

Sophie Rushton, Rosie 9780141300467 £4.99 Puffin 13+

Sophie is 15 years old and lives in trendy Kensington with her scatty mum. Like many teenagers, Sophie is 
very concerned about "issues"

Tell me I’m OK, really Rushton, Rosie 9781853406164 £5.99 Picadilly 14+

Georgie’s life is falling apart. Her mum is in a psychiatric hospital and her dad just isn’t coping. No one has 
any idea what’s going on in Georgie’s head. And what’s going on inside Georgie’s head worries her.
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Doctor Who Beautiful Chaos Russell, Gary 9781846075636 £6.99 Random House 09+

Donna Noble is back home in London, catching up with her family and generally giving them all the gossip 
about her journeys. Her grandfather is especially overjoyed - he's discovered a new star and had it named 
after him.

Dork Diaries - Party time  Russell, Rachel 
Renee 9781471144028 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 09+

Nikki is adjusting to her new school. She's made some real friends and her crush, Brandon, asks her to be 
his lab partner, Seriously awesome development! But when Nikki overhears Mackenzie bragging that 
Brandon's going to take her to the Halloween dance, a bummed Nikki agrees to spend Halloween at a party 
for her sister Brianna. It's only aftershe makes the commitment she finds out Mackenzie was lying. Now 
she's got two parties to juggle, what's a girl to do?

Dork Diaries: Tales from a not-so-fabulous 
life

Russell, Rachel 
Renee 9781416980070 Alliadin 09+

New school. New mean girl. New crush.
New diary so Nikki can spill about all of it…

Dork Diaries: Tales from a not-so-fabulous 
life

Russell, Rachel 
Renee 9781847387417 £6.99 Turtleback Books 10+

Nikki Maxwell is not popular, in fact Nikki Maxwell is the opposite of popular; she's a total dork! But Nikki's 
hoping that by moving to a new school she might just stand a chance of making some friends and leaving 
her old lame-ways in the past. But life is never that simple! Follow Nikki's life through sketches, doodles and 
diary entries as she starts her new school, battles with her mum for an iPhone and meets her arch-nemisis, 
the school's queen bee, Mackenzie. Enter Nikki's world through her sketches, doodles and diary entries.

Blood Brothers Russell, Willy 413695107 £8.99 Methuen 14+

A Liverpudlian West Side Story, Blood Brothers is the story of twin brothers separated at birth because their 
mother cannot afford to keep them both. One of them is given away to wealthy Mrs Lyons and they grow up 
as friends in ignorance of their fraternity until the inevitable quarrel unleashes a blood-bath. Blood Brothers 
was first performed at the Liverpool Playhouse in 1983 and subsequently transferred to the Lyric Theatre, 
London. It was revived in the West End in 1988 for a long-running production and opened on Broadway in 
1993

Educating Rita Russell, Willy 573111154 £5.75 Samuel French 11+

"Educating Rita" portrays a working-class Liverpool woman's hunger for education. It premiered in London, 
in 1980 and won the Society for West End Theatres (SWET) award for "Best Comedy of the Year." It was 
made into a highly successful film with Michael Caine and Julie Walters and won the 1983 BAFTA award 
for "Best Film."Commentary and notes by Steve Lewis.

Our Day Out Russell, Willy 435233017 £6.75 Methuen Drama 11+

Mrs Kay's 'Progress Class' are unleashed for a day's coach trip to Conway Castle in Wales - in an 
exuberant celebration of the joys and agonies of growing up and being footloose, fourteen and free from 
school. 'The skill and zest of the show ...derive from its success in following the adult argument through 
while preserving all the fun of a story mainly played by children ...I have rarely seen a show that combined 
such warmth and such bleakness.' The Times This edition contains the music to the play.

Shirley Valentine Russell, Willy 9780582081734 £7.50 Longman 14+

Shirley Valentine has no one to talk to but the kitchen wall.  Surely there’s more to life than egg and chips on 
Tuesdays and steak on Thursdays?  On a Greek island, husband left behind, her dream of escape turns 
into reality.

Snowmelt River, the Ryan, Frank P. 9781874082484 £7.99 Swift 11+

Chance has brought together four young people in the small, historic Irish town of Clonmel. Alan is Irish-
American, Kate Irish, and the adoptive brother and sister Mark and Mo are Londoners although Mo 
originally hails from Australia.
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Catsup High Detective Agency Ryan, Margaret 9781846471896 £4.99 Catnip 07+

Cats have been going missing in Catsup and Malarkey needs to know why - so he decides to hire an 
assistant. The last thing he's expecting to walk through the door is a kitten (the advert clearly says 'cat'), but 
Sparkie is no ordinary kitten - he has special powers. Now a detective duo, Malarkey and Sparkie set out to 
solve the mystery.

Roodica the Rude and the Chariot 
Challenge Ryan, Margaret 9781846470738 £4.99 Catnip 07+

Roodica the Rude and the Chariot Challenge is a lively and entertaining book that introduces Celtic history 
with a difference - the heroine is a fierce and stubborn young girl who is determined to fight the Roman 
invasion. Horrid Henry fans will love Roodica and her madcap adventures! Margaret Ryan's Roodica books 
are ideal for enticing newly independent readers to pick up a book.

Really Weird Removals.com Sacerdoti, Daniela 9780863159022 £6.99 Kelpies 08+

Mischievous fairies? Stranded mermaids? Smelly troll? Whatever your supernatural dilemma, call the 
Really Weird Removals company! Luca and Valentina's uncle Alistair is a paranormal investigator. When 
he realises the children can see the supernatural creatures that share our world, he invites them to join his 
team. With the help of Camilla, a friendly ghost, the Really Weird Removals team save a real-life stranded 
Nessie, help a selkie come ashore, and befriend werewolves. But this exciting new world is also packed 

ith danger When confronted b malicio s kelpies and h ngr ampires can their a ard ncle keep the

Boy Who Lost His Face, The Sacher, Louis 9780747589778 £5.99 Bloomsbury 11+

Cursed! David was only trying to be cool when he helped some other boys steal an old lady's cane. But 
when the plan backfires, he is the one whom she 'curses'.

Fuzzy Mud Sacher, Louis 9781408864753 £6.99 Bloomsbury 10+

Tamaya is on a scholarship at Woodridge Academy, every day she and Marshall walk to school together. 
They never go through the woods. And when they arrive at school they stop talking to each other - because 
Marshall can't be seen to be friends with a little kid like Tamaya. Especially not with Chad around. Chad-the-
bully, who makes Marshall's life miserable. But today, to avoid Chad, they go through the woods ... And 
what is waiting there for them is strange, sinister and entirely unexpected.

Holes Sacher, Louis   074754459X £5.99 Bloomsbury 11+

Stanley Yelnats’ family has a history of bad luck, so he isn’t too surprised when a miscarriage of justice 
sends him to a boys’ juvenile detention centre. At  Camp Green Lake the boys must dig a deep hole a day.

Pig City Sacher, Louis 9780747599241 £5.99 Bloomsbury 08+

'What was Pig City?' thought Laura. Soon it would be something that everyone wanted to be part of Laura 
Sibbie is trying to find the perfect 'pigs' for her new club, Pig City: classmates who can keep the biggest 
secret ever!

Small Steps -  Growing Up Sacher, Louis 9780713678864 £6.99 A & C Black 09+

Armpit and X-Ray are living in Austin, Texas. It is three years since they left the confines of Camp Green 
Lake Detention Centre and Armpit is taking small steps to turn his life around.

Someday Angeline Sacher, Louis 9780747587231 £5.99 Bloomsbury 09+

Angeline is brilliant! She knows way more than a child of her age ought to. When she is moved up a class 
at school she finds that her intelligence doesn't equip her entirely for dealing with the pressures of being 
with the older group
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There's a Boy in the Girl's Bathroom Sacher, Louis 9780747589525 £5.99 Bloomsbury 11+

"Give me a dollar or I'll spit on you." That's Bradley Chalker for you. He is the oldest child in the class. He 
tells enormous lies. He picks fights with girls, and the teachers say he has "serious behaviour problems."

Allie’s Crocodile Sage, Angie 140386084 £3.99 Penguin 05+

He’s large and wet, and he’s a crocodile. But Allie can’t let the traffic warden tow him away, so she takes 
him home. That’s before she realizes just how complicated it is, looking after a fussy and rather grumpy 
guest.

Crocodile Canal Sage, Angie 9780140389494 £3.99 Puffin 07+

Allie, Gran and the crocodile go on holiday on a canal boat. But Ernest Python and his family are also on 
the canals and Ernest is still determined to catch the crocodie. Chases and comic confusion ensue, both on 
and under water as Allie and the crocodile outwit him.

Septimus Heap Book 1 - Magyk Sage, Angie 9781408814932 £6.99 Bloomsbury 09+

A baby girl is rescued from a snowy path in the woods. A baby boy is stillborn. A young Queen is taken ill. 
An ExtraOrdinary Wizard mysteriously resigns from his post. And all on the same night.

Septimus Heap Book 2 - Flyte Sage, Angie 9780747584490 £6.99 Bloomsbury 09+

Septimus senses something sinister is afoot, but before he can act, Jenna is snatched - taken by the most 
unlikely kidnapper. Septimus must rescue his sister but does not, at first, realise what he will be facing.

Septimus Heap Book 3 - Physik Sage, Angie 9781408814918 £6.99 Bloomsbury 09+

When Silas Heap unseals a forgotten room in the Palace, he releases the ghost of a Queen who lived five 
hundred years earlier.

Septimus Heap Book 4 - Queste Sage, Angie 9781408814901 £12.99 Bloomsbury 09+

Septimus faces a perilous quest to find Nicko and Snorri, who have been trapped back in time. Everyone at 
the Castle is slowly beginning to realise that Nicko and Snorri's chances of coming back are slim.

Phoenix Said, S F 9780552571340 £6.99 Corgi 09+

Lucky thinks he's an ordinary Human boy. But one night, he dreams that the stars are singing to him, and 
wakes to find an uncontrollable power rising inside him. Now he's on the run, racing through space, 
searching for answers. In a galaxy at war, where Humans and Aliens are deadly enemies, the only people 
who can help him are an Alien starship crew – and an Alien warrior girl, with neon needles in her hair . . .

Outlaw Varjak Paw, The Said, S.F 9780552551564 £5.99 Corgi 11+

Varjak Paw, a cat who has recently dicovered a secret power of martial art within him, the streets are about 
to get a lot more dangerous. Sally Bones has him named as an Outlaw, and she wants him dead or alive.
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Varjak Paw Said, S.F 9780552548182 £5.99 Corgi 11+

Varjak Paw is a Mesopotamian Blue kitten. He lives high up in an old house on a hill. He’s never left home, 
but then his grandfather tells him about the way a secret martial art for cats.

Catcher in the Rye, The Salinger, J.D   014023750X £6.99 Hamish Hamilton 11+

Holden narrates the story of a couple of days in his 16-year-old life, just after he's been expelled from prep 
school, in a slang that sounds edgy even today.

Bambi Salten, Felix 9780671666071 £5.49 Aladdin 08+

Bambi's life in the woods begin happily. There are forest animals to play with Friend Hare, the chattery 
squirrel, the noisy screech owl, and Bambi's twin cousins, frail Gobo and beautiful Faline.

Soldier Dog Sam Angus 9781250044174 £5.99 MacMillan 09+

Angry with his father, Stanley runs away to train as a messenger dog handler, and he's soon heading to 
France with a great Dane called Bones by his side. As Stanley experiences the horrors of war, he comes to 
realise that the loyalty of his dog is the one thing he can rely on. But his father hasn't given up on him.

Kindertransport Samuels, Diane 9781854595270 £8.99 Nick Hern Books 10+

A modern classic about one woman's struggle to come to terms with her past. Brutally separated from her 
German Jewish parents and brought to England with the promise of a new life, nine-year-old Eva ends up in 
Manchester. When Eva's parents fail to escape Germany, the child changes her name and begins the 
process of denial of her roots. It is only when her own daughter discovers some letters in their attic that Eva 
is forced to confront the truth about the past.

Cheryl Cole: Her Story - The Unauthorized 
Biography Sanderson, Gerard 9781843173892 £7.99 Michael O'Mara 16+

 In this intimate biography Gerard Sanderson takes an insightful and sensitive look at Cheryl's life and her 
whirlwind rise to the top, and why it hasn't always been easy: including her ambitious early life; the notorious 
assault court case; her life as a WAG; the true dynamics of the band; and her turbulent marriage to 
footballer Ashley Cole.

Cambridge Advanced Sciences Physics 1 Sang, David 521787181 £13.95 Cambridge 
University Press 16+

Print Point Size N20 only.

Scientifica Book 9 - Champions of 
Science Sang, David 9780748779963 £13.99 Nelson Thornes 13+

This student book covers Levels 4-7 and is structured to match the sequence of the QCA Scheme of Work 
Units, and the National Framework for Science Guidelines. Each lesson can commence with a really quick 
starter activity.

Weeping Women Hotel, The Sayle, Alexei 9780340831229 £7.99 Sceptre 16+

Harriet lives and works on a London estate which is a battleground. Unhappy and overweight, she hires a 
trainer who lures her into joining the martial arts class he runs. There she learns the regime of the 
completely phoney martial arts 'master'
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Time Riders:  The DoomsdayCode Scarrow, Alex 9780141333489 £12.99 Puffin 12+

Three travellers who should be dead have been given a second chance to work for an agency that no one 
knows exists. Its purpose: to prevent time travel destroying history. . . . . .In 1944 British computer hacker 
Adam Lewis finds his name in a coded manuscript that is almost one thousand years old. How did Adam's 
name get in there . . .and why?   Confronted by Adam in 2001, the TimeRiders travel back to Sherwood 
Forest in 1194 to discover the origins of the ancient message. But . . . . . . . . . . 

Gladiator - Fight for Freedom Scarrow, Simon 9780141333632 £12.99 Puffin 11+

ROME 61BC..Recruited as a gladiator, young Marcus Cornelius Primus faces a new life of brutal training, 
governed by strict rules, as he learns the skills of an elite warrior.   But Marcus cannot simply forget his 
past. His father lies murdered by soldiers and his mother has been kidnapped and forced into slavery. 
Marcus is determined to find his father's old commander. Pompeius the Great, to seek justice for his family 
and set his mother free. Yet unbeknown to him, Marcus is hiding a life-threatening secret..........

Klasse! 1. Lehrbuch Schicker, Corinna 199123381 £13.50 OUP 14+

Klasse has nine topic based units, designed for maximum clarity and ease of use. Language is introduced 
in a lively cultural context through a group of people living in Germany.

Focus on Literacy Pupil Textbook 5 Scholes & Scholes 9780003025101 £11.50 Collins Educational 05+

The Pupil Book is made up of 30 units, with each unit being a week’s work. Each unit begins with the main 
text (also in the Big Book) and is followed by the independent activities for the week.

Volcanoes (National Geographic kids) Schreiber, Anne 9781426315800 £3.99 National 
Geographic 11+

he cool story of volcanoes will intrigue kids and adults alike. Hot melted rock from the middle of our planet 
forces its way up through cracks in the Earth’s crusts, exploding violently and sometimes unexpectedly in 
volcanic fury that can terrorize populations for months, even years. Anne Schreiber’s narrative gives 
readers a little of the science, a little of the history, and a lot of the action. National Geographic photography 
fires the imagination on dramatic spreads alive with vivid images of lava, ash, molten rock, weird rocks, and 
steaming sea ater

The Making of the United Kingdom - 
Student Book Scott, Joe 9780435312862 £10.50 Heinmann 11+

The book covers all the core study units and also a wide range of optional units, and aims to be visually 
stimulating as well as offering activities which develop both skills and understanding.

Splat the cat Scotton, Rob 9780007284542 £6.99 Harper Collins 3+

It's Splat the Cat's first day of school and he's worried. What if he doesn't make any new friends? Just in 
case, Splat decides to bring along his pet mouse, Seymour, and hides him in his lunch box. The teacher, 
Mrs Wimpydimple, introduces Splat to the class and he soon learns all his important cat lessons. But when 
Seymour escapes and the cats do what cats do (chase mice!), Splat's worried again. Maybe now he'll lose 
all his friends. Just in time, wise Mrs Wimpydimple takes charge.

A Tale of Two Cities Sebag-Montefiore, 
Mary 9780746096987 £4.99 Usborne 07+

The classic story by Charles Dickens retold for children ready to tackle longer and more complex stories. 
Set during the French Revolution, the lives of Charles Darnay and his family are changed forever as the 
drama unfolds.

Anne of Green Gables Sebag-Montefiore, 
Mary 9781409550693 £4.99 Usborne 07+

The Cuthberts of Green Gables asked for a boy from the orphanage to help them out around the farm, so 
they are rather surprised when a talkative, red-headed little girl steps off the train to meet them.
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Don Quixote Sebag-Montefiore, 
Mary 9781409506744 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Don Quixote thinks he's a knight, just like in the days of old - he even has a squire. Of course, these days, 
there are no dragons to fight, but a thing like that doesn't stop him, as he drags his squire on one madcap 
adventure after another…

Great Expectations Sebag-Montefiore, 
Mary 9780746085547 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Orphaned Pip lives a humble life with his sister and her husband, until a fateful encounter on the marsh 
causes his life to change irrevocably. Will his great expectations be fulfilled, or can this new life only lead to 
disaster?

Jane Eyre Sebag-Montefiore, 
Mary 9781409539643 £4.99 Usborne 07+

A dramatic adaptation of the much-loved classic by Charlotte Bronte, with atmospheric illustrations by Alan 
Marks. It is the compelling story of Jane Eyre and the mysterious Mr. Rochester, sensitively retold for 
younger readers.

Little Dorrit Sebag-Montefiore, 
Mary 9781409506799 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Part of the Usborne Reading Programme, developed with reading experts at the University of Roehampton, 
this classic story by Charles Dickens is retold for children ready to tackle long, complex stories. Internet 
links at the end of the book allow children to find out more about the life and times of Charles Dickens.

Oliver Twist Sebag-Montefiore, 
Mary 9780746077078 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Oliver grows up in an orphanage, and when he dares to ask for more is cast out into a world of colourful 
characters in which he will have to keep his wits about him and pick a pocket or two to survive

The Magic Wishbone Sebag-Montefiore, 
Mary 9781409535805 £4.99 Usborne 04+

A king and queen have fallen on hard time - but then their eldest daughter is given a magic wishbone. To 
the king's surprise, his daughter seems to forget she has it, until one day when he is at his lowest.

The Railway Children Sebag-Montefiore, 
Mary 9780746079034 £4.99 Usborne 06+

"The Railway Children" is a re-telling of the beloved E. Nesbitt story following the story of three children 
growing up after their father is wrongly accused of spying.

The Secret Garden Sebag-Montefiore, 
Mary 9780746077139 £4.99 Usborne 06+

The enchanting classic by Frances Hodgson Burnett retold for children growing in reading confidence and 
ability. Mary Lennox feels forlorn and lonely in her uncle's gloomy house on the moors. But behind an old 
ivy-covered wall is a garden, waiting to be discovered...

Wuthering Heights Sebag-Montefiore, 
Mary 9781409521372 £4.99 Usborne 07+

This is a new title in 'Young Reading, Series Three'. It is aimed at children whose reading ability and 
confidence allows them to tackle longer and more complex stories. It tells the doomed love story of Cathy 
and Heathcliffe as seen through the eyes of a neighbor, Mr Lockwood, and the old nurse, Nelly Dean
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Midwinterblood Sedgwick, Marcus 9781780620206 £6.99 Indigo 13+

Have you ever had the feeling that you've lived another life? Been somewhere that has felt totally familiar 
even when you've never been there before, or felt that you've known someone even though you are 
meeting them for the first time?

My Sword Hand is Singing Sedgwick, Marcus 9781842555583 £6.99 Orion 14+

In the bitter cold of an unrelenting winter Tomas and his son, Peter, arrive in Chust and despite the 
inhospitability of the villagers settle there as woodcutters.

Revolver Sedgwick, Marcus 9781842551868 £9.99 Orion 11+

It's 1910. In a cabin north of the Arctic Circle, in a place murderously cold and desolate. Sig Andersson is 
alone. Except for the corpse of his father, frozen to death that morning when he fell through the ice on the 
lake

White Crow Sedgwick, Marcus 9781842551875 £9.99 Orion 12+

Ferelith already lives in Winterfold - it's a place that doesn't like to let you go, and she knows it inside out - 
the beach, the crumbling cliff paths, the village streets, the woods, the deserted churches and ruined 
graveyards

Grammar One Seidl, Jennifer 9780194386142 £11.00 OUP 05+

A gentle introduction to grammar for children, which presents grammar in familiar everyday situations.

Grammar Three Seidl, Jennifer 9780194386166 £11.00 OUP 11+

A gentle introduction to grammar for children, which presents grammar in familiar everyday situations.

Grammar Two Seidl, Jennifer 9780194386159 £11.00 OUP 07+

A gentle introduction to grammar for children, which presents grammar in familiar everyday situations.

Where the Wild Things Are Sendak, Maurice 99408392 £5.99 Red Fox 03+

The story of Max's adventures when he sails away to the land where the wild things are has become an 
acknowledged classic of children's books.

Between Shades of Gray Sepetys, Ruta 9780141335889 £6.99 Puffin 15+

One night fifteen-year-old Lina, her mother and young brother are hauled from their home by Soviet guards, 
thrown into cattle cars and sent away. They are being deported to Siberia.
An unimaginable and harrowing journey has begun. Lina doesn't know if she'll ever see her father or her 
friends again. But she refuses to give up hope.
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Road to Canterbury, The Serraillier, Ian 9780435122591 £6.60 Heineman 14+

Nine of the best stories from Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales together with descriptions of the pilgrims are re-
told here in modern English.

Silver Sword, The Serraillier, Ian 9780435120399 £6.50 Heineman 09+

When the Nazis seize their father and mother in World War II, the three Ballicki children are left to fend for 
themselves in occupied Poland. Bravely they survive the hardships of war, and never completely lose hope 
of finding their parents.

Katherine Seton, Anya 9780340839881 £7.99 Hodder 14+

When Katherine, the orphan daughter of a minor herald, came to the court of Edward III at the age of 
fifteen, she was bethrothed to an obscure knight. But she soon became the beloved mistress of the King's 
son and the mother of his children.

ABC Seuss, Dr. 7158483 £4.99 Harper Collins 03+

From Aunt Annie's alligator to the colourful Zizzer-Zazzer-Zuzz, Dr. Seuss's delightful book introduces early 
learners to the letters of the alphabet through an amazing array of crazy creatures.

Book of Bedtime Stories Seuss, Dr. 7141920 £4.99 Harper Collins 05+

The Sleep Book, Thidwick the Big-Hearted Moose and Horton Hears a Who! Written in humorous rhyme 
and illustrated with characteristically bold and colourful artwork by the master himself, this beautiful treasury 
is guaranteed to delight.

Cat in the Hat, The Seuss, Dr. 7158440 £4.99 Harper Collins 05+

Two children sitting at home on a rainy day are visited by the Cat in the Hat who shows them some tricks 
and games. Could be used in teaching synthetic phonics.

Fox in Socks Seuss, Dr. 7158475 £4.99 Harper Collins 05+

In this hilarious book, the irrepressible Fox in Socks teaches a baffled Mr. Knox some of the slickest, 
quickest tongue-twisters in town. Dr. Seuss has been delighting young children and helping them learn to 
read for over fifty years.

Green Eggs and Ham Seuss, Dr. 7158467 £4.99 Harper Collins 05+

When Sam-I-am persits in pestering a grumpy grouch to eat a plate of green eggs and ham, perseverance 
wins the day, teaching us all that we cannot know what we like until we have tried it!

I Can Read With My Eyes Shut Seuss, Dr. 7158513 £4.99 Harper Collins 05+

"The more that you read, the more things you will know. The more you learn, the more places you'll go". In 
this delightful book, Dr. Seuss celebrates the joys of reading, encouraging children to take pride in their 
budding reading ability.
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If I ran the circus Seuss, Dr. 9780007169900 £4.99 Collins 03+

Morris McGurk dreams about staging the world's greatest show, packed with the
most tremendous, stupendous acts ever seen, from the Spotted Atrocious - a
beast most ferocious - to the Drum-Tummied Snumm from the country of Frumm

The Lorax Seuss, Dr. 9780007173112 £4.99 Harper Collins 05+

With his unique combination of hilarious stories, zany pictures and riotous rhymes, Dr. Seuss has been 
delighting young children and helping them learn to read for over fifty years. Creator of the wonderfully 
anarchic Cat in the Hat, and ranking among the UK’s top ten favourite children’s authors, Seuss is firmly 
established as a global best-seller, with nearly half a million books sold worldwide.

WBD 2011 - Dr Seuss on the Loose Seuss, Dr. 9780007425587 £1.00 Harper Collins 05+

This World Book Day book is filled with rhymes and extracts from some of Dr Seuss’s best-loved books, 
including The Cat in the Hat, Green Eggs and Ham and Oh, The Places You’ll Go.

Black Beauty Sewell, Anna 140366849 £3.99 Puffin 11+

Black Beauty is a handsome, sweet-tempered colt with a strong spirit. When his owners are forced to sell 
him, Black Beauty goes from a life of comfort and kindness to one of hard labour and cruelty.

Antony and Cleopatra Shakespeare, 
William 9780199535781 £7.99 OUP 11+

A play about the love affair between the Roman soldier, Antony, and the Egyptian queen, Cleopatra.

As You Like It Shakespeare, 
William 198320485 £4.99 OUP 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)

Hamlet Shakespeare, 
William 174434693 £6.99 Thomas Nelson 

and Sons 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36) - Undoubtedly the most famous of all of Shakespeare's plays, Hamlet remains 
one of the most enduring but also enigmatic pieces of western literature. The story of Hamlet, the young 
Prince of Denmark, his tortured relationship with his mother, and his quest to avenge his father's murder at 
the hand of his brother Claudius has fascinated writers and audiences ever since it was written around 
1600.

King Lear Shakespeare, 
William   017443460X £6.99 Thomas Nelson 

and Sons 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)(Play Text and Notes in separate volumes)

King Richard III Shakespeare, 
William 521618738 £4.95 Cambridge 

University Press 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)
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Macbeth Shakespeare, 
William 9780198320234 £4.99 Franklin Watts 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)(Play Text and Notes in separate volumes)

Merchant of Venice, The Shakespeare, 
William 9780198321521 £5.99 OUP 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36) Play Only

Midsummer Night's Dream, A Shakespeare, 
William 9780198321507 £5.99 OUP 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)(Play Text and Notes in separate volumes)

Much Ado About Nothing Shakespeare, 
William 9780198320562 £4.99 OUP 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)

Othello Shakespeare, 
William 9780198321088 £5.99 OUP 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)

Romeo and Juliet Shakespeare, 
William 9780198320258 £4.99 OUP 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)(Play Text and Notes in separate volumes)

Tempest, The Shakespeare, 
William 9780198320319 £4.99 OUP 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)

Titus Andronicus Shakespeare, 
William 9780192836106 £7.99 OUP 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36)

Twelfth Night Shakespeare, 
William 9780198320197 £5.99 OUP 11+

(Maximum Point Size 36) Play Only
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Winter's Tale, The Shakespeare, 
William 9780192838773 £7.99 Oxford Paperbacks 11+

Play Text Only.

Lord Loss Shan, Darren 9780007193202 £5.99 Harper Collins 11+

From the international multi-million selling author Darren Shan comes a new character, a new scenario, a 
new set of horrors now in paperback. "Lord Loss" will be devoured by avid Shansters and tingle the spines 
of many new fans.

Vampire Blood Trilogy Book 1 - Cirque du 
Freak Shan, Darren 9780006754169 £4.99 Collins 09+

Darren Shan is your average boy--he likes playing football with his mates, and loves spiders. Then, one 
day, his best mate Steve gets tickets for a banned freak show and Darren starts experiencing things that no 
average boy would dream of.

Vampire Blood Trilogy Book 2 - Vampire's 
Assistant, The Shan, Darren 9780006755135 £4.99 Collins 09+

This is the second instalment in the saga of Darren Shan. Now, he must leave his friends and family behind 
as he travels cross-country with the vampire Mr Crepsley and the Cirque du Freak.

Vampire Blood Trilogy Book 3 -Tunnels of 
Blood Shan, Darren 9780006755142 £4.99 Collins 09+

Coming hot and bloodily on the heels the two opening Darren Shan sagas, Cirque du Freak and The 
Vampire's Assistant, this third episode in the life of a vampire-to-be is reassuringly gut-wrenching and still as 
addictive.

Vampire Destiny Trilogy Book 1 - The 
Lake of Souls Shan, Darren 9780007159192 £5.99 Harper Collins 11+

A terrifying new world, a deadly new challenge for Darren Shan, the Vampire Prince. Darren and Harkat 
face monstrous obstacles on their desperate quest to the Lake of Souls. Will they survive their savage 
journey?

Vampire Destiny Trilogy Book 2 - Lord of 
the Shadows Shan, Darren   000715920X £4.99 Collins 09+

Teenage Horror. One boy's terrifying journey from human to half-vampire to Vimpire Prince. He will rule the 
night and destroy the world.

Vampire Destiny Trilogy Book 3 - Sons of 
destiny Shan, Darren 9780007159215 £5.99 Harper Collins 11+

Dead if he loses - damned if he wins. The time has finally come for Darren to face his archenemy, Steve 
Leopard. One of them will die. The other will become Lord of the Shadows - and destroy the world. This is 
the final book.

Vampire Rites Trilogy Book 1 - Vampire 
Mountain Shan, Darren 9780007114412 £5.99 Harper Collins 09+

Darren Shan, the vampire's assistant is forced to march to Vampire Mountain where he will be judged by 
the vampire princes. Darren Shan and Mr Crepsley make a long and dangerous trek to the vampire's 
stronghold in the mountains.
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Vampire Rites Trilogy Book 2 - The Trials 
of Death Shan, Darren 9780007114405 £5.99 Harper Collins 09+

Compelled by his loyalty to Mr Crepsley, Darren Shan, the vampire's assistant, agrees to prove his 
worthiness to the vampire clan by undertaking a series of trials. Each Trial is set by the Vampire Princes to 
test agility, cunning and intelligence.

Vampire Rites Trilogy Book 3 - The 
Vampire Prince Shan, Darren 9780007115167 £5.99 Collins 11+

Betrayed by Kurda and reeling from the brutal slaying of Gavner, the vampire's assistant, Darren Shan, 
finds himself branded a traitor and hunted by the vampire clan.

Vampire War Trilogy Book 1 - Hunters in 
the Dusk Shan, Darren 9780007137794 £5.99 Harper Collins 09+

Darren Shan, Mr Crepsley and Vancha Marsch, are the hunters of the dusk. Their quarry -- the Vampaneze 
Lord. But friends old and new may stand in their way!

Vampire War Trilogy Book 2 - Allies of the 
Night Shan, Darren 9780007137800 £5.99 Harper Collins 11+

Darren gets an unwelcome taste of reality when he is forced to go back to school and his past catches up 
with him. Maturing at one fifth the rate of a normal human, Darren has the looks of a fifteen year old, even 
though he is very much older.

Vampire War Trilogy Book 3 - Killers of 
the Dawn Shan, Darren 9780007137817 £5.99 Harper Collins 11+

Outnumbered, outsmarted and desperate, the hunters are on the run. Pursued by the vampaneze, vigilante 
mobs and the police, Darren Shan, the Vampire Prince, is public enemy Number One. Is this the end for 
Darren and his allies?

ZOM-B Shan, Darren 9780857077523 £12.99 Simon & Schuster 13+

Zom-B is a radical new series about a zombie apocalypse, told in the first person by one of its victims. The 
series combines classic Shan action with a fiendishly twisting plot and hard-hitting and thought-provoking 
moral questions dealing with racism, abuse of power and more. This is challenging material, which will 
captivate existing Shan fans and bring in many new ones. As Darren says, "It's a big, sprawling, vicious 
tale...a grisly piece of escapism, and a barbed look at the world in which we live. Each book in the series is 
short fast paced and blood A high bod co nt is g aranteed!"

Shark in the Dark Sharratt, Nick 9781849920186 £5.99 David Fickling 03+

It's just before bedtime and Timothy Pope is taking a look through his telescope.
What do you think he can see in the dark?

Shark in the Park Sharratt, Nick 9780552549776 £5.99 Corgi 03+

What can Timothy Pope see through his telescope? Is there really a shark in the
park? Go on, be brave, open the book and find out!

Pygmalion Shaw, George 
Bernard   058206015X £6.25 Longman 11+

“You see this creature with her kerbstone English… Well sir, in three months I could pass that girl off as a 
duchess…” So begins Henry Higgins’ linguistic project to transform Eliza Dolittle’s speech.  But he hadn’t 
bargained on Eliza’s feisty character or falling in love with her…
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Tins Shearer, Alex 9780330431910 £5.99 Macmillan 09+

Fergal is a self-confessed nerd with an eccentric hobby: tin collecting. He likes the lucky dip aspect of 
buying tins that have their labels missing - after all, you never know what might be inside

Frankenstein Shelley, Mary 140620303 £1.50 Penguin 11+

Frankenstein is a young, idealistic student of natural philosophy who finding the secret of giving life to 
matter, creates a living being. The monstrous creation, though tender-hearted and gentle in nature, inspires 
fear in those who meet it.

A Boy and a Bear in a Boat Shelton, Dave 9780385618960 £10.99 David Fickling 08+

A boy and a bear go to sea, equipped with a suitcase, a comic book and a ukulele. They are only travelling 
a short distance and it really shouldn't take long. But then their boat encounters 'unforeseeable anomalies'...
Faced with turbulent stormy seas, a terrifying sea monster and the rank remains of The Very Last 
Sandwich, the odds soon become pitted against our unlikely heroes. Will the Harriet, their trusted vessel, 
withstand the violent lashings of the salty waves? And will anyone ever answer their message in a bottle?

Peace and War Sheppard, 
Sheppard and Reid 9780719549779 £12.99 Hodder 11+

The Y9 book from the best selling Schools History Project course for Key Stage 3. In a single volume it 
covers two core units: Britain 1750-1900 and the Twentieth Century World.

Rivals, The Sheridan, Richard 
Brinsley 713631511 £4.99 Methuen Drama 11+

This text of Sheridan's The Rivals" is prefaced by information on the author and the play. Footnotes 
accompany the text throughout."

School for Scandal, The Sheridan, Richard 
Brinsley 9780713662900 £5.99 Methuen Drama 14+

(Notes not included)

Journey’s End Sherriff, R.C. 573040036 £5.99 Samuel French 11+

One of a series presenting a wide choice of 20th-century drama. The books offer scene-by-scene analysis, 
structured questions and assignment suggestions for GCSE. This play depicts life in a front-line trench in 
the First World War.

Baker Cat Simmonds, Posy 9780099455967 £5.99 Red Fox 03+

All day the baker's cat toils in the bakery and all night he is expected to catch the mice that run riot in the 
storeroom. If he doesn't catch any mice, the baker won't give him any food.

Come on, Daisy! Simmons, Jane 9781843622727 £6.99 Orchard 05+

Mamma Duck tells Daisy to stay close, but Daisy thinks that chasing dragonflies and bouncing on lilypads 
looks much more fun . . .
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I Swapped My Brother On The Internet Simmons, Jo 9.78141E+12 £5.99 Bloomsbury 07+

Everyone has dreamed of being able to get rid of their brother or sister at one time or another - but for 
Jonny, the dream is about to become a reality with SiblingSwap.com! What could be better than someone 
awesome to replace Ted, Jonny's older brother. But finding the perfect brother isn't easy, as Jonny 
discovers when Sibling Swap sends him a line of increasingly bizarre replacements: first a merboy, then a 
brother raised by meerkats, and then the ghost of Henry the Eighth! What's coming next?!

A Visitor's Guide to Ancient Egypt Simms, Lesley 9780746071649 £7.99 Usborne 09+

This is a new edition of the popular travel books through time. It is full of fantastic historical information from 
interesting tourist attractions (a cruise on the Nile) to the important festivals, fashions and customs of the 
age. It also includes the best villas and hotels to stay and what you can expect to find in the local market 
places. It is a must-have for time travellers everywhere.

A Visitor's Guide to Ancient Rome Simms, Lesley 9780746030646 £6.99 usborne 09+

A guide to Ancient Rome providing information every tourist of past ages needs to know. Where to shop 
and places to eat are combined with facts about politics, history, art and architecture.

Alice in Wonderland Simms, Lesley 9781409527954 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A new paperback edition of the picture book based on the beloved classic by Lewis Carroll. Retold for 
younger children to provide an ideal introduction to the story. Alice follows the White Rabbit down a hole 
and finds herself in Wonderland. Faced with a magic cake, a grinning cat and a noisy Queen, Alice doesn't 
know what will happen next.

Anansi and the Bag of Wisdom Simms, Lesley 9781409522256 £4.99 Usborne 04+

A new title in the fantastic First Reading series, based on an African folktale and part of the Usborne 
Reading Programme. Aimed at children who are beginning to read. Anansi, King of the Spiders, is given a 
bag of wisdom to share but selfishly decides to keep it for himself. But can he carry it up to his secret hiding 
place without dropping it?

Anansi and the Tug of War Simms, Lesley 9781409535829 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is an engaging retelling of an Anansi story, written for children just learning to read. Anansi, the African 
trickster spider, tells Elephant and Rhino he can beat them both in a tug of war. To their astonishment, he 
does...or does he?

Ancient Greece (Visitor's Guides) Simms, Lesley 9780746071632 £7.99 Usborne 09+

Presents a selection of non-fiction reading books for developing readers. This work also provides an 
introduction to the subjects for older readers.

Ant and the Grasshopper Simms, Lesley 9781409550686 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A charming picture book based on Aesop's well-loved tale. While Ant works hard to prepare for winter, 
Grasshopper mocks him and sings in the sun. Then winter comes, and Grasshopper no longer feels like 
singing..

Bee Makes Tea Simms, Lesley 9781409550501 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A lively story with humorous illustrations, ideal for children who are beginning to read for themselves, or for 
reading aloud together. With simple rhyming text and phonic repetition, this book is specially designed to 
develop essential language and early reading skills
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Christmas Around the World Simms, Lesley 9780746067826 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Christmas customs, festive food, present-giving, songs and traditional stories from around the world with 
easy-reading text for children who have just started reading alone. 

Christmas Carol Simms, Lesley 9781409536901 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Ebenezer Scrooge is a mean-spirited old man who hates everything - even Christmas! But when three 
spirits visit him one Christmas Eve, Scrooge is taken on a journey into the past, present and future that will 
change him forever

Crow in the Snow Simms, Lesley 9781409550532 £4.99 Usborne 03+

A lively story with humorous illustrations, ideal for children who are beginning to read for themselves, or for 
reading aloud together. With simple rhyming text and phonic repetition, this book is specially designed to 
develop essential language and early reading skills

Grizzly Bear Rock Simms, Lesley 9781409507079 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the fifth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more.

How Elephants Lost their Wings Simms, Lesley 9780746085417 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Believe it or not, elephants used to be able to fly. But flying elephants were big trouble... A lively retelling of 
an Indian folktale about a time when elephants could fly.

King Donkey Ears Simms, Lesley 9780746096772 £4.99 Usborne 04+

The King has a secret. He has donkey's ears! But when he tells the barber his secret, it surely can't be a 
secret for long. 

Knight Fight Simms, Lesley 9781409507161 £4.99 Usborne 03+

The thirteenth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, specially designed for younger children 
to read together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page (the text clearly 
marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read less and less 
and the child more and more

Magical Stories for Little Children Simms, Lesley 9781409522126 £12.99 Usborne 03+

An enchanting collection of five beautifully illustrated stories full of magic and wonder to share with young 
children, including The magic porridge pot, The golden goose, The three wishes, The wish fish and The 
magic pear tree. Perfect for reading aloud or for children to read for themselves.

Moon Zoom Simms, Lesley 9781409507109 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is the eighth title in the new "Usborne Very First Reading" series, designed for younger children to 
introduce them to reading together with their parents. Parents and children take turns to read from the page 
(the text clearly marked for who should be reading) and as the books progress in the series the adults read 
less and less and the child more and more
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Snow Queen Simms, Lesley 9781409555926 £4.99 Usborne 03+

Gerda and Kay are best friends, until Kay suddenly changes. Then he is kidnapped by the wicked Snow 
Queen and everyone thinks he is lost forever. But Gerda is determined to rescue him.

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Simms, Lesley 9781409550587 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Part of the Usborne Reading Programme, which includes over 250 titles across seven levels - all 
developed in conjunction with reading experts at Roehampton University, this title retells an ever-popular 
story. It is illustrated with fresh, bright pictures, for beginner readers.

Stories for Little Children Simms, Lesley 9781409522157 £12.99 Usborne 03+

A wonderful collection of well-loved stories, beautifully illustrated and specially retold for younger readers, 
including the classic tales The Gingerbread Man, The Nutcracker, Pinocchio, The Town Mouse and the 
Country Mouse, Alice in Wonderland, The Emperors New Clothes and The Snow Queen. Perfect for 
reading aloud or for children to read for themselves.

The Castle that Jack Built Simms, Lesley 9780746077092 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Every title has clear and compelling text that allows children to build their burgeoning reading skills and is 
accompanied by charming and highly appealing illustrations. They are also lovely for reading aloud to a 
younger child.

The Christmas Cobweb Simms, Lesley 9781409550402 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This is an enchanting retelling of a traditional German tale, written for children just learning to read. It's 
Christmas Eve and all is ready for Christmas - until seven spiders cover the tree in cobwebs. Will Christmas 
Day be ruined - or can Father Christmas save the Day?

The Dragon and the Pheonix Simms, Lesley 9780746085424 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This work contains four new titles in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are 
beginning to read

The Enchanted Castle Simms, Lesley 9780746070727 £4.99 Usborne 06+

The Enchanted Castle tells the story of Jerry, Jimmy and Cathy, three children who discover a magical 
castle occupied by an invisible princess, and enter a world full of magic and adventure. 

The Little Giraffe Simms, Lesley 9780746085356 £4.99 Usborne 04+

This work contains four new titles in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are 
beginning to read

The Three Wishes Simms, Lesley 9780746096697 £4.99 Usborne 04+

A new title in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. Nat and Ned 
are poor and often hungry, until Ned rescues a fairy. Are all their troubles over for good? 
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The Wind in the Willows Simms, Lesley 9780746084403 £4.99 Usborne 06+

"The Wind in the Willows" is a re-telling of the beloved Kenneth Grahame story following the adventures of 
four riverside companions: Mole, Ratty, Badger and of course the eponymous Mr Toad.

The Wish Fish Simms, Lesley 9780746085141 £4.99 Usborne 04+

A new title in the fantastic "First Reading" series, aimed at children who are beginning to read. Luxurious 
hardback editions foster pride in book ownership and enthusiasm for reading. Each of these four exciting 
new stories is a classic story or fable, retold with simple text to delight and inspire any child who is just 
beginning to read.

The Wizard of Oz Simms, Lesley 9781409555957 £4.99 Usborne 03+

When Dorothy is whisked off to Oz in a tornado, she lands in a place where nothing is quite as it seems. 
Can she find the Wizard, defeat the Wicked Witch of the West, and be granted her wish to return to 
Kansas?

Wind in the Willows Simms, Lesley 9781409531401 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This is an evocative picture book based on the beloved classic tale and retold for younger children. 'The 
Wind in the Willows' is a re-telling of the beloved Kenneth Grahame story following the adventures of four 
riverside companions: Mole, Ratty, Badger and, of course, the eponymous Mr Toad.

A Horrid Factbook: Dinosaurs Simon, Francesca 9781444004472 £4.99 Orion 07+

Packed with freaky facts and random trivia, this is the perfect guide to everything you ever wanted to know 
(and lots of things you might never have wanted to know) about Dinosaurs - Horrid Henry style!

A Horrid Factbook: Horrid Henry's Bodies Simon, Francesca 9781444001624 £4.99 Orion 07+

Packed with freaky facts and random trivia, this is the perfect guide to everything you ever wanted to know 
(and lots of things you might never have wanted to know) about Bodies - Horrid Henry style!

Horrid Henry Simon, Francesca 1858810701 £3.99 Orion 05+

Henry is dragged to dancing class against his will; vies with Moody Margaret to make the yuckiest Glop!; 
goes camping in France and tries to be good like Perfect Peter but not for long.

Horrid Henry and the Abominable 
Snowman Simon, Francesca 9781842550700 £4.99 Orion 05+

Building a snowman brings out Henry's competitive streak; he sets up his Monstrous Makeovers business 
to rival Moody Margaret's Miraculous Makeovers. 'You'll all be sorry when I'm dead' and spends a rainy day 
writing his will.

Horrid Henry and the Bogey Babysitter Simon, Francesca 1858818265 £3.99 Orion 05+

Enjoy another exciting adventure with Horrid Henry.
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Horrid Henry and the Football Fiend Simon, Francesca 1842550713 £4.99 Dolphin 05+

A wicked new book of stories with a special appeal for football fans.

Horrid Henry and the Mega-Mean Time 
Machine Simon, Francesca 1842550691 £4.99 Dolphin 05+

Four fabulous new stories in which Horrid Henry builds himself a time machine and tricks Perfect Peter; 
Perfect Peter strikes back; Henry dines at Restaurant Le Posh; and he is made to go on a hike.

Horrid Henry and the Mummy’s Curse Simon, Francesca 1858818249 £3.99 Orion 05+

Horrid Henry indulges his favourite hobby collecting Gizmos has a bad time with his spelling homework, 
puts about a rumour that there’s a shark in the swimming pool, and spooks Perfect Peter with the mummy’s 
curse.

Horrid Henry and the Secret Club Simon, Francesca 1858812925 £3.99 Orion 05+

It was about Henry firing Perfect Peter from his club and his enemy Moody Margaret setting traps in Henry's 
den and Henry setting traps in Margaret's den, and Margaret firing Sour Susan from her club.

Horrid Henry and the Zombie Vampire Simon, Francesca 9781842551356 £4.99 Orion 05+

Four new stories in which Horrid Henry terrorizes his classmates at a school sleepover in the museum; 
plays with Perfect Peter and tricks him into handing over all his money; gets out of writing his own story for 
Miss Battle-Axe by adapting one of Peter's; and meets the Nudie Foodie, a celebrity chef, who comes to 
the school to improve school dinners. No more burgers! No more chips!

Horrid Henry Gets Rich Quick Simon, Francesca   185881572X £4.99 Dolphin 05+

Henry manages to sabotage the school sports day, run away from home, wheedle his way into getting all 
the presents he wants for Christmas and then comes up with a cunning plan to get very, very rich.

Horrid Henry Meets The Queen Simon, Francesca 1842550683 £4.99 Dolphin 05+

Another four cracking stories about Henry and his misadventures will delight all of the Horrid one's many 
fans.

Horrid Henry Robs the Bank Simon, Francesca 9781842551325 £4.99 Orion 05+

Horrid Henry certainly lives up to his name.

Horrid Henry Rocks Simon, Francesca 9781842551349 £4.99 Orion 05+

Horrid Henry Rocks - Horrid Henry wants to go to the Killerboy Rats concert while his family want to go to 
the Daffy and her Dancing Daisies concert.
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Horrid Henry Rules the World Simon, Francesca 9781842556122 £8.99 Orion 05+

Ten side-splitting stories revolving around Horrid Henry's school days: his attempts to get out of Nurse 
Needle's injections and sabotage Miss Impatience Tutu's dance class, his cunning ploy to be off school sick 
and more.

Horrid Henry Tricks the Tooth Fairy Simon, Francesca 1858813719 £3.99 Orion 05+

Horrid Henry tries to trick the Tooth Fairy into giving him more money, sends Moody Margaret packing, 
causes his teachers to run screaming from school, and single-handedly wrecks a wedding.

Horrid Henry Wakes the Dead Simon, Francesca 9781842551332 £4.99 Orion 05+

Horrid Henry finds a surefire way of wielding the remote control to ensure he always watches his 
programme of choice, vies with Moody Margaret to become the head of the school, shows off his prowess 
as a magician in the school talent show, and battles it out with Perfect Peter over who gets the green 
dinosaur and who gets the purple one.

Horrid Henry’s Haunted House Simon, Francesca 1858816505 £3.99 Orion 05+

Horrid Henry slugs it out with Perfect Peter over the remote control, stays in a haunted house and gets a 
nasty shock, discovers where X marks the spot in the hidden treasure competition and stars on TV.

Horrid Henry’s Nits Simon, Francesca 1858813530 £3.50 Orion 05+

Scratch. Scratch. Scratch. Horrid Henry has nits! And he’s on a mission to give them to everyone else too. 
After that, he can turn his attention to sabotaging his school trip, ruining his parents’ dinner party and 
terrorizing Perfect Peter.

Horrid Henry’s Revenge Simon, Francesca 1858818257 £3.99 Orion 05+

Read all about Horrid Henry and how he gets his revenge.

Horrid Henry’s Stinkbomb Simon, Francesca 1842550667 £3.99 Orion 05+

Horrid Henry makes a stinkbomb that becomes a weapon in a deadly intrigue between two double agents 
(Perfect Peter and Moody Margaret), creates chaos in his team project (to build the Parthenon).

Horrid Henry's Cannibal Curse Simon, Francesca 9781444000184 £4.99 Orion 07+

Horrid Henry's Bake-Off sees Henry and Margaret go head-to-head in a hotly contested baking competition, 
Henry triumphantly reveals his top tips in Horrid Henry's Extra Horrid Guide to Perfect Parents, he reads an 
interesting book about Evil Evie, a really naughty girl not too dissimilar to himself in Horrid Henry's Bad 
Book, and conjures up an ancient cannibal's curse to deal with his enemies and small, annoying brother in 
Horrid Henry's Cannibal Curse.

Horrid Henry's Christmas Cracker Simon, Francesca 1842555460 £4.99 Orion 05+

Horrid Henry sabotages the school play, tries to do his Christmas shopping without spending his pocket 
money, attempts to ambush Father Christmas, and endures Christmas dinner with the guests from hell.
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Horrid Henry's Guide to Perfect Parents 
WBD Simon, Francesca B00DO8F0Y6 £1.00 Orion 05+

Read Henry's top tips and sneakiest secrets and discover once and for all how to get more pocket money, 
more TV, more sweets and a later bedtime.
But watch out! Any parents who read this book will immediately arm themselves against their child's weasel 
words and all Henry's good advice will be for nothing...

Horrid Henry's Joke Book Simon, Francesca 9781842551608 £4.99 Dolphin 05+

Horrid Henry has collected all of his favourite jokes and is itching to share them. He's divided them into 
sections, each one covering a subject he finds fascinating.

Horrid Henry's Nightmare Simon, Francesca 9781444000160 £4.99 Orion 05+

HORRID HENRY'S NIGHTMARE where Henry's chased by a ghost bunny with huge teeth, a wailing 
graveyard ghost and, for good measure, a slimy zombie.

Horrid Henry's Underpants Simon, Francesca 9781842550670 £4.99 Dolphin 07+

Henry hits on a brilliant way to write thank you letters, negotiates over vegetables, competes with Perfect 
Peter over which of them is sickest, and finds himself wearing the wrong underpants, with dreadful 
consequences

Sleeping Army, the Simon, Francesca 9781846682797 £6.99 Profile 07+

Freya is an ordinary girl living in modern Britain, but with a twist: people still worship the Viking gods. One 
evening, stuck with her dad on his night shift at the British Museum, she is drawn to the Lewis Chessmen 
and Heimdall's Horn. Unable to resist, she blows the horn, waking three chess pieces from their 
enchantment; the slaves Roskva and Alfi, and Snot the Berserk. They are all summoned to Asgard, land of 
the Viking gods, and told they must go on a perilous journey to restore the gods to youth.

Secret Agent Jack Stalwart: The Deadly 
Race to Space-Russia

Singer Hunt, 
Elizabeth 9781862306349 £3.99 Red Fox 07+

On the eve of the first manned mission to Mars, a madman has kidnapped the space project's chief 
engineer. Can Secret Agent Jack Stalwart save the day and keep his cool when he finds out who the 
missing engineer is?

Secret Agent Jack Stalwart: The Puzzle of 
the Missing Panda

Singer Hunt, 
Elizabeth 9781862301276 £3.99 Red Fox 05+

An endangered Giant Panda has been kidnapped from the Wolong Nature Reserve in China. Can Secret 
Agent Jack Stalwart find the panda and rescue it before the evil Scorpion Gang sells it for profit? Time is 
running out...

Feather Boy Singer, Nicky 9780007120260 £5.99 Collins 10+

Nicky Singer's Feather Boy is more than just a story about bullying. It's bigger than that. It's about finding 
your voice, shouting from the rooftops about something you believe in, refusing to back down, helping a 
friend and never giving up.

The Flask Singer, Nicky 9780007438785 £6.99 Harper Collins 09+

Twelve-year-old Jess is grieving for her beloved Aunt Edie, and anxiously awaiting the birth of her twin 
brothers, when she finds a mysterious glass flask hidden in a desk. The flask is beautiful to Jess, and soon 
she starts to believe that it contains a magical life-force. When her half-brothers are born critically ill, Jess 
becomes convinced that their survival depends on what’s happening to the flask…
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Century Singleton, Sarah 1416901353 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 11+

Mercy and her sister Charity have never questioned their daily routine, each day unfolding exactly as the 
next. They live at night, sleep during the day and see their widowed father only rarely - their house shrouded 
in perpetual winter.

Endymion Spring Skelton, Matthew 141382392 £6.99 Puffin 07+

Who or what is Endymion Spring? A power for good, or for evil. A legendary book that holds the secret to a 
world of knowledge. A young boy without a voice - whose five-hundred-year-old story is about to explode in 
the twenty-first century.

Indelible Slaughter, Karin 9780099553083 £7.99 Arrow 16+

When medical examiner Sara Linton and police chief Jeffrey Tolliver take a trip away from the small town of 
Heartsdale, it should be a straightforward weekend at the beach. But they decide to take a detour via 
Jeffrey's hometown and things go violently wrong when Jeffrey's best friend Robert shoots dead an intruder 
who breaks into his home. Jeffrey and Sara are first on the scene and Jeffrey's keen to clear his friend's 
name, but for Sara things aren't so simple. And when Jeffrey appears to change the crime scene, Sara no 
longer kno s ho to tr st

Kisscut Slaughter, Karin 9780099421788 £7.99 Arrow 16+

Kisscut begins with a particularly explosive opening. In the car park of a skating rink in the small southern 
town of Heartsdale, chief of police Jeffrey Tolliver witnesses a teenage girl pointing a gun at a man. But the 
detective, shoots the girl.

Carbonel Book 1 - Carbonel: the King of 
the Cats Sleigh, Barbara 9780141319735 £5.99 Puffin 10+

This is the story of a cat, a broomstick and an ordinary schoolgirl called Rosemary. She bought them both in 
the market, quite cheaply. Of course, neither the cat nor the broomstick were just what they seemed

Carbonel Book 2 - Kingdom of Carbonel Sleigh, Barbara 9780141323107 £5.99 Puffin 10+

A long-awaited reissue of the much-loved sequel to CARBONEL, King of the Cats. In this second story, 
published over forty years ago, Carbonel has been summoned to appear before the Great Cat but before 
he goes he has to find someone to look after his two royal kittens. And so he tracks down his young friends 
Rosemary and John to help out. The kittens are very sweet - but quite a handful as the children soon 
discover...

Geek Girl Book 01 - Geek Girl Smale, Holly 9780007489442 £6.99 Harper Collins 11+

Harriet Manners knows that a cat has 32 muscles in each ear, a “jiffy” lasts 1/100th of a second, and the 
average person laughs 15 times per day. She knows that bats always turn left when exiting a cave and that 
peanuts are one of the ingredients of dynamite.
But she doesn’t know why nobody at school seems to like her.
So when Harriet is spotted by a top model agent, she grabs the chance to reinvent herself. Even if it means 
stealing her best friend's dream inc rring the rath of her arch enem Ale a and repeatedl h miliating

Model misfit Smale, Holly 9780007489466 £6.99 HarperCollinsChildr
en'sBooks 11+

Harriet Manners knows a lot of facts. She knows that humans have 70,000 thoughts per day. She knows 
that Geek + Model = a whole new set of graffiti on your belongings. And that the average person eats a ton 
of food a year, though her pregnant stepmother is doing her best to beat this. But Harriet doesn’t know 
where she’s going to fit in once the new baby arrives. And with her summer plans ruined, modelling in 
Japan seems the perfect chance to get away.

Perfumed Pirates of Perfidy Small, Charlie 9780385751384 £4.99 David Fickling 07+

Charlie Small had so many wild adventures, witnessed so many extraordinary things, lived such an 
incredible life, and still only be eight. This volume details the deeds and acts aboard the Jolly Roger.
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Team Trouble Smiley, Sophie 9781842706848 £4.99 Andersen 07+

Charlie has a football mad family - her mother gives a yellow card rather than a ticking off (because you 
can't argue with the ref. can you?)

Claude in the City Smith, Alex T 9780340998991 £4.99 Hodder 07+

Claude is no ordinary dog - he leads an extraordinary life! When Mr and Mrs Shinyshoes set off for work, 
Claude decides what adventure he wants to have that day. Today he and Sir Bobblysock go to the city for 
the very first time

Mr Penguin and the Lost Treasure Smith, Alex T. 9781444932065 £9.99 Hodder Children's 06+

It has been weeks since Mr Penguin's last adventure and he's been stuck at his desk, twiddling his flippers 
ever since. That is until the phone rings! Mr Penguin and Colin (a spider and Mr Penguin's silent right hand 
man) are called in to find the missing treasure somewhere in the Museum of Extraordinary Objects. The 
quest finds them solving secret codes, fighting ferocious beasts, eating fish finger sandwiches and travelling 
deep below the museum to a lost jungle...

Hundred and One Dalmations, The Smith, Dodie 9781405224802 £5.99 Egmont 07+

When Missis and Pongo's puppies go missing, the two Dalmatian parents know the scary Cruella de Vil has 
had something to do with it. After all, she adores furs, and the Dalmatians have such beautiful coats.

I Capture The Castle Smith, Dodie 99439743 £5.99 Red Fox 14+

Seventeen year old Cassandra keeps a diary. It chronicles her life in an old castle with her father who is 
suffering from writer's block, her stepmother Topaz, a model, her fiery sister Rose and younger brother 
Thomas.

100 things you should know about 
Victorian Britain Smith, Jeremy 9781842366530 £4.99 Miles Kelly 11+

100 sequential facts motivates children to read these books from start to finish. From cover to cover, 
beautifully detailed artwork will mean that even the most reluctant of readers will be totally absorbed

Barry Loser: I am Not a Loser Smith, Jim 9781405260312 £5.99 Jelly Pie 07+

Barry Loser on Jim Smith: Jim Smith is the keelest kids' book spellchecker in the whole wide world amen. 
He graduated from art school with first class honours (the best you can get) and went on to create the 
branding for Puccino's coffee shops. Jim also does the Waldo Pancake range of cards and gift items, which 
is the keelest thing like that that exists. As well as spell-checking, Jim offers a free smell-checking service 
with every book.

I Am Still Not a Looser Smith, Jim 9781405260329 £5.99 Jelly Pie 07+

You know when someone's horrible to you in a dream and you wake up really annoyed with them? That's 
what happened to me with my best friend Bunky.
Barry has a new problem: Gordon Smugly - who's got the most perfect name for himself ever in the history 
of having a name, because he looks like a Gordon and is smug and ugly - has stolen Barry's best friend. 
Join Barry as he attempts to get Bunky back, organises a girly-screamvoice test and tries to avoid seeing 
his teacher kissing his gran

Night World Volume 1 Smith, L.J. 9780340996621 £7.99 Hodder 13+

In 'Secret Vampire', Poppy is dying.
In 'Daughters of Darkness', there are three sisters with a secret, on the run from their cruel and ruthless 
brother
In 'Enchantress', Blaise is irrestistible. She's lethal. She bewitches boys for sport.
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Night World Volume 2 Smith, L.J. 9780340996638 £7.99 Hodder 13+

In 'Dark Angel', Gillian is about to die. Then he appears - Angel
In 'The Chosen', Rashel kills vampires. But she is up against a huge dilemma
In 'Soulmate', something is haunting Hannah.

Night World Volume 3 Smith, L.J. 9780340996645 £7.99 Hodder 13+

In 'Huntress', Jez Redfern is wild and dangerous,
In 'Black Dawn', Maggie Neely's biggest worry is leading her soccer team to victory
In 'Witch Light', Keller is part shapeshifter, part panther.

Vampire Diaries Book 1 - The Awakening Smith, L.J.  £6.99 Hodder 13+

The Awakening: Elena Gilbert is used to getting what she wants and she wants mysterious new boy, Stefan. 
But Stefan is hiding a deadly secret - a secret that will change Elena's life for ever …

Vampire Diaries Book 2 - The Struggle Smith, L.J.  £6.99 Hodder 13+

The Struggle: Elena is torn between her boyfriend, Stefan, and his brother, Damon. But these brothers hide 
dark secrets and a tragic past that threatens them all. Damon wants to lead Elena astray - and he'd rather 
kill Stefan than let him possess her …

Vampire Diaries Book 3 - The Fury Smith, L.J.  £6.99 Hodder 13+

The Fury: Faced with an ancient evil, Stefan and Damon must stop their feuding and join forces with Elena 
to confront it. But in so doing, they are unwittingly sealing her fate …

Vampire Diaries Book 4 - The Reunion Smith, L.J.  £6.99 Hodder 13+

The Reunion: Elena summons the vampire trio once more to unite and challenge their fate. Together they 
will be called to face the most terrifying evil Fell's Church has ever known.

Usborne Book of Horses & Ponies Smith, Lucy 9780746016664 £4.50 Usborne 08+

A basic introduction to horses and ponies. The book also explains other aspects of the history and care of 
horses and ponies.

Underground to Canada Smucker, Barbara 9781107616943 £4.99 Puffin 11+

"Get in that wagon, girl, or I'll use this whip", said the slave trader as he tore Julilly  away from her mother. 
But while she slaved on the brutal cotton plantation, Julilly was dreaming of running away to the distant 
northern land called Canada.

Series of Unfortunate Events Book 01 - 
Bad Beginning, The Snicket, Lemony 749746114 £5.99 Egmont 07+

The Baudelaire siblings lead lives filled with misery and woe. From the very first page of this book when the 
children are at the beach and receive terrible news, continuing on through the entire story, disaster lurks at 
their heels.
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Series of Unfortunate Events Book 02 - 
Reptile Room, The Snicket, Lemony 749746122 £5.99 Egmont 07+

If you know anything at all about the unlucky Baudelaire children, you already know that even pleasant 
events lead down the same road to misery

Series of Unfortunate Events Book 03 - 
Wide Window, The Snicket, Lemony 749747013 £5.99 Egmont 07+

If you haven’t got the stomach for a story that includes a hurricane, a signalling device, hungry leeches, cold 
cucumber soup, a horrible villan, and a doll named Pretty Penny, then this book will probably fill you with 
despair

Series of Unfortunate Events Book 04 - 
Miserable Mill, The Snicket, Lemony 749747021 £5.99 Egmont 07+

Violet, Klaus and Sunny Baudelaire are sent to Paltryville to work in a lumbermill, and they find disaster and 
misfortune lurking behind every log.

Series of Unfortunate Events Book 05 - 
Austere Academy, The Snicket, Lemony   074974703X £5.99 Egmont 07+

Violet, Klaus and Sunny are at first optimistic--attending school is a welcome change for the book-loving 
trio, and the academy is allegedly safe from the dreaded Count Olaf, who is after their fortune.

Series of Unfortunate Events Book 06 - 
Ersatz Elevator, The Snicket, Lemony 1405200510 £5.99 Egmont 07+

Within the chapters of this story, Violet, Klaus and Sunny Baudelaire encounter darkened staircase, a red 
herring, some friends in a dire situation, three mysterious initials, a liar with an evil scheme, a secret 
passageway and parsley soda.

Series of Unfortunate Events Book 07 - 
Vile Village, The Snicket, Lemony 1405200715 £5.99 Egmont 07+

I can think of no single reason why anyone would want to open a book containing such unpleasant matters 
as migrating cows, an angry mob, a newspaper headline, the arrest of innocent people, the Deluxe Cell, 
and some strange hats.

Series of Unfortunate Events Book 08 - 
Hostile Hospital, The Snicket, Lemony 1405206128 £6.99 Egmont 07+

This book is the only one which describes every last detail of the Baudelaire children’s miserable stay at 
Heimlich Hospital.

Series of Unfortunate Events Book 09 - 
Carnivorous Carnival, The Snicket, Lemony 1405207523 £6.99 Egmont 07+

The word ‘carnivorous,’ which appears in the title of this book, means ‘meat-eating’, and once you have 
read such a bloodthirsty word, there is no reason to read any further. This Carnivorous volume contains 
such a distressing story.

Series of Unfortunate Events Book 10 - 
Slippery Slope, The Snicket, Lemony 1405210869 £6.99 Egmont 07+

Violet and Sunny set about saving themselves, then their sister, and then navigating through the Mortmain 
Mountains to stop their nemesis from committing more really bad deeds. The plotline is as tortured, hilarious 
and annoying as ever.
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Series of Unfortunate Events Book 11 - 
Grim Grotto Snicket, Lemony 1405215275 £6.99 Egmont 07+

Violet, Sunny and Klaus are cascading down the grey waters of the Stricken Stream in a toboggan and 
again hurtling towards inevitable doom. They are saved in the nick of time by a submarine, The QueeQueg.

Series of Unfortunate Events Book 12 - 
Penultimate Peril, The Snicket, Lemony 1405223375 £6.99 Egmont 07+

The story picks up where the Grim Grotto leaves off with Violet, Klaus and Sunny Baudelaire still hunting 
down the Hotel Denouncement and the final safe place for VFD, they are currently assisted by mysterious 
Kit Snickett.

Series of Unfortunate Events Book 13 - 
The End Snicket, Lemony 1405226730 £6.99 Egmont 07+

Will Count Olaf prevail? Will the Baudelaires survive? Will the series end happily? If there's nothing out 
there, what was that noise? Then again, why trouble yourself with unfortunate resolutions?

My Brother is a Superhero Solomons, David 9780857634795 £6.99 Nosey Crow 08+

Luke is a comic-mad 11-year old who shares a treehouse with his geeky  brother, Zack. Luke's only mistake 
is to go for a wee right at the wrong time. While he's gone, an alien gives his undeserving,  brother 
superpowers and tells him to save the universe. But when Zack is kidnapped by his arch-nemesis, Luke 
and his friends have only five days to find him and save the world...

The Children of the King Sonya Hartnett 978-1407143576 £6.99 Scholastic 12+

It's the Second World War and, with London becoming an increasingly dangerous place to live, the 
Lockwood children are whisked away to the Heron Hall, to stay with their Uncle Peregrine in the 
countryside. But when they discover two strange boys hiding in a nearby derelict castle, the past 
and present collide. 

No dinner! Souhami, Jessica 9781845078188 £6.99 Francis Lincoln 05+

This is a popular folk tale from the Indian subcontinent. A frail old woman sets out to visit her granddaughter 
who lives in the forest. Her journey is fraught with danger as she encounters a selection of fierce and 
hungry animals

Sausages Souhami, Jessica 9781845076016 £6.99 Francis Lincoln 05+

If you were granted three magic wishes, what would you choose? When an elf rewards John's kindness 
with three wishes, john and his wife start thinking of all the lovely things they could have.

Prime of Miss Jean Brodie Spark, Muriel 9780141181424 £7.99 Penguin 14+

Romantic, heroic, comic and tragic, unconventional schoolmistress Jean Brodie has become an iconic 
figure in post-war fiction. Her glamour, unconventional ideas and manipulative charm hold dangerous sway 
over her girls at the Marcia Blaine Academy - 'the crème de la crème' - who become the Brodie 'set', 
introduced to a privileged world of adult games that they will never forget. Muriel Spark's The Prime of Miss 
Jean Brodie was adapted into a successful stage play, and later a film directed by Ronald Neame and 
starring Maggie Smith

Car Jacked Sparkes, Ali 9780192733467 £6.99 OUP 09+

Jack Mattingly is a genius.  He has an IQ of 170. He speaks fluent Mandarin and Latin. And he can 
calculate the square root of 1,673,549 in his head. But when Jack's parents' car is hi-jacked, with him inside 
it, for once he's as clueless as the rest of us. The car-jacker doesn't know Jack's in the car - yet. But it's only 
a matter of time before he's discovered. And then anything could happen. Only one thing's for sure: Jack's 
in for the thrill-ride of his life . . . 
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S.W.I.T.C.H. - Bug Battle Sparks, Ali 9780956627612 £1.00 OUP 05+

BUG BATTLE: Mad genius Petty Potts has once again tricked Josh and Danny into trying some of her 
SWITCH serum. Josh finds himself with eight, hairy legs and Danny has an impressive pair of pincers!

How do plants grow? Spilsbury, Louise 
and Richard 9780431018096 £6.75 Heinemann 05+

One of a series of titles covering the Key Stage 1 curriculum on plants. Topics covered include habitats, 
classification, growth and reproduction.

Stargirl Spinelli, Jerry 9780439444439 £5.99 Alfred A. Knopf 12+

"Stargirl" is a classic of our time that celebrates being true to ourselves and the thrill of first love. It is a life-
changing read that touches souls of all ages.

Heidi Spyri, Johanna 9780140366792 £4.99 Puffin 09+

Five-year-old Heidi goes to live with her grandfather in his lonely hut high in the Alps. She quickly learns to 
love her new life with him. But her strict aunt decides that Heidi must be sent away again, to live in town.

Dead Man's Cove St. John, Lauren 9781444001488 £6.99 Orion 09+

When orphaned Laura Marlin moves from a children's home to live with her uncle in Cornwall, she longs for 
a life of excitement just like the characters in her favourite detective novels.

Danny McGee drinks the sea Stanton, Andy 9781444928785 £6.99 Hodder 03+

Can a boy drink the sea? Surely it's impossible! But Danny McGee does just that - and now he has his 
sights on other things. Soon he's swallowing trees, flies, fleas, peas, mountains ... where will it end?!

Mr Gum Book 1 - You're a Bad Man Mr 
Gum Stanton, Andy 9781405223102 £4.99 Jelly Pie 07+

Mr Gum is a truly nasty old man. He's absolutely grimsters. But this book is not just about him. There is also 
a little girl called Polly, an evil butcher, heroes and sweets and stuff, and Jake the dog, who must be saved 
from terrible, terrible evil.

Mr Gum Book 2 - Mr Gum and the Biscuit 
Billionaire Stanton, Andy 9781405228152 £5.99 Jelly Pie 07+

Mr Gum and the Biscuit Billionaire Mr Gum is back in this second hilarious book and he's as nasty as ever! 
In fact, he's absolutely grimsters. But this book's not just about him. Meet a gingerbread man named Alan 
Taylor who has electric muscles! Plus, all our favourite characters are back: the little girl called Polly, the 
evil butcher called Billy William The Third, and the very wise man, Friday O'Leary. And, who could forget 
loveable Jake the dog, or the angry fairy who lives in Mr Gum's bathtub and whacks him on the head with a 
fr ing pan?

Mr Gum Book 3 - Mr Gum and the Goblins Stanton, Andy 9781405228169 £5.99 Jelly Pie 07+

Well, that old roo-de-lally Mr Gum and the hideous Billy William the Third are once more mucking things up 
for everyone. They’re a-schemin’ and a-hatchin’ an’ making their bad plans up on Goblin Mountain. And 
why? Because they’re raising up an army of goblins to stink up the town of Lamonic Bibber once and for all! 
Can the brave travellers (the wise old man Friday O’Leary and the small girl Polly) make it past the Three 
Impossible Challenges of Goblin Mountain and save the town from a fate worse than something very bad 
indeed? In an epic tale of co rage alo r and plain idioc onl one thing is s re The tr th is a lemon
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Mr Gum Book 4 - Mr Gum and the Power 
Crystals Stanton, Andy 9781405228176 £5.99 Jelly Pie 07+

Mr Gum and the Power Crystals Can it really be true that there’s an ancient curse on the town of Lamonic 
Bibber? And you guessed it, that old roo-de-lally Mr Gum and his trusty sidekick Billy William the Third have 
something to do with it. But . . . our favourite heroes Polly and Friday and the gingerbread biscuit Alan 
Taylor (only 15.24 cm tall) are determined to save the town (sigh of relief).

Mr Gum Book 5 - Mr Gum and the 
Dancing Bear Stanton, Andy 9781405241793 £5.99 Jelly Pie 07+

Mr Gum is a very nasty man. He is mean, cruel, smelly and ruthless and has a dastardly plan to make 
money out of Padlock the bear

Mr Gum Book 6 - What's for Dinner, Mr 
Gum? Stanton, Andy 9781405248242 £5.99 Jelly Pie 07+

Mr Gum in ‘The Hound of Lamonic Bibber’ Bumper Book Mr Gum's back! But what's he up to this time? Oh, 
dreadful things my friends, dreadful things indeed. It seems he's found himself a brand new treat - rancid 
kebabs just dripping with dirty grey sauce. And he just can't get enough of them. He's gotta have more! 
More! Less! I mean, More! But not everyone's too happy about Mr Gum's new dinnertime arrangements 
and soon the town of Lamonic Bibber is gearing up for war. Can Polly and her friends save the town from 
being torn apart?

Mr Gum Book 7 - Mr Gum and the Cherry 
Tree Stanton, Andy 9781405252188 £5.99 Jelly Pie 07+

Mr Gum and the Cherry Tree Good evening and welcome to a tale of forests! Of legendary beasts! Of 
misbehaving children! Of caterpillars called Graham! And of a great big BEEFER of a cherry tree! But what 
dark secrets are hidden in that tree, where the leaves grow thick and green? Polly intends to find out, and 
she intends to find out by finding out. What will she find out? Read this book and you’ll find out!

Mr Gum Book 8 - Mr Gum and the Secret 
Hideout Stanton, Andy 9781405253277 £5.99 Jelly Pie 07+

Mr Gum and the Secret Hideout Good evening. Talking parrots in the rooftops? A giant cactus on the high 
street? Mosquitos so nasty that even their own friends don’t like them? Something’s gone terribly wrong in 
Lamonic Bibber . . . and Mr Gum is nowhere to be found. Yes, folks, Polly and Friday are facing their 
biggest challenge yet. So strap yourselves in, cry ‘HI-HO-WEIRDY!’ and get ready for an adventure so 
crazy your feet will melt with happiness! And I’m not just saying that, I’ve actually seen it happen. HOORAY!

Mr Gum Book 9 - Mr Gum in the Hound of 
Lamonic Bibber Stanton, Andy 9780955944628 £1.00 Orchard 07+

Once a generation, a battle takes place for the Book of Worlds. The Book contains all the secrets of 
Avantia, and must never fall into the hands of evil Wizard Malvel. Tom takes up the challenge, but Malvel 
doesn't play fair... First he sends a fearsome Super-Beast, and then a whirling tornado that destroys 
everything in its path - Sephir the Storm Monster!

Sterling and the Canary Stanton, Andy 9781842999059 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 09+

Sterling Thaxton is in love. In love with Lizzie Harris - the beautiful new girl. Her hair is the colour of magic. 
Her nose is as sweet as music. Her arms are as slender as rainbows. Problem is, she's not interested. 
Luckily a small yellow canary turns up with some excellent advice. Hilarious comedy from the top selling 
author of the Mr Gum books.

Liar & Spy Stead, Rebecca 9781849395427 £6.99 Anderson 09+

When Georges moves into a new apartment block he meets Safer, a twelve-year-old self-appointed spy. 
Soon Georges has become his spy recruit. His first assignment? To track the mysterious Mr X, who lives in 
the flat upstairs. But as Safer becomes more demanding, Georges starts to wonder: what is a game and 
what is a lie? How far is too far to go for your only friend?

When You Reach Me Stead, Rebecca 9781849392129 £5.99 Anderson 10+

Miranda's life is starting to unravel. Her best friend, Sal, gets punched by a kid on the street for what seems 
like no reason, and he shuts Miranda out of his life. The key that Miranda's mum keeps hidden for 
emergencies is stolen
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The Galaxy Boys and The Sphere Steele, Andrew 9781857566871 £8.95 Janus 10+

On Earth, unaware of life outside, dumped by their outrageous aunt in an orphanage in Brooklyn, the four 
Roar brothers have lost hope they will ever see their parents again. But then they receive a mysterious 
message telling them to get home fast

100 Things you should know about British 
History Steele, Philip 9781842364529 £4.99 Miles Kelly 11+

Children Can Travel Through The Stone Age, Celtic Times, The Roman Era And The Lives Of English, 
Irish, Welsh And Scottish Kings. Exactly 100 Numbered Facts

I wonder why pyramids were built and 
other questions about Ancient Egypt Steele, Philip 9780753435250 £5.99 Kingfisher 09+

I Wonder Why Pyramid Were Built is the perfect introduction to polar lands, featuring grumpy bears, record 
breaking birds, polar pioneers and much more. What do you want to find out? Clear, lively text answers all 
those tricky questions about how the world works, while friendly, funny cartoons add interest.

Men, Women and Children series - In the 
First World War Steele, Philip 9780750271929 £8.99 Wayland 09+

This book draws on evidence that reveals the lives of men, women and children during the First World War. 
It examines how they lived, fought, studied, worked, worshipped and played. There are also short stories 
about real people who lived during this period of history, such as Emmeline Pankhurst, Charlie Chaplin, 
Wilfred Owen, Marie Curie and Harry Patch (the last 'Tommy').

Of Mice and Men Steinbeck, John 9780140292916 £4.99 Penguin 11+

A powerfully moving story of the lonely and dispossessed. Of Mice and Men is one of John Steinbeck’s best-
known and most popular books.

Pearl, the Steinbeck, John 9780140292930 £6.99 Penguin 16+

When Kino, an Indian pearl-diver, finds 'the Pearl of the world' he believes that his life will be magically 
transformed. He will marry Juana in church and their little boy, Coyotito, will be able to attend school.

Cooking up a Storm Stern, Sam 9781844287741 £9.99 Walker 11+

What's cooking? Find out in this cool cookbook - written by a teenager, for teenagers! A kid's gotta eat - and 
what better way to make sure that the food on your plate hits the spot than to make it yourself?

Rafi Brown and the Candy Floss Kid Stern, Sue 9780957494800 £6.99 Red Bank Books 08+

Dyslexic Rafi Brown is a brilliant cartoonist. The mysterious Candy Floss Kid never goes to school. 
Together they bunk off to Manchester but their problems get worse and worse. Is this caused by Rafi’s 
Secrit Vodooo Cartooon Diary? Can this be some weird rebound voodoo? When Rafi faces his rigid critical 
teacher, Horrible Hegarty, he begins to resolve his problems and those of his friend, Candy Floss. With a 
recommendation by Jacqueline Wilson

Guggenheim Mystery Stevens, Robin 9780141377032 £6.99 Puffin 09+

This summer, I went on holiday to New York, to visit Aunt Gloria and Salim. While I was there, a painting 
was stolen from the Guggenheim Museum, where Aunt Gloria works. Then Aunt Gloria was blamed for the 
theft, and I realised just how important it was to find the painting, and discover who really had taken it.
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Murder most unladylike Stevens, Robin 9780552570725 £6.99 Corgi Books 09+

When Daisy Wells and Hazel Wong set up their very own secret detective agency at Deepdean School for 
Girls, they struggle to find any truly exciting mysteries to investigate. Then Hazel discovers the Science 
Mistress, Miss Bell, lying dead in the Gym. She assumes it was a terrible accident – but when she and 
Daisy return five minutes later, the body has disappeared. Now Hazel and Daisy not only have a murder to 
solve: they have to prove one happened in the first place.

Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde Stevenson, Robert 
Louis 140620516 £1.50 Penguin 11+

Dr Jekyll, a physician conscious of the duality in his nature, and fascinated by the idea of the advantage that 
would arise if these elements could be clothed in different personalities.

Treasure Island Stevenson, Robert 
Louis 9780140366723 £3.99 Puffin 09+

Following the demise of bloodthirsty buccaneer Captain Flint, young Jim Hawkins finds himself with the key 
to a fortune. For he has discovered a map that will lead him to the fabled Treasure island. But a host of 
villains, wild beasts and deadly savages stand between him and the stash of gold. Not to mention the most 
infamous pirate ever to sail the high seas...Long John Silver!

How many sleeps? Stewart, Amber 9780192791894 £5.99 OUP 03+

Toast, a fieldmouse, is very excited about his birthday. Each day seems to pass
more slowly than the last - 'How many sleeps now?' he repeats. But Toast is not
the only one ticking off the days.

Edge Chronicles - The Immortals Stewart, Paul 9780552551281 £7.99 Corgi 14+

All acroos the Edge, trouble is brewing. The goblin clans are preparing for war. And a storm is gathering, 
unlike any that has been seen before

Edge Chronicles Quint Trilogy Book 1 - 
Curse of the Gloamglozer Stewart, Paul 9780552554251 £6.99 Corgi 14+

This is the first book in the Quint sequence that begins the bestselling Edge Chronicles series.

Edge Chronicles Quint Trilogy Book 2 - 
Winter Knights Stewart, Paul 9780552551267 £6.99 Corgi 14+

The eighth spectacular title in this amazing series, stepping back in time to follow The Curse of the 
Gloamglozer

Edge Chronicles Rook Trilogy Book 1 - 
Last of the Sky Pirates Stewart, Paul 9780552554268 £6.99 Corgi 14+

A new title in the bestselling Edge Chronicles - a dramatic and extraordinarily exuberant fantasy adventure 
filled with colourful and imaginative characters and illustrated with exquisite detail.

Edge Chronicles Rook Trilogy Book 2 - 
Vox Stewart, Paul 9780552554275 £6.99 Corgi 14+

A new title in the bestselling Edge Chronicles - a dramatic and extraordinarily exuberant fantasy adventure 
filled with colourful and imaginative characters and illustrated with exquisite detail.
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Edge Chronicles Rook Trilogy Book 3 - 
Freeglader Stewart, Paul 9780552554282 £6.99 Corgi 14+

The seventh title in this spectacular fantasy series - and the triumphant conclusion of the Rook Barkwater 
sequence.

Edge Chronicles Twig Book 1 - Beyond 
the Deepwoods Stewart, Paul 9780552554237 £5.99 Corgi 14+

Here is a tale of fantastic lands at the edge of the world, where certain rocks float in the air and the feared 
Deepwoods are crowded with extraordinary trees and creatures.

Edge Chronicles Twig Trilogy Book 2 - 
Stormchaser Stewart, Paul 9780552554237 £5.99 Corgi 14+

Twig is now reunited with his sky-pirate father as the lowliest crew-member of the flying sailship 
Stormchaser. In the fanciful physics operating at the edge of the world some stones can defy gravity, like 
the flight-rock that lifts Stormchaser.

Edge Chronicles Twig Trilogy Book 3 - 
Midnight over Sanctaphrax Stewart, Paul 9780552554244 £5.99 Corgi 14+

Sanctaphrax - a magnificent city built on a floating rock and tethered to the land by a massive chain...Only 
one person can save the Edgelands from certain disaster: Twig, the young sky pirate captain.

Edge Cronicles Quint Trilogy Book 3 - 
Clash of the Sky Galleons Stewart, Paul 9780552551274 £6.99 Corgi 14+

The fabulously exciting and wonderfully illustrated finale to the Quint sequence - and the penultimate book 
in the Edge Chronicles.

Here Be Dragons Stewart, Paul and 
Chris Riddell 9781405660877 £6.99 Macmillan 09+

Reluctant warrior Joe the Barbarian finds that his services are needed in Muddle Earth. All the cutlery in the 
land has disappeared--and the Horned Baron's Garden Party is due to start that very day. With a wizard 
needed for the Grand Opening, Randalf, Norbert and Veronica are all eager to be in attendance. 
Meanwhile, a huge, scaly dragon has awoken, and he craves silverware...

Muddle Earth  Stewart, Paul and 
Chris Riddell 9780330538763 £6.99 Macmillan 09+

Where would you find a perfumed bog filled with pink sticky hogs and exploding gas frogs? A place that's 
home to a wizard with only one spell, an ogre who cries a lot and a very sarcastic budgie? Welcome to 
Muddle Earth. A place where anything can happen - and usually does. Joe Jefferson, an ordinary schoolboy 
from ordinary earth, is about to find his life changed forever. Prepare for a great battle of good, evil and sort 
of OK...

Muddle Earth Too Stewart, Paul and 
Chris Riddell 9780330516822 £6.99 Macmillan 09+

Once upon a time, a spell went wrong - and ordinary Joe Jefferson found himself transported to Muddle 
Earth, where the wizards are mad, the pink stinky hogs are stinky and the lampposts have serious attitude! 
Now, two years later, Muddle Earth needs him back. But can Joe find the lost Goblet of Porridge and 
rescue his sister from a thumb-sucking vampire Barbarian, all before a dragon battle breaks out and 
threatens to toast them all!

Mysterious Benedict Society, the Stewart, Trenton 
Lee 9781906427023 £6.99 Chicken House 09+

When a peculiar advertisement appears in the newspaper for children to take part in a secret mission, 
children everywhere sit a series of mysterious tests. In the end, just four children succeed:Reynie, Kate, 
Sticky and Constance.
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Raven Boys, the Stiefvater, Maggie 9781407134611 £7.99 Scholastic 16+

Blue has spent the majority of her sixteen years being told that if she kisses her true love, he will die. When 
Blue meets Gansey's spirit on the corpse road she knows there is only one reason why - either he is her 
true love or she has killed him. Determined to find out the truth, Blue becomes involved with the Raven 
Boys,

The Scorpio Races Stiefvater, Maggie 9781407129853 £7.99 Scholastic 13+

Every November, the Scorpio Races are run beneath the chalk cliffs of Skarmouth. Thousands gather to 
watch the horses and the sea that washes the blood from the sand. The mounts are capaill uisce: savage 
water horses. There are no horses more beautiful, more fearless, more deadly. To race them can be 
suicide but the danger is irresistible. Sean Kendrick knows the dangers of the capaill uisce. With one foot in 
the ocean and one on land, he is the only man on the island capable of taming the beasts.

The Wolves of Mercy Falls Book 1 - 
Shiver Stiefvater, Maggie 9781407115009 £7.99 Scholastic 13+

Grace is fascinated by the wolves in the woods behind her house; one yellow-eyed wolf in particular. Every 
winter, she watches him, but every summer, he disappears. Sam leads two lives. In winter, he stays in the 
frozen woods, with the protection of the pack. In summer, he has a few precious months to be human . . . 
until the cold makes him shift back again. When Grace and Sam finally meet, they realize they can't bear to 
be apart. But as winter nears, Sam must fight to stay human - or risk losing himself, and Grace, for ever.

The Wolves of Mercy Falls Book 2 - Linger Stiefvater, Maggie 9781407121086 £7.99 Scholastic 13+

In SHIVER, Grace and Sam found each other. Now, in LINGER, they must fight to be together. For Grace, 
this means defying her parents and keeping dangerous secrets. For Sam, it means grappling with his 
werewolf past ... and figuring out a way to survive the future. But just when they manage to find happiness, 
Grace finds herself changing in ways she could never have expected...

The Wolves of Mercy Falls Book 3 - 
Forever Stiefvater, Maggie 9781407121116 £7.99 Scholastic 13+

The #1 bestselling SHIVER, LINGER and FOREVER trilogy rejacketed for a new generation of fans. In 
SHIVER, Grace and Sam found each other. In LINGER, they fought to be together. Now, in FOREVER, the 
stakes are even higher than before. Wolves are being hunted. Lives are being threatened. And love is 
harder and harder to hold on to as death comes closing in.

Beach Party Stine, R.L. 590637371 £3.50 Scholastic 11+

Karen has invited her friend Ann-Marie to stay at her dad’s apartment for the summer. It overlooks the 
beach and they plan to spend their time swimming, sunbathing and partying. They’ve even met two great 
guys to hang out with.

Goosebumps - Stay Out of the Basement Stine, R.L. 9780590553063 £3.99 Scholastic 07+

Dr Brewer is spending a lot of time down in the basement, and Margaret and Casey Brewer think their dad 
has been acting pretty strangely lately. Maybe it’s just a little harmless plant-testing.

Nightmare Hour Stine, R.L. 9780064408424 £3.99 Avon 11+

What horror awaits the boy who has to spend Halloween in hospital? How do you outwit a ghost who wants 
your skin? Just how bad for you is alien candy, and would you want to meet the most evil sorcerer?

Dracula
Stoker, Bram 

(Adapted by Jim 
Alderson)

748702849 £1.50 Hutchinson 
Education 11+

Adapted by Jim Alderson from the original text. Any victim who is bitten by a vampire slowly goes mad and 
at last turns into a vampire. One by one the people in this story, Lucy, Mina and Renfield, each begins to 
show signs of madness.
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Dinosaur Cove - Battle of the Giants Stone, Rex WBD 2010 £1.00 OUP 05+

Jamie and Tom are back in their secret dinosaur world with their dino-friend, Wanna. When they spot a 
herd of triceratops the boys decide to stay and watch a while. As a T-Rex attacks, the boys are glued to the 
spot. But then, uh oh!

Dinosaur Cove Book 1 - Attack of the 
Lizard King Stone, Rex 9780192720924 £4.99 OUP 07+

When Jamie moves to Dinosaur Cove with his father he's looking forward to doing some fossil hunting on 
the beach. But when he and his friend, Tom, discover a forgotten cave with fossilised dinosaur footprints, it 
takes them to another world . . . a world of dinosaurs

Earth's Crust Storad, J Conrad 9780822565857 £4.99 Lerner 07+

Learn about earth with the "Early bird earth science" series.

Clever Polly and the Stupid Wolf Storr, Catherine   014030312X £3.99 Puffin 05+

It’s not every little girl who finds a great black wolf at her front door, saying he’s going to eat her up. But 
clever Polly isn’t frightened. She has a plan that’s bound to foil the stupid wolf!

Marianne Dreams Storr, Catherine 9780571202126 £5.99 Faber and Faber 11+

This powerful and eerie classic about a girl haunted by her own dreams has been made into a TV series 
and a feature film. Ill and bored with having to stay in bed, Marianne picks up a pencil and starts doodling - 
a house, a garden, a boy at the window. That night she has an extraordinary dream. She is transported into 
her own picture, and as she explores further she soon realises she is not alone. The boy at the window is 
called Mark, and his every movement is guarded by the menacing stone watchers that surround the solitary 
ho se

Stars and Planets Stott, Carole 9780753412008 £6.99 Kingfisher 09+

From our neighbours in the Solar System to the mysteries of deep space, this book explores the planets 
and stars that make up our galaxy and beyond.

Beauty and the Beast Stowell, Louie 9781409539032 £4.99 Usborne 03+

The simple and engaging text is accompanied by colourful illustrations by Victor Tavares. It is perfect for 
sharing with young children. There's a fairy hiding in the Beast's garden, which children might not spot on 
the first reading, but there's lots of fun to be had looking for her when re-reading the story.

Big Monsters Stowell, Louie 9781409549963 £9.99 Usborne 03+

Features legendary creatures from around the world and throughout time, including dragons of all kinds, 
sea serpents, ogres, water spirits and giants. This title includes artwork with giant fold-outs and little chunks 
of information.

Brer Rabbit and the Blackberry Bush Stowell, Louie 9780746096703 £4.99 Usborne 04+

Brer Rabbit and Brer Fox are always trying to outwit each other. But when Fox catches Rabbit in a trap, Fox 
soon discovers that he's not quite as cunning as he thinks…
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Classic Bible Stories for Little Children Stowell, Louie 9781409509226 £12.99 Usborne 03+

This title presents a wonderful treasury of bible stories, perfect for young children. It contains five stories 
from the "Usborne Bible Tales" series: "Moses in the Bulrushes", "Daniel and the Lions", "Joseph and the 
Amazing Coat", "David and Goliath" and "Jonah and the Whale". Each tale is beautifully illustrated and 
perfect for story time, reading aloud or for more confident readers to tackle alone.

Hamlet Stowell, Louie 9780746096116 £4.99 Usborne 06+

In this title, Shakespeare's classic tragedy is retold. When Prince Hamlet learns that his uncle murdered his 
father, he sets on a path of bloody revenge. 

My First princess Book Stowell, Louie 9781409545910 £4.99 Usborne 03+

This title explores the fabulous world of princesses as you search palace gardens, royal forests and 
splendid ballrooms for golden crowns, royal swans and gorgeous gowns. It features beautiful watercolour 
illustrations of princesses playing in the palace gardens, dancing at candlelit balls and even doing everyday 
things such as reading a bedtime story. It introduces new words and lots of things to look for and talk about 
with your child.

Saint George and the Dragon Stowell, Louie 9781409535911 £4.99 Usborne 05+

This is a gently humorous retelling of the legend, with easy-to-read text and colourful illustrations. It includes 
background to the legend and the art it has inspired, with a reproduction of the famous Paolo Uccello 
painting, and internet links to more paintings of George and the Dragon.

Samurai Stowell, Louie 9780746084144 £4.99 Usborne 07+

The book tells the story of the Samurai, the great warriors of Japan, and how they shaped the country's 
history. It reveals the truth behind Samurai training, culture and society, as well as thrilling details of 
Samurai battles, warlords and leaders, before their decline in the early 19th Century and how their spirit 
endured in the kamikaze warriors of World War Two.

The Odyssey Stowell, Louie 9781409522348 £4.99 Usborne 07+

This is a brand new retelling of Homer's 'Odyssey', the story of a clever but unlucky Greek hero who just 
wants to get home...but fate has other ideas. It is a new title in 'Young Reading Series Three', part of the 
Usborne Reading Programme. It is aimed at fully confident readers who can manage sub-plots and 
complex sentence structure but don't have the stamina for standard-length books

Boy in the Bubble Strachan, Ian 9780749716851 £4.50 Mammoth 13+

A moving story of first love. Adam has lived most of his 15 years in an oxygen tent. Anne is forced to visit 
him with the rest of her class. She chooses him as "her school project", but she isn't sure why.

Moses Beech Strachan, Ian 9780192714817 £5.00 OUP 07+

Peter Simpson has run away from home, and the police are looking for him. the only place he can hide is 
the isolated cottage of Moses Beech, an old man whose way of life is so independent that the welfare state 
has no record of him.

Throwaways Strachan, Ian 9780749712945 £3.99 Mammoth 13+

Sky and Chip, abandoned by their parents, manage to escape the clutches of the Child Protection Unit and 
eke out a living on the rubbish tip with hundreds of others. Even in their despair, the children find out what 
they need to survive.
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Ballet Shoes Streatfield, Noel 9780140300413 £5.99 Puffin 07+

Pauline, was rescued from a shipwreck as a baby. She longs to be an actress. Petrova, is a Russian 
orphan. She is happiest when playing with cars and engines. Polly was handed over with just a pair of ballet 
shoes to her name.

Batpants Strong, Jeremy 9780141327969 £4.99 puffin 07+

BATPANTS the orang-utan is completely, wildly HAIRY. She loves swinging through trees, and apple 
crumble and roast chicken. But most of all she loves her family, the Loveharts, and all their madcap 
adventures.
Mrs Lovehart is a stuntwoman and so the whole family is off to watch her in action in her latest film. But 
someone on set has an eeeevil plan and things could turn nasty - will it be Batpants to the rescue?

Beware! Killer Tomatoes Strong, Jeremy 9780141320588 £4.99 Puffin 07+

Jack's in trouble, big trouble. Not only is he in hospital but he knows the police are coming for him. Because 
of an accident - a tomato-related accident.

Dinosaur Pox Strong, Jeremy 140389792 £3.99 Puffin 07+

‘Oh, isn’t that just great.’ Jodie muttered. ‘I’m a dinosaur.’  ‘Dinosaur pox.’ declares the famous specialist, 
Mr Pinkerton-Snark. Suddenly Jodie is whisked into hospital and wired up to all sorts of weird looking 
machines.

Don't Go in the Cellar Strong, Jeremy 9781842991275 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 08+

Zack uncovers a warning in his bedroom not to go down to the cellar. But when Laura, an unwelcome 
visitor, comes to stay, they go exploring. What they find causes mayhem in the house. A witty 
adventure/mystery story.

Fanny Witch and the Thunder Lizard Strong, Jeremy 9780141314709 £3.99 Puffin 05+

Fanny Witch and her dog, Casserole, are back again with four more exciting adventures and spells which 
sometimes go well - and sometimes don't. This time there's a wicked wizard, a cloud-beast and a whole 
safari park running riot to contend with, amongst other things.

Fatbag: The Demon Vaccum Cleaner Strong, Jeremy 140362339 £3.99 Puffin 07+

The new school vacuum cleaner is no ordinary machine. It’s a monstrous creation with a dreadful mission. It 
has slurped its way out of the playground on to the streets, and is eating up everything in its path.

Ghost in the Bath, the Strong, Jeremy 9781842999974 £5.99 Barrington Stoke 09+

Brand new comedy from Jeremy Strong. Luke is rather surprised to find a ghost in his bath - and she needs 
his help! Luke's family has a new member - The Ghost in the Bath! Can Luke help Ellie to find her fiance 
Charlie AND finish his history project for Mrs Trouble - sorry, Mrs Rubble - before he's really in hot water?

I'm Telling You They're Aliens Strong, Jeremy 9780141306858 £4.99 Puffin 07+

Rob worries about everything - being bitten by snakes to dinosaurs waiting round the corner. So when the 
Vorks move in across the road, he is convinced that they're aliens and that he must save the world!
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Living with Vampires Strong, Jeremy 9781842991237 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 07+

Reading level below age 8. Are your parents normal! Kevin's parents are odd. Blood is their favourite drink 
and they can turn people into zombies! How can Kevin make them behave at the school disco?

My Brother's Famous Bottom Strong, Jeremy 9780141319780 £3.99 Puffin 07+

Now that the twins (Cheese and Tomato) have been born, the family needs to earn more money. Dad starts 
to grow his own vegetables and keep a goat - with disastrous results in exploding yoghurt. Then the twins 
audition for a nappy advert.

My Brother's Famous Bottom Get's 
Pinched Strong, Jeremy 9780141322421 £4.99 Puffin 07+

Cheese, is famous. Well, his bottom is, because he advertises Dumper disposable nappies. Now the family 
is being whisked off on a nationwide tour starring Cheese. Little do they know the chaos waiting for them.

My Dad's Got an Alligator Strong, Jeremy 9780141322377 £4.99 Puffin 07+

‘It’s that alligator . . . Dad should never have brought it into the house. Crunchbag has escaped and he’s 
eaten Granny!’ Some dads bring home rabbits. Or dogs. Or parrots. Not Nicholas’s dad.

Problems with a Python Strong, Jeremy 9781842990582 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 07+

Reading level below age 8.  Have you ever looked after a friend's pet? Adam agrees to look after a friend's 
pet python, but things get wildly out of hand!

The Beak Speaks Strong, Jeremy 9780141315737 £4.99 puffin 11+

Mark is concerned that his dad has too much to do since his mum left - looking after him and his sister 
Tammy, the house and his vet's practice. He advertises for a girlfriend for his dad and soon the surgery is 
full of eager women.

The hundred-mile-an-hour dog Strong, Jeremy 978-0141322346 £5.99 Puffin 07+

Streaker is no ordinary dog. She's a rocket on four legs with a woof attached, and Trevor has got until the 
end of the holidays to train her. If he fails, he'll lose his bet with horrible Charlie Smugg, and something very, 
very yucky involving frogspawn will happen...

There's a Viking in My Bed Strong, Jeremy 9780140348781 £3.50 puffin 07+

After falling overboard from his longboat, Sigurd the Viking finds himself in modern-day Flotby - a small 
English seaside town. Finding refuge in the aptly named Viking Hotel, Siggy's attempts to embrace modern 
ways end in disaster.

We Want to be on the Telly! Strong, Jeremy 9780141328188 £3.99 Puffin 07+

The story of Heathrow (affectionately named after London's airport) whose totally embarrassing parents will 
do anything to be on TV, even if it involves rice pudding or a racing car or a rhinoceros!
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Lockwood & Co Screaming Staircase Stroud, Jonathon 9780857532015 £12.99 Doubleday 08+

For more than fifty years, the country has been affected by a horrifying epidemic of ghosts. A number of 
Psychic Investigations Agencies have sprung up to destroy the dangerous apparitions.
Lucy Carlyle, a talented young agent, arrives in London hoping for a notable career. Instead she finds 
herself joining the smallest, most ramshackle agency in the city, run by the charismatic Anthony Lockwood. 
When one of their cases goes horribly wrong, Lockwood & Co. have one last chance of redemption. 
Unfort natel this in ol es spending the night in one of the most ha nted ho ses in England and tr ing to

Girl Online Sugg, Zoe 9780141364155 £7.99 Penguin 14+

I have this dream that, secretly, all teenage girls feel exactly like me. And maybe one day, when 
we realize that we all feel the same, we can all stop pretending we're something we're not... But 
until that day, I'm going to keep it real on this blog and keep it unreal in real life.

Science Directions Year 6 Pupil Book Sunley, Chris 9780003172454 £9.50 Collins 10+

Pupil Book 6 provides consolidation and practice of the concepts and skills learnt throughout Year 6 in 
Science Directions. Each page of the pupil book is linked to units of work found in Teaching File 6 and 
reinforces work covered through class activities.

Science Directions: Year 5 Sunley, Chris 9780003172478 £9.50 Collins 09+

Pupil Book 5 provides consolidation and practice of the concepts and skills learnt throughout Year 5 in 
Science Directions. Each page of the pupil book is linked to units of work found in Teaching File 5 and 
reinforces work covered through class activities.

Beowulf Sutcliff, Rosemary   043512420X £3.99 Heinemann 11+

So begins the first of Beowulf's terrifying confrontations with evil which culminate in the most perilous of all- 
his battle with the monstrous fire-dragon.

Silver Branch, the Sutcliff, Rosemary 9780192755056 £6.99 OUP 16+

Violence and unrest are sweeping through Roman Britain. Justin and Flavius find themselves caught up in 
the middle of it all when they discover a plot to overthrow the Emperor

My Cat Likes to Hide in Boxes Sutton, Eve 9780140502428 £4.99 Puffin 03+

Lots of cats all around the world do exciting things like fly aeroplanes or play the violin - but my cat, an 
ordinary round-the-house cat, likes to hide in boxes.

Boy's Club, the Swift, Amanda 9780689837548 £4.99 Simon & Schuster 12+

Joe is twelve and very, very worried about girls. Girls turn boys into dribbling wrecks. They make you sweat 
and your tummy feel funny. They make you ditch your mates and football practice to go snogging in their 
bedrooms for hours. Joe knows.

Gulliver's Travels Swift, Jonathan 9781904633716 £7.99 CRW Publishing 09+

Gulliver's adventures in Lilliput and Brobdingnag. A powerful satire on mankind, morals, and social habits, 
written in the form travel in wonderland
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A Skull in Shadows Lane Swindells, Robert 9780552564090 £5.99 Corgi 09+

The war has just ended in the tiny village of Coney Cley, and Josh and his gang are desperate for some 
excitement. When they head for the eerie, abandoned Shadows Lane to explore a deserted house, they 
find more than they bargained for - a human tooth. Then a creepy, skeletal face appears at a dark window . 
. .
Believing there's a skeleton haunting Shadows Lane, the children are shocked to learn the truth about 
'Bone ' he's an escaped prisoner of ar B t someone else is also hiding in the illage someone m ch

Abomination Swindells, Robert 440863627 £3.99 Corgi 11+

Martha is twelve, and very different from other kids. No TV. No computer. No cool clothes. Especially, no 
friends.  It’s all because of her parents. Strict members of a religious group, their rules dominate Martha’s 
life.

Blitzed Swindells, Robert   044086397x £4.99 Corgi 11+

Imagine being alive before your parents were born! George is fascinated by World War Two bombers, 
Nazis, doodlebugs. Even evacuation and rationing has got to be more exciting than living in dreary old 
Witchfield!

Brother in the Land Swindells, Robert 140373004 £4.99 Puffin 11+

Danny and his younger brother, Ben, have come through the holocaust alive, only to discover that the world 
they knew has been destroyed. Survival depends on being able to live by your wits.

Daz 4 Zoe Swindells, Robert 140372644 £4.99 Penguin 14+

This is the future. Fifteen-year-old Daz lives in the inner city, a fenced and impassable ghetto of despair and 
decay. Zoe is a Subby, living in an outer-ring suburb, where people have jobs and nice houses.

Ice Palace Swindells, Robert 9780140349665 £3.99 Puffin 07+

Ivan lives in a land where the winter is dark and fearful. Starjik, King of Winter, steals Ivan's little brother 
and Ivan braves the bitter cold to find him

Jacqueline Hyde Swindells, Robert 9780440863298 £3.99 Corgi 10+

When 11-year-old Jacqueline discovers a curious bottle of liquid in her granny's attic, she develops a dual 
personality ,It's fun at first But then Jacqueline Bad gets into serious trouble

Room 13 Swindells, Robert 9780440862277 £3.99 Yearling 11+

The night before her school trip, Fliss has a terrible nightmare about a dark, sinister house a house with a 
ghastly secret in room thirteen.

Ruby Tanya Swindells, Robert 9780440863984 £5.99 Yearling 16+

Tale about two friends - one of whom, Asra, is an asylum seeker from an unnamed Eastern European 
country. The other, Ruby Tanya, is the daughter of a local man who is campaigning against the presence of 
asylum seekers in his community.
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Stone Cold Swindells, Robert 9780140362510 £4.99 puffin 11+

Homeless, frightened and alone, Link finds himself down-and-out in London. He only survives because he’s 
befriended by streetwise Ginger. When Ginger suddenly disappears, Link is in despair.

Anita and Me Syal, Meera 6548768 £6.99 Flamingo 09+

The story of nine-year-old Meena, the daughter of the only Punjabi family in the Midlands' mining village of 
Tollington. The novel provides a vision of British childhood in the 1960s, a childhood caught between two 
cultures.

Life isn't all ha ha hee hee Syal, Meera 9780552999526 £6.99 Black Swan 16+

The story of Chila, and her two friends: Sunita, the former activist law student, now an overweight, 
depressed housewife, and the chic Tanja, who has rejected marriage in favour of a highpowered career in 
television.

Fairy Bears Book 1 - Dizzy Sykes, Julie 9780330512015 £0.99 MacMillan 05+

Fairy Bears are the size of a bumble bee and live beneath a giant Sycamore tree in Firefly Meadow. Fairy 
Bears always do their best, working hard 'to care for the world and all its plants, animals and children

This is Hinduism Symmons, Dave 9780748730933 £11.99 Nelson Thornes 11+

It provides an in-depth treatment of the Hindu religion, and presents material which is suitable for use with 
many locally agreed syllabuses. It offers a variety of learning styles and a wealth of resource and stimulus 
material.

Do Igloos Have Loos? Symons, Mitchell 9781849410359 £4.99 Red Fox 09+

Ever wondered . . .
Why are slugs so slimy?  Why does your skin go wrinkly in the bath?  How clever is your right foot?  What is 
the best thing to do if you fall into quicksand?  And do igloos have loos?
Mitchell Symons knows the answers . . . and now you will too!

Don't Wipe Your Bum With A Hedgehog Symons, Mitchell 9780385618663 £7.99 Doubleday 07+

A collection of wise and wacky words of advice, from the bestselling and award-winning author of WHY 
EATING BOGEYS IS GOOD FOR YOU.
From the marvellous mind of Mitchell Symons comes such gems of wisdom as:
You can't trust a dog to watch your food.
Why buy shampoo when real poo is free?
Ne er p t both feet in o r mo th at the same time as o on't ha e a leg to stand on

How to Avoid a Wombat's Bum : and 
other Fascinating Facts! Symons, Mitchell 9781862301832 £4.99 Red Fox 07+

This book contains a collection of fascinating facts and figures such as the first ready-to-eat breakfast 
cereal was Shredded Wheat in 1893 (it beat Kellogg's Corn Flakes by just five years)

A World Between Us Syson, Lydia 9781471400094 £6.99 Hot Key 13+

Spain, 1936. Felix, a spirited young nurse, has travelled to Spain to help the cause of the Republicans in the 
Spanish Civil War. But she is also following Nat, a passionate young man who has joined the International 
Brigades fighting Franco. And George - familiar George from home - is not far behind, in pursuit of Felix ... 
As Spain fights for its freedom against tyranny, Felix battles a conflict of the heart. With the civil war raging 
around her, Felix must make choices that will change her life forever. An epic and moving historical 
ad ent re from deb t a thor L dia S son
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Lost thing Tan, Shaun 9780734411389 £5.99 Hodder 09+

The story of a boy who found the lost thing and what he ended up doing with it.

Buffy the Vampire Slayer - Harvest, The Tankersley Cusick, 
R 671017128 £3.50 Pocket 11+

Something’s wrong in Sunnydale, California something more than the usual bad hair day. With the help of 
new friends and a new Watcher, Buffy’s back in business

Baby Animal Stories Taplin, Sam 9781409535201 £9.99 Usborne 03+

 The gentle tales and cosy illustrations are a perfect way to end the day, as lots of different baby animals 
find out about the world. Full colour scenes include: fox and badger make friends, little rabbit learns new 
words, snow bear wants to be grown up, and little elephant meets her reflection.

Baby's Bedtime Storybook Taplin, Sam 9781409524663 £9.99 Usborne 03+

This delightful bedtime book contains 17 short animal stories to share with babies and little children. A 
beautifully illustrated hardback book that will lend itself to being read time and time again. Perfect for 
sending tiny children off to sleep at the end of a busy day.

Baby's Night-Night Storybook Taplin, Sam 9781409551348 £9.99 Usborne 03+

There are seventeen very short, gentle stories by Sam Taplin in this new collection, beautifully illustrated by 
Violeta Dabija and Simona Dimitri. It is a perfect gift to share with young children at the end of a busy day. It 
includes the story of Little Elephant who meets her reflection in the lake, the delightful tale of Cat and Dog 
discussing the best place to be, and the story of Wise Old Bear and his hat.

Bedtime Rhymes Taplin, Sam 9780746087794 £9.99 Usborne 03+

Featuring six rhymes by Sam Taplin, this book aims to have babies and young children ready to cosy up at 
the end of a long day. It features artwork by Anna Luraschi

Five Minute Bedtime Stories Taplin, Sam 9781409524632 £9.99 Usborne 03+

There are eleven stories in the book, all featuring endearing animal characters and beautifully illustrated by 
Ag Jatkowska. The stories are gently humorous and very cosy, as we follow the adventures of Mouse as 
she tries to find a happy feeling for her friend Badger, Little Tiger's efforts to learn to swim, and Dog's quest 
to find out who is flying the yellow balloon on the other side of the hill.

Little Stories for Christmas Taplin, Sam 9781409535218 £9.99 Usborne 03+

This title offers five brand new Christmas stories for little children by Sam Taplin. It is magically illustrated by 
Violeta Dabija and perfect for sharing at bedtime. It includes the story of the smallest Christmas tree, the 
story of how little owl learnt about Christmas, and the story of Fox and Badger's Christmas stockings.

Night-Night Stories Taplin, Sam 9780746097892 £9.99 Usborne 03+

This book features six original short stories by Sam Taplin, guaranteed to have babies and young children 
ready to sink off to sleep
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Poetry Taplin, Sam 9780746084151 £15.99 Usborne 03+

This is a beautiful treasury of poetry for older children, featuring a selection of work from classic and 
modern poets including Shakespeare, Byron, Ted Hughes and Wendy Cope, alongside all new original 
poetry by Sam Taplin. The poems cover many different themes and moods, and are chosen to show 
children how inspiring, powerful and magical poems can be.

Sleepytime Stories Taplin, Sam 9781409523116 £9.99 Usborne 03+

Featuring six original short stories by Sam Taplin, guaranteed to get babies and young children ready to 
float off to sleep. Each gentle and sweet story features a different animal, including a rabbit who wants it to 
snow, an elephant who doesn't want the summer to go away and a penguin who meets a whale

Sweet Dreams Storybook Taplin, Sam 9781409535225 £9.99 Usborne 03+

Contains six brand bedtime stories for young children. In this title, the gentle stories include the tale of Little 
Panda's dream, the story of Little Rabbit's scarf, and Mouse's Surprise. It is a collection of stories to share 
at the end of a busy day

Teddy Bear Stories Taplin, Sam 9781409535232 £9.99 Usborne 03+

Five original very short stories by Sam Taplin, all featuring teddy bears. A perfect, snuggly book for curling 
up with together at bedtime

Michael Jackson, Magic and the 
Madness,the

Taraborrelli, J 
Randy 9780330515658 £8.99 Pan 16+

This major biography includes the behind-the-scenes story to many of the landmarks in Jackson's life: his 
legal and commercial battles, his marriages to Lisa Marie Presley and Debbie Rowe, his passions and 
addictions, his children.

The Lie Taylor, C.L. 9780007544271 £7.99 Avon 14+

Jane Hughes has a loving partner, a job in an animal sanctuary and a tiny cottage in rural Wales. She's 
happier than she's ever been but her life is a lie. Jane Hughes does not really exist. Five years earlier Jane 
and her then best friends went on a holiday but what should have the trip of a lifetime rapidly descended 
into a nightmare that claimed the lives of two of the women.........Claustrophobic! Tense!

Shadowmancer Taylor, G.P. 9780571220465 £5.99 Faber & Faber 11+

Shadowmancer takes you into a world of superstition, magic and witchcraft where nothing can be taken for 
granted, and the ultimate sacrifice might even be life itself.

Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry Taylor, Mildred D 9780140366259 £6.99 Puffin 14+

Cassie finds it difficult to understand why the farm means so much to her father. But, as she witnesses the 
hatred and destruction all around her, she begins to learn the importance of standing up for your rights.

A Waste of Good Paper Taylor, Sean 9781847802682 £6.99 Frances Lincoln 13+

The story of Jason, a boy at Heronford School for children with emotional and behavioural difficulties. The 
journal tells of the comic and sometimes uncomfortable day to day events at the school, with Jason, his 
teachers and classmates. And it explores his family life with his mother, who has recently given up taking 
heroin, and her violent, drug-taking ex-boyfriend, who returns unexpectedly. And then there is the storyteller 
who works at the school. He tells the boys the Russian folktale of a young man with a faithful horse, who 
o ercomes a manip lati e king Jason is searingl to chingl honest abo t his life and relationships and
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Cay, The Taylor, Theodore 140305955 £3.99 Puffin 11+

Adrift on the ocean, then marooned on a tiny, desert island, a young boy and an old man struggle for 
survival.  This is as tense and compulsive as only a survival story can be.

Chronicles of Caledon - Book 1 - Sword of 
Souls Taylors, Douglas 9780595409471 £9.99 iUniverse 16+

The first book of the mystifying Chronicles of Caledon. Introducing the people and kingdoms of this distant 
world as well as setting the stage in a powerfully rich and dynamic saga. Sword of Souls, named after the 
very powerful translation of "Talquardez-Solstas" from the language of its mysterious maker that men will 
literally be driven to madness by the supreme and supernatural power

This Cookbook is Gross : Revolting 
recipes to freak out your friends Tee, Susanna 9781784938284 £9.99 QED 10+

From squiggly, jelly ‘earthworms’ to revolting, gooey ‘snotcorn’, this is a fantastically fun cookery book full of 
gross, yet delicious, recipes to delight children and spark an interest in cooking. Get your gag reflexes ready 
and practice keeping a straight face--you’re going to need both as you dig into this book of repulsive 
recipes! A cookbook of easy, fun, disgusting-looking, but secretly tasty recipes, perfect for kids to feed to 
unsuspecting adults 

Harry and the Wrinklies Temperley, Alan 590113496 £5.99 Scholastic 11+

When Harry’s sent to stay with his great-aunts at Lagg Hall, he thinks he’s in for a really dull time. But Aunt 
Florrie, Aunt Bridget and their elderly friends aren’t quite as Harry expects them to be…

Christmas at the Little Village Bakery Tennant, Tilly 9781786810670 £7.99 Bookouture 12+

Snows falling in Honeybourne and Spencer is bringing home his American fiancée Tori for a traditional 
English Christmas. But when his hippie mum and dad meet her high maintenance parents, sparks of the 
wrong sort start to fly. Then Spencer bumps into his first love Jasmine and unexpected feelings come 
flooding back. Millie is run off her feet with Christmas orders at the Little Village Bakery and new baby 
Oscar. Thank goodness her cousin Darcie is here to help her. Although she does seem to be rather flirty 

ith Millie’s bo friend D lan

Fallen Angel Book 1 - Fallen Angel Terrell, Heather 9780061965708 £5.99 HarperTeen 12+

Ellie was never particularly good at talking to boys—oranyone other than her best friend and fellow outcast, 
Ruth.Then she met Michael.
Michael is handsome, charming, sweet. And totallyinto Ellie. It’s no wonder she is instantly drawn to him.But 
Michael has a secret. And he knows Ellie is hidingsomething, too. They’ve both discovered they have 
powersbeyond their imagining. Powers that are otherworldly.

Fallen Angel Book 2 - Eternity Terrell, Heather 9780061965715 £5.99 HarperTeen 12+

As Ellie comes to grips with her destiny as the Elect One, her relationship with Michael grows tense. When 
she meets a mys-terious boy named Rafe, things get even more complicated.
Yet the time has come for the Elect One to stand against the group of evil fallen angels who are bent on 
destroying the world. In order to face the immeasurable malevolence heading her way, Ellie tries to put her 
personal life aside. But she soon learns that whoever holds her heart also holds the key to mankind’s 
sal ation or destr ction

Bengal Tiger (Animals In Danger) Theodorou, Rod 9780431001487 £6.75 Heinemann 05+

An introduction to tigers for young readers. It is part of a series which explores the behaviour and lifestyles 
of different animals, all of which are in danger. The series explains the concepts of endangerment, 
extinction and animal protection

Winnie Flies Again Thomas, Valerie 9780192726469 £5.99 OUP 05+

Winnie, the Witch loves travelling by broomstick. Sadly, when the sky starts filling up with all kinds of flying 
machines, Winnie and Wilbur have a few mid-air crashes and a few more near misses.
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Winnie in Winter Thomas, Valerie 9780192726452 £5.99 OUP 05+

Winnie, the Witch is tired of winter. She's tired of shivering in the cold and looking out at her garden 
covered in snow. And Wilbur is tired of frozen fur and whiskers. So, Winnie uses a little magic to bring 
summer and sunshine to her house.

Winnie the Witch Thomas, Valerie 9780192726438 £5.99 OUP 05+

Winnie, the Witch lives in a black house. She has black chairs and black stairs, black floors and black 
doors. The trouble is that Winnie's cat, Wilbur, is also black.

Winnie's Dinosaur Day Thomas, Valerie 9780192794017 £10.99 OUP 05+

One day, when Winnie and Wilbur are flying over the museum, they see a crowd of people gathered around 
a huge dinosaur skeleton in the courtyard. It's a Triceratops and there's a competition to draw or make a 
model of what the dinosaur would have looked like when it was alive. Winnie is really keen to take part! But 
she just isn't sure what the skeleton might have looked like so she decides the only way to find out is to 
magic herself and her (not-so-willing) cat Wilbur back into the time of the dinosaurs!

Winnie's Flying Carpet Thomas, Valerie 9780192728487 £5.99 OUP 05+

Winnie's flying carpet was just what she had always wanted but then it flies off with her precious Wilbur and 
heads straight to a funfair... with Winnie in hot pursuit!

Winnie's Magic Wand Thomas, Valerie 9780192726445 £5.99 OUP 05+

Winnie, is getting ready for the Witches' Magic Show. She can't wait to show off her favourite spells. But 
when Winnie puts her wand in the washing machine with her party dress, it comes out crumpled, soggy, and 
certainly not in working order!

Winnie's Midnight Dragon Thomas, Valerie 9780192791016 £5.99 OUP 05+

It's just after midnight. Winnie has gone to bed and is snoring peacefully when Wilbur is woken by a strange 
noise. He goes downstairs to investigate and, to his horror, discovers a baby dragon squeezing through his 
cat-flap!

Winnie's New Computer Thomas, Valerie 9780192726476 £5.99 OUP 05+

Winnie the Witch is very pleased with her new computer. She decides to throw away her book of spells and 
her wand - from now on all her magic will be at the click of a mouse! When Wilbur tries to pounce on the 
mouse, things go wrong.

New Policeman, The Thompson, Kate 9780099456278 £5.99 Red Fox 11+

It takes place in Ireland at a time when music was very important to the population. It is about a boy called 
JJ Liddy who sets off to buy his mother some time. Can he do the impossile task and manage to grant her 
wish?

Felicity Wishes: Big Book of Magical 
Mishaps Thomson, Emma 340882239 £5.99 Hodder 07+

Things always seem to go wrong for Felicity Wishes, even though her intentions are good. But with her 
optimistic attitude and fantastic friends, she always manages to come out on top.
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Felicity Wishes: Dancing Dreams Thomson, Emma   034090299X £3.99 Hodder 07+

A visit to the ballet is a dream come true for Felicity but will she get to meet her favourite ballerina?

Felicity Wishes: Dreamy Daisy Thomson, Emma 340911972 £3.99 Hodder 07+

Daisy's obsession with winning Little Blossoming's Best Village display is clouding her already dreamy 
outlook. But a little bit of magic shows Daisy what's most important to her.

Felicity Wishes: Fairy Fun Thomson, Emma 340917482 £3.99 Hodder 07+

It's the weekend and Felicity has decided to treat her friends to a day of fairy fun. But it's not long before 
their fun turns into a fiasco!

Felicity Wishes: Holiday Hullabaloo Thomson, Emma 9780340943977 £4.99 Hodder 07+

"Sailing Success" - Felicity and her friends explore the waters of Fairy World in their boat, but life on board 
is not everything they expect it to be!

Felicity Wishes: Perfect Polly Thomson, Emma 9780340911983 £3.99 Hodder 07+

For the first time in fairy history, Polly hasn't come top of the class! What's going on? Helping Hand Polly 
decides to help her friends revise with an end-of-term study class.

Nanny McPhee and the Big Bang Thomson, Emma 9781408805015 £6.99 Bloomsbury 07+

Nanny McPhee embarks on a brand new adventure in this brilliant, funny and captivating novel based on 
the new Nanny McPhee film. The Green family are trying to survive the war in their house in the country

Teenage Years, the (Dark Lord) Thomson, Jamie 9781408315118 £5.99 Orchard 13+

Thirteen-year-old schoolboy, Dirk Lloyd, has a dark secret - in fact he is a dark secret. Dirk - according to 
his own account - is the earthly incarnation of a Dark Lord, supreme ruler of the Darklands and leader of 
great armies of orcs and warriors, intent on destruction and bloody devastation. Following a colossal final 
battle between the forces of good and evil, the Dark Lord was defeated and hurled by his arch-foe's spells 
into the Pit of Uttermost Despair. At the bottom of the Pit lies...a supermarket car park in the municipal town 
of Whiteshields some here in modern da England And hen he is fo nd and tries to e plain that he is

The 13 Clocks Thurber, James 9781590172759 £6.49 Doubleday 07+

The 13 Clocks is a revamped fairy tale in which a wicked Duke who imagines he has killed time and the 
Duke's beautiful niece, for whom time seems to have run out, both meet their match, courtesy of an 
enterprising and very handsome prince in disguise

The Wonderful O Thurber, James 9781590173091 £9.99 yearling 07+

Littlejack has a map that indicates the existence of a treasure on a far island. Black has a ship to get there. 
So they team up and sail off on Black's vessel, the Aeiu-a name based on all the vowels except for O.
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Letters from Father Christmas Tolkien, J.R.R 9780261103863 £8.99 Harper Collins 07+

Every December an envelope bearing a stamp from the north pole would arrive for J R R Tolkiens children. 
Inside would be a letter from Father Christmas, they told wonderful tales of life at the north pole.

Lord of the Rings Book 1 - The Fellowship 
of the Ring Tolkien, J.R.R 9780261102354 £6.99 Harper Collins 14+

In a village in the Shire, a young hobbit is entrusted with an immense task. He must make a journey across 
Middle-earth to the Cracks of Doom, there to destroy the Ruling Ring of power the only thing that prevents 
the Dark Lord’s evil dominion.

Lord of the Rings Book 2 - The Two 
Towers Tolkien, J.R.R 9780261102361 £6.99 Harper Collins 14+

The Company of the Ring is sundered. Frodo and Sam continue their journey alone down the great River 
Anduin alone, that is, save for the mysterious creeping figure that follows wherever they go.

Lord of the Rings Book 3 - The Return of 
the King Tolkien, J.R.R 9780261102378 £6.99 Harper Collins 14+

The armies of the Dark Lord are massing as his evil shadow spreads wider. Men. Dwarves. Elves and Ents 
unite forces to do battle against the Dark. Meanwhile. Fredo and Sam struggle further into Mordor in their 
heroic quest to One Ring.

Hobbit, The Tolkien, J.R.R. 6754023 £5.99 Collins 09+

Whisked from his comfortable hobbit-hole by Gandalf the wizard and a band of dwarves, Bilbo Baggins 
finds himself caught up in a plot to raid the treasure hoard of Smaug the Magnificent, a large and very 
dangerous dragon

Aardvark Who Wasn’t Sure, The Tomlinson, Jill 749708638 £3.99 Mammoth 05+

Pim is a baby aardvark. His mother has told him so. But Pim still isn’t quite sure, because he doesn’t seem 
to be able to do any of the things that other aardvarks can do.

Cat Who Wanted to go Home, The Tomlinson, Jill 749708689 £3.99 Mammoth 05+

Suzy is a little striped cat, who lives in a French seaside village with a fisherman and his four sons. Like all 
cats, Suzy is very inquisitive, which causes problems when she climbs into the basket of a hot air balloon.

Gorilla Who Wanted to Grow Up, The Tomlinson, Jill 749708654 £3.99 Mammoth 05+

Pongo is a young gorilla who lives in the mountains of Africa. He has long glossy black hair and a black 
shiny nose. But Pongo can’t wait to grow up, when he will have a silver back like his father’s and a big chest 
that he can thump!

Hen Who Wouldn’t Give Up, The Tomlinson, Jill 749708646 £3.99 Mammoth 05+

Hilda the hen is very excited. Her Auntie has had a family of new chicks, and she is determined to go and 
visit them. But how is she to travel the five miles to her Auntie’s farm?
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Otter Who Wanted to Know, The Tomlinson, Jill 9780749708665 £3.99 Mammoth 05+

Pat is a young sea otter who never stops asking questions although she doesn’t always listen to the 
answers! Life can be dangerous for a young otter, though, and Pat quickly learns how to deal with hungry 
sharks and sudden storms.

Owl Who Was Afraid of the Dark, The Tomlinson, Jill 9780749707958 £3.99 Mammoth 05+

Plop is exactly the same as every baby barn owl that has ever been except for one thing. Plop is afraid of 
the dark. His parents keep telling him that dark is best, but it’s no use. Plop just wants to be a day bird.

Penguin’s Progress Tomlinson, Jill 9780749708672 £3.99 Mammoth 05+

Otto is a penguin chick and he lives with lots of other penguins in the ice and snow of Antarctica, at the 
bottom of the world.  But Otto is different from all the other chicks he knows, because he is first chick.

Creature of the Night Tompson, Kate 9780370329307 £10.99 Bodley Head 14+

When Bobby’s mother moves the family into a rented house in the country, a neighbour tells him that a child 
was once murdered there. Bobby doesn’t care. He wants to get back to Dublin and resume his wild life 
there, stealing and racing stolen cars

Tony Robinsons Weird World of Wonders -
World War 1 Tony Robinson 9781447227717 £5.99 MacMillan 09+

Tony Robinson takes you on a headlong gallop through time, pointing out all the most important, funny, 
strange, amazing, entertaining, smelly and disgusting bits about World War I. It's history, but not as we 
know it!

The Last Wild Torday, Piers 9781780878300 £5.49 Quercus 07+

a story about a boy named Kester. He is extraordinary, but he doesn't know that yet. All he knows, at this 
very moment, is this: 1. There is a flock of excited pigeons in his bedroom. 2. They are talking to him. 3. His 
life will never be quite the same again... A captivating animal adventure destined to be loved by readers of 
all ages.

Play it again Tordoff, Bill 9780435233181 £6.50 Heineman 11+

This series of plays for the 11-16 age range offers contemporary drama and new editions of classic plays. 
The plays are suitable for classroom reading and performance; many have large casts and an equal mix of 
parts for boys and girls.

Crash Dive Townsend, John 9781908318862 Acorn 12+

Barney’s wanted: preferably dead and silenced forever… They’re after him – but Barney doesn’t know who 
they are until he discovers a deadly terrorist plot.  After a series of lucky escapes, he tries to strike back and 
get help but no one will believe him – not his teacher, not the police and not even MI5. The only person who 
will listen is Laura but can two teenagers outwit such a sinister terror attack? Time is running out. FAST

The Secret Message Townsend, John 9781781272756 £6.99 Ransom Publishing 12+

In the attic of his house Sam finds a leather case that belonged to his great great grandfather, Freddy Ovel. 
The case contains a diary, as Sam begins to read it he is taken right back to just before the First World War 
when Freddy was a boy. Sam also finds a photograph and discovers that at his age, Freddy was his exact 
double. The diary unlocks much more than just the events of the war. Sam discovers there is much more to 
'Freddy' than meets the eye - not only heroic wartime deeds and terrible injuries, but also some very dark 
secrets
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Growing Pains of Adrian Mole, The Townsend, Sue 978014131597 £5.99 Puffin 13+

The troubled life of Adrian Mole continues in this sequel to "The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole Aged 13 3/4". 
Adrian continues to struffle valiantly against the slings and arrows of growing up and his own family's 
attempts to scar him for life.

Secret Diary of Adrian Mole Aged 13 3/4, 
The Townsend, Sue 9780141315980 £5.99 Puffin 13+

At 13 years old, Adrian Mole has more than his fair share of problems - spots, ill-health, parents threatening 
to divorce, rejection of his poetry and much more - all recorded in his diary.

Deathwood Letters, The Townson, Hazel 1842702289 £4.99 Anderson 09+

Damian Drake rescues his dog from a well and gets his name into the newspapers. He then receives a 
letter from a girl he has never met which sparks off a long correspondence between the two.

Mary Poppins Travers, P.L. 9780007286416 £5.99 Harper Collins 09+

When Mary Poppins takes charge of the Banks children, she changes their lives forever. Unlike other 
nannies, she makes ordinary events extraordinary.

Magical Illusions Tremaine, John 9781848354463 £5.99 QED 07+

Abracadabra, alacazam! Pull some magic out of your hat with this guide to the best magical illusions 
around.

Time to Remember Victorian Britian Triggs, Tony 9781852768232 £7.99 Folens 09+

 This particular work discusses life in 19th century Britain, based on the material surviving from Queen 
Victoria's reign. British society underwent rapid and radical change during Victoria's reign. At the start 
Britain had an agrarian-based economy reliant on hand and horse-power; by the turn of the century, 
Britannia ruled the waves in iron and steel ships, her mechanized factories were the workshops of the 
world, and her educated workforce day-tripped to the seaside in steam-driven trains.

Teaching Resources for "Holes" Trought, Susan 9781900085854 £22.00 B & D Publishing 11+

This resource pack is intended to help teachers to stimulate the imagination of their pupils and to keep their 
interest through a wide variety of tasks.

Eats, Shoots & Leaves Truss, Lynne 1861978162 £8.99 Profile 07+

'Amusing, colourful and educational that helps young children get to grips with the all-important 'little dot with 
the tail''

Deep Water Turnbull, Ann 9781406309645 £3.99 Walker 14+

Jon agrees to skip school with Ryan they steal a boat and go rowing on the local river. But they hit some 
rocks and Ryan is hurt Jon must go and get help He's so worried about getting into trouble that he doesn't 
tell anyone hoping Ryan will be found
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Forged in the Fire Turnbull, Ann 1844289354 £6.99 Walker 14+

London 1665-66. With the Plague raging and the scent of smoke upon the wind, Will and Susanna, 
separated by class and distance, struggle to re-unite.

Josie Under Fire Turnbull, Ann 9780794523350 £5.99 Usborne 09+

London is suffering from the Blitz and the country is gripped by patriotic fervour. Josie finds it hard to 
understand her brother's decision to be a conscientious objector, especially as it causes trouble for their 
family.

No Shame, No Fear Turnbull, Ann 9780744590906 £5.99 Walker 14+

It is 1662 and England is reeling from the after-effects of civil war, with its clashes of faith and culture. 
Seventeen-year-old Will returns home after completing his studies, to begin an apprenticeship arranged by 
his wealthy father.

Ancient Greeks Turnbull, 
Stephanie 9780746074855 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Beginners' contain dual-level text. On each page a simple line for beginner readers is accompanied by a 
more complex one, which can be read aloud by an adult or by the child as he or she grows in confidence.

Rubbish and Recycling (Usborne 
Beginners)

Turnbull, 
Stephanie 9780746074817 £4.99 Usborne 05+

Usborne Beginners' titles appeal to children who are beginning to read independently. With easy-to-read 
text and photographs, they are perfect for use in the classroom and at home.

Wisdom Of The Fox Turtledove, Harry 9780671578381 £5.99 Baen 16+

Gerin the Fox would like nothing better than to lead a quiet life of study, but the murder of his father and 
brother will leave him the sole baron of Fox Keep, which he must lead into war against the barbarous 
Trokmoi and the Empire of Elabon.

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, The Twain, Mark 9780140620641 £2.99 Penguin Classics 11+

Wild child Huck has to get away. His violent drunk of a father is back in town again, raising Cain. He won't 
rest until he has Huck's money. So the enterprising boy fakes his own death and sets out in search of 
adventure and freedom.

Adventures of Tom Sawyer Twain, Mark 435273361 £2.25 Heinemann 11+

This series, comprising both original and simplified stories, is published at five levels and provides a choice 
of enjoyable reading material for all learners of English.

Clover Twig and the Incredible Flying 
Cottage Umansky, Kaye 9780747590637 £5.99 Bloomsbury 07+

Clover is an ordinary girl who cleans for Mrs Eckles, and one day Mezmaranza takes over the entire 
cottage, so Clover, Wilf and also Neville try to stop it and also get it right so Mezmaranza regrets it.
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Meet the Weirds Umansky, Kaye 9781842991145 £4.99 Barrington Stoke 07+

Reading level below age 8.  Pinchton always keeps his room tidy, because his mum loves things neat. 
When the weirds move in next door and make a mess, his mum is not happy.

Fizzypop! Ure, Jean 9780007362653 £5.99 Harper Collins 09+

Frankie Foster loves fixing people's problems. Her help might not always be welcome, and she might cause 
the odd total disaster, but Frankie always fixes things - eventually!

Fruit and Nutcase Ure, Jean 7121539 £4.99 Harper Collins 11+

I may have trouble writing, but I have no trouble at all talking! My teacher, Cat, suggested I record my life on 
tape.

Skinny Melon and Me Ure, Jean 9780007424856 £3.99 Harper Collins 11+

Cherry’s teacher says the keeping a diary is a good way to unclog your head of all the bits and pieces that 
worry you or make you angry

Star Crazy Me Ure, Jean 9780007224616 £5.99 Harper Collins 09+

Carmen is in Year 9 and has serious ambitions to be a rock star. She has a great voice, has taught herself 
to play the guitar, and with one of her best friends, Josh, actually writes her own songs.

French (Beginner's Dictionaries) N18 & 
B24 Only Usborne 9781409508373 £7.99 Usborne 09+

A colourful dictionary containing over 2000 words and phrases illustrated with amusing pictures of busy 
everyday scenes. With a pronunciation guide to every word read by a native French speaker at the 
Usborne Quicklinks Website.

German (Beginner's Dictionaries) N18 & 
B24 Only Usborne 9781409508380 £7.99 Usborne 09+

A colourful dictionary containing over 2000 words and phrases illustrated with amusing pictures of busy 
everyday scenes. Arranged thematically so words appear in context with topics on Buying Food, At Work, 
In The Countryside and more. With a pronunciation guide to every word read by a native German speaker 
at the Usborne Quicklinks Website.

Usborne Encyclopedia of World Religions, 
the Usborne 9781409510116 £12.99 Usborne 07+

This is an essential reference tool for anyone wanting to learn about faiths from around the world. This is a 
balanced exploration of the beliefs, history and customs of all the major world religions, as well as many 
lesser-known faiths. Beautiful photographs and engaging illustrations complement the informative thought-
provoking text. This title is presented with fully-updated internet links.

Who Were the Vikings? (Usborne Starting 
Point History) Usborne 9780746020388 £3.50 Usborne 07+

Gives answers to the first questions children ask about history, provoking comparison with life as they know 
it today
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A Traveller in Time Uttley, Alison 9781903252277 £6.99 Jane Nissen 14+

When Penelope visits her family hone, Thackers a remote ancient farmhouse in Derbyshire, she finds 
herself mysteriously in Elizabethan times.

Broken Soup Valentine, Jenny 9780007229659 £5.99 Harper Collins 15+

When the good-looking boy with the American accent presses the dropped negative into Rowan's hand, 
she's sure it's all a big mistake. But next moment he's gone, lost in the crowd of bustling shoppers.

Finding Violet Park Valentine, Jenny 9780007229628 £5.99 Harper Collins 14+

Teenager, Lucas is intrigued by the urn containing ashes of Violet Park that rests on a shelf in a taxi office 
and he is convinced that she is trying to communicate with him.

Ten Stations Valentine, Jenny 9780955944642 £1.00 Harper Collins 11+

Lucas and his sister Mercy have good intentions when they take their little brother Jed and forgetful 
grandad Norman on a day out in London. It's only ten stations - what could possibly go wrong?

Polar Express, The Van Allsburg, Chris 9781783443338 £6.99 Andersen Press 05+

Late on Christmas Eve, after the town has gone to sleep, a boy boards a mysterious train that waits for him: 
The Polar Express bound for the North Pole. When he arrives there, Santa offers him any gift he desires. 
The boy modestly asks for one bell from a reindeer's harness. It turns out to be a very special gift, for only 
believers in Santa can hear it ring. The Polar Express has established itself as a magical Christmas classic, 
and the film based on the book, starring Tom Hanks, was a box-office smash hit. This 30th anniversary 
edition incl des a special endnote from the a thor

Robert Ludlum's The Bourne Objective Van Lustbader, 
Eric 9781409117834 £7.99 Orion 16+

Readers were first introduced to Jason Bourne's nemesis Leonid Arkadin, a brilliant Russian assassin and 
fearless international mercenary, in THE BOURNE SANCTION. His girlfriend was killed during a fight for 
which an enraged Arkadin blames Bourne. In THE BOURNE DECEPTION, Arkadin hunted Bourne to take 
revenge and kill him. Bourne, in a fight for his life, learned that Arkadin's skills mirror Jason's because he 
received the same original CIA Treadstone training.

Bedtime Stories for Little Children Various 9781409507024 £12.99 Usborne 03+

A collection of five delightful stories perfect for reading at bedtime. Stories include The Mouse's Wedding, 
The Reluctant Dragon, The Tortoise and the Eagle, The Ant and the Grasshopper and The Owl and the 
Pussycat .

Big Book of Little Stories Various 9781409569718 £12.99 Usborne 03+

A chunky collection of classic stories including The Wind in the Willows, Little Red Riding Hood, The 
Gingerbread Man and The Three Little Pigs. Perfect for reading aloud to very young children.

Children’s Book of Books 2000, The Various 330482432 £1.50 MacMillan 07+

Hidden talents, alien invasion, magic, humour and bravery are all here in these stories and poems written 
by some of our best-known and best-loved authors.
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Haunting Tales Various 435124781 £6.25 Heinemann 11+

A collection of mysterious and haunting tales to chill your spine and make you wonder. This gripping 
collection contains stories by major authors including Robert Swindells, Gillian Cross, Rober Westall and 
Roald Dahl.

Stories from Around the World for Little 
Children Various 9781409532743 £12.99 Usborne 03+

This is a fantastic treasury of stories from around the world, retold for young children. It contains five 
traditional tales with illustrations from the "Usborne Young Reading Programme": "Aladdin and his Magical 
Lamp" (Persia), "Brer Rabbit Down the Well" (United States), "How Zebras Got their Stripes" (Africa), "Why 
the Sea is Salty" (Korea) and "The Dragon Painter" (China). Each story is beautifully illustrated and perfect 
for either reading aloud or for more confident readers to tackle alone.

Stories from Two Centuries Various 9780435124960 £6.60 Heinmann 14+

This anthology offers an accessible and compelling range of stories by major authors from the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries. The collection includes stories by authors such as Jan Marki, Sir Conan Doyle and 
Paul Theroux.

Write Here Write Now Various 9780340858707 £6.99 Hodder 07+

All the children were given a choice of four pieces of writing, each started by a famous writer, which they 
had to complete.

Banana Vere, Ed 9780141500591 £5.99 Puffin 03+

Getting what you want can be tricky, especially if you don't ask in quite the right way. Follow one little 
monkey's journey through many emotions as he tries every trick in the book to get hold of his friend's 
banana.

Mr Big Vere, Ed 9780141500607 £5.99 Puffin 03+

Mr Big is strong Mr Big is tough Mr Big is well BIG He has just one small problem
because of the way he looks he just can't get people to stick around How can he
show them that although he may look a little scary, he is just a great big softy inside

Around the World in Eighty Days Verne, Jules 9780140620320 £2.99 Penguin Classics 14+

Phileas Fogg rashly bets his companions GBP20,000 that he can travel around the entire globe in just 
eighty days - and he is determined not to lose.

Journey to the Centre of the Earth Verne, Jules 9781853262876 £1.99 Wordsworth 16+

Professor Lidenbrock, a neurotically impatient scientist, discovers a cryptic manuscript written by a long-
dead explorer; with the help of his nephew, he decodes the cryptogram to read an account of a journey to 
the center of the earth

Elephant Man, The Vicary, Tim 194229408 £3.30 OUP 11+

Easy Reading 400 Headwords. He is not beautiful. His mother does not want him, children run away from 
him. People laugh at him, and call him 'The Elephant Man'.
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Peter's Railway Book 1 - The Story of a 
New Railway Vine, Christopher 9780955335914 £11.99 Christopher Vine 05+

 "Peter's Railway" is the story of a young boy who lives with his family in a cottage at the edge of his 
Grandpa's farm. It is a long way by road between their two houses and Grandpa does not own a car. So to 
make visiting each other easier, they build a miniature steam railway. They have some adventures along 
the way and use all sorts of machines and tools to help them in their great building project.

Peter's Railway Book 2 - The Moonlight 
Express Vine, Christopher 9780955335921 £11.99 Christopher Vine 05+

Peter and his Grandpa have built a miniature steam railway across their farm, linking their houses. It is a 
scenic journey, crossing fields, woodland and running beside a river. For Peter the great excitement of this 
book is learning to drive the steam engine, Fiery Fox. It is what he has been waiting for since they started to 
build the railway. Apart from one disastrous escapade, everything works as they intended

Peter's Railway Book 3 - The Forgotten 
Engine Vine, Christopher 9780955335938 £11.99 Christopher Vine 05+

 Peter and his Grandpa have built a miniature steam railway across their farm, linking their houses. It is a 
scenic journey, crossing fields, woodland and running beside a river. In this third book they extend the line 
to Yockletts Village. They tell Grandma the extension is for her to go shopping, but they have a secret plan 
to run trains at high speed.

GCSE Revision Guide English Virgin/Letts 9780753506585 £4.99 Virgin/Letts 14+

Virgin has teamed up with Letts to create a series of unique pocket guides. The series covers each of the 
key GCSE topics in the right detail with no padding or fuss. Special features include no-nonsense key facts, 
grade-booster tips, useful questions and a glossary.

GCSE Revision Guide French Virgin/Letts 9780753506783 £4.99 Virgin/Letts 14+

Virgin have teamed up with Letts to create a series of unique pocket revision guides. The series covers 
each of the key GCSE topics in the right detail with no padding or fuss. Special features include no-
nonsense key facts, grade booster tips, useful questions and a glossary. With the Virgin/Letts revision 
guides to hand you've got accessible top quality educational materials to enable you to achieve the best 
possible grades - but with a Virgin twist.

GCSE Revision Guide Geography Virgin/Letts 9780753506738 £4.99 Virgin/Letts 14+

Virgin have teamed up with Letts to create a series of unique Pocket Revision Guides. The series covers 
each of the key GCSE topics in the right detail with no padding or fuss. Special features include no-
nonsense key facts, grade booster tips, useful questions and a glossary. With the Virgin/Letts revision 
guides to hand you've got accessible top quality educational materials to enable you to achieve the best 
possible grades - but with a Virgin twist.

GCSE Revision Guide History Virgin/Letts 9780753506837 £4.99 Virgin/Letts 14+

Virgin have teamed up with Letts to create a series of unique Pocket Revision Guides. The series covers 
each of the key GCSE topics in the right detail with no padding or fuss. Special features include no-
nonsense key facts, grade booster tips, useful questions and a glossary. With the Virgin/Letts revision 
guides to hand you've got accessible top quality educational materials to enable you to achieve the best 
possible grades but - but with a Virgin twist.

GCSE Revision Guide Maths Virgin/Letts 9780753506639 £4.99 Virgin/Letts 14+

Virgin have teamed up with Letts to create a series of unique Pocket Revision Guides. The series covers 
each of the key GCSE topics in the right detail with no padding or fuss. Special features include no-
nonsense key facts, grade booster tips, useful questions and a glossary. With the Virgin/Letts revision 
guides to hand you've got accessible top quality educational materials to enable you to achieve the best 
possible grades but - but with a Virgin twist.

GCSE Revision Guide Science Virgin/Letts 9780753506684 £4.99 Virgin/Letts 14+

Virgin have teamed up with Letts to create a series of unique Pocket Revision Guides. The series covers 
each of the key GCSE topics in the right detail with no padding or fuss. Special features include no-
nonsense key facts, grade booster tips, useful questions and a glossary. With the Virgin/Letts revision 
guides to hand you've got accessible top quality educational materials to enable you to achieve the best 
possible grades but - but with a Virgin twist.
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Jackaroo Voigt, Cynthia 9780006736110 £2.75 Lions 12+

There is much want in the kingdom and the tales of Jackaroo, the masked outlaw who helps the poor in 
times of trouble, is on everyone's lips. Gwyn, the innkeeper's spunky daughter, pays little attention to the 
tales. But when she is stranded during a snowstorm in a cabin with the lordling Gaderian, and finds a 
strange garment that resembles the costume Jackaroo is said to wear, she begins to wonder....

Buffy the Vampire Slayer - Coyote Moon Vornholt, John 671017144 £3.50 Pocket 11+

The seedy carnival looks like just the thing to give Buffy and her best buds, Xander and Willow, a break 
from staking bloodsuckers. Some greasy food, a few cheap thrills what more could a Slayer ask for?

Buffy the Vampire Slayer - Night of the 
Living Rerun Vornholt, John 9780671017156 £3.50 Pocket Books 11+

As if real life wasn’t already overflowing with vampire-staking, now Buffy has begun to dream about slaying! 
Night after night, it’s the same thing. She’s back with the Puritans, a Slayer on the trail of a witch. What can 
it mean?

Sabrina The Teenage Witch - Knock on 
Wood Vornholt, John 9780671773267 £3.99 Simon & Schuster 11+

Westbridge High's American football team is having a run of good luck. The team are refusing to wash, as 
they think it will bring good luck. Sabrina and Dreama can't stand the smell and decide to teach the boys a 
lesson.

Sabrina The Teenage Witch - Witchopoly Vornholt, John 9780671029210 £3.50 Simon & Schuster 11+

When your dad normally gets his kicks hanging around on the rings of Saturn, finding a unique Father’s Day 
gift is a real dilemma.  But Sabrina thinks she has the perfect solution for her warlock dad: Witchopoly, a 
magical new board game.

Cup Final Kid Waddell, Martin 9781406306194 £3.99 Walker 07+

Herbie Bazooka may be small, fat and only eight, but he plays football like they do in Brazil. So when the 
Hottenham Totspurs' star striker is injured just before the FA Cup Final, who better to take his place than 
Herbie?

Owl Babies Waddell, Martin 9780744592702 £1.99 Walker 03+

This is the story of three baby owls who wake up one night in their hole in the tree to find that their mother 
has gone, so they sit on the branch and wait, wondering when she will return.

Star Striker Titch Waddell, Martin 9781844289691 £3.99 Walker 07+

It's the school five-a-side World Cup. Titch has new boots and he's ready to score goals. But Bungo's the 
striker and he doesn't want tinies like Titch in his team. Will Bungo grab the World Cup glory - or will it be 
star striker Titch?

H.I.V.E. Book 1 - Higher Institute of 
Villanous Education Walden, Mark 9780747584230 £6.99 Bloomsbury 11+

Thirteen-year-old Otto has been chosen to attend the top-secret school of villainy. His skills will be 
developed to rival the world's most dastardly villain. But he cannot leave until his training is complete. He is 
left with one option. Escape.
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H.I.V.E. Book 2 - The Overlord Protocol Walden, Mark 9780747597230 £6.99 Bloomsbury 12+

A new power is rising to challenge number one, the most formidable villain alive. But who is it? And why do 
they want to assassinate Otto Malpense star pupil of H I V E

Interception Point Walden, Mark WBD 2009 £1.00 Random House 09+

Otto and three fellow H.I.V.E students are on an urgent mission. A top secret therm optic suit captured by 
security services must be retrieved before the forces of 'good' analyze its technology.

Color Purple, The Walker, Alice 521403979 £6.50 Cambridge 
University Press 16+

Celie has been raped by the man she calls father: her two children are taken away from her: her beloved, 
younger sister, Nettie has run away. She is given in an ugly marriage to Albert, to look after his children.

100 Facts on Ancient Egypt Walker, Jane 9781842367599 £5.99 Miles Kelly 07+

Discover everything you ned to know about ancient egypt with this brilliant book. One hundred facts, 
fantastic illustrations and hilarious cartoons give you the inside story on egyptian life.

100 Things you should know about 
Knights and Castles Walker, Jane 9781842363508 £4.99 Miles Kelly 11+

Here, history has been recreated with exactly 100 facts. Readers will be absorbed by the fun activities such 
as projects and quizzes and there are cartoons to add a lighter touch.

Minerals Walker, Sally M 9780822566205 £4.99 Lerner 07+

Learn about earth with the "Early bird earth science" series.

Out of Shadows Wallace, Jason 9781849390484 £6.99 Anderson 14+

Zimbabwe, 1980s. The war is over, independence has been won and Robert Mugabe has come to power 
offering hope, land and freedom to black Africans. For Robert Jacklin, it's all new: new continent, new 
country, new school.

Something Slimy on Primrose Drive Wallace, Karen 9780713659924 £4.99 A & C Black 07+

Unlike the rest of her family, Pearl Wolfbane is neat and tidy and is delighted to note that everyone else in 
Primrose Drive - the street into which her unconventional family has just moved - is normal, too.

Boy in The Dress, the Walliams David 9780007279043 £6.99 Harper Collins 09+

Dennis was different. Why was he different, you ask? Well, a small clue might be in the title of this book!
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Awful Auntie Walliams, David 9780007453603 £12.99 Harper Collins 09+

Aunt Alberta is on a mission to cheat the young Lady Stella Saxby out of her inheritance – Saxby Hall. But 
with mischievous and irrepressible Soot, the cockney ghost of a chimney sweep, alongside her Stella is 
determined to fight back… And sometimes a special friend, however different, is all you need to win 
through.

Bad dad Walliams, David 9780008164652 £6.99 Harper Collins 09+

Dads come in all sorts of shapes and sizes.  There are fat ones and thin ones, tall ones and short ones.
There are young ones and old ones, clever ones and stupid ones. There are silly ones and serious ones, 
loud ones and quiet ones. Of course, there are good dads, and bad dads . . . A high-speed cops and 
robbers adventure with heart and soul about a father and son taking on the villainous Mr Big – and winning!

Billionaire Boy Walliams, David 9780007371082 £6.99 Harper Collins 09+

Joe has a lot of reasons to be happy. About a billion of them, in fact.
You see, Joe's rich. Really, really rich. Joe's got his own bowling alley, his own cinema, even his own butler 
who is also an orangutan. He's the wealthiest twelve-year-old in the land.
Yes, Joe has absolutely everything he could possibly want. But there’s just one thing he really needs: a 
friend…

Boogie Bear Walliams, David 9780008172770 £12.99 Harper Collins 05+

From Number One bestselling author David Walliams comes a hilarious and heartwarming picture book, 
brilliantly illustrated by the artistic genius, Tony Ross. Up at the North Pole, a big, furry polar bear is 
swimming, fishing and eating. But, when she nods off and finds herself far from home, she thinks things 
can't get any worse. But they can... Much worse! An outrageously funny picture book with an incredibly 
heartwarming message about celebrating difference - in all its forms.

Demon Dentist Walliams, David 9780007453580 £6.99 Harper Collins 09+

Darkness had come to the town. Strange things were happening in the dead of night. Children would put a 
tooth under their pillow for the tooth fairy, but in the morning they would wake up to find… a dead slug; a live 
spider; hundreds of earwigs creeping and crawling beneath their pillow.
Evil was at work. But who or what was behind it…?

Gangsta Granny Walliams, David 9780007371440 £12.99 Harper Collins 09+

Ray has given up school. Then he has no choice he is excluded. Ray and his friends attend a Social 
Exclusion Project which means they can develop their music skills. Marga Man gets a record deal for them, 
and they become local heroes.

Grandpa's Great Escape Walliams, David 9780008135195 £10.99 Harper Collins 11+

Many years ago Grandpa was a World War II flying ace. But when he is sent to old folk's home 
Twilight Towers – run by sinister Matron Swine – it's up to Grandpa and his grandson, Jack, to plot 
a daring escape. Little do they know, the wicked matron is on to them…

Midnight Gang, The Walliams, David 9780008164614 £12.99 harper Collins 10+

Welcome to the Midnight Gang!   Midnight is the time when most children are fast asleep, except of course 
for…the Midnight Gang! That is when their adventures are just beginning…                                 When Tom 
gets hit on the head by a cricket ball and finds himself at Lord Funt Hospital, he is greeted by the most 
rterrifying-looking man he's ever seen. And just when he thinks things can't get any worse, in walks the 
wicked matron in charge of the children's ward..........a spellbinding story of five children and adventure.

Mr Stink Walliams, David 9780007279067 £6.99 Harper Collins 09+

It all starts when Chloe makes friends with Mr Stink, the local tramp. Yes, he smells a bit. But when it looks 
like he might be driven out of town, Chloe decides to hide him in the garden shed.
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Ratburger Walliams, David 9780007453528 £12.99 Harper Collins 09+

From the bestselling author of Gangsta Granny and Demon Dentist comes another hilarious, action-packed 
and touching novel – the story of a little girl called Zoe. Things are not looking good for Zoe. Her stepmother 
Sheila is so lazy she gets Zoe to pick her nose for her. The school bully Tina Trotts makes her life a misery 
– mainly by flobbing on her head. And now the evil Burt from Burt’s Burgers is after her pet rat! And guess 
what he wants to do with it? The clue is in the title…

The World's Worst Children Walliams, David 9780008197032 £14.99 Harper Collins 10+

Roll up, roll up! Meet five Beastly Boys and five Gruesome Girls! Like Sofia Sofa - a TV superfan so stuck 
to the sofa that she's turning into one! Or Dribbling Drew - a boy whose drool gets him into terrible trouble 
on a school trip! And not forgetting Blubbering Bertha - a bawling big sister with a horrid habit of telling tales!

There's a snake in my school Walliams, David 9.78001E+12 £8.99 Harper Collins 03+

Miranda loves to be different, and on Bring-your-pet-to-school Day she introduces everyone to her very 
DIFFERENT pet… Penelope the snake.
Miss Bloat the headmistress doesn’t think snakes should be allowed in school. But Penelope has other 
ideas…

A Parcel of Patterns Walsh Paton, Jill 9780140316636 £1.75 Puffin 09+

When the villagers of Eyam isolate themselves to prevent the Plague spreading, Mall is separated from her 
beloved Thomas. This book won the Universe Literary Prize and was a runner-up for the Whitbread Literary 
Award.

Crowfield Curse, the Walsh, Pat 9781906427153 £6.99 Chicken House 09+

It's 1347 and fifteen-year-old Will, an orphan boy, lives at Crowfield Abbey. Sent into the forest to gather 
wood, he rescues instead, a creature from a trap - a hob, who shares with Will a terrible secret.

A Witch Alone Warburton, Ruth 9781444904710 £6.99 Hodder Children's 12+

Where do you go when your heart has been ripped out? For Anna there is only one answer; into her past, 
where the truth about her mother, her power, and her real identity lie hidden. But as Anna delves deeper 
into her history, she begins to fear that the truth about what set her mother running may be darker than she 
ever suspected. With the witches of the world on the brink of war, the love of her life, Seth, gone and her 
closest friend, Abe, wanting more from her than she can possibly give, Anna is in crisis. Ultimately she will 

The Winter Trilogy Book 1 - A Witch in 
Winter Warburton, Ruth 9781444904697 £6.99 Hodder 11+

Anna Winterson doesn't know she's a witch and would probably mock you for believing in magic, but after 
moving to the small town of Winter with her father, she learns more than she ever wanted to about power. 
When Anna meets Seth, she is smitten, but when she enchants him to love her, she unwittingly amplifies a 
deadly conflict between two witch clans and splits her own heart in two. She wants to love Seth, to let him 
love her - but if it is her magic that's controlling his passion, then she is as monstrous as the witch clan who 
are tr ing to se her ama ing po ers for their o n gain

The Winter Trilogy Book 2 - A Witch in 
Love Warburton, Ruth 9781444904703 £6.99 Hodder 11+

Anna still finds it hard to believe that Seth loves her and has vowed to suppress her powers, no matter 
what. But magic - like love - is uncontrollable and soon, Anna is being hunted. Abe wants Anna to embrace 
her power, while Seth is pushing Anna to accept that his feelings are real. She finally does ... a moment too 
late. Suddenly, it's like the Salem witch trials all over again: burnings, torture and faceless judgements. In 
the face of the ultimate betrayal, who will save her?

Discover Kenya (Discover Countries) Ward, Chris 9781615322978 £6.96 Powerkids 07+

Education titles all about Kenya
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The Misfit - OC Warner Bros US 9780141319087 £4.99 puffin 11+

Welcome to The 'OC' Orange County, California, where the sun always shines, the beaches are white and 
sandy, and the residents are extremely rich. On the surface, it's a perfect harbour-side paradise.

If I were a kid in Ancient Egypt Waryncia, Lou 9780812679328 £12.99 Cricket 09+

Ancient Egypt is one of the most evocative cultures for young readers. This book shows them what their 
lives would have been like there. There was no school, since most people couldn't read or write, and no 
need to worry about fashion, because children didn't wear clothes! Rich or poor, their houses would have 
been made of mud bricks. "If I Were a Kid in Ancient Egypt" takes readers through daily life in a vibrant 
culture that pioneered paper, linen, irrigation, medicine, and much more, and shows how these inventions 
came abo t and ho the affected the c lt re's o nger citi ens

Animal Legends Watson, Carol 9780746080726 £4.99 Usborne 05+

This series of books combines good stories with easy reading text for children aged five to six years and 
over who have just started reading alone.

Talking in Whispers Watson, James 9780141300795 £4.99 puffin 14+

The avenues of Santiago are full of danger for sixteen-year-old Andres after he witnesses the abduction of 
his father, a well known singer and political activist. Now Andres is a wanted man.

Making Cards (Usborne Art Ideas) Watt, Fiona 9781409520436 £9.99 Usborne 05+

An inspiring book packed full of creative card-making ideas for every occasion including birthdays, 
Christmas, Valentines Day and Easter, as well as thank you and get well soon cards.

Football Shorts Watt, Tom 9781406332612 £7.99 Walker 09+

Billy's telling tall stories about his "famous" grandfather, Raphael suspects his coach of murder, Tom and 
Jerry surprise a talent scout and Katy gets picked to play for England. It's all going on at Shelby Town! 

Religion and Life: Foundation Resource 
Edition Watton, Victor W 9780340801857 £9.99 Hodder 14+

Edexcel GCSE Religious Studies. While covering different religions, such as Islam, Hinduism, Judaism and 
Christianity, it looks at various issues like life and death, religion and the media and believing in God.

Religion and Society (Edexcel GCSE 
Religious Studies) Watton, Victor W 9780340850466 £9.99 Hodder 14+

Covers four specified religions: Christianity, Islam, Judaism and Hinduism and examines religious and 
social responsibility, religion and the environment, peace and conflict, crime and punishment, and religion 
and medical issues and science.

Key geography connections. Pupil's book Waugh, David 748728805 £9.50 Stanley Thornes 11+

It covers: weathering; rivers and coasts; primary activities; secondary activities; environmental concerns; 
population; developing countries; and enquiries.
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Key Geography: New Interactions Waugh, David 748760768 £14.99 Nelson Thornes 11+

It is fun to use, appropriate for differing abilities, encourages an enquiry approach to learning, and includes 
a range of teaching and learning methods.

A Handful of Dust Waugh, Evelyn 9780141183961 £8.99 Penguin 16+

In his elegant, malicious prose, Evelyn Waugh satirizes British society as he saw it over three decades.

Brideshead Revisited Waugh, Evelyn 9780141187471 £8.99 Penguin Classics 14+

During the Second World War, Ryder finds himself billeted at the house which had belonged to his Oxford 
friend Sebastian, and remembers him, his family and their life.

Focus On Gifted & Talented: 20th Century 
World (11-14) Waugh, Steve 9781843034339 £29.99 OUP 11+

Fully in line with the focus on this ability level as set out in the KS3 National Strategy for History.

Angel Book 1 Weatherly,  L. A. 9781409521969 £7.99 Usborne 16+

Willow knows she's different from other girls. And not just because she loves tinkering around with cars. 
Willow has a gift. She can look into peoples futures, know their dreams, their hopes and their regrets, just 
by touching them

Catmagic Webb, Holly 978-1407104669 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

The last thing Lottie wants is to spend the holidays with her boring uncle. But when she discovers his pet 
shop is full of magical animals, everything changes... There's only one thing that could make Lottie's 
summer even better - having magical problems of her own!

Dogmagic Webb, Holly 978-1407105970 £4.99 Scholastic 09+

If you know where to look, there's magic everywhere! Lottie loves living at her uncle's magic pet shop - 
especially now she's discovered her own magical powers and that her pet dog Sofie is magical too

Magic Molly, The Clever Little Kitten Webb, Holly 9781407131306 £1.00 Scholastic 05+

Molly has a magical way with animals. Posy the kitten isn't sure what her magical power is for. She knows it 
must be something special but she needs Molly's help to find out.

The Chocolate Dog Webb, Holly 9781407131771 £5.99 Scholastic 05+

A gorgeous story about family from bestselling author Holly Webb. Amy and Laura aren't looking forward to 
the arrival of their new brother or sister. There doesn't seem to be any room for them any more. But at least 
they still have their gorgeous dog Choc - he always knows how to make them feel better.
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I like this poem Webb, Kaye ######### £5.99 Puffin 07+

Highwaymen and naughty children, sharks and baboons, the Snitterjipe and the Jabberwocky, all have their 
part to play.
Each and every poem in this treasure chest of family favourites was chosen by a child for other children.
With poems from William Wordsworth and Christina Rosetti to Roald Dahl and Michael Rosen, there really 
is something for everyone. Classics to savour and new favourites to discover!

Ship's Kitten, the Webb, Matilda 9781905117833 £4.99 Happy Cat 05+

A lonely little kitten searches for shelter in the wind and rain. She sees painted boats bobbing up and down, 
and knows that she wants to be a ship's cat. But does any boat have room for her?

The Tudors: A Heroes History of Webb, William 9780955275104 £3.99 Colour Heroes 09+

The book is about an amazing period of British history, when for the first time an Englishman sailed around 
the world, North America was discovered, printed books appeared and Spain tried to invade England. 
Today it is called the Tudor period, which began with Henry Tudor in 1485 and ended with the death of 
Queen Elizabeth I in 1603. It was the end of the Middle Ages and the start of the Renaissance in Europe, 
which saw a revival of Greek and Roman art and learning, new ideas and philosophies

Code name Verity Wein, Elizabeth 9781405258210 £7.99 Electric Monkey 13+

Two young women become unlikely best friends during World War II, until one is captured by the Gestapo.

Does My Bum Look Big In This? Weir, Arabella 340825537 £6.99 Flame 16+

Like all women, Jackie knows life would be perfect if only she had a small bum, sticky-up bosoms and didn't 
grow a moustache once a month.

Invisible Man. The Wells, H.G. 9780141389516 £6.99 Puffin 16+

With his face swaddled in bandages, his eyes hidden behind dark glasses and his hands covered even 
indoors, Griffin - the new guest at The Coach and Horses - is at first assumed to be a shy accident-victim. 
But the true reason for his disguise is far more chilling: he has developed a process that has made him 
invisible, and is locked in a struggle to discover the antidote. Forced from the village, and driven to murder, 
he seeks the aid of an old friend, Kemp. The horror of his fate has affected his mind, however - and when 
Kemp ref se to help he resol es to reak his re enge

Time Machine, The Wells, H.G. 9780141439976 £8.99 Puffin 16+

When a Victorian scientist propels himself into the year 802,701 AD, he is initially delighted to find that 
suffering has been replaced by beauty, contentment and peace. Entranced at first by the Eloi, an elfin 
species descended from man, he soon realises that this beautiful people are simply remnants of a once-
great culture - now weak and childishly afraid of the dark. But they have every reason to be afraid: in deep 
tunnels beneath their paradise lurks another race descended from humanity - the sinister Morlocks. And 

hen the scientist's time machine anishes it becomes clear he m st search these t nnels if he is e er to

War of the Worlds, the Wells, H.G. 9780141441030 £7.99 Penguin 16+

Tale of a hostile invasion of England by Martians. An unnamed central character, whose suburban home 
happens to be in the path of the invader, narrates the fast-paced, gripping tale

Trainspotting Welsh, Irvine 9780099465898 £7.99 Vintage 16+

"Trainspotting" is a loosely knotted string of jagged, dislocated tales that lay bare the hearts of darkness of 
the junkies, wide-boys and psychos who ride in the down escalator of opportunity in the nation's capital.
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Blitzcat Westall, Robert   033039861X £5.99 MacMillan 09+

She made her way down the cliff, and on to the beach. At the edge of the waves, she stopped, shaking her 
wet paws. She knew that somewhere ahead was her person, but far, far away.

Kingdom by the Sea, The Westall, Robert 749707968 £4.50 Mammoth 11+

The setting is Tyneside during World War II, but the theme is timeless - a child alone in the adult world, 
living off his wits and learning how to survive on his own. 12-year-old Harry has lost his home and his 
parents to the bombs.

Yaxley’s Cat Westall, Robert 9780330324991 £3.99 Macmillan 11+

Covered in dust and cobwebs, musty and old, it seemed to beckon Rose and her children, Tim and Jane. It 
was an escape.  But a secret hangs in the cottage’s stale air.

Midnighters - book 1 The Secret Hour Westerfeld, Scott 9781904233824 £7.99 Atom 13+

Strange things happen at midnight in the town of Bixby, Oklahoma. Time freezes. Nobody moves. Only a 
small group of people know about the secret hour - only they are free to move about the midnight time.

Uglies Book 1 - Uglies Westerfeld, Scott 9781416911043 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 15+

Tally lives in a world where your sixteenth birthday brings aesthetic perfection: an operation which erases 
your flaws, transforming you from an 'Ugly' into a 'Pretty'.

Uglies Book 2 - Pretties Westerfeld, Scott 9780439891615 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 15+

Tally has finally become 'pretty'. Her looks are beyond perfect, her clothes are cool, her boyfriend is totally 
gorgeous, and she's completely popular. It's everything she's ever wanted.

Uglies Book 3 - Specials Westerfeld, Scott 9781416917281 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 15+

"Special Circumstances" - These words have sent chills down Tally's spine since her days as a rebellious 
ugly. Back then Specials were a sinister rumour - frighteningly beautiful, dangerously strong, breathtakingly 
fast.

Uglies Book 4 - Extras Westerfeld, Scott 9781847381262 £6.99 Simon & Schuster 15+

At the end of Specials, the conclusion to the Uglies trilogy, things in Tally's futuristic world had stabilised. 
The walls between the social classes - the uglies, pretties and specials - had been torn down.
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Midnighters - book 2 Touching Darkness Westerfield, Scott 9781904233831 £6.99 Atom 13+

Jessica Day is not the only Midnighter in mortal danger. If the group can't find a way to overcome their 
differences, they could lose one of their own - forever.

Midnighters - book 3 Blue Noon Westerfield, Scott 9781904233848 £6.99 Atom 13+

Rex's horrific experience in the desert has left him damaged, painfully suspended between light and dark. 
Melissa's violation of Dess's mind and the shameful revelations of her past deeds have shattered the 
uneasy bond among the five teenagers.

Machine Gunners, The Westhall, Robert 9780330397858 £4.99 Macmillan 09+

'Some bright kid's got a gun and 2000 rounds of live ammo. It'll go through a brick wall at a quarter of a 
mile.' Chas McGill has the second-best collection of war souvenirs in Garmouth, and he desperately wants 
it to be the best.

Scarecrows, The Westhall, Robert 9780099482345 £5.99 Definitions 11+

Simon is outraged that his Mum plans to remarry. He can't bear her new fiancé. Overwhelmed by hatred 
and anger, he seeks solace in a nearby abandoned water mill. But another, powerful hatred lingers within its 
walls.

The Age of Innocence Wharton, Edith 9780140622058 £2.00 penguin 16+

The return of the beautiful Countess Olenska into the conventional society of New York sends 
reverberations throughout the upper reaches of society.

Stuart Little White, E B. 9780141354835 £4.99 puffin 09+

Stuart Little is no ordinary mouse. Born to a family of humans he lives in New York City with his parents, his 
older brother George and Snowball the cat. Though he's shy and thoughtful, he's an adventurous and 
heroic little mouse.

Charlotte’s Web White, E.B. 140301852 £4.99 Puffin 09+

The tale of how a little girl named Fern, with the help of a friendly spider, saved her pig Wilbur from the 
usual fate of nice fat little pigs.

The Roman Empire Study Units Whittock, Martyn 9780435312749 £10.50 Heinmann 11+

Focusing on the Roman Empire, this is one of a history series which offers teachers the flexibility to design 
their own scheme of work at Key Stage 3 of the National Curriculum

A Footballer Called Flip Whybrow, Ian 9780340917985 £3.99 Hodder 09+

Jack Lewis is short. Really short. So short, in fact, that Mr Bullock, the St Saviours football coach, doesn't 
want him on the team.
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Harry and the bucketful of dinosaurs Whybrow, Ian 9780140569803 £5.99 Puffin 03+

Harry finds some dusty plastic dinosaurs in Nan's attic. He cleans them, finds out
their names and takes them everywhere - until, one day, the dinosaurs get lost!

Meerkat Madness Whybrow, Ian 9780007411535 £4.99 Harper Collins 07+

Meerkat Madness is the story of a burrow of meerkat pups and their eccentric babysitter, Uncle Fearless 
who once travelled to the Blah-Blah camp at the edge of the desert. Truth be told, Uncle is a bit of a show-
off but the pups love his colourful stories even if they don’t really believe them.

The Sniff Stories Whybrow, Ian 9780099750406 £2.50 Red Fox 06+

Ben tries to pretend that what his family gets up to has nothing to do with him. But it is hard to act dead cool 
when you are sharing a house with a loony dog, a fingers-into-everything two-and-a-half-year-old, and 
parents with a social conscience.

Geography for Common Entrance Widdowson, John 9780719575723 £13.99 Hodder Murray 11+

This text is for all schools preparing pupils for Common Entrance Geography. Prepared in collaboration with 
Paul Baker, Chief Examiner for ISEB's Common Entrance Geography, this book comprehensively covers 
the thematic content of the Common Entrance Geography Syllabus, through an enquiry-based approach.

Tuesday Wiesner, David 9780395870822 £5.99 Houghton Mifflin 07+

The unpredictable events of a particular Tuesday unroll before the reader with the precision and clarity of a 
silent movie. TUESDAY won the 1992 Caldecott Medal and, among other honors, was named as an ALA 
Notable Children's Book. The critical acclaim will come as no surprise to anyone who opens the pages of 
this beautiful and humorous book.

The Boy Who Sailed the Ocean in an 
Armchair Wiiliamson, Lara 9781409576327 £6.99 Usborne 10+

Becket Rumsey is all at sea. His dad has run away with him and his brother Billy in the middle of the night. 
And they've left everything behind, including their almost-mum Pearl. Becket has no idea what's going on - 
it's a mystery. So with the help of Billy and a snail called Brian, Becket sets out on a journey of discovery

The Importance of Being Earnest Wilde, Oscar 9780140621723 £2.00 Penguin 11+

It is 1890's England and two young gentlemen are being somewhat limited with the truth. Mr Worthing 
invents a brother, Earnest, to leave his dull country life behind him to pursue the object of his desire, the 
ravishing Gwendolyn.

Road to War: a First World War girls diary 
1916-1917 (my story) Wilding, Valerie 9781407104614 £6.99 Scholastic 08+

It's 1917 and the Great War rages in Europe. When Daffy Rowntree's brother goes missing in action she 
refuses to sit safely in England, and determines to do something to help win the war. Soon she finds herself 
in the mud and horror of the battlefields of France, driving an ambulance transporting the wounded of the 
trenches...

King Arthur Wilkes, Angela 9780746080566 £4.99 Usborne 06+

When Arthur pulls a sword from a stone, he is proclaimed King of Britain. However many challenges lie 
ahead, including treacherous knights, a mysterious lady in a lake and a fight for his kingdom.
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Treasure Island Wilkes, Angela 9780746080245 £4.99 Usborne 06+

The classic adventure story by Robert Louis Stevenson re-told for children growing in reading confidence 
and ability. When Jim Hawkins sets sail searching for buried treasure and adventure, he finds himself 
caught up in a deadly mutiny where he must outwit the cunning pirate Long John Silver in order to stay 
alive.

My Best Friend and Other Enimes Wilkins, Catherine 9780857630954 £6.99 Nosy Crow 10+

When Jessica's best friend goes off with new-girl Natalie, Jessica is hurt but determined not to take it lying 
down. She has a plan, and a secret weapon - her felt-tips. The pen is mightier than the sword, after all, and 
having a sense of humour wins Jessica far more friends than she loses. A funny wise story that will touch a 
nerve with everyone who reads it.

So Super Starry Wilkins, Rose 9780330420877 £5.99 Macmillan 16+

Octavia Clairbrook-Cleeve wants just one thing: to be normal. But what chance of that at Darlinham House 
School - where t'ai chi, feng shui and media studies are the biggest subjects on the curriculum and where 
she's surrounded by 'the Darlings'

Dave and the Tooth Fairy Wilkins, Verna 9781870516136 £4.99 Tamarind 03+

David Alexander Curtis has a wobbly tooth. This humorously told story features a computer literature, 
independent-minded tooth fairy. Losing teeth us a universal experience and the story combines fact and 
fantasy in an original way.

The Wall William, Sutcliffe 9781408838433 £7.99 Bloomsbury 11+

Joshua is a troubled boy who lives with his mother and stepfather in a divided city, where a wall and 
soldiers separate two communities, and the rubble-strewn residue of their broken world gives hints of the 
old life before the wall was built. Joshua discovers a manhole, which leads to a tunnel, which leads in pitch 
darkness under the wall and across to the other side. Forbidden territory, dangerous territory, violent 
territory, which a boy like him - visibly different - shouldn't stray into. An act of kindness from a girl saves his 
life b t leads to a br tal act of cr elt and a terrible debt he's determined to repa And no one no one

Velveteen Rabbit, The Williams, Margery 9780743477826 £5.99 Simon & Schuster 05+

Margery Williams's much-loved classic story of how a boy's love transforms a velveteen rabbit into a real 
one is made accessible to a new generation in this newly adapted version for younger children.

East of Wimbledon Williams, Nigel 9780571171514 £6.99 Faber and Faber 14+

Robert Wilson is aimless and feckless, and has passed himself off as a Muslim in order to get a job at the 
Wimbledon Independent Islamic Boys Day School. His decline and fall is as inevitable as it is hilarious, as 
everything Islamic baffles him.

A Streetcar Named Desire Williams, 
Tennessee 9780141190273 £9.99 Penguin 14+

In this play, which blends pathos with a sense of decadence, a recently widowed, faded Southern belle 
visits her bohemian sister and lusty brother-in-law, in the French quarter of New Orleans.

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof Williams, 
Tennessee 811216012 £5.99 New Directions 14+

The Pulitzer Prize-winning drama of seething passions that beset a Southern family in a shattering moment 
of revelation.
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Tarka the Otter Williamson, Henry 9780140366211 £6.99 puffin 13+

This tale of an otter's life and death in Devon, captures the feel of life in the wild as seen through the otter's 
own eyes

A Boy Called Hope Williamson, Lara 9781409570318 £6.99 Usborne 08+

I'm Dan Hope and deep inside my head I keep a list of things I want to come true. For example, I want my 
sister, Ninja Grace, to go to university at the North Pole and only come back once a year. I want to help 
Sherlock Holmes solve his most daring mystery yet. And if it could be a zombie mystery, all the more 
exciting. I want to be the first eleven-year-old to land on the moon. I want my dog to stop eating the planets 
and throwing them up on the carpet. And finally, the biggest dream of all, I want my dad to love me.

Boa's Bad Birthday Willis, Jeanna 9781783441563 £6.99 Andersen Press 05+

This year Boa's birthday was going to be the best one ever. Or so he hoped. He invited his friends round. 
They would all bring him wonderful presents. Or would they?

Delilah Darling Is In The Library Willis, Jeanne 9780141500348 £6.99 Puffin 05+

My name is Queen Delilah and I come from a land far, far away, really I do.' My mother says, 'Really you 
don't, darling.' But if Delilah did rule the world, what a fun place it would be! Except she would be the first to 
tell you that she's not naughty at all – you see, Delilah is a queen in her own country and the rules are quite 
different there! Her first adventure finds her in the library creating utter chaos, much to the despair of the 
librarian, Library Anne, but to the huge delight of everyone else!

Delilah Darling Is On The Stage Willis, Jeanne 9780141322810 £4.99 Puffin 05+

Delilah Darling – Queen  Delilah from the Land of Far, Far Away to you – is desperate to play the part of 
the gingerbread man in the school play. So when Horrible Charlotte Griggs gets the part instead, Delilah is 
cross. But she soon discovers that there's lots of fun to be had playing the big, bad fox. And besides, in the 
Land of Far, Far Away, things always have happy endings . . .

Killer Gorilla Willis, Jeanne 1842705547 £5.99 Anderson 03+

A little mouse loses her baby, but just as she starts looking for it, out of the rainforest looms a huge gorilla, 
so she starts running for her life. And so begins a chase that takes her all over the world.

Mole's Sunrise Willis, Jeanne 9781406304749 £11.99 Walker 05+

Mole thought he would never see the sunrise, but when his friends show it to him it is more beautiful than he 
could have imagined.

Naked Without a Hat Willis, Jeanne 9780571212804 £5.99 Faber & Faber 16+

Will and Zara meet at a fairground and fall in love, Zara is chaotic and outspoken, from a family of 
travellers, and a suspected shoplifter. But Will is convinced of their future together and is determined to 
overrule his mother's objections.

Sticky Ends Willis, Jeanne 9781849392501 £9.99 Anderson 07+

Have you heard the tale of Felicity Finch who was prone to pinch? Or the one about Vince the Mince, the 
vegetarian dog who took his sprouts far too seriously...
This hilarious collection offers a grisly mix of gruesome cautionary verses, in which assorted characters 
meet the stickiest of ends!
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School for Stars book 1 - First term at 
L'Etoile Willoughby, Holly 978-1444008111 £4.99 Orion Children's 

Books 12+

On the first day of term at L'Etoile, School for Stars, twins Maria and Molly Fitzfoster meet Pippa Burrows 
who's won a song-writing scholarship to the school. The talented trio share the same dreams of super-
stardom and become best friends. But will their friendship stand up against Lucifette Marciano's plans to 
wreck their chances and claim fame for herself?

A Girl Called Owl Wilson, Amy 9781509832460 £6.99 Macmillan 09+

It's bad enough having a mum name you Owl, but when you've got a dad you've never met, a best friend 
who needs you more than ever, and a new boy at school giving you weird looks, there's not a lot of room for 
much else. So when Owl starts seeing strange frost patterns on her skin, she's tempted to burrow down 
under the duvet and forget all about it. Could her strange new powers be linked to her mysterious father? 
What will happen when she enters the magical world of winter for the first time?

Kitten Chaos Wilson, Anna WBD 2010 £1.00 Macmillan 05+

KITTEN CHAOS Cat-astrophe! Bertie Fletcher has kittens coming out of her ears!

Poodle Problem, the Wilson, Anna 9780330545273 £5.99 MacMillan 07+

Nine-year-old Pippa Peppercorn loves helping out at the only beauty salon in the quiet town of Crumbly-
Under-Edge. A cosy joint run by the cuddly Mrs Semolina Ribena Fudge, customers and their pets stop by 
as much for the tea and sympathy as for a trim. But when rival beautician Trinity Meddler comes to town 
and sets up shop, Mrs Fudge is in danger of losing her customers. What's more, Trinity has a sinister plan 
up her sleeve - involving oodles of poodles! Luckily Dash the talking dachshund, with a nose for sniffing out 
a good m ster is on hand to sa e the da ith Pippa as his n mber one assistant

Pup Idol: Top of the Pups (Honey) Wilson, Anna 9780330452908 £4.99 Macmillan 07+

I hope everyone out there will know by now about how I, Summer Holly Love, finally persuaded my mum to 
let me have a wonderful golden Labrador puppy of my own named Honey

Puppy Love (Honey) Wilson, Anna 9780330452892 £4.99 Macmillan 10+

In my life I have wished a million thousand times for a puppy, so was officially over the moon when I finally 
obtained Parental Consent to get Honey - the most absolutely softest and velvetest Golden Labrador you 
have ever imagined

Puppy Power: Top of the Pups (Honey) Wilson, Anna 9780330452915 £4.99 Macmillan 07+

Life has been a bit Yawnsome since I, Summer Holly Love, trained my golden Labrador, Honey, to become 
a Doggy of Well-Behaved and Quietish Proportions. Which is why it's so faberoony-tastic that Honey is 
expecting her VERY OWN LITTER of pups!

Three for Tea Wilson, Fine, 
Morpurgo 9781405227117 £5.99 Egmont 07+

Three tasty tales from three brilliant authors! My Brother Bernadette, Countdown and Snakes and Ladders.

Bad Girls Wilson, Jacqueline 440863562 £4.99 Corgi 09+

Mandy has been picked on at school for as long as she can remember. That’s why she is delighted when 
cheeky, daring, full-of-fun Tanya picks her as a friend. Mum isn’t happy.
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Bed and Breakfast Star, The Wilson, Jacqueline 440865409 £4.99 Corgi 11+

Where do baby apes sleep? In apricots! I’m Elsa, and that’s one of my jokes (I tell lots of jokes and I’m 
going to be a big star one day). I do my best to cheer my family up, but no-one seems to laugh much any 
more.

Best Friends Wilson, Jacqueline 440865794 £4.99 Corgi 07+

Gemma and Alice have been best friends since they were born. Alice has a secret and when Gemma 
discovers what it is, she isn't sure if she and Alice can stay Best Friends Forever.

Buried Alive Wilson, Jacqueline 440865417 £4.99 Corgi 07+

TIM’S DIARY, I seem to be in the middle of a Dire and Dangerous Adventure. Tim, Biscuits and Kelly are 
back! No more adventure holidays for these three, or at least that’s what they think.

Candyfloss Wilson, Jacqueline 385608373 £5.99 Doubleday 07+

Floss loves spending weekends with her dad in his greasy spoon cafe, even if it isn't the smartest place in 
town and only has three regular customers. Even Floss's best friend Rhiannon turns her nose up at it.

Cat Mummy, The Wilson, Jacqueline   044086416X £3.99 Corgi 07+

‘I sometimes talk about my mum to Mabel, because Mabel doesn’t get upset. A touching tale of Verity 
whose mum died the day she was born and who doesn’t realise how much she loves her do-nothing cat 
until Mabel disappears.

Clean Break Wilson, Jacqueline   044086643X £5.99 Corgi 09+

Clean Break is told from the point of view of Em, or Emerald as she likes to be known, and is about what 
happens to her mum, gran, and two half-siblings, Maxie and Vita, when the man of the house leaves them 
for another woman.

Cliffhanger Wilson, Jacqueline 440863384 £3.99 Corgi 07+

From climbing and abseiling to canoeing and a Crazy Bucket Race, the adventure holiday promises to be 
full of action. There’s just one problem as far as Tim is concerned: he is hopeless at sports of any kind.

Clover Moon Wilson, Jacqueline 9780440870258 £6.99 Penguin Random 
House 12+

Clover Moon’s imagination is her best escape from a life of hardship in poverty-stricken Victorian London. 
When tragedy plunges her into a world of grief, Clover realizes that everything she loved about the place 
she called home is gone. Clover hears of a place she could run to, but where will she find the courage – 
and the chance – to break free? And could leaving her family be just what she needs to find a place that 
really feels like home?

Cookie Wilson, Jacqueline 9780385613972 £12.99 Doubleday 12+

Beauty Cookson is really not very beautiful. She's plain and timid, and all the girls at school are super-
confident and snooty. They think her name is ridiculous and have come up with a new one for her - Ugly!
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Dare Game, The Wilson, Jacqueline 440865433 £4.99 Corgi 09+

I thought I was going to live happily ever after with Cam as my foster-mum. Well, ha ha! It hasn’t turned out 
like that.

Diamond (Hetty Feather 4) Wilson, Jacqueline 978-0440869863 £6.99 Yearling 14+

Diamond wasn’t always a star. Born to penniless parents who longed for a son, she was a dainty, delicate 
daughter - and disappointment. Discovering an extraordinary gift for acrobatics, Diamond uses her talent to 
earn a few pennies, but brings shame on her family.

Diamond Girls, The Wilson, Jacqueline   055255376X £5.99 Corgi 09+

Dixie is the youngest of the Diamond girls and the narrator of the story. Her sisters--Rochelle, Jude and 
Martine are all very different and each have their owns needs, strengths and weaknesses.

Double Act Wilson, Jacqueline 440865441 £4.99 Corgi 07+

No-one can ever be like a mother to us.  ESPECIALLY NOT STUPID FRIZZY DIZZY ROSE. Ruby and 
Garnet are ten-year-old twins. They do everything together, especially since their mother died.

Dustbin Baby Wilson, Jacqueline 552547964 £4.99 Corgi 07+

April started out in life as a dustbin baby, unceremoniously abandoned in a rubbish bin on 1st April. Now 
she’s turned fourteen, April is determined to find out where she came from.

Emerald Star Wilson, Jacqueline 9780440869856 £12.99 Yearling 09+

Since leaving the Foundling Hospital, Hetty has seen her fair share of drama, excitement, tragedy and loss. 
After the death of her beloved mama, she sets off to find a real home at last – starting with the search for 
her father.

Four Children and It Wilson, Jacqueline 9780141341422 £12.99 Puffin 09+

The new bestseller from Jacqueline Wilson, creator of Tracy Beaker, Hetty Feather and The Illustrated 
Mum, is a funny, moving and heartwarming story of four children who discover a way to make wishes come 
true. Echoing the classic E Nesbit novel, Five Children and It, this new story from this mega-selling author, 
winner of the Guardian Children's Fiction Prize, is a brilliant read not just for those familiar with the original 
book but for any of Wilson's millions of fans.

Girls Series Book 1 - Girls in Love Wilson, Jacqueline   055254521X £4.99 Corgi 11+

REASONS TO READ MY BOOK, NUMBERS 1 9. It’s about three girls in Year Nine. You can learn all sorts 
of secrets about me (I’m Ellie)!

Girls Series Book 2 - Girls Under Pressure Wilson, Jacqueline 552545228 £4.99 Corgi 11+

It’s diet time for me, I’m just so horribly hugely F-A-T! This time I’m sticking to it no matter what or they’ll be 
calling me Ellie the Elephant if I’m not careful! My friends Nadine and Magda think I’m mad but it’s all right 
for them.
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Girls Series Book 3 - Girls Out Late Wilson, Jacqueline 552545236 £4.99 Corgi 11+

Nine o’clock. That’s when I have to be home. Dad thinks it’s not SAFE any later. But then the most 
amazing, magical thing happens. Out with my best friends, Magda and Nadine, I meet a boy.

Girls Series Book 4 - Girls in Tears Wilson, Jacqueline 552547115 £4.99 Doubleday 11+

Ellie’s glorious romance with Russell is teetering on the rocks. Magda’s lost her pet and is desperately 
upset (though the others didn’t even know she still had a hamster!).

Glubbslyme Wilson, Jacqueline 9780440868583 £6.99 Yearling 09+

When Rebecca wades into the witch's pond after a row with her best friend Sarah, she meets a very 
unusual new friend - a huge, warty toad! And Glubbslyme is no ordinary toad. Hundreds of years old, he 
can talk and - best of all - he can work magic. Maybe, just maybe, he can help Rebecca be best friends with 
Sarah again . . .

Hetty Feather Wilson, Jacqueline 9780385614443 £12.99 Doubleday 09+

London, 1876 and Hetty Feather is just a tiny baby when her mother leaves her at the Foundling Hospital. 
The Hospital cares for abandoned children - but Hetty must first live with a foster family until she is big 
enough to go to school.

How to Survive Summer Camp Wilson, Jacqueline 192750194 £5.99 OUP 07+

Stella is determined not to enjoy her time at summer camp while her mum and new stepfather are on 
holiday, but finds herself having rather more of a good time than she expected.

Illustrated Mum Wilson, Jacqueline   044086545X £4.99 Corgi 11+

Covered from head to toe in glorious tattoos, Marigold is the brightest, most beautiful mother in the world. 
That’s what Dolphin thinks she just wishes her beautiful mum wouldn’t stay out partying all night, or go weird 
now and then.

Jacky Daydream Wilson, Jacqueline 9780385610155 £6.99 Doubleday 07+

Everybody knows Tracy Beaker, Jacqueline Wilson's best-loved character. But what do they know about 
Jacqueline herself? Jacqueline Wilson takes a look back at her own childhood in this captivating story.

Katy Wilson, Jacqueline 9780141353982 £6.99 Puffin 09+

Katy Carr is a lively, daredevil oldest sister in a big family. She loves messing around outdoors, climbing on 
the garage roof, or up a tree, cycling, skateboarding, swinging... But her life changes in dramatic and 
unexpected ways after a serious accident.
Katy is an irresistible modern version of a much-loved classic. Perfect for young readers of 9+, fans of 
Hetty Feather and Tracy Beaker will fall in love with Katy and her family too.

Kiss Wilson, Jacqueline 9780385610100 £5.99 Doubleday 11+

Sylvie and Carl have been friends since they were tiny children. They've always played together, eaten with 
each other's families, called each other boyfriend and girlfriend and deep down, Sylvie has always believed 
that they'd end up married.
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Lily Alone Wilson, Jacqueline 9780385618649 £12.99 Doubleday 09+

Lily isn't home alone - but she sort of wishes she was; looking after her three younger siblings is a lot of 
work. When Mum goes off on holiday with her new boyfriend and her step dad fails to show up, Lily is 
determined to keep the family together.

Little Darlings Wilson, Jacqueline 9780440868347 £5.99 Yearling 09+

Sunset lives a life of luxury with her beautiful ex-model mum, her world-famous ex-rocker dad and two little 
celeb siblings. But life on the red carpet is no compensation for rowing parents, constant nagging, intensive 
media scrutiny and no friends.

Little stars Wilson, Jacqueline 978-0857533197 £12.99 Doubleday 07+

Hetty and Diamond quickly become the Little Stars of Mrs Ruby’s show, alongside many colourful 
acts – including an old friend from Hetty’s past, Flirty Bertie. But the Cavalcade proves a 
dangerous place, and Hetty must fight to protect her darling Diamond, who longs for a normal 
childhood

Lizzie Zipmouth Wilson, Jacqueline 9780552557849 £5.99 Young Corgi 07+

Lizzie refuses to speak. She doesn't want to talk to Rory or Jake, her new stepbrothers. Or to Sam, their 
dad. Or even to her mum. She's completely fed up with having to join a new family, and nothing can 
convince her to speak to them. Not football, not pizza, not a new bedroom. That is, until she meets Great-
Gran - a member of the new family who is even more stubborn than she is . . .

Longest Whale Song, the Wilson, Jacqueline 9780440869139 £5.99 Yearling 10+

A moving, true-to-life story from the award-winning Jacqueline Wilson about a little girl desperately wishing 
for her beloved mum to wake up from a coma.

Lottie Project, The Wilson, Jacqueline 9780440863663 £4.99 Corgi Yearling 11+

I don’t want to do a boring old project. Who wants to be like everyone else? I’m doing a diary Hi! I’m Charlie 
(DON’T call me charlotte ever!) History is boring right? Wrong! The Victorians weren’t all deadly dull and 
dippy.

Love Lessons Wilson, Jacqueline 9780552553520 £5.99 Corgi  14+

Fifteen-year-old Prue and her sister Grace have been educated at home by their ultra-strict father almost all 
their lives. When Dad is rushed to hospital, unable to move or speak, Prue at last discovers what it's like to 
have a little freedom.

Midnight Wilson, Jacqueline 9780440865780 £4.99 Corgi 11+

Violet has got plenty to wish for, most of all she wishes she could meet her favourite author, Casper Dream. 
A magical, atmospheric novel.

My Sister Jodie Wilson, Jacqueline 9780552554435 £5.99 Corgi 09+

Pearl and Jodie are sisters. Pearl is the quiet, cautious, studious younger sister. Jodie is bold and brash 
and bad - but Pearl adores her anyway.
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Opal Plumstead Wilson, Jacqueline 9780857531094 £12.99 Random House 14+

Opal Plumstead might be plain, but she has always been fiercely intelligent. Yet her dreams of university 
are snatched away when her father is sent to prison, and fourteen-year-old Opal must start work at Fairy 
Glen sweet factory. Opal struggles to get along with the other workers, but Opal idolises Mrs Roberts, the 
factory’s owner, who introduces Opal to the legendary Suffragettes. And when Opal meets Morgan -  the 
heir to Fairy Glen – she believes she has found her soulmate. But the WW1 is about to begin...

Paws and Whiskers Wilson, Jacqueline 9780857533524 £6.99 Corgi Childrens 09+

This special anthology features the very best stories about cats and dogs from the world of children's 
literature, chosen by bestselling author and Battersea Cats and Dogs Home patron Jacqueline Wilson.

Queenie Wilson, Jacqueline 9780440869887 £12.99 Yearling 09+

It’s 1953, the year Elizabeth is to be crowned Queen of England. Elsie Kettle can't wait to go to London to 
see the celebrations on Coronation Day. Elsie lives with her Nan – her mum works as a showgirl, so she's 
not around very often. Spirited and imaginative, but often lonely, Elsie longs for a best friend. Luckily, she 
and Nan are very close; Elsie just wishes she was allowed a cat to keep her company sometimes.

Rent A Bridesmaid Wilson, Jacqueline 9780857532725 £12.99 Penguin Doubleday 13+

Very pretty, sensible nine-year-old has barely worn gorgeous pink designer bridesmaid's dress with 
matching accessories.  Will attend any wedding ceremony and add that perfect stylish touch to your 
wedding photos. Very small rental fee for one day                                                                                               

Sapphire Battersea Wilson, Jacqueline 9780385618922 £12.99 Doubleday 09+

Hetty Feather is a Foundling Hospital girl and was given her name when she was left there as a baby by her 
mother. But she always longed to be called Sapphire, after her sapphire-blue eyes

Secrets Wilson, Jacqueline 9780440865087 £4.99 Corgi 07+

Treasure and India are two girls with very different backgrounds. As an unlikely but deep friendship 
develops between them, they keep diaries, inspired by their heroine, Anne Frank.

Sleepovers Wilson, Jacqueline 9780552547093 £3.99 Corgi 07+

All of Daisy’s friends in the Alphabet Club, Amy, Bella, Chloe and Emily, have had sleepovers for their 
birthdays. Daisy has a dilemma. She’d love to have a sleepover too, but then she’d have to let her friends 
meet her sister

Starring Tracy Beaker Wilson, Jacqueline 9780385610179 £5.99 Doubleday 07+

Tracy Beaker is back ...and she's just desperate for a role in her school play. They're performing A 
Christmas Carol. She is cast in the main role. Can she manage to act grumpy, difficult and sulky enough to 
play Ebeneezer Scrooge?

Story of Tracy Beaker, the Wilson, Jacqueline 9780440865476 £4.99 Yearling 07+

I’m Tracy Beaker, This is a book all about me. I’d read it if I were you. It’s the most incredible, dynamic, 
heart-rending story. Honest. Tracy is ten years old. She lives in a Children’s Home but would like a real 
home one day, with a real family.
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Suitcase Kid, The Wilson, Jacqueline 9780440863113 £4.99 Doubleday 09+

Meet ten-year-old Andy and share her experiences of life after divorce in this realistic, moving, yet often 
very funny tale.

Take a Good Look Wilson, Jacqueline 9780141309422 £3.99 Puffin 07+

‘Don’t move! This is a hold-up!’ Mary can’t see properly, but she’s fed up with not being allowed to go 
anywhere by herself. She sets off to the shop alone, but she stumbles into a nightmare when a robbery 
goes wrong and she is kidnapped.

The Butterfly Club Wilson, Jacqueline 9780857533173 £12.99 Doubleday 08+

Tina is a triplet, but she's always been the odd one out. Her sisters Phil & Maddie are better at just about 
everything. Luckily, they look after Tina wherever they go  - but when the girls start in Miss Lovejoy's class, 
they're split up for the first time. Tina is horrified when she's paired up with angry bully Selma.. But when 
Miss Lovejoy asks them to help her create a butterfly garden in the school playground. Tina discovers that 
she doesn't always need her sisters and that there is more to Selma than meets the eye.

The Werepuppy Wilson, Jacqueline 9780140361292 £4.99 Puffin 09+

A scary werewolf video leaves Micky terrified of dogs and Mum decides the only answer is to get Micky a 
puppy of his own. But when they go to the kennels to choose a puppy, Micky doesn't pick the smallest, the 
cutest, or the quietest dog...but for some strange reason is drawn to Wolfie - who turns out to be a 
werepuppy! A whole host of adventures lie ahead...

The Worry Website Wilson, Jacqueline 9780440868262 £4.99 yearling 09+

Type in your worry... Is anything bothering you? Problems in class or at home? Don't know where to turn for 
help? Log on to the Worry Website! Type in your worry and wait for the good advice to flow in.

The Worst Thing About my Sister Wilson, Jacqueline 9780440869283 £6.99 Corgi Yearling 09+

Marty and her sister Melissa couldn't be more different. Marty loves her Converse trainers, playing football, 
hiding in her secret den and helping her dad with his DIY. But Melissa loves Justin Bieber and all things 
pink, girly and pretty. 

Twin Tales: "Twin Trouble", "Connie and 
the Water Babies" Wilson, Jacqueline 9781405254601 £5.99 Egmont 07+

Connie’s not happy. Her parents are having a baby. Well, not one, but two babies! Why do they need more 
children? They’ve got her! Soon the house is filled with dirty nappies and screaming babies and Connie’s 
expected to help. And no one pays any attention to her. It’s not fair. So when Nurse Meade puts some blue 
beads in her hair, Connie’s delighted. And when she clacks them together, things start to happen . . . Soon, 
everyone can see things from Connie’s point of view.

Vicky Angel Wilson, Jacqueline 9780440864158 £4.99 Yearling 07+

‘You look like you’ve seen a ghost!’ Vicky is a sparky girl who doesn’t let a small thing like being dead stop 
her from living life to the full.

Wave Me Goodbye Wilson, Jacqueline 9780857535153 £12.99 Penguin 11+

It's September 1939, and London is preparing for the Second World War. As blackout blinds are drawn and 
air-raid shelters hastily built, ten-year-old Shirley is woken early and told to pack her things.She doesn't 
know where she's going, or what will happen to her when she gets there. All she's told is that she's going on  
'a little holiday'. Shirley is evacuated to a quiet village that feels worlds away from home, along with two 
boys from the East End: war, troubled Kevin and confident, mischievous Archie.
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Big Day Out - WBD 2012 Wilson, Jaqueline WBD 2012 £1.00 Yearling 08+

Heinemann Science Scheme Book 3 Winterbottom, 
Gale, Bradley 9780435582531 Heinemann 13+

The scheme builds on what students already know, following on from the Scheme of Work at Key Stages 1 
and 2. It takes into account what pupils already know at the start of Key Stage 3 and builds from there. The 
"Heinemann Science Scheme" is also designed to build on the literacy and numeracy work pupils have 
done in primary schools.

Oranges are not the only fruit Winterson, 
Jeanette 9780099935704 £7.99 Vintage 14+

When Jeanette starts going to school ("The Breeding Ground") and confides in her mother about her 
feelings for another girl ("Unnatural Passions"), she's swept up in a feverish frenzy for her tainted soul.

Goodnight Moon Wise Brown, 
Margaret 9780064430173 £5.99 Harper Collins 03+

A little bunny bids goodnight to all the objects in his room before falling asleep

Princess and the Dragon, The Wood, Audrey 9780859537162 £5.99 Child's Play

When a Princess who behaves like a dragon meets a Dragon who behaves like a princess, there are 
unexpected results. A story for children who don't always succeed in being well-behaved.

Illustrated World of The Victorians Wood, Richard & 
Sara 9780750226165 £6.99 Wayland 07+

Lively colour illustrations show Victorians in all walks of life - from wealthy home-owners to poor factory 
workers and inmates of workhouses

Haunting of Alaizabel Cray,the Wooding, Chris 9780439963954 £6.99 Scholastic 13+

As Thaniel, a wych-hunter, and Cathaline, his friend and mentor, try to rid the alleys of London's Old 
Quarter of the terrible creatures that infest them, their lives become entwined with that of a woman who may 
be either mad or possessed.

Storm thief Wooding, Chris 9780439959575 £6.99 Point 13+

The titular Storm Thief isn't a character, but is rather the anthropomorphic personification given to the 
probability storms that occassionally rage over the city - storms that literally change the reality of the 
landscape
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Swashbuckle Lil :the secret pirate Woollard, Elli 9781509808823 £5.99 Macmillan 06+

When evil pirate Stinkbeard tries to kidnap Lil's teacher, it's up to schoolgirl and secret pirate, Lil, to come to 
the rescue. In story two it's sports day, but there's a very hungry croc on the loose. Can Lil and her trusty 
parrot, Carrot, scare Stinkbeard and his pet croc away?

Modern World Religions: Christianity - 
Pupil Book Foundation Wootten, Pat 9780435336349 £9.25 Heineman 11+

Produced specifically to answer QCA concerns over attainment and assessment in RE at Key Stage 3, 
"Modern World Religions" is a series that balances learning about religions with learning from religions.

Modern World Religions: Hinduism - 
Pupils Book Foundation Wootten, Pat 9780435336189 £9.25 Heineman 11+

Produced specifically to answer QCA concerns over attainment and assessment in RE at Key Stage 3, 
"Modern World Religions" is a series that balances learning about religions with learning from religions.

Secret Life of Jamie B Hero.com, The Worman, Ceri 9781843629467 £4.99 Orchard 07+

Jamie B continues with his fantasy life and in this third book, sees himself as the hero of a new computer 
game he has devised and everything around him becomes part of the game.

Eric! Wormwell, Chris 9781849412841 £5.99 Random House 03+

Eric is a little boy who sometimes gets things wrong. But Eric learns that while you
can't be good at everything, sometimes it takes a little time to find out what you are
good at.

Molly and the Night Monster Wormwell, Chris 9780224070737 £10.99 Jonathon Cape 03+

When Molly wakes up in the middle of the night, she hears the sound of a step on the stairs. It could be a 
crocodile, or a giant giraffe, or an enormous elephant, or even a night monster come to gobble her up.

Revise Wise Practice Book English Wren, Wendy 9780563546948 £1.99 BBC 07+

Developed in consultation with teachers and examiners, and prepared for current tests by experts, this book 
is a must for pupils taking the KS2 National Tests.

Revise Wise Practice Book Maths Wren, Wendy 9780563515548 £1.99 BBC 07+

Developed in consultation with teachers and examiners, and prepared for current tests by experts, this book 
is a must for pupils taking the KS2 National Tests.

Revise Wise Practice Book Science Wren, Wendy 9780563515548 £1.99 BBC 07+

Developed in consultation with teachers and examiners, and prepared for current tests by experts, this book 
is a must for pupils taking the KS2 National Tests.
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Blue Sky July Wyn, Nia 9781854114549 £6.99 Seren 2007 16+

Set between the summers of 1998 and 2005 in Cardiff, "Blue Sky July" follows the story of a mother whose 
child suffers a colossal brain injury and her battle against 'impossible odds' to heal him.

The Day of the Triffids Wyndham, John 9780141033006 £7.99 penguin 12+

When a cosmic event renders most of the Earth's population blind, Bill Masen is one of the lucky few to 
retain his sight. But another menace stalks blind and sighted alike.

Archer's Goon Wynne Jones, 
Diana 6755275 £4.99 Collins 11+

Fact: A Goon is a being who melts into the foreground and sticks there...When the Goon turns up 
demanding "Archer's two thousand", life turns upside-down. Howard desperately tries to get to the bottom 
of this peculiar demand.

Charmed Life Wynne Jones, 
Diana 9780007255290 £5.99 Harper Collins 09+

Orphans Eric Chant (nicknamed Cat) and his sister Gwendolen, a gifted witch, are whisked away to live in a 
castle with Chrestromanci, a much-revered man of magic, wealth and mysterious ways.

Howl's Moving Castle Wynne Jones, 
Diana 9780007299263 £6.99 Harper Collins 09+

In the land of Ingary, where seven league boots and cloaks of invisibility do exist, Sophie Hatter catches the 
unwelcome attention of the Witch of the Waste and is put under a spell.
Deciding she has nothing more to lose, she makes her way to the moving castle that hovers on the hills 
above Market Chipping. But the castle belongs to the dreaded Wizard Howl whose appetite, they say, is 
satisfied only by the souls of young girls… There she meets Michael, Howl’s apprentice, and Calcifer the 
Fire Demon ith hom she agrees a pact

Magicians of Caprona, the Wynne Jones, 
Diana 9780007267682 £6.99 Harper Collins 09+

Casa Montana and Casa Petrocchi look after the magical business in the Dukedom of Caprona, watched 
over by its guardian statue, the Angel. The families have been feuding for years, but then a child from each 
family disappears.

Survival Game, the Wynne-Jones, Tim 9780746068410 £5.99 Usborne 11+

Burl can't take any more bruises from his bullying father, so one day he runs away with just a penknife and a 
fishing lure in his pocket.

Thief in the House of Memory, A Wynne-Jones, Tim 9780746078785 £5.99 Usborne 11+

Dec hasn't seen his Mum for six years. After moving with his Dad, he rarely visits their old home, until he 
makes a horrific discovery there - a man crushed to death. Is it more than a coincidence that Dec 
recognizes the would-be thief?

Three Billy Goats Gruff, the Yates, Irene 9780721497365 £2.99 Ladybird 03+

Join the goats on their search for greener pastures, which leads them to their encounters the wicked old 
troll.
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Truth about Leo, the Yelland, David 9780141330037 £6.99 penguin 09+

Leo's dad has changed. Since Mum died, his drinking is worse and now he's a different person, someone 
Leo doesn't recognize. The truth is that Leo is covering up for him and when things get bad Leo escapes 
into his own head

Chinese Cinderella Yen Mah, Adeline 141304871 £4.99 Penguin 11+

When Adeline Yen Mah’s mother died giving birth to her, the family considered her bad luck and she was 
made to feel unwanted all her life. Chinese Cinderella is the story of her struggle for acceptance and how 
she overcame the odds.

The Judge Yip, Egan 9780578034997 £11.95 Egan Yip 15+

When it is discovered that the Judges-the mythical assassins who walk the shadows to silence criminals-
are real, the Galactic Federation begins the manhunt to bring down the dangerous vigilantes

Usborne Big Machines, Diggers and 
Cranes Young, Caroline 9780794508401 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Young children are amazed by the huge machines they see every day on building sites or at road-works. 
They want to know how they work. These questions and many more, are answered in this book.

Usborne Big Machines, Tractors Young, Caroline 9780794506322 £4.99 Usborne 07+

Young children are amazed by the huge machines they see working on farmss and in fields. They want to 
know how they work. These questions and many more, are answered in this book.

I Am Malala Yousafzai, Malala 9781780622163 £7.99 W&N 12+

When the Taliban took control of the Swat Valley, one girl fought for her right to an education. On Tuesday, 
9 October 2012, she almost paid the ultimate price when she was shot in the head at point-blank range. 
Malala Yousafzai's extraordinary journey has taken her from a remote valley in northern Pakistan to the 
halls of the United Nations. She has become a global symbol of peaceful protest and is the youngest ever 
winner of the Nobel Peace Prize.

Malala's Magic Pencil Yousafzai, Malala 9780241322567 £12.99 Puffin 05+

As a child in Pakistan, Malala made a wish for a magic pencil that she could use to redraw reality. She 
would use it to give gifts to her family, to erase the smell from the rubbish dump near her house, to sleep an 
extra hour in the morning. As she grew older, Malala wished for bigger and bigger things. She saw a world 
that needed fixing. And even if she never found a magic pencil, Malala realized that she could still work 
hard every day to make her wishes come true.

Jason and the Golden Fleece Zeff, Claudia 9780746080771 £4.99 Usborne 06+

The classic Greek myth re-told for children growing in reading confidence. When Jason is sent on a quest 
for the Golden Fleece, he doesn't expect it to involve clashing rocks, man-eating birds and a murderous 
king.

Face Zephaniah, 
Benjamin 9780747541547 £7.99 Non Basic Stock 

Line 14+

Face is the story of Martin Turner and his "gang of three": their reactions when "something terrible" happens 
to Martin's face. Aimed (probably) at older children and teenagers, the novel skirts allegory.
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Gangsta Rap Zephaniah, 
Benjamin 9780747565659 Bloomsbury 13+

Ray has given up school. He sees no point in education and despises authority. And then he has no choice 
about school as he is excluded. But Ray also has troubles at home, which means he has nowhere to stay 
and ends up sleeping in the local record shop, owned by his friend Marga Man. Ray and his friends attend a 
Social Exclusion Project which means they can develop their music skills. Marga Man gets a record deal for 
them, and they become local heroes. But another rap band takes a dislike to Ray's music and gang warfare 
is the res lt

Wicked World Zephaniah, 
Benjamin 9780141306834 £4.99 Puffin 11+

This collection is themed around people and places, cultures, nationalities and tribes. It includes poems 
about Inuits, Celts, the history of Britain, Maoris, the Dalai Lama, North and South Poles amongst many 
others - a real tour of the world.

Memoirs of a Teenage Amnesiac Zevin, Gabrielle 9780747591658 £6.99 Bloomsbury 14+

New York City sophomore Naomi Porter must re-invent herself, re-construct her life and undergo a re-birth 
on her journey back from a head injury that leaves her with nine stitches and a memory loss spanning the 
four years since sixth grade.

Festival Time - Apples and Honey: A Rosh 
Hashanah Story Zucker, Jonny 9780711220164 £5.99 Francis Lincoln 05+

A simple introduction to the festival of Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year. Follow a family as they 
celebrate the festival by eating apples and honey, hearing the shofar and planning for a sweet and joyful 
year ahead.

Festival Time - Eight Candles to Light: A 
Chanukah Story Zucker, Jonny 9780711220171 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

A simple introduction to Chanukah, the Jewish festival of light. Follow a family as they light the menorah, 
open presents and eat latkes, to celebrate the great miracle that happened over 2,000 years ago.

Festival Time - Four Special Questions: A 
Passover Story Zucker, Jonny 9780711220188 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

A simple introduction to the Jewish festival of Passover. Follow a family as they prepare the six different 
types of food on the Seder plate, ask four questions and hunt for the Afikoman to celebrate their festival of 
freedom.

Festival Time - Hope and New Life: An 
Easter Story Zucker, Jonny 9781845072742 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

A simple introduction to the Easter festival. Follow a family as they take Holy Communion, eat hot cross 
buns, go on an Easter egg hunt and watch a big parade.

Festival Time - It's Party Time!: A Purim 
Story Zucker, Jonny 9780711220195 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

A simple introduction to the Jewish festival of Purim. Follow a family as they dress up in costume, give 
presents and make lots of noise to celebrate!

Festival Time - Lanterns and Firecrackers: 
A Chinese New Year Story Zucker, Jonny 9781845070762 £5.99 Francis Lincoln 05+

A simple introduction to the Chinese New Year festival. Follow a family as they let off firecrackers, watch 
the amazing dragon dances and light their beautiful lanterns to celebrate the start of their New Year. 
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Festival Time - Lighting a Lamp: A Divali 
Story Zucker, Jonny 9781845072933 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

A simple introduction to the Hindu festival of Divali. Follow a family as they make rangoli patterns, light 
divas and watch a brilliant fireworks display to celebrate their amazing festival of light.

Festival Time - Sweet Dates to Eat: A 
Ramadan and Eid Story Zucker, Jonny 9781845072940 £5.99 Frances Lincoln 05+

A simple introduction to the Muslim season of Ramadan and Eid. Follow a family as they fast each day, go 
to the mosque on the Night of Power, and enjoy a delicious feast to celebrate the beginning of Eid. 

Striker Boy Zucker, Jonny 9781847800237 £6.99 Frances Lincoln 09+

Nat has grown up travelling around the world, played football everywhere, lived and honed his skills on the 
beaches of Rio. Nat's talent is spotted by a club scout. To his and his father's amazement, he finds himself 
talking to the manager about the first team squad. There is just the little detail , his age - he's big for 13 but 
surely they can't get away with him posing as a 16-year-old?

Book Thief, The Zusak, Markus 9780552773898 £7.99 Black Swan 11+

The story begins with Liesel Meminger, a traumatised nine-year-old girl. It's 1939 and she has just 
witnessed the death and burial of her younger brother. During the burial Liesel picks up an object she finds 
in the snow. The Gravediggers Handbook.
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